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 Preface
� e topic of this thesis is the Origin of the Dutch 
coastal landscapes during the Holocene. � e 
landscape evolution is visualized in a series 
of palaeogeographical maps, and the driving 
mechanisms behind the environmental changes 
are discussed. 

� e practice to make palaeogeographical 
map reconstructions of the coastal landscapes 
of the Netherlands developed a� er the Second 
World War when a lot of regional geological 
and soil scientifi c mapping programs were 
carried out by government institutions and 
universities. � ese maps show when and 
how the mapped sediments were formed. � e 
map reconstructions are subsequently used 
for e.g. the understanding and modelling of 
the long-term coastal evolution, landscape-
archaeological purposes and for education and 
public information.

� e aim of this thesis is to describe how the 
palaeogeographical maps – I made – have been 
compiled, and what kind of data was used. Palaeo-
geographical maps can be drawn on three scale 
levels: national, regional and local. � e format of 
this book follows this subdivision. � e studies de-
scribed in the diff erent chapters are a selection 
of national, regional and local palaeolandscape 
investigations which I have carried out over the 
last 35 years and therefore restricted to the palae-
ogeography of the Netherlands. Geoarchaeology is 
involved in all these studies. Geological and palaeo-
environ mental data from archaeological excava-
tions and surveys, ‘key sites’ in the landscape re-
construction, provided essential information for 
the palaeo geographical reconstructions. 

In the introduction (Chapter 1) the background of 
the landscape reconstructions is given, the geo-
logical / palaeo-environmental terminology and 
stratigraphic classifi cations are discussed, the 
role of archaeology in the coastal reconstruction 
treated, and the driving mechanisms in coastal 
evolution are elaborated upon. � e termino logy 
is as much as possible in accordance with the 
Dutch practice. � e delta concept of Berendsen & 
Stouthamer (2001) is applied for the estuarine fl u-
vial areas of the Rhine and Meuse. For the other 
non-fl uvial coastal areas the term ‘tidal basin’ is 
used for the drowned Pleistocene valley systems 
(Van der Spek, 1994). � e lithostratigraphical de-
scription of Holocene deposits on the level of for-
mations and members follows the standard strati-
graphical classifi cation of the Netherlands (Wes-

terhoff  et al., 2003). On a lower stratigraphic level, 
sediment layers are named a� er the depositional 
system to which they belong. � is terminology has 
been integrated in the standard lithostratigraphy. 

Chapter 2 discusses the compilation of 11 palaeo-
geographical maps of the Netherlands. 
� e reconstructions, the data sources and 
palaeolandscape interpretations and decisions 
are elaborated upon. 

Chapter 3 reports about three regional palaeo-
geographical studies. Based on the works of 
Vos & Van Heeringen (1997), Vos et al., (2002) 
and Vos & Zeiler (2007), the fl ooding history 
of the Southwestern Netherlands is described 
in Chapter 3.1. � e interaction between natural 
and anthropogenic infl uences is discussed, and 
the evolution of the Striene and Westerschelde 
waterway connections elaborated upon. � e 
landscape history of the Oer-IJ tidal system is the 
subject of Chapter 3.2. � e landscape development 
of this system is described on a regional to supra-
regional scale. � e geological and archaeological 
dates behind the Oer-IJ map reconstructions 
are given in a separate data overview. In 
Chapter 3.3 fi ve landscape reconstructions of the 
coastal area of the Northern Netherlands and 
Lower Saxony between Marsdiep (Texel) and 
Weser between 500 BC and today are presented. 
� ese reconstructions heavily depend on the 
extensive geoarchaeological data set of this 
region. � e causes of ingressions, induced by the 
creation of accommodation space in the coastal 
peat-land area due to natural processes and/or 
human interference, are discussed. 

� ree local palaeogeographical case studies are 
described in Chapter 4. � e Yangtze Harbour (water 
connection between the Maasvlakte 1 and 2; Port 
of Ro� erdam) study is an example of a research 
in which geology and palaeolandscape recon-
structions were used as tools for archaeo logical 
prospection of potential Stone-Age archaeology 
in the subsurface of the harbour (Chapter 4.1). Based 
on this ‘staged geogenetic approach’ a Middle 
Mesolithic site on a river dune was discovered at a 
depth of 18–20 m –NAP. � e study of the Vergulde 
Hand West in Vlaardingen (VHW; Chapter 4.2) 
describes the landscape development of a peat site 
along the northern margin of the Rhine–Meuse 
Estuary. At this location archaeological remains 
from the Bronze Age up to the Middle Ages were 
found. A particular phenomenon at this site are the 
intrusion clays (‘klapklei’) in the peat subsurface. ‘klapklei’) in the peat subsurface. ‘klapklei’
� ey were formed when peat blocks fl oated – 
including Iron Age se� lements on top of them – 
a� er large inundations. � e drowning occurred 
between c. 250–200 BC and clay was deposited in 
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magnitudes of these variations (e.g. climate-
induced sea-level fl uctuations) were too limited 
to cause major changes in the architecture of 
the coastal systems. � e major environmental 
changes were caused by autonomic and self-
enhancing sedimentary processes in the systems 
and during the last 2000 years also by humans.

 Acknowledgements
Reconstructing past coastal landscapes is a 
fascinating job. It is a ‘4D puzzle’ where one 
creates their own pieces. I am grateful to all my 
employers who gave me the academic freedom 
‘to go my own way’ to a large extent. � e 
palaeogeographical work would not have been 
possible without the interest and assistance of 
clients, colleagues and friends. 

I started my career in 1981 a� er graduating 
at the Free University of Amsterdam. Jan Sevink 
(University of Amsterdam) introduced me as a 
‘geologist’ into the archaeological Assendelver 
Polders Project. � is was the start of a longstanding 
cooperation with archaeologists. During this 
project (1981–1983) I learned how valuable 
excavation pits are for palaeo-environmental 
research. � ese pits off ered a good opportunity 
to sample and investigate the coastal sediments. 
� e archaeological remnants found in the pits, 
were used for dating deposits – crucial data for 
landscape reconstructions. � e project was also 
the start of my interest in the Oer-IJ tidal system. 
In the prehistory the Assendelver Polders formed 
the eastern side of this system and in this area I 
made my fi rst profi le and palaeogeographical 
map reconstructions in 1983. With sentiment I 
look back to the nice time I had, working together 
with Ineke Abbing†, Roel Brandt† (project leader), 
Pietje Garthof–Zwaan, Annelou van Gijn, Marian 
Kooijman, Cor Ravensloot and Linda � erkorn. 
Unfortunately Roel, who taught me the principles 
of geoarchaeological research, passed away in 
2009 and I regret that he cannot see this work 
anymore. It was great fun working together 
with Cor in the archaeological prospection of 
the polders. We learned that drilling alone is 
insuffi  cient for predicting archaeological peat 
sites in the area, and also that in the backyard 
of Cor’s house in Koog aan de Zaan ‘klapzand’ 
(‘intrusion sand’) occurred in the peat subsurface 
which was the result of the sand elevations – 
under wet conditions – during the new housing 
development of this part of the town in the 60s.

In 1984 Jan Rick van den Berg asked me to 
join the GEOMOR project of Rijkswaterstaat 
in Zeeland. In this project the consequences of 
the construction of the storm-surge barrier in 
the Oosterschelde for the sedimentat balance 
(deposition / erosion) of the intertidal sandy 

the underwater cracks between the fl oating peat 
blocks. 

� e landscape evolution around a Middle 
Bronze Age site in the area of Geestmerambacht, 
north of Alkmaar, is the subject of Chapter 4.3. � e 
area was part of the former Westfriese tidal-
inlet system. � e archaeological site is located 
on top of a salt-marsh ridge. � e ridge formation 
during the last stage of tidal activity in the area 
is reconstructed.

In the synthesis, Chapter 5, the landscape develop-
ment of the Netherlands is summarized. For the 
time intervals between the diff erent national 
palaeo geographical maps, the mechanisms driv-
ing coastal evolution are analysed. At the end of 
this chapter the main conclusions of this thesis 
with regard to the palaeolandscape development 
are presented. It is stated that the availability of 
‘accommodation space’ is the driving factor in the 
evolution of the tidal basins and intrusion sys-
tems. In the Early and Middle Holocene the rapid 
relative sea-level rise was the major process which 
created the accommodation space in the drowned 
Pleistocene valley systems. During the last stage of 
the Holocene humans played a signifi cant role by 
artifi cial drainage and digging off  of the land with 
as a consequence lowering the coastal (peat) sur-
faces and creation of accommodation space. � e 
human interference in the coastal landscape led 
to catastrophic situations. Due to the large-scale 
embankments of the salt marshes the storm surge 
storage areas were diminished drastically which 
led to a strong increase of storm fl ood levels. � e 
lowering of the polders by artifi cial drainage and 
the human-induced increase of the storm fl ood 
levels in the historical period a� er 1000 AD re-
sulted in huge fl ood disasters and large land losses 
in the areas which had subsided below the mean 
high-water level at the time of inundation (e.g. 
Hoekse Waard in Zuid-Holland and Dollard in 
Groningen). � e inundation and permanent loss 
of the Verdronken Land van Zuid-Beveland in the 
16th century led to the major shi�  of the Schelde 
river distributary from the Oosterschelde to the 
Westerschelde.

� e closure of the Oer-IJ tidal system near 
Castricum during the Late Iron Age was a natural 
process. Around 400 BC this system lost its drain-
age function due to a new opening in the coastal 
hinterland through the Flevo lakes to the Wadden 
Sea. As a result, the Zuiderzee came into existence 
and the Oer-IJ mouth near Castricum was closed 
permanently by a barrier system around 200 BC. 
� erefore, the harbour of Castellum Flevum near 
Velsen had no direct connection to the North Sea 
in the Early Roman Period.

� e climate fl uctuations during the warm 
episode of last 8000 years were limited. � e 
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ter of 1953. I appreciate the input of historical 
geographer Frits David Zeiler who constructed 
the storm surge calendar of the Southwestern 
Netherlands. Frits David also supported me in 
the profi le-landscape reconstruction of a cross-
section through the Zaanstreek which was made 
in 1999 for an exhibition in the museum of the 
Zaansche Schans (Zaandam).

In 1991, my geological mapping activities 
were moved from Zeeland to the provinces 
of Friesland and Groningen. I am grateful to 
Aleid Bosch, district manager of the RGD in 
the Northern Netherlands at that time, who 
gave me a job as a geologist in his district. � e 
geological map sheets (scale 1:50.000) which 
we were working on in the 90s have never been 
completed. Because of a change in the geological 
mapping policy in 1997 – the RGD became part 
of the TNO organization – the mapping priority 
changed to the 3D modelling of the subsurface 
of the Netherlands – and the traditional 
mapping program was stopped. Nevertheless, 
the geological fi eld survey of the coastal area 
of the Northern Netherlands was carried 
out successfully. � ese data formed the basic 
information for the landscape reconstructions 
of the Northern Netherlands. Also in this 
area cooperation with archaeologists was 
established. � e fi rst geoarchaeological project 
I was involved in, was large terp excavation 
of Wijnaldum-Tjitsma in Northeast Friesland. 
� is research resulted, amongst others, in a 
palaeogeographical map series of Westergo 
between 600 BC and 500 AD. I thank in particu-
lar Denny Gerrets for the pleasant cooperation 
at that time. Also in the Province of Groningen 
archaeolandscape surveys were carried out. 
Examples are the investigations at the key sites 
Vierhuizen, Stroobos and Gaarkeuken. I thank 
Henny Groenendijk (government offi  cer of the 
Province of Groningen) for these initiatives and 
for discussions about the ‘geogenetic approach’ 
in the archaeological prospection in the 
Lauwerszee region.

Since the terp excavation of Wijnaldum-
Tjitsma in the early 90s a lot of geoarcheological 
work has been carried out in the Province of 
Friesland. More than 30 key sites have been 
investigated. I greatly acknowledge Gilles de 
Langen and Saartje de Bruin, government offi  cers 
of the Province of Friesland, for funding these 
projects. � e interest and initiatives of Gilles in 
the landscape archaeology made Friesland for 
me the best investigated province in the fi eld of 
palaeolandscape of the Dutch coastal lowlands. 
A� er his appointment as a professor at the 
Groningen Institute for Archaeology (GIA), 
Gilles was one of the founders of Terp Research 

shoals were studied. My task was to investigate 
the role of microalgae / diatoms in stabilizing 
sandy sediments. It was a great experience to 
see and experience the recent tidal landscape 
during the sample campaigns on the Galgenplaat 
and Roggeplaat during the year. I thank Hein 
de Wolf (RGD; the former National Geological 
Survey of the Netherlands in Haarlem) who 
introduced me into the specialism of diatoms. 
In this specialism I am still involved, now as 
treasurer of the Nederlands-Vlaamse Kring 
van Diatomisten (Dutch-Flemish Society of 
Diatomists). In the project I worked with Rob 
Misdorp and Leendert Buth and we became good 
friends. Rob and Leendert and partners Fenny 
and Marijke, thanks for this friendship and good 
times we had together. My supervisor in the 
sediment stabilization project at that time was 
Poppe de Boer (University of Utrecht). Poppe, we 
have known each other for more than 30 years 
and thanks for the good cooperation which we 
have had all these years. Already in the 80s we 
made plans for a PhD research on the topic of 
palaeo-environmental diatom investigations in 
the Oer-IJ region. � ese plans did not succeed at 
that time, but you never gave up stimulating me 
to write a thesis. I am glad that you have insisted.

With the completion of the storm-surge barrier 
in 1986, the project in Zeeland came to an end. 
I was happy that in 1987 Wim Westerhoff  asked 
me for the geological mapping program of 
the map sheet of 49 West (� olen, Zeeland). 
With the geological work in � olen, I returned 
to the palaeotidal deposits. � e map sheet of 
� olen was the last map sheet of Zeeland that 
had not yet been completed at that time. A� er 
fi nishing the mapping program of � olen, 
all geological map sheets of Zeeland could be 
combined and these data gave the opportunity 
to create palaeogeographical maps of the region. 
I am thankful to Robert van Heeringen (at that 
time working at ROB, the former National 
Heritage Agency) for the input of indispensable 
archaeological knowledge. Based on this material 
we wrote our Zeeland publication (Vos & Van 
Heeringen, 1997), in which Ad van der Spek and 
Maarten Fisher (RGD) played important roles in 
reviewing and editing. Peter Bosch† (RGD) took 
the initiative to make the fi rst slide show of the 
palaeogeographical maps of Zeeland; a dynamic 
image which had great impact in the 90s. Peter 
regre� ably died at a too early age.

Within the framework of the GEOMOD 
Delta-2003 project, an initiative of Ies de Vries (at 
that time RIKZ, Rijkswaterstaat), the landscape 
reconstructions of Zeeland were extended to 
the whole area of the Southwestern Netherlands 
which was fl ooded during the storm surge disas-
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silting and occupation during the last stage of 
marine activity in the Westfriese inlet system (c. 
3600 BC). I did the job together with Menno van 
der Heijde, Eleonora Stuurman and Meindert 
van den Berg; thanks, it was great fun working 
together despite ‘some rain’ at one day.

� e geological and palaeolandscape work in 
Zuid-Holland was mainly concentrated in the 
area of the Maasmond. For the cities of Den Haag 
and Rijswijk a new geological map was compiled 
in 2007. � is would not have been possible 
without the help of Corrien Bakker, Everhart 
Bulten en Christiaan Rieff e (Den Haag) and Hans 
Koot (Rijswijk).

Between 2006 and 2010, a local archaeo-
landscape study was carried out in the area of 
the Vergulde Hand West (VHW; municipality 
of Vlaardingen). A detailed palaeogeographical 
reconstruction of this location could be made 
thanks to the many profi le recordings in the 
excavation pits and the extensive palaeo-
ecological dataset. I am grateful to Tim de Ridder 
who asked me to join the project and Yurie 
Eijskoot for the intensive cooperation during the 
processing of all the data and the publication of 
the results.

� e archaeological prospective study of the 
Yangtze Harbour (Maasvlakte, Ro� erdam) was 
executed between 2006 and 2014. It was exiting 
to discover a Middle Mesolithic site at 20 m depth 
in this harbour area. I thank Tiede Vellinga and 
Wil Borst (Port of Ro� erdam) for fi nancing and 
managing this project which was carried out 
in time and within the planned budget, and 
had good results in the form of a Dutch and an 
English publication. I appreciate having worked 
together with my archaeological colleagues of 
BOOR (archaeological department of the city of 
Ro� erdam), Dimitri Schiltmans, Jurrien Moree, 
Ton Guiran, Maaike Sier, during the last stage of 
this fascinating project.

� e compilation of national palaeogeographical 
maps of the Netherlands started in 2006. Six 
maps for the period between 5500 BC and 800 
AD were drawn. � e map reconstructions were 
carried out within the framework of the National 
Archaeological Research Agenda (NOaA), which 
was set up by the Cultural Heritage Agency 
(RCE) in Amersfoort. � e mapping program got 
a follow-up when the eleven palaeogeographical 
maps for the Atlas van Nederland in het Holoceen
(Atlas of the Netherlands during the Holocene) 
were produced (2009–2011). � e compilation 
of the Atlas was a joint venture between RCE, 
TNO and Deltares. � e Atlas could be produced 
thanks to the input – with regards to fi nances 
and content – provided by these institutes under 

Group (Terpencentrum) at Groningen University. 
It is a great honour to be a member of this group 
and to have participated as a palaeogeographer 
in the terpen projects of the last years. I thank 
Marco Bakker, Johan Nicolay, Annet Nieuwhof, 
and � eun Varwijk for the good cooperation; it is 
a great pleasure working with you all, now and 
in the nearby future! 

Within the framework of the exhibition in 
the Groninger Museum about Van Giff en (2005), 
curator Egge Knol inspired me to reconstruct my 
fi rst regional palaeogeographical maps of the 
Northern Netherlands for the Iron Age, Roman 
Period and Early Middle Ages. In 2013, the map 
reconstruction got a follow-up, on account of 
the exhibition � e drowned land is fertile, part of 
the EU programme INTERREG IVA. A series of 5 
maps – from 500 BC up to present – were made for 
the Wadden Sea region between Marsdiep and 
Weser. I thank Friederike Bungenstock (Lower 
Saxony Institute for Historical Coastal Research 
in Wilhelmshaven) for the data support for the 
German part of the reconstructions. I am grateful 
to Egge for all his initiatives; it is inspiring to 
work with you and to have discussions about 
many subjects. 

In Noord-Holland, the work – which had started 
in the 80s in the Assendelver Polders project 
– has been continued during the last 15 years, 
especially in the Oer-IJ region. A lot of sites 
were investigated in this area. � e survey of 
Uitgeest Benes in 2014 was the last in line. � e 
Broekpolder (Beverwijk / Heemskerk; 2000 and 
2001), PWN dune area (Castricum; 2001 and 
2002), Middensluiseiland (IJmuiden; 2006) and 
Waldijk (Uitgeest; 2008) were important key sites 
in the Oer-IJ region. I enjoyed the cooperation 
in these projects with Wim Bosman, Rob van 
Eerden, Jan de Koning and Linda � erkorn. I give 
a special word of thanks to Rob. I remember well 
that on the fi rst day of your appointment in 2001 
as an archaeological government offi  cer of the 
Province of Noord-Holland we were in the fi eld 
together, doing a geoarchaeological survey in 
the PWN dune area. � is engagement with fi eld 
practice led to the preparation of a huge lacquer 
peel of the dune sequence of the WRK pit. � is 
lacquer peel of about 6 m long can now be seen 
by the public in the beautiful exhibition room 
of the Huis van Hilde, the archaeological depot 
of Noord-Holland in Castricum, of which you 
are the founder. You can be proud of that. Rob 
also initiated the archaeolandscape research at 
the Bronze Age site in the Geestmerambacht; 
a site which was detected by Frans Diederick 
when he did a fi eld survey along the newly dug 
ditches in the area in 2010; good work, Frans! 
� is case study provided new insights into the 
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in the fi eld during the mapping program in 
the Northern Netherlands and later you were 
the ArcGis specialist in our geological and 
palaeolandscape projects. I am very grateful 
for all the profi les and maps you made and I 
hope that we can continue our work for many 
years and that we can continue our long-lasting 
friendship together with our partners Liesbeth 
and Willy. 

I appreciated the encouraging words of 
my physical geography friends Fred Eijbergen, 
Kier van Gijssel and Rob Misdorp in writing this 
thesis, Kier it is now my turn. 

Special word also for my promotor Poppe de 
Boer. Since the diatom sediment stabilization 
project in the 80s we have always been in contact. 
I appreciate very much that you accepted my 
request to be my promotor. I thank you for your 
personal encouragements and careful reviewing 
of the manuscripts. Your assistance, advice and 
control on the work progress were indispensable 
to bring this thesis to a good end!

I gratefully acknowledge the reading 
commi� ee, Cecile Baeteman (Geological Survey 
of Belgium), Jos Bazelmans (RCE), Roland 
Gehrels (University of York), Gilles de Langen 
(Province of Friesland / GIA) and Antony Long 
(Durham University) for their comments and 
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As early as in the 16th century it was realized that 
since the Roman period the Dutch North Sea coast 
has been exposed to major changes. From tradition 
and from personal experience, people knew that 
large areas could be fl ooded, and also that the coast 
could expand seaward. � e fi rst reconstructions 
of this region in the Roman period were drawn on 
the basis of scenic descriptions by authors such as 
Tacitus and Pliny the Elder. In the course of the 
20th century, data from geological, archaeological 
and historical-geographical research started to 
play an increasingly important role in landscape 
reconstructions. 

Palaeogeography deals with landscape re-
constructions. Several scientifi c disciplines are 
involved. Geology is the foundation of palaeo-
geography. Geological data provide know-
ledge about the composition and distribution 
of geological units in the subsurface (litho-
stratigraphical framework). In the next step 
the depositional environments are determined, 
as well as their age. Sedimentological data and 
proxies from geobotany (including palynology, 
diatoms) and palaeofauna (including molluscs) 
are used to determine the palaeo-environment. 
Organic deposits can be dated using radiocarbon 
(14C), and sands can be dated using optical 
stimulated luminescence (OSL). Archaeology 
also provides valuable data on the age of deposits. 
Historical sources (texts and maps) provide 
indispensable information on the history of 
the coastal area during the past millennium. 
Research into the genesis of the Holocene 
coastal systems of the Netherlands thus is 
multidisciplinary and performed on diff erent 
spatial and temporal scales.

� e demand for applied palaeolandscape 
research comes from coastal management and 
fl ood protection, landscape policy, archaeology, 
hydrogeology, and public information and 
education. Landscape reconstructions provide 
knowledge about the mechanisms that drove the 
evolution of coastal and river areas. Knowledge 
of causes and eff ects of morphological changes 
in the past is key to understanding future 
changes in delta areas. � is has, for example, 
a bearing on measures concerning the coastal 
environment proposed by the Delta Commi� ee 
(Deltacommissie, 2008) in anticipation of 
the expected sea-level rise due to global 
warming. Regional palaeogeographical maps 
(retrospective visualizations of the landscape) 
are used as benchmarks for decisions about 
future interventions in coastal and river 
landscapes. Palaeolandscape maps show that 
in the past the Dutch delta was subject to 
continuous change, and that there has not been a 
fi xed point of departure or baseline situation to 
which we should return.

In pre- and protohistorical times people 
lived and worked in river deltas and tidal 
basins and the palaeolandscape was a major 
element in their choice of residence location. A 
palaeogeographical map of a given period can 
therefore be used for archaeological forecasting.

A thorough knowledge of landscape 
development is of great importance in geo(hydro)
modelling of the Dutch subsurface as a basis for 
geological interpretations and decision making. 
For example, in order to predict and understand 
possible occurrences of fresh and salt seepage 
water in the subsurface, a good overview of the 
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marine inundation history is essential (De Louw, 
2013; Delsman et al., 2014). 

Landscape reconstructions are presented in 
the form of ‘fl at’ maps (2D). Adding depth 
information to two-dimensional maps allows the 
expansion to a three-dimensional model (3D). 
When time is also added, a four-dimensional 
model reconstruction (4D) can be generated. A 
4D model allows the driving mechanisms to be 
reconstructed and modelled. With spatial models 
of coastal environments in the past, the future, 
medium- and long-term morphodynamics of 
tidal systems can be be� er understood and 
forecast: the past is the key to the future. Since 
producing 3D and 4D reconstructions is very 
labour intensive, palaeocoastal simulations have 
been used very rarely in coastal modelling.

� is thesis presents 2D palaeogeographical 
map reconstructions on three levels (national, 
regional and local scale). � e background to the 
palaeogeographical mapping, the defi nitions used 
in the sediment and landscape descriptions and 
the driving mechanisms responsible for coastal 
evolution during the Holocene are discussed.

1.1 Palaeogeographical maps
A palaeogeographical map is a reconstruction of 
the palaeolandscape at a certain moment in the 
past. � e representation of a palaeolandscape 
depends on the defi nitions of the landscape types 
(in the legend), which are related to the purpose 
of the map. � e styling and the degree of detail 
depends on the scale of the reconstruction.

� ree categories of palaeogeographical maps are:
•  Maps on a national scale give an overview of 

the genesis of the Netherlands, generally on 
scale 1:500.000 to 1:1500.000.

•  Maps on a regional scale,1:25.000 to 1:50.000, 
show more landscape types, at a higher level 
of accuracy.

•  Maps on a local scale, site-level palaeo-
geographical maps on scale 1:1000 to 
1:10.000; bird’s-eye view reconstructions of 
archaeological sites fall in this category. 

� e amount and quality of data for landscape 
reconstruction determine their reliability. Many 
coastal palaeolandscape data are available for 
the upper part of the subsurface down to a depth 
of 5 m, and for the Late Holocene (last 3000 
years; Fig. 1.1). 

� e palaeogeographical maps give an overview 
of the long-term evolution of the coastal plain of 
the Netherlands, i.e., landscape evolution over 
a thousand-year period. ‘Short-term’ is used 
for landscape changes in the range of up to a 
hundred years.

� e Netherlands has a long tradition in re-
constructions of the palaeolandscape. Arnoldus 
Buchelius’ (1565–1641) manuscript map of the 
Netherlands in the Roman Period is our oldest 
palaeogeographical map (Fig. 1.2), compiled on 
the basis of landscape descriptions by Roman 
historians such as Tacitus and Pliny the Elder.

Important and remarkably detailed his-
torical map reconstructions of Holland, Zeeland 
and West-Friesland AD 1300 were made by 
Beekman (1921). � ese maps show the contours 
of the coastal dune area, the tidal landscape and 
the leveed (embanked) areas on a regional scale. 
Many of these reconstructions are still valid 
today.

� e fi rst Holocene coastal map reconstruc-
tions of the Netherlands on a supra-regional 
scale were made during the 1950s and 1960s by 
Pons and Wiggers (1959, 1960; Noord-Holland 
and Flevoland) and Pons et al. (1963). � e maps in 
the la� er publication are the fi rst palaeo-maps 
of the Netherlands during the Holocene on a na-
tional scale. 

Zagwijn (1986) improved the Holocene 
coastal reconstructions by Pons et al., using 
the latest geological maps and palaeo-botanical 
reports of the Geological Survey. � e ten 
palaeogeographical maps in Zagwijn’s book have 
been the standard for twenty years and have been 
used in many publications and exhibitions on 
the history of the Netherlands. De Mulder et al. 
(2003) published six palaeogeographical maps, 
largely based on the maps of Zagwijn, improved 
by the addition of new regional information by 
Beets et al. (1992), Vos & Van Heeringen (1997), 
Beets & Van der Spek (2000) and Berendsen & 
Stouthamer (2001).

On palaeogeographical maps up to 2003, 
the geological phenomena were schematical; the 
contours of palaeo-channel pa� erns were not to 
scale. At the initiative of the NOaA – the national 
research agenda for archaeology, a programme 
run by the Cultural Heritage Agency (RCE) of 
the Netherlands – TNO compiled seven new 
and more accurate palaeogeographical maps. 
� ese ‘NOaA maps’ were largely generated from 
geological maps (scale 1:50.000) of the former 
Geological Survey of the Netherlands (RGD) and 
maps (also scale 1:50.000) of palaeo-channel belts 
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A�. 1.1. Lithostratigraphical and chronostratigraphical table of the Holocene of the Netherlands. 

SBBL:  Southern Bight Formation, Bligh Bank Member

NAZA:  Naaldwijk Formation, Zandvoort Member

NASC-YD:  Naaldwijk Formation, Schoorl Member, Younger Dune Deposits

NASC-OD:  Naaldwijk Formation, Older Dune Deposits

NAWA:  Naaldwijk Formation, Walcheren Member

NAWO:  Naaldwijk Formation, Wormer Member  

NAWO-VE:  Naaldwijk Formation, Wormer Member, Velsen Layer  

NAWO-HE: Naaldwijk Formation, Wormer Member, Hefswal Layer 

NiNIJ:  Nieuwkoop Formation, Nij Beets Member 

NIHO:  Nieuwkoop Formation, Holland Peat Member  

NIBA:  Nieuwkoop Formation, Basal Peat Layer

SBBL:  Southern Bight Formation, Bligh Bank Member

NAZA:  Naaldwijk Formation, Zandvoort Member

NASC-YD:  Naaldwijk Formation, Schoorl Member, Younger Dune Deposits

NASC-OD:  Naaldwijk Formation, Older Dune Deposits

NAWA:  Naaldwijk Formation, Walcheren Member

NAWO:  Naaldwijk Formation, Wormer Member  

NAWO-VE:  Naaldwijk Formation, Wormer Member, Velsen Layer  

NAWO-HE: Naaldwijk Formation, Wormer Member, Hefswal Layer 

NiNIJ:  Nieuwkoop Formation, Nij Beets Member 

NIHO:  Nieuwkoop Formation, Holland Peat Member  

NIBA:  Nieuwkoop Formation, Basal Peat Layer

EC:  Echteld Formation

KRWY:  Kre�enheuye Formation, Wijchen Layer 

BODE:  Boxtel Formation, Delwijnen Member

NAWA-IJS:  Naaldwijk Formation, Walcheren Member, IJsselmeer Layer 

NIFL:  Nieuwkoop Formation, Flevomeer Layer

NAWA-AL/AL: Naaldwijk Formation, Walcheren Member, Almere Layer

NAWA-AL/ZU: Naaldwijk Formation, Walcheren Member, Zuiderzee Layer

BOSI:  Boxtel Formation, Singraven Member

NIGR:  Nieuwkoop Formation, Griendtsveen Member

BOKO:  Boxtel Formation, Kootwijk Member
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A�. 1.1. Lithostratigraphical and chronostratigraphical table of the Holocene of the Netherlands. 
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human intervention in the landscape in general 
terms. � e methods used in compiling these 
palaeogeographical maps are explained in this 
thesis. � e multidisciplinary data, on which the 
map reconstructions are based, are elaborated 
upon, and decisions based on expert judgment 
in cases were no palaeolandscape data were 
available, are explained.

1.2  Perception of Holocene 
coastal evolution
 Perception of Holocene 
coastal evolution
 Perception of Holocene 

From 1950 to 1980, geoscientists and archaeo-
logists in the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany 
(e.g. Bennema & Van der Meer, 1952; Edelman, 
1953; Bennema, 1954; Bakker, 1954; Tavernier & 
Moorman; 1954; Pons & Wiggers, 1959, 1960; De 
Jong & Hageman, 1960; Hageman, 1969; Behre, 
1986b) assumed that clastic and organic deposits 
in the tidal basins corresponded in time, and that 
the formation of these deposits was associated 
with periods of strong and weak marine infl uence 
(i.e. transgressions and regressions). During 
transgressions, the marine infl uence in the coastal 
area increased and mainly clastic sediments (sand 
and clay) were deposited. During regressions the 
sea retreated, parts of the tidal area fell dry, and 
soils and peat layers developed in the hinterland. 
Transgressions would occur during periods of 
relatively rapid sea-level rise and regressions 
during periods of slower rise or a relative sea-
level fall. � e transgression and regression model 

in the fl uvial area compiled by Berendsen and 
Stouthamer. Other new basic information for 
the Early and Middle Holocene reconstructions 
on the NOaA-maps were e.g. the maps of the top 
of the Pleistocene surface by Vos & Kiden (2005). 

� e scale of the NOaA maps is 1:500.000, 
and the six maps in De Mulder et al. (2003) cover 
the period 5500 BC to AD 800. A� er the NOaA-
maps had been completed in 2005, RCE, TNO and 
Deltares continued the mapping programme, 
extending the series to the present day on scale 
1:100.000 (see Chapter 2). Additional maps were 
made for 9000 and 1500 BC and 1500, 1850, and 
2000 AD. An important source of information 
was the new surface elevation data of the 
Netherlands (AHN, Actueel Hoogtebestand 
Nederland). � e elevation maps generated from 
these accurate surface-level data provided a 
lot of valuable geomorphological information, 
especially used for the palaeolandscape map 
series of the youngest Holocene. In addition, 
two maps of the top of the Pleistocene surface 
were produced: one with the location of the 
younger Holocene channel incisions and the 
other without these younger channel incisions. 
� e palaeogeographical map series and 
Pleistocene top maps were published in the Atlas 
van Nederland in het Holoceen (Vos et al., 2011a), 
intended for educational purposes and for a broad 
audience interested in the landscape history 
and landscape archaeology of the Netherlands. 
� e Atlas describes the landscape evolution and 

1.2 | Reconstruction 
of the Netherlands 
during the Roman 
Period (Langereis, 
2001). Manuscript 

map of Arnoldus 
Buchelius 

(1565–1641). 

Fig. 1.2. Reconstruction of the Netherlands during the Roman Period. Manuscript map of Arnoldus Buchelius 
(1565–1641). 
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area had already been questioned by historians 
before (Verhulst, 1980; Dekker, 1980).

Strikingly, this discussion was barely 
refl ected in the geological literature on the 
coastal genesis of the Netherlands. In the 
ground-breaking studies on the long-term 
development of the Dutch coast carried out as 
part of Rijkswaterstaat’s Coastal Genesis project 
(Beets et al., 1994; Beets & Van der Spek, 2000), 
the theme of transgression and regression 
phases was not addressed, and thus implicitly 
dismissed as irrelevant. 

In the new lithostratigraphy of the 
Netherlands (Ebbing et al., 2003; Westerhoff  et 
al., 2003), the Holocene classifi cation, based on 
transgression and regression phases (Doppert 
et al., 1975; Zagwijn, 1986), was abandoned and 
the related terminology of Calais and Duinkerke 
deposits was no longer used. Lithostratigraphy 
and chronostratigraphy were no longer mixed, 
which is conform the international stratigraphic 
rules (Hedberg, 1974; Salvador, 1994). � is 
point of critique – admixture of litho- and 
chronostratigrahphy – which had already been 
emphasised by Roeleveld (1974), Griede (1978) 
and Baeteman (1981, 1983).

� e concept of cyclical supra-regional trans-
gression and regression phases has not been 
completely rejected, however. � e Holocene sea-

suggests that fl uctuations in global climate would 
have been the main driving force behind the 
supra-regional changes. According to this view, 
these fl uctuations had a cyclicity of about 500 to 
600 years.

Archaeologists (Van Es, 1970; Boersma, 1972; 
Louwe Kooijmans, 1974) and historians (e.g. 
Dekker, 1971) used the cycle model to explain the 
diff erent occupation phases in the coastal area. 
During regression phases, the relatively low sea 
level let the higher, silted-up parts of the marine 
clay area fall dry so that they became habitable. 
During transgression phases the sea level rose 
rapidly and these parts of the coastal area were 
fl ooded again and became uninhabitable.

At the end of the 1970s and in the 1980s 
ideas about the landscape genesis of the NW 
European coastal plain gradually changed. 
More importance was a� ached to local factors 
determining the processes – and thus coastal 
development and opportunities for occupation 
– in a coastal region (e.g. Baeteman, 1981, 1983; 
Westerhoff  et al., 1987). In this process approach
transgressive and regressive developments 
in the Dutch coastal area appeared not to be 
synchronous everywhere. � e assumed link 
between transgression and regression phases 
and se� lement phases in the Dutch coastal 

1.3 | Trend curves of 
the relative sea-level rise 
for the southern, middle 
and northern parts of the 
Netherlands (after Kiden 
et al., 2008). 
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1.4 | Schematic images of the confi guration of two delta types.

Fig. 1.4a. The ‘classical’ form of a river delta in a non-tidal lake environment (e.g. Kampereiland, the IJssel Delta in the former Zuiderzee) 
or non-tidal or micro-tidal sea (e.g. Nile Delta in the Mediterranean Sea).

Fig. 1.4b. Funnel-shaped delta, formed in a Pleistocene river valley (e.g. the Rhine–Meuse Delta in prehistoric times).
Fig. 1.4c. Schematic cross-section through an estuarine–fl uvial delta (location see Fig. 1.4b). The section shows the lithofacies sequence 

of a transgressive fi ll during the rapid sea-level rise in the Early and Middle Holocene, followed by a regressive estuarine fi ll 
and shore-face progradation in the Late Holocene when the sea-level rise had declined (modifi ed image, after Dalrymple et al., 
1992 and Martinius & Van den Berg, 2011).

Schematic image of the configuration of two delta types. 
Fig. 1.4. Schematic images of the configuration of two delta types.

Fig. 1.4a. The ‘classical’ form of a river delta in a non-tidal lake environment (e.g. Kampereiland, the IJssel Delta in 
the former Zuiderzee) or non-tidal or micro-tidal sea (e.g. Nile Delta in the Mediterranean Sea).

Fig. 1.4b. Funnel-shaped delta, formed in a Pleistocene river valley (e.g. the Rhine–Meuse Delta in prehistoric times).

Fig. 1.4c. Schematic cross-section through an estuarine–fluvial delta (location see Fig. 1.4b). The section shows the 
lithofacies sequence of a transgressive fill during the rapid sea-level rise in the Early and Middle Holocene, followed 
by a regressive estuarine fill and shore-face progradation in the Late Holocene when the sea-level rise had declined 
(modified image, a�er Dalrymple et al., 1992 and Martinius & Van den Berg, 2011).
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from both fl uvial and marine sources and 
contains lithofacies formed by tidal, wave and 
fl uvial processes. It extends from the inland 
limit of the tidal facies to the seaward limit of the 
coastal facies (Dalrymple et al., 1992). 

� e terms delta and estuary show overlap in 
drowned river valleys (Fig. 1.4). � e fl uvial input 
of large rivers into a water body (sea or ocean) 
is the common factor. � erefore, these terms 
are o� en used as synonym for the infi lling of 
river valleys in the coastal zone. In the Dutch 
practice the content of the term ‘delta’ o� en goes 
even further: the whole complex of fl uvial and 
coastal-wetland landscapes in the Netherlands 
is called ‘delta’. For instance, this meaning of 
the word ‘delta’ is used in the advisory report of 
the Delta Commi� ee (Deltacommissie, 2008) to 
protect the low-lying Netherlands against the 
consequences of climate change over the next 
century. From a longstanding, deeper and large 
scale-point of view, the term ‘delta - sensu lato’
for the Dutch subsurface might be arguable, 
since during the Quaternary the Dutch part of 
the North Sea Basin was fi lled for the major part 
by sediments that were originally supplied by 
the large rivers from Germany and Meuse from 
Belgium (Westerhoff  et al., 2003).

In regional Holocene studies, however, 
deltaic and estuarine depositional systems are in 
general distinguished (e.g. Dalrymple et al., 1992; 
Boyd et al., 2006; Dalrymple, 2011; Martinius & 
Van den Berg, 2011). � e diff erences between 
both systems are related to the preconditions 
they made: a delta is a depositional system, which 
is prograding into a sea or lake in relation to a 
regressive development, whereas an estuary is 
a system, which is formed in a drowned funnel-
shaped river valley and related to a transgressive 
development (Boyd et al., 2006). Following these 
preconditions, the lower regressive part of the 
sedimentary sequence of the Rhine–Meuse 
deposits has to be considered ‘estuarine’ whereas 
the upper transgressive part of the sequence 
must be called ‘deltaic’ (Dalrymple et al., 1992; 
Martinius & Van den Berg, 2011; Fig. 1.4b). 

For the classifi cation of the inshore tidal and 
fl uvial Rhine–Meuse sediments, this deltaic–
estuarine separation is not logical, because 
comparable tidal and fl uvial deposits were 
formed in both the regressive and transgressive 
sequence and the boundary between ‘regressive’ 
and ‘transgressive’ cannot be drawn precisely. 
Hijma (2009) tried to avoid this problem and 
proposed the neutral term Rhine–Meuse river-
mouth area for all the trans- and regressive 
deposits in the system. He reserved the terms 
delta en estuary for smaller scale features only, 
but a term such as bay-head delta complex in the 
upper estuary is also confusing, in the sense that 

level curve for the southern North Sea by Behre 
(2003) shows marked fl uctuations which he 
relates to the Calais and Duinkerke transgression 
phases. Van den Berg (2013) also recognizes a 
cyclical development in the coastal area of   the 
Netherlands with a return period for regressive 
developments of 260 years. However, not all tidal 
basins responded to each regressive event in the 
same way. � is is logical while at the same time 
isostatic subsidence in response to the melting 
of the Scandinavian ice diff ered along the coast 
(Kiden et al., 2008; Fig. 1.3). Moreover, a rising 
sea level induces changes in the tidal regime in 
the North Sea, diff erent from place to place (see 
e.g. the palaeogeographical reconstructions of 
the coastal area between Marsdiep and Weser; 
Chapter 3.3).

1.3  Nomenclature of the 
Holocene deposits

Various sets of terminology are used to describe 
the Dutch coastal deposits, depending on their 
genesis and function. Deposits can be grouped 
according to the depositional or sedimentary 
system to which they belong, the sedimentary 
environment (or lithofacies) in which they were 
deposited or the lithostratigraphical unit of 
which they form part. � ese terms are defi ned as 
follows:
•  Depositional system units are geographically 

defi ned units that are related to sedimentary 
systems, i.e. the geometry and external 
controls (sediment supply, climate, wave 
and tidal climate) of the basin in which the 
sediments were deposited.

•  Lithofacies are sedimentary units that be-
long to a particular sedimentary environ-
ment. � ese units have specifi c lithological 
features common to the type of environment 
in which they were deposited.

•  Lithostratigraphical units are stratigraphical 
units which are distinguished on the basis 
of their sediment characteristics and 
their stratigraphical position within the 
geological sequence.

1.3.1 Sedimentary systems
Sedimentary systems, which can be distinguished 
in the regional tidal-coastal areas of the 
Netherlands, are estuaries and deltas, tidal 
basins, lagoons and ingressions. 

� e term delta refers to subaerial and 
submerged sediment-cones which accumulate 
in a body of water (ocean, sea or lake) primarily 
by the action of a river (Moore & Asquith, 1971).

An estuary is defi ned as the seaward position of 
a river-valley system which receives sediments 
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� e term tidal basins is used for the Late Pleis-
tocene valley systems – which were drowned 
in the Early and Middle Holocene as a result 
of the Holocene sea-level rise – where no large 
rivers discharged but only small brooks ran 
into (Van der Spek, 1994b). � e sediment bodies 
of the tidal basins consist mainly of marine 
deposits, brought in by tides and waves. � e 
Boorne, Hunze and Fivel tidal-basin systems are 
named a� er the drowned palaeovalley systems 
of the Northern Netherlands. In the Western 
Netherlands the Zeeland tidal basin and the 
basin of the Overijsselse Vecht are distinguished 
in the subsurface (Fig. 1.5). � e tidal deposits are 
named a� er the basin system, e.g. Boorne tidal-
basin deposits (or Boorne deposits; Chapter 3.3) 
or to the name of the tidal inlet, e.g. Westfriese 
tidal-inlet deposits (Chapter 4.3).

Lagoonal sedimentary environments include 
inland seas and lakes connected to the open sea 
through a tidal inlet. � e sediments in these 
systems are largely subaqueous. � e water 
in such a depositional environment is o� en 
brackish and the tidal regime restricted. � e 
largest and most important lagoonal system in 
the Holocene coastal deposits of the Netherlands 
was the former Zuiderzee. � e lagoonal, largely 
subaqueous deposits of this system are called the 
Zuiderzee deposits.

Transgressive breakthroughs of the sea 
in the hinterland of a coastal area are called
ingression systems. Most of them were formed 
in the Netherlands during the Late Holocene 
(Subatlanticum) and the genesis of these systems 
was in many cases related to peat reclamations 
which caused subsidence. Examples are the 
post-Roman ingression of Zeeland (Chapter 3.1) 
and the mediaeval and historical ingressions of 
the Middelzee, Lauwerszee and Dollard in the 
Northern Netherlands (Chapter 3.3).

1.3.2 Lithofacies
Lithofacies are sedimentary units with a specifi c 
lithological composition, which formed in a 
specifi c depositional environment. Lithofacies 
in a tidal se� ing include tidal-channel, sandfl at, 
mudfl at and salt-marsh deposits. � e diff erence 
between a lithostratigraphical unit and a 
lithofacies is that the deposits in a lithofacies 
do not have a fi xed position within a coastal 
sequence. � ey may occur at multiple levels. 
If a lithofacies has a particular stratigraphical 
position, then, based on the stratotype (in 
conformity with Hedberg, 1974), this facies may 
be upgraded to a lithostratigraphical unit.

1.3.3 Lithostratigraphy
� e international lithostratigraphical classi-
fi cation (Hedberg, 1976; Salvador, 1994) has a 

the (regressive) upper estuary is ‘deltaic’ in 
terms of Boyed et al. (2006). 

� e term Rhine–Meuse delta is used in all the 
geographical studies of the Utrecht University 
for the Rhine–Meuse area (e.g. Berendsen & 
Stouthamer, 2001; Cohen et al., 2012). � e whole 
Holocene sediment sequence (regressive or not) 
in the Pleistocene Rhine–Meuse valley system is 
recognized as deltaic. In this thesis, this content 
of the terms Rhine–Meuse delta and Rhine–Meuse 
deltaic deposits is adopted. In addition, this delta 
is subdivided into two zones: the tidal part of the 
delta infi lling is called estuary or the estuarine part 
of the delta (regressive or not) and the pure fl uvial 
infi lling of the Pleistocene valley system (aggra-
dation, including the fl uvial peat-bog deposits) 
fl uvial area or the fl uvial part of the delta (Chapter 4.1). 
� e freshwater tidal area is assigned to the estua-
rine part of the delta. � is environment is called 
fl uvial–tidal transition, following to Martinius & 
Van den Berg (2011). In the older Dutch literature 
the freshwater tidal area was called the ‘perima-
rine area’ (Hageman, 1969; Van der Woude, 1982).rine area’ (Hageman, 1969; Van der Woude, 1982).rine area’
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(formerly part of the Westland Formation). � e 
names of stratigraphical units such as Holland 
Peat and Basal Peat, now part of the new 
Nieuwkoop Formation, have not changed (Ebbing 
et al., 2003; Westerhoff  et al., 2003). However, 
the lithostratigraphical content of the Basal Peat 
has been adjusted slightly. Basal Peat is defi ned 
as the peat layer directly on the Pleistocene 
surface and covered by a clastic layer. � is may 
be the Wormer and/or Walcheren Member. In 
the former lithostratigraphy this was only the 
Wormer Member. � e Nij Beets Member in the 
Nieuwkoop Formation is another new feature, 
referring to the peat layer at the surface and 
located directly upon the Pleistocene surface, 
without being covered by a clastic sediment/clay 
layer (Fig. 1.6). In the old lithostratigraphy this 
unit was considered part of the Holland Peat.

In the new lithostratigraphy the Griendts veen 
Member has become part of the Nieuwkoop For-
mation. � ese are the isolated, mainly oligo trophic 
peat deposits on the higher Pleistocene grounds.

In the old stratigraphical system coastal beach 
and barrier sands and coastal dune deposits 
were a� ributed to the Westland Formation. In 
the new lithostratigraphy, these deposits are 
part of the Naaldwijk Formation. � e coastal 
beach and barrier sands are a� ributed to the 
Zandvoort Member and the coastal dune sands 
are classifi ed into the Schoorl Member. � e 
terminology for the Older and Younger Dunes 
has not been changed (yet) and is still in use. 
Both have been allocated to the Schoorl Member.

� e aeolian dune sands on the higher 
Pleistocene grounds, which were part of the 
Kootwijk Formation, are now classifi ed as the 
Kootwijk Member of the Boxtel Formation. � e 
Holocene brook deposits in the higher parts of 
the Netherlands have also been downgraded 
from Formation to Member. In the new 
lithostratigraphy the organic and/or sandy 
brook deposits are classifi ed as the Singraven 
Member, part of the Boxtel Formation. 

In the new lithostratigraphy, the fl uvial deposits 
of the Rhine and Meuse are considered part 
of the Echteld Formation. � e old terminology 
of the Betuwe Formation – with the Tiel and 
Gorinchem Members – has been abolished. 
� ose humic and woody deposits are no longer 
diff erentiated and now all belong to the Echteld 
Formation (Fig. 1.1).

1.3.4  Integrated use of the terminology for 
the Holocene deposits

� e design of the integrated terminology for 
lithostratigraphy, sedimentary systems and 
lithofacies is fl exible. All terms relating to 

hierarchical structure with, from large to small, 
the following units: Group, Formation, Member 
and Bed. In accordance with the international 
stratigraphical rules, the lithostratigraphical 
classifi cation is not mixed with the chrono-
stratigraphical classifi cation (classifi cation on 
age), biostratigraphical classifi cation (classi-
fi cation based on fossil content) and other 
classifi cations (e.g. classifi cation based on 
seismic characteristics).

In the Netherlands and the North Sea area the 
Holocene Quaternary and Neogene deposits are 
lithostratigraphically part of the Upper North 
Sea Group. At formation level the Quaternary 
deposits are traditionally (Doppert et al., 1975) 
classifi ed according to their geographical 
area and depositional environment (genesis). 
Four main groups are distinguished: marine, 
fl uvial, glacial deposits, and deposits of 
aeolian or local terrestrial origin (peat). � e 
new lithostratigraphy of the Quaternary in 
the Netherlands of 2003 (Ebbing et al., 2003; 
Westerhoff  et al., 2003) follows this genetic/
geographical division (Fig. 1.3) because the 
depositional environment is a decisive factor 
for the diagnostic sediment characteristics of 
the various units and their distribution. � e 
lithostratigraphy of the Dutch deposits has been 
revised, mainly because chronostratigraphy 
(age of the layers) was strongly mixed with 
lithostratigraphy (sediment characteristics) in 
the old mapping. Such a mix is undesirable for 
modelling of the subsurface and its geotechnical 
and geohydrological characteristics. � e new 
classifi cation is completely based on sediment 
properties and lithosequence.

With the introduction of the new litho-
stratigraphy of the Netherlands, the litho-
stratigraphy of the Holocene coastal and fl uvial 
deposits has also been adjusted. In the old maps 
(Hageman, 1964; Van Rummelen, 1965, 1970, 
1972, 1978; Ter Wee, 1976; Van Staalduinen, 
1979; De Groot et al., 1987) terms such as ‘Calais 
Deposits’ and ‘Duinkerke Deposits’ (members of 
the Westland Formation) were used for Holocene 
tidal deposits below and above the main Holland 
Peat Member. � ese notions have been abolished 
and replaced by the Wormer and Walcheren 
Members of the Naaldwijk Formation (Ebbing 
et al., 2003; Westerhoff  et al., 2003; Fig. 1.1). � e 
link between ‘transgression phases’ and marine 
deposits, as was established in the old mapping, 
has also been abolished. As a result, concepts 
such as ‘Calais I to IV’ and ‘Duinkerke 0 to III’ 
deposits were abandoned.

In the new lithostratigraphical classifi cation, 
peat layers (terrestrial deposits of local origin) 
are considered part of the Nieuwkoop Formation 
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1.6 | Schematic cross-section of the lithostratigraphical sequence of Northwest Friesland.

Fig. 1.6.  Schematic cross-section of the lithostratigraphical sequence of Northwest Friesland.
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Member and the Echteld Formation – is found 
in the whole area behind the coastal dunes 
and on the higher Pleistocene grounds, except 
where younger channels have eroded the peat. 
In the Northern Netherlands, the provinces 
of Groningen and Friesland, the Holland Peat 
layer only developed at the inland side up to 
the higher Pleistocene grounds. In the central 
parts of the former tidal basins of the Boorne, 
Hunze and Fivel peat was never formed. In the 
central part of Groningen, the Holland Peat 
layer has almost completely been decomposed 
by oxidation. At most places only a black peat 
residue is found. Also in the area of Schouwen in 
the province of Zeeland most of the Holland Peat 
has disappeared due to oxidation. 

In the central part of the province of 
Zuid-Holland the tidal deposits of the Wormer 
Member are intercalated with fl uvial deposits of 
the Echteld Formation and peat layers.

Near the present coastline of the provinces 
of Zeeland, Zuid-Holland and Noord-Holland, 
on top of the sandy tidal deposits of the Wormer 
Member, a sequence of sandy off shore deposits, 
beach sands and dune sands were formed. � e 
off shore sands belong to the Bligh Bank Member 
of the Southern Bight Formation and the beach 
sands and dune sands to the Zandvoort and 
Schoorl Member of the Naaldwijk Formation 
(Westerhoff  et al., 2003). � e off shore sands and 
beach sands contain shells of an open marine 
fauna (e.g. Spisula subtruncata) and in the profi les 
the off shore and beach sands are combined to 
one unit, the ‘Spisula Sands’. 

In the central parts of the former tidal 
systems, the sediments of the Wormer and 
Walcheren Members consist of layered sandy 
deposits (with clay layers) and/or clayey deposits 
(with sand layers). To the landward margins of 
these systems the deposits generally consist of 
clays which are o� en humic and rooted by reed. 
Also the channel and creek deposits consist for 
the greater part of clay or clay with some tiny, 
silty sand layers; see for instance the profi le of 
Friesland (Fig. 1.11).

1.4  Subdivision of the 
landscapes

� e landscape of the Netherlands is subdivided 
into six main units:
•  Clastic coastal landscape: marine tidal systems 

(tidal basins, ingression systems), estuaries, 
lagoons, beach barriers and coastal dunes.

•  Fluvial landscape:•  Fluvial landscape:•   the areas with sediments 
of the larger rivers (Rhine, Meuse and 
Schelde).

•  Peat landscape:•  Peat landscape:•   the landscape with peat soils 
at the surface.

the Holocene coastal sediments can be used 
additionally and side by side. � e coastal deposits 
of the Northern Netherlands are used as an 
example of the integrated nomenclature. � e 
Boorne deposits are the sediments that fi lled 
the Boorne tidal basin. Below the Holland Peat 
layer, the Boorne deposits are part of the Wormer 
Member. In this member, diff erent lithofacies 
occur, such as the ‘bluish crumbly salt-marsh 
clay’. � is clay can be termed crumbly salt-
marsh clay of the Boorne deposits, present in 
the Wormer Member. � e Wormer Member was 
not only formed in the Boorne tidal basin, but 
also in the Fivel and Hunze tidal basins. � ere, it 
is called Wormer Member as part of the Fivel or 
Hunze deposits.

� e same principle of integrated use also 
applies to the nomenclature of lithofacies within 
the lithostratigraphical units. Crumbly clay is not 
a unit unique to the Wormer Member but can also 
be part of the Walcheren Member. In the case that a 
facies unit has a specifi c stratigraphical position in 
a member and / or formation (specifi c ‘stratotype’; 
Hedberg, 1976), this unit can be classifi ed as a 
lithostratigraphical unit. � e Layer of Velsen, 
on top of the Basal Peat and below the Wormer 
Member in Noord-Holland, is an example.

� e integrated use of lithostratigraphy and 
lithofacies is also applied in geological mapping 
programs of the coastal areas of Germany 
(Barckhausen, 1969; Preus & Streif, 1977; Streif, 
1998) and Belgium (Baeteman, 1987, 2005). 
� e map units consist of specifi c profi le types 
which all have their own special sequence of 
lithogenetic facies. Each profi le type (lithofacies 
sequence) has its own map code. 

� e proposed integrated terminology in this 
thesis goes further and describes also the litho-
facies in connection to the sedimentary system 
they belong to (e.g. Dollard mudfl at deposits; 
Gantel tidal-channel deposits). � is is convenient 
for users because in the name of the unit the re-
gional geographical position is indicated. 

1.3.5 Holocene coastal sequence
For the fi ve coastal provinces – Zeeland, 
Zuid-Holland, Noord-Holland, Friesland and 
Groningen (Fig. 1.7) – geological cross-sections 
show the depositional sequence on top of the 
Pleistocene (Figs. 1.8 to 1.12), based on the available 
borehole information in the TNO DINO database. 
In all provinces the standard coastal sequence 
of the Netherlands – where not (partly) eroded – 
consists, from base to top, of: Basal Peat, Wormer 
Deposits, Holland Peat and Walcheren Deposits. 
In the Western Netherlands, the provinces of 
Zeeland, Zuid-Holland and Noord-Holland, 
the Holland Peat layer – on top of the Wormer 
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1. Geological profile of Zeeland, see Fig. 1.8  
2. Geological profile of Noord-Holland, see Fig. 1.9
3. Geological profile of Zuid-holland, see Fig. 1.10
4. Geological profile of Friesland, see Fig. 1.11
5. Geological profile of Groningen, see Fig. 1.12
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Fig. 1.7. Location map of the Netherlands with the positions of the geological cross-sections through 
the Holocene deposits of the five coastal provinces of the Netherlands.
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1.7 | Location map of the Netherlands with the positions of the geological cross-sections through  the Holocene deposits of the fi ve coastal provinces of the Netherlands.| Location map of the Netherlands with the positions of the geological cross-sections through  the Holocene deposits of the fi ve coastal provinces of the Netherlands.
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seaward margins of the salt marsh to the 
intertidal area are called salt-marsh ridges. 

Tidal basins systems diff er from an estuary by 
the absence of a river with a great discharge 
(Figs. 1.3.14 and 1.3.15; Chapter 1.3.1). Due to the relatively 
small quantity of fresh water fl owing into these 
environments, the salinity in such systems 
is generally much higher than in the estuary. 
Because of the relative low salinity in the 
estuary (freshwater-tidal area) trees like Alnus 
can grow on the marshes. � is environment 
may occasionally be slightly brackish during 
exceptional storm fl oods. � e Alnetum vegetation 
(Alder wood) is adapted to this. Wood and shrub 
can accumulate in the marsh deposits and 
therefore the fresh-water marsh deposits are 
much more similar to fl uvial fl ood basin deposits 
than to salt-marsh deposits in the estuary. 

Before the large-scale building of dikes in the 
Netherlands during the Late Mediaeval Period, 
the Rhine–Meuse had a large fresh-water tide-
infl uenced area. In this area the rivers debouched 
through many channels (distributaries). In 
between the channels, subtidal lakes occurred 
(e.g. Van der Woude, 1982). Such an environment 
is still present in the Cumberland marshes in 
Canada (Figs. 1.13c and d). A subrecent example of 
a freshwater tide-infl uenced area in the Rhine–
Meuse Delta is the Biesbosch before the closure of 
the Haringvliet inlet in 1971 (cf. Zonneveld, 1960). 

� e palaeo-coastal plain of the Netherlands 
featured lagoons. An example of a former lagoon 
in the Netherlands is the Zuiderzee before it was 
cut off  from the sea in 1931. Most lagoons were 
sheltered from the open sea and had a microtidal 
regime with a tidal range less than 1 m. � e 
lagoons generally were brackish to slightly 
brackish. � ese lagoons diff er from the shallow 
subtidal areas in the Wadden Sea which are 
located in an open, micro- to mesotidal marine 
environment. � ese underwater environments 
of the Wadden Sea are called subtidal basins. 

Lakes in the fresh-water tide-infl uenced 
environment of a delta – which are indirectly 
connected to the sea – are not called ‘lagoons’, 
but bay head delta fl ood basins or interdistributary 
bays. � e sedimentary environment is quite 
similar, however, because both are subtidal 
environments with restricted tidal infl uence. 

Coastal dunes on the seaward side of the Dutch 
coastal plain are part of the coastal barrier 
system. In the Netherlands, the two types of 
coastal dune landscape are: the Older Dunes and 
the Younger Dunes. � e Older Dunes were formed 
before 1000 AD. � ey are low (in general below 
5 m +NAP), and have a relatively small relief of 
a few metres. � e Younger Dunes were formed 

•  Pleistocene landscape:•  Pleistocene landscape:•   areas where 
Pleistocene deposits crop out.

•  Lakes:•  Lakes:•   bodies of freshwater which are 
permanent underwater and which are not 
directly connected with the sea.

•  Embanked landscape:•  Embanked landscape:•   diked areas in the 
coastal and fl uvial environment.

Terms such as coastal plain, and low and high 
Netherlands are used in the description of the 
Dutch landscapes (Fig. 1.7). � e coastal plain or ‘low
Netherlands’, mostly below NAP, is the area where 
Holocene sediments were deposited directly or 
indirectly under marine infl uence. � e coastal 
plain includes sedimentary environments 
of coastal dunes, tidal basin and ingression 
systems, estuaries and coastal peat bogs. � e ‘high 
Netherlands’ is the area with Pleistocene deposits Netherlands’ is the area with Pleistocene deposits Netherlands’
at the surface (‘higher Pleistocene grounds’), the 
majority of which lies above NAP. 

Areas in the coastal plain of the low 
Netherlands above the maximum storm-surge 
level are called the terrestrial environment. 
Terrestrial in the coastal plain are the non-
fl ooded parts of coastal barrier and dune systems 
and the higher (oligotrophic) coastal peat bogs.

In Fig. 1.13, contemporaneous pictures of the 
above mentioned Dutch landscape types are 
shown. 

1.4.1 Clastic coastal landscapes 
� e clastic coastal landscape is divided into 
the following units: the tidal environment of 
tidal basins, estuaries and ingression systems, 
lagoons and the coastal barrier and dunes.
� e tidal environment of tidal basins, estuaries, 
ingression systems can be subdivided into 
diff erent sedimentary environments on the 
basis of the fl ooding frequency (cf. Van Straaten, 
1950, 1954; Reineck & Singh, 1980):
•  Subtidal environment: � e subtidal zone in 

a tidal landscape is almost permanently 
fl ooded; it is the area below the mean low 
water level (MLW). � ese submerged areas 
are: tidal inlets, tidal channels, shallow 
subtidal basins and lagoons. 

•  Intertidal environment:•  Intertidal environment:•   � e intertidal zone 
is the area between the mean low water 
(MLW) and mean high water (MHW) level, 
i.e. the area which is fl ooded during each 
tidal cycle, the intertidal fl at. Depending 
on the sediment characteristics, intertidal 
sandfl ats and mudfl ats are distinguished.

•  Supratidal environment: � e tidal zone 
between the mean high water (MHW) and 
maximum storm surge (or extreme high 
water; EHW) level is called salt marsh. Salt 
marshes are intersected by creeks, along 
which tidal levees form. � e levees on the 
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Eutrophic peats in the low-lying parts of a peat 
system are frequently fl ooded by rivers and/or 
the sea. Nutrient-rich fl uvial water leads to the 
development of alder brook peat (Alnetumdevelopment of alder brook peat (Alnetumdevelopment of alder brook peat ( ). Fen 
peat forms in the low-lying margins of peat bogs 
along tidal systems. Much of this peat consists of 
reed (Phragmites), a plant which can resist brackish 
to saltwater conditions for longer periods.

In a peat zone which is fl ooded only occa-
sionally, mesotrophic peat will develop. For in-
stance, Menyanthus can grow in such an envi-
ronment. 

� e high parts of peat bogs, high moors, 
which are not fl ooded by river or sea water, 
depend on rainfall for their water supply. 
Rainwater is poor in nutrients and oligotrophic 
peat therefore forms in such bogs. Plants such as 
Ericaceae and Sphagnum are the most common 
vegetation types on these high moors.

Geographically, the Holocene peat bogs of the 
Netherlands are represented by three groups 
(Fig. 1.17).
•  Peat bogs on the higher Pleistocene grounds:•  Peat bogs on the higher Pleistocene grounds:•  

� is peat started to grow in wet depressions 
in the Pleistocene surface. When the 
depression was fi lled with peat, the growth 
of the peat bog continued and peat spread 
out over the surrounding area. If this 
process continued over a long period, the 

a� er 900 AD and are parabolic. � e relief is 
relatively great and the maximum height is 
between 20 and 40 m, locally more. 

1.4.2 Fluvial landscapes 
� e fl uvial landscape was formed by the larger 
rivers. It can be subdivided into channel belt, 
natural levee, crevasse and fl ood basin (Fig. 1.16). 
In the Rhine–Meuse fl uvial system the older 
sediments of the channel belts consist of sand and 
gravel. Natural levees along the river channels 
generally consist of sandy and silty clays. � e 
fl ood-basin deposits consist of non-organic and 
organic clays. � e greater the distance from the 
channels, the greater the organic content of the 
clays (humic and peaty clays). � e peaty material 
consists largely of wood and plant debris. 
Crevasse deposits, formed when sediment-laden 
river water breached the natural levees during 
extremely high water levels, generally consist of 
sand and clayey sands.

1.4.3 Peat landscape
Peat landscapes include several bog environ-
ments with diff erent types of vegetation, from 
which nutrient-rich (eutrophic), medium 
nutrient-rich (mesotrophic), and nutrient-poor 
(oligotrophic) peats are formed. � e availability 
of nutrients is the main factor determining the 
type of vegetation in peat bogs.

Fig. 1.8. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Zeeland. 
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level it was no longer fl ooded regularly, and 
became reliant on rainfall. During this stage 
mesotrophic and oligotrophic peat was 
formed in the coastal peat bog.

•  Fluvial peat bogs:•  Fluvial peat bogs:•   Brook peat formed in the 
wet fl ood basin of the Rhine–Meuse Delta. 
� e peat is generally clayey and o� en 
contains a lot of alder wood.

With the growth and expansion of the peat areas, 
the three diff erent peat environments could amal-
gamate to form a huge peat bog. � is occurred 
during the Middle Holocene (see Chapter 2).

1.4.4 Pleistocene landscape
� e palaeogeographical subdivision of Pleisto-
cene areas is based on the genesis of the depos-
its at the surface and shallow subsurface. Major 

peat could cover a large area. � e peat bog, 
which grew to a high level, was no longer 
fl ooded by eutrophic water and depended 
on rainfall. � us oligotrophic peat bogs 
formed. � ey are like sponges and capture 
and absorb rainwater.

•  Coastal peat bogs: Two types of peat bogs 
formed in the coastal plain: 1) peat bogs on the 
Pleistocene subsurface under the direct or 
indirect infl uence of the rising sea level, and 
2) peat bogs on poorly-drained salt-marsh 
deposits. Because of the Holocene sea-level 
rise the peat bogs on the Pleistocene surface 
were inundated and covered with marine 
sediments. � e peat layer on the Pleistocene 
surface and below marine deposits is called 
Basal Peat. � e peat bog formed later on 
marine Holocene deposits is called Holland 
Peat. During the fi rst stage, the peat was 
still regularly fl ooded with nutrient-rich 
water and an eutrophic type of peat was 
formed. When the peat grew to a higher 

Fig. 1.8. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Zeeland. 
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Fig. 1.8. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Zeeland. 
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Fig. 1.8. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Zeeland. 
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of peat bogs and brook deposits of small 
fl uvial systems.

•  Anthropogenic covering layers. •  Anthropogenic covering layers. •  � ese are raised 
anthropogenic black soils, the oldest of which 
originate from the Late Mediaval period. � e 
materials consist of heathland sods blended 
with dung and applied by farmers to fertilize 
the arable land around the se� lements on the 
Pleistocene grounds. � ese covering layers 
are up to 0.5 m to 1.5 m thick1.

•  Tertiary and older deposits: Tertiary and 
Cretaceous deposits near the surface in 
Limburg, Achterhoek, Twente and Zeeuws 
Vlaanderen.

1  In the Dutch soil mapping programme, these man-made soils are 
referred to as Enkeerdgronden

landscape types, based on the geology at or near 
the surface, are: 
•  Glacial environments: ice-pushed moraines 

and glacial tills near the surface; both formed 
during the Elsterian and Saalian glaciations. 

•  Aeolian environments:•  Aeolian environments:•   wind-borne sand 
deposits, loess landscapes and river dunes 
formed during the late Pleistocene.

•  Fluvial environments:•  Fluvial environments:•   river plains, with brai-
ded river deposits at the surface, formed 
during the last phase of the Weichselian 
glaciation.

•  Periglacial valley environments:•  Periglacial valley environments:•   river-valley 
incisions formed during the Late Pleistocene.

•  Local Holocene covering layers: •  Local Holocene covering layers: •  the Holocene 
deposits on top of the Pleistocene landscape 
can be divided into aeolian dunes, remnants 

Fig. 1.9. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Zuid-Holland. 
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Fig. 1.9. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Zuid-Holland. 
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A lot of these lakes were reclaimed a� er the 16th

century and became dry land again.

1.5  Archaeology as a tool in the 
reconstruction of the salt-
 Archaeology as a tool in the 
reconstruction of the salt-
 Archaeology as a tool in the 

marsh progradation
� e presence of archaeological se� lements in a 
coastal environment supplies information about 
the palaeo-environmental conditions under 
which houses were constructed. A permanent 
(occupied during the whole year) prehistoric 
se� lement, which was built on salt-marsh 
deposits (Flachsiedlung or vlaknederze� ing) 
indicates that – according to the perception 
of the humans who lived there – the marsh 

1.4.5 Lakes and embanked landscapes
In the Middle and Late Holocene, lakes were 
formed in the coastal peat areas of the IJsselmeer 
region (Flevo lakes; Lenselink & Koopstra, 1994) 
and in the area of the Utrechtse Vecht (Bos, 
2010). Due to wave action, the margins of the 
lakes were eroded and as a consequence these 
lakes became larger, especially in the IJsselmeer 
region. Eroded peat material was deposited as a 
detritus layer at the bo� om of these lakes.

A� er the large-scale embankments in the 
12th and 13th centuries, humans created lakes by 
peat digging. In the cultivated coastal peatlands 
of Noord- and Zuid-Holland and Friesland many 
man-made lakes came into existence. Erosion 
by wave action also here enlarged these lakes. 

Fig. 1.9. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Zuid-Holland. 
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Fig. 1.9. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Zuid-Holland. 
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1988). Flachsiedlungen, however, are rarely 
found in these marsh areas. One of the view 
dwelling mounds which was considered as an 
Early Iron Age Flachsiedlung – Ezinge (Van 
Giff en, 1936) – was probably also constructed on 
a man-made elevation (Nieuwhof, 2014). 

In Westergo, the seaward migration of 
the salt-marsh area was reconstructed using 
archaeologically dated se� lements on dwelling 
mounds (Vos & Gerrets, 2004). Terp rows in 
these areas, which were built on salt-marsh 
ridges (Fig. 1.19), could be dated on the base of 
po� ery investigations by Taayke (1990, 1997). 
� e earliest habitation on the terp rows indicates 
that at that time the sedimentation of the salt-
marsh ridge had reached the height of the middle 
salt marsh. Seaward of the archaeologically 
dated middle-marsh terp row, the lower marsh 

environment was dry and not fl ooded anymore 
during extreme storm fl oods (EHW). Salt 
marshes which were frequently fl ooded during 
storms could also be occupied when dwelling 
mounds (terps or wierden in Dutch) were 
constructed. 

Terp investigations in Northwest Friesland 
(Westergo) have revealed that terps were 
constructed on the salt-marsh sediments when 
this layer – on top of the tidal-fl at deposits – was 
at least 0.85 m thick (Vos, 1999; Vos & Gerrets, 
2004). � e process of silting then had reached 
the level of the middle marsh. � e middle-marsh 
zone is fl ooded less frequently than about 50 
days per year (Fig. 1.18). 

� e salt-marsh areas of the Northern 
Netherland were occupied from the Early Iron 
Age onwards (e.g. Boersma, 1972; Waterbolk, 

Fig. 1.10. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Noord-Holland. 
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1.6 Driving mechanisms
Relative sea-level rise in the Holocene (Fig. 1.21) 
for the greater part due to climate warming 
and melting of ice a� er the last ice age – and by 
tectonic subsidence – was the main cause of the 
marine inundation in the Netherlands and thus 
the major driving factor in the genesis of the 
Dutch coastal area. In addition to climate and 
relative sea-level rise, other factors infl uenced 
the regional coastal development, including the 
geometry (relief) of the Pleistocene surface at 
the beginning of the Holocene, sediment supply, 
tidal forces and the infl uence of humans (Beets 
et al., 1994; Van der Spek, 1994a, 1994b; Vos & Van 
Heeringen, 1997; Beets & Van der Spek, 2000).

1.6.1 Climate
Climate change – inducing melting of polar an 
glacier ice – was the main driving force of the 
eustatic sea-level rise at the end of the Weichselian 

area and pioneer zone at the margin of the 
tidal-fl at area was present (Fig. 1.20). In the 
palaeogeographical reconstructions, the lower 
marsh area–pioneer zone was projected seaward 
of the archaeologically dated middle-marsh terp 
row, on the line where a new salt-marsh ridge 
started to develop (Fig. 1.20).

� e oldest phase of terp se� lement on the 
marshes of Westergo is dated to the beginning of 
the Early Iron Age (~600 BC) and is found in the 
southern part of Westergo (the ‘old land’; (Fig. 1.19). 
During the next period (500 BC–500 AD) the 
‘funnel-shaped tidal basin’ in the northern part 
of Westergo silted up to the supratidal level. � e 
archaeologically dated middle-marsh zone in the 
funnel-shaped basin expanded during this period 
(~1000 years) by ~5 km at the western and eastern 
sides of the basin and by ~10 km in the central 
part. � is implies a mean salt-marsh extension in 
this part of the coastal area of ~5–10 m per year.

Fig. 1.10. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Noord-Holland. 
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Fig. 1.10. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Noord-Holland. 
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are regarded as the most complete climate proxy 
for the North Atlantic region (Fig. 1.22). � is record 
shows that a� er the last Glacial Maximum, about 18 
ka cal. BP, the high-latitude temperatures rose and 
polar ice volume decreased. Due to this warming, 
permafrost in the Netherlands disappeared and 
the vegetation became denser (Issarin, 1997; Hoek 
& Bohnke, 2002). � e discharge and sediment 
load of the rivers diminished and due to the sea-
level rise the gradient decreased, so that at about 
14 to 13 ka cal. BP the rivers changed from braided 
towards meandering (Hoek, 1997). 

During the Late Glacial and Early Holocene, 
two major climate fl uctuations can be recognized 
within the general trend of climate warming: the 
interglacial period of the Younger Dryas and the 
8.2 ka climate event in the Holocene. Lower solar 
irradiance probably played a prominent role in 
the signifi cant cooling during the Younger Dryas, 
as indicated by lower atmospheric δ14C values 
(Renssen et al., 2000). � e rivers reacted on the 
almost periglacial conditions at that time by a 

and the beginning of the Holocene. During 
the Pleistocene, global cooling and warming 
(glaciations and deglaciations) caused large sea-
level fl uctuations due to the waxing and waning 
of glaciers and polar ice. For instance, during the 
Early and Middle Pleniglacial (Fig. 1.22) the sea level 
in the oceans was about 90 m lower than today 
(Siddall et al., 2003).

� e large climate changes during the 
Quaternary were explained by Milanković in the 
1930s. Cyclic changes of the orbital parameters 
(distance between the Earth and the Sun, 
precession and skew angle of the Earth’s axis) 
led to latitudinal changes in solar irradiation and 
accordingly to the waxing and waning of ice caps. 
� e variation in the volume of the ice caps, caused 
by the orbitally induced climate change, can be 
determined by variations in the oxygen isotope 
ratio, 18O /16O. Relatively low δ18O values in ocean 
water and in the related calcareous fossils and 
polar ice are indicative of warmer periods. � e 
oxygen-isotope records of the Greenland ice cores 

Fig. 1.11. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Friesland. 
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� e so-called ‘sub- Milanković frequencies’ may 
vary from tens to thousands of years. See Van 
den Berg (2013) for a comprehensive explanation 
of the causes of these variations in the Northern 
Hemisphere and the Netherlands in particular.

Variations in solar activity may aff ect 
atmospheric and/or oceanic circulation systems. 
� e strength and positions of the jet streams 
(9 to 10 km above the Earth’s surface) and 
thermohaline currents in the Atlantic Ocean can 
shi�  which leads to changes in the position of the 
high- and low-pressure systems in the Northern 
Hemisphere aff ecting in turn wind activity and 
wind directions in this area. For example, such 
a change in the North Atlantic atmospheric 
circulation (or North Atlantic Oscillation; NAO) 
occurred between 850 and 760 cal. yr BC. � is 
is refl ected by a sudden and sharp rise in the 14C 
content in the atmosphere – an indication of an 
increase in the solar radiation – contemporaneous 
with climate changes seen in several proxy 
archives (Van Geel et al., 1996, 1998, 2000). � e 

re-establishment of multi-channel braided river 
systems. 

In the Early Holocene, the 8.2 ka climate 
event was a signifi cant cooling in the North 
Atlantic region within a timeframe of about 
150 years. � is fl uctuation is a� ributed to the 
breakthrough of the large Canadian freshwater 
lakes in the Laurentide ice sheet into the Atlantic 
Ocean at about 8.2 ka cal. BP. � is breakthrough 
caused a freshening of the Labrador Sea surface 
waters, which induced a signifi cant change 
in the North Atlantic water circulation, and 
reduced the northward heat transport by warm 
ocean currents which in turn led to a temporary 
cooling of the Northern hemisphere (see e.g. 
Wiersma, 2008). 

� e present warm period with only minor 
climate fl uctuations began about 8 ka cal. BP 
(Fig. 1.22). � e relatively small variations in 
climate are for a large part a� ributed to changes 
in the solar activity which can be measured by 
variations in the 14C content of plant material. 

Fig. 1.11. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Friesland. 
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Fig. 1.11. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Friesland. 
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Also volcanic eruptions with extensive 
atmospheric dust veils reducing insolation led 
to short-term cooling periods in the Holocene 
(Shindell et al., 2003; Salzer & Hughes, 2007). 
Extreme weather a� ributed to volcanic activity 
was, for instance, the cause of the historically 
documented cooling event of 535–536 AD in the 
Northern Hemisphere (Baillie, 1994). 

� e Li� le Ice Age was a signifi cantly longer 
cooling event (15th to 18th centuries) during which 
the Arctic Sea ice and the glaciers in Europe 
expanded. � is cooling is correlated to a cycle 
of lower solar output (Fig. 1.23), which induced 

explanation of the observed changes in 14C content 
and climate conditions was that the atmospheric 
circulation pa� ern (NOA) in Northwest Europe 
shi� ed from continental to oceanic due to shi� s 
in the positions of the high-pressure systems 
near the Azores and Siberia. � e shi�  from a 
continental to an oceanic NOA circulation led to a 
change from predominantly northeastern winds 
(inducing relatively dry conditions, high summer 
and low winter temperatures) to predominantly 
southwestern winds (inducing relatively much 
rainfall and moderate temperatures during the 
winter and summer).

Fig. 1.12. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Groningen
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Fig. 1.12. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Groningen
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Climate changes in the Holocene aff ected the day 
and night temperatures, the annual precipitation 
rates and wind activity. Temperature variations 
had an infl uence on vegetation, on rainfall, on 
river discharge, and on wind force and direction, 
and thus on sand transport by wave action. 
However, the Holocene climate fl uctuations 
were relatively small – compared with the 
Pleistocene – and therefore also their impact on 
coastal and terrestrial deposits was restricted. A 
complex interplay of diff erent (climatic and non-
climatic) environmental variables infl uenced 
the formation of the Holocene sedimentary 

a change in the NAO, and led to a continental 
climate with relatively cold winters in Northwest 
Europe (e.g. Van den Berg, 2013). 

In the Industrial Era (or ‘Anthropocene’) 
since the second half of the 19th century, humans 
started infl uencing the climate by burning 
organic fuels. In the 20th century, greenhouse 
gas emissions (in particular CO2) led to global 
warming. Predictions of an increase in 
temperatures (~2oC to 4oC) and eustatic sea-level 
rise in the 21th century (~0.4 to 1.0 m), due to the 
melting of polar and glacier ice, have been made 
in e.g. reports of IPCC (2007) and KNMI (2009). 

Fig. 1.12. Geological cross-section through the Holocene coastal deposits of the province of Groningen
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by tectonic subsidence. In the Middle Holocene 
relative sea-level rise was still approximately 30 
cm per century and during the last 2000 years it 
has declined to 5 to 10 cm per century (Jelgersma, 
1979; Van de Plassche, 1982).

Subsidence of the soil surface in the Netherlands 
thus has two causes (Kiden et al., 2008): 
•  Large-scale, long-term tectonic subsidence 

due to slow horizontal and vertical fl ow in 
the viscous mantle underneath the Earth’s 
crust (Jelgersma, 1966). 

•  Post-glacial isostasy with upli�  of Scandina-
via and subsidence south of northern Den-
mark (Kiden et.al., 2002; Vos & Kiden, 2005).

In recent decades, a lot of new knowledge has 
been obtained about the regional diff erences 
in relative sea-level rise in the Dutch coastal 
plain during the Holocene (Kiden et al., 2002, 
2008). Regional sea-level reconstructions are 
based mainly on sea-level index point data of 
the Basal Peat2. In coastal areas with a relatively 
large Pleistocene relief, Basal Peat formation 
generally began around the average high-water 
mark (Jelgersma, 1966; Roeleveld, 1974; Van de 

2  The idea that the formation of the Basal Peat could be related to 
sea-level rise was fi rst systematically applied in the classic work 
of Jelgersma (1961, 1966), which laid the foundations of modern 
geological sea-level research.

systems. � e distinction of Holocene climate 
and other controls on the development of these 
depositional systems is in general problematic. 
Because many more factors are involved, causal 
relations between sedimentary environmental 
changes and the alleged climate fl uctuations on 
the basis of diff erent proxy-archives have to be 
considered with great caution.

1.6.2 Relative sea-level rise
Sea-level fl uctuations are the sum of eustatic 
(global) sea-level fl uctuations and regional 
tectonic movements. Around 11.500 BP, at the 
beginning of the Holocene, the sea level in the 
southern North Sea area was at about 35–40 m 
below the current level (Kiden et al., 2002; Sturt 
et al., 2013). Lateral diff erences are due to local 
tectonic activity, largely due to isostatic eff ects 
a� er the melting of the Scandinavian ice cap.
At the beginning of the Holocene the mean sea 
level was rising rapidly, due to the eustatic sea-
level rise of more than 100 cm per century (Hijma 
& Cohen, 2010; Fig. 1.21). In this period, the North 
Sea area was inundated (Fig. 1.24) and the southern 
and northern North Sea became connected. A� er 
7500 BP eustatic rise reduced markedly. � is was 
largely due to the fact that the large Laurentide ice 
sheet in North America had melted completely, 
causing a signifi cant decrease in the addition 
of melt water to the ocean. Since then sea-level 
rise in the Netherlands was mainly determined 

1.13 | 

Fig. 1.13a. Late Pleistocene–Early Holocene fl uvial-plain landscape.  Contemporaneous image of the Kobuk River area, Alaska.
Fig. 1.13b. River dune in an Early Holocene fl uvial plain. Contemporaneous image of the Kobuk River area, Alaska.
Fig. 1.13c. Bay head fl uvial delta system. Contemporaneous image of the Cumberland marshes, Canada ((photo from Van Asselen, 2010).
Fig. 1.13d. Bay head fl uvial delta system. Contemporaneous image of the Cumberland marshes, Canada ((photo from Van Asselen, 2010).
Fig. 1.13e. Coastal progradation.  Formation of beach ridges and slufter systems near Kwade Hoek, Zuid-Holland (photo Paul Paris).
Fig. 1.13f. Tidal-fl at and salt-marsh landscape of the Bosplaat at the eastern side of the Wadden Island of Terschelling (photo Pieter de Vries).
Fig. 1.13g. Mudfl at landscape of the Dollard (photo Paul Paris).
Fig. 1.13h. Aerial view of a fossil sandy tidal-channel system (Late Mediaeval to Modern Period), incised in a clay-peat subsurface. Between 

Oostburg and IJzendijke, Zeeuws-Vlaanderen (photo Paul Paris).
Fig. 1.13i. Oligotrophic peat bog. Strijbeek-Patersmoer, Noord-Brabant (photo Paul Paris)
Fig. 1.13j. Brook peat formation.  Schwet, Brandenburg, Germany (photo Paul Paris)
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Fig. 1.14. Schematic maps of an estuarine system and tidal basin For profile section P’–P’, see Fig. 1.15 and for 
profile section P’’–P’’, see Fig. 1.16.
Fig. 1.14a. Schematic map of the prehistoric Holocene landscape of an estuarine–fluvial system (or estuarine and 
fluvial part of a delta formed in a Pleistocene valley system).
Fig. 1.14b. Schematic map of the landscape of an estuarine–fluvial system, a er the large-scale, Late Mediaeval 
embankments.
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1.14 | Schematic maps of an estuarine system and tidal basin For profi le section P’–P’, see Fig. 1.15 and for profi le section P’’–P’’, see Fig. 1.16.
Fig. 1.14a. Schematic map of the prehistoric Holocene landscape of an estuarine–fl uvial system (or estuarine and fl uvial part of a delta formed in a Pleistocene valley system).
Fig. 1.14b. Schematic map of the landscape of an estuarine–fl uvial system, after the large-scale, Late Mediaeval embankments.
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Fig. 1.14c. Schematic map of the prehistoric Holocene landscape of a tidal basin.

Fig. 1.14d. Schematic map of a tidal-basin landscape, a�er the large-scale, Late Mediaeval embankments.
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Fig. 1.14c. Schematic map of the prehistoric Holocene landscape of a tidal basin.
Fig. 1.14d. Schematic map of a tidal-basin landscape, after the large-scale, Late Mediaeval embankments.
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Fig. 1.15. Schematic profile P’–P’ through estuarine and tidal basins. The landscape subdivision – based on flooding 
frequency – is for an estuarine system comparable with that of a tidal basin. 

a. Schematic profile P’’–P’’ through a prehistoric estuarine and tidal basin (Figs. 1.14a and Fig. 1.14c).

b. Schematic profile P’-P’ through a estuarine and tidal basin aer the large–scale, Late Mediaeval 
embankments (Figs. 1.14b and Fig. 1.14d).
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1.15 | Schematic profi le P’–P’ through estuarine and tidal basins. The landscape subdivision – based on fl ooding frequency – is for an estuarine system comparable 
with that of a tidal basin. 
a. Schematic profi le P’’–P’’ through a prehistoric estuarine and tidal basin (Figs. 1.14a and Fig. 1.14c).
b. Schematic profi le P’-P’ through a estuarine and tidal basin after the large–scale, Late Mediaeval  embankments (Figs. 1.14b and Fig. 1.14d).
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Fig. 1.16. Schematic cross-section P’’¬–P’’ through a fluvial system (see Fig. 14a). A�er Pannekoek (1973) and 
Berendsen & Stouthamer (2001).
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1.16 | Schematic cross-section P’’–P’’ through a fl uvial system (see Fig. 1.14a). After Pannekoek (1973) and Berendsen & Stouthamer (2001).
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Fig. 1.17. Schematic cross-sections of Holocene peat formation:
a. On the higher Pleistocene grounds; 
b. In the coastal plain;
c. In the fluvial delta.
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1.17 | Schematic cross-sections of Holocene peat formation:
a. On the higher Pleistocene grounds; 
b. In the coastal plain;
c. In the fl uvial delta.
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1.6.3 Geometry of the Pleistocene surface
Apart from relative sea-level rise, the Holocene 
genesis of the Netherlands was determined to a 
great extent by the shape of the valley systems 
which had formed at the end of the Pleistocene 
(Fig. 2.14). � e sea initially penetrated the Dutch 
coastal area through these valley systems, and 
in these low-lying areas the Early Holocene 
tidal basins and estuaries were formed. Between 
the Early Holocene tidal basins headlands 
(Pleistocene heads/headlands) were preserved 
for a long time. � e majority of these headlands 
disappeared, largely due to coastal erosion in the 
second half of the Holocene. Due to the fi lling of 
the tidal basins and the erosion of the Pleistocene 
headlands in the course of the Holocene, a 
continuously straightening coastline developed 
in the Western and Northern Netherlands. � e 
concave shape of the western Dutch coastline 
indicates that the former high Pleistocene 
grounds of Texel (Texel High) and the coast of 
Flanders have not been levelled entirely (yet).

Plassche, 1982; Kiden, 1995; Cohen & Hijma, 
2010). By dating peat samples at diff erent levels 
on the Pleistocene surface in a given coastal 
region, a graph of the Holocene sea-level rise can 
be constructed. � ese Basal Peat sea-level index 
point data have been used to clearly demonstrate 
that the Belgian and southwestern Dutch coastal 
area subsided signifi cantly more slowly than the 
Western Netherlands, which in turn subsided 
less rapidly than the Northern Netherlands and 
the northern part of the Dutch continental shelf 
because of regional diff erences in the post-glacial 
isostatic movements. E.g. the subsoil underneath 
IJmuiden has subsided about 3.4 m more than 
the Belgian coastal plain. Of this, about 2.5 m is 
due to post-glacial isostatic subsidence and 0.9 m 
to tectonic subsidence (Vos & Kiden, 2005; Kiden 
et al., 2008). � e eff ect of the diff erences in the 
tectonic and post-glacial isostatic subsidence in 
Dutch coastal area is expressed in the relative 
sea-level curves of the southern, middle and 
northern part of the Netherlands (Fig. 1.3).
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Fig. 1.18. Zonation of a tidal-flat and salt-marsh system in relation to terp construction – which started on the middle 
marsh –  and frequency of floodings (a�er Dijkema et al., 1990). The number of 100 tidal floods per year corresponds 
with ca. 50 days (2 floods a day).

1.18 | Zonation of 
a tidal-fl at and salt-

marsh system in relation 
to terp construction 

– which started on the 
middle marsh –  and 

frequency of fl oodings 
(after Erchinger, 1985; 

Dijkema et al., 1990; 
Vos & Gerrets, 2004). 

The number of 100 
tidal fl oods per year 

corresponds with ca. 50 
days (2 fl oods a day).
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1.19 | Diff erentiation of coastal subareas in Westergo and position of salt-marsh ridges and terp rows with the archaeologically dated fi rst 
settlement ages on the ridges (after Vos & Gerrets, 2005).
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Fig. 1.19. Di�erentiation of coastal subareas in Westergo and position of salt-marsh ridges and terp rows with the 
archaeologically dated first settlement ages on the ridges (a�er Vos & Gerrets, 2005).
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Fig. 1.20. Schematic model of the seaward progradation of the  salt-marsh area of Westergo at the times t0, t1 and t2 in 
map reconstruction and profile reconstruction.

1.20 | Schematic model of the seaward progradation of the  salt-marsh area of Westergo at the times t0, t1 and t2 in map 
reconstruction and profi le reconstruction.
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Fig. 1.21. Curve of the Holocene relative sea-level rise of the coastal area of Zuid-Holland (a�er Van de Plassche, 
1982; Hijma & Cohen, 2010). 
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1.21 | Curve of the Holocene relative sea-level 
rise of the coastal area of Zuid-Holland (after rise of the coastal area of Zuid-Holland (after 
Van de Plassche, 1982; Hijma & Cohen, 2010). Van de Plassche, 1982; Hijma & Cohen, 2010). 
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1.22 | Stratigraphic table of the Late Pleistocene with an overview of the 
temperature variations of the last glaciation, the Weichselian, which is based 
on the oxygen isotopes O18/16 research in the GRIP ice core of Greenland 
(after Van den Berg, 2013).

Fig. 1.22. Stratigraphic table of the Late Pleistocene with an overview of the temperature variations of the last 
glaciation, the Weichselian, which is based on the oxygen isotopes O18/16 research in the GRIP ice core of Greenland 
(a�er Van den Berg, 2013).
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1.23 | Trend of the mean temperature gradient of Greenland (mean values of 
60 years) from the Roman Period to present, based on the δ18O signal of the
GISP-2 ice core.  The curve shows a trend which corresponds with the climatic 
changes observed in Northwestern Europe which indicates that temperature 
changes of the Atlantic Ocean – controlled by cycles of the solar irradiance – 
are the underlying factor (Van den Berg, 2013).

Fig. 1.18. Trend of the mean temperature gradient of Greenland (mean values of 60 years) from the Roman Period to 
present, based on the δ18O signal of the GISP-2 ice core.  The curve shows a trend which corresponds with the 
climatic changes observed in Northwestern Europe which indicates that temperature changes of the Atlantic Ocean – 
controlled by cycles of the solar irradiance – are the underlying factor (a�er Van den Berg, 2013).
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•  � e Rhine–Meuse Delta. � is region includes 
the Pleistocene river valley of the Rhine and 
Meuse in the subsurface of Utrecht and 
Zuid-Holland, which was fi lled with marine 
and fl uvial sediments during the Holocene.

•  � e palaeo-valleys of Zeeland and the Schelde 
include   the central Pleistocene valley system 
in Zeeland and the Late Pleistocene Valley of 
the Schelde River west of the Brabantse Wal. 
� e valley systems were separated by the 
Rilland Ridge which extended from the Land 
van Sae� inghe to the area of � olen (Vos & 
Van Heeringen, 1997). 

All coastal regions have their own geological 
history (e.g. Chapter 3.3). � e national palaeo-
geographical maps also show these regional 
morphological diff erences in coastal develop-
ment (Figs. 2.4 to 2.14).

On the basis of the geometry of the Pleistocene 
surface at the beginning of the Early Holocene the 
following coastal regions are distinguished (Fig. 1.5):
•  � e valley systems in the Northern Nether-

lands. Between the Texel High and the 
Ems River four palaeo-valley systems are 
present in the subsurface, from west to east: 
the Boorne, Hunze, Fivel and Ems valley 
systems. With the exception of the Ems, 
no major rivers discharge into these paleo-
valley systems.

•  � e Oer-valley of the Overijsselse Vecht. � is 
palaeo-valley includes the area of Flevoland 
and central Noord-Holland between the 
Texel High and the Pleistocene plateau of 
Holland where, in the subsurface, the large 
Pleistocene valley system of the Overijsselse 
Vecht and the Oer-IJssel occurs.
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•  � e shallow seabed. Shallow North Sea seabed 
sediments were transported to the coast 
by wave action. A portion of this sediment 
was transported to the tidal basins by tidal 
currents. Another part of the sediment built 
up sand barriers (wave action and wind) 
along the shore.

•  � e major rivers. � e rivers Rijn and Maas 
transported sand and clay that was deposited 
in the coastal delta. Compared to the amount 
of sediment from the North Sea area (heads 
and seabed), the proportion of river sediment 
is low, about 10% to 11% (Beets et al., 1994; 
Beets & Van der Spek, 2000).

A ‘sediment source’ of local origin was peat. 
From the palaeogeographical reconstructions 

1.6.4 Sediment sources and sinks 
A� er the marine inundation of the old 
Pleistocene valley systems, the newly created 
tidal basins formed ‘sediment sinks’ to which 
large amounts of sediment were transported by 
tidal currents, wave action and rivers. � e major 
external sediment sources were (Fig. 1.5):
•  � e ‘Pleistocene heads’. � e high Pleistocene 

headlands of Flanders protruding into the 
sea, the Texel High, the embranchment 
of the Drenthe Plateau and the Winsum 
High (Groningen) were major sources of 
sediment during the Holocene. In the course 
of the Holocene these heads were eroded by 
tidal and wave action and the sediment was 
transported to the basins by tidal currents.

Rhine

Elbe

Canal

Thames

North Sea

Shetland

Dogger Bank
Bank

Fig. 1.19. Coastal reconstructions of the northern and southern North Sea around 8000 BC (modified a�er Ga�ney 
et al., 2007; from Moree & Sier, 2014).

1.24 | Coastal 
reconstructions of the 

northern and southern 
North Sea around 8000 

BC (modifi ed after 
Gaff ney et al., 2007; 
from Moree & Sier, 

2014).
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a� er erosion is transported from one place in the 
tidal system to another.

Sediment trapping mechanisms played a signifi -
cant role in the sediment infi ll of the tidal basins. 
An important trapping mechanism is the tidal 
asymmetry at the entrance of the basin (e.g. Van 
der Spek, 1994). Tidal asymmetry is defi ned as 
the diff erence in magnitude and duration of ebb 
and fl ood tidal currents. � e tidal asymmetry, 
which is induced by the interaction between 
the oscillating tide and the morphology of the 
North Sea basin, causes distortions of the tidal 
wave during propagation (Boon & Byrne, 1981; 
Dronkers, 1986). � erefore, both the amplitude 

(Chapter 2) it is clear that during the Late Holocene 
peat bogs constituted a large proportion of the 
coastal landscape. Besides plant material, peat 
consists largely of water. � e water content in 
‘living’ peat varies between 60% and 90%. � e 
peat volumes in the coastal zone are therefore 
very vulnerable when drained. When drained, 
the peat is oxidized and compacted and the land 
surface subsides signifi cantly. Erosion of peat 
also has major consequences (Chapters 3.1, 3.3 and 4.2). 
If peat is eroded due to changes in the shore or 
river pa� erns, the eroded peat volume largely 
disappears from the system because it largely 
consists of water while the organic ma� er is 
oxidized, in contrast to a sand volume which 
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tidal prism≈tidal Volume (Tv)
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Fig. 1.25. Linear relationship between tidal volume / tidal prism and cross-sectional area of an inlet 
in a hypothetical tidal basin.

Fig. 1.25a. Schematic representation of the cross-sectional area (Ac) of a tidal inlet at times t0 and 
t1. Water levels are mean sea levels (MSL).

Fig. 1.25b. Tidal prism (= approximately half the tidal volume) of a hypothetical tidal basin; a�er 
Van Straaten & Kuenen (1958). The tidal volume is defined as the amount of water that flows into 
the tidal system during high tide (flood volume) plus the amount of water that flows out of the 
system during low tide (ebb volume); Gerritsen & De Jong (1985).

Fig. 1.25c. Linear relationship between the tidal volume (Tv) of a hypothetical tidal basin and the 
cross-sectional area (Ac) of a tidal inlet at mean sea level.

a. b.

c.

1.25 | Linear relationship between tidal volume / tidal prism and cross-sectional area of an inlet in a hypothetical tidal basin.

Fig. 1.25a. Schematic representation of the cross-sectional area (Ac) of a tidal inlet at times t0 and t1. Water levels are mean sea levels (MSL).
Fig. 1.25b. Tidal prism (= approximately half the tidal volume) of a hypothetical tidal basin; after Van Straaten & Kuenen (1958). The tidal 

volume is defi ned as the amount of water that fl ows into the tidal system during high tide (fl ood volume) plus the amount of water that 
fl ows out of the system during low tide (ebb volume); Gerritsen & De Jong (1985).

Fig. 1.25c. Linear relationship between the tidal volume (Tv) of a hypothetical tidal basin and the cross-sectional area (Ac) of a tidal inlet at 
mean sea level.
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Fig. 1.26. Tidal wave of the North Sea and the tidal range di�erence along the present coastline of the 
Netherlands. 

Fig. 1.26a.  Circulation of the incoming tidal wave from the Atlantic Ocean around the two 'amphidromic 
points' in the North Sea (A�er Houbolt, 1968 and Martinius & Van den Berg, 2011).

Fig. 1.26b. Di�erences in the tidal range along the Dutch coast between the Westerschelde and the river 
Eems (uit Wadatlas, Rijkswaterstaat, 1989).
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Fig. 1.26. Tidal wave of the North Sea and the tidal range di�erence along the present coastline of the 
Netherlands. 

Fig. 1.26a.  Circulation of the incoming tidal wave from the Atlantic Ocean around the two 'amphidromic 
points' in the North Sea (A�er Houbolt, 1968 and Martinius & Van den Berg, 2011).

Fig. 1.26b. Di�erences in the tidal range along the Dutch coast between the Westerschelde and the river 
Eems (uit Wadatlas, Rijkswaterstaat, 1989).

a.

b.

1.26 | Tidal wave of the North Sea and the tidal range diff erence 
along the present coastline of the Netherlands. 

Fig. 1.26a.  Circulation of the incoming tidal wave from the Atlantic 
Ocean around the two 'amphidromic points' in the North Sea 
(After Houbolt, 1968 and Martinius & Van den Berg, 2011).

Fig. 1.26b. Diff erences in the tidal range along the Dutch coast 
between the Westerschelde and the river Eems (uit Wadatlas, 
Rijkswaterstaat, 1989).
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tidal channels (‘wet cross-section’) and the tidal 
volume of a basin system (or tidal prism, which 
is approximately half of the tidal volume).

� e tidal volume of a tidal basin, is the 
amount of water that fl ows into and out of the 
basin during a tidal cycle (Fig. 1.25). � e tidal 
volume depends on the surface area of the tidal-
fl ood basin and the tidal range (amplitude) in 
the basin. When the tidal volume of a tidal basin 
increases, the channels enlarge correspondingly. 
� e reverse applies too: when the tidal volume 
decreases, the tidal channels are also reduced 
due to deposition at the cost of the volume of 
the ebb-tidal deltas. Such an eff ect is even seen 
during the 18.6 year lunar nodal cycle which 
causes an about 5% variation in tidal range (e.g. 
Oost et al., 1993; Wang et al., 2013).

� e tidal range along the Dutch coast is not 
the same everywhere. Near Vlissingen it is about 
3.5 metres, near Den Helder about 1.4 metres and 
to the north the tidal range increases again to 
about 2.8 metres at the German border (Fig. 1.26). 
� e diff erences in the tidal range along the Dutch 
coast are, amongst others, related to the distance 
from the two ‘amphidromic points’ around which 
the tidal waves coming in from the Atlantic 
Ocean circulate (counter-clockwise; Fig. 1.26). 
One amphidromic point is located between the 
western Netherlands and Norfolk, the other lies 
NW of the Netherlands and W of Denmark. A 
minor, third one, close to the English Channel has 
a minor eff ect on the Dutch coast.

and the velocity of the tidal wave are aff ected. 
In a shallow sea such as the North Sea, the crest 
of the tidal wave propagates at a higher velocity 
than the tidal wave trough (lower water level, 
thus more resistance). As a consequence, the 
rising part (fl ood) of the tidal-wave surface 
becomes increasingly steeper, and the falling part 
(ebb) steadily fl a� er. At the entrance of a tidal 
basin the steeper water-level gradient causes 
higher inshore-directed tidal fl ow velocities 
at rising tide compared with the falling tide (= 
tidal asymmetry). Since the transport of sand is 
proportional to the third (or higher power) of the 
fl ow velocity, sand transport into the tidal basin 
during high tide is not completely compensated 
for by sand transport out of the tidal basin 
during low tide (Dronkers, 1986; Van der Spek, 
1993; Van den Berg et al., 1993), which causes a 
net sediment import into the tidal basins.

In addition to tidal asymmetry, also other 
sediment-trapping mechanisms played a role in 
the infi lling of the tidal basins such as the scour-
lag eff ect (e.g. Van Straaten & Kuenen, 1958; 
Postma, 1967), sediment binding as a result of 
biological activity, e.g. of diatoms (e.g. Vos et al., 
1988), and sediment trapping by vegetation in the 
salt-marsh areas (e.g. Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997). 

1.6.5 Tidal volume and tidal range
� e tidal force is the main factor determining the 
morphology of channels and shoals in tidal areas. 
� ere is a linear relationship between the size of 

1.27 | Modifi cation of 
the tidal range in a tidal 
basin and / or  estuarine 
system with varying 
ratios of convergence 
(and refl ection) to friction 
eff ects. Convergence 
promotes amplifi cation, 
whereas friction results in 
a damping of the incoming 
tidal wave (adapted from 
LeFoch, 1961 and Salomon 
& Allen, 1983; after 
Martinius & Van 
den Berg, 2011).

C - Hypersynchronous

Convergence > friction

B - Synchronous

Convergence = friction

Mouth RiverMouth River

Sea Sea Sea

Mouth River

Trend curve of the tidal range

A - Hypoynchronous

Convergence < friction

Fig. 1.27. Modification of the tidal range in a tidal basin and / or  estuarine system with varying ratios of convergence (and 
reflection) to friction e�ects. Convergence promotes amplification, whereas friction results in a damping of the incoming tidal 
wave (adapted from LeFoch, 1961 and Salomon & Allen, 1983; a�er Martinius & Van den Berg, 2011).

0 ca. 10 km
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In the present Wadden Sea area, the convergence 
and refl ection eff ects are also relatively more 
important than the friction eff ect and cause an 
increase of the tidal range from the tidal inlet 
towards the water sheds. For example, at the Vlie 
tidal inlet, between Vlieland and Terschelling, 
the MHW level is 1.75 m. � is increases to 2.3 
m at the watershed northwest of Holwerd 
(Waddenatlas RWS, 1989; Fig. 1.29).

Tidal range reduction, due to a negative 
resonance eff ect, o� en occurs in lagoonal 
systems. For instance, this was the case in 
the former Zuiderzee lagoon. � e incoming 
tidal wave in the lagoon was a� enuated by the 
(previous) refl ected tidal wave and this led to a 
decline of the tidal amplitude in the hinterland of 
this system. A decline in the tidal amplitude also 
occurred a� er the – human induced – drowning 
of the Dollard area (Chapter 3.3). � e increase in 
storage capacity in the drowned area (negative 
resonance eff ect) led to energy dissipation of the 
incoming tidal wave and caused a reduction in 
the tidal range in the drowned Dollard area.

� e heights of the tidal levels in the past (such 
as MHW) did not only depend on sea-level rise 
but also on changes in the geometry – evolution 
– of a tidal basin or estuary. In the most extreme 
situation, a tidal basin silted up completely and 
was completely closed from the open sea by 
a barrier system. In that case, the tidal range 
in the system drops to zero and the MHW and 
groundwater level (Fig. 1.30) were lowered despite 
a continuing rising sea level. � e high-water-level 
changes (EHW, GHW and groundwater table) 
were of great importance for the prehistoric 
occupation of the coastal area. When the 
maximum heights of these water levels declined 
in an area due to environmental changes, parts 
of the salt-marsh area felt permanent dry and 
the construction of se� lements on the marsh 
(Flachsiedlungen) became possible.

1.6.6 Infl uence of humans
During the Holocene, the role of humans in the 
rural landscape became increasingly important. 
Anthropogenic infl uence on the landscape began 
in the Mesolithic with the start of agriculture, 
which disturbed the natural vegetation. During 
the Bronze Age, human impact on natural ero-
sion-sedimentation processes became noticeable, 
as large forested areas were logged (Erkens, 2009). 
As a consequence of the disappearance of the for-
est, the soil was no longer held by the tree roots, 
and became vulnerable to erosion. During inten-
sive rainfall soil material was washed away and 
ended up, via the local rivers, in large rivers. � e 
increase in sediment load of the rivers enhanced 
sedimentation in the lower part of the river delta.

� e tidal range along the Dutch coast has varied 
in time. At the beginning of the Holocene the tidal 
range along the coast was, on average, less than 
1 m as opposed to about 2 m nowadays (Hulsen, 
1994; Van der Molen & De Swart, 2001). � is was 
due to the shallowness of the North Sea at that 
time, which sharply decelerated the incoming 
tidal wave due to seabed resistance. During 
the Holocene the water depth in the North Sea 
increased, and the tidal range along the Dutch 
coast increased accordingly. � e magnitude of 
the increase was not equal along the coast. It 
depended on the positions of the coastal locations 
relative to the amphidromic points in the North 
Sea which also shi� ed (to the north).

� e tidal activity (tidal velocity and range) 
in the tidal basins was aff ected by the palaeo-
morphology. Important factors were bo� om fric-
tion, and damming up of the tidal water along 
the edges of the system (resistance eff ect), and 
negative or positive resonance eff ects (conver-
gence or funnel eff ect). � ese factors deformed 
the palaeo-tidal wave. Resonant amplifi cation 
takes place when the tidal wave is more or less 
in phase with the natural period of the basin; the 
period taken for water to go back and forward in 
absence of any forcing action (Martinius & Van 
den Berg, 2011). � e friction eff ect is damping 
the tidal amplitude in the basin whereas con-
vergence of tidal energy and refl ection in a fun-
nel-shaped estuary has an increasing eff ect on 
the tidal range land inward. So, the geometry of 
the basin or estuary determines the tidal char-
acteristics and when this morphology changes, 
the ratio between convergence, refl ection and 
friction eff ects alter and this leads to changes 
in the tidal regimes of these systems. In a wide 
basin the friction eff ect is relatively more impor-
tant and induces an inland decrease of the tidal 
range from the mouth to the back of the system 
(hyposynchronous; Fig. 1.27). In a funnel-shaped 
estuarine system the convergence (and refl ec-
tion) eff ect is more important which leads to an 
increase of the tidal range land inward from the 
mouth of the system (hyper synchronous; Fig. 1.27). 
� e Westerschelde estuary is an example of a 
hypersynchronous system. � e convergence 
and refl ection eff ects in this system are more 
important than the friction eff ect and cause an 
increase of the tidal range towards Antwerp 
(Fig. 1.28). Over the past few centuries the tidal 
range has increased, because the convergence 
and refl ection eff ects became larger and larger 
due to the funnel-shape geometry created by the 
anthropogenic embankments. Beyond Antwerp, 
however, tidal movement loses its power due 
to increasing seabed resistance, and the tidal 
amplitude decreases again.
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Fig. 1.28. Alternation of the tidal levels and ranges along the Westerschelde estuary during the last 1000 years.

Fig. 1.28a. Progress of the Mean Low Water (MLW) and Mean High Water (MHW) levels during the period 
1971-1980, aer Claessens (1988); and of the Mean High High-Water (MHHW) and storm-surge levels (EHW, 
Extreme High Water for the Belgium part of the estuary), aer Casteleyn & Kerstens (1988).

Fig. 1.28b. Reconstruction of the variation in tidal range since 1550 AD, aer Coen (1988).

1.28 | Alternation of the tidal levels and ranges along the Westerschelde estuary during the last 1000 years.

Fig. 1.28a. Progress of the Mean Low Water (MLW) and Mean High Water (MHW) levels during the period 1971-1980, after Claessens (1988); and of the Mean High High-
Water (MHHW) and storm-surge levels (EHW, Extreme High Water for the Belgium part of the estuary), after Casteleyn & Kerstens (1988).
Fig. 1.28b. Reconstruction of the variation in tidal range since 1550 AD, after Coen (1988).
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A second important anthropogenic infl u-
ence was drainage by ditches, which had a 
particularly major impact on peat areas. Due to 
the subsidence which resulted from the ditches 
and canals dug by humans (Fig. 1.31), the sea 
penetrated into the coastal area and the tidal 
volume of the coastal systems increased. � is 
anthropogenic inundation was noticeable in 
Zeeland (Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997), Friesland 
(Vos & De Langen, 2008) and Groningen (Vos & 
Bungenstock, 2013) since the Roman Period.

A third anthropogenic intervention  that 
was instrumental in shaping the coastal land-
scape was the large and systematic building 
of dikes in the salt marshes and in the river 
fl oodplains, and the damming of natural water 
courses. � e water could no longer expand over 
these large water storage areas at times of high 
water (fl oods). � is caused a sharp reduction in 
the fl ood-basin storage capacity in such areas. In 
response to the loss of storage volume, the fl ood 
water was dammed up against the dikes during 
storms and high river discharge, occasionally 
leading to catastrophes (Chapter 3.1). 
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1.29 | Course of the tidal elevations in the western Wadden Sea area from the coastline to the present-day sea dike.

Fig. 1.29a. Diff erent levels of the Mean High Water in m (MHW).
Fig. 1.29b. Ranges of the tidal amplitude in cm.

Fig. 1.29. Course of the tidal elevations in the western Wadden Sea area from the coastline to the present-day sea dike. 

Fig. 1.29b. Ranges of the tidal amplitude (in cm).
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Fig. 1.29. Course of the tidal elevations in the western Wadden Sea area from the coastline to the present-day sea dike. 

Fig. 1.29b. Ranges of the tidal amplitude (in cm).
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1.30 | Schematic model of the decline of EHW and MHW in a silting up-tidal system, whereas the MSL along the coastline is still rising.
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Fig 1.30. Schematic model of the decline of EHW and MHW in a silting up tidal system, whereas the MSL along the 
coastline is still rising.
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1.31 | Location of the drowned village of Valkenisse (near Waarde, north-side of the Westerschelde). Remnants of large-scale Mediaeval 
peat-digging structures are visible on the tidal fl ats at the right-hand side of the picture (photo Paul Paris). See also Fig. 3.1.2d.

Fig. 31. Location of the drowned village of Valkenisse (near Waarde, north-side of the Westerschelde). 
Remnants of large-scale Mediaeval peat-digging structures are visible on the tidal flats at the right-hand side 
of the picture (photo Paul Paris). 
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In this chapter the method of making palaeogeo-
graphical reconstructions are explained and the 
main data sources used in the map reconstruc-
tions described.

2.1 Method of reconstruction
Data and knowledge concerning three basic el-
ements are generally required for a palaeogeo-
graphical reconstruction of a study area:
•  lithostratigraphy: geological sequence of 

the subsurface;
•  chronostratigraphy: age of the layers in the 

sequence;
•  lithofacies: palaeoenvironmental conditions 

during and a� er the deposition of the layers 
(synsedimentary and post-sedimentary 
processes).

� e lithostratigraphy provides the framework for 
the landscape reconstruction. � e distribution 
of sand, clay and peat layers in the geological 
record can be ‘translated’ to the presence of 
diff erent lithofacies in the subsurface such as 
dunes, coastal barriers, tidal and river channels, 
tidal fl ats, fl oodplains and marshes.

An adequate time framework (chrono-
stratigraphy) in the geological record is essential 
for reconstruction. Only if the age of the sedi-
ments is known can the formation of the litho-
facies and, with that, the palaeoenvironmental 
changes, be placed in time. � e sediment layers 
can be dated using several techniques. � e most 
important techniques used for dating Holocene 
coastal deposits are radiocarbon dating (organ-
ic material), luminescence dating (sand) and 
dendrochronology (tree rings). Archaeological 
materials can also be very valuable for dating 
the sediment layer in which they are found. In 

building a time framework for the geological 
sequence, it is important to bear in mind that a 
specifi c lithological layer found at diff erent loca-
tions is not necessarily indicative of one and the 
same time period of deposition. � e Basal Peat 
layer on top of the Pleistocene deposits is a good 
example of such a diachronous sediment unit. At 
a lower level the Basal Peat layer is older than the 
same stratigraphical peat layer at another place 
where the layer has a higher position. 

Several tools or proxies can be used for the recon-
struction of the sedimentary environment (lithofa-
cies) in which the diff erent layers of the subsurface 
were formed. In the fi rst place the lithology (e.g. 
grain size) itself supplies information about the 
depositional environment, such as the transport 
mechanism (e.g. aeolian or aquatic). In addition, 
sedimentary structures and molluscs supply infor-
mation about the sedimentary environment (e.g. 
channel deposits) and environmental conditions 
during deposition (e.g. salinity). In geological map-
ping programmes, such as that in the Netherlands, 
the basic lithological information for the lithofaci-
es reconstruction is largely derived from borehole 
descriptions. It is not only important to describe 
the lithology, the recognition of palaeosoils (soil 
formation) in the boreholes is equally relevant for 
determining periods of non-deposition. 

Geobotanical specialisms such as the proxies 
of macro-plant remains, palynology and diatoms 
are the main tools used for more detailed palae-
oenvironmental reconstructions. � ese tools sup-
ply information about local and regional vegeta-
tion and the depositional environment of the past. 
Micro morphology is also a valuable tool for the re-
construction of micro-processes in deposition, e.g. 
soil formation and anthropogenic disturbance. 

2 Compilation of the 
Holocene palaeogeographical maps 
of the Netherlands 
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maps were produced for the various times: 9000, 
5500, 3850, 2750, 1500, 500 BC and AD 100, 800, 
1500, 1850 and 2000 (Figs. 2.4–2.14). 

One map is missing from the Late Holocene 
series: the reconstruction map of the Late Middle 
Ages (about AD 1250). � ere was a practical 
reason for this: there was not enough time 
available to work out all the individual historical 
pieces of information properly. � e history 
of the fi rst stage of the systematic building of 
levees (dikes) was a particular problem (AD 
1000–1300). � e information is present in many 
diff erent historical sources, but it would have 
been too time-consuming to synthesize all these 
individual pieces of information into one map.

A map of around 7000 BC, the period of 
the fi rst marine inundation in the lower part 
of Holland, is also absent from the series. � e 
reason is that geological information is scarce 
for that period and the palaeoenvironment is not 
yet properly understood. 

In the following sections of this paper, the 
landscape legend of the maps will be explained 
and the diff erent sources of the reconstructions 
discussed. A� er that, the reconstruction of each 
individual map will be described in more detail 
and the long-term evolution of the Dutch coastal 
plain during the period covered by the map 
series discussed.

2.2  Legends on the 
palaeogeographical maps
 Legends on the 
palaeogeographical maps
 Legends on the 

� e legends on the national palaeogeographical 
maps are based on the landscape classifi cation 
mentioned in Chapter 1.4. � e fl uvial landscape 
has been kept relatively simple in the 
reconstructions; only the main river channels 
and fl oodplains have been diff erentiated. � e 
fl uvial fl oodplains and the salt-marsh areas were 
also combined into one landscape unit: the fl uvial 
and salt-marsh fl oodplains. � is combined unit 
is characterized by the fact that the environment 
was dry for the majority of the year. � is area 
was fl ooded only at times of exceptionally high 
water levels, i.e., during either storm surges 
or river fl oods. � ere were two reasons for 
generalizing these units. First, the information 
needed to diff erentiate the sub-landscape units 
was not available, especially for the Early and 
Middle Holocene. Second, the legends should not 
be too complex in order to allow changes in the 
landscapes to be visualized on an A4 sheet, the 
format in which the maps have been published. 
Too many landscape types would make the maps 
‘unreadable’. However, since the scale on which 
the new map reconstructions were compiled is 
1:100.000, the level of detail in the mapped units, 1:100.000, the level of detail in the mapped units, 
e.g. concerning channel pa� erns, is remarkably e.g. concerning channel pa� erns, is remarkably 

Open pits, o� en archaeological excavations, can 
provide a lot of local palaeoenvironmental data. 
In the fi rst place, pits provide the opportunity to 
carry out stratigraphical and sedimentological 
research on the exposed deposits, and to take 
samples for additional laboratory investigation 
(palaeoecological and dating). In the case of 
an excavation, the archaeological fi nds supply 
information about the age of the layers in which 
they are found (Louwe Kooijmans, 1974, 1980). 
� e presence of an archaeological site itself (e.g. 
‘Flachsiedlung’) also supplies information about 
the palaeoenvironmental conditions: e.g. when 
human beings se� led in a salt-marsh area, the 
site they occupied was not fl ooded, or at least 
not frequently (Groenendijk & Vos, 2002; Vos & 
Gerrets, 2004.). 

Open pits and archaeological excavations 
are called ‘key sites’ or ‘building stones’ in 
the landscape reconstruction if they supply 
information about the palaeoenvironment in 
a certain time period (Fig. 2.1). � e minimum 
requirement for a site to be a ‘key site’ is that the 
lithofacies and the age of the deposits are known. 

Geomorphological structures which can be 
recognized at the surface are very important 
palaeolandscape features. � e morphology 
supplies information on the fi nal phase of 
sedimentation when the feature was formed. For 
the Holocene coastal deposits the fi nal phase of 
deposition generally varies between 2500 and 
1000 years ago, the time period before the large-
scale formation of levees. During the past ten 
years the LIDAR elevation maps (LIght Detection 
And Ranging; in the Netherlands Actueel 
Hoogtebestand Nederland; AHN), have become 
a very powerful tool for visualizing the surface 
morphology. � e genesis of the morphological 
features (sedimentary environment and age) 
can be reconstructed in combination with 
other geological (lithology / lithofacies of the 
morphological feature), historical (e.g. old maps) 
and key-site information.

� e palaeogeographical map series is based 
mainly on existing regional map data, such as 
geological and soil maps, AHN elevation maps and 
regional palaeogeographical reconstructions. 
� us, the national palaeogeographical maps 
are not based on raw data (e.g. boreholes), but 
on already structured/mapped geological and 
palaeogeographical information (Fig. 2.2 and 2.3). 
All the individual map sources were converted 
to a single scale: 1:100.000. � ese pieces of 
information were brought together, assessed 
in terms of which time slice they were 
applied to (based on the age of the geological 
features), and then synthesized into individual features), and then synthesized into individual 
palaeogeographical maps. Palaeogeographical palaeogeographical maps. Palaeogeographical 
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Alkmaar
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Schagen Medemblik

Enkhuizen
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Schagen De NesSchagerbrug

Fig.2.1a. Location map of the sites.

Fig.2.1b. Profile section of Schagen-De Nes.  
At the base of the picture , salt-marsh depos-
its with  ‘crinkly’ sand laminations were 
formed (Wormer Member). The black layer (de 
zwarte laag) on top is a residue of a decom-
posed, oxidized peat layer. The shard in the 
culture layer in the middle of the picture could 
be dated as Middle Iron Age pottery (personal 
communication Frans Diederik). This archaeo-
logical date indicate that the  thin clay layer - 
in between the culture and the black layer  - 
was formed in the period  around 400 BC and 
that the environment at that time was 
changed from a peat bog to a salt-marsh 
environment.

Fig.2.1c. Ditch-site section of Schagerbrug.  At 
the base of the le� side of the picture a 
Holland Peat layer was formed on salt-marsh 
deposits (Wormer Member). Also at the right 
side the Holland Peat layer can be recognized.  
In the middle of the picture the peat was dug 
out (Roman Period) and filled with clay and 
peat lumps. In the Roman ditch an Early 
Mediaeval ditch was dug out again which was 
filled with natural clays with a marine shell 
layer on top. Above the shell layer Late 
Mediaeval sandy layer was formed (see also 
Fig. 2.1d).

Fig.2.1d. Eroded and rounded peat lump - due 
to water transportation - in shell-rich sandy 
storm deposits of the Late Mediaeval Period 
(upper brownish-yellow sand layer below the 
plough layer in Fig.2.1c) . It is possible that 
the peat lumps were eroded and deposited at 
the Schagerbrug location during the Allerheili-
gen flood  (1170) when large land losses were 
documented for the northern part Noord-Hol-
land and west part of Friesland (Schoorl, 
1999).

Fig. 2.1. Pictures of the key-site locations Schagen-De Nes and Schagerbrug (northern Noord-Holland). These observa-
tions near Schagen led to new insights in the palaeogeography  and resulted in significant changes for the 100 and 800 
AD reconstruction maps  of this region. Compare the maps of Fig 2.8 and Fig. 2.9 with the maps published in the Atlas 
van Nederland in het Holoceen (Vos et al., 2011a).
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2.1 | Pictures of the key-site locations Schagen-De Nes and Schagerbrug (Northern Noord-Holland). These observations near Schagen led to new insights in the palaeogeography 
and resulted in signifi cant changes for the 100 and 800 AD reconstruction maps of this region. Compare the maps of Fig 2.8 and Fig. 2.9 with the maps published in the Atlas van 
Nederland in het Holoceen (Vos et al., 2011a).

� 2.1b | Profi le section of Schagen-De Nes. At the base of the 
picture, salt-marsh deposits with ‘crinkly’ sand laminations were 
formed (Wormer Member). The black layer (de zwarte laag) on 
top is a residue of a decomposed, oxidized peat layer. The shard 
in the culture layer in the middle of the picture could be dated to 
the Middle Iron Age (personal communication Frans Diederik). 
This archaeological date indicates that the thin clay layer –  in 
between the culture layer and the black layer – was formed in 
the period  around 400 BC and that the environment at that time 
had changed from a peat bog to a salt-marsh environment.

� 2.1c | Ditch-site section of Schagerbrug. At the base of the left side 
of the picture a Holland Peat layer was formed on salt-marsh deposits 
(Wormer Member). Also at the right-hand side the Holland Peat layer 
can be recognized. In the middle of the picture the peat was dug out 
(Roman Period) and fi lled with clay and peat lumps. In the Roman 
ditch an Early Mediaeval ditch was dug out which again was fi lled with 
natural clays with a marine shell layer on top. Above the shell layer a 
Late Mediaeval sandy layer was formed (see also Fig. 2.1d).

� 2.1d | Eroded and rounded peat lump – due to water 
transportation – in shell-rich sandy storm deposits of the 
Late Mediaeval Period (upper brownish-yellow sand layer 

below the plough layer in Fig.2.1c) . It is possible that the peat 
lumps were eroded and deposited at the Schagerbrug location 

during the Allerheiligen fl ood (1170) when large land losses 
were documented for the northern part of Noord-Holland and 

western part of Friesland (Schoorl, 1999).

� 2.1a | Location map of the sites.
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include leveed tidal and fl uvial areas, former lake 
areas drained by man, and urban areas.

2.3 Mapping sources 
� e palaeogeographical maps were compiled on 
the basis of various geological and geographical 
(map) sources. 

2.3.1 Geological maps
� e fi rst geological map of the Netherlands was 
made by Staring around 1850. At the time Staring 
travelled on horseback to conduct his fi eld 
survey, producing a map on a 1:200.000 scale 
(Staring, 1860). � e peat areas on Staring’s map 
were very useful for the reconstruction map of 
AD 1850, in particular since those areas were still 
present at that time but disappeared later as a 
result of human intervention.

In the fi rst half of the 20th century the 
national geological survey of the Netherlands 
(up to 1997 Rijks Geologische Dienst; RGD), under 
the leadership of director Tesch, conducted a 
geological survey based on shallow boreholes of 
2 m or less. A large proportion of the borehole 
information has now been stored in the geological 
database DINO (Digitaal Informatiesyteem 
Nederlandse Ondergrond; the database of the 
Geologische Dienst Nederland, GDN TNO; 
from 1997 the national geological survey of the 
Netherlands). Based on the borehole survey, an 
almost complete map of the surface deposits of 
the Netherlands was made on a 1:50.000 scale 
(Tesch, 1923–1941). 

In the 1950s the RGD launched a new 
mapping programme. � is survey, too, was 
based on drillings, most of which were done 
by hand. Unique to this programme was the 
fact that the subsurface was mapped using a 
specially designed legend system based on the 
sequence of the upper 5 m of the subsurface. 
� e map series on a scale of 1:50.000 was never 
completed for the entire Netherlands, but the 
borehole programme for this mapping campaign 
was almost completed. Hundreds of thousands 
of shallow hand drillings and tens of thousands 
of mechanical boreholes have now been 
documented in the DINO database.

TNO, which has led the geological survey 
since 1997, chose a new geological modelling 
strategy. Instead of producing maps, a 3D 
modelling programme was launched in which 
the lithological characteristics of the sediments 
played an important role. 3D layer models such as 
a DGM of the deeper subsurface (down to 500 m) 
and GeoTop (down to 30 m) are two of the digital 
products which emerged from this new modelling 
approach (Westerhoff  & Dubelaar, 2012).

high. � is scale lies between those regularly used 
for regional (e.g. 1:50.000) and national (e.g. 1: 
500.000) maps.

� e main subdivision in the legends used in the 
map series refl ects the diff erentiation between 
landscape units formed during the Pleistocene 
and those which developed during the Holocene. 

About 9000 BC, the time represented by 
the fi rst map in the series, the whole surface 
still consisted of a Pleistocene landscape. � is 
map is called the ‘sous-main’ or ‘blo� ing pad’ 
map, since the younger Holocene landscapes – 
which are shown in the later maps – will cover 
the Pleistocene subsurface. � e landscape units 
distinguished on the ‘blo� ing pad’ map are the 
Tertiary and older deposits near the surface, the 
ice-pushed moraines, the loess area, the river 
dunes, periglacial valley incisions and a residual 
group of Pleistocene deposits. � is residual 
group was subdivided not on the basis of 
geological origin but of position relative to NAP 
(Amsterdam Ordnance Datum). � is decision to 
use elevation rather than geological background 
(e.g. glacial tills) was based on a desire to 
distinguish the ‘low’ Netherlands (land below 
NAP) from the ‘high’ Netherlands (land above 
NAP), and to visualize the larger Pleistocene 
valley systems on the map (Pleistocene grounds 
below 16 m –NAP).

� e tidal landscape is diff erentiated in terms 
of fl ooding frequency: subtidal (tidal inlets and 
channels), intertidal (sand- and mud fl ats) and 
supratidal (salt marshes). � e areas which were 
permanently under water, such as the North 
Sea, lakes, tidal inlets and major channels were 
mapped in the unit ‘water’. A distinction was 
drawn between ‘outer’ and ‘inner’ waters, in 
order to separate coastal subtidal waters from 
fl uvial channels and lakes.

� e peat area was not subdivided into 
diff erent landscape units, mainly due to the 
fact that insuffi  cient data were available on 
peat composition and age in the whole of the 
Netherlands for the older reconstructions.

� e coastal dune area and beach plains were 
subdivided into three units: 
•  � e Younger Dunes, in order to separate the 

higher parabolic dunes (formed a� er 900 
AD) from the lower Older Dunes.

•  � e Older Dunes and coastal barrier ridges. 
•  � e beach plains and lower dune valleys 

between the barrier ridges.

A� er AD 1000 man strongly infl uenced the 
formation of the landscape. Human-made areas, 
distinguished on the maps of AD 1500 and beyond, 
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method which allows the user to visualize shadow 
eff ects on the map. � e shadow eff ect makes the 
relief more pronounced so that hills, valleys and 
depressions are be� er visible on the map. 

� e AHN elevation map proved a useful tool in 
the reconstruction of the palaeogeographical 
maps, especially for the 500 BC – AD 2000 
maps. � ese maps also played a major role in 
the determination of the glacial structures and 
valley systems in the area where the Pleistocene 
deposits lay at the surface. � e AHN maps were 
compared with the published geomorphological 
maps of the Netherlands, scale 1:50.000. � e 
geomorphological maps – in combination with the 
geological maps – were used for the clarifi cation 
of the relief structures visible on the AHN maps. 

2.3.4 Historical maps
Historical maps played an important role in the 
reconstruction of the maps of AD 1500 and 1850. 
� e coastline, tidal channels and leveed areas of 
the AD 1500 map were mostly compiled with the 
help of the maps of Jacob van Deventer (1545), 
Christiaan Sgroten (1573) and Lucas Janszoon 
Waghenaer (1584/85). � e coastline, tidal 
channels and leveed areas of the map of AD 1850 
were based on the military topographical maps 
of the Netherlands of 1850.

2.3.5 Existing regional reconstructions
Where regional palaeogeographical maps 
were available, they were used for the national 
map reconstructions of those areas and 
periods. However, the palaeolandscape pa� ern 
may have been changed somewhat in a few 
cases due to additional data from geological 
and/or AHN elevation maps. � e following 
regional reconstructions and coastal evolution 
studies were incorporated into the national 
palaeogeographical map series:
•  Map reconstructions of the Southwest 

Netherlands for the period of the Holocene 
(Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997; Vos et al., 2002).

•  Map series of the genesis of the mouth of 
the Rhine–Meuse Delta during the Early and 
Middle Holocene, the period 7100–4300 BC 
(Hijma, 2010).

•  Map series of the mouth of the Oude Rijn 
inlet system from 2500 BC to 700 AD 
(Pruissers & De Gans, 1985).

•  Coastal dune area of the Western 
Netherlands (Van Straaten, 1965; Jelgersma 
et al., 1970; Roep & Beets, 1988; Roep et al., 
1991; Van der Valk, 1992, 1996a).

•  � e Oer-IJ region for the period 2500 BC 
– AD 1000 (Jelgersma et al., 1970; Zagwijn, 
1971a; Vos, 1983; Vos & Soonius, 2004; Kok, 
2008; Vos et al., 2010).

� e map products of the RGD, which were made 
within the scope of the geological mapping 
programme (1:50.000) at that time, are still very 
useful for palaeogeographical reconstructions. 
Palaeo-channel pa� erns and the presence of 
peat in the upper 5 m of the subsurface can be 
deduced from these maps. Another important 
product from the former mapping programme 
was a map of the top of the Pleistocene surface 
of the Netherlands (Van Gijssel & De Gans, 
1993). � is map has been improved (upgraded) 
on the initiative of the National Archaeological 
Research Agenda (NOaA, 2006; www.noaa.nl). It 
allowed the top of the Pleistocene deposits at the 
beginning of the Holocene to be reconstructed 
(Fig. 2.2). � is map was made by leaving out all the 
younger channel incisions of the Pleistocene top 
map in Fig. 2.3. � e map of the top of the Pleistocene 
deposits at the beginning of the Holocene is the 
basal map for all the reconstructions of the Early 
and Middle Holocene (map series 9000–2750 BC).

� e fl uvial area of the Rhine–Meuse Delta was 
mapped by Utrecht University (Berendsen & 
Stouthamer, 2001; Cohen et al., 2012). Tens of 
thousands of hand-cored drillings were made by 
students from the university’s physical geography 
department. � is dataset formed the basis of 
several theses (e.g. Cohen, 2003; Gouw, 2007; 
Erkens, 2009; Hijma, 2009). � e channel belts 
of the palaeo-rivers were mapped on the basis 
of this interpreted geological information and 
reconstructions were made for diff erent periods 
when the channel belts were active or abandoned. 
� ese time reconstructions of the channel belts 
form the basis of the reconstruction of the fl uvial 
channels in the palaeogeographical maps.

2.3.2 Soil maps
During the 1960s and 1980s STIBOKA (now Alterra) 
compiled a new series of soil maps of the Nether-
lands which were based on pedological criteria. � e 
soil maps (scale 1:50 000) are available in digital 
form (www.alterra.wur.nl). � ese soil maps were 
used for one major aspect of the palaeogeographical 
reconstructions: the distribution of the peat area at 
the surface in recent times.

2.3.3 Morphological maps
� e morphology of the surface of the Netherlands 
can be visualized in detail thanks to the exact 
elevation measurements by laser altimetry (AHN 
elevation maps). � is dataset has been available 
for the whole country for about 10 years now. 
Using this dataset, elevation maps have been 
made on a scale 1:100.000. � e mapping was done 
using ArcMAP, a geospatial processing program 
developed by ESRI. One of the features of this 
program is the ‘hillshade method’, an optical 
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Netherlands, the Basal Peat started to grow on 
top of the Pleistocene surface around the palaeo 
mean high-water level (e.g. Jelgersma, 1961; Van 
de Plassche, 1982). So, based on the time–depth 
relation between the start of the peat growth 
and sea-level rise, the contour lines of the depth 
of the Pleistocene surface (Fig. 2.3) can be used as 
guidelines in the reconstruction of the Basal Peat 
formation. Because of regional diff erences in 
subsidence – caused by diff erent Holocene glacio-
isostatic and tectonic movements – the relative 
Holocene sea-level rise diff ered from region to 
region. � e relative Holocene sea-level rise in the 
Northern Netherlands was larger than in Zeeland 
because of stronger subsidence. � is implies that 
in 5500 BC the base of the Basal Peat lay deeper in 
the Northern Netherlands than in Zeeland. � ese 
regional diff erences in the time–depth position of 
the Basal Peat are shown in Table 2.1.

� e boundaries between the coastal peat bogs and 
the tidal environments have been placed seaward 
of the levels mentioned in Table 2.1. � e contour 
lines of the Pleistocene top map (Fig. 2.3) – which 
lay 2 m below the levels of the landward margins 
mentioned in Table 2.1 – were used arbitrarily as 
guidelines for the seaward boundaries of the coastal 
peat bogs. � e idea behind the use of the 2 m lower 
guideline for the seaward boundary of the peat 
was that the surface of the unconsolidated coastal 
bog surface in the period of the reconstruction 
was signifi cantly higher than the top of the peat 
layer found in the present geological sequence. 
Later, when the peat was inundated due to sea-
level rise, the peat layer became thinner as a result 
of the deposited sediment load and subsided to the 
present lower level.

Table 2.1 | General guidelines for the start of Basal Peat growth in 
the near-shore area.

Time Landward boundary of peat growth near the coastline

Zeeland Flevoland Northern Netherlands

5500 BC 6 m –NAP 10 m –NAP 12 m –NAP

3850 BC 3 m –NAP  5 m –NAP 6 m –NAP

However, the relationship between sea-level 
rise and the beginning of Basal Peat formation 
only existed in the near-shore areas and at 
locations in the coastal and fl uvial plains where 
the Pleistocene relief was relatively pronounced, 
e.g. the river dunes in the coastal area (Van de 
Plassche, 1982). In large parts of the hinterland of 
the coastal plains, i.e. in areas where the gradient 
from the Pleistocene surface to the shore area 
was smooth, peat growth started earlier than 
would have been expected from the time–depth 
relationship of sea-level rise. 

•  Genesis of the Oer-Vecht tidal basin and of 
the Westfriese inlet system between 3750 
and 1250 BC (Pons & Van Oosten, 1974; Ente 
et al., 1975; De Mulder & Bosch, 1982; Roep 
& Van Regteren Altena, 1988; Van der Spek, 
1994a; Beets et al., 1996).

•  Archaeo-landscape map series of the central 
part of Texel between 1250 BC and AD 1200 
(Woltering, 2000).

•  Historical maps of the coastal area around 
Texel between AD 100 and 1550 (Schoorl, 
1999; Kosian, 2009). 

•  Holocene development of the Northern 
Netherlands (Roeleveld, 1974; Griede, 1978; 
Griede & Roeleveld, 1982; Van der Spek, 
1994b, 1994c; Vos & Van Kesteren, 2000).

•  Map reconstructions of the Northern 
Netherlands for the period 500 BC – AD 
1000 (Roeleveld, 1974; Griede, 1978; Griede & 
Roeleveld, 1982; Van der Spek, 1994b, 1994c; 
Vos & Van Kesteren, 2000).

•  Local brooks and peat coverage of the 
Northern Netherlands (Langen, 1990; 
Groenendijk, 1997; Spek, 2004).

•  Map series of the active channel belts in the 
Rhine–Meuse area, including the Utrechtse 
Vecht between 6500 BC and AD 2000, 
compiled by Utrecht University (Berendsen 
& Stouthamer, 2001; Cohen, 2003; Gouw, 
2007; Erkens, 2009; Cohen et al., 2012).

•  Map reconstructions of the area of the 
Utrechtse Vecht for the period 3000 BC – AD 
1000 (Bos, 2010).

•  Geogenesis of the Holocene IJssel valley 
and delta (Ente, 1971; Van de Meene, 1979; 
Makaske et al., 2008; Cohen et al., 2009).

•  Map series and geogenesis of the IJsselmeer 
region from 6000 BC to AD 1350 (Ente, 1971, 
1976, 1986; Ente et al., 1986; Gotjé, 1993; 
Lenselink & Menke, 1995; Menke et al., 1998; 
Makaske et al., 2002; Peeters, 2007).

•  Palaeolandscape map series of the 
Noordoostpolder area (Flevoland) between 
4900 and 800 BC (Ten Anscher, 2012). 

•  Reconstruction of the maximum peat 
expansion in the Mediaeval Period in Drente 
(Spek, 2004) and the Achterhoek region (De 
Rooi, 2006; Van Beek, 2009.).

2.4  Reconstruction of the Basal 
Peat environment based on 
sea-level data

� e Early and Middle Holocene distribution 
of the Basal Peat could be reconstructed with 
the help of palaeosea-level data, since there 
was a time–depth relationship between the 
start of the peat growth and the elevation of the 
Pleistocene surface. In the coastal zone of the 
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Map of the top of the Pleistocene surface 
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2.2 | Map of the top of the Pleistocene surface
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Map of the top of the Pleistocene surface
Reconstruction map of the top of the Pleistocene surface at the beginning of the Holocene 
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2.3 | Reconstruction map of the top of the Pleistocene surface at the beginning of the Holocene
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coastal development, the boundary was drawn 
more to the landward side (peat area) and during 
a regressive period more to the sea side (tidal 
channels). Because the tidal-fl at–salt-marsh 
boundaries in the map series between 5500 
and 1500 BC were reconstructed in this way (‘a 
reconstruction a� er a reconstruction’) they are 
to a certain extent arbitrary. 

2.6 Blank spots
No data were available for the palaeo-
environmental reconstruction in some areas. 
Such areas are referred to as ‘blank spots’ or 
‘gaps’ in the reconstruction. In such blank spots 
the original Holocene deposits were removed 
by erosion by younger channels. Blank spots 
are also areas for which no regional geological 
maps/data were available. Examples of large 
blank spots in the Early and Middle Holocene 
reconstructions, caused by erosion, include 
the present-day North Sea and the tidal-inlet- 
and tidal-channel systems (red areas in the 
Pleistocene top map in Fig. 2.2). An example of an 
area where the information on the subsurface 
was scarce because no geological mapping 
(scale 1:50.000) was carried out there is the 
northern part of the province of Noord-Holland 
(topographical maps 14W and 14O).

Another cause of data gaps in the 
reconstructions is the disappearance of peat in 
sub-recent periods as a result of peat cu� ing 
or peat oxidation. Leenders (1989) notably 
described this phenomenon as ‘er is geen moer 
te zien’, a Dutch expression meaning nothing at 
all could be seen, with a nice pun on the word 
moer, which also means ‘peat’.

� e map compiler had to fi ll the gaps using 
expert judgment and data from the surrounding 
area and indirect geological information from 
later periods and/or adjacent areas.

In general, the Holocene maps a� er 1500 BC 
in the series are more reliable because more 
geological, geomorphological and archaeological 
key site information was available. For instance, 
a military topographical map (scale 1:50.000) 
was available for the AD 1850 map, and was 
incredibly accurate for that time period.

� e degree of uncertainty concerning 
landscape boundaries in the map series could 
have been shown on the maps using diff erent 
types of do� ed lines. However, it was decided 
that continuous black lines should be used for all 
legend units on the maps. Do� ed lines have been 
avoided since any reconstruction line in the maps 
actually entails some degree of uncertainty: in 
terms of time and space, and related to the scale 
on which the maps were drawn. Moreover, too 

� e locally higher water tables in those areas 
caused higher time–depth positions of the peat 
growth than would have been expected on the 
basis of regional sea-level curves (Kiden et 
al., 2002). � ese higher water tables resulted 
from the supply of large quantities of seepage 
water from the hinterland in combination with 
relatively poor drainage conditions in these 
areas.

Areas where the peat growth started 
independently of the sea-level rise because of 
poor drainage conditions were the landward 
margins of the broad Pleistocene valley systems 
in Zeeland (Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997), the 
Rhine–Meuse area (Van de Plassche, 1982; Hijma 
& Cohen, 2010), Flevoland (Peeters et al., 2002) 
and the Northern Netherlands (e.g. the area 
around Sneek; Vos, 2010). In the hinterland, the 
start of the peat formation may deviate from the 
general guideline levels mentioned in Table 2.1. In 
the Middle and Late Holocene reconstructions 
in particular, the time–depth positions may be 
several metres higher than would have been 
expected on the basis of the sea levels at those 
times. � e main cause of peat formation – apart 
from sea-level rise – was the deterioration of 
drainage conditions in the hinterland, o� en 
in combination with water-stagnant layers, 
such as glacial tills, in the subsurface. Drainage 
was ‘frustrated’ by the infi lling of the natural 
drainage systems due to sedimentation and peat 
growth. � is created wet conditions for peat 
development at the surface. 

2.5  Reconstruction of the tidal 
environment

In the palaeogeographical reconstructions, 
the expansions of the tidal channels and peat 
area are mapped on the basis of the geological 
data. � e tidal fl ats and salt-marsh areas 
were distinguished from the map of the Iron 
Age onwards (about 500 BC) on the basis of 
archaeological data (Vos & Gerrets, 2004) in 
combination with geological and AHN data. 
� ey are therefore relatively reliable. Before 500 
BC, however, archaeological data are generally 
scarce and most tidal-fl at- and salt-marsh 
deposits are covered by younger sediments, so 
the morphological features of the salt marshes 
cannot be recognized on the AHN elevation 
map. In the map series of the Early and Middle 
Holocene (5500–1500 BC), the tidal-fl at and 
salt-marsh environments were reconstructed 
indirectly. � e expansion of the tidal channels 
and peat area was reconstructed fi rst and then 
the tidal-fl at–salt-marsh boundary was located 
in between. In the period of transgressive 
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Netherlands, the residual group was subdivided 
into three areas: area above NAP; area between 
0 and 16 m –NAP; and area below 16 m –NAP. � e 
0 and –16 m contour lines were derived from the 
map of the top of the Pleistocene deposits at the 
beginning of the Holocene (Fig. 2.3).

� e Pleistocene valley systems in the 
low Netherlands, the area below NAP, were 
reconstructed indirectly. � e AHN elevation maps 
were of no use for this area, because of the depth 
and the coverage by deposits in the Late Holocene. 
On the 9000 BC map, the Pleistocene valley 
systems in the lower parts of the Netherlands 
are located – arbitrarily – in the central part of 
the tidal and fl uvial channel incisions, which are 
mapped on the Pleistocene top map in Fig. 2.2 (red 
area). Tidal channel incisions known on the basis 
of palaeogeographical information to originate in 
the Early/Middle Holocene were chosen. � e Late 
Pleistocene channel system (Cohen et al., 2012) was 
used for the fl uvial area of the Rhine and Meuse. 

� e Pleistocene valley systems were located 
in the central part of channel incisions since the 
marine transgression during the Early/Middle 
Holocene most likely followed the existing 
lower depressions in the landscape at the time. 
� e Early/Middle Holocene channel incisions 
were therefore interpreted as vestiges of the 
Pleistocene valley systems. However, evidence of 
Late Pleistocene / Early Holocene valley deposits 
is hard to fi nd since the palaeo-valley deposits are 
located at relatively great depths, and because 
most of these Pleistocene valley sediments have 
been eroded by later channel activity. 

2.7.2 Map reconstruction of 5500 BC
In 5500 BC (Fig. 2.5), the lower-lying Pleistocene 
valley systems of the Western and Northern 
Netherlands were inundated as a result of rapid 
sea-level rise in the fi rst half of the Holocene. 
A coastal peat bog formed between the tidal 
environment of the inundated coastal plain and 
the higher Pleistocene grounds. � e start of the 
peat formation here corresponded approximately 
to the local MHW level at that time. Because of 
regional diff erences in subsidence, diff erent 
contour lines have been used as guidelines for 
the reconstruction of the Basal Peat growth. In 
the Zeeland region the 6 m –NAP line was used 
in the reconstruction, and in Flevoland and the 
Northern Netherlands the 10 m and 12 m –NAP 
lines, respectively, were used (Table 2.1). 

Information on the maximum extent and age 
of the peat in the Rhine–Meuse area was derived 
from the data presented in the geological cross-
sections of the Holocene fl uvial delta deposits 
compiled by Gouw (2007), Erkens (2009) and 
Hijma (2009). Gouw and Erkens made fi ve profi les 
of the eastern fl oodplain of the rivers Rhine and 

many do� ed line boundaries would have had an 
adverse eff ect on the readability of the maps.

2.7  Compilation of the 
palaeogeographical maps 
 Compilation of the 
palaeogeographical maps 
 Compilation of the 

In order to give the reader an insight into the 
reliability of the palaeogeographical maps and 
the selection of the data which have been used 
for the reconstructions, this section describes 
the compilation of each map in the series. 

2.7.1 Map reconstruction of 9000 BC
� e palaeogeographical map of 9000 BC 
(Fig. 2.4) is in fact a simplifi ed geological map 
of the Pleistocene surface at the beginning of 
the Holocene (Fig. 2.3). At that time, the mean 
sea level (MSL) in the central part of the North 
Sea was about 35 m below the present MSL. 
� erefore, large parts of the North Sea had not 
yet been inundated and the entire territory of 
the Netherlands was still land.

� e geological landscape of the Pleistocene 
grounds in the high Netherlands – roughly the 
area above NAP – was compiled from the geo logical 
maps (1:50.000), insofar as they were available for 
the territory of the Netherlands. � e geo logical 
overview map of the Netherlands (scale 1:600.000) 
was used for the other higher Pleistocene areas, 
which were never mapped on a scale of 1:50.000 
(Schokker, 2010), in combination with the morpho-
logical information from the AHN elevation maps. 
� e geological overview map of the Netherlands 
was not accurate enough for mapping purposes at 
a scale of 1:100.000. � e AHN was therefore used to 
correct the shapes of geological structures such as 
the ice-pushed moraines and drumlins. � ese mor-
phological structures could be clearly recognized 
on the elevation maps of the AHN. Furthermore, 
the AHN elevation maps were used to determine 
the boundaries of the Pleistocene valley systems in 
the high Netherlands.

� e distribution of the legend units ‘Tertiary’ 
and ‘older deposits’ (near the surface) and the loess 
areas in Limburg and Gelderland was determined 
using the geological maps (scale 1:50.000).

For both the low and the high Netherlands, 
the river dune areas, formed during the last 
phase of the Pleistocene and the Early Holocene, 
were also derived from the geological maps. In 
addition, the palaeo-dune information on the 
maps by Berendsen & Stouthamer (2001) and 
Cohen et al. (2012) and geomorphological map 
sheets 46, 49, 52 (1:50.000) were incorporated 
into the mapping of the river dune areas. 

� e legend unit ‘Pleistocene deposits’ is a 
residual group. In order to distinguish the high 
from the low Netherlands and to localize the 
large Pleistocene valley depressions in the low 
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seismic profi les of the near-shore area. Between 
the tidal-inlet systems, Van Heteren et al. (2002) 
projected barrier islands comparable with those 
found in the present-day Wadden Sea area. 
� ese barrier islands were reproduced in the 
map reconstruction of 5500 BC.

No relevant seismic data were available 
for the reconstruction of the tidal-inlet- and 
barrier system off  the coast of Zeeland. Here, 
the coastline reconstruction was based on the 
Pleistocene top map at the beginning of the 
Holocene. � e barrier islands were positioned 
between the (reconstructed) inlet systems in 
the zone of the 20 m –NAP contour line from the 
Pleistocene map in Fig. 2.3.

In the Northern Netherlands, two anchor 
points were used to pinpoint the tidal-inlet- 
and barrier systems in around 5500 BP. One 
anchor point was based on the work of Sha 
(1990, 1996) who located an Atlantic inlet system 
northwest of the island of Texel. � e other is the 
channel incision about 10 km northwest of the 
present-day island of Schiermonnikoog found 
in unpublished seismic data gathered by Van 
der Spek (1995). � e coastline of the Northern 
Netherlands in 5500 BC was reconstructed 
with the help of these anchor points – and in 
combination with the palaeomorphology in 
the Pleistocene top map at the beginning of the 
Holocene.

2.7.3 Map reconstruction of 3850 BC
Around 3850 BC (Fig. 2.6), the tidal basins of 
Zeeland and the Oer-Vecht basin (in Noord-
Holland / Flevoland) reached their maximum 
inland positions due to the rapid sea-level rise 
in the fi rst half of the Holocene. � e Wormer 
Member deposits which can be derived from the 
existing geological maps were used to locate the 
boundary between the coastal peat bogs and the 
tidal environment of the Zeeland and Oer-Vecht 
basins at that time. 

In the central part of the tidal basin of 
the Oer-Vecht, the basin was so deep that the 
sedimentation could not keep pace with the sea-
level rise (Van der Spek, 1994b; Beets et al., 1994; 
Beets & Van der Spek, 2000). � is resulted in the 
formation of a large subtidal area in the central 
part of Noord-Holland during the Middle and 
Late Atlantic (‘outer waters’ in the map legend). 
� e sediment supply was suffi  cient to keep 
up with the sea-level rise only along the tidal 
channels (Van der Spek, 1994b). Tidal areas were 
therefore drawn along the main tidal channels. A 
tidal environment was also reconstructed along 
the landward margins of the system on the map 
of 3850 BC, because in this area the fl oor of the 
tidal basin was not too deep and sedimentation 
was able to keep up with the sea-level rise. On 

Meuse between Nijmegen and Gorinchem, and 
Hijma constructed three large profi les of the 
area between Dordrecht and Ro� erdam. In their 
profi les the authors also provided data about the 
age of the peat layers in the fl oodplain and delta 
deposits. For each of the maps in the series the 
extent of the peat was reconstructed from the data 
in the geological profi les. � en, the reconstructed 
peat boundaries in the profi les were plo� ed on 
the 1:100.000 working maps, and the maximum 
peat distribution was reconstructed on the basis 
of these lines.

� e courses of fl uvial channels were taken 
into account when the peat distribution lines 
were drawn using these profi les. � e courses 
of the fl uvial channels were derived from 
the channel belt reconstructions by Utrecht 
University (Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2001; 
Cohen et al., 2012). Using this study, Erkens 
(2009) produced explanatory channel belt 
reconstructions from 9000 years before present 
up to recent times. 

� e channel belts on the maps by Utrecht 
University show the breadth of the depositional 
infi ll of the channel but not the width of the 
channel (‘inner waters’ in the map legend) at a 
certain time in the past. Because of the lateral 
migration of the fl uvial channels, the extensions 
of the ‘geological’ channel belts are broader than 
the active fl uvial channels themselves.

In our reconstructions in the map series the 
broad channel belts are therefore reduced in size. 
� e reduced channels were placed in the early 
stage of development of the fl uvial system in the 
inner bend of the channel belt and during the last 
phase of the active system in the outer bend. � is 
method of reconstructing the fl uvial channel and 
peat extension in the Rhine–Meuse Delta was also 
applied to the other maps in the series.

Local peat bogs also occurred in the high 
Netherlands. � ey were formed in local 
depressions which were poorly drained by 
natural drainage systems. O� en, the lithological 
layers of the subsurface of these depressions 
were impermeable. � e areas of local peat growth 
in the high Netherlands were taken from the 
reconstruction map by Zagwijn (1986). However, 
the shapes of these peat areas were adapted to 
the local depressions determined from the AHN 
elevation maps.

It was possible to locate the deeper tidal-inlet 
incisions in the Pleistocene subsurface about 
5500 BC on the basis of seismic surveys (Van 
Heteren et al., 2002; Rieu et al., 2005; Hijma 
& Cohen, 2010) in the North Sea between 
the mouth of the Meuse and IJmuiden. � ese 
channel incisions are clearly visible in the 
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For the reconstructions of the peat areas on the 
maps, it was assumed that the peat surfaces 
gradually increased to their maximum extent 
during the period between 500 BC and AD 100. 
� e shapes of the expanding peat bogs in the high 
Netherlands were based on local morphology 
data derived from the AHN elevation maps. � e 
choices made in reconstructing the gradual peat 
expansion in the maps of 5500 through to AD 100 
were arbitrary.

In the Rhine–Meuse area, the peat bog in 
the fl oodplain expanded both seaward and 
landward a� er 5500 BC. � e seaward expansion 
was derived from the palaeogeographical maps 
by Hijma (2009). � e landward extension was 
based on the data in the cross-sections produced 
by Erkens (2009). 

In the Middle Holocene, major river 
avulsions occurred on a regular basis. One such 
avulsion – which came into existence around 
4500 BC – was the northern branch of the 
Rhine, known as the ‘Oude Rijn’ (Berendsen & 
Stouthamer, 2001). � is branch would remain 
the main outlet of the river Rhine for thousands 
of years. � e river pa� ern of the Rhine–Meuse 
Delta on the 3850 BC map, and later map 
reconstructions in the series, was taken from 
the channel belt reconstructions in the studies 
by Utrecht University.

About 3850 BC, the coastline of the Western 
Netherlands had almost reached the furthest 
landward boundary it would ever have in the 
Holocene. In the map reconstruction of 3850 BC 
the coastal barriers were placed just before the 
oldest barrier ridges, which are represented on 
the geological maps. � e oldest dunes which 
have been preserved in the coastal plain of the 
Netherlands are the small dunes in the beach 
plain of the Rijswijk–Zoetermeer tidal-inlet 
system. At this time, the entrance to this inlet 
system had largely been silted up (Van der 
Valk, 1992, 1996; Cleveringa, 2000). � e oldest 
se� lement in the coastal zone of the Netherlands 
has been found on these small isolated dunes. 

In the Northern Netherlands the coastline, 
with barrier islands, was drawn seaward of the 
present Frisian Islands. � e oldest preserved 
dune and barrier ridges on the present Dutch 
Frisian Islands – east of Texel – date from the 
Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age (Vlieland: 
De Jong, 1984a) or Late Roman Period/Early 
Mediaeval Period (Terschelling/Ameland: De 
Jong, 1984a; Van Staalduinen, 1977). On the 5500 
to 500 BC map series, the barrier coastlines are 
shi� ing gradually to the position of the coastline 
in AD 100. � e barrier islands were positioned 
laterally to the deepest channel incisions in the 

the AHN elevation map, a channel pa� ern could 
be detected in the tidal landscape in Flevoland, 
near Swi� erbant. � is was possible because the 
Wormer deposits lay near the surface in this area 
of the former Zuiderzee, allowing diff erences 
in lithology – and associated compaction – to 
be recognized. In the area around Almere, too, 
a tidal-channel system could be detected in 
the period around 3850 BC. � e Almere tidal-
channel system was reconstructed by combining 
the data from the AHN elevation map (at the 
surface) and the information on the palaeo-
valley confi guration on the Pleistocene maps 
in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3. � e palaeogeography of the 
Noordoostpolder by Ten Anscher (2012) for the 
period 4900–800 BC was incorporated into the 
maps for 3850, 2750 and 1500 BC.

In the rest of Holland the tidal-channel pa� ern 
of the 3850 BC map was based on the channel 
incisions which were mapped on the Pleistocene 
top map in Fig. 2.2 (the red areas on the map).

� e positions of the tidal channels and 
coastal barriers in Zeeland in this period were 
taken from the regional reconstructions by Vos 
& Van Heeringen (1997) and Vos et al. (2002).

In the Northern Netherlands, the tidal basins 
had not yet reached their utmost landward 
boundaries by 3850 BC. � e Boorne tidal basin 
was still particularly small at that time.

In the near-shore area, the margins of the coastal 
peat bogs were related to the top of the Pleistocene 
deposits. Table 2.1 shows the depths of the contour 
lines at the top of the Pleistocene deposits which 
were used in the reconstruction of the landward 
boundaries of the peat areas in the southern, 
central and northern parts of the Netherlands. 
Like in the 5500 BC reconstruction, the seaward 
boundaries of the peat lands were located at the 
positions of the contour lines of the Pleistocene 
surface, which are 2 m below the values in Table 2.1. 
In the hinterland of the tidal basins, where the 
local drainage conditions were poor, peat growth 
started at a higher level than in the peat areas 
which were located closer to the coastline. One 
example is the area in Southern Friesland (e.g. 
Katlijk: Spek & Van Smeerdijk, 2001; Bantega: 
Vos, 2008; Sneek: Vos & De Vries, 2010), where 
peat bogs had already developed above 4 m –NAP.

In the high Netherlands, the isolated peat 
bogs expanded during the Holocene. However, 
reconstructing the expansion of the peat bogs 
in the high Netherlands during the Early and 
Middle Holocene is problematic. � is is mainly 
due to lack of data, not least because of the 
disappearance of much of the peat in recent and 
sub-recent times. 
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development of the system is visible on the 
elevation maps.

In contrast to the coastal development in 
the western and southwestern parts of the 
Netherlands, in the Northern Netherlands the 
marine deposits had reached their maximum 
extent around 2750 BC. � e maximum tidal 
clay deposition was reconstructed on the basis 
of the geological maps (sheets 10 and 11). � e 
palaeogeographical reconstructions by Griede 
(1978) were used for Oostergo and those by 
Roeleveld (1974) were used for Groningen.

� e channels in the tidal basins of the 
Boorne, Hunze and Fivel rivers in 2750 BC were 
reconstructed from the map of the top of the 
Pleistocene surface (Fig. 2.2). � e large channel 
incisions in the Pleistocene surface (red on the 
map) were a� ributed to the period around 2750 
BC and copied in the reconstruction.

In the high Netherlands, the expansion of the 
peat bogs continued. In the northern part of 
the Netherlands this expansion resulted in a 
connection with the coastal peat bogs, signalling 
the start of the formation of an enormous area of 
peat at the surface.

During the period between 3000 and 200 
BC, large lakes developed in the peatland area 
of Flevoland and the IJsselmeer region. � e 
reconstructions (of lakes) by Lenselink & Menke 
(1995) provided the basic information for the 
lake reconstructions on the maps of 2750, 1500 
and 500 BC. � e dates of the lake reconstructions 
(2000 BC and 200 BC) by Lenselink & Menke 
diff ered, however, from the dates of the map 
reconstructions presented in this paper. � e 
Flevoland lake pa� erns of the 2750, 1500 and 500 
BC maps are thus intermediary forms and have 
been drawn arbitrarily.

Similarly, on the map of 2750 BC – AD 1500, 
transitional forms of lake reconstructions were 
also drawn in the area around the Utrechtse 
Vecht. � e basic shapes of these lakes were 
derived from Bos (2010), who reconstructed the 
lake and fl uvial systems of the Utrechtse Vecht 
in maps covering the situations in 3500 BC, 1500 
BC, 850 BC, 250 BC, 650 AD and 1250 AD. 

2.7.5 Map reconstruction of 1500 BC
In the period around 1500 BC (Fig. 2.8), the 
overall development in the coastal area of the 
Netherlands was regressive. Beach barriers 
protected the western and southwestern coastal 
plains of Holland and Zeeland from the sea. Tidal 
inlets in the barrier system occurred where rivers 
from the hinterland discharged into the sea. 
� ese inlet systems were located at the mouths 
of the Schelde (Oosterschelde area), Meuse 

Pleistocene subsurface (see Fig. 2.2). � e positions 
of the barrier islands on these maps are mostly 
arbitrary because no solid geological evidence of 
these former islands has been preserved. 

2.7.4 Map reconstruction of 2750 BC 
� e map reconstruction of 2750 BC (Fig. 2.7) shows 
diff erent and sometimes contradictory regional 
trends in the landscape development. 

In the Western Netherlands, the coastal 
barriers had shi� ed in seaward direction 
compared with the map of 3850 BC. � e 
positions of the barriers in 2750 BC were based 
on the geological maps and the publications by 
Pruissers & De Gans, (1985) (mouth of the Oude 
Rijn) and Jelgersma et al. (1970), De Mulder & 
Bosch, (1982), Westerhoff  et al (1987), Van der 
Valk (1992), (Noord-Holland). Large-scale peat 
formation occurred behind the barriers. Clay 
sedimentation took place only along the tidal-
inlet systems of the Oer-IJ and Oude Rijn. A 
delta developed in the mouth of the Oude Rijn. 
In Zeeland the coastline was still open, but the 
tidal basin silted up and in the hinterland the 
coastal peat bog expanded seaward. � e coastal 
reconstruction of the southwestern part of 
the Netherlands was copied from the regional 
reconstructions of Vos & Van Heeringen (1997) 
and Vos et al. (2002).

� e reconstruction of the Rhine–Meuse 
Delta was based on the studies by Utrecht 
University (Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2001; 
Cohen, 2003; Gouw, 2007; Erkens, 2009; Hijma, 
2009; Cohen et al., 2012). � e archaeological 
site Vergulde Hand West in Vlaardingen (Vos 
& Eijskoot, 2009, 2012) supplied valuable 
information on the peat formation in the mouth 
of the delta (Maasmond area), which had reached 
its maximum expansion in this area. North of 
the delta mouth, in the area east of Den Haag–
Leidschendam, the peat area had expanded to 
the margins of the coastal barrier system. 

Interestingly, on the eastern side of the 
fl uvial system – the area between Nijmegen 
and Rhenen – the peat area did not expand any 
further, the peat layers instead being covered by 
fl uvial clays (Erkens, 2009).

In central Noord-Holland and Flevoland, 
the tidal basin of the Overijsselse Oer-Vecht had 
largely silted up. � e higher silted-up areas had 
become peatlands. A tidal environment existed 
only in the northern part of the former basin 
at that time (Westerhoff  et al.,1987; De Mulder 
& Bosch, 1982); it was known as the Westfriese 
inlet system. � e pa� ern of the tidal-channel 
system was reconstructed in detail from the 
AHN elevation map because the deposits of the 
Westfriese–inlet system lie near the surface 
and the morphology of the fi nal phase of the 
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formation in the Western Netherlands. � e 
distribution of the Holland Peat in 1500 BC in 
Groningen and the eastern part of Friesland was 
based on the map reconstructions of Roeleveld 
(1974), Griede (1978) and Griede & Roeleveld 
(1982). Geological map sheets 10 and 11 were used 
for Holland Peat distributions (profi le type A) in 
the western part of Friesland.

As the peat areas in the high Netherlands 
expanded, they came into contact with the 
coastal peat bogs, creating an enormous peat bog 
in the northern part of the Netherlands. In these 
peatlands, small peat brooks formed, generally 
following the pa� ern of the Pleistocene valley 
systems, which by 1500 BC had largely been 
fi lled with peat. � e brook systems of the Ruiten 
Aa and Westerwoldse Aa in the eastern part of 
Groningen and the surrounding peat coverage on 
the Pleistocene subsurface in the Late Neolithic 
Period and Late Bronze Age were reconstructed 
by Groenendijk (1997). � is reconstruction was 
used in the palaeogeographical map of 1500 BC. 

� e brooks of the Hunze, Drentse Aa and 
Lingen in the peatlands of the Drente Plateau 
resembled the Ruiten Aa and Westerwoldse 
Aa. � ey were drawn in the Pleistocene valley 
systems which by that time had been fi lled with 
peat. � e locations of these valley systems were 
derived from the AHN elevation map. In other 
parts of the Netherlands, too, the Pleistocene 
valley systems had largely been fi lled with peat 
by 1500 BC. Brooks were reconstructed in the 
peat valleys. � e local and regional genesis of 
these individual brook systems are not generally 
well known, however, and are beyond the scope 
of this study. A simplifi cation was therefore 
applied. In the maps covering the period 5500 
BC – AD 1500, the brooks in the high Netherlands 
were kept in the same positions.

� e peat surfaces of Groningen, Friesland and 
Drente also linked up with the peat areas in Flevo-
land and Holland. By 1500 BC large lakes had de-
veloped in the IJsselmeer region (Flevo lakes) and 
Utrechtse Vecht area. � e reconstructions of these 
lakes were compiled from the regional palaeogeo-
graphical maps by Lenselink & Menke (1995) and 
Bos (2010). � e Flevo lakes in the Flevopolder are 
intermediate forms of Lenselink & Menke’s lake re-
constructions of 2100 and 250 BC.

� e positions of the river channels in the Rhine–
Meuse area in the 1500 BC reconstruction 
map were also based on the studies by Utrecht 
University. � e fl uvial channel pa� ern was 
compiled from the channel belt reconstruction 
maps of Erkens (2009) and Cohen et al. (2012) 
from the periods 2000–1500 BC (4000–3500 cal 
BP) and 1500–1000 BC (3500–3000 cal BP). 

(near Ro� erdam), Rhine (near Katwijk), Oer-IJ 
(near Castricum) and the Westfriese inlet system 
(near Egmond). � e palaeogeography of the area 
around the mouth of the Schelde around 1500 BC 
was taken from the regional reconstructions of 
Zeeland (Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997; Vos et al., 
2002. � e shape of the mouth of the Rhine near 
Katwijk was based on the reconstruction by 
Pruissers & De Gans (1985), and the Oer-IJ mouth 
was copied from the reconstruction by Vos et al. 
(2010). � e reconstruction of the mouth of the 
Meuse in 1500 BC was based on a combination 
of geological map data (sheet 37W; ‘Duinkerke 
0’ channel system), the AHN elevation map 
(tidal-channel pa� erns) and site information on 
Vergulde Hand West (dates of peat formation at 
that location; Vos & Eijskoot, 2009, 2012). 

� e reconstruction of the Westfriese inlet 
system was based on the information from 
the geological map (sheet 19W) and the maps 
in the literature (Hallewas, 1981; Roep et al., 
1979; De Mulder & Bosch, 1982), combined with 
geomorphological phenomena such as channels 
and tidal levees visible on the AHN elevation map.

� e reconstruction of the barrier coastline of the 
Northern Netherlands is uncertain. No geological 
deposits from that period have been preserved 
due to the retreat of the coastline. � e coastal 
barrier islands were therefore located – arbitrarily 
– off  the present-day Frisian Islands. It should be 
noted that these coastline reconstructions are not 
based on geological deposits (‘no evidence’), but 
primarily on the confi guration of the tidal basins 
in the hinterland. 

� e only anchor point in the reconstruction 
is the island of Texel where, in the central part, 
a higher glacial landscape formed during the 
Saalian ice age, with resistant till deposits at and 
near the surface. Peat formed in the Bronze Age 
on the southern and eastern sides of this higher 
glacial landscape (Woltering, 2000). North of 
Texel, a tidal landscape existed in that period. 
� e reconstruction of this tidal landscape in the 
map of 1500 BC is in fact an ‘intermediate form’ of 
the map reconstructions of 2750 BC and AD 100. 
In the 2750 BC reconstruction, a small tidal-inlet 
system was drawn north of Texel. � e existence 
of this system is based on the morphology of the 
top of the Pleistocene deposits northwest of Texel 
(8–10 m –NAP; Fig. 2.2) and the reconstruction of 
a tidal-inlet system in the Late Atlantic Period 
according to Sha et al. (1996). 

Around 1500 BC the coastal peat bogs in the 
Northern Netherlands started to expand 
locally over the deposits of the tidal basins. 
� is regressive peat growth started one to two 
thousand years later than the regressive peat 
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and northern lakes of the Almere region, due 
to the fact that by 500 BC the southern Almere 
lake and the Utrechtse Vecht area still drained 
via the Oer-IJ inlet, whereas the Overijsselse 
Vecht drained via the northern Almere lake into 
the Wadden Sea area. When a major connection 
between the northern and southern Almere lakes 
came into existence, the whole IJsselmeer region, 
including the Utrechtse Vecht area, was able to 
drain into the Wadden Sea. As a result, the Oer-
IJ estuary no longer drained the Utrechtse Vecht 
and IJsselmeer hinterland and it began to silt up. 
� e regressive development in the Oer-IJ started 
around 400 BC (Vos et al., 2002; Vos et al., 2010). 
� e breakthrough between the Almere lakes, the 
creation of the Zuiderzee, and the formation of a 
large opening to the Wadden Sea were therefore 
reconstructed only on the AD 100 map. 

� e lake and fl uvial system of the Utrechtse 
Vecht in the 500 BC reconstruction is an 
intermediate form of the map reconstructions 
by Bos (2010) for 850 BC (2800 cal yr BP) and 250 
BC (2200 cal yr BP). 

� e fl uvial channel pa� ern of the Rhine–
Meuse area in 500 BC was compiled on the basis 
of the channel belt reconstruction map in the 
studies by Utrecht University (Erkens, 2009; 
Cohen et al., 2012) for the period 1000–500 BC 
(3500–3000 cal BP).

On higher Pleistocene ridges such as Damwoude 
(Friesland) and Siddeburen (Groningen) – where 
nowadays no peat is present at the surface – peat 
had grown on top of the Pleistocene deposits. 
� is is evidenced by the preserved remnants of 
the original peat which were found under the 
foundations of several churches in Friesland 
(Dantumawoude: Halbertsma, 1962/1963; Hel lum: 
Boersma, 1967; Lutjegast: Schoorl, 1991; Katlijk: 
Spek & Van Smeerdijk, 2001). Peat was present 
in the valleys of the IJssel and Eem and in parts of 
Gelderland, Overijssel (De Rooi, 2006; Van Beek, 
2009), Brabant (Leenders, 1996) and Limburg, too. 
� is peat has now largely disappeared.

In the western part of Brabant, the 
reconstruction of the maximum extent of the 
peat by Leenders was adopted for (georeferred 
to) the palaeogeographical map of 500 BC. For the 
province of Drente, Spek (2004) reconstructed a 
detailed palaeogeographical map for AD 1000. 
� e maximum distribution of the peat could be 
traced on this map. 

In those areas for which there are no regional 
reconstructions of the maximum extent of the 
peat, the presence of peat was reconstructed on 
the basis of the parcelling pa� ern on the his-
torical military topographical maps. A typical 
topography for a (palaeo-)peat landscape on the 

At that time, the largest river dunes in the fl ood 
basin were partly covered with brook peat. 
During the Holocene the uncovered parts of 
river dunes shrank because of the continued 
growth of the fl uvial peat bogs. In the map series 
the uncovered river dune area therefore reduces 
over time, based on the elevation and extension 
of the river dunes.

2.7.6 Map reconstruction of 500 BC
� e reconstructions of the coastal plains in 
the 500 BC map (Fig. 2.9) were based largely on 
existing regional palaeogeographical maps 
of the Southwestern Netherlands (Vos & Van 
Heeringen, 1997; Vos et al., 2002), the mouth of 
the Oude Rijn inlet system (Pruissers & De Gans, 
1985), the Oer-IJ region (Vos et al., 2010) and 
the Northern Netherlands (Vos & Knol, 2005; 
Vos & De Langen, 2008; Nicolay & Vos, 2010).
� e reconstruction of the mouth of the Meuse 
(Maasmond) was based on a combination of 
data: the Maasmond map series by Van Trierum 
(1988), the geomorphology of the Gantel system 
(geological map 37W, in combination with AHN 
elevation map), site information on peat growth 
in the Hoekpolder up to the Late Iron Age (Vos 
et al., 2005) and the archaeological site VHW-
Vlaardingen (Vos & Eijskoot, 2009, 2012).

Geological map sheet 19W (Westerhoff  et al., 
1987) shows that by 500 BC the mouth of the Oer-
IJ estuary was located west of Bakkum. OSL and 
14C dates from open pits proved that the barrier 
deposits – north and south of the mouth of the 
Oer-IJ – already existed in the Late Bronze Age 
/ Early Iron Age. � e coast near the Westfriese 
inlet system had been closed completely by a 
barrier system in that period.

In the 500 BC reconstruction the coastline and 
barrier islands of the Northern Netherlands were 
drawn near the present-day coastline, based on 
the assumption that the oldest preserved parts 
of the Frisian Islands might date from the Iron 
Age. � e tidal area north of Texel in the 500 
BC reconstruction is an ‘intermediate form’ of 
the reconstructions in the 2750 BC and AD 100 
maps. � e centre of the island was based on the 
landscape maps of 800 and 300 BC by Woltering 
(2000). � e presence of a peat landscape behind 
the precursor of the present-day island of 
Vlieland was taken from the reconstruction by 
Schoorl (1999) for the Roman Period.

� e palaeo-lakes in the IJsselmeer region were 
reconstructed on the basis of the map of 2100 
14C years BP (250 cal. BC) by Lenselink & Menke 
(1995). However, in contrast to this map, the 500 
BC reconstruction map presented here shows no 
fl uvial connection between the large southern 
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compiled on the basis of the channel belt map 
2000–1500 cal BP (Erkens 2009; Cohen et al., 2012).

Between the Oude Rijn and Maasmond 
inlets, in the peat area just east of the coastal 
barrier ridges, a canal had been built by the 
Romans, known as Corbulo’s canal. Between 
Leiden and Voorburg the position of the canal has 
been located in excavation pits (Vos et al., 2007; 
De Kort & Raczynski-Henk, 2008; De Kort, 2009; 
De Kort, 2013).). From Voorburg to Naaldwijk the 
channel was reconstructed within the old tidal 
creek system of the Gantel, most of which silted 
up in the Roman Period.

In the Roman Period, the Oer-IJ estuary was 
blocked from the sea by a low barrier system. � e 
sea would overfl ow the lower barriers and leave 
washover deposits behind only during heavy 
storms (Vos, 2007a; Vos et al., 2010).

In the coastal peat bog in the area between 
Schagen and Alkmaar (Noord-Holland), Diederik 
reconstructed a brook system (Diederik, 2002). 
� e reconstruction was based on the distribution 
of archaeological fi nds from the Roman Period. 
In the reconstruction of the brook system 
Diederik assumed that the Roman se� lements in 
the former peat bog were located along a natural 
stream. � is stream was the precursor of the 
Rekere tidal system which came into existence 
in the Middle Ages. 

� e reconstruction of the area between 
Alkmaar and Texel on the AD 100 map was 
modifi ed from the previous reconstructions. Older 
maps of the Roman Period in this area (Hallewas, 
1981; Schoorl, 1999; Woldering, 2000; Vos et al., 
2011) show an extensive peat landscape. However, 
the geoarchaeological fi eld study at the Schagen-
De Nes site (Vos, 2013) showed that the peat area 
north of Schagen was fl ooded from the Middle 
Iron Age onwards and that salt-marsh deposits 
formed on top of the oxidized and excavated peat. 
� erefore, on the AD 100 map, tidal landscape was 
reconstructed north of Schagen. 

Texel was still connected to the mainland 
of Holland via the tidal-fl at and salt-marsh 
landscape; the Marsdiep inlet system did not yet 
exist at that time (Schoorl, 1999).

� e coastal landscape of the Northern Netherlands 
was taken from the regional reconstructions for 
the Roman Period (Vos & Knol, 2005; Vos & De 
Langen, 2008;  Nicolay & Vos, 2010). On the AD 
100 map, a large opening was drawn between the 
tidal system of the Vlie in the Wadden Sea and 
the large lagoon which by that time had formed 
as a result of the connection of the northern and 
southern Almere lakes, which would become 
known as the Zuiderzee. Rivers such as the 
Utrechtse Vecht, Eem and Overijsselse Vecht and 
the brooks in the surrounding peatland in the 

historical map is parcels which are narrow, elon-
gated and o� en radial in structure. Topograph-
ical names on the map also supply useful infor-
mation as to whether peat originally occurred in 
the area. In addition to topographical informa-
tion on historical maps, the AHN elevation map 
was also used to fi ll in further details of the max-
imum extent of peat areas (in combination with 
the parcelling pa� ern).

Due to a lack of regional time/space information 
on peat development in the high Netherlands, the 
maximum extent of the peat was kept identical 
on the maps of 500 BC, AD 100 and AD 800.

For the period between 5500 and 500 BC, 
too, the available regional time/space data did 
not allow any well-founded peat reconstructions 
to be made for the high Netherlands. � e shapes 
of the peat areas shown on the maps of 3850 BC, 
2750 BC and 1500 BC are intermediate forms 
between the initial map of 5500 BC and the 
map of 500 BC, which displays the maximum 
coverage of the peat. � e topography of the high 
Netherlands was leading (AHN elevation map) 
in the intermediate peat reconstructions.

2.7.7 Map reconstruction of AD 100
� e existing regional palaeogeographical maps 
also played a major role in the map reconstruction 
of AD 100 (Fig. 2.10). Since a lot of morphological 
features from that time period, such as remnants 
of palaeo-channels, can be recognized on the 
AHN elevation maps, the positions of the natural 
waterways in the coastal and fl uvial areas could 
be reconstructed in relatively large detail.

In the province of Zeeland, the coastal 
barriers had partly eroded and the peat area 
behind had been covered with a clay layer. 
� e distribution of the pre-Roman clay layer 
was mapped for Goeree and Walcheren on 
geological map sheets 64 and 65W. On the AD 
100 map the brooks in the coastal peat bog of 
the Southwestern Netherlands were drawn 
at those locations where 200–500 years later 
the large tidal channels would develop (Vos & 
Van Heeringen, 1997), based on the plausible 
assumption that the local brooks were the 
precursors of the later tidal channels.

Various sources were used for the 
reconstruction of the Maasmond area: the 
reconstruction map of Ro� erdam (Van Trierum, 
1992), together with geological map 37W, the AHN 
elevation map of this area and site information 
from VHW-Vlaardingen.

� e Oude Rijn inlet system was still open 
(Pruissers & De Gans, 1985), but this branch of the 
river was no longer the main discharge channel 
of the Rhine, which now drained largely through 
the Maasmond area. � e fl uvial channels were 
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During the Early Middle Ages the Rhine–Meuse 
system was probably able to discharge into 
the North Sea partly via newly developed sea 
inlets in the southern Netherlands. Since the 
peat was expanding in the northern part of 
the Rhine–Meuse Estuary (Bult, 1982; Vos & 
Eijskoot, 2012) and tidal infl uence diminishing, 
and the Oude Rijn and Utrechtse Vecht systems 
had become minor branches of the Rhine (see 
previous section 2.7.7), the main discharge of the 
Rhine–Meuse rivers had to fl ow in the direction 
of the Maasmond. Because of the regressive 
development in the northern opening of the 
Maasmond, the Oude Maas, it is likely that there 
were also openings to the sea in the Maasmond 
region during the Early Middle Ages. 

Another opening of the Rhine system which 
had come into existence by then was the IJssel 
connection. � is was the result of an avulsion 
of a branch of the Rhine in the peat area of the 
IJssel valley. � is avulsion took place a� er AD 
600. Full overbank deposition in the lower part 
of the IJssel valley started only a� er AD 950 
(Makaske et al., 2008). � e reconstruction of 
AD 800 therefore shows an intermediate stage 
between a stream in the peat area (AD 100) and 
full overbank deposition (AD 1500).

� e Zuiderzee had become a huge lagoon 
south of the Wadden Sea. A large peat area still 
existed between Urk and Schokland (see e.g. 
map reconstruction of Lenselink & Menke, 1995, 
of around 850 AD).

South of Texel, the peat area had been 
inundated and transformed into a tidal 
environment (Woltering, 2000). � e watershed, 
where the incoming tidal waters from the North 
Sea and via the Vlie into the Wadden Sea met, 
was still located between Texel and central 
Noord-Holland. � e position of this watershed 
inhibited the formation of a large tidal channel. 
It was not until the 14th and 15th centuries that the 
watershed in the inlet system changed and the 
Marsdiep became a major sea opening between 
the North Sea and the Wadden Sea south of Texel 
(Schoorl, 1999).

� e reconstruction of the coastal area of the 
Northern Netherlands was based on the regional 
AD 800 reconstruction maps by Schoorl (1999), 
Vos & Knol (2005) and Vos & De Langen (2008).

As early as the Iron Age / Roman Period peat 
cultivation (drainage and cu� ing) was already 
taking place in the marginal zones of the 
coastal peat bogs in Zeeland and the Northern 
Netherlands. � e most obvious eff ects of these 
early reclamations on the evolution of the 
coastal landscape could be observed in Zeeland, 
where anthropogenic interventions led to a 
large transgression in the peat area (Vos & Van 

central part of the Netherlands drained into the 
sea through this opening.

In older map reconstructions by Zagwijn 
(1986) and Schoorl (1999), the large opening 
between the Zuiderzee and Wadden Sea was 
not included for the Roman Period, but in the 
reconstruction for the Early Middle Ages it was. 
However, as stated in the previous chapter, there 
must already have been an opening in the Iron 
Age, because the coastline of Noord-Holland was 
completely closed at that time, so the hinterland 
had to drain in a northward direction.

During the Holocene, the Pleistocene valley system 
of the IJssel was largely fi lled with peat. � e upper 
IJssel fl oodplain was still part of the Rhine–Meuse 
fl oodplain and was not connected to the lower 
IJssel valley system. In the lower IJssel valley the 
local brooks discharged via the Zuiderzee into the 
Wadden Sea. Until the Middle Ages, there was no 
fl uvial connection between the upper and lower 
IJssel Pleistocene valley systems (Makaske et al., 
2008). � e watershed of the drainage systems in 
both valleys lay between the cities of Zutphen and 
Deventer (Cohen et al., 2009).

During the Roman Period, the population 
density increased signifi cantly in the area south 
of the Roman border. � e Roman border was 
called the limes and in the Netherlands it was 
located along the Oude Rijn. Forum Hadriani 
(Voorburg) and Noviomagus (Nijmegen) 
became important administrative centres of 
the Roman Empire; they have been mapped as 
the fi rst cities in the Netherlands.

2.7.8 Map reconstruction of AD 800
One major change on the map of AD 800 (Fig. 2.11) 
relative to the previous map in terms of coastal 
development is the inundation of the coastal peat 
bog in Zeeland. As a result of this transgression 
the majority of the Southwestern Netherlands 
was covered with a marine clay layer (Vos & Van 
Heeringen, 1997; Vos et al., 2002).

In the Rhine–Meuse area a fl uvial clay 
layer had been deposited over large parts of the 
brook peats. A clay layer had formed on top of 
the peat in the eastern part of the fl uvial area, 
in particular. � e expansion process in the clay 
deposition area in the fl ood basin of the Rhine–
Meuse had already started in the Bronze Age 
(compare the map series 2750 BC – AD 800; 
Figs. 2.7 to 2.11) and was a result of anthropogenic 
deforestation in the Rhine catchment area 
(Erkens, 2009). Because of the deforestation in 
the hinterland the soil became vulnerable to 
surface erosion during periods of heavy rain, 
causing more sediment to be transported to the 
Rhine river system.
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in the 16th century. � e shapes of the reclaimed 
lakes, visible on topographical maps, were 
used to map the lakes which were still under 
water in AD 1500. � e Haarlemmermeer, south 
of the present-day North Sea Canal, had not 
yet reached its full extent by AD 1500. � e lake 
environment at that time was mapped using the 
reconstruction by Melchior Bolstra (1740). 

� e peat bogs in the high Netherlands were 
reclaimed along the margins of the raised bogs 
and along the brook systems. However, at that 
time, the peat had not yet disappeared on a large 
scale. � e large raised peat bogs in Drenthe, 
for example, were still very similar to those 
shown on the map by Cornelis Pijnacker (1634). 
� erefore, in the AD 1500 reconstruction, the 
borders of the peat bogs in the high Netherlands 
were drawn slightly reduced in size compared 
with the AD 800 map. � e peat areas in the valley 
system are also shown slightly reduced in size.

In the leveed areas, the coastal fl uvial clay layers 
at the surface were derived from the geological 
and soil maps, scale 1:50.000. � e extent of 
the Late Holocene clay layer was le�  almost 
unchanged on the maps of AD 1850 and 2000, 
since there was li� le or no sedimentation in 
most areas a� er the formation of levees.

� e towns shown on the AD 1500 map had all 
been granted privileges by that time. Some of 
these towns never grew into large urban areas 
and some of today’s major urban areas (red areas 
on AD 2000 map) were never granted a charter.

2.7.10 Map reconstruction of AD 1850
� e topography of the palaeogeographical map 
of AD 1850 (Fig. 2.13) was based completely on the 
military topographical map of 1850. � e sea and 
river dikes, the tidal areas in the Wadden Sea and 
the Southwestern Netherlands, the dimensions 
of the Zuiderzee, the shapes of the lakes and 
former lakes – which had been impoldered – 
were copied from this map. � e main waterways 
(canals) and the boundaries of large urban areas 
were also taken from the military topographical 
map. Smaller towns are represented by red dots 
on the maps.

� e raised peat bogs in the high Netherlands 
are signifi cantly reduced in size compared with 
the AD 1500 map. � e geological map of Staring 
supplied valuable information on the raised bogs 
still in existence at that time. Historical maps 
from the 19th century, on which large-scale peat 
reclamations and excavations are represented, 
also supplied information on where peat had 
disappeared or was still present.

Heeringen, 1997). In the Northern Netherlands, 
the lowering of the land surface resulting 
from the Early Mediaeval reclamations in the 
marginal zone of the coastal peat bog caused the 
tidal systems of the Middelzee, Friese Marne and 
Lauwerszee to enlarge signifi cantly. 

In the hinterland of the high Netherlands 
the eff ect of human intervention on the peat 
landscape was still limited. In this area, the 
maximum peat distribution on the AD 800 
map is no diff erent from the map of AD 100 (see 
remark on this in the previous section 2.7.8). 

In the period around AD 800, four major 
towns existed in the Netherlands: Dorestad 
(Wijk bij Duurstede), Utrecht, Nijmegen and 
Maastricht. � ese small early urban centres 
have been mapped as ‘cities’.

2.7.9 Map reconstruction of AD 1500
By AD 1500 (Fig. 2.12) the coastal and fl uvial 
landscapes had changed dramatically because of 
large-scale human intervention in the landscape. 
In the coastal areas most of the salt marshes – 
and in the fl uvial area most of the fl ood basins 
– were leveed by this time.

� e levee (dike) history of Zeeland was 
reconstructed by Wilderom (1964, 1968, 1973) and 
Dekker (1971), and visualized in the maps by Vos 
& Van Heeringen (1997). � ese maps were used 
in the reconstruction map of AD 1500. � e tidal 
channels in the Southwestern Netherlands were 
also mapped on the basis of the regional study by 
Vos et al. (2002).

� e tidal environments of the Wadden 
Sea and Zuiderzee regions in AD 1500 were 
mapped on the basis of the historical maps by 
Christiaan Sgroten (1573) and Lucas Janszoon 
Waghenaer (1584/85), in combination with the 
interpretations of these maps by Schoorl (1999) 
and Kosian (2009) for the western part of the 
Wadden Sea, and by Oost (1995) for the eastern 
part of the Wadden Sea.

� e shapes of the leveed areas in the coastal 
area of the Northern Netherlands were based on 
the dike reconstruction maps by Roeleveld (1974).

In the Rhine–Meuse area the old dikes along 
the active river channels were reconstructed 
using the military topographical map of 1850. � e 
reconstruction of the Biesbosch wetland – which 
remained inundated a� er the St Elizabeth’s 
Day fl ood of AD 1421 – was based on the map by 
Christiaan Sgroten (1568).

Between AD 1000 and 1250 lakes came into 
existence in the coastal peat areas of Noord-
Holland and Friesland due to peat exploitation 
and excavation. As a result of subsequent 
erosion by wave action along the borders, large 
lakes formed in the peat landscape. In Noord-
Holland most of the lakes had been impoldered 
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archaeological heritage (‘buried landscapes’). 
A palaeogeographical map can be considered a 
‘prediction map’ for a specifi c archaeological pe-
riod because it shows palaeolandscapes which 
are favourable for human se� lement and specif-
ic human activities. Archaeology (‘key sites’), in 
turn, can supply information about the palaeo-
environment and the age of the deposits – basic 
information for the map reconstructions.

One expected future development is 4D 
palaeo geographical modelling: 3D palaeoland-
scape models placed in a time series. A 4D palaeo-
geographical modelling programme would tie in 
well with the geological modelling programs pro-
ducing 3D lithological models of the subsurface of 
the Netherlands.

� e national palaeogeographical maps presented 
in this chapter are intended to give an overview 
of the Holocene landscape development of 
the Netherlands. Because it is an overview, 
not all information available in reports and 
publications was used, as stated above. However, 
since the maps were compiled on a relatively 
small scale (1:100.000) and because regional 
geological, soil and geomorphological maps were 
used, the landscape pa� erns on the maps show a 
remarkable amount of detail. � e AHN surface 
elevation maps, in particular, supplied a lot of 
morphological details. Despite this, the national 
palaeogeographical maps should not be used for 
regional purposes, such as for predicting the 
cultural heritage in the subsurface in diff erent 
regions. For these purposes, specifi c regional 
maps must be compiled or the existing regional 
maps revised and improved.

2.7.11 Map reconstruction of AD 2000
� e present-day map, for AD 2000 (Fig. 2.14), was 
largely based on recent topographical maps. � e 
urban areas (in red) are a generalized version 
of the urbanized land area. � e peat and clay 
coverage was derived from soil and geological 
maps (scale 1:50.000). 

2.8  Discussion: improvements 
in the map series
 Discussion: improvements 
in the map series
 Discussion: improvements 

A geological map is never ‘fi nished’; this is cer-
tainly true of palaeogeographical maps. When 
new data become available the palaeogeo-
graphical maps will have to be reconsidered 
and, if necessary, modifi ed. Because a palaeogeo-
graphical map is a multidisciplinary product, 
new data comes from many diff erent sources: 
geology (e.g. boreholes), geomorphology, dat-
ings, palaeo ecology/palaeoenvironment (e.g. 
from proxies), and historical data and maps.

� e palaeogeographical maps of the 
Netherlands presented in this paper were 
compiled on a national scale. � e legend of the 
landscape types on the maps was deliberately 
kept relatively simple, in order to clearly 
visualize and elucidate the changes in the 
landscape of the entire country in A4 format. 
� ere was also a practical reason for keeping the 
map legend simple. Fewer multidisciplinary data 
were needed to construct the limited number of 
map units, making the compilation of the maps 
less time-consuming.

� e national palaeogeographical maps could 
be improved by refi ning the existing multi-
disciplinary data at a regional scale and 
combining this regional information into a 
single national map series. � e scale of the 
regional maps is smaller and they are therefore 
more accurate than maps drawn on a national 
scale. In reconstructing regional maps, all the 
available information has to be brought together, 
so they have a very sound basis. 

� e best and most practical method would be 
to incorporate the regional palaeogeographical 
maps into the existing geological and 
archaeological mapping programmes. Work on 
these mapping programs is an iterative process. 
� e geological and palaeogeographical mapping 
programmes use the same borehole data. 
Geological maps, such as the surface maps of the 
top of the Pleistocene deposits, serve as basal 
maps for the palaeogeographical reconstructions. 
In turn, the palaeogeographical maps provide an 
insight into geological processes, which can help 
produce and improve 3D geological models. 

Regional palaeogeographical maps are a val-
uable tool for the prospection of our subsurface 
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� e name of the Province of Zeeland <Sea Land> 
in the Southwestern Netherlands illustrates that 
the major part of this area has been formed under 
the infl uence of the sea. � e coastal landscape is 
not a natural coastal environment anymore but 
has largely been shaped by humans. Since Roman 
times – and in particular since the Early Middle 
Ages – humans have become the dominating fac-
tor in landscape development. Anthropogenic 
interventions such as large-scale peat digging, 
extensive impoldering of salt marshes and dam-
ming of channels, caused a change ‘from a natural 
to a cultural landscape’. As a consequence, also 
tidal processes outside the dikes were strongly af-
fected, e.g. leading to a deepening of the main tid-
al channels and increase of the storm-fl ood levels 
in unbanked areas (Extreme High Water; EHW).

3.1.1 Introduction
On the basis of geological, archaeological and 
historical information over the last 1000 years, 
the fl ooding history of the coastal landscape of 
the Southwestern Netherlands has been recon-
structed and visualized in 12 palaeogeographic 
maps (Figs. 3.1.1a–l), based on Vos & Van Heeringen 
(1997) and Vos et al. (2002).

� e time framework of the formation of the 
Basal Peat and of its subsequent marine inunda-
tion is based on 14C-dates of the base and top of 
the peat layer (Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997). In 
this publication, the Wormer Deposits are called 
Calais Deposits, cf. the former stratigraphical 
terminology (see Chapter 1). For those locations 
where no dates are available, the time–depth 
relation between the top of the Pleistocene and 

the start of the Basal Peat growth has been used 
(see Fig. 19 in Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997). Age 
dating of the top of the Wormer deposits and of 
the Holland Peat (Middle Holocene) has been de-
rived from the 14C dates of the Holland Peat layer 
(see map Appendix A, Fig. 42b – maps II and III – 
and Fig. 19 in Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997). 

Archaeological data played an important 
role in dating the occupation and later drowning 
of the coastal peat areas during the Iron Age and 
the Roman Period (see Appendix B, Fig. 45b – maps 
II and III – in Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997). � e re-
construction of tidal channels of the post-Roman 
inundation has been derived from the map of 
the tidal deposits of the Walcheren Member (see 
Map 3 in the maps enclosures of the Vos & Van 
Heeringen publication). � e silting up of the tidal 
deposits of the Walcheren Member to a relatively 
high salt-marsh surface has been dated on the ba-
sis of archaeological dates (See Appendix B, Fig. 45b
– map IV – in Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997). 

� e diking and impoldering history of the 
salt marshes has been reconstructed using histor-
ical sources (e.g. Wilderom, 1964; Dekker, 1971). 
Historical maps are the main source for the maps 
covering the last 500 years (e.g. maps of Jacob van 
Deventer, 1545, and Ha� inga & Ha� inga, 1753).

3.1.2  Evolution of the coastal 
landscape

3.1.2.1  Coming into existence of the marine 
and peat landscapes

During the fi rst half of the Holocene, sea-level 
rise was the principle driving force in the 

3.1 Flooding history 
of the Southwestern Netherlands: 

interaction between natural 
and anthropogenic processes
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the coastal area on tidal barriers and dunes, and 
fi lled river beds. Humans did not yet infl uence 
coastal and river processes.

� is situation of an almost closed coastline 
with a couple of river outlets remained until 
about 600 BC. Between 500 BC (Fig. 3.1.1f) and the Fig. 3.1.1f) and the Fig. 3.1.1f
beginning of our era the coastline in what today 
is Zeeland gradually broke down and behind 
the small inlets ‘slu� er-like’ supratidal areas 
developed, suitable for occupation if dwelling 
mounds were raised. � e decline of the coastline 
in Zeeland was related to a sediment defi ciency 
before the coast. A Pleistocene headland before 
the coast of Belgium had supplied sand to the 
Zeeland coast until those days. In the course of 
the Iron Age this stock of sand got depleted, and a 
defi ciency arose along the coast because sand was 
moved to the central part of the coast of Holland 
by tide-driven currents. � e coastal barriers and 
dunes before the coast of Zeeland were used to 
meet this sand defi ciency. � us coastal erosion 
occurred, the coastal barrier was breached and 
the sea locally penetrated the peat areas in the 
hinterland. � e sea did not yet reach far, however, 
because the peat in the hinterland had grown up 
to 1 m or more above maximum storm-surge level.

3.1.2.2  Increasing role of humans in the 
landscape evolution

Humans took advantage of the new situation 
(e.g. Trimpe Burger, 1973; Van Heeringen, 1988, 
1992, 1993a and 1993b). During the Iron Age, 
and in particular during the Roman Period 
(Fig. 3.1.1g), tidal channels through the coastal 
barriers drained the high peat areas (Edelman, 
1958; Ovaa, 1971; Brus et al., 1986). Ditches and 
channels were connected to the tidal channels 
such that the higher elevated peat areas were 
drained and became habitable. Drained peat 
was also extracted at a large scale for industrial 
purposes (Van den Berg & Hendrikse, 1980; Van 
den Berg, 1988; Van Heeringen, 1996), as fuel and 
for salt production (Van den Broeke, 1996). 

� e extraction of peat and subsidence by 
peat drainage both contributed to the lowering 
of the peat surface (Fig. 3.1.2). � us the sea could 
enhance its hold on the peat area. Moreover, the 
sea penetrated the heartland of the peat areas 
where the surface had been lowered artifi cially 
as well. � is reinforced the lowering of the 
peat surface, in particular during the 2nd and 3rd

centuries AD in the peat areas of Walcheren, and 
the western parts of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, Zuid-
Beveland and Schouwen where large-scale peat 
extractions took place.

evolution of the coastal landscape. � e larger part 
of the Southwestern Netherlands was drowned, 
and at about 5500 BC this area had changed into 
an extensive tidal landscape with tidal channels, 
mud fl ats, and salt marshes (Fig. 3.1.1a). � e peat 
areas formed the transition between the tidal 
area and the higher Pleistocene sands in Brabant 
and Zeeuws-Vlaanderen and in the delta of the 
Rhine and the Meuse. Humans living in this 
drowning coastal- and river landscape occupied 
the higher dry-lying grounds such as coastal 
barriers and high river dunes (Chapter 4.1) in the 
mouth of Rhine–Meuse delta.

From about 5000 BC onwards the coastal 
evolution of the whole Western Netherlands 
took a turn: the sea-level rise slowed down and, 
as a consequence, sedimentation started to 
outpace the sea-level rise, causing the coastal 
area to be raised. About 3850 BC this resulted 
in a strong silting-up of the tidal area, enabling 
the intertidal-, supratidal- and peat areas to 
expand seaward (Fig. 3.1.1b). Humans benefi ted 
by occupying – besides the coastal barriers and 
the river dunes – the higher dry-lying parts of 
the mud fl ats (e.g. the Vlaardingen Culture). In 
Zeeland only a few Neolithic sites are known 
from the top of the tidal deposits (part of Wormer 
Member), which indicate that humans were 
present in the Zeeland coastal area (e.g. ASIP 21, 
22 and 25, and Fig. 45b, in Vos & Van Heeringen, 
1997). � e question if the tidal area was inhabited 
permanently or seasonally can as yet not be 
answered on the basis of the loose fi nds. � e fact 
that only a few Neolithic relics have been found, 
might be due to the relatively deep position of the 
top of the Wormer tidal deposits (in general 1.5 m 
or more below surface level) and the relatively 
minor building activity on land in this rural area.

During the next period the storage area 
(water storing capacity of the tidal area during 
high tide) decreased further due to accretion 
and this led to considerable reductions of tidal 
channels and outlets (Fig. 3.1.1d). As a consequence 
extended coastal barriers and dunes formed 
along the coastline. In the course of the next 
millennia, these coastal barriers increasingly 
protected the tidal area behind, and an almost 
closed coastline was formed. Only where Rhine, 
Meuse and Schelde debouched, openings in 
the coastline (outlets) remained (Fig. 3.1.1e). � e 
back-barrier coastal area thus became isolated 
from the sea and coastal peat areas expanded 
strongly. By about 2000 BC the mud fl ats became 
uninhabitable again due to poor drainage and 
peat growth (wetland). Humans remained in 
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3.1.1 | Palaeogeographical map reconstructions of the Southwestern Netherlands between 9000 BC and present.
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1964, p. 116). However, there have always been 
diff erent interpretations of Caesar’s text. Some 
authors had an alternative reading (Byvanck, 
1931; Hoek, 1979; Van den Berg, 1983): instead of 
Scaldim (Schelde), they refer to Sabim (Sambre), 
and suggest that ‘Scaldis’ was a tributary of the 
Meuse in the Ardennes or in Limburg. In many 
older palaeogeographic reconstructions (e.g. 
Zagwijn, 1986), the connection between Schelde 
and Meuse was reconstructed on the base of the 
statement by Caesar. According to Zagwijn (1986), 
this connection ran from the Bernisse Channel 
on Voorne–Pu� en, via a south–north channel 
in the eastern part of Goeree–Overfl akkee, to 
the Striene on � olen. Only the deposits of 
the Bernisse Channel have been identifi ed as 
‘Duinkerke I Deposits’ (Walcheren Deposits) on the Duinkerke I Deposits’ (Walcheren Deposits) on the Duinkerke I Deposits’
basis of their pollen content. Dates of the channel 
on Goeree–Overfl akkee and of the Striene on 
� olen are lacking, however, so that it remains 
uncertain whether these channels existed as 
early as in the Roman Period. It is even unlikely 
that the Striene crossed Overfl akkee, because of 
the presence of a raised, oligotrophic peat bog in 
the subsurface of this area (Leenders, 1986). For 
this reason Leenders (1986, 1996) reconstructed 
the Striene connection via � olen, Volkerak 
and Hoekse Waard. � e inferred Roman course 
of the Striene has always remained uncertain 
because pedological research on � olen has not 
produced any evidence of this course (Kuipers, 
1960; Steur & Ovaa, 1960). Geological mapping 
(Vos, 1992) has not confi rmed the existence of a 
Roman Striene connection either. Indeed, in the 
southern part of � olen, near Poortvliet, palaeo-
Schelde channel and fl ood-basin deposits have 
been found in the Holland Peat. However, this 
Schelde Channel had a meander shape and had 
already been largely fi lled up with gy� jas before 
the Roman Period (Fig 13 in Vos & Van Heeringen, 
1997). � us, these freshwater meander deposits 
near and south of Poortvliet are by no means 
proof of a Roman Schelde–Meuse connection. 
Furthermore, in an east–west cross-section (with 
boreholes spaced less than 50 m apart), about 
1.5 km north of Poortvliet, no Schelde Channel 
or fl ood-basin deposits, comparable in size and 
composition to the Schelde meander of Poortvliet, 
have ever been found. Only at a limited number of 
locations small gy� ja lenses (up to 50 cm thick) – 
which may be associated with local peat drainage 
– have been found in a rather amorphous wood 
peat (Vos, 1992). Hence, a Schelde Channel with 
fl ood-basin deposits of signifi cant dimensions is 
out of question. � e possibility that the Mediaeval 
tidal channel of the Striene completely eroded 
the supposed Roman freshwater Schelde Channel 
and fl ood-basin deposits must be ruled out, since 
this channel was not suffi  ciently wide to have 

� e consequences of these large-scale peat 
extractions in Roman times were disastrous. 
Lowering of major parts of the peat areas led 
to fl oodings, the tidal storage area increased 
considerably, and tidal channels increased strongly 
in size. � us, the erosive force of the tidal channels 
increased and the peat near the tidal outlets was 
eroded completely. Sand, when eroded, remains 
largely in the tidal system and is just transported 
to other places. Peat, however, vanishes to a large 
extent as it contains a high percentage of water and 
the organic ma� er decays.

� us, the peat that is eroded through the tidal 
channels ‘vanishes’ from the sediment balance 
system. Peat vanishing led to further increase 
in tidal storage capacity. Because of the linear 
relationship between the tidal prism and the 
cross-sectional area of tidal channels, the increase 
in storage capacity led to further expansion of the 
tidal channels. About 270 AD a self-reinforcing 
process of peat erosion, lowering of the surface, 
increase in tidal storage capacity and expansion 
of tidal channels started, causing the Roman peat 
excavation areas to be completely submerged by 
350 AD such that habitation and peat excavation 
in those areas had become impossible.

Because of the inundation of the peat areas 
and the enlargement of the tidal channels, the 
coast of Zeeland was breached completely and 
in the subsequent centuries the sea penetrated 
the peat areas in the hinterland even further. � e 
drowning of peat areas continued until about 
800 AD when almost the whole of Zeeland had 
been fl ooded (Fig. 3.1.1h; and the schematic profi le 
reconstruction in Fig. 3.1.3).

3.1.2.3  The ‘Striene problem’: the fl uvial 
Rhine–Schelde connection during the 
Roman Period

It has been assumed that a connection between 
the rivers Schelde and Rhine–Meuse existed 
during the Roman Period (e.g. Beekman, 1932; 
He� ema, 1951; Steur & Ovaa, 1960; Pons et al., 
1963; Zagwijn, 1986). � is assumption is based 
on the following statement by Caesar (53 BC): 
‘Ipse cum reliquis tribus ad fl umen Scaldim, quod 
infl uit in Mosam, extremasque Arduennae partes 
ire constituit, quo cum paucis equitibus profectum 
Ambiorigem audiebat’ (He took the remaining 
three himself, and decided to march to the river 
Schelde (Scaldim), which fl ows into the Meuse, 
and to the western end of the Ardennes, where he 
heard Ambiorix had gone with a small number of 
cavalry). � e above authors assumed – on the basis 
Ceasar’s text – that the Roman Schelde–Meuse 
connection was the predecessor of the Mediaeval 
Striene, a Mediaeval tidal channel which silted 
up and was dammed during the 13th century 
(Polder Vij� ienhonderdgemeten; Wilderom, 
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the systematic, large-scale impoldering of the 
major part of the salt-marsh area took place 
during the 12th and 13th centuries (Fig. 3.1.1j; Dekker, 
1971). In addition to the favourable landscape 
situation (highly silted-up salt-marsh areas), also 
social-economical factors were important. � e 
community was well organized owing to the rise 
of the churches and the region was prosperous due 
to the textile industry, in particular in Vlaanderen. 
� e textile industry had a need for the wool of 
sheep which were kept on the salt marshes. 

� e dikings had far-reaching consequences 
for the landscape and for the tidal processes in 
the areas that were not diked. Because the major 
part of the salt-marsh area had been diked, 
the seawater could not spread over these areas 
anymore during storm surges. Since this water 
did not have an outlet anymore it was dammed 
up against the dikes so that the storm-surge 
level in the non-diked tidal area increased. � e 
smaller the water storing capacity of the salt-
marsh area, the higher the storm-surge level and 
the higher the dikes had to be raised. 

During the 11th century – when no dikes 
existed – the water did not rise more than 0.5–
1.0 m above the salt-marsh surface, and during 
this period large-scale catastrophic fl ooding 
disasters did not occur. In contrast, during the 
14th century, due to the reduction in the water 
storage capacity, the water could raise to more 
than 3 m above the local salt-marsh surface 
(Brand, 1985) – dependent on the weather 
conditions and the direction of the current.

3.1.2.5 Flooding Disasters: Work of humans!
By building dikes in Zeeland, humans created 
a landscape favourable for fl ooding disasters. 
� e diking of large parts of the salt-marsh 
areas caused the maximum storm-surge levels 
to rise considerably, and also the surface level 
of the polder areas was lowered due to human 
interference. Soil subsidence had taken place 
due to artifi cial drainage through sluice systems. 
� e most signifi cant lowering of the surface 
level occurred in those polders where the soil 
consisted mainly of peat (peat areas with a 
thin layer of clay). Also the excavations for 
the building of dikes and for salt production 
contributed to the artifi cial lowering of the 
surface. During the Late Mediaeval Period 
large-scale salt extractions (Fig. 3.1.2d) from peat 
drenched with seawater took place in the clay-
on-peat areas (‘moernering’). � is technique of 
salt production, at which salt was extracted from 
peat by boiling, is called ‘selnering’ (see e.g. the 
copper plate of C. Pronk, 1745; Fig. 3.1.4). By the end 
of the Late Middle Ages, peat was mined on such 
a large scale that moernering was restricted or 
even forbidden by the authorities (Dekker, 1996).

removed all presumed palaeo-Schelde deposits. 
Consequently, the geological investigations on 
� olen led to the conclusion that a Schelde–
Meuse connection across � olen never existed in 
the Roman Period.

� e Striene, however, was an Early 
Mediaeval connection between Schelde and 
Meuse (Fig. 3.1.1h). � is connection evolved 
a� er the post-Roman inundation of the peat 
areas of � olen, St. Philipsland and the area of 
the present-day Volkerak. Only southeast of 
Poortvliet (� olen), the Striene tidal channel 
used the eastern part of the remnant channel of 
the Subboreal Schelde meander.

3.1.2.4  Silting-up of the tidal area during the 
Mediaeval Period

A� er 800 AD natural sedimentation of clay and 
sand began to outweigh the lowering of the peat 
surface again. Consequently, the tidal area which 
evolved between the 3rd and 8th centuries AD 
started to gradually silt up again, leading to the 
expansion of salt-marsh areas (called ‘schorren’
in Zeeland). � is silting-up continued during the 
next centuries and as a consequence the rising 
mud fl ats were fl ooded less frequently (Fig. 3.1.1i). 
In the course of the 10th century parts of the newly 
formed salt marshes even fell dry permanently 
and Flachsiedlungen were built on the highly 
elevated mud-fl at deposits. Investigations of 
mo� es (châteaux à mo� e) in Zeeland have revealed 
that during the 11th century the Flachsiedlungen 
– located below the dwelling mounds – were 
elevated with soil up to about 1 m high dwelling 
mounds (Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997). Also 
historical sources (Go� schalk, 1955, p. 18) indicate 
that in the coastal area of Belgium and Zeeuws-
Vlaanderen people lived on dwelling mounds 
(Locwirde, Commerswerve) during this period. 
Obviously, during the 11th century the occupants 
were troubled more o� en by storm surges than 
during the 10th century (Dekker, 1971, p. 83).

During the 13th century the low dwelling 
mounds were used as bases for the building of 
mo� es – round, usually timbered fortifi cations 
on elevations built by the then rulers (Braat, 
1961). In Zeeland the remnants (hills) of the 
mo� es are called vliedbergen. � eir history is 
diff erent from dwelling mounds like those 
in Friesland. With the exception of the low 
dwelling mound layers at the base, from the 11th 

century, in Zeeland these hills were not used as 
safe living places against fl oodings. � e history 
of the vliedbergen is presented schematically in 
the profi le reconstruction in of Fig. 3.1.3.

In the course of the 11th century, humans 
locally began to dike parts of the salt marshes 
in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, e.g. Tubindic and 
Isendike (Go� schalk, 1971). However, in Zeeland 
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Sae� inghe’. � e ‘Verdronken Land van Zuid-
Beveland’ was lost during the St. Felix Flood 
in 1530 (St. Felix quade saterdag) and the storm 
surge of 1532 (Wilderom, 1968, pp. 114, 206–207,; 
Dekker, 1971, p. 316; Leenders, 1986, pp. 20–21).

� e temporary or even permanent loss of 
those areas was also connected to the composition 
of the soil, which here consisted of peat or 
peat with a thin layer of clay on top (a few dm). 
� e peaty soil had compacted due to artifi cial 
drainage such that the surface had been lowered 
to below the level of the mean high-water level 
(GWH) outside the dikes. When, a� er the fl ooding 
disasters or the deliberate inundations of the 
polders, the sea returned, it could not be stopped. 
In cases where the surface remained above the 
mean high-water level the fl ooded land would fall 
completely dry again a� er a storm and large tidal 
channels did not come into existence. In such 
cases, the damage to the dikes could be repaired 
relatively easily. In most cases, this was done by 
the building of an emergency dike around the 
place where the dike had been breached (Fig. 3.1.7).

3.1.2.6 Origin of the Westerschelde
� e course of the river Schelde and the mouth of 
the later Westerschelde were separated at least 
until the Early Middle Ages, since north-west of 
the ‘Verdronken Land van Sae� inge’ a raised peat 
bog on top of the Pleistocene ridge was present. 
Peat formation on this ridge continued up to 
about 700–800 AD (Zagwijn, 1959; Van Rummelen, 
1965). � e connection between the Westerschelde 
area and the river Schelde east of Sae� inge, came 
probably into existence before 843 AD (Leenders, 
1986), because in the Treaty of Verdun it was agreed 
that the border between West Francia (Charles the 
Bald) and the Middle Kingdom (Lothair I) would 
follow the course of the Honte, the name of the 
Westerschelde connection to the sea. During the 
10th century, the Honte was a relatively important 
sea branch; this connection was mentioned in 
historical sources as ‘Mare’ (Vlam, 1946; Go� schalk, 
1971, p. 120; Brand, 1983). � e enlargement of the 
Honte was possibly the result of the fl oods of 1014, 
1042 (Brand, 1983) and 1134 AD (Go� schalk, 1971, 
p. 30; Brand, 1983). Notwithstanding the increase 
in size of the Honte connection, during the 13th 
century the Honte was shallow and could only be 
navigated during high tide by shallow-drawing 
inland ships (Brand, 1983).

Around 1400, however, the Honte connection 
became increasingly important. Many small 
ships evidently took the shipping lane through 
the Honte during the fi rst half of the 15th century, 
as is refl ected by the reduction in toll revenue of 
lersekenoord (situated just across the present-
day city of Bergen op Zoom; Denucé, 1933; Vlam, 

� us humans created a large diff erence between 
the maximum storm-surge level in the open inlets 
and the surface level in the reclaimed polders 
(Fig. 3.1.2). � is diff erence in level could be as much 
as several metres. When a dike breached, this 
had catastrophic consequences: the seawater 
fl ew violently into the lower lying polders. Since 
the inhabitants did not live on elevated dwelling 
mounds in the Southwestern Netherlands, this 
led to casualties. In the history books of the Low 
Netherlands these consequences have been 
described and depicted dramatically (Fig. 3.1.5).

Flooding disasters were not only caused 
by human interference such as the building of 
dikes and drainage and excavation of the peat 
areas. Also governmental and socio-economic 
problems played important roles (Vos et al., 
2002). Financial problems and rivalry among 
the agencies which humans aged the dikes (local 
water boards) resulted in dikes being managed 
inadequately or with insuffi  cient coordination. 
Also during periods of political dissensions, 
the dikes o� en were insuffi  ciently maintained. 
During military confl icts, such as e.g. the siege 
of Antwerp by the Spanish troops in 1585, dikes 
were cut deliberately by the Dutch troops in 
order to inundate the ‘Land van Sae� inge’ 
(Brand, 1983, 1985). � e area has never been 
completely reclaimed since.

� e fl ooding disasters in the Southwestern 
Netherlands in the course of the time have been 
brought into vision by means of a storm-surge 
calendar (Zeiler, in Vos et al., 2002; Fig. 3.1.6). � is 
‘calendar’ distinguishes between major disasters 
(inundation of large parts of the Southwestern 
Netherlands) and minor ones (inundation of 
only one or a few polders), and also the military 
inundations are mentioned. � e storm-surge 
calendar shows that major disasters occurred 
in particular during the 14th to 17th centuries; 
a� erwards they decreased in number. � e high 
frequency of the disasters during this period 
cannot be straightforwardly a� ributed to 
climate change; as stated above, negligence of the 
dikes, insuffi  cient coordination, incompetence, 
political circumstances, wars and economic 
crises all played important roles.

� e fl oodings have led to long-lasting and 
also permanent loss of land in certain parts of 
the Southwestern Netherlands. � e area around 
the Braakman in the central part of Zeeuws-
Vlaanderen was inundated during the fl oodings 
of 1375/1376 and 1404 (St. Elisabeth Flood; in 
Go� schalk, 1955, pp. 162–211). It has taken 600 
years for the area to be silted up suffi  ciently 
high, such that it could be reclaimed completely 
(Figs. 3.1.1j–l). Areas which have gone lost for a large 
part until present are the ‘Verdronken Land van 
Zuid-Beveland’ and the ‘Verdronken Land van 
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Because of the increase of the opening between 
Ooster- and Westerschelde and the related shi�  
of the tidal watershed, the current velocities in 
the original Schelde channel near Woensdrecht 
decreased signifi cantly, and this channel silted up 
rapidly. As li� le as 40 years a� er the storm fl oods 
of 1530 and 1532, the Oosterschelde channel near 
Woensdrecht had become suffi  ciently shallow to 
enable the Spanish commander Mondragon and 
a large number of soldiers to cross this lane by 
foot during low tide on the occasion of the relief 
of the town of Goes in 1572 (Vlam, 1946). During 
the 16th century, the Westerschelde tidal basin 
increased further as a result of the inundation 
of the Verdronken Land van Sae� inge. However, 
from the 17th century onwards, parts of the 
inundated Westerschelde area which had silted 
up to a supra-tidal level were embanked again. 
� e shallow connection between the Ooster- and 
Westerschelde near Woensdrecht remained until 
1867 when the Oosterschelde and Westerschelde 
were separated permanently by a railway dam.

Because of these dams and embankments, 
the Westerschelde evolved from a relatively 
shallow, highly branched tidal basin in 1650 AD 
into the present more linear and deeper, funnel-
shaped estuary mouth (hypersynchronous 
system; Martinius & Van den Berg, 2011;). As a 
consequence of the convergence eff ect, caused by 
these morphological changes (Chapter 1.6.5; Fig. 1.27), 
the tidal amplitude increased (Figs. 1.28; Coen, 
1988). � is process is continuing up to the 
present-day, accelerated by the expansion of 
channels due to dredging.

3.1.3 Lesson to be learned
Big fl ooding disasters have occurred less frequent-
ly during the past few centuries (Fig. 3.1.6), in par-
ticular due to the be� er quality of dikes. � ese have 
become higher and also wider and provided with 
pitches. � e disaster of 1953 (Fig. 3.1.8) has taught that 
the danger of fl ooding should not be underestimat-
ed and that necessary maintenance and improve-
ments of dikes must be continued. If in the future a 
big fl ooding disaster would occur, the catastrophe 
(in terms of human and material losses) would, 
due to the considerable increase in the population 
in the Dutch coastal delta, be much larger than the 
one of 1953. � us, it is best to assign the highest pri-
ority to the protection of the coast in the political 
decision-making process and to prevent the er-
ror of the past, when necessary maintenance was 
postponed for political/economic reasons.

� e consequences of the current climate 
change for the Earth and for the security of the sea- 
and river dikes need intensive study and adequate 
action should be taken if necessary from the 
scientifi c point of view (Deltacommissie, 2008). 

1946). � e history of the Honte as a shipping lane 
is well documented thanks to the many trials 
concerning disputes between the city of Antwerp 
and the Count of Zeeland and Holland over toll 
revenues (Denucé, 1933; Go� schalk, 1950; Vlam, 
1946; Brand, 1983). � e improved navigation 
conditions in the Honte at the end of the 14th conditions in the Honte at the end of the 14th conditions in the Honte at the end of the 14 and 
the beginning of the 15th century were the result of 
inundations in the foreland of the Westerschelde 
area (Denucé, 1933; Brand, 1983). A� er the storm 
surges of 1375 and 1404, large parts of the former 
peat area of central Zeeuws-Vlaanderen (the area 
around Biervliet) were submerged (cf. Enclosure 
II, map 18, in Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997). As a 
result of these inundations, the tidal volume of 
the Westerschelde increased, which resulted also 
in an increase in the cross-sectional area of the 
tidal channels and tidal inlet. As a consequence 
of the increasing channel activity, barrier islands 
and sand fl ats such as Wulpen, Schoneveld and 
Koezand in the mouth of the Westerschelde 
area disappeared during the Late Middle Ages 
and the Modern Period. Mediaeval erosion in 
the mouth of the Westerschelde is confi rmed by 
seismic investigations (Ebbing & Laban, 1996) and 
deposits on the erosion surface date from the Late 
Middle Ages (De Jong, 1988b; Cleveringa, 1990).

Despite the enlargement of the mouth of the 
Westerschelde, the Oosterschelde remained the 
major branch of the Schelde until the end of the 
15th century. In 1452, large Hanse ships still could 
not sail to Antwerpen via the Honte and had to 
use the Oosterschelde connection (Vlam, 1946).

� e inundations in the Westerschelde area 
aff ected the position of the watershed between 
Westerschelde and Oosterschelde. � e shi�  
of the watershed fi nally tipped the balance in 
favour of the Westerschelde as the main outlet 
of the river Schelde (Vlam, 1946; Brand, 1983). 
Before the Westerschelde took over the role of 
the Oosterschelde, the watershed was located 
along the line Bath–Sae� inge, but a� erwards 
the location of the watershed was along the line 
Bath–Woensdrecht (Vlam, 1946; Brand, 1983).

� e storm surges of 1530 and 1532 had a decisive 
role in the fi nal take-over by the Westerschelde 
from the Oosterschelde as the main discharge 
of the river Schelde (Brand, 1983). During these 
storms, the area between Oosterschelde and 
Honte in eastern Zuid-Beveland, including the 
‘Verdronken Land van Zuid-Beveland’, was 
inundated (Fig. 3.1.7). As a consequence of these 
catastrophes, a large opening was created between 
the Ooster- and Westerschelde. During high tide, 
the tidal currents of the Westerschelde entered 
these inundated areas and ran into the fl ood 
currents coming in from the Oosterschelde. So, a 
new tidal watershed developed in the inundated 
area of the eastern part of Zuid-Beveland. 
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3.1.2 | Sites of peat extraction in Zeeland.

Fig. 3.1.2a. Roman extraction pits; ditch side near Goes (Zuid-Beveland).
Fig. 3.1.2b. Surface view of a Roman extraction pit (Zuid-Beveland).

3.1.2a

3.1.2b
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3.1.2c

3.1.2d

3.1.2 | Sites of peat extraction in Zeeland.

Fig. 3.1.2c. Remnants of Roman ovens with burned ashes from peat, found near ‘s-Heer Abtskerke (Zuid-Beveland).
Fig. 3.1.2d. Remnants of medieval peat digging pits for salt extraction, located close to the dike near Waarde (Westerschelde; see also Fig. 1.31).
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Fig. 3.1.3.  Schematic cross-section showing the development of four generations of channels, embankment, subsid-
ence of the land surface and increase of the maximum tide levels in Zeeland.
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(max. storm-flood level)
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3.1.3 | Schematic cross-section showing the development of four generations of channels, embankment, subsidence of the land surface and 
increase of the maximum tide levels in Zeeland.
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3.1.4 | Darinck 
delven or selnering 
(peat digging for salt 
extraction) in Zeeland 
around the 16th/17th

centuries. Copper plate 
of C. Pronk (1745).
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3.1.5a

3.1.5b
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3.1.5 | Historical images of the storm-fl ood catastrophe of 14 and 15 January 1808, when the cities of Vlissingen and Veere and large parts of 
the former islands of Zeeland – including Zeeuws-Vlaanderen – were inundated and 60 victims drowned (Zeiler, in Vos et al., 2002).
Pictures from the Zelandia Illustrata of the Koninklijk Zeeuws Genootschap van Wetenschappen (Zeeuws Archief).

Fig. 3.1.5a. Picture of the fl ooding after the dike bursts of the polder of Kruiningen (Zuid-Beveland): ‘Gezigt van de inbraak der zeedijk en inlage 
en de polder van Kruiningen, in den nacht van den 15 januarij 1808’ (copperplate engraving, inv.nr ZI III 293a).

Fig. 3.1.5b. Picture of the Palingstraat in Vlissingen (Walcheren) after the fl ood: ‘Gezigt van de Palingstraat te Vlissingen op den morgen van den 
15 januarij 1808’. From De Wit and Visser Bender, after Koekkoek (copperplate engraving, inv.nr ZI III 291-4). 

Fig. 3.1.5c. Picture of the fl ood catastrophe after the dike burst at the Wijnbergsche Kaai, Vlissingen (Walcheren): ‘Gezigt van den doorbraak der 
Wijnbergsche Kaai en daar door aangebragte verwoestingen te Vlissingen 15 januarij 1808’ from De Wit and Visser Bender; after Koekkoek 
(copperplate engraving, inv.nr ZI III 291-3).

3.1.5c
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Fig. 3.1.6. The storm-surge calendar of the Southwestern Netherlands, a�er Zeiler in Vos et al. (2002).
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3.1.6 | The storm-surge calendar of the Southwestern Netherlands, after Zeiler in Vos et al. (2002).
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Fig. 3.1.7.  The Brilletjesdijk –  between the Kruiningen Polder and the Louise Polder (Zuid-Beveland) – was around 1545 
AD an old dam which closed the partly silted up tidal channel system of the Zwake.  For more than 40 years, this dam 
protected the Kruiningen Polder from the sea. However, the three lakes (remnants of dike bursts) show that in that 
period the dam collapsed three times (Fig. a). The area of the Zwake silted up in the 16th century, but the area of the 
Drowned Land of  Zuid-Beveland was lost permanently at that time (Fig. b). Photo of Paul Paris.

a. b.

Brilletjesdijk

3.1.7 | The Brilletjesdijk –  between the Kruiningen Polder and the Louise Polder (Zuid-Beveland) – was around 1545 AD an old dam which closed the partly silted up tidal 
channel system of the Zwake.  For more than 40 years, this dam protected the Kruiningen Polder from the sea. However, the three lakes (remnants of dike bursts) show 
that in that period the dam collapsed three times (Fig. a). The area of the Zwake silted up in the 16th century, but the area of the Drowned Land of  Zuid-Beveland was lost 
permanently at that time (Fig. b). Photo of Paul Paris.

3.1.8 | Catastrophic and non-catastrophic fl oodings in the coastal area. Figs. a and b. Drowning of the salt-marsh area of Gröde (Halligen in Germany; from Koehn, 1939) 
during a stormfl ood in 1935. On the 20th of September the marsh was inundated with the exception of the dwelling mound, but one day later, the water dropped and the 
children could play on the marsh again. Figs. c and d. Pictures of the catastrophic stormfl ood of 1953 in Zeeland.

A conclusion which can be drawn from these images is that, in the prehistoric period, the prehistoric habitation on dwelling mounds was more save than the occupation in the 
polders behind the sea dikes, which began from the Late Middle Ages.

Fig. 3.1.8.  Catastrophic and non-catastrophic floodings in the coastal area.  Figs.  a and b. Drowning of the salt-marsh 
area of Gröde (Halligen in Germany; from Koehn, 1939) during a stormflood in 1935. On the 20th of September the 
marsh was inundated with the exception of the dwelling mound, but one day later, the water dropped and the children 
could play on the marsh again. Figs.  c and d.  Pictures of the catastrophic stormflood of 1953 in Zeeland.

A conclusion which can be drawn from these images is that, in the prehistoric period, the prehistoric habitation on 
dwelling mounds was more save than the occupation in the polders behind the sea dikes, which began from the Late 
Middle Ages.
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Fig. 3.1.8.  Catastrophic and non-catastrophic floodings in the coastal area.  Figs.  a and b. Drowning of the salt-marsh 
area of Gröde (Halligen in Germany; from Koehn, 1939) during a stormflood in 1935. On the 20th of September the 
marsh was inundated with the exception of the dwelling mound, but one day later, the water dropped and the children 
could play on the marsh again. Figs.  c and d.  Pictures of the catastrophic stormflood of 1953 in Zeeland.

A conclusion which can be drawn from these images is that, in the prehistoric period, the prehistoric habitation on 
dwelling mounds was more save than the occupation in the polders behind the sea dikes, which began from the Late 
Middle Ages.
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� e prehistoric Oer-IJ tidal system in the coast-
al area of Noord-Holland, between Castricum, 
Uitgeest, Velsen and Amsterdam, was the succes-
sor of the Haarlem tidal system when this was silt-
ed up around 3000 BC and large peat bogs formed 
in the Zaanstreek and Haarlemmermeer areas. 
Since then the Oer-IJ was the natural outlet to the 
sea draining the peat hinterlands. About 800 BC 
the Oer-IJ system got connected to the fl uvial sys-
tem of the Utrechtse Vecht and became the north-
ern branch of the river Rhine. During the Late 
Iron Age, when the Flevo lakes in the IJsselmeer 
region and the Utrechtse Vecht got a connection 
with the Wadden Sea, the Oer-IJ lost its discharge 
function. � e tidal area silted up and was closed 
between 200 and 100 BC by a barrier ridge. 

� e se� lement history of the Oer-IJ system 
and the archaeological heritage in the subsurface 
is closely related to the geological and hydrological 
development throughout the ages. � e shape 
and location of the continuously migrating 
outlet determined the opportunities for human 
se� lements and activities. � e best locations were 
beach ridges, higher, silted-up salt marshes and 
marginal zones of the peatland. In the Late Iron 
Age also the sand fl ats became habitable since 
tidal activity had stopped. In the Early Roman 
period, there was no direct connection from the 
harbour of Castellum Flevum at Velsen to the 
North Sea, but ships could navigate from the 
Oer-IJ channel between Velsen and Amsterdam, 
through the Flevo lakes and the Utrechtse Vecht 
to the Wadden Sea, and to the Roman border 
(Limes) along the Oude Rijn.

Here the data used for the palaeogeographic 
landscape reconstruction of the Oer-IJ are 

presented and explained, and the most 
important landscape-forming processes, that 
led to the emergence and closure of the Oer-IJ, 
are described. � e landscape reconstructions 
give a new vision on the migration of the main 
tidal channel and the formation of the tidal-inlet 
system near Castricum which was the result of 
the progradation of the beach ridges south and 
north of the Castricummerpolder (Binnendelta 
according to De Roo, 1953). � e geological and 
archaeological observations in the Binnendelta 
prove that the Oer-IJ was closed from the open 
sea in the early Late Iron Age. 

3.2.1 Introduction

3.2.1.1 The Oer-IJ tidal system
Güray (1952) introduced and defi ned the Oer-IJ as 
the prehistoric tidal system between Castricum–
Uitgeest, Beverwijk–Assendel�  and Velsen–
Amsterdam that was the forerunner of the IJ-
Lake (Fig. 3.2.1). It was the successor of the Haarlem 
tidal system that had developed between Haarlem 
and Amsterdam in the early and middle Holocene 
(Van der Valk, 1992). Owing to the rapid Holocene 
sea-level rise, the western Netherlands had 
developed into one large tidal area in the Early 
Holocene, connected with the North Sea through 
a dozen of tidal inlets (Beets et al., 1994).

Between 4000 and 3000 BC the rate of sea-
level rise decreased signifi cantly, the tidal area 
in the western Netherlands fi lled up, and large 
parts were transformed into peat bogs. � e back-
barrier part of the tidal inlet of the Haarlem 
system - which had moved northward in time 

3.2 Landscape history 
of the Oer-IJ tidal system, 
Noord-Holland (The Netherlands)
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(Van der Valk, 1992,1996) - was bounded on both 
sides by newly formed peatlands. A� er 3000 BC, 
when the main tidal channel was surrounded by 
peat bogs, the system changed in characteristics. 
� e well-defi ned channels of this so-called 
Oer-IJ system drained the peatlands of Noord-
Holland, the peat lakes of Flevoland (the area 
of the IJsselmeer, Markermeer, Flevopolder and 
Noordoostpolder, Fig. 3.2.1; Lenselink & Koopstra, 
1994) and those along the Eem River. Following 
the end of the Late Bronze Age (about 800 BC), the 
system got connected to the Rhine river farther 
south through the Utrechtse Vecht (Bos, 2010). 
� rough this connection, the Oer-IJ became the 
northernmost branch of the Rhine, changing in 
to an estuary (the Oer-IJ Estuary ) (Zagwijn, 1971). 

3.2.1.2  Earth-scientifi c surveys and 
palaeogeographic reconstructions

A� er the Second World War, extensive regional 
earth scientifi c surveying was carried out in the 
Oer-IJ area. First, soil scientists mapped the areas 
Noord-Kennemerland (De Roo, 1953), southern 
Noord-Holland (Kloosterhuis, 1953, 1954) and IJ-
Lake (Güray, 1952). Later in the 1950s, the Nation-
al Geological Survey (RGD) started its systematic 
mapping, based primarily on coring surveys. 
Surfi cial-geological map sheets 19 West and East 
were published by Westerhoff  et al. (1987). Map 
sheets 25 West and East were never completed, 
and only a concept surfi cial-geological map 
compiled by De Gans (RGD, unpubl.) is available 
for the associated area. � is la� er map was used 
by Blokzijl et al. (1995) for the popular-scientifi c 
geological map of Haarlem.

Within the framework of the geological map-
ping, palaeobotanical/palynological research 
by Zagwijn (1971b) en De Jong (1987) and various 
geochronologic studies have produced valuable 
age control (see Appendices A1-A6). Useful 
information on the lateral variability of identifi ed 
units has been obtained by studying temporary 
exposures of diff erent dimensions. Large pits 
made for the construction of the Velsertunnel 
and Wijkertunnel (Van Straaten, 1957; De 
Groot & Beets, 1996; Beets et al., 2004) were 
invaluable in understanding the sedimentary 
mechanisms behind the Oer_IJ deposits. Much 
smaller exposures in the dunes and beach plains 
of Kennemerland, including key sites in the 
Hoogovens area, enabled Jelgersma et al. (1970) 
to identify stages of dune formation, providing 
a context for preserved archaeology in the 
dune deposits. � e most recent large-scale geo-
landscape/geoarchaeological research in this 

area is based on observations in medium-sized 
pits (tens of meters) created during removal of 
redundant buildings and pumping stations in the 
dune area of the Water Supply Company Noord-
Holland (PWN) in 2001 and 2002 (Vos et al., 2010).

� e fi rst palaeogeographic maps of Noord-
Holland, compiled on the basis of geological 
data, date back to the late 1950s and early 1960s, 
and were made by Pons and Wiggers (1959, 1960). 
Zagwijn (1971) studied the origin of the Oer-IJ 
and produced fi ve additional palaeogeographic 
maps, largely based on the geological map of 
the coastal area between Bergen and Monster, 
farther south in Zuid-Holland (Jelgersma et 
al., 1970), in which the mouth of the Oer-IJ was 
projected near Egmond. � e palaeogeographic 
reconstructions of the Oer-IJ by Vos from 1983 
also located the tidal outlet near Egmond, 
specifi cally during the Late Iron Age. From 
the geological mapping of sheet 19W it has 
appeared, however, that the mouth of the Oer-IJ 
was, in its fi nal phase, located near Castricum–
Bakkum (Westerhoff  et al., 1987). In his shoreline 
reconstructions he also suggested that the Oer-IJ 
inlet formed between Uitgeest and Heemskerk 
around 2400 BC (between 4000 en 3500 14C years 
BP). In coastal reconstructions   for the earliest 
period of the Oer-IJ, Van der Valk (1992) showed 
that the Oer-IJ evolved from the earlier tidal inlet 
system of Haarlem between 3000 and 2400 BC.

More recent palaeogeographic maps of the 
Oer-IJ area (Vos, in de Lange et al., 2004 and 
in Kok, 2008; Vos et al., 2010) are updates of 
the maps by Vos (1983). � e protocol followed 
in creating these maps, including scientifi c 
methods and expert considerations, has not 
been addressed, however, and an overview of 
the abundant multidisciplinary data used has 
not been provided. � is paper fi lls that gap.

3.2.1.3 Palaeolandscape and archaeology
� e prehistoric Oer-IJ region is particularly 
relevant from an archaeological perspective 
because it was one of the main se� lement centres 
in the Netherlands (e.g. Meff ert, 1998; Lange et 
al., 2004; Kok, 2008). Abundant natural water 
courses made the coastal area easily accessible 
and kept it well-drained. Elevated barrier 
ridges and dunes were suitable for permanent 
occupation. � e upper, silted-up parts of salt 
marshes and the margins of adjacent higher 
lying peatland were periodically inhabited.

� e favourable palaeolandscape conditions 
explain the presence of humans and the 
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3.2.1 | Location maps with the topographic names mentioned in the text. For the geological profi les see Fig. 3.2.8; for  the date locations, see 
Fig. App. A; for the locations of the geoarchaelogical key sites, see Fig. App. B.
a. Northwestern part of the Netherlands, with the location of the former IJ-lake and the silted-up tidal area of the Oer-IJ inlet system.
b. Location map of the Oer-IJ region.
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Coastal area

IJ-polders (former IJ-lake)

Former lake

Fig.  3.2.1. Location maps with the topographic names mentioned in the text. For the geological profiles see Fig. 3.2.8; for 
the date locations, see Fig. App. A; for the locations of the geoarchaelogical key sites, see Fig. App. B.
a. Northwestern part of the Netherlands, with the location of the former IJ-lake and the silted-up tidal area of 
 the Oer-IJ inlet system.
b. Location map of the Oer-IJ region.
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All landscape reconstructions presented in this 
paper are founded on combining a thorough, 
pre-existing geological framework with digital 
terrain models created using LIDAR images, with 
relevant information from key archaeological 
sites, and with absolute 14C (radiocarbon) and 
OSL (optically stimulated luminescence) age 
control. � e geological map (Fig. 3.2.2) and LIDAR 
images of the Oer-IJ region (Fig. 3.2.3) constrain 
the spatial extent of geological features at and 
below the surface. Using absolute and relative 
(archaeological) age control on these features, 
the palaeolandscape was reconstructed in 
series of palaeogeographic maps. Absolute ages, 
available from publications and reports, are 
presented in Appendices A1–A6 (Fig. App. A), and 
the palaeolandscape information of the key sites 
in Appendices B1–B9 (Fig. App. B).

3.2.1.4 Lithostratigraphy
� e Holocene coastal deposits of the Netherlands 
are divided hierarchically into formations, 
members and layers. Clastic coastal deposits 
as dune, beach and tidal facies all belong to the 
Naaldwijk Formation (Westerhoff  et al., 2003; 
Fig. 3.2.4). � e organic deposits accumulated in 
coastal-peat bogs belong to the Nieuwkoop 
Formation. � e peat layer at the base of the 
Holocene coastal sequence – directly on top of 
the Pleistocene substrate – is called Basal Peat 
(Doppert, 1975; Westerhoff , 2003). Peat layers 
underlain by Holocene clastic tidal deposits 
are called Holland Peat. On the landward side 
of the Oer-IJ system, a particularly thick layer 
of Holland Peat occurs. At its base, this peat is 
eutrophic (reed peat and reed-sedge peat). In the 
central parts of the area marked by thick Holland 
Peat, oligotrophic peat with recognisable 
remains of heather, peat moss and co� on grass, 
covers the eutrophic peat. Woody peats have 
not been found in the Holland Peat around the 
Oer-IJ. However, twigs of shrubs are locally 
preserved. Myrtle, occurring in mesotrophic to 
oligotrophic peat, is one of the species identifi ed. 
In the Assendelverpolders, there is evidence that 
the peat was partly dehydrated caused by the 
activity of prehistoric humans. 

In the study area, the following clastic members 
are distinguished within the Naaldwijk Formation
(Fig. 3.2.4), from base to top:
Wormer Member: Tidal deposits between the Basal 
Peat and the Holland Peat, ot between separate 
Holland Peat layers. Humic and lagoonal clays 
at the base of this unit are assigned to the Velsen 
Layer (Bennema, 1954).
Walcheren Member: Tidal deposits above the 
uppermost Holland Peat layer or, in the absence 
of Holland Peat, the Basal Peat (Chapter 1.3.3).

multitude of archaeological remains in the 
shallow subsurface of the Oer-IJ area. Site-
specifi c archaeological research was conducted 
in the Oer-IJ region, with Roman harbour 
works being surveyed in Velsen (Van Straaten, 
1957; Morel, 1986, 1988.), being addressed in 
the peaty marshlands of Assendelverpolders 
(near Assendel� ; Brandt et al., 1987), and Iron 
Age and Roman se� lements being discovered 
in salt marsh deposits excavated in Velserbroek 
(� erkorn & Oversteegen, 1994) and the 
nearby Broekpolder (� erkorn et al., 2009). 
Highlights included the discovery of the early 
Medieval church of Assendel�  on post-Roman 
peatland (Besteman, 1987), and of a canoe on 
the bo� om of a tidal creek at Uitgeest-De Kleis 
(De Koning & Vos, 2007). Many archaeological 
studies provided key evidence used to improve 
and refi ne palaeolandscape reconstructions 
(see Appendices B1–B10). In the context of 
archaeological research, geological/palaeo-
environmental studies by RGD, TNO and Deltares 
provided geoarchaeological information for 
palaeolandscape reconstructions and for 
understanding the relationship between 
habitation and landscape history. Key sites in 
the coastal dune area were the pits in the PWN 
dune area west of Bakkum/Castricum (Vos et al., 
2010) and in the Middensluiseiland Dam of the 
sluice complex in IJmuiden (Vos, 2008). Beach-
ridge sediments were exposed in excavations 
and construction pits of Klein Dorregeest (Vos, 
2007; Müller et al., 2008), Limmen-De Krocht 
(De Dijkstra et al., 2006), and Assum and Waldijk 
(De Koning, 2007; Williams, 2012). � e pits of 
Castricum-De Zanderij (Vos, 2007) and Uitgeest-
Benes (De Koning & Vos, in prep.) provided 
valuable palaeolandscape information for the 
last marine phase of the Oer-IJ tidal area (for 
locations, see Fig. 3.3.1 and Fig. App. A).

For basic descriptions of the archaeology 
from the Late Neolithic up to the Late Middle 
Ages in the Oer-IJ area we refer e.g. to Lange et 
al. (2004), De Koning (2007), Williams (2012), 
Müller et al. (2008), Vos et al. 2010,   � erkorn 
et al., (2009) and the dissertations of   � erkorn
(2004) and Kok (2008).

Methods
Geomorphology, subsurface geology and archae-
ology are the main pillars of palaeolandscape re-
construction for the Oer-IJ region, each with its 
own spatial and temporal strengths and weak-
nesses. Concerning the subsurface, a litho- and 
chronostratigraphic framework provides the 
context, whereas geological mapping uses the 
stratigraphic framework in creating logical and 
consistent visualisations of the distribution of 
stratigraphic units.
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responsible for their accumulation (Oer-IJ); for 
instance, Oer-IJ channel deposits, Oer-IJ salt-
marsh deposits.

� e IJ-Lake deposits of the post Roman IJ-
Lake between Amsterdam and Velsen include 
the fi lls of channels incised into Oer-IJ deposits, 
consisting of heavy humic clay and partially 
decayed organic material (peat chunks and peat 
detritus) and the clayey and sandy lake bo� om 
lateral of channel fi lls. � e sandy lake-bo� om 
sediments in the vicinity of Velsen o� en contain 
peat detritus are called the Dirty Sands (Bennema 
& Pons, 1957; Bosman, 2011).

3.2.1.5 Geological map and LIDAR images
Existing geological maps of Westerhoff  
et al. (1987) and Blokzijl et al.(1995) were 
supplemented and refi ned using LIDAR images 
of the land surface from the digital terrain 
model ‘Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederlandmodel ‘Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederlandmodel ‘ ’ (AHN). 
On LIDAR images, the present-day surface 
expression of prehistoric Oer-IJ landscapes such 
as former main tidal channels and creeks in the 
clay-on-peatland (peat area covered thin clay 
layer of max. 0.5 m) can be recognized. Despite 
the intensive urbanization, the morphological 
features are still visible over a large area (Fig. 
3.2.3). Even the silted-up, closed sea-arm west of 
Bakkum, which was covered by Younger Dunes
in the Middle Ages, is recognizable as these 
overlying dunes are lower here than to both the 
north and south. 

3.2.1.6 Age control
Numerous samples from building pits, 
excavations, trenches of gas pipes and boreholes 
have been dated using 14C (on plant and shell 
material) and OSL (on silt and sand) (Fig. App. 
A). In one case (building excavation De Kleis 
in Uitgeest), dendrochonological analysis 
of an oak canoe found at the base of a tidal-
channel fi ll was used for dating. An overview 
of the resulting absolute ages, including their 
confi dence intervals and their relevance to the 
palaeogeographic reconstruction of the Oer-IJ 
region, is given in Appendices A1–A6. 

Archaeologically constrained ages are an 
important addition to the absolute ages. Po� ery 
provides an indication of the archaeological 
period in which it was manufactured, and off ers 
the possibility of corroboration.

3.2.2 Palaeolandscape evolution 
Using geological, morphological and archae-
ological information, the evolution of the Oer-IJ 
landscape is visualized in palaeogeographic 
maps at supra-regional and regional levels. At 
the supra-regional level, the maps (Fig. 3.2.5) show 

Zandvoort Member: Beach sands, usually below 
the dune sands of the Schoorl Member.
Schoorl Member: Coastal dune deposits with thin 
peat layers, including any humic soils. 
Within the Schoorl Member, the classical 
distinction between Younger and Older Dunes
(Doppert, 1975) has been kept in the new 
classifi cation. � e Younger Dunes consist of 
parabolic dunes with more relief than the Older 
Dunes. � ey locally exceed 10 m +NAP (the Dutch 
ordnance level, around mean sea level) and were 
formed largely a� er 1000 AD. � e Older Dunes,
generally not exceeding 6 m +NAP, contain (peat) 
soils and ancient culture layers in many places.

In this paper, the tidal sediments of the Oer-IJ 
system are referred to as Oer-IJ deposits. � ey 
belong to the Walcheren Member. Within 
the Oer-IJ deposits, diff erent sub-units are 
distinguished on the basis of their sedimentary 
characteristics (lithofacies):

Subtidal channel and tidal-inlet deposits
include sandy channel sediments formed below 
mean low water (MLW). � ey are layered and 
contain varying amounts of shells (partially 
in layers), (peat) detritus and clay (partially in 
laminae). � e shell assembly consists largely 
of an open marine fauna, of which Spisula 
subtruncata (cut through shell) is the most 
important one.

Intertidal-fl at deposits are dominated by 
sandy sediments, deposited between mean 
low and mean high water (MHW) levels. In 
their upper parts, these tidal-fl at deposits are 
commonly slightly clayey, and homogenized 
owing to bioturbation (mixing) by tidal-
fl at organisms. Downward the sands may be 
laminated with clay. � e main shell species 
preserved in these facies and commonly found 
in life position are Scrobicularia plana (peppery 
furrow shell), Macoma balthica (Baltic tellin), 
Cerastoderma edule (common cockle) and Peringia 
ulvae (Laver spire shell; ‘Hydrobia’, in the older 
geological literature).

Upper-intertidal salt-marsh creek and 
supratidal-levee deposits are composed mainly 
of clays with some fi ne laminae of detritus and 
sand and/or silt. � ese deposits are sandier than 
adjacent salt-marsh deposits.

Supratidal salt-marsh deposits consist of 
grey organic clays, with its clastic component 
deposited at spring tides and/or during storms. 
Towards the peatlands of the Zaansteek, salt-
marsh deposits become more humic (‘peaty’) 
and intensely rooted by reed. � e salt-marsh 
clays fringing the coastal barrier, however, are 
lighter colored and contain more silt and sand.

Names used for the various lithofacies 
are combined with the depositional system 
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Fig. 3.2.2. Geological map of the northern part of the Oer-IJ region (from Kok, 2008). Numbers of the grid 
stand for km in a national coordinate system (RD, Rijksdriehoek coordinates). 
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5.4

1.  Coastal dune, beach ridge and beach plain landscape

 1.1  Thick dune sand, above 1 m +NAP

 1.2  Thick dune sand, below 1 m +NAP

 1.3  Beach-ridge sediments

 1.4  Thin aeolian sand on top of beach plain deposits, with a peat layer in between 

 1.5  Thin aeolian sand on top of beach plain deposits, without a peat layer in between 

2. Oer-IJ tidal landscape 

 2.1  Intertidal deposits near the surface, relatively high elevation

 2.2 Intertidal deposits near the surface, relatively moderate elevation

 2.3 Intertidal deposits near the surface, relatively low elevation

 2.4  Intertidal deposits near the surface, lowest elevation in basins

 2.5  Intertidal deposits near the surface, undierentiated

 2.6  Salt-marsh-ridge deposits, on top of tidal deposits

 2.7  Salt-marsh-plain deposits, on top of tidal deposits

 2.8  Salt-marsh deposists, on top of tidal deposits, undierentiated

 2.9  Salt-marsh-ridge deposits, on top of peat 

 2.10  Salt-marsh-creek and levee deposists, incised in peat (inversion ridges)

 2.11  Salt-marsh- plain deposits, on top of peat deposists

3. Peat landscape

 3.1  Eutrophic peat deposits (mainly reed – sedge peat) 

 3.2  Mesothrophic peat deposits (a.o. with bog myrtle and birch shrubs)

 3.3  Oligothrophic peat deposits (o.a with peat moss and heath)

 3.4  Reclaimed and partly excavated peat

4. Former lake landscapes

 4.1  Lake deposits, on older tidal deposits

 4.2  Lake deposits with peat remains on older tidal deposits

5. Other landscape elements

 5.1  Water, (lakes and canals)

 5.2 Historical infrastructure 

 5.3  Dikes

  Non mapped area

  Built-up area and large infrastucture

 
3.2.2 | Geological map of the northern part of the Oer-IJ region (from Kok, 2008). Numbers of the grid stand for km in a national coordinate 
system (RD, Rijksdriehoek coordinates). 
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Fig. 3.2.3. LIDAR-generated elevation map (AHN) of the Oer-IJ region.

Colour scheme used for the AHN surface map 

  Around 10 m + NAP or higher

  Around 5 m +NAP 

  Around 4 m +NAP 

  Around 3 m +NAP 

  Around 2 m +NAP 

  Around 1 m +NAP 

 

  Around 0 NAP 

  Around 1 m -NAP 

  Around 2 m -NAP 

  Around 3 m -NAP 

   Around 4 m -NAP or higher

 

N

3.2.3 | LIDAR-generated elevation map (AHN) of the Oer-IJ region.
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Fig. 3.2.4. Holocene chrono- and lithostratigraphy of the coastal deposits in the subsurface of the Oer-IJ region.
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3.2.4 | Holocene chrono- and lithostratigraphy of the coastal deposits in the subsurface of the Oer-IJ region.
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b. 5500 BC

d. 2750 BC3850 BC  

Fig. 3.2.5. Palaeogeographical maps of the northwestern Netherlands between 9000 BC and present 
(revised a�er Vos et al., 2011).

9000 BC

N

a.

c.

3.2.5 | Palaeogeographical maps of the northwestern Netherlands between 9000 BC and present  (revised after Vos et al., 2011).
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h. 800 ADg. 100 AD

e.1500 BC

 

Fig. 3.2.5. Palaeogeographical maps of the northwestern Netherlands between 9000 BC and present 
(revised a�er Vos et al., 2011).

3.2.5 | Palaeogeographical maps of the northwestern Netherlands between 9000 BC and present  (revised after Vos et al., 2011).
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3.2.5 | Palaeogeographical maps of the 
northwestern Netherlands between 9000 BC and 
present  (revised after Vos et al., 2011).

N

j. 1850 AD

k. 2000 AD

i. 1500 AD

Fig. 3.2.5. Palaeogeographical maps of the northwestern Netherlands between 9000 BC and present 
(revised a�er Vos et al., 2011).
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the entire Holocene coastal evolution of the 
Northwestern Netherlands down to the Oude 
Rijn estuary in the lower-le�  corner. Regional 
maps of the Oer-IJ between Heiloo in the north 
and Velsen in the south (for extent, see Fig. 3.2.1) 
cover the period 2500 BC to 1000 AD (Fig. 3.2.6), 
and show the landscapes in and around the Oer-
IJ from its inception to its fi nal silting-up, as well 
as the formation of the IJ-Lake (Fig. 3.2.6). A recon-
struction of beach ridge and dune progradation 
in the Oer-IJ region between 3500 BC and 500 
AD, drawn on the basis of these maps, is shown 
in Fig. 3.2.7.

3.2.2.1  The history of the Oer-IJ system from a 
long-term supra-regional perspective

In the early Holocene sea level was around 35 
m –NAP. � e present-day Dutch coastal area 
and a large part of what is now the bo� om of 
southern North Sea were dry (cf. Beets & Van 
der Spek, 2000). A remnant of the Overijsselse 
Oer-Vecht Valley in the middle of Noord-Holland 
(Fig. 3.2.5a) represents an ancient course of the 
Rhine River during the Saale ice age. Earlier the 
Rhine ran in a north-westerly direction to the 
North Sea, but the Saale ice front along the line 
Wieringen–Gaasterland defl ected the course of 
the river westward. South of the ice front a new 
river valley formed and low contemporaneous 
sea level allowed the Rhineand its tributaries 
to deepen the valley signifi cantly (Busschers, 
2008). During the subsequent Eem interglacial 
and Weichsel glacial the primeval valley was 
partly fi lled with marine and terrestrial deposits 
(Westerhoff  et al., 1987). In the early Holocene, 
the Overijsselse Vecht, draining the eastern 
part of the Netherlands and part of Germany, 
debouched into this still considerable, oversized 
valley, with the much larger Rhine following a 
more southerly course towards the Maas Estuary 
near Ro� erdam (e.g. Busschers, 2008). � e 
deepest part of the valley in the central part of 
Noord-Holland at the beginning of the Holocene 
was ~25 m –NAP. � e later Oer-IJ was located 
along the southern edge of this valley. Here, the 
top of the Pleistocene surface, where not eroded 
by younger tidal channels, lies between 23 and 16 
m –NAP (Westerhoff  et al., 1987).

Late Palaeolithic and Mesolithic hunters 
and gatherers likely encamped in this area, and 
archaeological remains possibly occur in the 
upper part of Pleistocene deposits, where not 
eroded by younger Holocene tidal channels (Van 
Heeringen & � eunissen, 2001). 

� e geometry of the valley system had a 
strong infl uence on the drowning of Noord-
Holland during the Holocene. � e rapid sea-level 
rise in the early Holocene (Jelgersma, 1996; Van 
de Plassche, 1982; Kiden, 2002; Fig. 3.2.8) raised 

the water table in this palaeovalley, resulting 
in Basal Peat formation in a zone that showed 
an overall landward shi�  in time together with 
the landward-expanding open-water tidal basin 
(deposition of the Wormer Member) seaward of 
the peat landscape. In the PWN dune area, peat 
formation began around 7535 BC at about 23 m –
NAP (B945-7; Tab. A3.20). 

With continued sea-level rise, the peat area 
in the lowest part of the valley (25 to 20 m –NAP) 
was drowned around 7500 BC. Stratifi ed humic 
clays of the lagoonal Velsen Layer continued 
to be formed in the PWN dune area, at least 
up to about 6720 BC (B45-6; Tab. A3.20). Near the 
Velsertunnel construction pit, where the top of 
the Pleistocene sand is at around 16 m –NAP, the 
Basal Peat was formed later, around 6085 BC (VT-
5 and 6; Tab. A4.7); until shortly before that time 
lagoonal accumulation had already taken place 
near the nearby located borehole Beverwijk-
Wijkerbroek (WIJ-3; Tab. A4.8). � e lagoons and 
coastal marshes were unsuitable for residential 
sites and camps, but fi shing and hunting by 
Stone Age humans may well have been possible 
in these environments. No archaeological 
evidence of human presence in Noord-Holland 
during the early Holocene has been found yet. 
Artefacts found buried in the Maasvlakte area 
of the Port of Ro� erdam (18.5–20 m –NAP), 
farther south, show that humans were present 
in the Dutch coastal lowlands during the early 
Holocene (Moree & Sier, 2014).

Around 6500 BC the southern and northern 
North Sea became connected and the North 
Sea had grown to about its present size. � e 
deepening of the North Sea and other changes 
in its bathymetry led to an increase of tidal 
amplitude along the Dutch coast (Van der Molen 
& De Swart, 2001; Hijma & Cohen, 2011). In 
the drowning Overijsselse Oer-Vecht system, 
increased tidal forces stimulated the formation 
of large tidal channels. At drilling locations B43 
(B43-7; Tab. A3.18; Fig. App. A) and Wormer (BW-7 and 
8; Tab. A1.2; Fig. App. A) the bases of channel fi lls date 
to around 5800–5700 BC. In the fi rst half of the 
Atlantic, sedimentation could not keep up with 
rapid sea-level rise (Fig. 8), and an embayment 
arose, with   tidal fl ats and associated tidal 
channels toward the landward basin margin 
(Van der Spek, 1994; Beets & Van der Spek, 2000; 
Beets et al., 2004; Fig. 3.2.5b).

Around 3850 BC the Overijsselse Oer-Vecht 
tidal basin had reached its maximum extent, 
enveloping almost all of Flevoland (Ente, 1986; 
Lenselink & Koopstra, 1994), while the location 
of the later Oer-IJ tidal system was still largely 
seaward of the contemporary coastline (Fig. 3.2.5c). 
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To its south the tidal-inlet system of Haarlem 
extended all the way to present-day Amsterdam. 
� e expansive tidal-basin landscape dominated 
by channels and sand fl ats was not suitable for 
habitation; unsurprisingly, no archaeological 
remnants have been found in the lower and 
middle part of the tidal deposits of the Wormer 
Member. Along the landward margins of this large 
tidal basin, there is some evidence of occupation 
and habitation 5000–3400 BC) on creek ridges and 
Pleistocene sand outcrops near, amongst others, 
location P14 in the Noordoostpolder and near 
Swi� erbant in the Flevopolder (Deckers et al., 
1980; Raemaekers et al., 2010; Ten Asscher, 2012).

A� er 3850 BC the embayment silted up gradually. 
Sediment from the sea and from rivers began to 
catch up and even exceed accommodation space 
created by decelerating sea-level rise, resulting in 
a reduction of the tidal prism, and in a decrease of 
channel size and back-barrier tidal range (Van der 
Spek, 1994, Beets & Van der Spek, 2000). With the 
reduction of the tidal prism (the volume of water 
fl owing into and out of the tidal basin during each 
tidal cycle), the wet cross-sectional area of the 
associated tidal inlet decreased (Oost & De Boer, 
1994). As less sediment became needed to fi ll newly 
created space in the back-barrier environment, 
the landward migration of the shoreline stopped 
and the barrier started to prograde through beach-
ridge formation (cf. Cleveringa, 2000). More and 
more of the tidal hinterland silted up to salt-
marsh level (Vos & De Wolf, 1988, 1994), falling dry 
for prolonged periods and enabling vegetation to 
colonize the surface. In Westfriesland and the 
Wieringermeer this salt-marsh landscape was 
inhabited (e.g. Kleijne et al 2013; De Weerd, 1965; 
Van Heeringen & � eunissen, 2001). Neolithic 
remains in the Amstel River deposits, found 
during the excavation of the North-South Metro 
Line in the old town of Amsterdam, are reworked 
and probably originate from this salt-marsh 
landscape as well.

� e gradual silting-up of the embayment’s 
tidal inlets and the infi ll of tidal channels 
strongly deteriorated the natural drainage of 
the hinterland, which became waterlogged and 
started to enable large-scale peat development 
between 3200 and 2500 BC (BN-2, Tab. A1.1; BW-
2, Tab. A1.2; OM-1, Tab. A1.6; BK-1, Tab. A1.7; HO-1, Tab. 
A1.8; BH-1, Tab. A1.9; BII-1, Tab. A1.10 and MD-1, Tab. 
A1.11; for locations, see Fig. App. A). � e central 
parts of the peatland became completely isolated 
from the sea, nutrient-rich water was no longer 
supplied, and oligotrophic peat formation and 
accumulation started. Near locations Neck 
(BN) and Wormer (BW) the oligotrophic peat 
formation began between 3000 and 2750 BC (BN-
1, Tab. A1.1; BW-1, Tab. A1.2).

Around 3000 BC, a relatively small tidal channel 
subdivided the large peatland that included 
both the Zaanstreek in the north and the 
Haarlemmermeer area in the south. � e tidal 
system associated with this channel, known as 
Oer-IJ, continued to have an open connection to 
the sea because it provided the natural drainage 
of the surrounding peatland, including several 
peat lakes in the low-lying peat depressions in 
Flevoland (Lenselink & Koopstra, 1994), and the 
Eem River (Fig. 3.2.5d).

A� er 2750 BC (Fig. 3.2.5d) the Oer-IJ drained all 
of the southern Flevoland peat hinterland and 
later – around 800 BC (Bos, 2010) – also the 
Utrechtse Vecht region. � e IJsselmeer area 
and the Noordoostpolder drained through the 
much larger Westfriese inlet system farther 
north, which formed the main remnant from 
the Oer-Vecht tidal basin. � e two inlet-related 
tidal systems became separated completely by 
peatland (Lenselink & Koopstra, 1994). 

During the next centuries the progradation 
of the coastline accelerated, causing marine 
infl uence in the hinterland to dwindle even 
further. � e reduced infl uence of the sea made 
Late Neolithic and Bronze Age se� lement 
possible on the highest salt-marshes (Roep & 
Van Regteren Altena, 1988). Around 1750 BC, the 
Westfriese tidal system was still active (Vos et al., 
2013), but a� er about 1500 BC the inlet silted up 
and the shrinking tidal basin was cut off  from the 
sea upon complete barrier closure (Roep et al., 
1979; Beets et al., 1996; Fig. 3.2.5e (note that these 
two publications report ages in non-calibrated 
14C years BP, about 250 years younger than the 
calibrated 14C ages BC). As a result of the closure, 
the natural drainage of the Westfriese tidal 
system to the sea was impeded, the groundwater 
level rose in the area and large-scale peat 
growth started at the cost of a salt-marsh area 
that became increasingly saturated with water. 
� e replacement of supratidal environments 
with peat bogs signifi cantly deteriorated the 
possibilities for se� lement in the Late Bronze 
Age and Early Iron Age.

Due to the silting-up and closure of the 
Westfriese tidal basin a� er 1500 BC, a series 
of beach ridges developed between Limmen 
and Bergen, forcing the coastline to migrate 
seawards beyond its present position. � e 
Middle Holocene embayment silted-up (Figs. 3.2.5c, 
d, e and f) and due to this infi lling also between d, e and f) and due to this infi lling also between d, e and f
Velsen and Beverwijk the beach ridges and dunes 
show a pa� ern of seaward coastal accretion (Fig. 
3.2.7). � e progradation of the coastline on both 
sides of the contemporary Oer-IJ mouth led to 
the development of a sandy tidal-fl at area (area 
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3.2.6 | Palaeogeographical maps of the Oer-IJ region between 2500 BC and 1000 AD  (revised after Vos et al., 2010).
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3.2.6 | Palaeogeographical maps of the Oer-IJ region between 2500 BC and 1000 AD  (revised after Vos et al., 2010).
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southern Flevo lakes (Fig. 3.2.5f) until about 400 Fig. 3.2.5f) until about 400 Fig. 3.2.5f
BC. � e creation of a connection between the 
northern and southern Flevo lakes is considered 
to the primary factor causing the silting-up of the 
Oer-IJ tidal area at that time. As a result all Flevo 
lakes and the rivers draining the Utrechtse Vecht 
region started to discharge through the new 
natural waterway towards the Wadden Sea. Now 
deprived of much of its water supply, the main 
channel of the Oer-IJ lost its discharge function. 
Abundant supply of marine sand by waves and 
tides drove the gradual closure of the Oer-IJ 
inlet (Vos et al., 2010). � is process was fi nalized 
between 200 and 100 BC when the barrier 
closed, thus isolating what remained of the Oer-
IJ tidal system. Late Iron Age se� lements in the 
former intertidal area between Castricum and 
Uitgeest (Castricummer Polder; Fig. 3.2.1) strongly 
suggest that there was no tidal activity anymore 
in this area at that time(Fig. 3.2.5g), and that the 
hinterland of the Oer-IJ system became fresh. 
� e natural drainage direction reversed, with 
water moving through the channel of the Oer-IJ 
from Beverwijk to Amsterdam, and onward into 
the newly formed Zuiderzee (Fig. 3.2.5g).

Increasing wave erosion and human activity 
along the old Oer-IJ channel during the Middle 
Ages led to the disappearance of marginal peat-
lands and to the creation of the IJ-Lake (De Gans 
& Bunnik, 2012; Fig. 3.2.5h). With the diking of the 
surrounding peatlands a� er 1300 AD, the en-
largement of the lake was stopped (Figs. 3.2.5i and 
3.2.5j). Sedimentation in the lake fi lled the part 
between Beverwijk and Assendel� . In 1872 the re-
maining parts of the lake were reclaimed and the 
IJ-Polders were created. � e construction of the 
Noordzeekanaal in 1876 shortened the shipping 
route between Amsterdam and the North Sea, 
traversing the relatively narrow dune belt near 
IJmuiden (Fig. 3.2.5k). 

3.2.2.2  Landscape and settlement history of 
the Oer-IJ region

� e Oer-IJ existed for some 4000 years, from 
its inception around 3000 BC to the closure of 
its inlet around 1000 AD. � e landscape history 
of the region is visualized for eight successive 
periods (Figs. 3.2.6a–h), defi ned on the basis of 
coastal developments, marine activity and large-
scale human interventions. Along with the 
maps, the most important palaeolandscape data 
(sample ages and relevant information from key 
sites in Appendices A and B) are discussed in 
light of the se� lement history.

Formation of the Oer IJ: 3000–2000 BC (Fig. 3.2.6a)Fig. 3.2.6a)Fig. 3.2.6a
� e Oer-IJ tidal system is the successor to the 
Haarlem–Amsterdam system and developed 
around 3000 BC, when the tidal basins in Holland 

between Castricum and Uitgeest), interpreted as 
an inner or fl ood-tidal delta by De Roo (1953).

� e connection with the Rhine River 
through the Utrechtse Angstel–Vecht system 
only emerged a� er 800 BC when the peat lakes 
in the Vecht region became interconnected 
(avulsion process) and a continuous waterway 
between the Rhine and the Flevo lakes was 
created (Bos, 2010). From south to north, the 
smaller lakes in the Vecht region were fi lled one 
by one with fl uvial Rhine deposits. � rough the 
new, northern connection, the Rhine eroded 
channels, incising the previously formed lake 
deposits and other underlying sediments, on its 
way to the Flevo lakes (Fig. 3.2.5f).Fig. 3.2.5f).Fig. 3.2.5f

During that same period, West Friesland, the 
northern Flevo lake and the Overijsselse Vecht 
probably drained through a separate opening 
between the northern Flevo lake and the Wadden 
Sea. A ‘peat barrier’ separated the northern and Fig. 3.2.6. Palaeogeographical maps of the Oer-IJ region between 2500 BC and 1000 AD 

(revised aer Vos et al., 2010).
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North Sea band the tidal basin until about 2600 
BC. Fine sediment was supplied through small 
breaches in the barrier between Heemskerk–
Assum–Uitgeest. A� er 2600 BC, the barrier 
at this location was closed (Fig. 3.2.6a), with 
oligotrophic peat beginning to form (Fig. 3.2.9) in 
complete isolation from the sea.

Breaches were also present north of Uitgeest. 
In prehistoric times the associated channel 
systems, such as the Stierop channel between 
Uitgeest and Groot Dorregeest and Slikker-Die 
channel between Klein Dorregeest and Akersloot, 
remained partially open. � ey played an active 
role in the drainage of the adjacent peatlands. � e 
southern side of the beach ride along the Slikker-
Die palaeochannel was overgrown by peat (Müller 
et al., 2008) which was formed between 2680 and 
1615 BC (KF-3 and 4; Tab. A2.7).

Between 3000 and 2500 BC the orientation 
of the coastline changed. � e beach ridge 
south of Uitgeest migrated landward over the 
Holland Peat of the site De Kleis while north of 
Uitgeest, the beach plain between Akersloot 
and Limmen expanded seaward. Bivalves from 
this prograding intertidal area, collected in the 
upper part of beach sands near Heiloo, Kooibrug 
and Nijenburgerviaduct gave ages of 2375 BC 
(HO-1; A2.10), 2765 BC (KB-1; Tab. A2.11) and 2915 BC 
(NV-1; Tab. A2.12). Here, the aeolian sands covering 
the beach ridges started to accumulate between 
~2500 and 2250 BC.

� e beach ridge of Uitgeest–Akersloot was 
inhabited during this period, as witnessed by 
Bell Beaker fi nds (2500–2000 BC) on the eastern 
fl ank of the beach ridge near Klein Dorregeest 
(Appendix B2; Müller et al., 2008). Near the 
Hoogdorperweg in Heemskerk, Late Neolithic 
/ Early Bronze Age plough traces are present 
in the top of the beach-ridge unit (Appendix 
B3; Vaars, 2004). South of the Oer-IJ tidal inlet 
near Velsen, the beach-ridge area – with small 
sand dunes – near the Westerbroeksterplas 
(Velserbroekpolder) was also inhabited from the 
late Neolithic Period (Bosman & Soonius, 1990).

Neolithic people were active in the tidal 
marshes along the main Oer-IJ tidal channel, as 
evidenced by a fl int scraper and a sharpened pole 
found in the top of Wormer deposits at location 
Afrikahaven (below the Holland Peat; AH-4, 
around 3195 BC, Tab. A4.9).

Ingression of a tidal inlet south of Assum and formation 
of the ‘gooseneck’ tidal channel in the Noorderbuitendijken: 
2000–1500 BC (Fig. 3.2.6b)Fig. 3.2.6b)Fig. 3.2.6b
Shortly a� er 2000 BC, the continuous beach 
ridge between Heemskerk and Uitgeest was 
breached south of Assum. � e changing coastline 
orientation had eroded and weakened the 

silted up. Due to the infi lling the coastal-peat bog 
extended and the inlet system was sandwiched 
between the new peatlands to the north 
(Zaanstreek) and south (Haarlemmermeer area).

Around 3000 BC, the mouth of the Oer-IJ 
system was located near Velserbroek (Van der 
Valk, 1992). Subsequently – due to the infi ll of 
the embayment of the central part of Holland 
and longshore currents – the associated tidal 
inlet shi� ed to the north, with low coastal 
dunes developing in the beach-ridge plain near 
Westerbroeksterplas (south of Velserbroek) 
(Bosman & Van Eerden, 2009). About 2500 
BC, the inlet and main tidal channel of the 
system were located just south of the present 
Noordzeekanaal – between Driehuis and Velsen-
Zuid – as constrained from tidal-fl at deposits 
near Huis ter Spijk (HS-1; Tab. A6.2; Fig. App. A) and 
at the Velsertunnel construction pit (VT-4 Tab. 
A4.7; Fig. App. A). At the location of the Wijkertunnel 
construction pits, salt marshes were present 
(Beets et al., 2004). Northeast of the northern pit 
of the Wijkertunnel, a peat layer is still present on 
top of the Wormer salt-marsh deposits, pointing 
to a sheltered environment at the margin of the 
tidal system. � e formation of freshwater peat 
in the whole area north of the Noordzeekanaal 
(A17 II-4; Tab. A5.7; Fig. App. A) indicates that at that 
time a beach ridge stretching from Velsen-Noord 
to Uitgeest–Akersloot protected this area which 
allowed peat formation in this area. 

Before 3000 BC a beach ridge had formed about 
500 m farther west than the preserved landward-
most beach ridge of Uitgeest. Peat formation in 
construction pit site Uitgeest-De Kleis at that time 
(Appendix B1; Fig. App. B) – on top of tidal deposits 
of the Wormer Member and below beach-ridge 
sediments of Uitgeest – point to a sheltered position 
and thus to the presence of a protecting barrier 
seaward of this location. � e base of this peat layer 
dates from 3365 BC at De Kleis (UK-6; Tab. A2.1a) and 
from 3455 BC at the nearby gas pipe of Uitgeest 
(UG-1; Tab. A5.1). � e top of the peat layer was formed 
at about 3040 BC (UK-5; Tab. A2.1a), providing a 
maximum age for the beach-ridge at De Kleis. � e 
landward side of the beach ridge is covered by a 
second peat layer that formed between 2530 BC and 
2020 AD (UK-3 and 4; Tab. A2.1a). 

Around 3000 BC openings in the beach barrier 
south of Uitgeest were still present, as witnessed 
by a clay layer (3455 BC; UG-1; and Tab. A5.1, to 3315 
BC; BU-2; and Tab. A5.2) at the base of the Holland 
Peat in the western part of the Uitgeester- and 
Heemskerkerbroekpolders (Fig. 3.2.9). � e age 
of the clay wedge in the western part of the 
Uitgeesterbroekpolder indicates that there 
was active exchange of tidal water between the 
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Castricum, a large tidal-fl at area developed in 
the Castricummerpolder around 1000 BC. � is 
fl ood-tidal delta (De Roo, 1953), fronted by low 
storm ridges, was not the result of a passive 
marine transgression as assumed before (Pons & 
Wiggers, 1959/1960), but of increasingly strong 
tidal currents through the lengthening inlet (De 
Groot et al., 1996). 

� e meandering Oer-IJ channel between 
Amsterdam and Velsen-Zuid deeply incised into 
the subsurface (De Gans, 2012) in the period 
that the tidal prism of the basin increased. Near 
Amsterdam, the base of the main channel fi ll 
is located at about 16 m –NAP. � e maximum 
fi ll depth increases to about 24 m –NAP toward 
Spaarndammerpolder, and then decreases in 
the direction of the tidal inlet near Bakkum/
Castricum. Near the construction pits of the 
Wijker- and Velsertunnel (Van Straaten, 1957; 
Beets et al., 2004) the inlet-proximal channel 
depth never exceeded 15 m –NAP. Close to the 
estuary mouth, in the PWN area near Castricum, 
it only reached max. 11 m –NAP (1000 BC time 
line in Fig. 3.2.10b; Vos et al., 2010). Here, the 
channel was wider.

� e varying depth of the channel base is 
explained by subsurface lithology. Between 
Amsterdam and Spaarndammerpolder, the tidal 
deposits along the Oer-IJ channel were clayey and 
peaty, and much more cohesive than the sandy 
and therefore easily erodible, layered deposits 
of the Wormer Member below the channel. In this 
area, the channel deepened rather than widened 
in response to increased tidal prism. Toward the 
inlet, the channel had sandy levees, and widened 
rather than deepened. � e history of this 
deepening and widening is unclear, owing to a 
lack of data. Sediment fi lls from that period have 
been poorly preserved, and few observations 
have been made.

In the transition zone, humic and peaty clays 
accumulated mostly under spring-tide and 
storm conditions in the supratidal reach. � e 
humic peaty layers encountered in several 
Velserbroek cores have ages between 3525 BC 
and 85 AD (V2-1–6; and V3-1–3; Tab. A6.3 and 4), 
showing that locally, this zone remained in place 
for a long time.

North and northeast of the Oer-IJ channel, 
the transition zone between the salt-marsh 
area and the peatlands was located near the 
Buitenhuizer- and Assendelver Polders, and 
near Uitgeester- and Heemskerkerbroek. Peat 
formation in the Assendelver Polders began 
around 2775 BC (A17 II-4; Tab. A5.7) and continued 
until the Early Iron Age. 

A salt-marsh clay wedge of a couple of 
decimetres in the Holland Peat 200 m south of 

beach ridge at this location as indicated by the 
formation of overwash sands in this area. � e 
oldest overwash sands at site Waldijk II, linked 
to this breach, were deposited around 1950 
BC (WA-O2; Tab. A2.3b). � e washover may have 
acted as a sand source for contemporaneous and 
subsequent dune formation at Assum-Waldijk I 
(Appendix B4; De Koning, 2007). 

� e large, permanent ingression in the beach 
ridge, south of location Assum-Waldijk I, captured 
the tidal prism of the soon-to-be-abandoned 
inlet near Velsen-Zuid, creating a new Oer-IJ 
inlet about 10 km farther north and changing 
the course of the main tidal channel. � is large 
channel incised into the (former) peatland of the 
Noorderbuitendijken area between Beverwijk-
Heemskerk and the Assendelverpolders. It is 
likely that the breach formed during a major 
storm, linking to a drainage pa� ern that was 
already present in the peatland behind the 
beach ridge Beverwijk-Uitgeest. Owing to this 
ingression, around 2000–1900 BC, the main tidal 
channel of the Oer-IJ got its characteristic curved 
shape (‘gooseneck’), partly parallel to the North 
Sea coastline (Fig. 3.2.6b). Peatlands east of the 
channel were covered by Bronze Age clay layers. 
� e old inlet (between Velsen Zuid and Noord) 
silted up shortly a� er the new breach formed. 
� e tops of the beach sands at locations Velsen-
Noordzeekanaal (VIa-1; Tab. A3.26b) and Velsen-PEN 
Noorderweg (VP-1; Tab. A3.23) are from about 2315 
BC and 1700 BC, respectively. � ese dates indicate 
that the area of the old inlet fi lled up rapidly and 
dune formation started here.

Diff erential progradation of the coastline and development of 
the Oer-IJ estuary: 1500–650 BC (Figs. 3.2.6c and 3.2.6d)
In this period, the coastline migrated seaward 
both north and south of the newly formed Oer-IJ 
tidal inlet. At the southern side, at the location 
of Hoogoven IV, the base of the dune sands – 
covering beach sands – had an age shortly before 
875 BC (HIV-3; Tab. A3.21c). At that time the zone 
of beach ridges and dunes fronting the coast-
parallel stretch of the Oer-IJ Estuary had already 
broadened to some 4 km, and had extended 
northward to Kasteel Marque� e in Heemskerk.

North of the new Oer-IJ Inlet, between 
Limmen and Bakkum-Noord, the beach-
ridge and dune area migrated seaward as 
well, following the silting-up and closure of 
the Westfriese Inlet a� er 1500 BC. � e Middle 
Holocene embayment of the coast of Noord-
Holland was fi lled completely for this area 
between 1500 and 500 BC (Figs. 3.2.5c, d and e).

Owing to the coastal progradation south and 
north of the mouth of the Oer-IJ, the tidal area in 
between became larger, lengthening in a cross-
shore direction. As the inlet shi� ed to Bakkum/
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Fig. 3.2.7. Beach-ridge and dune formation in the Oer-IJ region between 3500 BC and 500 AD. 
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3.2.7 | Beach-ridge and dune formation in the Oer-IJ region between 3500 BC and 500 AD. For geological profi le, see Fig. 3.2.10.
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Together with sea-level rise (10 to 15 cm/century), 
autocompaction of the peat under the weight of 
the newly formed clay layer certainly played a 
role in the temporary drowning of the peatlands 
in the Noorderbuitendijken, Uitgeester- and 
Heemskerkerbroekpolder. 

Bowl-shaped depressions in the Bronze 
Age clay layer in the western part of the 
Uitgeester and Heemskerkerbroekpolders and 
Assendelverpolders (near site P; Vos, 1998) 
contain humic ‘ostracod’ clay (Fig. 3.2.9), marked 
by abundant ostracods and Hydrobia snails. � ese 
depressions, with an erosive base, were brackish 
lakes in the transition zone between tidal area and 
the peatlands. � ey were enlarged and deepened 
by wind-wave erosion. Hydrobia snails from site P 
have an age of 1310 BC (AP-1; Tab. A5.9). 

Around 700 to 600 BC, the lakes had been 
fi lled to salt-marsh level. A reed level at the top 

location Q is estimated to have been deposited 
around 1500–1000 BC (Bronze Age). On top of 
the clay, eutrophic reed peat and oligotrophic 
peat was formed. � e la� er accumulated 
between 845 and 800 BC (AQ-4 and AQ-3; Tab. 
A5.10), associated with the temporary decrease 
in marine activity. A Bronze Age clay wedge of 
tidal deposits – covering the Holland Peat layer 
and deposited a� er the tidal-inlet ingression 
south of Assum around 1900 BC – is also found 
farther north in the Wijkermeerpolder, the 
Noorderbuitendijken and in the Uitgeester- 
and Heemskerkerbroekpolders. In these la� er 
polders, a layer of eutrophic reed peat, several 
dm thick, is present between the Bronze Age clay 
(layer 4) and oligotrophic peat (layer 7; Fig. 3.2.9). 
� e eutrophication of the peat and Bronze Age 
clay deposition are thus related to the breach of 
the beach ridge in this area. 

Type areas of the dated sites reported in Appendences A1-A6

 A1. Peatlands 

 A2. Beach-ridge and beach-plain area

 A3. Coastal-dune area

 A4. Oer-IJ tidal area and IJ-polders 

 A5.  Salt-marsh area, adjacent to peatlands 

 A6. Salt-marsh area, adjacent to the coastal dune area

Others

 Wormer Depostits at the surface

 Reclaimed former lakes, former Holland Peat eroded or oxidized; Wormer deposits at the surface

 Canals and lakes

 North Sea 

Fig. 3.2.8. Geographical subdivision of the Oer-IJ region, with the location of the geological profiles p1 upto p6.
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In the Broekpolder, the temporary re duction in 
tidal infl uence between 850 and 650 BC enabled 
humans to populate the area. Plough marks 
from the Late Bronze Age (� erkorn et al., 
2009) in salt-marsh deposits (‘Layer III’; Fig. 3.2.11; 
Appendix B5) date from around 790 BC (BP-7; Tab. 
A6.1). Land snails in this unit are an indicator of 
prolonged dry conditions (Vos, 2000).

In the Assendelver Polders the Early Iron 
Age se� lement of site Q on top of the oligotrophic 
peat top (� erkorn, 1987) dates the end of this 
peat formation and had an age of about 650 BC 
(AQ-1 and 2; Tab. A5.10).

It is diffi  cult to explain the decrease of tidal 
activity in the Oer-IJ area during the Late Bronze 
Age. Changing dimensions of the Oer-IJ basin may 
have favoured dampening of the tidal amplitude, 
but the seemingly most important changes to 
its confi guration took place well before the 
temporary reduction in marine infl uence. � e 
fl ood-tidal delta between Castricum and Assum/
Uitgeest that may have provided increased 
resistance to the incoming tidal developed around 
1000 BC, and the ‘gooseneck structure’ of the 
main channel between the Castricummerpolder 
and Velsen-Zuid, which might have slowed 
down the tidal activity (Kleinhans, personal 
communication), had been in existence since 
about 2000 BC. Positive feedback of peat 
development in intertidal areas is an alternative 
explanation, but there is no preserved evidence 

of the Bronze Age clay layer formed around 685 
BC (UB-1; Tab. A5.4.). More evidence that the lakes 
were fully fi lled by 650–600 BC is provided by 
the dated fi lls of salt-marsh creeks incised into 
the underlying ostracod clay (Fig. 3.2.9) during the 
subsequent phase of renewed marine infl uence. 

From 850 to 650 BC marine activity in the Oer-IJ 
tidal system decreased and channels likely 
became shallower. Changes in tidal activity are 
distilled from observations in the transition zone 
between the tidally infl uenced landscape and the 
peatlands, such as around the Broekpolder and 
the Assendelver Polders. Oligotrophic peat at site 
Q (AQ-4 and AQ-3; Tab. A5.10.) indicates that at least 
this marginal peat zone was no longer fl ooded by 
marine nutrient-rich water in the Late Bronze 
Age. Contemporary maximum fl ood levels in the 
tidal system had either decreased or the peat had 
grown to above Extreem High Water (EHW; or 
max. stormfl ood level). Relatively limited marine 
activity during this time (lower EHW) is also 
refl ected in the nature of pollen assemblages more 
north in the peatland of the Assendelverpolders 
at site A17 (De Jong, 1987a). A period of decreased 
marine infl uence in the peatland, separating two 
periods of more prominent marine infl uence as 
represented by a local vegetation component with 
high amounts of Cheneopodicaea (or goosefoot 
family): Chen. 3a peak of De Jong (1989) around 
1230 BC (A17 I-3; Tab. A5.7) and Chen. 4 peak around 
525 BC (A17 II-2; Tab. A5.7). 
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Fig. 3.2.9. Geological cross-section through the Uitgeesterbroekpolder, based on borehole descriptions from the DINO 
database of TNO.  The profile demonstrates amongst others that the Early Age Creek deposits were formed in Bronze 
Age lake deposits (Ostracod clay). Location of the profile, see Fig. 3.2.8 (P1).
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3.2.9 | Geological cross-| Geological cross-
section through the section through the 
Uitgeesterbroekpolder, Uitgeesterbroekpolder, Uitgeesterbroekpolder, 
based on borehole based on borehole 
descriptions from the descriptions from the descriptions from the 
DINO database of TNO. 
The profi le demonstrates 
amongst others that 
the Early Age Creek 
deposits were formed in 
Bronze Age lake deposits 
(Ostracod clay). 
Location of the profi le, 
see Fig. 3.2.8 (P1).
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3.2.10 | Cross-section through the mouth of the Oer-IJ system in the PWN dune system, after Vos et al., 2010.  Location of the profi le, see 
Fig. 3.2.8 (P2). Key sites and boreholes in red are the new data from Vos et al., 2010.

Fig. 3.2.10a. Geological profi le (S – N) of the PWN dune area.

Fig. 3.2.10. Cross-section through the mouth of the Oer-IJ system in the PWN dune system, a�er Vos et al., 2010. 
Location of the profile, see Fig. 3.2.8 (P2). Key sites and boreholes in red are the new data from Vos et al., 2010.

Fig. 3.2.10a. Geological profile (S – N) of the PWN dune area.

Fig. 3.2.10b Reconstruction of the time lines, based on 14C and OSL dates. The results of the dates are presented 
in Appendix A3. 
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Fig. 3.2.10. Cross-section through the mouth of the Oer-IJ system in the PWN dune system, a�er Vos et al., 2010. 
Location of the profile, see Fig. 3.2.8 (P2). Key sites and boreholes in red are the new data from Vos et al., 2010.

Fig. 3.2.10a. Geological profile (S – N) of the PWN dune area.

Fig. 3.2.10b Reconstruction of the time lines, based on 14C and OSL dates. The results of the dates are presented 
in Appendix A3. 
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Fig. 3.2.10. Cross-section through the mouth of the Oer-IJ system in the PWN dune system, a�er Vos et al., 2010. 
Location of the profile, see Fig. 3.2.8 (P2). Key sites and boreholes in red are the new data from Vos et al., 2010.

Fig. 3.2.10a. Geological profile (S – N) of the PWN dune area.

Fig. 3.2.10b Reconstruction of the time lines, based on 14C and OSL dates. The results of the dates are presented 
in Appendix A3. 
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Fig. 3.2.10. Cross-section through the mouth of the Oer-IJ system in the PWN dune system, a�er Vos et al., 2010. 
Location of the profile, see Fig. 3.2.8 (P2). Key sites and boreholes in red are the new data from Vos et al., 2010.

Fig. 3.2.10a. Geological profile (S – N) of the PWN dune area.

Fig. 3.2.10b Reconstruction of the time lines, based on 14C and OSL dates. The results of the dates are presented 
in Appendix A3. 
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Fig. 3.2.10. Cross-section through the mouth of the Oer-IJ system in the PWN dune system, a�er Vos et al., 2010. 
Location of the profile, see Fig. 3.2.8 (P2). Key sites and boreholes in red are the new data from Vos et al., 2010.

Fig. 3.2.10a. Geological profile (S – N) of the PWN dune area.

Fig. 3.2.10b Reconstruction of the time lines, based on 14C and OSL dates. The results of the dates are presented 
in Appendix A3. 
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3.2.10 | Cross-section through the mouth of the Oer-IJ system in the PWN dune system, after Vos et al., 2010.  Location of the profi le, see 
Fig. 3.2.8 (P2). Key sites and boreholes in red are the new data from Vos et al., 2010.

Fig. 3.2.10b Reconstruction of the time lines, based on 14C and OSL dates. The results of the dates are presented in Appendix A3. 
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Fig. 3.2.10. Cross-section through the mouth of the Oer-IJ system in the PWN dune system, a�er Vos et al., 2010. 
Location of the profile, see Fig. 3.2.8 (P2). Key sites and boreholes in red are the new data from Vos et al., 2010.

Fig. 3.2.10a. Geological profile (S – N) of the PWN dune area.

Fig. 3.2.10b Reconstruction of the time lines, based on 14C and OSL dates. The results of the dates are presented 
in Appendix A3. 
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Fig. 3.2.10a. Geological profile (S – N) of the PWN dune area.

Fig. 3.2.10b Reconstruction of the time lines, based on 14C and OSL dates. The results of the dates are presented 
in Appendix A3. 
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E� ese creeks incised into the Wormer tidal 
deposits below, and their sediment fi ll consists 
of clays with thin sand layers. � e hollowed-out 
oak canoe found at location Uitgeest-De Kleis at 
the base of the creek fi ll was made of wood that 
formed between 617 and 600 BC (UK-a1 to 4; Tab. 
A2.1b; outer and youngest part of the tree; Appendix 
B1). Assuming a maximum lifetime of the canoe 
of 25 to 50 years, the sediments direct below the 
canoe date from 550– 590 BC. � e age of the creek 
incision – the beginning of the active marine 
period – therefore have an estimated minimum 
age of about 625–590 BC. 

During the active marine period, the main 
tidal channel in the fl ood-tidal delta extended to 
the northern side of this area, near the present 
course of the De Dye (a remnant of the former tidal 
channel; Appendix B6), and by lateral migration 
of the channel the north bank of the Oer-IJ was 
eroded between Bakkum-Noord, Limmen and 
Uitgeest. � e released overbank sands by channel 
erosion can – in addition aeolian activity due 
to reclamation activities (disturbance of the 
vegetation) of the adjacent beach ridges of Limmen 
– have been the cause of the great sand dri�  east of   
the beach ridge of Limmen–Heloo. � e minimum 
available age of this event is around 765 BC (LK-6; 
Tab. A2.8) but, probably, the is a time hiatus between 
the end of the peat growth and the start of the sand 
dri� s of about 150 years). Between Limmen and 
Heiloo sand was deposited over a large area on top 
of coastal peat that had formed in the beach-ridge 
plain at the present Oosterzij- and Limmerpolder.

During the increase of marine activity in the 
tidal hinterland of the Oer-IJ, the coastline on 
both sides of the tidal inlet continued to migrate 
seaward (Fig. 3.2.7). South of the mouth, near 
Secundair 5, dune formation along the moving 
coastline began around 475 BC (S5-O2; Tab. A3.11b; 
Fig. App. B7) and north of the mouth, at Secundair 
E, this started around 410 BC (SE-O2; Tab. A3.6b).

� ere are diff erent explanations for the 
increase of marine infl uence in the area of the 
Uitgeester and Heemskerkerbroekpolders, the 

of this mechanism. Whatever the reason, lower 
tidal levels improved the living and working 
conditions in the higher margins of the main 
channel, as testifi ed by the increased presence of 
humans during this relatively quiet period.

Active marine phase in the Oer-IJ Estuary: 650–400 BC (Fig. 3.2.6e)Fig. 3.2.6e)Fig. 3.2.6e
Marine activity in the hinterland of the Oer-
IJ increased once again in the Early Iron 
Age. Estuarine clay was deposited on top of 
oligotrophic peat along the eastern edge of 
the Uitgeester and Heemskerkerbroekpolders 
and in the Assendelverpolders. A clay layer 
overlying the se� lement at site Q (Vos, 1983) and 
surrounding area indicates that drowning took 
place a� er 650–600 BC (AQ 1 and 2; Tab. A5.10). Also 
the lateral side of the beach ridge of Assum was 
covered with an Early Iron Age to early Middle 
Iron Age salt-marsh clay layer (layer Z3 in profi le 
Fig. App. B4; De Koning, 2007).

On the northern side of the Assen-
delverpolders (site A17) a dated Cheneopodicaea
peak in a sample from the marginal zone of the 
peatland indicates an increase of marine activity 
around 525 BC (Chen. 4; A17 II-2; Tab. A5.7). In the 
Broekpolder, Early/Middle Iron Age intertidal-
fl at deposits on top of salt-marsh units of the 
Late Bronze Age form another direct indication 
of increased marine activity (layer II in Fig. 3.2.11; 
Appendix B5). Scrobicularia plana shells from 
the tidal-fl at sediments were formed between 
600 and 345 BC (BP-2/6; Tab. A6.1). � e widespread 
presence of Early Iron Age intertidal deposits on 
top of slightly older supratidal deposits indicates 
a regional increase of the MHW level (layer II in 
Fig. 3.2.11; Appendix B5). Other bivalve shells in 
the intertidal fl at deposits formed next to the 
contemporary main channel also date from this 
period (WP-3, Tab. A4.4; NS-1, Tab. A4.5; BP-2 to BP-7, 
Tab. 6.1), confi rming that the Oer-IJ was an open 
and active marine tidal system at that time.

� e clearest indication that the tidal 
activity increased a� er 650 BC is the formation 
of creeks in the salt marshes in Uitgeester and 
Heemskerkerbroek and in the Assendelverpolders. 
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ended and a reverse development started. Once 
sedimentation and peat formation took place 
faster than the creation of new accommodation 
space by relative sea-level rise, tidal channels 
were reduced in size, and peak tidal and storm-
surge levels decreased. � is process started 
around 400 BC, when the Flevo lakes became 
interconnected, thus linking the Oer-IJ region 
with the Wadden Sea. � e ensuing reduction in 
the drainage function of the Oer-IJ formed the 
prelude to the closure of its North Sea inlet.

� e pollen assemblage in the peat below 
the Roman se� lement of site A17 in the 
Assendelverpolders (top peat formed at about 
45 BC; A17 II-1; Tab. A5.7) and above the peat with 
the Cheneopodicaea 4 peak (signifying strong 
marine infl uence; formed around 525 BC; A17 
II-2; Tab. A5.7) indicates that oligotrophic peat 
was being formed in the immediate vicinity 
(� erkorn et al., 1997) around this time. Humans 
took immediate advantage of reduced marine 
activity in the transition zone between the salt 
marsh and the peatland, as evidenced by the 
archaeological fi nds in the fi ll of a salt-marsh 
creek at site N (bone dating back to about 380 
BC; AN-1, Tab. A5.8) and at location 9805-eastside 
in the northern part of the Assendelverpolders 
(RW III / G3a po� ery type, which was in use 
between 400 and 250 BC; Van Roon, 2000).

As the Oer-IJ silted up in the course of several 
centuries, its mouth (located in the PWN dune 
area) became signifi cantly narrower and 
shallower. Radiocarbon and OSL dates from cores 
and pits in a north-south cross section (Fig. 3.2.10) 
traversing the former mouth show that by 400 BC 
the southern part of the estuary up to Sec. G had 
already been cut off  from the sea by a beach ridge 
(see Tabs. A3.5 / A3.20; Appendix B7).

Around 200 BC the Oer-IJ system defi nitively 
lost its westward connection to the sea when the 
frontal beach ridges bounding the estuary merged 
to form a continuous barrier. Tidal activity in the 
former inlet fully ceased during the last half of 

Assendelverpolders and the Broekpolder a� er 
650 BC, but none of them is fully satisfactory. 
A driving factor may have been the greatly 
increased fl uvial discharge from the hinterland 
a� er the Utrechtse Vecht had become the 
northern branch of the River Rhine. � e origin 
of the northern Rhine and Oer-IJ connection has 
been dated to around 800 BC (Bos, 2010). 

Amplifi ed fl uvial fl ow would have enlarged 
the tidal inlet and main channel of the Oer-IJ. 
� e due to the wider opening of the inlet the 
friction eff ect decreased (Chapter 1.6.5; Fig. 1.30) and 
this led to an increase of the tidal range in the 
estuary. An increase of the tidal range caused 
an enlargement of the tidal prism and this led 
again – a self-reinforcing process – to larger 
tidal channels and decline of friction eff ect at the 
mouth of the system. 

Drainage of the peatlands of the Assen-
delverpolders during the Early Iron Age, through 
dug ditches, could have lowered the surface 
by peat oxidation and consequent subsidence. 
However, there is no evidence of intensive 
occupation of the area during the Early Iron Age. 

Autocompaction, combined with some sea-
level rise (approximately 10 cm per century at 
that time), is the most plausible explanation to 
create accommodation space in the tidal system 
of the Oer-IJ. Deposition of clay on top of the 
peatlands during extreme high water would have 
triggered positive feedback, accelerating peat 
compaction under the weight of the clay cover. 
� e subsequent increase in tidal volume would 
have enlarged the tidal channel was enlarged, 
allowing the tide to penetrate farther into the 
estuary. In this self-reinforcing process of 
drowning, tidal fl ats and open water would have 
increased at the coast of supratidal peatlands.

Silting-up and fi nal closure of the Oer-IJ system: 400 BC – 250 
AD (Fig. 3.2.6f)Fig. 3.2.6f)Fig. 3.2.6f
Marine activity in the Oer-IJ Estuary decreased 
gradually a� er about 400 BC, when the self-
reinforcing drowning in the Oer-IJ region Fig. 3.2.12. Profile reconstruction of the rise and decline of the peat land in the Assendelverpolders and Zaanstreek. 

Location of the profile, see Fig. 3.2. 8 (P4).
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In the Early Roman Period the lower parts of the 
barrier were still occasionally fl ooded during 
extreme storms, with large amounts of overwash 
sands and shells being deposited behind gaps 
in the frontal dune. � ese storm deposits 
were found at the locations Pompgebouw and 
Castricum-Zanderij. OSL ages of sand layers 
above and below the storm unit at Castricum-
Zanderij indicate that the overwash deposit 
formed at the end of the 2nd century AD (CZ-O1 
and 2; Tab. A4.3b; Appendix B8).

Upon barrier   closure during the Late Iron Age, 
the Oer-IJ Estuary could no longer drain directly 
to the sea. Between Velsen and Amsterdam the 
main Oer-IJ channel remained open (time of the 
beginning of the infi lling of the channel / IJ-Lake 
formation) as the natural drainage was forced 
in the opposite direction to the Flevo lakes (early 
Zuiderzee) and Wadden Sea area (Fig. 3.2.5g). Because 
the waterway between Velsen and Amsterdam still 
existed at 50 AD, the Roman harbour at Velsen 
maintained a good connection with the Oude Rijn, 
the Roman border (Limes) at that time, the Roman border (Limes) at that time, the Roman border ( through the 
Amstel and Utrechtse Vecht rivers.

As a result of the long water-discharge route 
through the Flevo lakes to the Wadden Sea, the 
drainage of the Oer-IJ area deteriorated, and the 
groundwater level in the silted-up salt marshes 
of the Uitgeester- and Heemskerkerbroek and 
Assendelverpolders rose. In the 2nd and 3rd

centuries AD, people adjusted to the rising water 
table by constructing plank bridges between their 
houses. As wetlands expanded, widespread post-
Roman peat growth started, and people abandoned 
the area at the end of the 3rd century AD.

Coastal progradation and peat formation in the Oer-IJ 
hinterland: 250–950 AD (Figs. 3.2.6g and h)
A� er 250 AD, large-scale peat development 
took place in much of the Oer-IJ region behind 
a widening belt of dunes, refl ecting continued 
deterioration of the natural and artifi cial drain-
age. In the Broekpolder, west of the abandoned 
main tidal channel (BP-1; Tab. A6.1), newly 
developed peat in the lower parts of the former 
tidal area was eutrophic. In the former peatland 
areas of the Uitgeester- and Heemskerkerbroek 
Polders and Assendelverpolders predominantly 
oligotrophic peat developed (AR-1 up to 5; 
Tab. A5.5; Fig. 3.2.12). Because of the large-scale peat 
formation, the habitation opportunities in these 
areas decreased strongly, and no archaeological 
remains from the late 3rd to the 10th century have 
been found here. 

Peat formation continued into the Early 
Middle Ages, and the central parts of peat domes 
reached elevations of at least 3 to 4 m +NAP (Fig. 
3.2.12). In the 10th century, the fi rst peat extraction 

the Late Iron Age and the whole area, including 
the sandy fl ood-tidal delta of the Castricummer 
Polder became permanently habitable. � e Late 
Iron age sites (se� lements) found on top of the 
youngest Oer-IJ tidal deposits in this polder 
are testament to this change (Appendix B6). At 
sites Uitgeest-Benes (Fig. App. B6; De Koning, in 
prep.), Castricum-Grote Ven, locations A and 
B (De Koning, 2013; Woltering, 1977), Late Iron 
Age po� ery and traces of se� lements were 
found in archaeological trenches and newly dug 
ditches. � is Iron Age po� ery found is typical 
for the period between 200 BC and 50 AD. At 
site Uitgeest-Benes, the sand layers in which the 
se� lement and ditches were constructed were 
dated. A storm layer (sand with open-marine 
shell species, including Spisula subtruncata) and 
an overlying aeolian sand layer – direct on top 
of it – have overlapping 14C-age intervals. Both 
formed around 220 BC (UB-O1 and 2; Tab. A4.11b). 
� e upper part of the underlying intertidal sand-
fl at deposits was dated using two specimens of 
the bivalve Scrobicularia plana, which provided 
ages of about 390 to 285 BC (UB-3 and 4; Tab. A4.11a). 
� ese tidal-fl at deposits were formed during 
the active marine phase of the Oer-IJ, as to be 
expected, and the aeolian cover sand layer was 
formed in the fi rst half of the Late Iron Age. 
� e age of the dune sand (last non-aquatic 
sedimentation at this location) fi ts well with the 
associated Late Iron Age occupation.

Late Iron Age se� lements were also present 
in the dry salt marsh and marginal peatlands 
along the beach ridge of Uitgeest (Helderman, 
1970; De Koning, 2003, 2012) and salt-marsh 
areas in the Uitgeester- and Heemskerkerbroek-
polders (� erkorn, 2004), in the Assendelver 
Polders (Brandt et al., 1987; � erkorn et al., 1997) 
and in the Broekpolder (� erkorn, 2009). In the 
margins of the peatlands, peat growth stopped 
near Late Iron se� lements because of drainage 
and exploitation of the land, while at some 
distance of these sites peat growth continued. 
Because the peat was no longer inundated by 
nutrient-rich water, oligotrophic Sphagnum peat 
began to dominate. � is peat was extracted in the 
Roman Period in elongated strips (� erkorn et 
al., 1997) and used as fuel and building material.

Around 0 AD the seaward edge of the closed 
barrier between IJmuiden and Egmond was still 
located well landward of the present coastline (Fig. 
3.2.7), but seaward of the Hoogovens construction 
pits. Here, 3 km landward of the present-day 
coastline, the start of dune formation on the 
beach sands took place anywhere between 
875 and 545 BC, around the transition from 
the Bronze Age to the Early Iron Age (HIII-6; 
Tab. A3.21b; and HIV-3; Tab. A3.21c). 
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9th century (RZ-1; Tab. A1.3) and possibly even 
longer since the original top has been eroded 
(Veerkamp, 2001).

In the Castricummer- and Heemskerker 
Noordbroekpolder eutrophic peat was formed 
during the Early Middle Ages in depressions 
and silted creeks (‘Delgronden’; De Roo, 1953). 
� e highest parts sand fl ats and lower dunes in 
this area were probably never covered by peat. 
Habitation was likely limited to these higher 
locations(e.g. Uitgeest-Benes; App. B6; De 
Koning, in prep.), where humans were present 
during the Early Middle Ages. Se� lements from 
this period have also been found on higher 
sandy areas in the PWN dune area (Duinker, 

in central Noord-Holland began west of the 
present village of Assendel� , along the ditch 
� e Kaaik (Besteman & Guiran, 1987). A simple 
wooden church made Assendel�  the fi rst parish 
in the Zaanstreek (Fig. 3.2.13).

In the Assendelverpolders, post-Roman peat 
is still present below the site of the 10th-century 
church of Assendel�  (Figs. 3.2.12 and 3.2.13). � e 
weight of the church compacted the post-Roman 
peat, preserving the overlying culture layer. � e 
age of the peat directly below the culture layer 
indicates that peat formation continued until 
the 9th century (AO-1;   Table A5.6). 

Post-Roman peat was also found below 
the IJ-polder clay near Ruigoord, where peat 
development also continued certainly into the 

3.2.13 | Mediaeval church of Assendelft from the 10th century AD 
in its 10th-century AD environment. 

a. Image from Mieneke van Gogh of the wooden church of Assendelft. 
b. Remnants of the graveyard around the excavated mediaeval church of Assendelft. 
Below the 0.4 m thick clay cover only the bottom plates of the coffi  ns were preserved. 
About 1.2 m of peat has disappeared by oxidation. The height of the coffi  ns was ~0.4 m About 1.2 m of peat has disappeared by oxidation. The height of the coffi  ns was ~0.4 m 
and the depth of the grave ~1.2 m. 
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Multiple organic-rich layers were especially 
well-developed at sites Secundair 5, Secundair 
G and WRK in the PWN dunes (Tab. A3.9–A3.11; 
Appendix B7) and at Middensluiseiland (Tab. 
A3.4; Appendix B9; Fig. 3.2.14), separating sand-
drit units formed as li� le as a century apart. � e 
palaeosols are intensively ploughed, suggesting 
that the disturbance of the vegetation by 
humans was a major factor in the local sand dri�  
and dune formation. Only in the dune profi le 
of pit Secundair 3, no organic palaeosol was 
found. � is site is located in the convex cove of 
the former Oer-IJ mouth where the formation of 
Older Dunes started relatively late. 

� e Older Dunes landscape became 
intensively populated and used as soon as it 
was formed, as testifi ed by many archaeological 
indicators and artefacts from the pits and 
trenches in the Hoogoven area (Van Regteren 
Altena, 1970) and PWN dune area (e.g. Secundair 
E, Secundair D, Secundair G, WRK gebouw and 
Secundair 5; Vos et al., 2010). � e Older Dunes
are mostly covered by Younger Dunes sand 
accumulated during the next phase, keeping the 
greater part of the incorporated archaeological 
heritage both ‘invisible’ and preserved.

Formation of the Younger Dunes and large-scale reclamation of 
the peatlands: 950–1800 AD
From the 11th century onwards the whole peat 
area of the Zaanstreek was reclaimed, and 
peat villages such as Westzaan, Oostzaan and 
Zaandam arose (De Cock, 1980). For these 
reclamations, peat was drained on a large scale, 
lowering bog surfaces signifi cantly through 
oxidation and compaction. High-lying, well-
drained peat areas remained arable until about 
1400 AD. By 1450 AD, the surface level had 
become so low that drainage problems arose. It 
became increasingly diffi  cult to discharge excess 
water into the IJ-Lake, and the area turned into 

1955; Deelen, 1962; Van Regteren Altena; 1970; 
Vos et al., 2010), and on the beach ridges of 
Limmen–Heiloo (Dijkstra et al., 2006; Dijkstra 
& Verhoeven, 2013), and Akersloot–Dorregeest–
Uitgeest–Assum (De Koning, 1992; De Koning, 
2003; De Koning, 2007/2012).

� e abandoned deep Oer-IJ channel between 
Amsterdam and Velsen was oversized for the 
local drainage. As a result, clay was deposited 
in the channel thalweg starting in Roman times 
(Cleveringa, 1988). � e channel fi ll postdating 
800 BC contains much organic material, even as 
blocks of peat (De Gans, 2008), indicating that peat 
was eroded along the channel margins. As part of 
this process, the channel became both shallower 
and wider. An elongated lake began to form, the 
early phase of the later IJ-Lake. Continued erosion 
caused the lake to expand in time.

In the meantime, the coastal dune area widened. 
Periods of local sand dri� , contributing to 
the formation of the Older Dunes, alternated 
with periods of vegetation and soil formation. 
Generally, the dunes were several metres high, 
with a maximum elevation of about 6 m +NAP. 
In the studied pits and trenches in PWN dune 
area (Appendix B7) and at the Hoogoven location 
(Jelgersma et al., 1970) and Middensluiseiland 
(Appendix B9), the exposed dune profi les show 
one or more light brown to black palaeosols, 
with thicknesses varying from a few cm to a 
couple of dm. � ese soils are humic to very 
humic or even peaty. Even the peaty soils are 
sandy or contain thin sand layers, indicating 
that some aeolian sand transport continued in 
the area during periods of vegetation. Plough 
marks and hoof imprints of cows occur in many 
places in the palaeosols (Appendices B7 and B9). 
Anthropogenically reworked soils are termed 
‘culture layers’. 

Fig. 3.2.14. Landscape reconstruction for profile Middensluiseiland. Location of the profile, see Fig. 3.2.8 (P5) and 
Fig. App. B9.The vertical exaggeration of the profile is 5. For the location of the profile sections 1 to 20, 
see Fig. App. B9.
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see Fig. 3.2.8 (P5) 
and  Fig. App. B9. The 
vertical exaggeration of vertical exaggeration of 
the profi le is 5. For the 
location of the profi le 
sections 1 to 20,  
see Fig. App. B9.
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in the pits of Middensluiseiland (Vos, 2008) and 
the PWN dune area (Vos et al., 2010) show that 
human interference in the dune landscape was 
large (e.g. ploughing) and defi nitely played an 
important role in aeolian sand transport. At 
the end of the Early Medieval Period, humans 
disturbed the vegetation on a large scale, at least 
helping to set off  a self-enhancing process of 
aeolian sand transport that culminated in the 
formation of large parabolic dunes (Klijn, 1981). 
� e importance of each of these processes and the 
ultimate driving (decisive) factor in the formation 
of the Younger Dunes remains a point of discussion.

Below the highly accidented parabolic dunes, 
horizontally layered aeolian deposits level the 
former relief of the Older Dunes. As the parabolic 
dunes (also known as ‘walking dunes’) migrated, 
the tops of the Older Dunes were fl a� ened by wind 
erosion (‘equalization phase’; Jelgersma et al., 
1970; Pruissers et al., 1991; Van der Valk, 1992), 
and many of the intermediate dune valleys were 
fi lled with aeolian sand (Figs. 3.2.14c up to e). In the 
predominantly horizontal deposits from this 
equalization phase, some thin organic beds occur 
locally, formed in the broad plains between the 
parabolic dunes. At Secundair 5 and near the WRK 
building such thin organic layers were found to 
have formed around 970 AD (S5-1; Tab. A3.11a; WRK-
1; Tab. A3.10a). � e overall pa� ern of the parabolic 
dunes dates for the major part from before the 16th

century. In subsequent times, local sand dri�  has 
still taken place, but the general dune morphology, 
as seen on the AHN elevation map (Fig. 3.2.3; yellow 
parabolic shapes), has not changed since then.

� e AHN terrain map shows clear evidence for 
migration to the northeast, refl ecting prevailing 
southwesterly winds. In light of this parabolic 
orientation of the dunes (indicative for SW–NE 
aeolian transport), it is likely that the present-
day Papenberg dune migrated over the site of the 
construction pits at Secundair 5, the WRK Building 
and Secundair G, and equalized the former relief 
of the Older Dunes in the process, during the 
transition from the Early to the Late Middle Ages.

� e Younger Dunes buried Early Medieval 
se� lements in the area. Humans continued to 
be present in the dune area but the habitation 

a wetland suitable for livestock only. Peat lakes 
began to form along bog streams such as the 
Wormer peat river during the Late Middle Ages. 
Owing to wave-governed shore erosion and 
extensive peat extraction by humans, many of 
these lakes expanded quite rapidly. � e IJ-Lake 
also increased in size, reaching its maximum 
extent in this period. Continued drainage caused 
the surface level of the remaining peatlands to 
be lowered further and sank around or below 
the 0 NAP level (Figs. 3.2.12d and e). � us at high tide 
the open water of the IJ-Lake stood at a higher 
level than the peat surface. Dikes protecting the 
area against fl ooding broke repeatedly. At each 
breach location, erosion pits were scoured and 
clay was deposited on the adjacent peat. Clay 
was also deposited by ‘inland water’ (water 
inundations in the polders behind the sea dike) 
when low parts of the embanked areas were 
fl ooded. Sluicing excess water during low tide in 
order to keep the polders dry became more and 
more diffi  cult as the diff erence between polder 
levels and open water, such as IJ-Lake, increased. 
From the 17th century onwards, windmills had 
to be used. � ey also became instrumental in 
reclaiming peat lakes such as the Wormer.

In the dune area of the western Netherlands, the 
mode of aeolian sand transport changed drastically 
between 950 and 1050 AD. Enormous quantities of 
sand went adri�  forming large parabolic Younger 
Dunes. In the PWN dune area, they reach up to 
25 m +NAP. Ages of peat and sand from pits and 
trenches at Middensluiseiland and in the PWN 
area confi rm that the formation of the Younger 
Dunes in this region began at the end of the 10th

and at the beginning of the 11th century (ME-3 and 
4, Tab. A3.4a; SE-O1, Tab. A3.6b; WRK-1; Tab. A3.10a; S5-1, 
Tab. A3.11a), in line with the regional timing. Possible 
driving mechanisms were sand availability in 
response to strong coastal erosion (Van Straaten, 
1965; Jelgersma et al., 1970; Van der Valk, 1992), 
changing climate and human infl uence (Van den 
Berg, 2013). Panynological and faunal proxies 
provide evidence for relatively warm and dry 
conditions around 1000 AD (Klijn, 1981; Van den 
Berg, 2013), which would have promoted aeolian 
sand transport. Increased storm frequency was 
another relevant climatic change. Observations 

Fig. 3.2.15. Landscape reconstruction for the profile through the PWN dune area and present-day examples of the 
reconstructed features. The vertical exaggeration of the profile is ~60.

a. Reconstruction for the Roman Period.

b. Embryo-dune formation (De Hors, Texel; photo Laura Vonhögen).

c. Lower-dune formation (De Hors, Texel; photo Laura Vonhögen).

d. Present situation.

e. ‘Sand dike’ (Heemskerker beach; photo Marcel Bakker)

f. Vegetated parabolic dunes in the Younger Dune area (De Hors, Texel).
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3.2.15 | Landscape 
reconstruction for the 
profi le through the PWN 
dune area and present-
day examples of the 
reconstructed features. 
The vertical exaggeration 
of the profi le is ~60.

a. Reconstruction for the 
Roman Period.

b. Embryo-dune 
formation (De Hors, 
Texel; photo Laura 
Vonhögen).

c. Lower-dune formation 
(De Hors, Texel; photo 
Laura Vonhögen).

d. Present situation.

e. ‘Sand dike’ 
(Heemskerker beach; 
photo Marcel Bakker)

f. Vegetated parabolic 
dunes in the Younger 
Dune area (De Hors, 
Texel).
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� ere has been disagreement on the timing 
of the development of the Zuiderzee. In his 
palaeogeographic maps, Zagwijn (1986) placed 
it not before the Early Medieval period (a� er 
400 BC). Pons & Wiggers (1960), Ente et al. (1986), 
and Westerhoff  et al. (2003), however, concluded 
that the connection of the Zuiderzee with the 
Wadden Sea was established in the Early Roman 
period (about 50 AD). � ey based their opinion 
on landscape descriptions by the Roman writers 
Tacitus and Plinius, and on the assumption that 
the other opening to the sea - the Oer-IJ – would 
have silted up simultaneously (Ente, 1986). 
Lenselink (in: Lenselink & Koopstra,1994; Menke 
et al., 1998) proposed a narrow connection 
between the Flevo lakes and the Wadden Sea in 
the Late Iron Age (before 0 AD).

Here, we argue that the connection of the 
Flevo lakes and the Wadden Sea was established 
even earlier, in the Middle Iron Age. Silting up of 
the Oer-IJ started around 400 BC, caused in part 
by the creation of the Zuiderzee opening.

� e common opinion (e.g. Zagwijn, 1986; 
Morel, 1988; Bosman, 1997) was that in the 
Early Roman period, the Oer-IJ still had an 
open connection to the North Sea. Between 15 
and 50  AD, Roman ships could supposedly still 
navigate from the port of Castellum Flevum 
to the open sea. However, geological and 
archaeological evidence argues against such a 
late open connection. Dated Oer-IJ sediments in 
the former mouth and tidal hinterland indicate 
that the opening had been already closed in 
the Late Iron Age. Just landward of the mouth 
of the Oer-IJ, the base of dune sands on top of 
marine tidal deposits dates from around 220 BC 
Nearby, Late Iron Age se� lement traces were 
found on top of Oer-IJ-tidal deposits. Clearly, the 
Oer-IJ system had been cut off  from the sea by a 
coastal barrier at that time. In the Roman period, 
this barrier was fl ooded only during extreme 
storms, and shell-rich overwash sediments 
were deposited on the backside of temporary 
breaches.

3.2.3.2 Unresolved issues
Since deepening and widening of the main Oer-IJ 
channel are erosive processes that do not leave a 
sedimentary record, it is likely that their timing 
will never be fully resolved. Nevertheless, it may 
be possible to shine some indirect light on these 
processes, analysing the deepest parts of the 
channel fi ll, and using hydrodynamic models 
to reconstruct channel behaviour in function of 
subsurface lithological characteristics.

Hydrodynamic modelling can also help to 
understand how and to which degree changing 
tidal-inlet and -basin confi gurations aff ected the 

was increasingly concentrated in villages along 
the landward side of the widening dune belt. 
Archaeological traces or materials have not been 
found in deposits from the equalization phase, 
and are few and far between in the sand forming 
the Younger Dunes. 

Urbanization and formation of a ‘sand dike’ in the coastal zone: 
1800 AD – present
Before 1800 AD, the frontal dunes fringing the 
contemporary coastline were still highly mobile, 
refl ecting their parabolic origin. Intermi� ent 
lows were prone to fl ooding during major 
storms, locally transforming into ephemeral or 
permanent tidal inlets (known locally as slu� ers). 
Since the 19th century, the coastline has changed 
strongly. For coastal defence, sand transported 
along the coastline was captured with fences, and 
the captured sand was fi xed by planting marram 
grass (Klijn, 1981). � e most seaward interdune 
areas were fi lled with wind-blown sand, creating 
a single frontal dune. � e current coastline of 
the western Netherlands is fringed by a high 
and straight, commonly vegetated dune ridge. 
Because its anthropogenic genesis, it is frequently 
referred to as a ‘sand dike’ (Figs. 3.2.15d and e).

In the 19th century, the major change in the 
landscape behind the dunes was the reclamation 
of the IJ-Lake, immediately followed by the 
construction of the Noordzeekanaal (Fig. 3.2.5k), 
traversing the new IJ-polder and the dune belt 
to connect Amsterdam with the North Sea. 
� e reclamation and drainage of the IJ-polder 
and other polders by engine-driven pumping 
stations has gradually lowered the surface level 
of the peat polders to 1–2 m –NAP (Figs. 3.2.12e and f).Figs. 3.2.12e and f).Figs. 3.2.12e and f

Large-scale urbanization in the 20th

century rapidly changed the landscape in the 
Oer-IJ region. Although these changes have 
obscured and obliterated more and more of the 
natural landscape, they have also allowed geo-
archaeologists to study former landscapes and 
its inhabitants in unprecedented detail (key-side 
information and AHN elevation map; Fig. 3.2.3).

3.2.3 Discussion

3.2.3.1 New insights into key events
Our research confi rms that the change in the 
position of the Oer-IJ tidal inlet was not caused by 
gradual migration driven by longshore currents, 
as was suggested in the reconstructions by Vos 
(2004) and Vos et al. (2010), but rather the result 
of a breakthrough event as indicated in the 
reconstruction of Van der Valk (1992, 1996). � e 
associated ingression was created around 2000–
1900 BC, some 500 years later than suggested in 
these la� er publications.
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tidal infl uence in the region, including high- and 
low-tide levels. At present, several explanations 
of observed geological and archaeological evi-
dence call upon very signifi cant changes in tidal 
amplitude and particularly mean high water. 
Confi rmation through independent evidence 
would strengthen this argument, whereas refu-
tation would focus our a� ention on alternative 
hypotheses.

Finally, it is still unclear which factor(s) triggered 
the formation of the Younger Dunes. To answer 
this question, the spatial and temporal resolution 
of our knowledge on dune development needs to 
be improved. OSL-dating has proven to be a very 
useful addition to the suite of dating methods 
available to the geo-archaeologist, and should 
be used extensively to time dune initiation, 
maturation and migration on a regional scale.
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Fig. App. A. Geographical subdivision of the Oer-IJ region, with the location codes of the geological 
dates of the subsurface.
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Fig. App. A | Geographical subdivision of the Oer-IJ region, with the location codes of the geological  dates of the subsurface.
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Appendix A.

Introduction 
As part of the study, all 14C and OSL analyses with geological signifi cance to the Oer-IJ region and 
adjacent peat area were collated from sources as diverse as peer-reviewed publications and unpublished 
documents. For each location, all sample ages are summarized in tables. � e arrangement of the tables 
in Appendices A1-A6 is based on a geographical landscape subdivision. � e following sub-regions are 
distinguished (Fig. App. A):
- A1. Peat area of the Zaanstreek,
- A2. Beach-ridge and beach-plain area,
- A3. Coastal dunes,
- A4. Oer-IJ tidal area and IJ-polders,
- A5. Salt-marsh area adjacent to peatlands of the Zaanstreek, 
- A6. Salt-marsh area adjacent to the coastal dune area, and
Each table is accompanied by a brief assessment of the ages, focusing on their signifi cance for 
palaeolandscape reconstruction and - where necessary – on any uncertainties associated with the 
analyses.

Radiocarbon dating method
Radiocarbon dating is based on the decay of the radioactive isotope of the element carbon (14C). � e 
isotope 14C is produced in the upper atmosphere by cosmic radiation, and is oxidized to 14CO2. � is 
substance in turn is taken up by the plants through photosynthesis, and subsequently passed on to 
the rest of the biosphere via the food chain. A� er the death of organisms, food uptake no longer takes 
place, and the 14C content decreases through radioactive decay with a half-life of 5730 years. � e half-
life is defi ned as the time needed for 50% of the radioactive nuclei to decay. Radiocarbon dating is based 
on a measurement of the remaining 14C content of fossil organic remains (e.g. Walker, 2005; Taylor & 
Aitken,1997). 

� is principle of radiocarbon dating is simple and straightforward, but there are various factors 
that complicate the interpretation of 14C measurements considerably: 1) the 14C content in nature 
changed through time, 2) the exact value of the half-life is uncertain, and 3) plants and animals can 
contain less 14C than expected on the basis of the atmosphere or hydrosphere they live in. Finally, the 
ratio between 14C and other carbon isotopes in the hydrosphere is not necessarily in equilibrium with 
that in the atmosphere. � erefore, the 14C clock needs calibration in order to make the 14C dates absolute.

Each 14C age is by convention expressed in their own time unit, 14C years BP (original meaning Before 
Present). ‘’Before Present (1950)” should not be taken literally, and 14C dates have to be translated into 
absolute ages for intercomparison. In this publication, the dating results are expressed in calendar 
years AD or BC. � e calibration for the changing 14C content in the past is based on 14C-dated tree rings. 
� e calibration curve used (IntCal13; Reimer et al., 2013) translates the 14C dates into calendar ages (van 
der Plicht & Mook, 1987).

Depletion or enrichment in 14C in organic material compared with atmospheric 14CO2 is called 
isotopic fractionation. � e measured 13C values from the organic material can be used to determine 
the terrestrial or marine reservoir of the dated organisms (Lanting & van der Plicht, 1996). Because of 
depletion, the marine organisms along the Dutch coast of the North Sea are about 400 14C years older 
than contemporaneous terrestrial plant organisms. So, the ages of these marine organisms - such as 
shells – have to be corrected by 400 years, to be subtracted from their measured 14C age in years BP.

In older reports and publications (before 2000), the Center for Isotope Research of Groningen 
University usually presented ages of marine shells with this marine reservoir correction (shell 
analyses with GrN number or oldest GrA number). In the present paper, the international convention 
is used and the reservoir correction is applied only to the corrected ages in calendar years. 

� e terrestrial plant ages (e.g. from peat) and the reservoir-corrected shell ages are all calibrated 
using the OxCal 4.1 program (www.oxcal.com). 
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Uncertainty ranges of the absolute 14C dates
In Appendices A1–A7, the 2-sigma margin (95% confi dence interval) is given for each 14C analysis. � e 
2-sigma ranges of 14C ages are variable, depending on wiggles in the 14C-calibration curve. For example, 
if an age falls within the ‘Hallsta�  Plateau’ (around 2500 14C-years BP), the calibrated 2-sigma range is 
commonly as much as 400 years. If the 14C age falls on a steeper part of the calibration curve, then the 
calibrated value usually has   a much narrower 95% confi dence range. 

For all shell dates in this publication a reservoir correction of 400 years is applied; the corrected 14C 
ages are calibrated to calendar years using the terrestrial OxCal 4.1 program. Application of the OxCal 
Marine09.14c program for the marine reservoir correction of North Sea water would result in ages that 
are about 30 to 75 years older. Although the use of this la� er program is advised for marine samples, 
we use the OxCal 4.1 calibration for shell dating, applying a 400-year reservoir correction as was done 
in the older publications and reports of the Oer-IJ. Ages obtained using this calibration protocol match 
well in age sequence with those from other dating methods (compare e.g. OSL and 14C ages of samples 
from Uitgeest-Benes; Tab. 4.11a and 11b).

Non-marine reservoir eff ects pose even a greater problem (‘’too old’’) when dating shells from 
fresh-, brackish- and stagnant-water sediments, owing to seepage of groundwater with dissolved CO2
from older organisms (Olsson, 1983). By comparing the values of the stable carbon isotope 13C with 
those of the oxygen isotope 18O, this ‘’hard water eff ect’’ can be detected (Mook, 1971; Lanting & van 
der Plicht, 1995), and reliable corrections of the associated ages can be made. � ese 13C / 18O corrections 
have not been applied on the analyses in this Appendix because the relevant information is only rarely 
available. Where the “hard water eff ect’’ may have played a role, it is mentioned in the assessment of 
the results listed in the tables.

Redeposition of shells older than the corresponding sediment (reworking) in younger deposits is 
another problem. � e associated uncertainty applies not to the age of a shell but to the accuracy of 
this age as a proxy for the time of sedimentation. Ages of single (not bi-valved) shells, which are not 
sampled in ‘live position’, should be considered with care. In a number of cases, ages are rejected 
because they do not fi t in an age sequence (older on top of younger material). In almost all cases, such 
reversals involve shells from beach sand or overwash deposits. Shells in such high-energy deposits 
were reworked and originate from older sediment layers eroded by waves in the nearshore zone or on 
the shoreface. � e ages of fragile juvenile Spisula specimens, which live in off shore seabed sediments 
below 4 m –NAP, are generally reliable. Age reversals are rare in Spisula-dominated marine sediment 
sequences. 

An example of single-valved shell ages that are obviously too high concerns the specimens from 
the overwash deposits of location Castricum-Zanderij (CZ-1–4; Tab. A4.3a). Median ages span a time 
range from 895 to 355 BC, including an age reversal. � e OSL dates of samples taken from below and 
above the shell layer (CZ-O1 and 2; Tab. A4.3b) range between approximately 165 and 300 AD and are 
considered to be reliable since they are in chronological order.

For each date in the tables, the best estimate of the absolute age of the sample is given (‘guidance 
fi gure’). In most cases, the guidance fi gure is the median of the corrected 2-sigma age range as 
provided by the OxCal 4.1 program. It is rounded off  up or down to fi ve years. However, in some cases 
the best estimate deviates from this median value because of geological or stratigraphical reasons, 
for instance when the age disagrees with ages from the same sample, sequence or unit nearby. An 
example is the 14C age of wood from the canoe found in Uitgeest (UK-1; Tab. A2.1a). � e median age of the 
range provided by the OxCal 4.1 program yielded a fi gure of 720 BC (2 sigma range was 806-544 BC), 
whereas dendrochronology (UK-a1–4; Tab. A2.1b) indicated an age between 617 and 600 BC. In this case, 
the median 14C age is more than 100 years too high. � e cause of this discrepancy is the wide range of 
the 2-sigma interval associated with the Hallsta�  plateau, which reduces the accuracy of all median 
values for the associated time period.

In those cases where it is decided to choose a guidance fi gure deviating from the median age, 
an asterisk (*) is inserted in the table, and the reason for doing so described in the corresponding 
assessment.
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Appendix A1. Dates from the peat area of the Zaanstreek

Location Neck (BN)

Table A1.1 | 14C dates of borehole Neck (BN). Reference: De Mulder & Bosch, 1982.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

BN-1 GrN 8664 122580 503240 2.84-2.88 Holland Peat, transition 
oligotrophic to eutrophic peat

Transition peat, bulk 4335±35 3081-2891 BC 2955 BC

BN-2 GrN 8665 122580 503240 3.17-3.19 Base Holland Peat Eutrophic peat, bulk 4440±60 3339-2923 BC 3115 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: At the BN location, the peat development on top of Wormer tidal deposits 
started at ± 3115 BC. � e peat bog formation became oligotrophic around 2955 BC

Location Wormer (BW)

Table A1.2 | 14C dates of borehole Wormer (BW). Reference: Westerhoff  et al., 1987.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect) **: mean value of the dates taken on the same depth.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

BW-1 GrN 11635 117820 501750 3.04-3.08 Holland Peat, transition 
oligotrophic to eutrophic peat

Transition peat, bulk 4155±40 2881-2620 BC 2750 BC

BW-2 GrN 11636 117820 501750 3.70-3.74 Base Holland Peat Eutrophic peat, bulk 4800±90* 3356-2909 BC 3130 BC

BW-3 GrN 14281 117820 501750 6.55-6.46 Wormer Member, channel 
deposits

Cerastoderma edule 5520±80* 4259-3804 BC 4030 BC**
(4045 BC)

BW-4 GrN 14282 117820 501750 6.42-6.73 Wormer Member, channel 
deposits

Cerastoderma edule 5590±80* 4234-3798 BC 4030 BC**
(4010 BC)

BW-5 GrN 14283 117820 501750 15.01-14.91 Wormer Member, channel 
deposits

Hydrobia 7010±80* 5702-5383 BC 5030 BC**
(5555 BC)

BW-6 GrN 14284 117820 501750 15.01-14.91 Wormer Member, channel 
deposits

Cerastoderma edule 6500±80* 5282-4801 BC 5030 BC**

BW-7 GrN 14285 117820 501750 17.00-16.89 Wormer Member, channel 
deposits

Cerastoderma glaucum 7240±80* 5966-5617 BC 5720 BC**
(5735 BC)

BW-8 GrN 14286 117820 501750 17.00-16.89 Wormer Member, channel 
deposits

Mytilus edulis 7210±80* 5882-5565 BC 5720 BC**
(5705 BC)

Palaeolandscape implication: � e dates in the tidal channel deposits indicate that the fi ll of the channel 
took place between 5730 and 4030 BC. Formation of Holland Peat started here around 3130 BC; it became 
oligotrophic at about 2750 BC. � is is comparable with the peat growth at location Neck (BN-2). All the 
basal Holland Peat dates in the area of the Zaanstreek lie in the period of 2500–3150 BC (see BN, BM, 
OM, BK, BH, MD and A17 locations).

Location Ruigoord – Zuidprofi el Afrikahaven (RZ)

Table A1.3 | 14C dates of exposure Ruigoord – Zuidprofi el Afrikahaven (RZ). Reference: Veerkamp, 2001

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

RZ-1 GrN 25252 111500 492000 2.35 Upper part Holland Peat Peat, selected material 1210±60 675-966 AD 815 AD

RZ-2 GrN 25253 111500 492000 2.39 Upper part Holland Peat Peat, selected material 1510±50 427-638 AD 550 AD

RZ-3 GrN 25251 111500 492000 4.28 Base Holland Peat, on top 
of Wormer deposits

Peat, selected material 4480±60 3361-2938 BC 3185 BC
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Palaeolandscape implication: � e Holland Peat formation near Ruigoord started around 3185 BC. � is 
date is in line with the start of the Holland Peat formation at the BN and BW locations. � e upper part 
of the Holland Peat was dated to the Early Mediaeval period. Post Roman Holland Peat is rare in this 
region and only found below the mediaeval church of Assendel�  (AO and AR locations), where the 
church protected the top of the peat from oxidation. Possibly, peat formation at Ruigoord was even 
younger and continued until late mediaeval time. Because of erosion, the uppermost part of the peat 
is missing (Veerkamp, 2001).

Location Middelie (BM)

Table A1.4 | 14C dates of borehole Middelie (BM). Reference: RGD Palaeobot. Rap. Diatom. 500 (Vos & De Wolf, 1988).
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

BM-1 GrN 14895 130475 506200 3.25-3.30 Base Holland Peat Eutrophic peat, bulk 4340±60 3321-2874 BC 2980 BC

BM-2 GrN 14896 117820 501750 5.78-5.83 Wormer Member, channel 
deposits

Marine shell 5680±90* 4331-3956 BC 4120BC

BM-3 GrN 14897 117820 501750 7.60-7.75 Wormer Member, channel 
deposits

Marine shell 5270±70* 3904-3384 BC 3665 BC

BM-4 GrN 14898 117820 501750 15.05-15.23 Wormer Member, channel 
deposits

Marine shell 6530±80* 5294-4848 BC 5075 BC

BM-5 GrN 14899 117820 501750 16.50-16.63 Base Basal Peat / Layer of 
Velsen

Peat, gyttja- like deposits, 
bulk

7500±100 6570-6103 BC 6355 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e Basal Peat (gy� ja-like facies ) started to develop at a level -16.5 m NAP 
around 6355 BC. � is age corresponds with the Basal Peat and Layer of Velsen dates at comparable depths 
at the VT and BW locations. � e age of the erosive tidal-channel deposits on top are dated between 5110 
and 4030 BC, and lie in the same time range as the tidal channel fi ll of the Wormer location (BW-3 t/m 
7) and De Woude location (DW-1 and 2). � e Holland Peat formation started here around 2980 BC.

Location De Woude (DW) 

Table A1.5 | 14C dates of borehole De Woude (DW). References: RGD Palaeobot. Rap. 1026; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)
**: mean value of both dates was taken 

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

DW-1 GrN 14446 113760 506740 20.15-19.15 Lower part of the tidal 
channel deposits of the 
Wormer Member 

Cardium glaucum, fresh 
single valved shells

6230 ± 100*  4934-4462 BC 4650 BC**

DW-2 GrN 14447 113760 506740 21.15-20.15 Lower part of the tidal 
channel deposits of the 
Wormer Member

Macoma balthica, fresh 
single valved shells

6170 ± 80*  4824-4451 BC 4650 BC**

Palaeolandscape implication: � e dates in the tidal channel deposits indicate that the fi ll of the channel 
at a depth of about -20 m NAP took place around 4650 BC.
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Location Oostmijzen (OM)

Table A1.6 | 14C dates of site Oostmijzen (OM). References: Du Burck & Dekker, 1968; Vogel & Waterbolk, 1972; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

OM-1 GrN 4619 124165 513445  2.40-2.43 Base Holland Peat layer Gyttja-like peat, bulk 4485 ± 85  3484-2918 BC 3180 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: At the OM location, peat development on top of the Wormer tidal deposits 
started at ± 3180 BC.

Location Beetskoog (BK)

Table A1.7 | 14C dates of site Beetskoog (BK). References: Pons et al., 1963; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

BK-1 GrN 2063 128500 511700  2.70-2.75 Base Holland Peat layer Peat, bulk 3980 ± 65  2848-2287 BC 2500 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: At the BK location, the peat development on top of the Wormer tidal 
deposits started at ± 2500 BC.

Location Hobrede (HO) 

Table A1.8 | 14C dates of site Hobrede (HO). References: Kwaad et al., 1965; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

HO-1 GrN 4474 126800 505950  2.70-2.75 Base Holland Peat layer Peat, bulk 4290 ± 60  3093-2694 BC 2945 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: At the HB location, the peat development on top of the Wormer tidal 
deposits started at ± 2945 BC.

Location Berkhout (BH) 

Table A1.9 | 14C dates of site Berkhout (BH). References: Pons et al., 1963; Kwaad et al., 1965; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

BH-1 GrN 2499 125813 516620  1.57-1.60 Base Holland Peat layer Peat, bulk 4230 ± 75  3016-2582 BC 2795 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: At the BH location, the peat development on top of the Wormer tidal 
deposits started at ± 2795 BC.

Location Beetskoog II (BII) 

Table A1.10 | 14C dates of site Beetskoog II (BII). References: De Mulder & Bosch, 1982; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

BII-1 GrN 8666 125710 511060  3.08-3.12 Base Holland Peat layer Peat, bulk 4090 ± 60  2872-2489 BC 2665 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: At the BII location, the peat development on top of the Wormer tidal 
deposits started at ± 2665 BC.
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Location Menningsweerdijk (MD)

Table A1.11 | 14C dates of site Menningsweerdijk (MD). References: De Mulder & Bosch, 1982; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

MD-1 GrN 4619 125710 511060  3.08-3.12 Base Holland Peat layer Peat, bulk 4090 ± 60  2872-2489 BC 2665 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: At the MD location, the peat development on top of the Wormer tidal 
deposits started at ± 2665 BC.

Appendix A2.  Dates from the beach ridge and beach plain area between 
Limmen–Heiloo and Uitgeest–Akersloot 

A2.  Dates from the beach ridge and beach plain area between 
Limmen–Heiloo and Uitgeest–Akersloot 

A2.  Dates from the beach ridge and beach plain area between 

Location Uitgeest-De Kleis (UK)

Table A2.1a | 14C dates of the canoe building pit Uitgeest-De Kleis (UK). Reference: De Koning & Vos, 2007.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)
**: Estimated date is based on the dendro-date of the oak wood of the canoe. The median age is ± 120 years older than the absolute dendro-date.
***: The median age is too old compared with de data of the underlying canoe. The estimated date based on other Scrobicularia plana dates near the mean channel of the 
Oer-IJ (e.g. UD-, BP-, WP-, NS-locations).

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

UK-1 UtC 12782 108820 503700 5.90 Canoe at the base of Oer-IJ 
creek deposits

Wood, oak 2553±37 806 -544 BC 610 BC***
(720 BC)

UK-2 UtC 12757 108820 503700 Ca 2.50 Walcheren Member, Oer-IJ 
creek deposits 

Scrobicularia plana,
bivalved

2832±32* -751-405 521 BC

UK-3 UtC 12756 108820 503700 2.67-2.68 Holland Peat, top upper 
layer

Peat, matrix 3652±33 2136-1939 BC 2020 BC

UK-4 UtC 12755 108820 503700 3.04-3.05 Holland Peat, base upper 
layer

Peat, matrix 4000±50 2835-2346 BC 2530 BC

UK-5 UtC 12754 108820 503700 4.11-4.12 Holland Peat, top lower 
layer

Peat, matrix 4410±42 3327-2913 BC 3040 BC

UK-6 UtC 12753 108820 503700 4.29-4.30 Holland Peat, base lower 
layer

Peat, matrix 4596±46 3517-3108 BC 3365 BC

UK-7 UtC 12752 108820 503700 5.05 Upper part Wormer 
Member, top tidal fl at

Scrobicularia plana,
bivalved

5442±35* 3954-3715 3867 BC

Table A2.1b | Dendro-date of the canoe Uitgeest-De Kleis (UK). Reference: Koehler, 2004.

Find nr./Object Dendro code End date Estimate missing sapwood Field date

UK-a1, a2, a3 and a4 UKa 4std 631 BC + max. 5 + 20 ± 6 617-600 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e upper part of the tidal-fl at deposits of the Wormer Member is dated 
around 3865 BC and the start of the peat growth on top of the salt-marsh deposits ± 3365 BC. � is implies 
that the salt-marsh deposits between the peat and tidal-fl at sediments were formed in the period of ± 
3800–3400 BC. As interpreted at the UG location, a protecting coastal barrier is held responsible for the 
peat formation. � e lower peat layer was overlain by aqua-aeolian and beach barrier deposits and these 
sands were covered by a second peat layer. � is upper peat layer was dated between ± 2530 and 2020 
BC. � e top of the upper peat layer was eroded by the Oer-IJ palaeo-channel. � is sequence indicates 
that the protecting coastal barrier of Uitgeest migrated eastward and reached its new position at the 
UK location between ± 3365 and 2530 BC. 
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� e base of the Oer-IJ channel deposits was dated by the oak wood of the canoe, found at the bo� om of 
the creek. � e dendrochronological date of the tree for the canoe is 617–600 BC. Assuming an active life 
of the canoe of 50 years, the basal deposits of the tidal channel fi ll were formed around 550 BC.
� e date of the bivalve Scrobicularia plana shell is slightly too old. Probably this is caused by the hard-
water eff ect, due to the supply of fresh water from the peat hinterland into the channel. � e estimated 
date is about 450 BC when tidal infl uence in the Oer-IJ estuary was still strong.

Location Assum-Waldijk (AW)

Table A2.2 | 14C dates of Hollandia excavation Assum-Waldijk (AW). Reference: De Koning et al., 2008.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

AW-1
(212-TV)

UtC 14555 ± 108700 502950 1.83-1.84 Top Holland Peat, on top of dune A, 
southwest side 

Peat, matrix 3400±50 1879-1560 BC 1700 BC

AW-2 
(201-VP)

UtC 14554 ± 108700 502950 1.30-1.31 Base Holland Peat, on top of dune A, 
and direct below dune B

Peat, matrix 3459±48 1896-1645 BC 1780 BC

AW-3 
(212-BV)

UtC 14556 ± 108700 502950 2.00-2.01 Base Holland Peat, on top of dune A, 
southwest side 

Peat, matrix 3800±50 2457-2050 BC 2245 BC

AW-4
(214-VIZ) 

UtC 14559 ± 108700 502950 2.57-2.58 Peaty sand (soil) below Holland Peat 
southwest of dune A 

Peat, matrix 3990±50 2833-2342 BC 2520 BC

AW-5
(214-BV)

UtC 14557 ± 108700 502950 2.22-2.23 Top Holland Peat on top of dune A , 
north-east side 

Peat, matrix 3550±50 2024-1751 BC 1890 BC

AW-6 
(214-BV)

UtC 14558 ± 108700 502950 2.54-2.55 Base Holland Peat on top of dune A, 
northeast side 

Peat, matrix 3910±50 2565-2209 BC 2390 BC

AW-7
(198-CE)

UtC 14560 ± 108700 502950 2.20 Shell layer in beach sands below 
dune A 

Cerestoderma 
edule, bivalved 

4710±50* 3091-2872 2940 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e beach sands - on which the dunes A and B where formed – are dated 
around 2990 BC. At that time the coastal barrier was formed at the UK location. A peat layer wedged 
out over the lower dune A. � e peat dates indicate that this layer lateral of dune A was formed between 
± 2390 and 1700 BC. � ese dates imply that dune A was blown up between ± 2990 and 2390 BC, largely 
within the period that the coastal barrier of Uitgeest migrated eastward to the position at the UK 
location (between about 3365 and 2530 BC). Dune B – above the peat layer – must be younger than 1700 
BC. � is dune formation might be related to the second wash-over phase at the WAII location (WA-O1).

Location Waldijk II (WA) 

Table A2.3a | 14C dates of ADC excavation Waldijk II (WA). Reference: = Williams, 2012 (see also appendix 4 and Fig. 8 in the Waldijk II report).
*: estimated date adapted for stratigraphical reasons

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

WA-1
(Box 485)

KIA 44257 108807 503331 1.53 Top rest-channel deposits cut in 
wash-over / beach barrier sediments

Selected macro-
remains 

2735±35 972-811 BC 875 BC

WA-2
(Box 486)

KIA 44258 108807 503331 1.92 Middle rest-channel deposits cut in 
wash-over / beach barrier sediments

Selected macro-
remains 

3045±25 1395-1223 BC 1305 BC

WA-3
(Box 497)

KIA 44259 108807 503331 2.35 Base rest-channel deposits cut in 
wash-over / beach barrier sediments

Selected macro-
remains 

3140±25 1495-1308 BC 1420 BC

WA-4
(Box 493)

KIA 44335 108856 503361 1.23-1.49 Base rest-channel deposits cut in 
wash-over / beach barrier sediments

Selected macro-
remains 

3615±40 2131-1884 BC 1400 BC*
 (1975 BC)

WA-5
(Box 517)

KIA 44336 108855 503282 1.59 Base peat layer on dune deposits of 
the beach barrier and lateral of the 
wash-over deposits

Peat, bulk 3365±25 1741-1611 BC 1660 BC
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Table A2.3b | OSL dates of ADC excavation Waldijk II (WA). Reference: = Williams, 2012 (see also appendix 4 in this report).

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Years BC Error band Estimated
date

WA-O1
( VNR 491)

X 4017 108847 503354 2.07 Wash-over deposits on beach 
barrier sands, upper layer

1560±310 1870-1250 
BC

1550 BC

WA-O2
( VNR 489)

X 4061 108816 503336 2.25 Wash-over deposits on beach 
barrier sands, lower layer

1950±440 2390-1510 
BC

1950 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: At this location two phases of wash-over sands were dated with the OSL 
technique. � e lower layer was dated to around 1950 BC and the upper layer to around 1550 BC. In the 
upper part of the wash-over deposits, rest channels were found and the sandy infi ll was dated between 
± 1400 and 875 BC. � e age of the WA-4 rest channel is for stratigraphical reasons too old1; probably 
displaced older organic material was dated.

� e sand displacement of the older wash-over phase can be related to the breaching of the coastal 
barrier between Assum-Uitgeest and Heemskerk which led to the formation of the main Oer-IJ tidal channel 
between Beverwijk-Heemskerk and the Assendelverpolders. � e formation of dune phase B at the AW 
location might be related to the sand displacement of the upper wash-over layer of the Waldijk II location.

Location Uitgeest-Dorregeest (UD)

Table A2.4 | 14C dates of ROB excavation Uitgeest-Dorregeest (UD). References: De Jong, 1983; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)
**: dates have a broad 2-S range and the estimated dates of the shells are placed in the active phase of the Oer-IJ (600 – 400 BC).

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

UD-1 GrN 11500 109500 505800 1.70-1.80 Oer-IJ tidal-channel 
deposits

Scrobicularia plana, 
bivalved

2870±70 776-410 BC 450 BC**
(605 BC)

UD-2 GrN 11345 109500 505800 2.63 Oer-IJ tidal-channel 
deposits

Scrobicularia plana, 
bivalved

2840±60 761-406 BC 500 BC**
(570 BC)

UD-3 GrN 11347 109500 505800 2.63 Oer-IJ tidal-channel 
deposits

Cerastoderma edule, 2770±60 756-263 BC 500 BC**
(480 BC)

UD-4 GrN 11348 109500 505800 2.63 Oer-IJ tidal-channel 
deposits

Mytilus edule, bivalved 2810±60 756-396 BC 500 BC**
(530 BC)

UD-5 GrN 11428 109500 505800 2.02-2.04 Base Holland Peat on 
beach barrier deposits

Peat, bulk bivalved 3950±30 2568-2346 BC 2465 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e base of the peat layer on the western side of the coastal barrier of 
Uitgeest at a depth of around 2 m –NAP was dated at about 2465 BC. � is indicates that at this time the 
seaward side of the barrier of Uitgeest was protected from the sea by beach sands and barriers.

� e tidal channel cut through the barrier of Uitgeest-Dorregeest was in connection with the 
peat drainage system of the Stierop. � e shell dates from the channel deposits indicate that the infi ll 
took place between 500 and 450 BC. Possibly the age is slightly younger due to the hard-water eff ect, 
comparable with the Scrobicularia date of the channel fi ll at the UK location (UK-2).

Location Akersloot Overdie (AO)

Table A2.5 | 14C dates of borehole Akersloot Overdie (AO). Reference: RGD Palaeobot. Rap. 1006; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

AO-1 GrN 11638 110390 509120 1.83-1.86 Base Holland Peat on beach sands, 
west of the coastal barrier of 
Uitgeest–Akersloot

Peat, bulk 3525±30 1936-1756 BC 1840 BC

1  See Appendix 4 in William (Ed.), 2012. 
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Palaeolandscape implication: � e date of the base of the peat layer indicates that the peat growth in the 
beach sand plain west of the coastal barrier Uitgeest-Dorregeest–Akersloot started around 1840 BC. 
� e peat layer on the western barrier side at the UD location is somewhat older (UD-5; 2465 BC), which 
shows that the base of peat formation in this area is diachronous. 

Location Klein Dorregeest (KD)

Table A2.6a | 14C dates of building pit Klein Dorregeest (KD). Reference: Vos, 2007. 

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

KD-1
( Ia)

UtC 13592 110250 506975 0.79 Organic layer in aeolian 
sand, top layer 22a 

Peaty material, matrix 2805 ± 34 1049-848 BC 960 BC

KD-2 
( Ib)

UtC 13593 110250 506975 0.96 Organic layer in aeolian 
sand, base layer 22b 

Peaty material, matrix 3560 ± 39 2023-1772 BC 1910 BC

KD-3
(Ic)

UtC 13594 110250 506975 1.18 Holland Peat, base layer 
22c on aeolian sand 

Peat, matrix 3710 ± 50 2278-1954 BC 2100 BC

KD-4
(IIa)

UtC 13595 110260 507005 0.39 Organic layer in aeolian 
sand, layer 22a (11)

Organic material in sand 2646 ± 36 895-788 BC 815 BC

KD-5 
(IIb)

UtC 13596 110260 507005 0.59 Organic layer in aeolian 
sand, layer 22b (9)

Organic material in sand 3294 ± 36 1663-1498 BC 1570 BC

KD-6
(IIc)

UtC 13597 110260 507005 0.74 Organic layer in aeolian 
sand, layer 22b (6)

Peaty material, matrix 3377 ± 40 1768-1534 BC 1671 BC

KD-7
(IIIa)

UtC 13606 110240 506995 0.77 Organic layer in aeolian 
sand, layer 22a(17)

Peaty material, matrix 2680 ± 36 901-800 BC 835 BC

KD -8
(IIIb)

UtC 13607 110240 506995 0.91 Holland Peat, top layer 
22c (6)

Peat, matrix 3251 ± 37 1616-1443 BC 1525 BC

KD -9
(IIIc)

UtC 13608 110240 506995 1.04 Organic sand, base laag 22c 
(5a), below Holland Peat, 
on top aeolian sand

Peaty material, matrix 3531 ± 36 1951-1751 BC 1850 BC

Table A2.6b | OSL – dates of building pit Klein Dorregeest (KD). Reference: Vos, 2007. 

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Years AD / BC Error band Estimated
date

KD-O1 NCL 3305016 110250 506975 1.70-1.80 Aeolian layer 3a, below humus sand layer 23 1851 ± 212 BC 1639 – 2063 BC 2000 BC**

KD-O2 NCL 3305017 110250 506975 1.18-1.28 Top Aeolian layer 3a, below culture layer 25 1235 ± 179 BC 1056 – 1414 BC 2200 BC**

Palaeolandscape implication: � e geoarchaeologically investigated construction pit Klein Dorregeest 
was located at the eastern side of the coastal barrier Uitgeest-Dorregeest–Akersloot. � e organic layers 
on top of the east side of the barrier were dated on three locations in the profi le (profi le sites I, II and 
III). � e dates show that at the lowest point the peat formation started at ± 2100 BC (site I, KD-3). � e 
youngest date of the uppermost organic layer is ± 815 BC. � e dates of the individual organic layers 
indicate that those at higher levels were formed later (site II) than at a lower level (site III). � erefore, 
the organic layers which wedged out to the barrier are diachronous.� e culture layer with plough 
marks – below the organic layers 22 and 6 – contained po� ery from the Bell Beaker Period (2300–1900 
BC). � e OSL dates KD-1 and 2 (profi le site III) are too young. � e 14C dates of the organic layers and 
archaeological dates of the culture layer indicate that the top of the coastal barrier deposits must have 
been formed before ± 2200 BC. � e coastal barrier of the UK location was formed between 3365 and 
2530 BC and the inner part of the barrier at the KD location has probably the same age.
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Location Klein Dorregeest-Fielkerweg (KF)

Table A2.7 | 14C dates of borehole Klein Dorregeest-Fielkerweg (KF). Reference: Müller et al., 2008.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

KF-1
(core 8)

GrN 33094 110255 507105 1.14-1.34 Upper clay infi lling rest 
channel 

Selected material, seeds 930 ± 35 1023-1184 AD 1100 AD

KF-2 
(core 14)

GrN 33095 110255 507130 1.31-1.51 Upper clay infi lling rest 
channel

Selected material, seeds 1275 ± 35 660-863 AD 725 AD

KF-3
(core 21)

GrN 30344 110315 507065 1.40 Top peat layer in channel 
depression barrier, top is 
erosive

Peat, bulk 3330 ± 50 1742-1502 BC 1615 BC

KF-4
(core 27)

GrN 30345 110325 507085 3.09 Base peat layer in channel 
depression barrier

Peat, bulk 4100 ± 70 2877-2491 BC 2680 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: About 100 m NE of the construction pit Klein Dorregeest, a tributary of 
the main Oer-IJ channel cut through the barrier Uitgeest–Akersloot at a location where a depression 
in the barrier was present. 14C samples were taken from the peat layer south of the channel depression 
and from the upper channel clay fi ll (seeds). � e peat formation on top of the barrier dune sand started 
around 2680 BC (KF-4; 3.09 m –NAP), more than 550 years earlier than at the eastern barrier side at the 
KD location (KD-3; 1.18 m –NAP). � e top of the peat was eroded. � e date of the top of the remaining 
peat only indicates that the peat in the depression was formed at least as early as 1615 BC. � e seed 
dates show that the rest channel was fi lled during the medieval period.

Table A2.8 | 14C dates of AAC excavation Limmen-De Krocht (LK). Reference: Vos, 2005. 
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)
**: mean value of the dates taken on the same depth.
***: estimated date adapted for stratigraphical reasons

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

LK-1 UtC 13591 ± 107600 508550 -- Charcoal from sacrifi ce 
deposit (WP 23)

Charcoal 1186 ± 33 BP 721-953 AD 835 AD

LK-2 UtC 13589 ± 107600 508550 1.39-1.40 Top peat layer in dune sand 
(WP 18)

Peat, matrix 3250 ± 60 BP 1663-1414 BC 1600 BC**
(1530 BC)

LK-3
(M458 L2)

UtC 14035 ± 107600 508550 1.39-1.40 Top peat layer in dune sand, 
selected plant material 
(control sample)

Peat, matrix 3360 ± 60 BP 1871-1502 BC 1600 BC**
(1650 BC)

LK-4 UtC 13588 ± 107600 508550 1.52-1.53 Base peat layer in dune 
sand (WP 18)

Peat, matrix 3100 ± 60 BP 1499-1217 BC 1800 BC***
(1350 BC)

LK-5 UtC 13590 ± 107600 508550 1.30-1.34 Oer-IJ sandy storm layer 
above peat layer (WP 18) 

Juvenile Spisula, single 
valved

2940 ± 50* 807-515 BC 550 BC***
(665 BC)

LK-6
(M143-I)

UtC 14033 ± 107600 508550 1.01 m Top peat layer in dune sand 
(WP 1)

Peat, matrix 2582 ± 49 BP 836-541 BC 765 BC

LK-7
(M144-II)

UtC 14034 ± 107600 508550 1.41 m Base peat layer in dune 
sand (WP 1)

Peat, matrix 3491 ± 40 BP 1918-1694 BC 1825 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: East of the coastal barrier of Limmen–Heiloo a relatively thick peat layer is 
found. At the LK location this layer is dated to between ± 1825 and 765 BC (LK-6 and 7). � e dune sand on 
top of the peat layer was formed a� er ±765 BC. � e same peat layer was also dated at another location 
(WP 18) where the base of the peat layer was dated too young (LK-4). Also the top of the peat layer at 
this location (LK-2 and 3) is younger (± 1600 BC) than the top at the WP 1 location (LK-7), possibly due 
to disappearance of the top of the peat by oxidation (the peat layer is thinner at location WP 18). 

� e charcoal from a sacrifi ce place of the Early Mediaeval occupation - on top of windblown sands 
- dates around 835 AD which implies that these sands were formed earlier.
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Location Heilooërbos (HB)

Table A2.9 | 14C dates of the site Heilooërbos (HB). References: RGD Palaeobot. Rap. 1009; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated 
material

14C-years 
BP

Probability 
95% (2-S)

Estimated
date

HB-1 GrN 10247 110000 514250 1.65-1.67 Base peat layer on top of aquatic deposits in beach plain Peat, bulk 3445 ± 50 1888-1637 BC 1760 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: East of the coastal barrier of Limmen–Heiloo the peat layer – below dri� ed 
dune sand – started to form at about 1760 BC. � e age of HB-1 lies within the same time span as the 
LK-7 date (around 1825 BC). � e top of the beach sands below was deposited in this area around 2375 
BC (date HO-1).

Location Heiloo (HO)

Table A2.10 | 14C dates of the site Heiloo (HO). References: De Mulder & Bosch, 1982; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

HO-1 GrN 9042 110250 513575 1.55-1.45 Upper part of the beach sands Cerastoderma edule,  bivalved 4280 ± 30*  2467-2236 BC 2375 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: At this site , the top of the beach sands below the dune sands of the barrier 
of Limmen–Heiloo was dated at about 2375 BC. 

Location Kooibrug (KB) 

Table A2.11 | 14C dates of Kooibrug (KB). References: Beets et al., 1981; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

KB-1 GrN 10170 109640 510600 3.50-2.70 Beach sands Scrobicularia plana,  bivalved 4590 ± 70* 2910-2578 BC 2765 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e upper part of the beach sands at this location is dated at about 2765 BC, 
which implies that the beach plain in the area between the barriers of Limmen–Heiloo and Uitgeest–
Akersloot was formed around that time.

Location Nijenburger viaduct (NV)

Table A2.12 | 14C dates of Nijenburger viaduct (NV). References: Roep et al., 1979; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

NV-1 GrN 10169 110660 513150 4.10-4.25 Beach sands Cerastoderma edule,  
bivalved

4700 ± 40*  3023-2876 BC 2915 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e upper part of the beach sands at this location was dated at around 2915 
BC, which implicies that the beach plain at this location is somewhat older than the more westerly 
located Kooibrug site (KB-1 date; about 2765 BC).
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Appendix A3. Dates from the dune area between Velsen and Egmond 

Location Heemskerk PWN (HP)

Table A3.1 | 14C dates of building pit Heemskerk PWN (HP). References: RGD Palaeobot. Rap. 995; Westerhoff  et al., 1987; De Jong, 1987c.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

HP-1 GrN 12114 103650 504950 -0.14-0.16 Stratifi ed complex of 
humus sand and peat in 
dune sands

Clayey peat, bulk 2250±35 396-206 BC 285 BC

HP-2 GrN 10242 103650 504950 -0.37-0.39 Base stratifi ed complex 
of humus sand and peat, 
slightly clayey, on a thin 
layer of dune sands, on 
beach sands

Clayey peat, bulk 2360±40 731-368 BC 445 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: Two organic layers were dated at the base of a dune complex. � e lowest 
sample HP-2 is slightly clayey which indicates that there was still some marine contact (slu� er-like 
environment). � e date of the lower sample was ± 445 BC and of the upper sample ± 285 BC. � ese dates 
demonstrate that the dune formation at this location started at ± 500 BC. 

Location Castricum PWN (CP)

Table A3.2 | 14C dates of water-infi ltration pit Castricum PWN (CP). References: Deelen & Schermer, 1963 (sample Jelgersma, 1962); RGD Palaeobot. Rap. 872; Westerhoff  
et al., 1987; De Jong, 1987c.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

CP-1 GrN 8661 102960 506040 1.55 Beach sands, below Older 
Dune sands

Cerastoderma edule, 
bivalved

2580±35* 366-118 BC 275 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: Northwest of the HP location bivalve Cerastoderma edule shells were 
sampled in aquatic beach sands. � e date of these shells is ± 275 BC. � e shells belong to the beach 
deposits and not to the Oer-IJ tidal deposits2 since east of the CP location a coastal barrier was formed 
during the Early and Middle Iron Age (locations S5 and WRK).

� e dates of the HP and CP locations show that the palaeocoastline during the Middle Iron Age 
was between these sites. Aeolian sands were present above NAP and an Early Medieval culture layer 
was found at 1.0 to 1.2 m +NAP3.

Location Egmond-Watertoren (EW)

Table A3.3 | 14C dates of borehole Egmond-Watertoren (EW). References: Jelgersma, 1970; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 
95% (2-S)

Estimated
date

EW-1 GrN 5237 103950 515200 + 3.93-3.98 Thin peat layer on top of dune layer Peat, bulk 1090±45 778-1025 AD 950 AD

EW-2 GrN 5214 103950 515200 - 1.08-1.12 Top intercalated peat layer in dune sands Peat, bulk 1300±45 647-863 AD 715 AD

EW-3 GrN 5236 103950 515200 -1.22-1.28 Base intercalated peat layer in dune sands Peat, bulk 1710±60 138-527 AD 325 AD

EW-4 GrN 5084 103950 515200 -1.96-1.99 Sandy peat layer on top of marine sands Sandy peat, bulk 2135±50 358-45 BC 175 BC

2  This in contrast with the insights of Jelgersma et al., 1970; De Jong, 1987; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.
3  Deelen & Schermer, 1963.
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Palaeolandscape implication: A peat layer, on top of aquatic marine sands, at the EW location was dated to 
around 175 BC. Jelgersma et al., 1970, and Zagwijn, 1986, supposed that the marine sands below the peat 
layer form part of the Oer-IJ tidal deposits. � is was one of the arguments on to locate – wrongly – the 
mouth of the estuary between Castricum and Egmond. In the Older Dune sands above the depression, 
three peaty layers were dated to between 325 and 950 AD.

Location Middensluiseiland (ME) 

Table A3.4a | 14C dates of the Hollandia trench survey Middensluiseiland (ME). Reference: Vos et al., 2008. 
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m +NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

ME-1
(B29-23, P-24)

UtC 15051 100798 497987 4.62-4.61 Layer I, soil in dune 
deposits

Humus sand 763 ± 39 1191-1292 AD 1255 AD

ME-2
(B15-16, P-12)

UtC 15047 100718 497984 4.20-4.19 Layer I, soil in dune 
deposits 

Humus sand 933 ± 40 1021-1189 AD 1100 AD

ME-3
(V6-365, P-3)

UtC 15059 100550 497923 3.65 + Layer I, soil in dune 
deposits

Organic remains 854 ± 39 1046-1264 AD 1185 AD

ME-4
(V9-365, P-3)

UtC 15060 100550 497923 3.65 + Layer I, soil in dune 
deposits

Root remains 1079 ± 38 891-1021 AD 965 AD

ME-5
(B30-42, P-24)

UtC 15052 100803 497987 3.03-3.02 Layer II, soil in dune 
deposits

Humus sand 1218 ± 41 682-937 AD 805 AD

ME-6
(B30-42, P-24)

UtC 15048 100722 497984 3.36-3.35 Layer II, soil in dune 
deposits

Humus sand 1290 ± 43 652-863 AD 720 AD

ME-7
(B31-28, P-24)

UtC 15053 100801 497987 2.47-2.46 Layer II, Holland Peat in 
dune deposits

Sandy amorphous peat 1269 ± 39 662-867 AD 735 AD

ME- 8
(B31-31, P-24)

UtC 15054 100801 497987 2.44-2.43 Layer II, Holland Peat in 
dune deposits

Sandy amorphous peat. 1260 ± 80 644-966 AD 765 AD

ME-9
(B18-36, P-13)

UtC 15050 100767 497984 2.46-2.45 Layer II, Holland Peat in 
dune deposits

Sandy amorphous peat 1260 ± 80 644-966 AD 765 AD

ME-10
(V1-HK, ±P- 24)

UtC 15058 100681 497977 2.89 + Layer II, soil in dune 
deposits

Charcoal 1393 ± 41 571-687 AD 640 AD

ME-11
(V23-18/I, P- 19)

UtC 15103 100798 497978 ± 3.0 + Layer II, soil in dune 
deposits

Oak tree ring 18 1366 ± 35 605-764 AD 660 AD

ME-12
(V23-38/II, P-19)

UtC 15104 100798 497978 ± 3.0 + Layer II, soil in dune 
deposits 

Oak tree ring 38 1320 ± 43 650-769 AD 690 AD

ME-13
(V23-58 /III, P-19)

UtC 15105 100798 497978 ± 3.0 + Layer II, soil in dune 
deposits

Oak tree ring 54 1272 ± 35 661-863 AD 730 AD

ME-14
(V26-41/IV, P-24)

UtC 15106 100801 497987 ± 3.0 + Layer II, soil in dune 
deposits

Oak tree ring 41 1353 ± 35 620-766 AD 665 AD

ME-15
(V22/V, P-24)

UtC 15107 100720 497984 ± 3.4 + Layer II, soil in dune 
deposits 

Selection of seeds 1339 ± 43 625-770 AD 680 AD

ME-16
(B17-28, P-12)

UtC 15049 100738 497984 2.62-2.61 Layer IIa, Holland Peat in 
dune deposits

Sandy amorphous peat 1445 ± 43 542-661 AD 610 AD

ME-17
(B31-41,P-24)

UtC 15055 100801 497987 2.34-2.33 Layer IIa, Holland Peat in 
dune deposits

Sandy amorphous peat 1580 ± 70 333-630 AD 480 AD

ME-18
(B34-32, P-20)

UtC 15056 100897 497973 2.90-2.89 Layer IIa, Holland Peat in 
dune deposits

Sandy amorphous peat 1552 ± 45 410-600 AD 495 AD

ME-19 
(B34-36, P- 20)

UtC 15057 100897 497973 2.86-2.85 Layer IIa, Holland Peat in 
dune deposits

Sandy amorphous peat 1590 ± 50 352-580 AD 475 AD

ME-20
(V33-MS, ±P-21)

UtC 15062 100751 497983 0.30 + Top beach sands, direct 
under dune

Macoma balthica, 
bivalved

2357 ±46* 39 BC-123 AD 45 AD
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Table A3.4b | OSL dates of the Hollandia trench survey Middensluiseiland (ME). Reference: Vos et al., 2010. 

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m +NAP 

Stratigraphy Years AD / BC Error band Estimated
date

ME-O1
(OSL 37, P-24)

NCL 317104 100791 497987 + 4.75 Younger Dune sand, on top of layer I 1208 ± 37 AD 1171-1245 AD 1210 AD

ME-O2
(OSL 10, P-12)

NCL 317104 100721 497983 + 4.40 Younger Dune sand, on top of layer I 1119± 40 AD 1079-1159 AD 1120 AD

ME-O3
(OSL 38, P-24)

NCL 317104 100791 497987 + 4.37 Younger Dune sand, below layer I 1069 ± 40 AD 1029-1109 AD 1070 AD

ME-O4
(OSL 12, P-12)

NCL 317104 100721 497983 + 4.10 Younger Dune sand, below layer I 1022± 46 AD 976-1068 AD 1020 AD

ME-O5
(OSL 2, P-1)

NCL 317104 100513 497901 + 4.55 Younger Dune sand, between layer Ia / Ib 1067± 42 AD 1025-1109 AD 1065 AD

ME-O6
(OSL 3, P-1)

NCL 317104 100513 497901 + 3.80 Younger Dune sand, below Layer IB 1264± 32 AD 1232-1296 AD 1265 AD

ME-O7
(OSL 2, P-12)

NCL 317104 100721 497983 + 3.50 Older Dune sand, on top of layer IIa 1064± 37 AD 1026-1101 AD 1065 AD

ME-O8
(OSL 13, P-12)

NCL 317104 100721 497983 + 3.60 Older Dune sand, between layer IIa / IIb 907± 44 AD 863-951 AD 905 AD

ME -O9
(OSL 36, P-24)

NCL 317104 100791 497987 + 4.30 Older Dune sand, below layer II 383 ± 60 AD 323-443 AD 385 AD

ME -O10
(OSL 14, P-12)

NCL 317104 100721 497983 + 2.75 Older Dune sand, below layer IIb 472± 61 AD 411-533 AD 470 AD

ME -O11
(OSL 27, P±21)

NCL 317104 100815 497981 + 1.33 Base Older Dune sands 518± 60 AD 458-578 AD 400 AD**
(520 AD)

ME -O12
(OSL 28, P±21)

NCL 317104 100815 497981 + 0.55 Transition beach and Older Dune sands 323 ± 108 AD 215-431 AD 325 AD

Palaeolandscape implication: � e top-of-beach sands at the base of the profi le section were dated using 
a Macoma balthica shell to ± 30 BC. � e lower dune sands between the beach sands and the main 
organic layer II were dated with both the OSL- and 14C-method to between ± 300 and 480 AD. � e dates 
of the organic layer II in the Older Dune deposits range between 480 and 805 AD, and most dates fall 
in the period between 610 and 765 AD. � e archaeological traces (plough marks and cow footprints in 
the so�  organic layers) are from that age. An abrasion contact separates the Older from the Younger 
Dune sands. � e OSL and 14C dates of soil horizons in the Younger Dunes indicate that these sands were 
formed a� er ± 965 AD.

Location Secundair L (SL)

Table A3.5a | 14C dates of the PWN building pit Secundair L (SL). Reference: Vos et al., 2010. 
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

SL-1
(V1)

UtC 11883 103290 510675 + 2.40 Peaty soil in dune sands Amorphous peaty sand, 
matrix 

1420 ± 38 566- 665 AD 625 AD

SL-2
(S1)

UtC 11919 103290 510675 - 1.00 Shell layer,in top of beach 
sands

Marine shell, single valve 3180 ± 42* 1026-827 BC 930 BC
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Table A3.5b | OSL dates of the PWN building pit Secundair L (SL) in PWN dune area. Reference: Vos et al., 2010. 

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m +NAP 

Stratigraphy Years AD / BC Error band Estimated
date

SL-O1
(OSL 1)

NCL 303016 103290 510675 +2.40 Dune sand on top of peaty soil 976 ± 79 AD 897-1055 AD 975 AD

SL-O2
(OSL 3)

NCL 303007 103290 510675 + 0.70 Dune sand between humus soil and beach sands 239 ± 136 BC 375-103 BC 240 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e OSL and 14C dates indicate that the transition of the beach sand to the 
Older Dune sand deposition took place before about 240 BC (SL-O2). � is implies that at this location 
the Older Dunes were formed around 250 BC. � e two organic layer complexes in the Older dunes were 
formed around 250 and 650 AD, and the Younger Dunes were deposited a� er ± 975 AD.

Location Secundair E (SE)

Table A3.6a | 14C dates of the PWN building pit Secundair E (SE). Reference: Vos et al., 2010. 
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

SE-1
(V1)

UtC 11882 103490 509775 + 1.20 Peaty soil in dune sands Amorphous peaty sand, 
matrix 

1588 ± 35 398-548 AD 480 AD

SE-2
(S1)

UtC 11881 103490 509775 - 0.90 Shell layer, in top of beach 
sands

Marine shell, single valve 3018 ± 35* 889-764 BC 800 BC

Table A3.6b | OSL dates building pit Secundair E (SE) in PWN dune area. Reference: Vos et al., 2010.  

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Years AD / BC Error band Estimated
date

SE-O1
(OSL2)

NCL 
303009

103490 509775 + 3.60 Dune sand between humus soil and humus, peaty depression 957 ± 60 AD 897-1017 AD 955 AD

SE-O2 
(OSL1)

NCL 
303008

103490 507795 + 0.70 Dune sands between humus, peaty depression and beach sands 411 ± 145 BC 266-556 BC 410 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e OSL date at the base of the Older Dune indicates that the transition of 
beach sand to dune sand deposition took place before about 410 BC (SE-O2). � is implies that the Older 
Dunes at this location were probably formed around 450 BC; about 200 years earlier than those at the 
more northwesterly situated SL location. 

In the pit a large dune valley was present and the organic fi ll was dated at about 480 AD. � e 
archaeological material found in this depression dates from the Early Middle Ages (6th up to the 
beginning of the 8th century). � e Younger Dunes were formed from about 955 AD onwards.

Location Secundair D (SD)

Table A3.7a | 14C dates of the PWN building pit Secundair D (SD). Reference: Vos et al., 2010. 
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)
**: mean value of the lowest and youngest date

Sample 
nr.

Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

SD-1
(S1)

UtC 12028 103040 508970 1.85 Shell layer, in upper part of beach sands Marine shell, single valve 2767 ± 37* 729-381 380 BC**
(450 BC)

SD-2
(S2)

UtC 11884 103040 508970 2.20 Shell layer, in upper part of beach sands Marine shell, single valve 2702 ± 37* 413-209 380 BC
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Table A3.7b | OSL dates building pit Secundair D (SD) in PWN dune area. Reference: Vos et al., 2010. 

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Years AD / BC Error band Estimated
date

SD-O1
(OSL1)

NCL 303010 103040 508970 + 2.70 Dune sand on top of highest humus soil (layer 1) 811 ± 70 AD 741-881 AD 810 AD

SD-O2
(OSL2)

NCL 303015 103040 508970 + 2.15 Dune sand below highest humus soil (layer 3) 620 ± 78 AD 542-698 AD 620 AD

SD-O3
(OSL4)

NCL 303001 103040 508970 +0.40 Dune sand below lowest humus soil and beach sands (layer 9c) 202 ± 78 AD 86-228 AD 200 AD

Palaeolandscape implication: � e upper part of the beach sand has a shell date of ± 475 BC (SD-1 and 2) 
and the base of the Older Dune sand a date of ± 200 AD (SD-O3). � e transition from the deposition of 
beach to dune sands at this location is estimated to have occurred in the fi rst century AD. � e organic 
layer complex (layers 6 to 9) likely was formed in the period 250–500 AD. � e OSL date of the sands at 
2.7 m +NAP, 810 ± 70 AD, is ‘’old’’ for sands classifi ed as ‘’Younger Dunes’’.

Location Pompstation (SP)

Table A3. | 14C dates of the PWN building pit Pompstation (SP). Reference: Vos et al., 2010. 
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect) 
**: the estimated value of date SP-3 was taken

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

SP-1
(V2)

UtC 11887 104060 507740 - 0.5 Peaty soil in dune sands Amorphous peaty sand, 
matrix 

1343 ± 36 BP 636-769 AD 675 AD

SP-2
(S2)

UtC 11886 104060 507740 - 1.00 Shell layer, in top of beach 
sands

Marine shell, single valve 2774 ± 42* 743-378 350 BC**
(465 BC)

SP-3
(S1)

UtC 11885 104060 507740 - 1.45 Shell layer, upper part 
beach sands

Marine shell, single valve 2678 ± 37* 404-209 350 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: Shells of the wash-over deposits were dated to ± 425 BC (SP-3). It cannot be 
excluded that these shells consist of older reworked material, as found on the CZ location. OSL dates 
to check the shell dates were not available. � erefore, the wash-over deposits might have a younger 
age than indicated by the shell dates. It is possible that the wash-over events of SP and CZ are mutually 
related. � e base of the organic material on top of the wash-over layer is relatively young, ± 675 AD (SP-1). 

Location Secundair G (SG)

Table A3.9a | 14C dates of the PWN building pit Secundair G (SG). Reference: Vos et al., 2010. 
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

SG-1
(V2)

UtC 11896 103630 506620 + 0.78 Peaty soil in dune sands Amorphous peaty sand, 
matrix 

1679 ± 38 250-428 AD 365 AD

SG-2
(S1)

UtC 11897 103630 506620 - 0.94 Shell layer, in top of beach 
sands

Marine shell. single valve 3034 ± 29* 841-780 BC 805 BC

Table A3.9b | OSL dates of the PWN building pit in Secundair G (SG). Reference: Vos et al., 2010. 

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Years AD / BC Error band Estimated
date

SG-O1
(OSL3)

NCL 303014 103630 506620 + 2.05 m Dune sand (layer 3) below humus soil 998 ± 56 AD 942-1054 AD 1000 AD

SG-O2
(OSL1)

NCL 303013 103630 506620 - 0.45 m Dune sand (layer 9c) between humus soil and beach sands 365 ± 163 BC 528-202 BC 365 BC
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Palaeolandscape implication: � e base of the dune sands was dated – with the OSL method – to around 
365 BC (SG-O2). � is date indicates that in the Middle Iron Age, the southern side of the Oer-IJ mouth 
had already been closed by a barrier system (beach sands and dunes). A single-valved shell layer at 40 
cm below the base of the dune sands was dated ± 850 BC (SG-2). � ese shells might be reworked and 
older than the shell layer in the beach sands. � erefore, it cannot be excluded that the shell layer is 
somewhat younger than indicated by the 14C age. Po� ery shards from the lowest culture layer 3 were 
dated to the Late Iron Age / Early Roman Period. A humus soil (layer 9) above was dated at around 365 
AD and the base of the Younger Dune sand on top of the complex of organic and Older Dune layers was 
dated at around 1000 AD.

Location WRK building (WRK) 

Table A3.10a | 14C dates of the PWN building pit WRK (WRK). Reference: Vos et al., 2010. 
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)
**: estimated dates adapted for stratigraphical reasons

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

WRK-1
(V9)

UtC 11896 103620 505040 + 2.85 Humus soil in dune sands, 
layer 13

Humus sand, matrix 1046 ± 39 892-1039 AD 995 AD

WRK-2
(V8)

UtC 11897 103620 505040 + 2.40 Humus soil in dune sands, 
layer 11

Humus sand, matrix 1226 ± 36 688-886 AD 795 AD

WRK-3
(V6)

UtC 11898 103620 505040 + 2.10 Peaty soil in dune sands, 
layer 9e

Amorphous peaty sand, 
matrix

1454 ± 35 551-652 AD 605 AD

WRK-4
(V2)

UtC 11899 103620 505040 + 0.70 Humus soil in lower part 
dune sands, layer 5c

Humus sand, matrix 2243 ± 43 394-203 BC 285 BC

WRK-5
(S2)

UtC 11895 103620 505040 0 Shell layer, in top of beach 
sands, layer 3

Marine shell, single valve 3860 ± 36* 1884-1689 BC 825 BC**
(1780 BC)

WRK-6
(S1)

UtC 11894 103620 505040 - 1.30 Shell layer, in upper part of 
beach sands, layer 1

Marine shell, single valve 3060 ± 38* 897-794 BC 825 BC

Table A3.10b | OSL – dates of the PWN building pit WRK (WRK). Reference: Vos et al., 2010. 

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Years AD / BC Error band Estimated
date

WRK-O1
(OSL1)

NCL 303004 103620 505040 + 4.35 Younger Dune sands, basal part, layer 15 1275 ± 44 AD 1231-1319 AD 1275 AD

WRK-O2
(OSL2)

NCL 303005 103620 505040 + 1.70 Older Dunes sands, layer 8 146 ± 128 AD 18-274 AD 145 AD

WRK-O3 
(OSL4)

NCL 303006 103620 505040 - 0.10 Beach sands, upper part, layer 3 250 ± 146 BC 396-104 BC 300 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e top of the beach sand was dated – with the OSL method – to around 300 
BC. � e culture layer (5) above – in the lowest part of the dune sands – was dated with the 14C method 
to around 285 BC. � is beach/dune sand sequence is comparable, in age and depth, with the one found 
at the SG location. Both locations demonstrate that a coastal barrier was formed in the southern part 
of the Oer-IJ Inlet and partly closed this system from the open sea at that time. � e 14C dates of the shell 
layers (around 875 BC) are probably too old because reworked shells were dated. � e uppermost shell 
sample (WRK-5) is certainly too old because it is older than the shell date below (WRK-6).

In the Older Dune sequence archaeological material and traces were found in several humus and 
peaty soils . � is complex (layers 3 up to 13) was dated to between 285 BC up to 995 AD. � e lower part 
of the Younger Dunes (layer 15) was dated – with the OSL method – at around 1275 AD. 

� e organic layers in the dune sand contain archaeological indicators. In culture layer 5, po� ery 
shards were found and dated to the late Iron Age / Early Roman Period. in Layers 7 and 9 with plough 
marks date from the 2th and 7th century AD.
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Location Secundair 5 (S5)

Table A3.11a | 14C dates of the PWN building pit Secundair 5 (S5). Reference: Vos et al., 2010.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

S5-1
(V7)

UtC 11893 103650 504130 + 2.25 m Peaty soil in dune sands, 
layer 8a

Amorphous peaty sand, 
matrix

1067 ± 48 778-1118 AD 970 AD

S5-2
(V1)

UtC 11892 103650 504130 + 0.75 m Humus soil in lower part 
dune sands, layer 6a

Humus sand, matrix 2296 ± 34 409-211 BC 375 BC

S5-3
(S1)

UtC 11891 103650 504130 - 0.60 m Shell layer, in top of beach 
sands, layer 1

Marine shell, single valve 3060 ± 41* 902-792 BC 825 BC

Table A3.11b | OSL dates the PWN building pit Secundair 5 (S5). Reference: Vos et al., 2010.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Years AD / BC Error band Estimated
date

S5-O1
(OSL2)

NCL 303012 103650 504130 + 2.70 m Top Older Dunes sands, layer 9 708 ± 73 AD 630-781 AD 710 AD

S5-O2
(OSL1)

NCL 303011 103650 504130 + 0.30 m Base Older Dunes sands, layer 3 477 ± 157 BC 634-320 BC 475 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e lowest part of the dune sands was dated with the OSL and 14C methods. 
� e dates are ± 475 BC (layer 3; S5-O2) and ± 375 BC (layer 6; S5-2). In the upper part of the beach sands 
a single-valved shell layer was dated at ± 875 BC (S5-3), but it might be younger (between ± 875 and 475 
BC) since possibly reworked shell material was dated. In 600–500 BC this location formed the southern 
beach side of the Oer-IJ inlet. Between 500 and 350 BC the coastal barrier and dunes migrated from this 
area northward up to the SG location.

Also in the profi le of the S5 pit, several humus and peaty soil layers occur between the aeolian Old 
Dune phases. Two layers contained archaeological indicators. In layer 6, po� ery shards were found 
dating from the Middle Iron Age. Layer 8, a ploughed culture layer without shards, was 14C dated to the 
10th century.

Location Secundair 3 (S3)

Table A3.12a | 14C dates of the PWN building pit Secundair 3 (S3). Reference: Vos et al., 2010
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

S3-1
(S1)

UtC 11881 102060 503970 1.15 m Shell layer, in top of beach 
sands, layer 1

Marine shell, single valve 2564 ± 38*  361-101 BC 230 BC

Table A3.12b | OSL – dates the PWN building pit Secundair 3 (S3). Reference: Vos et al., 2010. 

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Years AD / BC Error band Estimated
date

S3-O1
(OSL2)

NCL 303003 102060 503970 +2.95 Upper part Older Dunes sands, layer 4 374 ± 94 AD 280-468 AD 375 AD

S3-O2
(OSL1)

NCL 303002 102060 503970 + 0.80 Base Older Dunes sands, layer 4 338 ± 107 AD 231-445 AD 340 AD

Palaeolandscape implication: A single-valved shell layer, more than 1 m below the dune sands, was dated 
with the 14C-method at about 285 BC. � e sands of the Older Dunes were dated with the OSL method. 
� e basal part of the dunes has a date of about 340 AD and the upper part of the investigated dune 
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profi le a date of about 375 AD. � e large scale cross bedding and the absence of soil layers gives these 
dunes the character of the Younger Dunes. � e S3 dates indicate that around the Birth of Christ the 
coastline (boundary beach–dune area) was lying close to this location.

Location 19C0947 (B47) 

Table A3.13 | 14C dates of the PWN borehole 19C0947 (B47). Reference: Vos et al., 2010. 
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

B47-1 UtC 12094 103482 509758 1.61 Shells, in beach sands Marine shell, single valve 3583 ± 35* 1527-1400 BC 1460 BC

B47-2 UtC 12095 103482 509758 5.58 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3601 ± 40* 1607-1406 BC 1475 BC

B47-3 UtC 12096 103482 509758 8.41 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3458 ± 33* 1410-1228BC 1325 BC

B47-4 UtC 12097 103482 509758 11.54 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3989 ± 38* 2113-1781 BC 1945 BC

B47-5 UtC 12098 103482 509758 14.39 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 4307 ± 48* 2561-2211 BC 2390 BC

B47-6 UtC 12099 103482 509758 18.41 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 5064 ± 45* 3627-3359 BC 3455 BC

B47-7 UtC 12100 103482 509758 20.41 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 5284 ± 44* 3771-3539 BC 3675 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e fi ll of the Oer-IJ inlet system at borehole location 19C0947 was dated 
using juvenile Spisula shells. � e sediments between 20.41 and 8.41 m –NAP provided a good time–
depth sequence between ± 3695 and 1390 BC. � e upper two samples, between 5.58 and 1.61 m –NAP, 
however, do not fi t in this time–depth sequence because they are older than the shell date below (at 
8.41 m –NAP). � is phenomenon is observed in many shallow subtidal, beach and wash-over deposits, 
and is due to reworking of older material. 

� e dates of the SE location indicate that the Older Dune formation at this site started about 450 
BC. � is implies that the northern coastline of the Oer-IJ inlet was located here around 500 BC. 

Location 19C0946 (B46)

Table A3.14 | 14C dates of the PWN borehole 19C0946 (B46). Reference: Vos et al., 2010. 
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

B46-1 UtC 12028 103029 509002 - 1.85 m Shells, in beach sands Marine shell, single valve 2767 ± 41* 734-375 BC 455 BC

B46-2 UtC 12029 103029 509002 - 4.93 m Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 2775 ± 34* 728-389 BC 455 BC

B46-3 UtC 12030 103029 509002 - 7.83 m Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3405± 35* 1387-1124 BC 1245 BC

B46-4 UtC 12031 103029 509002 - 10.01m Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3525 ± 34* 1494-1291 BC 1395 BC

B46-5 UtC 12032 103029 509002 - 15.77 m Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 4870 ± 40* 3346-3022 BC 3195 BC

B46-6 UtC 12033 103029 509002 - 18.96 m Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 5422 ± 38* 3944-3710 BC 3830 BC

B46-7 UtC 12034 103029 509002 - 19.61 m Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 5210± 37* 3657-3520 BC 3570 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e fi ll of the Oer-IJ inlet system at borehole location 19C0946 was dated 
on the basis of juvenile Spisula shells. � e sediments gave a reliable time–depth sequence, between 
19.61 and 4.93 m –NAP, from ± 3625 BC to 560 BC. � e date of ± 545 BC of the highest beach sand sample 
at 1.85 m –NAP is unsure. � e date of the coastline - between the beach and dune sands - at the nearby 
SD location is estimated to fall in the fi rst century AD.
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Location 19C0960 (B60)

Table A3.15 | 14C dates of the PWN borehole 19C0960 (B60). Reference:  Vos et al., 2010.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

B60-1 UtC 13055 103701 508374 - 0.75 m Shells, in beach sands Marine shell, single valve 3022 ± 30* 832-776 BC 805 BC

B60-2 UtC 13056 103701 508374 - 1.12 m Shells, in beach sands Marine shell, single valve 2628 ± 32* 383-204 BC 280 BC

B60-3 UtC 13057 103701 508374 - 2.66 m Shell layer, in beach sands Marine shell, single valve 2788± 30* 728-396 BC 460 BC

B60-4 UtC 13059 103701 508374 - 3.33 m Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 2781 ± 30* 727-393 BC 455 BC

B60-5 UtC 13060 103701 508374 - 10.69 m Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3801 ± 36* 1869-1615 BC 1700 BC

B60-6 UtC 13061 103701 508374 - 20.14 m Wormer Member, tidal deposits Marine shell, single valve 6200 ± 35* 4727-4546 BC 4650 BC

B60-7 UtC 13062 103701 508374 - 24.33 m Wormer Member, tidal deposits Marine shell, single valve 6122 ± 34* 4684-4466 BC 4565 BC

B60-8 UtC 13063 103701 508374 - 29.49 m Wormer Member, tidal deposits Marine shell, single valve 6984 ± 38* 5616-5479 BC 5530 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e deepest marine shell samples at borehole location 19C0960 were 
derived from older tidal deposits of the Wormer Member. � e 14C dates indicate that this member, at a 
depth of 29.49 to 20.14 m –NAP, was formed between ± 5535 and 4695 BC.

� e fi ll of the Oer-IJ inlet system was dated with juvenile Spisula shells. � e sediments between 
10.69 and 1.12 m –NAP gave a reliable time–depth sequence. � e dates range from ± 1800 BC up to 365 
BC. � is means that at this location the Oer-IJ inlet became very shallow around 400–350 BC and that 
a beach evolved. Also for this drilling the date of the highest shell sample, ± 840 BC at 0.75 m –NAP, is 
unreliable because the shell material has possibly been reworked.

Location 19C0941 (B41)

Table A3.16 | 14C dates of the PWN borehole 19C0941 (B41). Reference: Vos et al., 2010.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

B41-1 UtC 11993 103730 507795 - 0.61 Shells, in beach sands Marine shell, single valve 2543 ± 35* 356-54 BC 185 BC

B41-2 UtC 11994 103730 507795 - 4.07 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 2610 ± 37* 382-192 BC 280 BC

B41-3 UtC 11995 103730 507795 - 7.03 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 2918 ± 35* 1216-1011 BC 1110 BC

B41-4 UtC 11996 103730 507795 - 11.05 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3050± 35* 1409-1219 BC 1310 BC

B41-5 UtC 11997 103730 507795 - 13.86 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 4399 ± 40* 2830-2356 BC 2530 BC

B41-6 UtC 11998 103730 507795 - 16.05 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 5091 ± 46* 3631-3367 BC 3465 BC

B41-7 UtC 11999 103730 507795 - 17.49 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 5244 ± 46* 3711-3521 BC 3640 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e fi ll of the Oer-IJ inlet system at borehole location 19C0941 was dated 
using juvenile Spisula shells. � e sediments gave a reliable time–depth sequence between 17.49 and 0.61 
m –NAP. � e dates range from ± 3660 BC to 270 BC. � e uppermost shell sample indicates that between 
300 and 250 BC the inlet environment changed into a beach plain.
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Location 19C0942 (B42)

Table A3.17 | 14C dates of the PWN borehole 19C0942 (B42). Reference:  Vos et al., 2010. 
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

B 42-1 UtC 12000 103750 507100 - 0.80 Soil in dune sands Humus sand, bulk 1436 ± 32 568-656 AD 620 AD

B42-2 UtC 12001 103750 507100 - 4.08 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 2948 ± 34* 803-546 BC 695 BC

B42-3 UtC 12002 103750 507100 - 7.88 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3575 ± 43* 1595-1306 BC 1450 BC

B42-4 UtC 12003 103750 507100 - 8.90 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3139 ± 48* 996-808 BC 885 BC

B42-5 UtC 12004 103750 507100 - 10.85 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3087 ± 35* 904-801 BC 840 BC

B42-6 UtC 12005 103750 507100 - 16.90 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 5076 ± 44* 3629-3363 BC 3455 BC

B42-7 UtC 12006 103750 507100 - 18.05 Tidal deposits of the Wormer Member Marine shell, single valve 5712 ± 39* 4259-4002 BC 4140 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e fi ll of the Oer-IJ inlet system at borehole location 19C0942 was dated 
using juvenile Spisula shells. � e samples at a depth between 16.90 and 4.08 m –NAP gave a range from 
± 3485 BC to 780 BC. � e shell date (± 1515 BC) at a depth of 7.88 m –NAP is an outlier in the time–depth 
sequence. � e lowest shell sample at 18.05 m –NAP is from the Wormer tidal deposits and was dated 
to around 4180 BC. � e base of the dune sands at a depth of 0.45 m –NAP in the nearby southern SG 
location was dated around 365 BC (SG-O2). � e humic dune soil at a depth of 0.80 m –NAP was dated 
at ± 620 AD, which indicates that at the location of this borehole a depression was present and that the 
fi ll of the depression is relatively young.

Location 19C0943 (B43)

Table A3.18 | 14C dates of the PWN borehole 19C0943 (B43). Reference:  Vos et al., 2010. 
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

B 943-1 B 943 / -1 103678 505915 - 1.34 Shells, in beach sands Marine shell, single valve 3025 ± 42* 900-674 BC 805 BC

B 943-2 B 943 / -2 103678 505915 - 1.59 Shells, in beach sands Marine shell, single valve 3094 ± 34* 906-803 BC 845 BC

B 943-3 B 943 / -3 103678 505915 - 2.39 Shells, in beach sands Marine shell, single valve 3009± 33* 836-761 BC 800 BC

B 943-4 B 943 / -4 103678 505915 - 7.52 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3531 ± 39* 1497-1295 BC 1405 BC

B 943-5 B 943 / -5 103678 505915 - 13.66 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 4750 ± 35* 3086-2896 BC 2970 BC

B 943-6 B 943 / -6 103678 505915 - 16.16 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 5334 ± 41* 3791-3645 BC 3710 BC

B 943-7 B 943 / -7 103678 505915 - 20.43 Wormer Member, tidal deposits Marine shell, single valve 7322 ± 48* 5967-5718 BC 5805 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e fi ll of the Oer-IJ inlet system at borehole location 19C0943 was dated 
on the basis of juvenile Spisula shells from 16.16 m to 2.39 m –NAP. � e dates range from ± 3740 BC to 
830 BC. � e uppermost shell dates (± 915 BC and 845 BC) are too old for the beach deposits in this area, 
since close to the SG and WRK locations the transition between beach sand and dune sands was dated 
at around 350 BC.
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Location 19C0944 (B44)

Table A3.19 | 14C dates of the PWN borehole 19C0944 (B44). Reference:  Vos et al., 2010.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

B44-1 UtC 12014 103580 505076 - 0. 77 Shells, in beach sands Marine shell, single valve 3491 ± 35* 1431-1264 BC 1345 BC

B44-2 UtC 12015 103580 505076 - 2.82 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3016 ± 40* 895-595 BC 800 BC

B44-3 UtC 12016 103580 505076 - 5.40 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3346 ± 35* 1262-1042 BC 1155 BC

B44-4 UtC 12017 103580 505076 -10.87 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3596 ± 37* 1600-1402 BC 1470 BC

B44-5 UtC 12018 103580 505076 - 14.87 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 4826 ± 38* 3329-2921 BC 3065 BC

B44-6 UtC 12019 103580 505076 - 15.35 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 5089 ± 39* 3629-3368 BC 3455 BC

B44-7 UtC 12020 103580 505076 - 15.87 Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 5100 ± 36* 3631-3371 BC 3460 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e fi ll of the Oer-IJ inlet system at borehole location 19C0944 between 15.87 
and 2.82 m –NAP was dated using juvenile Spisula shells . � e dates range from ± 3520 BC to 835 BC. Also 
in these boreholes, the measured ages of the uppermost shells in the beach sands (± 875 BC and 1425 
BC) are too old, since at the nearby WRK location the transition between beach sand and dune sands 
was dated at about 350 BC.

Location 19C0945 (B45)

Table A3.20 | 14C dates of the PWN borehole 19C0945 (B45). Reference: Vos et al., 2010.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

B45-1 UtC 12021 103662 504170 5.12 m Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3116 ± 36* 926-806 BC 865 BC

B45-2 UtC 12022 103662 504170 6.92 m Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3311 ± 43* 1230-976 BC 1100 BC

B45-3 UtC 12023 103662 504170 10.92 m Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3377 ± 44* 1379-1051 BC 1200 BC

B45-4 UtC 12024 103662 504170 11.77 m Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 3589 ± 34* 1528-1408 BC 1465 BC

B45-5 UtC 12025 103662 504170 17.04 m Spisula sands, off shore deposits Marine shell, single valve 5089 ± 39* 3629-3368 BC 3455 BC

B45-6 UtC 12026 103662 504170 21.77 m Wormer Member, Layer of Velsen Plant remain, root 7866 ± 47 7023-6598 BC 6720 BC

B45-7 UtC 12027 103662 504170 23.40 m Base Basal Peat Peat, matrix 8461 ± 46 7589-7471 BC 7535 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e fi ll of the Oer-IJ inlet system at borehole location 19C0945 was dated, 
using juvenile Spisula shells from a depth of 17.04 to 5.12 m –NAP, between ± 3505 BC and 940 BC. � e 
uppermost shell date, from 0.6 m –NAP (± 850 BC), is too old for beach deposition, since in the nearby 
S5 the transition between beach sand and dune sands was dated to between 600 and 500 BC.

In the lowermost two samples of the borehole, organic material from the Basal Peat and Velsen 
Layer was dated. � ese dates indicate that the Basal Peat started ± 7535 BC at a depth of 23.4 m –NAP 
and that the humic Velsen Layer above was formed around 6720 BC. 

Location Velsen-Hoogovens II (HII)

Table A3.21a | 14C dates of the building pit Velsen-Hoogovens II (HII). Reference: Jelgersma et al., 1970.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m +NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

HII-1 GrN 4563 ± 103255 499315 5.65-5.67 Peaty soil in Younger Dune sands Peat, bulk 940 ± 45 1018-1204 AD 1100 AD

HII-2 GrN 4480 ± 103255 499315 4.41-4.44 Peaty soil in Younger Dunes sands Peat, bulk 1010 ± 45 901-1155 AD 1025 AD

HII-3 GrN 4481 ± 103255 499315 2.10-2.15 Peaty soil in Older Dunes sands Peat, sandy, bulk 2130 ± 50 358-42 BC 165 BC
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Location Velsen-Hoogovens III (HIII)

Table A3.21b | 14C dates of the building pit Velsen-Hoogovens III (HIII). Reference: Jelgersma et al., 1970.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m +NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

HIII-1 GrN 4118 ± 103155 499180 +5.6 Humic soil, in upper part 
Older Dune sands

Mesotrophic peat, sandy, 
bulk

810 ± 70 1040-1291 AD 1210 AD

HIII-2 GrN 4561 ± 103155 499180 +3.75 Humic soil in 
Older Dunes sands

Mesotrophic peat, sandy, 
bulk

1370 ± 70 539-862 AD 660 AD

HIII-3 GrN 4482 ± 103155 499180 +3.45 Peaty soil in 
Older Dunes sands

Mesotrophic peat, bulk 1740 ± 70 87-504 AD 290 AD

HIII-4 GrN 4562 ± 103155 499180 +2.9 Humic soil in 
Older Dunes sands

Mesotrophic peat, sandy, 
bulk

2250 ± 50 399-201 BC 290 BC

HIII-5 GrN 4483 ± 103155 499180 1.35 Top organic soil in 
Older Dunes sands

Organic layer, bulk 2250± 45 398-204 BC 285 BC

HIII-6 GrN 4119 ± 103155 499180 +1.1 Base organic soil in 
Older Dunes sands

Organic layer, bulk 2420 ± 70 767-397 BC 545 BC

Location Velsen-Hoogovens IV (HIV)

Table A3.21c | 14C dates of the building pit Velsen-Hoogovens IV (HIV). Reference: Jelgersma et al., 1970.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

HIV-1 GrN 4768 ± 103530 499310 +1.5 Wood, Juniperus, 
in Older Dunes

Peat, bulk
Location IVb

2450± 40 756-410 BC 580 BC

HIV-2 GrN5 207 ± 103500 499285 +0.45 Organic layer, sandy, 
in Older Dunes

Peat, bulk
Location IVa

2700 ± 50 972-796 BC 860 BC

HIV-3 GrN 5235 ± 103500 499285 +0.35 Organic layer 
in Older Dunes

Peat, sandy, bulk, 
Location IVa

2725 ± 50 992-803 BC 875 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: Velsen-Hoogovens, areas II t/m IV. In the area of Velsen-Hoogovens II t/m 
IV the age of the aeolian phase of the Older Dunes and the base of the Younger Dunes were determined 
by dating the organic soil and anthropogenic culture layer. � e lowest and oldest organic layer in 
the dune (HIV-3) was dated at ± 875 BC. � is indicates that the palaeo-coastline in this area (beach–
dune transition) is older than about 900 BC. Above this lowest soil layer, several organic horizons at 
locations II / IV were dated, ranging between 545 BC up to 860 AD. � e palaeosols in the Younger Dunes 
were formed a� er 1000 AD.

Location Velsen-Hoogovens Vormenhal (HV)

Table A3.22 | 14C dates of the building pit Velsen-Hoogovens Vormenhal (HV). Reference: Jelgersma et al., 1970.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m +NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

HV-1 GrN 5040 101684 500244 3.18 Peaty soil in top 
Older Dune sands

Mesotrophic peat, slightly 
sandy, bulk

1090 ± 35 888-1018 AD 955 AD

HV-2 GrN 5041 101684 500244 2.88 Phragmites peat in 
Older Dunes sands

Phragmites peat, bulk 1240 ± 45 675-885 AD 770 AD

HV-3 GrN 5042 101684 500244 2.72 Peat in Older Dunes sands Wood peat, , bulk 1240± 30 684-876 AD 760 AD

HV-4 GrN 5083 101684 500244 2.53 Peat, sandy, in 
Older Dunes sands

Wood peat, bulk 1910 ± 60 41 BC-237AD 100 AD
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Palaeolandscape implication: � e Vormerhal location lies about 1,5 km NW of the Hoogoven area, location 
II / 1V. � e beach sands were not exposed here, So tha� he age of the palaeo-coastline at this location 
cannot be estimated precisely. 

� e organic palaeosols in the Older Dune complex were dated at ± 100 to 955 AD. Soils in the 
Younger Dunes were not described but the highest organic level in the Older Dunes (± 955 AD) may 
be considered the base of the Younger Dunes, which implies that here the Younger Dune formation 
started in the 10th century.

Location Velsen-PEN Noorderweg (VP)

Table A3.23 | 14C dates of the building pit Velsen-PEN Noorderweg (VP). Reference: Jelgersma et al., 1970.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m +NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

VP-1 GrN 4566 ± 103780 498425 1.5 Base Older Dune sands on beach sands Juvenile Spisula shells 3780 ± 55* 1880-1546 BC 1700 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e base of the Older Dunes, directly on top of the beach sands, was dated 
using juvenile Spisula shells at around 1700 BC. Reworking of the shells cannot be excluded, so that the 
transition of the beach to dune sands might be younger, but not later than the Late Bronze Age. Culture 
layers in the Older Dune sands, on top of the beach sands, were archaeologically dated as Late Bronze 
Age / Early Iron Age (layer B in the section) and Roman or Medieval Age (Layer C).

Location Velsen-Gildenlaan (VG)

Table A3.2 | 14C dates of the building pit Velsen-Gildenlaan (VG). Reference: Jelgersma et al., 1970.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m +NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

VG-1 GrN 4567 ± 104250 498870 1.7 Top organic fi lling of a depression in 
Older Dune sands

Organic layer, bulk 1220 ± 45 677- 940 AD 800 AD

VG-2 GrN 4484 ± 104250 498870 0.9 Organic fi lling of a depression in 
Older Dunes sands

Organic layer, bulk 2400 ± 55 755-391 BC 510 BC

VG-3 GrN 4636 ± 104250 498870 0.5 Organic fi lling of a depression in 
Older Dunes sands

Organic layer, bulk 2520 ± 35 795-540 BC 645 BC

VG-4 GrN 4485 ± 104250 498870 0.15 Base organic fi lling of a depression in 
Older Dunes sands

Organic layer, slightly 
sandy, bulk

2680 ± 50 929-790 BC 845 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: A depression in the Older Dunes was dated at the Velsen Gildenlaan 
location. � e layered organic fi ll ranges 845 BC to 800 AD. � e beach sands were not exposed at this 
site. � erefore, the age of the palaeo-coastline at this location cannot be defi ned. Possibly the coastline 
was at this location in the Early Bronze Age.

Location Beverwijk-Scheybeeck (BS)

Table A3.25 | 14C dates of building pit Beverwijk-Scheybeeck (BS). Reference: Jelgersma et al., 1970. 

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

BS-1 GrN 4932 ± 104845 499280 0.40-0.43 Peaty layer on Older Dune sands Sandy peat, bulk 2440 ± 50 757-406 BC 565 BC

BS-2 GrN 5208 ± 104845 499280 0.89-0.92 Organic layer in Older Dunes 
sands

Organic layer, bulk 2660 ± 55 971-766 BC 835 BC

BS-3 GrN 5209 ± 104845 499280 1.14-1.18 Organic layer in Older Dunes 
sands

Organic layer, bulk 2935 ± 35 1285-996 BC 1140 BC

BS-4 GrN 4933 ± 104845 499280 1.89-1.93 Peaty soil on top of Oer-IJ tidal 
deposits

Organic layer, clayey, bulk 3010 ± 50 1431-1016 BC 1245 BC
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Palaeolandscape implication: At the Beverwijk-Scheybeeck location dune sands dri� ed over clayey salt-
marsh deposits of the Oer-IJ. � e lowest organic soil, directly on the marsh was dated at ± 1245 BC. � e 
organic layers of the palaeosols and culture layers in the Older Dune sands above range between 1140 
BC and 565 BC.

Because of the western position of the Bronze Age Oer-IJ marsh, it cannot be excluded that in the 
subsurface – below the marsh deposits – an early palaeo-channel / inlet of the Oer-IJ has been present 
which silted up in the Early Bronze Age. � is assumption implies that an opening in the coastline 
existed at this location during that period. 

Location Van Tuyllaan (VT)

Table A3.26a | 14C dates of canal pit Velsen-Noordzeekanaal, location Van Tuyllaan (VT). References: RGD Palaeobot. Rap. 1175; Zagwijn, 1992; Van der Valk, 1992.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

VT-1 GrN 5968 104260 497490  0.80-0.10 Organic fi lling of dune 
valley deposits, top layer 4

Organic material, very 
sandy, bulk

3160 ± 55 1600-1278 BC 1435 BC

VT-2 GrN 5969 104260 497490 0.32-0.35 Organic fi lling of dune 
valley deposits, base layer 4

Organic material, sandy, 
bulk

3220 ± 35 1608-1422 BC 1485 BC

VT-3 GrN 5970 104260 497490 0.80-0.83 Organic fi lling of dune 
valley deposits, top layer 3

Organic material, fi ne 
sandy layers, bulk

3400 ± 35 1867-1616 BC 1695 BC

VT-4 GrN 5971 104260 497490 0.97-1.0 Organic fi lling of dune 
valley deposits, base layer 3

Organic material, very 
sandy, bulk

3360 ± 35 1744-1534 BC 1655 BC

VT-5 GrN 5972 104260 497490 1.14-1.17 Organic fi lling of dune 
valley deposits, top layer 2

Organic material, very 
sandy, bulk

3410 ± 35 1871-1623 BC 1710 BC

VT-6 GrN 5973 104260 497490 1.27-1.30 Organic fi lling of dune 
valley deposits, base layer 2

Organic material, bulk 3450± 35 1883-1683 BC 1765 BC

VT-7 GrN 5974 104260 497490 1.37-1.39 Organic fi lling of dune 
valley deposits, top layer 1

Organic material, bulk 3490 ± 35 1907-1696 BC 1815 BC

VT-8 GrN 5975 104260 497490 1.50-1.52 Organic fi lling of dune 
valley deposits, base layer 1

Organic material, bulk 3620 ± 35 2125-1890 BC 1980 BC

Location Velsen-Noordzeekanaal, location Ia (VIa)

Table A3.26b | 14C dates of canal pit Velsen-Noordzeekanaal, location Ia (VIa).  References: Palaeobot. Rap. 1175; Zagwijn, 1992.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

VIa-1 GrN 5853 104425 497500 2.0 Top of the beach sands, storm 
layer, direct below dune sands

Cerastoderma edule, 
bivalved

4245 ± 45* 2465-2152 BC 2315 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: Location Van Tuyllaan (VT) and Velsen-Noordzeekanaal (VIa). During the 
enlargement of the Noordzeekanaal in the 1960s, the top of the beach sands and Older Dunes near the 
old town of Velsen were examined. � e top of the beach sands was dated with bivalve Cerastoderma 
edule shells at the VIa location at ± 2315 BC. � e layered, organic fi ll of a depression in the Older Dunes 
at the VT location was dated between ± 1980 and 1435 BC. � ese dates indicate that the palaeo-coastline 
was situated at this location around 2300 BC. Since that time this area formed part of the Older Dune 
landscape.
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Location IJmuiden-Haringhaven (IJH).

Table A3.27 | 14C dates of building pit IJmuiden-Haringhaven (IJH). References: Van der Valk, 1991, 1992.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)
*: mean value of both dates at the same depth was taken

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

IJH -1 GrN 15157 100120 497540 + 2.0 Storm layers in dune sand Macra corallina 2695 ± 40* 411-208 BC 290 BC**

IJH-2 GrN 16185 100120 497540 + 2.0 Storm layers in dune sand Cepaea nemoralis 2570 ± 110* 471-71 BC 290 BC**

Palaeolandscape implication: At this location two shells (Macra corallina: At this location two shells (Macra corallina: At this location two shells (  and Cepaea Nemoralis) from 
aquatic storm layers were dated at a level of 2 m + NAP. � e mean estimated age of the two samples is 
± 290 BC. Because the shells were reworked, a younger age for the storm deposits cannot be excluded.

Location IJmuiden-Spuisluis (IJS)

Table A3.28 | 14C dates of building pit IJmuiden-Spuisluis (IJS). Reference: Roep et al., 1975.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

IJS-1 GrN 6445 101810 498500  + 0.35-0.38 Top of the beach sands Spisula subtruncata 2710 ± 35* 429-211 BC 385 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: Spisula subtruncata shells in the top of the beach sands were dated in the 
Spuisluis pit at ± 385 BC. Because the shells have been reworked, also here a younger age for the top of 
the beach deposits cannot be excluded.

Appendix A4. Dates from the Oer-IJ tidal area and area of the IJ-polders

Location Castricum-Molendijk (CD) 

Table A4.1 | 14C dates of site Castricum-Molendijk (CD). References: Westerhoff  et al., 1987.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

CP-1 GrN 8661 102960 506040 -1.55 Beach sands, below Older 
Dune sands

Cerastoderma edule, 
bivalved

2715±50* 538-206 BC 385 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: Cerastoderma edule shells were dated in the upper part of the Oer-IJ tidal-
fl at deposits. � e date - around 385 BC - indicates that during that time the mouth of the Oer-IJ near 
Castricum was still open.

Location Heemskerk II (HK)

Table A4.2 | 14C dates of borehole Heemskerk II (HK). References: RGD Palaeobot. Rap. 1000; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

HK-1 GrN 11637 104875 504341 4.32-4.35 Base sandy peat layer Sandy peat, bulk 1895±30 52-215 AD 105 AD
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Palaeolandscape implication: � e sandy peat layer in a depression in the dune area was dated at around 
105 AD. Possibly, the depression was a relic of an older Oer-IJ channel which was covered with dri�  
sand a� er deposition of the Roman peaty fi ll. � e older tidal inlet was not active anymore in the Iron 
Age since west of the HK location a coastal barrier had formed (S5, WRK and SG locations). At that 
time, the main channel / inlet was located south of the SP location.

Location Castricum-Zanderij (CZ)

Table A4.3a | 14C dates of building pit Castricum-Zanderij (CZ). Reference: Vos, 2007.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)
**: The estimate dates are adapted to the value of the OSL date CZ-O2; the dated shells were interpreted as reworked shell material which have no meaning for the age of 
the wash-over deposits.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

CZ-1
(M2A-kl)

UtC 13586 105400 507400 0.45 Layer 6, wash-over 
deposits, below dune sands

Spisula subtruncata, 
small single valve

3140± 60* 1016-801 BC 200 AD**
(895 BC)

CZ-2
(M2B-gr)

UtC 13587 105400 507400 0.45 Layer 6, wash-over 
deposits, below dune sands

Spisula subtruncata, 
large single valve

2930 ± 45* 802-519 BC 200 AD**
(655 BC)

CZ-3
(M1A-kl)

UtC 13584 105400 507400 0.90 Layer 6, wash-over 
deposits, below dune sands

Spisula subtruncata, 
small single valve 

2691 ± 45* 413-204 BC 200 AD**
(360 BC)

CZ-4
(M1B-gr)

UtC 13585 105400 507400 0.90 Layer 6, wash-over 
deposits, below dune sands

Spisula subtruncata, 
large single valve

2685 ± 43* 409-206 BC 200 AD**
(355BC)

Table A4.3b | OSL dates of building pit Castricum-Zanderij (CZ). Reference: Vos, 2007.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Years AD / BC Error band Estimated
date

CZ-O1 NCL 3305015 105400 507400 0.10-0.20 Layer 8, on top of shell layer (6), dune sand deposits 393 ± 96 AD 297 – 489 AD 300 AD**

CZ-O2 NCL 3305014 105400 507400 1.20-1.30 Layer 3, below shell layer (6), wash-over deposits 163 ± 106 AD 57 – 269 AD 165 AD

Palaeolandscape implication: Dune and wash-over deposits were dated with the OSL and 14C dating 
techniques. � e OSL date of sands below de wash-over shells is ± 165 AD. � erefore the shell deposits 
have an estimated age of ± 200 AD. � e dated wash-over shells are older than the OSL date of the sand 
below and therefore considered older reworked shell material.

Because of the dune formation in the beach plain west of the coastal barrier, on the line of the 
S5–WRK–SG–SP locations, wash-over deposits are expected not to be much older than 250 AD at the CZ 
location. � e dune sand layer on top (layer 8) might be younger, and have a age of ± 395 AD.

Location Wijkermeerpolder, ditch side (WP)

Table A4.4: | 14C dates of Wijkermeerpolder, ditch side (WP). Reference: De Jong, 1988a.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample 
nr.

Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

WP-1 GrN 15413 108130 498315 1.80-1.85 Base IJ-polder deposits, sand with detritus Cardium glaucum 1270±45* 1018-1204 AD 1100 AD

WP-2 GrN 15414 108130 498315 2.01 Base IJ-polder deposits, sand with detritus Cardium glaucum 1300±60* 983-1213 AD 1090 AD

WP-3 GrN 15415 108130 498315 2.31 Top Oer-IJ tidal-fl at deposits Scrobicularia plana 2670±60* 748-208 BC 430 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: From the upper zone of the tidal-fl at deposits north of the Noordzeekanaal, 
bivalve Scrobicularia plana shells were dated. � e date of ± 430 BC corresponds with the other 
Scrobicularia plana dates in the upper part of the tidal-fl at deposits at the BP, CD, UD locations. All these 
dates are indicative of the active marine phase in the Oer-IJ between 600 and 400 BC.
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Location Velsen-Noordspaarndammerpolder (NS)

Table A4.5 | 14C dates of Velsen-Noordspaarndammerpolder (NS). Samples of site Velsen XIV from small pit (IPP, 1976). Reference: De Jong, 1984b.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

NS-1 GrN 8671 106400 496480 ± 2.5 Top Oer-IJ tidal-fl at deposits Scrobicularia plana 2820 ± 35* 751-401 BC 505 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: S of the Noordzeekanaal also bivalve Scrobicularia plana shells were dated 
from the upper interval of the tidal-fl at deposits. � e result, ± 505 BC, corresponds with the other 
Scrobicularia plana dates in the upper part of the tidal-fl at deposits ( WP, BP, CD, UD locations). 

Location Wijker-Tunnelput (WT)

Table A4.6 | 14C dates of construction pit Wijker-Tunnelput (WT). Reference: Beets et al., 2004.
 *: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample 
nr.

Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 
95% (2-S)

Estimated
date

WT-1 GrA 738 ± 106400 497000 2.4 Unit 7, base IJ-lake deposits Mya arenaria, bivalved 955±50* 1298-1439 AD 1365AD

WT-2 GrN 20421 ± 106400 497000 2.8 Unit 6, mud-rich cannel fi lls, 
base IJ-deposits Unit 6, mud-rich cannel 
fi lls, base IJ-deposits

Macoma baltica, bivalved 1470±35* 894-1022 AD 975 AD

WT-3 GrA 749 ± 106400 497000 2.62 Unit 6, mud-rich cannel fi lls, 
base IJ-deposits

Valvata piscinalis 1445±50* 885-1151 AD 990 AD

WT-4 GrN 20420 ± 106400 497000 2.8 Unit 5b, Oer-IJ intertidal fl at deposits on top 
of channel deposits (5b)

Scrobicularia plana, bivalved 4225±45* 2459-2143 BC 2280 BC

WT-5 GrN 20418 ± 106400 497000 5.6 Unit 5c, Oer-IJ intertidal fl at deposits on top 
of channel deposits (5b)

Mytilus edulis, bivalved 4380±40* 2618-2347 BC 2515 BC

WT-6 GrN 20419 ± 106400 497000 5.6 Unit 5c, Oer-IJ intertidal fl at deposits on top 
of channel deposits (5a)

Scrobicularia plana, bivalved 4425±30* 2621-2472 BC 2535 BC

WT-7 GrN 20426 ± 106400 497000 12.5 Unit 5b, Oer-IJ tidal-channel deposits (5a) Cerastoderma edule, single valve 5770±50* 4333-4054 BC 4215 BC

WT-8 GrN 20427 ± 106400 497000 12.5 Unit 5a, Oer-IJ tidal-channel deposits (5a) Macoma báltica, single valve 5400±50* 3945-3665 BC 3785 BC

WT-9 GrN 20428 ± 106400 497000 12.5 Unit 5a, Oer-IJ tidal-channel deposits (5a) Scrobicularia plana, single valve 5320±60* 3934-3538 BC 3710 BC

WT-10 GrA 365 ± 106400 497000 14.96 Unit 3b, tidal-channel of the Wormer 
Member

Small patches of Mytilus edulis 6640±60* 5326-5030 BC 5210 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e tidal deposits of the northern and southern tunnel pit section were 
dated by Beets et al. (2004). � e calibrated estimates from this publication are given in the table. � e 
tidal channel at a depth of 14.96 m was dated with (reworked) Mytilus shells at 5238 to 5125 BC (layer 
3b in the section). In the top of the tidal sequence of the Wormer deposits, NE of the northern pit, a 
preserved peat layer (layer 4) was not dated, but can be compared with the base of the Holland Peat 
layer in the Assendelverpolders (site A17 II-4). Because the peat was formed in the area near the main 
channel of the tidal inlet, the age may be somewhat younger than in the Assendelverpolders, probably 
about 2500 BC.

� e peat layer and the Wormer tidal deposits were truncated by tidal channels. Beets et al. (2004) 
classifi ed these channel deposits as Oer-IJ deposits (layer 5c). � e age of the channel fi ll (5.6 m –NAP), 
based on reworked shells, is around 2400 BC (WT-5/7). On top, (at 2. 8 m –NAP) Scrobicularia shells 
in intertidal fl at deposits were dated at 1816 BC. Shells from a rest channel scoured in the underlying 
tidal deposits of the Oer-IJ (layer 6) have a date of 832 and 961 AD. � is indicates that the IJ-lake became 
brackish from the 10th century onwards. At the base of the IJ-lake deposits Mya arenaria shells were 
dated (layer 7) at 1398 BC. � is is relatively old for the fi rst appearance of this shell in the Netherlands 
(Beets et al., 2004) but it may support the theory of Petersen et al (1992) that the ancestors of the Mya
shells were brought from North America to Northwestern Europa by Viking ships a� er 1000 AD 
instead of a� er its discovery by Columbus in 1492 (Van Straaten, 1957).
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Location Velsen-Tunnelput (VT)

Table A4.7 | 14C dates of construction pit Velsen-Tunnelput (VT). Reference: Van Straaten, 1957.
 *: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

VT-1 GrN 179 ± 105270 497090 3.25 Oer-IJ tidal deposits Scrobicularia plana, 
bivalved

2595 ± 75* 397-56 BC 255 BC

VT-2 GrN 195 ± 105270 497090 4.2 Oer-IJ tidal deposits Scrobicularia plana, 
bivalved

2705 ± 160* 798-3 BC 395 BC

VT-3 GrN 196 ± 105270 497090 6.5 Oer-IJ tidal deposits Cerastoderma edule, 
displaced material

2820 ± 160* 901-118 BC 545 BC

VT-4 GrN 198 ± 105270 497090 6.4 Wormer Member, tidal 
deposits

Scrobicularia plana, 
bivalved

4370 ± 150* 2890-2045 BC 2485 BC

VT-5 GrN 200 ± 105270 497090 14.2 Upper part of the Layer of 
Velsen

Hydrobia ulvae 7640 ±240* 6507-5634 BC 6085 BC

VT-6 GrN 194 ± 105270 497090 ±16.0 5 cm below the top of the 
Basal peat layer

Peat, bulk 7600 ± 200* 6447-5719 BC 6085 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: In 1954, the base of the Holocene sequence was exposed in the Velsertunnel 
pit. � e upper part of the Basal Peat and the Velsen Layer at a depth of about 16 to 14 m –NAP was dated 
at ± 6085 BC. 

� e tidal fl at sands in the upper part of the Wormer Member were dated using Scrobicularia shells 
at ± 2485 BP, comparable with the data of these deposits in the Wijkertunnel pit (layer 3; WT-5/6). � e 
Oer-IJ tidal fl at deposits were dated with bivalve shells to between ± 545 and 255 BC. � e youngest 
date (VT-1) indicates that between 300 and 250 BC tidal deposition continued and that the main tidal 
channel nearby was still active

Location Beverwijk Wijkerbroek (BW)

Table A4.8 | 14C dates of borehole Beverwijk Wijkerbroek (BW). Reference: Cleveringa, 1988.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)
**: Shell dates are derived from the marine deposits above the peat layer and must be older than this layer

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

WIJ-1 GrN 15433 107475 499850 16.92-16.97 Base tidal channel deposits 
of the Wormer Member

Cardium glaucum 8030±100* 6823-6373 BC 6000 BC**

WIJ-2 GrN 15447 107475 499850 16.92-16.97 Base tidal channel deposits 
of the Wormer Member

Hydrobia 8380±500* 8297-5988 BC 6000 BC**

WIJ-3 GrN 15928 107475 499850 16.97-17.00 Thin peat layer on top of the Velsen layer Peat, bulk 7260 ± 60 6232-6019 BC 6135 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e peat layer on top of the humic Velsen deposits is dated at about 6135 BC, 
indicating that the Velsen deposition at a depth of about 16 to 17 m –NAP ended around 6000–6100 BC.
� e shells at the base of the Wormer tidal channel deposits have been reworked and, therefore, give an 
age which is too old for the time of deposition. An age of about 6000 BC is estimated, based on the date 
of the peat sample (BW-3). � is is in correspondence with the date of the top of the Basal Peat from the 
Velsertunnel pit location (VT-6; ± 16.0 m –NAP).
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Location Afrikahaven – H2b location (AH)

Table A4.9 | 14C dates of exposure Afrikahaven – H2b location (AH). Reference: Veerkamp, 2001. 
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)
**: Marine 2-S calibration dates according to the OxCal 4.2 program.
***: best estimate after the correction of the brackish water eff ect according to the CIO (in Veerkamp, 2001).

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

AH-1 GrN 25248 111200 492750 4.5 – 5.0 Base IJ- lake deposits Macoma baltica 1300±80* 997-1267 AD 1250 AD***
(1130 AD)

AH-2 GrN 24403 111200 492750 3.5 Base IJ- lake deposits Cerastaderma edule, 
juvenile

1600±40* 689-950 AD 1250 AD***
(825 AD)

AH-3 GrN 24402 111200 492750 5.1 Post in the top of the 
Wormer clay deposits

Wood, small post 600±30 1297-1409 AD 1350 AD

AH-4 GrN 24401 111200 492750 4.5-5.0 Post in the top of the 
Wormer clay deposits

Wood, small post 4470±40 3346-3022 BC 3195 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: During the excavation of the harbour, the base of the IJ-polder deposits 
was exposed as an erosional contact with the top of the Wormer Clay deposits. Locally a remnant of 
the Holland Peat has been preserved. At the base, marine shells were found indicative for brackish 
conditions in the lake. � e AH-1 and 2 dates are indicative of a Late Mediaeval age. In addition, the 
dates at the Wijkertunnel pit (WT-1 and 2) and Wijkermeerpolder (WP-1 and 2) date from this period. 
A problem, however, with these shell dates of the IJ-lake deposits might be the correction for the 
brackish water eff ect. Nevertheless, the shell dates seem reliable when compared with the age of the 
dirty sands (with marine shells) dated at the Velsen Logboat site (VL1, Tab. A4.10).

In the top of the deposits of the Wormer Member two post remnants were dated. One post was old 
(AH4) and assigned to the Neolithic period. � is indicates that Man was present in the area when the 
marshes had been silted up and peat formation had not started yet. � e other post is relatively young 
and dates from the Late Mediaeval period. � is is apparently a post which had been driven into the 
clay soil by a fi sherman in order to secure a boat or fyke in the IJ-lake which was formed at that period 
(Veerkamp, 2001).

Location Velsen-Logboat (VL)

Table A4.10 | 14C dates of Velsen-Logboat (VL). Reference: De Weert, 1989.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

VL-1 GrN 8276 ±107475 ±493750 ± 2.8 Base of IJ-lake deposits on top 
of sandy Oer-IJ tidal deposits

Oak wood of a logboat 975 ± 30 1013-1155 AD 1085 AD

� e log boat was found on top of the sandy Oer-IJ tidal deposits and in and below the ‘Dirty Sands’,
which were formed under marine conditions considering that in these deposits Cerastoderma and 
Macoma species occur. � e date that the boat sank of course is later than the age of the dated oak wood. 
� e date was taken from material near the original edge of the alder plank of the vessel. � e sapwood 
of the tree, however, could not be discerned. � erefore, the tree must have been cut about 20 years 
later than the age of the wood. 

In order to correctly determine the age of the base of the Dirty Sands, also the maximum life of 
the log boat needs to be taken into account. An estimated life time of 30 to 50 years for the vessel 
seems realistic. So, deposition of the log boat occurred about 50 to 60 years later than the date of the 
oak wood. � e deposition of the Dirty Sands, however, might already have started before the vessel 
sank, because the boat has sunk / dug into the underlying sediments. � erefore, at the VL location, the 
formation of the Dirty Sands is estimated to have started at the end of the 10th or the beginning of the 
11th century. � is is in line with the shell dates from the base of the IJ-lake deposits of the Afrikahaven 
(AH 1 and 2; Tab. A4.9) which indicate that marine conditions in the IJ-lake had started – at least – by 
about the end of the 10th century.
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Location Uitgeest Benes (UB)

Table A4.11a | 14C dates of exposure Uitgeest Benes (UB). Reference: Vos & De Koning, unpublished.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

UB-1
(vnr. 115)

Poz-64008 109001 506076 1.63 Base anthropogenic 
disturbed channel fi ll

Archaeological post, wood 1195±30 720-941 AD 830 AD

UB-2
(vnr. 110)

Poz-64212 108936 506102 1.47 Upper part Oer-IJ tidal fl at 
deposits

Scrobicularia plana, 
bivalved 

2715±35* 414-235 BC 390 BC

UB-3
(vnr. 111)

Poz-64213 108934 506100 1.02 Top Oer-IJ tidal fl at 
deposits

Scrobicularia plana, 
bivalved 

2680±35* 404-209 BC 360 BC

UB-4
(vnr. 112)

Poz-64214 108934 506101 1.12 Top Oer-IJ tidal fl at 
deposits

Scrobicularia plana, 
bivalved 

2655±30* 396-208 BC 285BC

Table A4.11b | OSL dates of exposure Uitgeest Benes (UB). Reference: Wallinga & Voskuilen, 2014.
*: Mean value of the both dates

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Years AD / BC Error band Estimated
date

UB-O1
(vnr. 106)

NCL 6114036 108864 506107 0.82 Aeolian sand, on top of the storm sand deposits 216 ± 114 BC 330-102 BC 220 BC*

UB-O2
(vnr. 114)

NCL 6114037 108935 506102 0.84 Storm sand layers with single valved marine shells (e.g. 
Spisula subtruncata), on top of Oer-IJ tidal fl at deposits 

236 ± 119 BC 355-117 BC 220 BC*

Palaeolandscape implication: � e bivalve marine shells indicate that the upper part of the tidal fl at 
deposits were formed between ca. 535 and 470 BC. When the traditional 400 year reservoir correction 
is applied, like the older GrN dates in the 1970s and 1980s, these age are about 70 younger (around 465 
and 400 BC). � e storm sands –lateral of the main Oer-IJ channel and on top of the tidal fl at sediments - 
were deposited during the last stage of marine deposition in this part of the Oer-IJ. On top of the storm 
sands, aeolian sands occur. � e OSL date of the base of these aeolian sands falls in the same range as 
the storm sand date. Taking into account the uncertainty range of the OSL dates, the storm layer and 
aeolian sands were also formed in the Late Iron Age (at least before 100 BC). When tidal deposition 
stopped and windblown sands were formed, the area was suitable for habitation. Late Iron Age po� ery 
found at location Uitgeest Benes is an indication for this.

� e wooden post found at the base of an anthropogenic disturbed humus fi ll of a channel is dated 
around 830 AD. � is indicates that Man was active at this location, and possibly that the site was 
inhabited because of the presence of a lot of wood in the rest channel.

Appendix A5.  Dates from the salt-marsh clay-on-peat area of the 
Uitgeesterbroek- and Assendelverpolders 

A5.  Dates from the salt-marsh clay-on-peat area of the 
Uitgeesterbroek- and Assendelverpolders 

A5.  Dates from the salt-marsh clay-on-peat area of the 

Location gas pipeline trench Uitgeest (UG)

Table A5.1 | 14C dates of Holland Peat in the gas pipeline trench Uitgeest (UG). Reference: De Jong, 1986a. 

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

UG-1 GrN 10235 108500 502250 4.11-4.13 Base of the lower Holland 
Peat layer

Phragmites peat, slightly 
clayey, bulk

4675±40 3627-3365 BC 3455 BC
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Location Uitgeest (BU)

Table A5.2 | 14C dates of Holland Peat borehole near Uitgeest (BU). Reference: Jelgersma, 1961 (BU-1 interpreted after De Jong, 1986d).

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

BU-1 GrN 1663 109780 503870 3.63-3.66 Base Holland Peat Peat, bulk 4055±50 2859-2471 BC 2600 BC

BU-2 GrN 1650 109780 503870 3.92-3.95 Top of the lower Holland Peat layer Peat, bulk 4580±60 3517-3097 BC 3315 BC

BU-3 GrN 1057 109780 503870 22.50-22.50 Top Basal Peat Peat, bulk 7780±75 6907-6454 BC 6610 BC

BU-4 GrN 1054 109780 503870 23.25-23.30 Base Basal Peat Peat, bulk 9555±70 9211-8736 BC 8965 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: gas pipeline trench Uitgeest (UG) and borehole near Uitgeest (BU). � e Basal 
Peat dates indicate an age between 8965 and 6610 BC. � e base is signifi cantly older than a comparable 
date from 23.4 m –NAP in the 19C0945 core (B945-7; 7535 BC). Possibly the Basal Peat formation at the UG 
location started in a local wet depression and independently of the Holocene sea-level rise. 

In the lower part of the Holland Peat a clay layer occurs. � e base of the lowest peat layer on top of 
the Wormer tidal deposits was dated in the gas-pipeline trench (UG-1) at ± 3455 BC and the top at ± 3315 
BC. � e peat formation on top of the clay wedge started around 2600 BC.

Peat formation at the UG location began ± 300 years earlier than in the eastern central part of 
(BN-2; W-2). A protecting coastal barrier west of the UG location was probably responsible for the peat 
growth in this near-shore area. 

Location polder de Uitgeester-Heemskerkerbroek (UH)

Table A5.3 | 14C dates of ditch-side section Polder de Uitgeester-Heemskerkerbroek (UH). References: RGD Palaeobot. Rap. 1036; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

UH-1 GrN 12148 108770 502480 2.5 Humus clay layer in depression 
of a salt marsh, below sandy 
tidal- fl at deposits

Cerastoderma glaucum, 
bivalved

2960±70* 835-430 BC 670 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e shell date was derived from a pool deposit within an Oer-IJ salt-marsh 
environment. In the pool sedimentation of clay took place in the period around 670 BC. � e date has a 
large 2-σ range, but probably the pool clay was deposited before the active marine phase in the Oer-IJ 
(600-400 BC).

Location Uitgeesterbroek (SU)

Table A5.4 | 14C dates of ditch-side section Uitgeesterbroek (SU). References: RGD Palaeobot. Rap. 1036; Westerhoff  et al., 1987.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

SU-1 GrN 12099 110180 503050 2.01-2.11 Reed stalk level in Oer-IJ 
salt-marsh deposits

Stalks of PhragmitesStalks of PhragmitesStalks of 2570±60 840-490 BC 685 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: A horizon of reed stalk was found in the Oer-IJ salt-marsh deposits and is 
dated at around 685 BC. � is date falls in the relatively quiet period of the Oer-IJ between 1000 and 650 
BC . A comparable reed stalk level was dated in the Broekpolder – in the transition zone of the marsh 
to the main tidal channel of the Oer-IJ – and also formed in the relatively quiet Oer-IJ period (BP-7, ± 
790 BC).
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Location site O/R (AR)

Table A5.5 | 14C dates of IPP excavation Assendelverpolders site O/R (AR), in the surrounding of the Early Medieval church (AO). Reference: Witte & Van Geel, 1985.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

AR-1  GrN 11585  110205 498600 2.03 Top oligotrophic peat layer, 
between early medieval culture 
layer and Roman charcoal layer

Sphagnum, bulk sample 1415 ± 50 542-684 AD 625 AD

AR-2  GrN 11584  110205 498600 2.05 Oligotrophic peat layer, between 
early medieval culture layer and 
Roman charcoal layer

Sphagnum, bulk sample 1570 ± 30 416-557 AD 485 AD

AR-3  GrN 11583  110205 498600 2.19 Base oligotrophic peat layer, 
between early medieval culture 
layer and Roman charcoal layer

Sphagnum, bulk sample 1790 ± 30 133-330 AD 235 AD

AR-4  GrN 11582  110205 498600 2.28 Top oligotrophic peat layer, 
below and Roman charcoal layer

Sphagnum, bulk sample 1960 ± 35 42 BC-123 AD 40 AD

AR-5  GrN 11581  110205 498600 2.57 Base oligotrophic peat layer, 
below and Roman charcoal layer

Sphagnum, bulk sample 2230 ± 35 385-203 BC 280 BC

AR-6  GrN 11580  110205 498600 2.62 Boundary layer,  mesotrophic peat Molinia / Myrica gale, bulk 
sample

2390± 60 756-382 BC 505 BC

AR-7  GrN 11579  110205 498600 2.80 Top eutrophic peat layer Phragmites, bulk sample 2480 ± 50 776-416 BC 620 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: At the sites O/R and O the peat sequence was sampled below a culture layer 
of an Early Medieval se� lement and church. � ese culture layers protected the peat layers below against 
exposure to the air so that they were preserved. In the surrounding peat area the top of the peat bog has 
completely vanished by oxidation. From the original top of the peat, only a black, crumbly oxidation 
layer was le�  behind. It is estimated that at least 1.20 m of the top of the Medieval peat has disappeared. 

� e dates of the samples from the peat sequence vary between ± 620 BC and ± 625 AD. � e lowest 
sample consists of eutrophic Phragmites peat (± 620 BC), the oligotrophic peat growth started at about 
± 280 BC , the base of a Roman culture level was dated at ± 40 AD and the top of the oligotrophic peat 
below the culture layer was dated at ± 625 AD. 

Location site O (AO)

Table A5.6 | 14C dates of IPP excavation in Assendelverpolders site O (AO), below Medieval church. Reference: Smeerdijk, 1989.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

AO-1  GrN 13031 ± 110155 498585 1.95 Top oligotrophic peat layer, 
direct below church layer

Ericaceae / Sphagnum 
peat, bulk 

1195 ± 45 690-966 AD 830 AD

AO-2 GrN 13025 ± 110155 498585 2.04 Upper part oligotrophic peat 
layer

Ericaceae / Sphagnum
peat, bulk 

1210 ± 50 679-952 AD 815 AD

AO-3 GrN 13026 ± 110155 498585 2.32 Middle oligotrophic peat layer Ericaceae / Sphagnum 
peat, bulk 

1305 ± 35 656-770 AD 705 AD

AO-4 GrN 13027 ± 110155 498585 2.53 Base oligotrophic peat layer Ericaceae / Sphagnum
peat, bulk 

1685 ± 35 255-422 AD 360 AD

AO-5 GrN 13028 ± 110155 498585 2.65 Upper part mesotrophic peat Molinia / Myrica peat, bulk 1875 ± 30 70-224 AD 130 AD

AO-6 GrN 13029 ± 110155 498585 2.81 Lower part mesotrophic peat Molinia / Myrica peat, bulk 2000 ± 40 111 BC-83 AD 0 BC / AD

AO-7 GrN 13030 ± 110155 498585 2.96 Base  mesotrophic peat Molinia peat, bulk 2150 ± 40 358-56 BC 195 BC

AO-8 GrN 13032 ± 110155 498585 3.05 Top eutrophic peat layer Phragmites peat, bulk 2320 ± 40 511-214 BC 390 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: A comparable peat sequence below the wooden Medieval church of 
Assendel�  was dated at the 10th century AD. At this location the base of the sequence is more eutrophic 
/ mesotrophic (± 390 BC – 130 AD). Oligotrophic peat growth started ± 360 AD and continued probably 
until the time when the church was built. � e date of the uppermost sample is ± 830 AD.
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Location site 17 (A17)

Table A5.7 | 14C dates of AWN excavation in Assendelverpolders site 17 (A17). Reference: De Jong, 1987a.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

A17 II-1 GrN 9944 112200 500750 1.80-1.90 Top Holland Peat, below 
occupation layer

Phragmites peat, bulk 2030±60 198 BC -83 AD 45 BC

A17 II-2 GrN 9943 112200 500750 2.14-2.25 Holland Peat, Chen. Peak 4 Phragmites peat, bulk 2400±70 766-385 BC 525 BC

A17 I -3 GrN 9941 112200 500740 2.30-2.45 Holland Peat, Chen. Peak 3a Phragmites peat, bulk 3000±70 1414-1031 BC 1230 BC

A17 II-4 GrN 9942 112200 500750 3.48-3.58 Base Holland Peat Phragmites peat, bulk 4200±60 2910-2601 BC 2775 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � is A17 location was a peat site with a Roman se� lement layer on top of 
the peat. Medieval peat was not found at this location. Peat samples for dating were taken from two 
nearby drillings (A17 I and II). � e whole peat sequence was described as eutrophic Phragmites peat 
and investigated on pollen. � e base of the Holland Peat on top of the Wormer Clay deposits was dated 
at ± 2775 BC. � is is somewhat later that the start of the peat formation behind the coastal barrier 
near Uitgeest (± 3365 BC, UK-6; base of the lower peat layer at UG location, ± 3455 BC). Two peat levels 
in which a strong marine infl uence was found in the pollen spectrum abundances (Cheneopodicaea
peaks 3a and 4; De Jong, 1987) were dated around 1230 BC and 525 BC. � e age of top of the Holland 
Peat directly below the Roman culture layer is ± 45 BC. � e palynological analyses of the peat transect 
between the Cheneopodicaea peak 4 and the Roman culture layer show that many oligotrophic pollen 
were present in the pollen assemblage. � is is an indication that oligotrophic peat was present in the 
nearby surrounding area before the fi rst century AD. � is was proven by the archaeological excavations 
in Assendel�  North in the 90s (sites AsN 27 and 56; � erkorn et al., 1997). � ese investigations show 
that Sphagnum peat was present and that this peat has been dug off  in long strips during the Roman 
period. � e peat was used for fuel and construction purposes.

Location site N (AN)

Table A5.8 | 14C dates of IPP excavation in Assendelverpolders site N (AN). Reference: Vos, 1998.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

AN-1 GrN 11477 109609 499568 1.80-1.90 Rest channel deposits in 
Oer-IJ salt-marsh creek

Piece of bone, cattle 2300±30 407-234 BC 380 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: In the rest channel deposits in the tidal creek of site N fragments of bone 
and shards from the Middle Iron Age were found. A piece of ca� le bone was date at ± 380 BC. � is 
date from a silted-up creek indicates that around 400 BC marine activity in the salt-marsh area of the 
Assendelverpolders decreased. � is is in correspondence with the observations that in the adjacent 
peat area mesotrophic and oligotrophic peat growth expanded (sites A17, O/R and O). � ese nutrient-
poor conditions for peat development in the marginal zone of the peat marsh imply that this zone was 
not fl ooded anymore during extremely high storm tides.

Location site P (AP)

Table A5.9 | 14C dates of IPP excavation in Assendelverpolders site P (AP). Reference: Vos, 1998.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

AP-1 GrN 11212 109030 499190 ± 3.0 Base of the ostrocod clay, 
on Holland peat (erosive 
boundary) 

Hydrobia ulvae 3460±70* 1495-1116 BC 1310 BC
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Palaeolandscape implication: At the P site location, lake deposits were found in a depression which was 
formed in the peat deposits. In these humic lake deposits many ostracods and Hydrobias were found. 
� e Hydrobias have been dated at ± 1310 BC. Because these lakes where brackish and the hard water 
eff ect may have played a role, it cannot be excluded that the lake infi ll is somewhat younger than 
indicated by the 14C date.

Also in the Uitgeesterbroek ostracod clay was found in a depression of the Holland Peat layer. 
Here, a tidal creek cut into the palaeolake deposits during the active marine phase between 600 and 
400 BC. � is creek was connected with the tidal channel at the UK location where the canoe was found.

Location site Q / AWN 60 (AQ).

Table A5.10 | 14C dates of IPP excavation in Assendelverpolders site Q or AWN 60 (AQ). References: Hallewas, 1987 ; Vos, 1998.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

AQ-1 GrN 8686 109120 497760 c. 1.75 Early Iron age settlement, 
on oligotrophic peat 

Peg from wood 
construction 

2465±30
(AWN 60)

764-430 BC 625 BC

AQ-2 GrN 8337 109120 497760 c. 1.75 Early Iron age settlement, 
on oligotrophic peat

Peg from wood 
construction

2520±30
(AWN 60)

795-542 BC 645 BC

AQ-3 GrN 11242 109120 497760 1.76-1.80 Top oligotrophic peat, 
below occupation layer

Branches of heather 2620±30
(site Q)

831-775 BC 800 BC

AQ-4 GrN 11243 109120 497760 1.97-2.0 Top Phragmites peat direct 
below oligotrophic peat

Phragmites peat, bulk 2670±80
(site Q)

1021-549 BC 845 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: At site Q an Early Iron Age se� lement was found on top of an isolated 
oligotrophic peat ‘’dome’’, formed within a Phragmites peat environment at the margin of the estuarine 
landscape. Pegs of the se� lement construction were dated at ± 645 to 625 BC. � e oligotrophic peat 
layer below the se� lement gave dates between ± 845 BC (base) and ± 800 BC (top). � is indicates that 
between 850 and 650 BC the marginal zone of the peat area was not frequently fl ooded (quiet phase) 
and that between 650 and 600 BC the marginal peat zone of the estuary had permanent se� lements. � e 
salt-marsh clay deposition on top of the Early Iron Age se� lement shows that this situation changed 
a� er 600 BC. � e site was inundated during storm periods and these fl oodings are related to the active 
marine phase between 600 and 400 BC. 

A clay wedge at this site in the Holland Peat at a depth of about 3 m –NAP, was not 14C dated. 
� e clay layer found in the southwestern part of the Assendelverpolders might be related with the
Cheneopodicaea peak 3a of site A17 in Assendel�  Noord dated at ± 1230 BC.

Location site F(AF)

Table A5.11 | 14C dates of IPP excavation in Assendelverpolders site F(AF). Reference: Hallewas, 1987
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)
**: Mean value of the date AF-1 is used

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

AF-1 GrN 11227 109609 499568 xx Marine shells at the base of 
a tidal creek

Bivalved marine shells 2830±60* 761-402 555 BC

AF-2 GrN11228 109609 499568 xx Marine shells at the base of 
a tidal creek

Bivalved marine shells 2900±50* 794-431 555 BC**
(635 BC)
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Appendix A6.  Dates from the salt-marsh clay area of the Wijkerbroek 
and Velserbroek 

A6.  Dates from the salt-marsh clay area of the Wijkerbroek 
and Velserbroek 

A6.  Dates from the salt-marsh clay area of the Wijkerbroek 

Location Broekpolder (BP)

Table A6.1 | 14C dates of AAC excavation Broekpolder (BP). Reference: Vos, 2000.
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)
**: Estimated date is placed in the middle of the marine active period of the Oer-IJ (600-400 BC) 

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

BP-1 KIA 9493 107873 500485 - 1.65 Column U, peat layer on top of 
Oer-IJ deposits 

Phragmites, root 1465±35 542-650 AD 600 AD

BP-2 KIA 9487 107790 500501 - 1.75 Column S, Oer-IJ tidal-fl at 
deposits

Scrobicularia plana, bivalve 2740±27* 485-369 BC 400 BC

BP-3 KIA 9495 107873 500485 - 1.86 Column U, Oer-IJ tidal-fl at 
deposits

Scrobicularia plana, bivalve 2745±26* 490-376 BC 400 BC

BP-4 KIA 9486 107790 500501 - 2.02 Column S, Oer-IJ tidal-fl at 
deposits

Scrobicularia plana, bivalve 2862±27* 760-430 BC 500 BC**
(625 BC)

BP-5 KIA 9489 107873 500485 - 2.85 Column U, Oer-IJ tidal-fl at 
deposits

Scrobicularia plana, bivalve 2615±37* 383-196 BC 280BC

BP-6 KIA 9488 107680 500596 - 1.50 Column O, Oer-IJ tidal-fl at 
deposits

Scrobicularia plana, bivalve 2608±32* 376-196 BC 280 BC

BP-7 KIA 9490 107497 500666 - 1.09 Column C, layer III, palaeosoil in 
Oer-IJ salt-marsh deposits

Humus clay 2603±49 895-548 BC 790 BC

BP-8 KIA 9492 107497 500666 - 1.32 Column C, layer V, palaeosoil in 
Oer-IJ salt-marsh deposits

Humus clay 3429±34 1877-1640 BC 1730 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: � e Broekpolder site is located at the westward side of the main Oer-IJ 
channel. Salt-marsh deposits with humic plough mark levels from the Middle Bronze Age and Early 
Iron age were found. � e organic matrix of the Bronze Age plough layer was dated at ± 1730 BC. At the 
channel side, reed stalks in the Early Iron Age level were found and dated at ± 790 BC. � is corresponds 
with the oligotrophic peat growth at site Q at the other side of the main channel, and also refl ects the 
relatively quiet conditions in the Oer-IJ during that period.

At the channel side, salt marsh deposits have been covered by sandy tidal fl at sediments in which 
bivalve Scrobicularia plana shells occur/were found in living position. Five shells were dated and four of 
these dates range between 500 and 345 BC. One shell date (BP-4) is slightly older but the 2σerror range 
allows an age younger than 600 BC, i.e. in the active marine period which started a� er the occupation 
with the Early Iron Age se� lement of site Q. � e Scrobicularia shells demonstrate the increase in marine 
activity in the estuary, and also they show that the tidal range (MHW level) increased since they lie 
upon salt-marsh deposits.

A reed rhizome in a peat layer on top of the Oer-IJ tidal deposits along the channel margin was 
dated at ± 600 AD. � is indicates that in Early Medieval times peat developed in the former tidal area 
of the Oer-IJ.

Location Velserbroek-Huis ter Spijk (HS)

Table A6.2 | 14C dates of Velserbroek-Huis ter Spijk (HS). Reference: Van der Valk, 1992 (RGD, not published).
*: expressed in measured 14C years BP (not corrected for reservoir eff ect)

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

HS-1 GrN 9041 105870 493440 2.9-3.0 Top tidal-fl at deposits, 
Wormer Member

Scrobicularia plana,
bivalved

4590 ± 35* 2892-2666 BC 2780 BC
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Palaeolandscape implication: From the upper part of the tidal fl at deposits of the Wormer Member a 14C 
date of a bivalve Scrobicularia plana shell was determined at ± 2780 BC, in line with the dates from these 
deposits from the Velsertunnel and Wijkertunnel pits (VT-4 and WT-5/6). � is indicates that this area 
was covered by tidal fl ats between 2750 and 2000 BC.

Location Velserbroek-borehole 2 (V2)

Table A6.3 | 14C dates of Velserbroek-borehole 2 (V2). References: RGD Palaeobot. Rap. 594; Zagwijn, 1986; De Jong, 1987; Van der Valk, 1992.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

V2-1 GrN 5661 106950 494970 2.03-2.07 Base Phragmites peat layer on 
top Oer-IJ salt-marsh deposits

Peat, slightly clayey, bulk 1920 ± 35 2-210 AD 85 AD

V2-2 GrN 5906 106950 494970 2.54-2.57 Top organic layer in 
Oer-IJ salt-marsh deposits

Peat, clayey, bulk 2820 ± 35 1108-896 BC 975 BC

V2-3 GrN 5662 106950 494970 2.78-2.81 Base organic layer in 
Oer-IJ salt-marsh deposits

Phragmites peat, 
clayey, bulk

2950 ± 35 1264-1044 BC 1160 BC

V2-4 GrN 5907 106950 494970 3.57-3.62 Organic layer in Oer-IJ 
salt-marsh deposits

Very humus clay with 
Phragmites, bulk

3850 ± 55 2469-2146 BC 2320 BC

V2-5 GrN 5663 106950 494970 4.74-4.78 Organic layer in Oer-IJ 
salt-marsh deposits

Organic clay, humus, bulk 4140 ± 30 2874-2621 BC 2735 BC

V2-6 GrN 5664 106950 494970 6.51–6.52 Organic layer on tidal deposits 
of the Wormer Member

Peat, slightly clayey 4735 ± 55 3639-3374 BC 3525 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: A series of organic layers were dated at this drilling location in the 
Velserbroek. � e dates vary between ± 3525 BC and 85 AD. All organic/peaty layers contain more or 
less clay. � e sediment characteristics and diatom content (De Wolf, rapp. 154) indicate that the clay 
sequence (from the lowest dated sample V2-6 up to V2-2) was formed in a salt-marsh environment 
and that this environment was in direct contact with the main channel of the estuary. � e uppermost 
sample (V2-1) contained almost no diatoms and was formed in the Roman period when the estuary had 
lost its direct contact with the North Sea.

Location Velserbroek-borehole 3 (V3)

Table A6.4 | 14C dates of Velserbroek-borehole 3 (V3). References: RGD Palaeobot. Rap. 594; Zagwijn, 1986; Van der Valk, 1992.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m -NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated material 14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-S)

Estimated
date

V3-1 GrN 5914 105870 493440  1.78 Base peat layer, clayey Phragmites peat, clayey, bulk 2695 ± 35 908-802 BC 850 BC

V3-2 GrN 5915 105870 493440 2.37 Base second peat layer, clayey Phragmites peat, clayey, bulk 3715 ± 55 2286-1952 BC 2110 BC

V3-3 GrN 5916 105870 493440 3.47–3.53 Third peaty layer Sandy peat 4250 ± 60 3017-2636 BC 2855 BC

Palaeolandscape implication: A comparable clay sequence as at the V2 location was dated at Velserbroek, 
drilling 3 location (V3). Also in this clay sequence the three organic/peaty layers contain more or less 
clay. � e dates vary between ± 2855 and 850 BC. � e V3-1 and V2-2 dates (± 850 BC and ± 975 BC) fi t 
within the quiet period of the Oer-IJ between 1000 and 600 BC. Similar age index points were found in 
the Assendelverpolders and Broekpolder (AQ-1/4 and BP-7).
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Appendix B. Key sites for landscape reconstruction in Oer-IJ region 
Since the 1980s geological and palaeoenvironmental observations have been made in archaeological 
excavations in the Oer-IJ region. Nine of these ‘key sites’ in the landscape reconstruction are presented 
in this Appendix. For the location of the sites, see Fig. App. B.

Appendix B1. Uitgeest–De Kleis 
During excavation work for the construction of the rail road tunnel De Kleis at Uitgeest in November 
2003 a canoe of oak wood was discovered (Fig. App. B1). � e approximately 20 m long canoe lay in a silted-
up tidal channel which in the Iron Age formed the connection between the main channel of the Oer-IJ 
(west of Assum–Uitgeest) and the salt marsh creek systems in Uitgeesterbroekpolder. � e canoe has 
been salvaged in a steel box (Fig. App. B1) and, including the surrounding soil, taken to the Nederlands 
Instituut voor Scheeps- en onderwater Archeologie (NISA – Dutch Institute for Ship and Underwater 
Archaeology) in Lelystad. � ere the surrounding soil was removed and examined, and the canoe was 
conserved. � e canoe is on display in the exhibition space the ’Huis van Hilde’ (‘Home of Hilde’ – the 
exhibition area of  the archaeological storehouse of Noord-Holland in Castricum). 

Prior to the recovery of the canoe, a geological survey was carried out in order to determine the 
stratigraphic position of the canoe in the subsurface and for making a palaeo-landscape reconstruction 
of the circumstances in which the canoe had sunk. � e fi eld survey consisted of a recording of the ring 
profi le around the canoe (Fig. App. B6) and the recording of the profi le wall about 30 to 40 m north of the 
canoe (Fig. App. B6). In order to determine the ages of the layers in the profi le walls, marine shells from 
the clastic strata and organic samples from the peat layers were sampled for 14C investigation (Tab. A2.1a). 
� e canoe has been dated with the 14C method (UK-1, Tab. A2.1a) and dendrochronologically (Tab A2.1b; 
Koehler, 2004). � e research has been reported in De Koning & Vos (2007).

In the tunnel pit wall exposure (Fig. App. B6), the basal unit consists the Wormer Member (Ca unit). 
� e lowest layer in this unit were tidal fl at deposits of grey, clayey, bioturbated, very fi ne sand with 
Scrobicularia plana shells in life position. On top of these tidal fl at sediments salt marsh deposits with 
bluish-grey clays with crinkly sand laminations occur. On top, a rooted clayey layer with thin sand 
layers (Tl 1 unit) forms the transition layer to the Holland Peat layer above. Aeolian deposits of the 
beach ridge of Uitgeest (Tl 2 unit) were sandwiched between the Holland Peat layers (Hv 1 and 2 units). 
� e Holland Peat layers consist of amorphous reed beds. � e top of the beach ridge and part of the 
upper layer of the Holland Peat had been eroded by the Oer-IJ tidal channel, so that only the base of the 
eastern part of the ridge is still present. � e Oer-IJ channel deposits (Oij unit) consist mainly of slightly 
humic clays in which thin sand layers and Scrobicularia plana shells in life position occur. At the base of 
these channel deposits many peat and clay lumps occur (Fig. App. B6), which indicates that the channel 
eroded peat and clay layers in the hinterlying coastal marshes. 

� e 14C dates of the Scrobicularia plana shells (UK-7; Tab. A2.1 a) in the top of the Wormer tidal fl at deposits 
indicate that the last stage of intertidal deposition took place around 4000 - 3800 BC. � e top of these 
sand fl ats lay at a depth of ca. 5 m –NAP. In the subsequent period, between ca. 3800 and 3365 BC, the 
sand fl at environment evolved from a salt-marsh landscape into a coastal peat land (base Hv 1; UK-6, 
Tab. A2.1 a). Around 3365 BC a coastal peat bog developed near Uitgeest. � is implies that at that time in 
the area west of the study site a beach barrier had developed which shielded the area from the open sea. 
� e coastal peat development at the site continued until about 3040 BC (top Hv 1; UK-5, Tab. A2.1 a) when 
the peat was covered by salt marsh deposits of layer Tl 1. In the next stage, between about 2800 and 2500 
BC, aeolian deposits of layer Tl 2 were formed which indicates that the beach ridge of Uitgeest shi� ed 
toward the position of site De Kleis. � e basis of the beach barrier lies at a depth of 4.1 m –NAP. East of the 
exposed pit wall the beach ridge sands were grown over by peat (Hv 2 layer). � e peat growth at this side 
started around 2500 BC (base Hv 2; UK-4, Tab. A2.1a). Because of erosion of the uppermost part of the peat 
layer by the Oer-IJ channel, it cannot be determined how long peat development east of the beach ridge 
continued. Erosion at least occurred a� er about 2020 BC (top Hv 2; UK-3, Tab. A2.1a).

� e dendrochronological date of the oak-wood canoe at the base of the Oer-IJ channel gives 
information about the age of the channel. � e outermost tree rings of the canoe wood have been dated 
between 617–600 BC (UKa1 –a4, Tab. A2.1b). Given the limited life time of a canoe, it probably sank between 
600 and 550 BC. � e eroded peat lumps and clay balls below the canoe ((Fig. App. B1b and 1e)) were deposited in 
a short period before the canoe sank, so the erosion phase of the channel is dated around 650 and 600 BC.

Where and why the canoe sank cannot be answered. Tidal currents may have moved the canoe 
over tens of meters or more a� er sinking. 
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Fig. App. B. Location map of the key sites discussed in Appendix B.
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Fig. App. B | Location map of the key sites discussed in Appendix B.
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Fig. App. B1. Geoarchaeologal survey in the tunnel pit De Kleis (2003), below the railway Uitgeest – Zaandam. For 
14C, dendrochronologic and OSL ages of the canoe and sediment layers, see Appendix A2, Tab. A2.1. Location (UK) is 
shown in Fig. App. B.

B1a. Outline of the canoe in front of the northern profile wall of the tunnel pit. The Oer-IJ channel deposits are incised 
in the underlying sediments (detail in B1c).
B1b. Ring profile around the Early Iron Age canoe at the base of the Oer-IJ tidal-creek deposits. Holland Peat lumps 
are indicative of the erosive character of the creek while active in the Early Iron Age (detail in B1e).
B1c. Channel incision in the underlying deposits (beach-ridge sand of Uitgeest, Holland Peat and Wormer deposits).
B1d. Sedimentary sequence in the northern wall of the tunnel pit. 
B1e. Detailed picture of channel sequence in App. B1b
B1f. Transport of the canoe in a box of steel to the Dutch Institute for Ship and Underwater Archaeology (NISA).
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Top Wormer tidal flat 
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Fig. App. B1 | Geoarchaeologal survey in the tunnel pit De Kleis (2003), below the railway Uitgeest – Zaandam. For 14C, dendrochronologic and 
OSL ages of the canoe and sediment layers, see Appendix A2, Tab. A2.1. Location (UK) is shown in Fig. App. B.

B1a. Outline of the canoe in front of the northern profi le wall of the tunnel pit. The Oer-IJ channel deposits are incised in the underlying 
sediments (detail in B1c).

B1b. Ring profi le around the Early Iron Age canoe at the base of the Oer-IJ tidal-creek deposits. Holland Peat lumps are indicative of the erosive 
character of the creek while active in the Early Iron Age (detail in B1e).

B1c. Channel incision in the underlying deposits (beach-ridge sand of Uitgeest, Holland Peat and Wormer deposits).
B1d. Sedimentary sequence in the northern wall of the tunnel pit. 
B1e. Detailed picture of channel sequence in App. B1b
B1f. Transport of the canoe in a box of steel to the Dutch Institute for Ship and Underwater Archaeology (NISA).
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Appendix B2. Klein Dorregeest 
In November 2004 important archaeological fi nds were made by the Archaeological Regional 
Workgroup Oer-IJ on the occasion of the construction of a residential basement at Klein Dorregeest 
(Fig. App. B2). � is fi nding location is situated on the eastern fl ank of the beach barrier Uitgeest–Akersloot. 
� e fi nd report concerned a culture layer from the Neolithic (Beaker culture). � e culture layer was 
well preserved because it is situated > 1.4 m below ground level, and therefore, the archaeological 
layers had not been disturbed by agriculture and other developments. 

� e north, west and south profi le wall of the construction pit were archaeologically and geologically 
investigated (Fig. App. B2). � e organic and sandy layers in the profi les were dated with 14C and OSL. � e 
results of this study are reported in Vos (2007a). � e archaeological and archaeo-botanical research 
in the Neolithic culture layer in the pit walls was carried out by the Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel 
Erfgoed (State Agency of Cultural Heritage; RCE – formerly Rijksdienst voor Archeologie, Cultuur-
historie en Monumentenzorg, State Agency of Archaeology, Cultural-History and Conservation, 
RACM, the de Rijksdienst voor het Oudheidkundig Bodemonderzoek, State Agency of Archaeological 
Heritage, ROB). � e results of this study are reported in Müller et al. (2008). 

In the excavation pit only the top of the beach ridge deposits was exposed. In the aeolian beach ridge 
sands a culture layer (layers 4 and 25, Fig. App. B2) was present in which plough tracks and shard material 
from the Beaker period were found (archaeological date about 2300–1900 BC). � e layer units above 
the culture layer consist of organic-rich levels (peats, sandy peats and strongly humic sands) and dri�  
sand layers (dune sands). � e dating study revealed that it is likely that the culture layer upon the 
underlying dune sand of the beach barrier was formed around 2100 BC, and that it was overgrown 
by peat in the subsequent period (from about 2100 to 1850 BC and onwards; KD-3 and KD-9, Tab. A2.6a). 

Windblown sand layers (sand dri� s), and the soil / peat levels which bu�  against the eastern fl ank 
of the beach ridge, arose between 1650 and 800 BC (Middle and Late Bronze Ages; KD-1, KD-4 up to KD-
8, Tab. A2.6a). A� er 800 BC a big sand dri�  occurred and the covering sand layer was formed (Layer 13/24, 
Fig. App. B2). It cannot be ruled out that Bronze Age aeolian activity was partly caused by Man. However, 
archaeological proofs in the form of e.g. plough marks were not observed in the profi les. 

Appendix B3. Heemskerk - Hoogdorperweg
On the construction location of two new houses at the Heemskerk Hoogdorperweg, in April 2004, 
a small archaeological excavation was carried out by Hollandia Archaeologists (Vaars, 2004). For 
palaeogeographical reasons it was an interesting excavation because of its location on the easternmost 
and oldest beach ridge of Heemskerk. In the top of the beach-ridge sediments artefacts were found 
which could be dated from the Middle Bronze Age to the Early Iron Age (Fig. App. B3). Also plough marks 
were found of which the oldest ones might date from the Late Neolithic period. � e presence of these 
archaeological traces on top of the beach ridge sediments indicates that the ridge was formed at least 
before about 2000 BC. Possibly it might be older and of the same age as the remnant of the beach ridge 
sediments at the locations Uitgeest – De Kleis.

Appendix B4. Assum -Waldijk 
In 2005 Hollandia Archaeologists conducted a large excavation at location Assum-Waldijk, south of 
Uitgeest (Koning, 2007). Because of the new housing development at this location excavations were 
necessary to rescue the archaeological values in this area. Besides traces of Medieval houses (1200–
1350 AD), in particular older se� lements from the Late Bronze Age (about 950–750 BC) were found. � e 
Bronze Age se� lements were constructed on dune sands of a beach ridge, and are covered at the lower 
eastern side by salt marsh deposits of � e Oer-IJ. Shells and peat layers above and below sand dunes 
have been 14C dated in a geological profi le (Fig. App. B4). 

� e dune sands (Dune A and B; Fig. App. B4) were formed on top of tidal deposits of the Wormer Member. 
A double-valved shell dating from a shell layer in the top of the Wormer clay indicated an age of ca. 2940 
BC (AW-7; Tab. A2.2.). � e dune sands A and B were separated by a layer of Holland Peat. In the profi le, at 
2.55 m –NAP, the base of the peat layer on Dune A has been dated at about 2390 BC (AW-6; Tab. A2.2) and at 
2.0 m –NAP around 2245 BC (AW-3; Tab. A2.2.). � e top of the peat layer at 2.22 m –NAP has been dated at 
about 1890 BC (AW-5; Tab. A2.2) and at 1.84 m at 1700 BC (AW-3; Tab. A2.2.). � ese dates indicate that the sand 
dri�  and the formation of Dune B took place a� er 1900 BC. Dune B is certainly older than the 7th century 
BC, given that Late Bronze Age se� lements have been constructed in the dune. 
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Fig. App. B2 | Geoarchaeologal survey in the building pit Klein Dorregeest, located in the eastern part of the beach ridge Uitgeest – Akersloot.
Location (KD) is shown in Fig. App. B.

B2a. Geological cross-sections of the building pit Klein Dorregeest.
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Clay layer (layer 16)

Anthropogenically a�ected deposits

Subrecently disturbed deposits (layer 26)

Neolithic culture layer (layers 4 and 25)

Neolithic pits, trenches and plough layer 
(layers 5 and 15)

Sample locationsBeach plain deposits

Beach sands (layer 1)

Beach sands with marine shells (layer 2)

Archaeological find locations

OSL sample

Sample boxes and bags for archaeo-botany

Holland Peat

Peat

x

Beach-ridge deposits

Aeolian sand, yellow grey (layers 3, 13, 18, and 24)

Aeolian sand, silver grey (layers 8 and 10)

Aeolian sand, slightly humic (layer 21)

Aeolian sand, with humic layers (layers 7, 12 and 21)

Aeolian sand, very  humic (layer 9)

App. B1. Geoarchaeologal survey in the tunnel pit De Kleis (2003), below the railway Uitgeest – Zaandam. For 14C, 
dendrochronologic and OSL ages of the canoe and sediment layers, see Appendix A2, Tab. A2.1. Location (UK) is 
shown in App. B.

a. Outline of the canoe in front of the northern profile wall of the tunnel pit. The Oer-IJ channel deposits are incised in 
the underlying sediments (detail in B1c).
b. Ring profile around the Early Iron Age canoe at the base of the Oer-IJ tidal-creek deposits. Holland Peat lumps are 
indicative of the erosive character of the creek while active in the Early Iron Age (detail in B1e).
c. Channel incision in the underlying deposits (beach-ridge sand of Uitgeest, Holland Peat and Wormer deposits).
d. Sedimentary sequence in the northern wall of the tunnel pit. 
e. Detailed picture of channel sequence in App. B1b
f. Transport of the canoe in a box of steel to the Dutch Institute for Ship and Underwater Archaeology (NISA).

2b

Fig. App. B2 | Geoarchaeologal survey in the building pit Klein Dorregeest, located in the eastern part of the beach ridge Uitgeest – Akersloot.
Location (KD) is shown in Fig. App. B.

B2b. Plough marks in the excavation plane adjacent to the northern profi le (layer 4a; hammer for scale).
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ig. App. B2. Geoarchaeologal survey in the building pit Klein Dorregeest, located in the eastern part of the beach ridge 
Uitgeest – Akersloot. Location (KD) is shown in Fig. App. B.

B2a. Geological cross-sections of the building pit Klein Dorregeest.
B2b. Plough marks in the excavation plane adjacent to the northern profile (layer 4a; hammer for scale).

'

'

B3a B3b

Fig. App. B3 | Excavation Hoogdorpweg (Heemskerk) on the oldest beach ridge Beverwijk-Uitgeest. Location (HH) is shown in Fig. App. B

B3a. Overview of excavation pit 1.
B3b. Plough marks visible in excavation pit 2 and a fl int artifact of the Middle Bronze Age.
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Fig. App. B4 Geoarchaeologal survey in the Assum-Waldijk I excava-
tion. The layer succession of the west side, shown without vertical 
exaggeration, two episodes of aeolian activity, as well as several 
habitation horizons. Location (AW) is shown in Fig. 3.2.App. B.
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Fig. App. B4 | Geoarchaeologal survey in the Assum-Waldijk I excavation. The layer succession of the west side, shown without vertical
exaggeration, two episodes of aeolian activity, as well as several habitation horizons. Location (AW) is shown in Fig.  App. B.
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� e fl anks of Dune B – including the Bronze Age traces in it - have been silted over by a sandy clay layer, 
which was formed during the active marine phase of the Oer-IJ between about 650 and 400 BC. 

West of location Assum-Waldijk in a geological profi le at location Waldijk I (Dautzenberg & Kluiving, 
2004) also aqua-aeolian sands were observed. � ese sands have an erosive contact with the dune and 
peat layers below, on the east side of the profi le. � e dune and peat sequence in the profi le of Waldijk I 
have not been dated, but, based on stratigraphic similarities, it is likely that the erosive aqua-aeolian 
deposits of Waldijk I were also formed between ca. 1950 and 1550 BC. Erosion and sand transport 
around Assum in the Early and Middle Bronze Age are associated with the major breakthrough of the 
beach ridge between Heemskerk and Assum when a new tidal inlet of the Oer-IJ developed and the 
new tidal channel connection was formed in the direction of the Wijkertunnel.

Appendix B5. Broekpolder 
� e archaeological ‘Project Wetland West’ of the Amsterdams Archeologisch Centrum (Amsterdam 
Archaeological Centre) of the University of Amsterdam (AAC, as from 2012 called DIACHRON) made 
excavations at the new housing (VINEX) Iocation Broekpolder in an area of 150 hectares in the period 
1998– 2001 (� erkorn et al., 2009). In the subsurface of this polder archaeological values   from Bronze 
Age – Roman times were present. During the archaeological research a west–east profi le has been 
geologically recorded (Vos, 2000; profi les 1A and 1B in Fig. App. B5). � e aim of this study was to investigate 
the relationship between the archaeological culture layers and the main channel of the Oer-IJ east of the 
site. In the geological profi le, from bo� om to top, the following layers are distinguished (Tab. 1 App. B5) 

Table 1 App B5 | Lithostratigraphic description and age of the layers shown in profi le of Fig. App. B5.

Layers 
(fi eld names)

Lithology Period of deposition

Pikklei: This pedological name has been given in the 50s to the heavy, stiff , greenish grey, non-calcareous, clay layer at the 
surface. The clay was deposited during occasional fl oods when the polder was inundated (e.g. by dike breaches).

Middle Ages to Modern times.

Peat: The peat layer was found only in the lower eastern channel part of the profi le. The peat is brown and consists 
mainly of reed. The top of the peat is oxidized and black (oxidation layer). 

Roman Period to Early Middle Ages 
(BP-1; Table A6.1.).

Blub: ‘Blub’ is the fi eld name for the brown organogenic / humic clay which – to the east of the salt-marsh ridge – was 
present in an elongate strip in the excavation areas. At the base of the Blub, imprints of cow legs were found. 

Early and Middle Roman Period

Sand layer: Abbreviation for the non-calcareous, yellowish grey, moderately fi ne-grained sand layer in the top of the lower 
lying eastern channel part of the profi le. The sand is locally displaced sand which probably origins from nearby 
dune sands. The cattle trail (blub) lies stratigraphically above the sand layer. 

Late Iron Age to Early Roman 
Period.

Layer I: Non- calcareous, moderately sandy and extremely silty clay. The layer contains a lot of brownish-black iron-
manganese concretions. Sedimentary structures were not observed in the layer. The layer was deposited in a salt-
marsh environment. The traces of habitation in this layer indicate that the site was not often fl ooded anymore.

Middle to Late Iron Age.

Layer II / Scrobicularia layer Calcareous, sandy to silty grey clays, with iron discoloration. In the eastern side of the profi le, layer II merges into 
the Scrobicularia layer with bi-valved shells in life position and fi ne sand laminations. This layer was deposited in 
the intertidal zone.

Middle to Late Iron Age (BP-2 to 
BP-6; Tab. A6.1.).

Layer III Dark, dirty grey, strongly silty and calcareous clay. The layer is subdivided based on humusness. Eastwards, 
in the direction of the channel, the layer becomes less humic and thin layers of sand occur in the deposits. In 
the transition to the channel at the east side of the profi le, reed stalks and land snails (Vallonia pulchella and 
Succinea elegans) were found in the layer. In the western humic part of the layer, plough traces were observed.

Late Bronze Age (BP-7; Tab. A6.1.).

Layer IV Calcareous, sandy to silty clays. The layer contains small shell fragments and one thin humus layer. The layer is 
subdivided into sub-layers based on sandiness and humus laminations. The western part of the layer consists of 
salt marsh and salt-marsh ridge deposits with crinkly sand laminations. Eastwards it grades into sand-laminated 
channel deposits. These deposit lay erosively on the older layers VII–V.

Probably Middle to Late Bronze Age.

Layer V Dark / dirty grey, silty and calcareous clay. The sublayers are divided based on humousness. The excavated 
surface of this layer showed plough marks which indicates that the marsh was not frequently fl ooded.

Middle Bronze Age (BP-8; Tab. A6.1).

Layer VI Calcareous, grey, silty clay with crinkly sand layers indicative of a salt-marsh environment. Probably Early to Middle Bronze Age 

Layer VII Calcareous grey clay with thin sand layers. The sand layers consist of very fi ne sand, are light grey and 
horizontally laminated. Downwards the number of sand layers increases. The layer was deposited in the intertidal 
zone (tidal fl at environment). 

Probably Early Bronze Age.
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Fig. App. B5 | Geoarchaeological survey in the Broekpolder (Beverwijk / Heemskerk in 1999 / 2000). Location (BP) is shown in Fig. App. B.

B5a. Location map of exanimated sections in the geological profi le.
B5b. Geological survey of profi le section E.
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In Afb. 11a profi le reconstruction has been made for the period between 1000 BC and 50 AD, based on the 
lithostratigraphy of the geological profi le (Fig. App. B5) and on palaeoenvironmental and age information 
in Table App B5. 

Layers IV up to VII were formed in the western part of the profi le in an intertidal to salt marsh 
environment before 1000 BC. On the east side of the profi le the main channel of the Oer-IJ was located. 
� e channel accretions in layer IV indicate that the channel at that time migrated eastward. A� er 
that time tidal activity decreased. � e observations that the upper layer III has been rooted by reed 
stalks and that land snails and plough marks are present in this layer, are arguments for a reduction 
of the tidal regime in the Late Bronze Age. Between 650 and 400 BC the tidal energy in the estuary 
increased again. � e formation of the relatively sandy layer II and – at the channel side of the Oer-IJ 
– the Scrobicularia layer (intertidal sediments) are indicative of this. � e tidal range and storm surge 
levels in those days were higher than in the preceding period. Shells from the upper part of the tidal 
fl at deposits are dated between about 500 and 280 BC (BP-2/6;A6.1). Between 400 and 200 BC tidal 
activity decreased again and salt marsh deposits were formed (Layer I). � e permanent Late Iron Age 
se� lements in the top of Layer I demonstrate that around and a� er 200 BC the salt marshes were not 
fl ooded anymore and that tidal activity had been reduced to zero.

� e palaeotidal levels (MLW, MHW and EHW) in the reconstruction of Afb. 11 are based on the sea-level 
curves which have been made for the coastline area of the western Netherlands (Plassche & Roep, 
1982; Roep & Beets, 1988. However, when the tidal wave penetrates estuaries - such as the Oer-IJ - 
these tidal levels are distorted by factors as refraction of the tidal wave in a funnel shaped basin, by 
bo� om resistance and by resonance. � e transformation of the incoming tidal wave is reconstructed 
– hypothetically – on the basis of the reconstructed palaeoenvironmental sequence of the Broekpolder 
(Fig. App. B5): during “quiet periods” (800–650 BC) the tidal range was reduced in the hypothetical curve, 
and during the active phase (650–400 BC) the tidal range and the EHW level increased. In the Late 
Iron Age, tidal activity had gone in the estuary and a non-tidal water table was reconstructed for the 
palaeochannel.

Appendix B6. Uitgeest Benes 
� e archaeological site Uitgeest – Benes is located NW of Uitgeest along the former tidal channel of 
the Oer-IJ (Fig. App. B6). Because the site was threatened by digging off  of the top layer, related to water 
retention works, an emergency excavation was carried out by Hollandia Archaeologists in April 2014. 
For the palaeogeography, the site was of special interest because at this location the last stage of marine 
sedimentation in the central part of the Oer-IJ has been registered.

� e exposed sedimentary sequence consists, from the bo� om to the surface, of tidal fl at deposits, 
overbank deposits with shell layers and a cover layer of dune sand (Fig. App. B6). � e shell layers contain 
single-valved specimen of Spisula subtruncata, a species which originates from the North Sea. � is 
indicates that these shell deposits were formed during storm events when the shells were eroded from 
the nearshore area and brought into the estuary by storm tide currents and deposited along the main 
tidal channel of the Oer-IJ. � e storm deposits were the last marine sediments formed at the site. � e 
cover layer of dune sands (Fig. App. B6) indicates that aeolian sand transport took place a� er tidal activity 
stopped and the Oer-IJ and the tidal fl ats were not inundated anymore. 

� e bivalved Scrobicularia plana shells in the upper part of the intertidal fl at deposits (Fig. B.7d). IJ 
� e shell dates (UB-2/4; Tab. A4.11a) indicate that these sediments were formed between about 390 and 285 
BC, i.e. during  the period that the marine activity decreased in the Oer-IJ estuary. � e storm sand layer 
and the base of the aeolian cover layer - on top of the tidal-fl at deposits -  was dated around 220 BC (UB-
O1 and UB-O2; Tab. A4.11b). � e uncertainty margin of the OSL dates was ± 114 and 119 years. Taking this 
uncertainty margin into account, the tidal activity in the Oer-IJ estuary stopped at least before 100 BC. 
� e traces of Late Iron Age se� lements found at this site (Koning, in prep.) and the nearby site Castricum 
Grote Ven (De Koning, 2013; Fig. 12) correspond well with the change of the landscape. 

� e disappearance of tidal activity and the formation of lower dunes on top of the tidal sediments can 
only be explained by a complete closure of the Oer-IJ mouth by a beach ridge system in the Late Iron Age.
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Fig. App. B6. The Late Iron Age sites Uitgeest Benes and nearby Castricum Grote Ven in the Castricummer Polder; 
the former tidal area of the Oer-IJ estuary. Location (UB) is shown in Fig. App. B and B6a.

B6a. Location map of the Late Iron Age sites in former Oer-IJ intertidal area.  (legend see Fig. App. A);.SV: Location 
Schulpvaart; GV: Location Grote Ven; UB: Location Uitgeest–Benes. 

B6b. View in southern the direction. In the back the former main channel of the Dye and the village of Heemskerk. 

B6c. Sandy overbank deposits with marine shells (mainly Spisula).

B6d. Section of the intertidal deposits.

B6e. Detail of intertidal deposits with Scrobicularia plana in live position
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Fig. App. B6 | The Late Iron Age sites Uitgeest Benes and nearby Castricum Grote Ven in the Castricummer Polder; the former tidal area of the 
Oer-IJ estuary. Location (UB) is shown in Fig. App. B and B6a.

B6a. Location map of the Late Iron Age sites in former Oer-IJ intertidal area.  (legend see Fig. App. A);.SV: Location Schulpvaart; GV: Location 
Grote Ven; UB: Location Uitgeest–Benes. 
B6b. View in southern the direction. In the back the former main channel of the Dye and the village of Heemskerk. 
B6c. Sandy overbank deposits with marine shells (mainly Spisula).
B6d. Section of the intertidal deposits.
B6e. Detail of intertidal deposits with Scrobicularia plana in live position
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Fig. App. B7 | Geoarchaeologal survey in the PWN dune area. Locations (S5, WRK, SG and B45) are shown in Fig. App. B.

B7a. Cross-section at Secundair 5, west profi le without vertical exaggeration (see B7d and B7e).
B7b. Cross-section at WRK building pit, southwest profi le (see B7h – B7l).
B7c. Cross-section at Secundair G, north and east profi le (see B7f and B7g).
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Fig. App. B7 | Geoarchaeologal survey in the PWN dune area. Locations (S5, WRK, SG and B45) are shown in Fig. App. B.

B7d. Overview of the pit at Secundair 5 (November 2002); on the left-hand side the west profi le (see B7a)
B7e. Southwest corner of Secundair 5, lower dune, formed in several stages of aeolian activity.
B7f. North profi le of the Secundair G (March 2002); at the base a Middle / Late Iron Age plough layer (detail in B7g). The plough zone is covered 

by a sequence of alternating dune sands and humic culture layers dating from the Roman Period up to the Early Middle Ages (see B7c).
B7g. Detail of the plough layers in B7g.
B7h. Southern profi le of the WRK pit (June 2002).
7i: Geoarchaeological survey of the southwest corner of the WRK pit (February 2002; see B7b).
B7j. Large lacquer peel made in June 2002.
B7k. Middle / Late Iron Age culture layers at site WRK (layer 5 in B7b).
B7l. Fixation of the lacquer peel on a chipboard panel (plough marks are part of layer 5).
B7m. Hoof imprint in a culture layer of the Iron Age.
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Fig. App. B7 | Geoarchaeologal survey in the PWN dune area. Locations (S5, WRK, SG and B45) are shown in Fig. App. B.

B7n. Sediment cores of borehole B19C0945, with the lithostratigraphic units and 14C ages (Tab. A3.20). Depth intervals above each m-long 
section denotes in m below surface level (surface level is 3.78 m + NAP).

B7o. Coring at site of borehole B19C0947 (November 2002)
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Appendix B7.  PWN dune area 
In 2001 and 2002, eight deep excavation pits were constructed in the PWN dune area near Castricum. 
� ese pits were dug as part of the removal of redundant water pump- and distribution stations of the 
PWN. As a result of the change in the technique of water refi nement (most of the drinking water of 
Noord Holland nowadays comes from the IJsselmeer area) a large part of the water installations in the 
PWN dune area was not necessary anymore and therefore could be removed. � e excavation pits for the 
removal of the buildings provided a unique opportunity to investigate dunes, beach deposits, ancient 
soils and archaeological culture layers from the pre- and protohistory. � e excavation pits were 5 to 6 m 
deep and the maximum pit depth was about 2 m –NAP. � e study was archaeologically non-destructive 
since only the walls of the pits were cleaned with an excavator such that ‘readable’ profi le walls arose. 
From each pit one wall was recorded in photographs and profi le drawings (Fig. App. B7). 

� e geographic position of the excavation pits was extraordinarily. � ey were located just across 
the mouth of the former Oer-IJ estuary (Fig. App. B7). In order to investigate the dune sequence and also 
the deeper-lying Oer-IJ inlet sediments, eight high-quality drillings were made by TNO in the vicinity 
of the excavation pit locations. � e layers in the pits and the drilling holes were sampled for dating and 
palaeoecological research (Vos et al., 2010).

Using DINO boreholes data, the new PWN drillings and the information of the excavation pits’ 
lithostratigraphical north-south profi le was compiled (Afb. 10a). � e lithostratigraphical profi le 
shows the sequence of layers down until the top of the Pleistocene. On the basis of the dates of the 
Holocene sequence derived from the PWN drillings and excavation pits (Tabs. A3.5 up to A3.20) a 
chronostratigraphic profi le with timelines was reconstructed (Afb. 10b). � e timelines show the fi lling 
history of the tidal basin (deposits of the Wormer Member), the off shore marine deposits (Spisula 
sands) and the transition to the Oer-IJ inlet sequence (Spisula sands and beach and dune sands). 
� e base of the Older Dune sands, on top of the beach and tidal inlet deposits, occurs at a depth of 
around 0.5 m –NAP. � e relief of the dunes is low, 1 m to at maximum 1.5 m. In dune valleys between the 
dunes humic to peaty soils occur. O� en these soils have been reworked by Man (culture layers). Only 
at the westernmost located Secundair 3 no soils/organic-rich layers were found, which is associated 
with rapid and relatively large-scale dune formation (large-scale skewed stratifi cation) from the Late 
Roman Age onwards. 

Near the Pompgebouw only one peat layer was present, lying on washover deposits with shells. 
� e washover deposits were not dated but stratigraphically related to washover shell deposits of 
Castricum – Zanderij (see Appendix B8). In the other PWN pits the Older Dune sands alternated with 
two or more soil and/or culture layers, e.g. at Secundairs 5 and G, and the WRK building (Fig. App. B7) � is 
alternation indicates that there repeatedly local sand dri� s occurred and that in a subsequent period 
these sand dunes were captured again by vegetation. It is likely that Man played a role in causing the 
aeolian activity by disturbing the local vegetation such as by ploughing and treading the vegetation 
(Fig. App. B7).

In the PWN study area, the top of the Old Dunes reached an elevation to at maximum 4 to 5 m +NAP. 
� e parabolic dunes of the Young Dunes (e.g. Zuidernollen and Papenberg) are much higher and reach 
as high as 15 to 25 m +NAP. � e Young Dune formation started around 950 and 1000 AD (e.g. SG-O1; 
Tab. A3.9b; WRK-1; Tab. A3.10a) � is age is consistent with the general picture of the Young Dune formation 
in the Western Netherlands (Jelgersma, et al., 1970; Zagwijn, 1986). At the base of the Younger Dune 
deposits horizontally layered dune deposits occur which cover the Old Dune relief (e.g. in the pits 
of WRK and Secundair 5 (Fig. App. B7). � e fl a� ening and erosion of the Older Dunes is caused by the 
migration of “walking” parabolic dunes, the so-called ‘’equalization phase’’ (Jelgersma, 1970; Pruissers 
et al., 1991). 

� e oldest archaeological po� ery remains are found in the culture layers within the Older Dune 
deposits and date from the Middle and Late Iron Age (Secundair 5, the WRK building and Secundair E, 
Fig. App. B7). In the excavation of Secundair G the fi nds are a li� le younger and date from the Late Iron 
Age. Po� ery from the Early Middle Ages was found in the culture layers of the pits of Secundair E, D 
and G. � e archaeological datings of the culture layers are in good agreement with those of the dune 
sand (OSL) and the organic layers (14C) from pits. 

Traces of prehistoric se� lements were not found in the profi le walls, but ploughing marks were 
encountered frequently in the culture layers (Secundairs 5, G, E and the WRK building; Fig. App. B7). � e 
po� ery from the pre- and protohistory indicates that se� lements were present in the vicinity of these 
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sites. � e archaeological observations in the 1950s and 1960s at Secundair H and the Watervlak, 
also point to this (Duinker, 1955; Van Deelen, 1954, 1962; Van Deelen & Schermer, 1963). 

Archaeological traces or po� ery were not found in the exposed Young Dune deposits. Because in 
general no archaeological remains occur in the Young Dune deposits, these were not expected either.

Appendix B8. Castricum-Zanderij 
In November 2004 the Archeologische Regiowerkgroep Oer-IJ (Archaeological Working Group of 
the Region Oer-IJ) discovered an archaeological site in a building pit of a private house at location   
Castricum-Zanderij, south of the railway. Po� ery and plough marks from the Roman and Medieval 
Period were found. � e western profi le of the pit has been examined and photographed (Fig. App. B8; 
Vos, 2007a). 

� e Medieval archaeological layer (9) was found covered by a dune sand layer(10). Below 
Medieval layer 9, which has been intensively ploughed, a remnant of Older Dune sand (layer 8) 
was preserved. In these sands potsherds from the Roman period were present. � e Medieval and 
dune sand layers were formed upon wash-over deposits (layers 6 and 7). � e washover sediments 
consist of shell layers (layer 6) and shell-bearing fi ne sands (Layer 7; Fig. App. B8) of which Spisula 
subtruncata was the most abundant species. � e age of the washover shell bank was determinate 
by dating of the underlying beach sands (layer 3) and the overlying dune sand layer (layer 8; Fig. 
App. B8) with the OSL method (CZ-O1 and O2; Tab. A4.3b). � ese dates are ca. 165 and 300 AD. On the 
basis of these OSL dates, the formation of the shell layer is placed in the second half of the 2nd 
century AD / early 3th century AD.

� e results of the 14C datings of the single-valved Spisula shells of the washover layer (dates 
between 895 and 355 BC; Tab. A4.3a) did not match with the OSL results. Considering the age (‘too 
old’) and the long time range between the individual 14C dates, the dated washover shells were 
reworked from the coastal zone and therefore not reliable. 

� e presence of washover deposits at location Castricum - Zanderij shows that around 200 AD 
the closed beach ridge was incidentally fl ooded during extreme storms. Westward, at the location 
Pompgebouw in the PWN dune area a comparable shelly washover deposit was found, probably of 
the same age (Appendix B7). From about 250 – 300 AD the washover deposits at Zanderij were covered 
with a sheet of aeolian sands and no indications of marine activity were found from this period.

Appendix B9. Middensluiseiland 
Prior to the adjustment of the sluice complex of IJmuiden” in 2007, an archaeological investigation 
was carried out in the western part of the breakwater dam of Middensluiseiland in December 2006 
(Fig. App. B9). For the construction of a new lock bay, the western dam was shortened/digged off  over 
550 metres (Fig. App. B9). � e inner core of this dam consisted of Older Dune sands and therefore might 
contain archaeological remnants, especially within the humic  palaeosols. � ese remains, should be 
lost when the lock bay was made. For that reason, an archaeological trench survey was conducted 
(Vos, 2007b, and 2008). Prior to these excavations, georadar recordings were made in order to create 
a full picture of the subsurface below the dunes down to a depth of 5 m below ground level (Fig. App. 
B9). � e surface of the dam was about 5 m +NAP. � e northern profi le section of the trench was 
recorded and 14C and OSL samples were taken to determine the ages of the dune sands and of the 
underlying beach sand layer (Tab. 3a, b). Also samples of pollen and macro remains (plant material 
and seeds) were taken from the organic layers to reconstruct the vegetation at the time of dune 
formation and human presence (Vos, 2008). 

� e top of the beach sands, at a level of ca. 0.5 m +NAP, was dated on the basis of a bivalve Macoma baltica
shell at around 45 AD (ME-20; Tab. 3.4a). Dune formation started in the fi rst century AD and embryonic 
(or pioneer) dunes developed. During the second and third centuries AD the dunes were raised by 
dri� ing sand (up to a maximum high of ca. 3–4 m). In these dune deposits no soil layers were observed, 
indicating that at that time the dunes had not yet been fi xed by vegetation. In the 5th and 6th and 6th th century AD th century AD th

soil formation began and the dune vegetation largely fi xed the dunes (ME-17 and 19; Tab. 3.4a). Although 
the sand dri� s had remained limited, some windblown sand transport took place as indicated by the 
sand / thin sand layers in the organic peaty soil layers of the dune valleys (ME-17 and 19; Tab. 3.4a). 
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Local wind erosion and dune formation, alternating with periods of sand fi xation by dune vegetation, 
occurred between 650 and 950 AD (Fig. App. B9). � e maximum height of these dunes was probably 6 to 
7 m +NAP. However, these Older Dune tops were eroded and fl a� ened during the equalization phase 
between about 950 and 1000 AD, related to the formation of the Young Dunes (ME-3 and 4, Tab. 3.4a; 
ME-O3 to O5, Tab. 3.4b). Between 1000 and 1150 AD a large parabolic dune migrated into the direction of 
the Breesaap area. A� er 1200 AD parabolic dunes were formed over the equalization deposits of the 
walking dune. � ese parabolic dunes however, have not been preserved because they were excavated 
during the construction of the sluices complex of IJmuiden at the end of 19th and beginning of the 20th

century. � e parabolic dunes at the location of Middensluiseiland can still be seen on the lithograph by 
J.C. Greive from 1876 AD (Fig. App. B9) and indicate that these dunes may have reached a maximum height 
of about 15 to 20 m +NAP. 

In the trench survey of Middensluiseiland no se� lements or po� ery were found which could indicate 
that the location was inhabitated in the Early Middle Ages. However, Man was present in the area as 
shown by the traces of a fi re pit, ca� le and plough tracks (Fig. App. B9) and a bovine jawbone, an indication 
of stock-breeding, and, to a limited extent, agriculture in the area. � e Early Medieval people probably 
lived in the more eastern Breesaap area. 
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Fig. App. B8 | Geoarchaeological survey in the pit Castricum – Zanderij. Location (CZ) is shown in Fig. App. B.

The cross-section shows an early prominence of over-wash activity and subsequent dune development during two phases, separated by a 
period of stability. Two lacquer peels highlight details of overwash deposits, including a shell layer, thin dune sand and a culture layer with 
plough marks. 

Fig . App. B8. Geoarchaeological survey in the pit Castricum – Zanderij. Location (CZ) is shown in Fig. 3.2.App. B

The cross-section shows an early prominence of over-wash activity and subsequent dune development during two phases, separated by a period of stability. Two lacquer 
peels highlight details of overwash deposits, including a shell layer, thin dune sand and a culture layer with plough marks.. 
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Fig . App. B8. Geoarchaeological survey in the pit Castricum – Zanderij. Location (CZ) is shown in Fig. 3.2.App. B

The cross-section shows an early prominence of over-wash activity and subsequent dune development during two phases, separated by a period of stability. Two lacquer 
peels highlight details of overwash deposits, including a shell layer, thin dune sand and a culture layer with plough marks.. 
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Fig . App. B8. Geoarchaeological survey in the pit Castricum – Zanderij. Location (CZ) is shown in Fig. 3.2.App. B

The cross-section shows an early prominence of over-wash activity and subsequent dune development during two phases, separated by a period of stability. Two lacquer 
peels highlight details of overwash deposits, including a shell layer, thin dune sand and a culture layer with plough marks.. 
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Fig. App. B9 | Geoarchaeological survey at Middensluiseiland (for profi le reconstruction, see Fig. 3.2.14). Location (ME) is shown in Fig. App. B.

B9a: Location map of the geoarchaeological survey in December 2006.
B9b. Painting by J.C. Grieve (1876) of the construction of the sluices in IJmuiden. Middensluiseiland is located at the position of the dune 

line behind the sluices under construction. The painting gives an impression of the dune landscape of Middensluiseiland before the dune 
tops were leveled off  in the early 20th century, when the sluice complex was enlarged.

B9c: Geoarchaeological survey at section 24. In the background, the Noordzeekanaal and the buildings of the Tata steel factory (formerly 
Hoogovens) are visible.

B9d: Cross-section of section 20 (at no vertical exaggeration), showing a bowl-shaped organic horizon following the surface of a former 
dune valley.

B9e: Georadar survey by Marcel Bakker (Geological Survey of the Netherlands - TNO).
B9f: Georadar survey and profi le section 20.

a. Georadar survey from section 20 collected one week before the trench excavation. The dark refl ections in the profi le showed the dune 
valley in the image of B9f-b.
b. Drawing of the profi le section 20.
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Fig. App. B9. Geoarchaeological survey at Middensluiseiland (for profile reconstruction, see Fig. 3.2.14).
Location (ME) is shown in Fig. App. B.

B9a: Location map of the geoarchaeological survey in December 2006.

B9b. Painting by J.C. Grieve (1876) of the construction of the sluices in IJmuiden. Middensluiseiland is located at the 
position of the dune line behind the sluices under construction. The painting gives an impression of the dune land-
scape of Middensluiseiland before the dune tops were leveled o� in the early 20th century, when the sluice complex 
was enlarged.

B9c: Geoarchaeological survey at section 24. In the background, the Noordzeekanaal and the buildings of the Tata 
steel factory (formerly Hoogovens) are visible.

B9d: Cross-section of section 20 (at no vertical exaggeration), showing a bowl-shaped organic horizon following the 
surface of a former dune valley.

B9e: Georadar survey by Marcel Bakker (Geological Survey of the Netherlands - TNO).

B9f: Georadar survey and profile section 20. 
a. Georadar survey from section 20 collected one week before the trench excavation. The dark reflections in the 
profile showed the dune valley in the image of B9f-b.
b. Drawing of the profile section 20.
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3.3.1 Abstract
� is paper describes the background of fi ve 
palaeo geographical maps between the Mars-
diep and the Weser river, and discusses the nat-
ural and anthropogenic processes driving the 
coastal changes during the last part of the Holo-
cene. Before 2500 BC, during the fi rst half of the 
Holocene, tidal basins were formed in the lower 
lying Pleistocene valley system as a result of the 
Holocene sea-level rise. � e tidal basins were 
fi lled during the second half of the Holocene and 
on the deposits from the Pleistocene in the hinter-
land large coastal peat bogs developed. � ese peat 
bogs were vulnerable and sensitive to marine 
ingressions when the peat surface subsided due 
to drainage, compaction and erosion. During 
the Subatlantic (450 BC to present), the diff erent 
ingression systems in the coastal area between 
Marsdiep and Weser had their own histories in 
timing and evolution. � e ingressions were nat-
urally caused by lateral migration of coastal bar-
rier- and tidal-inlet systems or by changes in the 
natural drainage system in the hinterland. From 
the Late Iron Age onwards, humans started to be 
the major cause of ingressions. By reclaiming and 
cultivating the seaward margins of coastal peat 
bogs, these areas subsided signifi cantly and were 
fl ooded by high storm surges. When coastal areas 
were embanked during the historical period, the 
situation for the lower lying peat lands became 
more dramatic. When the sea dikes breached, the 
peat land was fl ooded, leading to casualties and 
huge material damages and loss of land. Drown-
ing of the peat lands of the Jade and Dollard in the 
14th14th14  and 15th centuries are examples of such cata-
strophes. 

3.3.2 Introduction
Recently a visual reconstruction has been made 
of the development of the coastal landscape of the 
Northern Netherlands and Niedersachsen. � is 
was done in the framework of the exhibition Het 
verdronken land is vruchtbaar (� e drowned land verdronken land is vruchtbaar (� e drowned land verdronken land is vruchtbaar
is fertile) in the Groninger Museum (21 October 
2013 to 9 February 2014). For this exhibition fi ve 
palaeogeographical maps were compiled of the 
area between the Marsdiep tidal inlet and Weser 
Estuary (Vos & Knol, 2014). � e exhibition was 
part of the EU programme INTERREG IVa, a 
Dutch–German cross-border cooperation project.

Geological, geomorphological, archaeologi-
cal and historical information of the coastal area 
of the northwestern Wadden Sea (Fig. 3.3.1) was 
used for designing these map reconstructions, 
refl ecting the dynamic evolution of the coast-
al landscape of the Wadden Sea since 500 BC. 
� e maps are indispensable for understanding 
the prehistoric occupation of the undiked salt 
marshes of the Wadden Sea. Human occupation 
of the marsh areas of Northwest Germany and 
the Netherlands began in the Late Bronze Age 
and Early Iron Age (Taayke, 1996; Strahl, 2005). 
� e background of the compilation of the map 
series and the main driving mechanisms respon-
sible for the coastal evolution will be discussed. 
A major research topic of this paper is the role 
humans played in the transformation of the peat 
landscape by inducing large ingression systems 
in the coastal area.

3.3 Holocene landscape reconstruction 
of the Wadden Sea area between 
Marsdiep and Weser 

Explanation of the coastal evolution and visualisation of the landscape 
development of the Northern Netherlands and Niedersachsen in fi ve 

palaeogeographical maps from 500 BC to present
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� e Early Holocene Wadden Islands, tidal basins 
and estuaries migrated landward as a result 
of ongoing sea-level rise (Van der Spek, 1994a, 
1994b; Flemming & Davis, 1994; Oost, 1995; Chang 
et al., 2006; Kosian, 2009). In the last half of the 
Holocene the sea-level rise decreased sharply and 
the tidal basins silted up for the major part (Vos & 
Van Kesteren, 2000; Vos & Knol, 2005; Vos & De 
Langen, 2008, 2010). � e change from a drowning 
and retreating coastal area to a seaward expanding 
coastal area took place between about 5000 and 
4250 BC (Cleveringa, 2000; Bungenstock & Schäfer, 
2009) because from that period onwards the 
sediment supply to the basins outpaced the sea-
level rise (Beets & Van der Spek, 2000). Because of 
the deteriorating natural drainage the peat area in 
the hinterland expanded strongly, in combination 
with the silting-up of the tidal basins the salt-
marsh area along the coast prograded seaward.

3.3.2.1  Origins of tidal basins 
and ingression systems

Geological processes and human interventions 
induced major changes in the Holocene coastal 
landscape. As a result of the global Holocene 
sea-level rise, a� er the last glacial period 
(the Weichselian) the Pleistocene landscape 
of the Northern Netherlands and Northwest 
Germany changed into a marine environment. 
Tidal channels locally eroded the subsoil and 
the lower parts of the Pleistocene valleys were 
fl ooded. � ese valley systems turned into tidal 
basins and where large rivers such as the Eems 
and Weser debouched into the sea they became 
estuaries (Fig. 3.3.2). � e sea-level rise also led to a 
groundwater-table rise in the higher Pleistocene 
areas close to the expanding marine domain. 
� us peat started to grow in the transitional 
Pleistocene areas. 
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Fig.3.3.2. Locations of the early Holocene tidal basins in the Northern Dutch and Northwestern German coastal areas.
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in the wave a� acks on the salt-marsh coastline. 
When the protective salt marsh disappeared, the 
peat area behind became vulnerable to erosion. 
Because of the high water content of peat, it is 
very sensitive to compaction and subsidence. 
When peat was eroded, hardly any sediment 
(organic material) remained behind. � e new 
accommodation space led to an increase in the 
tidal prism. As a consequence, the tidal channels 
and tidal inlet increased in size because of the 
linear relationship between the tidal volume 

� is study shows that from the Subatlantic 
onwards new sea branches intruded on the 
salt marshes and coastal peat bogs (Fig. 3.3.3). 
� ese ingressions may have a natural or an 
anthropogenic origin or a combination of both. 
One natural cause of new ingression systems 
was drowning of the coastal peat area when 
a protective natural coastal defence was lost, 
for instance by the lateral shi�  of a barrier and 
tidal-inlet system (N1; Fig. 3.3.4). � e salt marshes 
became sensitive to erosion because of increases 
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Fig. 3.3.3. Locations of the active tidal systems in the northern Dutch and northwestern German coastal areas during the Subatlanticum.
In green: tidal channels belonging to the old tidal basins which at the time had not yet silted up completely and where the tidal channel was still active (date indicates the last
time at which the tidal basin system was still functioning).
In red: locations of the ingression channels (dates indicate the active period of the ingression system).

3.3.3 | Locations of the active tidal systems in the Northern Dutch and Northwestern German coastal areas during the Subatlanticum.  
In green: tidal channels belonging to the old tidal basins which at the time had not yet silted up completely and where the tidal channel was 
still active (date indicates the last time at which the tidal basin system was still functioning).
In red: locations of the ingression channels (dates indicate the active period of the ingression system).
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in the peat (Allen, 1999; Long et al., 2006). � is 
favoured the self-reinforcing process of peat 
drowning.

Ingressions were also enhanced by the silting-
up of the basin margins, forcing drainage from 
the peat to the lower lying (more compacted) 
hinterland, from where a new outlet was 
needed. � us new outlets in the coastal system 
were created, implying a local transgressive 
development (N2; Fig. 3.3.5). 

Since the Late Iron Age/Roman Period humans 
have played an important role in the self-
reinforcing processes by artifi cially draining the 

and the (wet) cross-sectional area of the tidal 
channels (Sha & De Boer, 1991; Oost, 1994; Van der 
Spek, 1994b). � e increased tidal prism caused 
an increase in tidal range and maximum storm 
surge level (extreme high water, EHW). More 
and larger tidal channels improved the natural 
drainage and this led to oxidation and subsidence 
of the drained peat. When the subsiding peat 
surface was fl ooded during storms, clay was 
deposited on top of it, which meant that the 
sediment load increased. Because of the weight 
of the clay the peat subsided further. � is 
process is known as autocompaction: subsidence 
of wetland peat by the gravitational pressure 
of newly deposited and infi ltrated clay on and 
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Fig. 3.3.3. Locations of the active tidal systems in the northern Dutch and northwestern German coastal areas during the Subatlanticum.
In green: tidal channels belonging to the old tidal basins which at the time had not yet silted up completely and where the tidal channel was still active (date indicates the last
time at which the tidal basin system was still functioning).
In red: locations of the ingression channels (dates indicate the active period of the ingression system).
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tides were unfi t for habitation but highly silted-
up salt marshes were suitable if se� lements 
were built on dwelling mounds. � e high 
biological productivity of this area made   this 
tidal landscape very a� ractive for habitation. 
Not the whole salt-marsh area was suitable for 
occupation however. � e lowest parts, the pioneer 
zones, were not suitable because of frequent 
inundations. Geoarchaeological research in 
Friesland has revealed that salt marshes were 
inhabited only if the cover of salt-marsh clay 
had reached a minimum thickness of about 
80 cm (Vos, 1999). By then the marsh had been 
silted up to the middle marsh level and it fl ooded 
less than about 50 days per year (Vos & Gerrets, 
2004). Regional palaeogeographical maps, which 
display these depositional environments, can 
thus be used as prospective maps. By linking this 
knowledge to geological layer information it can 
be assessed at which depth archaeological fi nds 
may be expected. 

margins of the coastal peat landscape. � is has 
led to a signifi cant lowering and drowning of the 
inhabited peat land, leading to new ingressions 
(A1; Fig. 3.3.6). From the Late Mediaeval Period, when 
the salt-marsh and peat lands were diked on a large 
scale, subsidence in the embanked coastal peat 
lands further increased. � is led to catastrophic 
situations when dikes collapsed during storms, 
leading to large land losses (A2; Fig. 3.3.7).

3.3.2.2  Relevance of palaeogeographical maps 
Landscape evolution with many ingressions 
and reclamations in the past can be used as a 
sounding board for studies related to coastal 
protection and future long-term development 
of the northern Dutch and German coastal 
zone and for prospective archaeological 
research. � e reconstruction maps for the 
diff erent archaeological periods indicate where 
habitation was possible and where it was not. 
Intertidal fl at environments with semi-daily 

Fig. 3.3.4. Schematic reconstruction of a naturally drowning peat landscape, before 100 BC, induced by 
erosion of the protecting coastal barriers and salt marshes by tidal inlet and channel migration. This led to 
the drowning and formation of channels and creeks in the peat landscape which resulted in subsidence of the peat surface 
which was caused by auto-compaction and drainage of groundwater via the channel system. The reconstruction is inspired 
by the Paesens ingression system. Legend of the map, see Figs. 3.3.8 – 3.3.12 and legend of the profle, see Fig. 3.3.13.
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3.3.4 | Schematic reconstruction of a naturally drowning peat landscape, before 100 BC, induced by erosion of the protecting coastal barriers and salt marshes by tidal inlet and 
channel migration. This led to the drowning and formation of channels and creeks in the peat landscape which resulted in subsidence of the peat surface which was caused by auto-
compaction and drainage of groundwater via the channel system. The reconstruction is inspired by the Paesens ingression system. Legend of the map, see Figs. 3.3.8 – 3.3.12 and 
legend of the profl e, see Fig. 3.3.13.
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and lateral migrations of the Wadden Islands 
(Van Veen, 1930; Isbary, 1936).

In the 1950s Pons and co-workers began the 
fi rst map reconstructions of the Dutch coastal 
area based on the geological data of Noord-
Holland and Flevoland, and subsequently of 
the whole of the Netherlands (Pons & Wiggers, 
1959, 1960; Pons et al., 1963). In the 1970s and 
1980s regional studies of Groningen and 
Friesland were done (Roeleveld, 1974; Griede, 
1978; Griede & Roeleveld, 1982) and it became 
clear that before the Middle Ages large parts of 
the Western and Northern Netherlands were 
covered with an extensive peat bed that in many 
places has almost or completely disappeared. 
� is peat bed covered West-Friesland and the 
lower parts of Friesland and Groningen (Borger, 
2007; Slofstra, 2008). � is fi nding changed the 
palaeogeographical map picture dramatically 
as compared to the previous palaeogeographical 
maps of Zagwijn (1986). 

� e idea of an extensive peat cover on 
the sandy areas of Oostergo, Westergo and 
the Groninger Wold, confi rmed by several 
observations below cemeteries, was quickly 
embraced by archaeologists and historical 
geographers. It agrees with the fact that there 
are hardly any archaeological observations in 
the time span between Late Neolithic and Bronze 
Age fi nds on the one hand, and Mediaeval fi nds on 
the other. � e Mediaeval colonisations and their 

A future development in palaeogeographical 
mapping would be to add the subsurface (depth) 
to the two-dimensional map images such that 
three-dimensional landscape models can be con-
structed. By adding the time dimension to these 
models even 4D landscape reconstructions are 
possible. With advanced spatial palaeolandscape 
models, mid- and long-term morphodynamics 
can be be� er understood and forecast: the past 
as a key to the future, and an opportunity for fu-
ture palaeogeographical research.

3.3.3  History of Holocene 
landscape reconstructions
 History of Holocene 
landscape reconstructions
 History of Holocene 

3.3.3.1  Long tradition of landscape 
reconstruction in the Netherlands

In the Netherlands there is a long tradition 
of composing palaeogeographical maps. � e 
manuscript map of the Roman Period by 
Arnoldus Buchelius (1565–1641) is the oldest 
known reconstruction map of the Netherlands. 
It is based on Roman writers such as Tacitus 
and Pliny. In 1574, Jacob van der Mersch made 
a reconstruction   map of the drowned and 
lost lands in the Dollard following similar 
Flemish maps of the drowned lands along the 
Westerschelde and Oosterschelde (Kno� nerus, 
2013). Later historians investigated the courses 
of former rivers such as the Fivel in Groningen Fig. 3.3.5. Schematic reconstruction of a naturally drowning peat landscape, before 100 BC, caused by changing 

and migrating natural drainage systems in the hinterland. The driving processes of the subsidence of the 
peat surface were the enlargement of the new channel system, auto-compaction by deposition of a clay layer on top 
of the peat in that area, drainage of groundwater and oxidation due to natural drainage by the newly formed channels 
and creeks. The reconstruction is inspired by the Middelzee ingression system. Legend of the map, see Figs. 3.3.8 – 3.3.12.

Profile reconstruction is comparable with the cross sections in Fig. 4.

N2

3.3.5 | Schematic 
reconstruction of an 
anthropogenically 
enforced drowning of 
the peat landscape, the peat landscape, 
after 1200 AD, caused 
by diking of the salt-
marsh area and peat 
landscape and by 
artifi cial drainage of the 
land via sluices. The 
driving processes of the 
subsidence of the peat 
surface were drainage of 
groundwater, oxidation 
due to artifi cial 
drainage, catastrophic 
inundation of the 
peat land and erosion 
of the peat surface, 
and disappearance 
of the peat out of the 
system by fl oating and 
drifting peat islands. 
The reconstruction is 
inspired by the Dollard 
and Jade ingression 
systems. Legend of the 
map, see Figs. 3.3.8 – 
3.3.12 and legend of the 
profi le, see Fig. 3.3.13.
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Elsewhere, regional palaeogeographical maps 
were produced of Zeeland (Vos & Van Heerin-
gen, 1997), the Oer-IJ (Vos et al., 2010) and the 
Kop van (northern part of) Noord-Holland 
(Lambooy, 1987; Woltering et al., 1999). � e
Nationale Onderzoeksagenda Archeologie (Na-
tional Research Agenda Archaeology; Vos, 2006) 
was an incentive for constructing new palaeo-
geographical maps of the Netherlands resulting 
in the Atlas van Nederland in het Holoceen (Atlas of 
the Netherlands in the Holocene; Vos et al., 2011). 
An update of these maps (version 2.0) has been 
made in Vos (2013a). Amongst other features, in 
this new version a distinction is made between 
intertidal fl ats (fl ooded twice daily) and salt 
marshes (fl ooded only during spring tide and/
or storm surges), and the reconstructed peat ex-
pansion on the 100 and 800 AD maps has been 
modifi ed signifi cantly based on new data from 
the area to the northeast of the town of Schagen 
(Vos, 2012). � e distinction between mud fl ats 

consequences for the peat area were the subject 
of many archaeological and historical studies: 
Wassermann (1985), Mol et al. (1990), Casparie & 
Molema (1990), Groenendijk & Schwarz (1992), 
De Langen (1992), Knol (1993), Fokkens (1998), 
Schwarz (2004, 2005), Ligtendag (1995), Molema 
(1994), Kno� nerus (2005, 2008), Bakker (2001, 
2002, 2003), Brinkkemper et al. (2006, 2008), 
Spek (2008), Groenendijk & Bärenfänger (2008), 
Van den Broek (2011) and Kortekaas (2013).

Many subregional reconstructions were 
made during previous decades, o� en with an 
archaeological background, of the IJsselmeer (or 
former Zuiderzee area; Lenselink & Koopstra, 
1994; Lenselink & Menke, 1995), the Lauwerszee 
region (Vos, 1992; Groenendijk & Vos, 2002), 
Westergo (Vos, 1999; Vos & Gerrets, 2004), the 
northern Dutch coastal area (Vos & Knol, 2005, 
2013 Vos & Bungenstock, 2013), Oostergo (Vos & 
De Langen, 2008) and the Eems–Dollard (Vos, 
2011). 
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Fig. 3.3.6. Schematic reconstruction of an anthropogenically drowning peat landscape, after 100 BC, as a result 
of reclamation and cultivation of the marginal zone of the coastal peat bog.  The driving processes of the 
subsidence of the peat surface were drainage of groundwater, inundation of the peat land and enlargement of 
the  tidal channels, auto-compaction by deposition of a clay layer on top of the peat and oxidation due to artificial 
drainage. The reconstruction is inspired by the Lauwerszee and Harlebucht ingression systems. 
Legend of the map, see Figs. 3.3.8 – 3.3.12 and legend of the profle, see Fig. 3.3.13.

3.3.6 | Schematic reconstruction of an anthropogenically drowning peat landscape, after 100 BC, as a result of reclamation and cultivation of the marginal zone of the coastal 
peat bog.  The driving processes of the subsidence of the peat surface were drainage of groundwater, inundation of the peat land and enlargement of the  tidal channels, auto-
compaction by deposition of a clay layer on top of the peat and oxidation due to artifi cial drainage. The reconstruction is inspired by the Lauwerszee and Harlebucht ingression 
systems. Legend of the map, see Figs. 3.3.8 – 3.3.12 and legend of the profl e, see Fig. 3.3.13.
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In 1943 a series of reconstructions of the 
Ostfriesische islands from 1623 onwards was 
made by Backhaus. Sketches of the original 
locations of Langeoog Island, from the 8th to the 
2nd centuries BC and from the 1st and 13st and 13st th centuries 
AD, were compiled by Barckhausen (1969).

Linke’s (2001) study of the geology of 
Neuwerk Island is useful for reconstructing the 
landscape there. Rough sketch maps of the coastal 
evolution from 7500 and 6500 BC to 800 AD were 
published by Flemming & Davis (1994). Homeier 
(1969, 1977) reconstructed the successive 
coastlines and made a regional reconstruction 
of Northwestern Germany around 800 AD. He 
rightly suggested a major expansion of peat areas 
in the higher Pleistocene sandy areas. Behre 
(1999) reconstructed the coastlines of the marsh 
areas in the Northwestern German coastal area 
for 1500 and 1800 AD. For the Reiderland, Behre 
(1986a) made   detailed landscape reconstructions. 
As part of his sea-level studies, he also proposed 

and salt marshes on the new maps makes clear 
where people could se� le (salt marshes) in the 
tidal area and where they could not (sand- and 
mud fl ats). It provides an insight into the occu-
pation possibilities in the past and the opportu-
nity of fi nding archaeological sites.

3.3.3.2 Coastal reconstructions in Germany
Unlike in the Netherlands, palaeogeographical 
reconstructions in Northwestern Germany 
have mainly been made   by historians and 
archaeologists, and focus in particular on 
coastline development. In 1909, Ramaer compiled 
a series of maps from the Late Middle Ages (1250 
AD) up to the present in which the evolution of 
the Eems–Dollard region in both countries was 
reconstructed. A map of this area in 1000 AD 
was compiled by Wasserman (1985). A detailed 
study of the mouth of the Eems based on ancient 
nautical maps is also available (Lang, 1955, 1958). Fig. 3.3.7. Schematic reconstruction of an anthropogenically enforced drowning of the peat landscape, after 1200 AD, caused 

by diking of the salt-marsh area and peat landscape and by artificial drainage of the land via sluices. The driving 
processes of the subsidence of the peat surface were drainage of groundwater, oxidation due to artificial drainage, 
catastrophic inundation of the peat land and erosion of the peat surface, and disappearance of the peat out of the
system by floating and drifting peat islands. The reconstruction is inspired by the Dollard and Jade ingression systems.  
Legend of the map, see Figs. 3.3.8 – 3.3.12 and legend of the profle, see Fig. 3.3.13. 
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3.3.7 | Schematic reconstruction of a naturally drowning peat landscape, before 100 BC, caused by changing and migrating natural drainage systems in the hinterland. 
The driving processes of the subsidence of the peat surface were the enlargement of the new channel system, auto-compaction by deposition of a clay layer on top of the peat in 
that area, drainage of groundwater and oxidation due to natural drainage by the newly formed channels and creeks. The reconstruction is inspired by the Middelzee ingression 
system. Legend of the map, see Figs. 3.3.8 – 3.3.12.
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German geological and pedological maps in the 
appendix). For the new lithostratigraphy of the 
Netherlands see De Mulder et al. (2003), and for 
the adjusted lithostratigraphy of the Northern 
Netherlands see Vos (2013). For the background 
to the geological mapping of the coastal area of 
Niedersachsen see Streif (1989a). 

On the AHN surface elevation maps 
the deposition pa� erns of the last phase of 
sedimentation are well illustrated. In many 
places the marine sedimentation stopped in 
the Late Mediaeval Period, when large parts 
of the coastal area were diked. Morphological 
surface structures recognised on the elevation 
maps are, for example, salt-marsh ridges. For 
the determination of the age of these landscape 
forms 14C and OSL methods have been used to 
date the deposits of the coastal landscapes, and 
geoarchaeological information from excavations 
has been used in dating the ages of the diff erent 
palaeo-environments. � e geoarchaeological 
research carried out within the framework of 
the archaeological key sites in the Northern 
Netherlands is documented in Vos (1999, 2001a, 
2001b, 2002a, 2002b, 2004, 2007, 2011, 2012), Vos 
& Groenendijk (2005), Vos & de Vries (2009, 2011, 
2012), Vos et al. (2010), � eunissen et al. (2005), 
Lubbers & Osinga (2007), Waldus & Vos (2006), 
Waldus et al. (2005) and Dresscher & Vos (2010). 
� e use of archaeological data for the coastal 
reconstruction of the Northern Netherlands is 
described in Vos & Gerrets (2004). 

3.3.4.2  Landscape reconstruction of the 
Dutch part 

� e Dutch part of the map reconstructions is 
based on the second-generation Atlas maps of the 
Netherlands (Vos, 2013a). As mentioned above, a 
large number of recent regional reconstructions 
was available, allowing great regional detail. 
In the new maps the tidal areas have been 
subdivided into mud fl ats and salt marshes, 
with the (relatively) high-lying salt marshes 
and tidal-levee systems indicated separately. � e 
ridges formed along the former salt marsh and 
tidal creeks and are up to several dm high. � ese 
morphological features can be easily recognised 
on the AHN elevation map. In the dating of these 
ridges archaeology contributed to a large extent 
(e.g. Vos & Gerrets, 2004).

3.3.4.3  Landscape reconstruction of the 
German part

� e landscape reconstruction of the German part 
of the survey area relied heavily on the geological 
maps of Niedersachsen (1:25.000). From these, 
an overview map   of the top of the Pleistocene 
surface has been made (Holozän basis; GHBK25, 
see appendix). From the geological surface maps 

palaeocoastlines. � e study of the Jade–Weser 
area resulted in a number of   palaeogeographical 
maps for the beginning of the Christian era and 
for the years 800 AD and 1362 AD (Behre, 1999, 
2004, 2005). Palaeogeographical maps of the area 
around the Jadenbusen and Weser were made by 
Behre (2012) for the time slices around the birth 
of Christ, and 800, 1300, 1362 and 1520 AD. � e 
peatland extension on these maps was derived 
from geological map data and did not change in 
these reconstructions.

Laser altimetry data of the ground level 
(Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland (AHN) in 
the Netherlands, Digitale Geländmodelle (DGM) 
in Germany, LIght Detection And Ranging 
(LIDAR) in the UK) up to now have hardly been 
used in geo- and archaeo-landscape research of 
Niedersachsen. � e study of Heinze (2013) of the 
area around Bensersiel was one of the fi rst. 

3.3.4  Methods of 
palaeogeographical map 
reconstruction
palaeogeographical map 
reconstruction
palaeogeographical map 

3.3.4.1 Data and scale
� e main depositional environments in the coastal 
system are tidal channels, sand- and mud fl ats, 
salt marshes and peat bogs. Information about 
the extent of these environments in the past has 
been derived from geological, geomorphological 
and pedological map data and observations. 
Using dating techniques, archaeological data 
and historical sources, the palaeosedimentary 
environments have been reconstructed. � e level 
of detail of the palaeolandscape maps depends on 
the scale of the mapping programme (national, 
regional or local), and the available geological and 
archaeological data.

� e Marsdiep–Weser reconstructions have 
been made at a working scale of 1:100.000 and 
thus they are between the ‘regional’ and ’nation-
al’ mapping scales, which are compiled at scales 
of 1:25.000/50.000 and 1:500.000/1.500.000, 
respectively.

� e most important basic data for the map 
reconstructions are from geological and pedo-
logical mappings, geoarchaeological research 
and elevation data of the present-day surface. 
� is is especially the case for the maps of 500 BC, 
100 AD and 800 AD, whereas the maps for 1500 
and 2000 AD rely heavily on historical and recent 
topographical data, the AHN elevation maps. 
Pedological maps provide insight into the extent 
of the peat and clay cover, and the occurrence of 
palaeochannel fi lls at the surface. � e geological 
maps supply data about the Holocene units 
in the deeper subsurface and the top of the 
Pleistocene deposits (see references to Dutch and 
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map of Waghenaer from 1575 were important 
guidelines. For the reconstructions up to 1500 
AD, the locations of the islands have a large 
degree of uncertainty.

3.3.5  Landscape reconstruction 
from the Bronze Age 
 Landscape reconstruction 
from the Bronze Age 
 Landscape reconstruction 

onwards
from the Bronze Age 
onwards
from the Bronze Age 

In Figs. 3.3.8–3.3.12 the landscape evolution of the 
Dutch and Northwestern German Wadden Sea 
region is visualised a� er the Bronze Age (2000–
650 BC), the period when the colonisation of the 
coastal areas began. � e se� lers lived on higher 
parts of the salt-marsh area. Some fi nds from the 
Late Bronze Age (Strahl, 2005) suggest that locally 
humans lived in the marshes but not on a large 
scale. � is is remarkable since from a landscape 
perspective the salt-marsh area was suitable for 
habitation if se� lements were raised artifi cially. 
Apparently, there was li� le need for the Bronze 
Age humans to se� le in the Wadden Sea coastal 
area. � e occupancy of the higher, dry – and not 
peat covered – Pleistocene soils was suffi  cient. 
Around 600 BC pioneers from the margins of 
the German estuaries migrated to the Dutch salt 
marshes, soon followed by people from Drenthe 
(Taayke, 1996). Humans constructed dwelling 
mounds in these marshes to be safe during storm 
fl ood inundations. In Friesland these dwelling 
mounds are called terpen, in Groningen wierden 
and in Germany Wurten or War� en. 

3.3.5.1  700–100 BC (Fig. 3.3.8)
In the Early Iron Age (650–0 BC), the Dutch 
tidal basins were still open to a great extent, 
and the salt marshes of the German part were 
located mainly within the current Wadden Sea. 
In subsequent periods, the northern Dutch tidal 
basins silted up more and more, and became 
salt-marsh land, whereas in large parts of the 
Northwestern German coast the salt marshes 
were subject to erosion and retreated because of 
the exposed position to the sea.

Around 500 BC parts of the ancient tidal 
basins of the Boorne, Hunze, Fivel and Ur-Jade 
were still open, and the Zuiderzee had not yet come 
into existence. Two large Flevo lakes were present 
in the IJsselmeer region. � e Overijsselse Vecht 
river fl owed into the northern Flevo lake, which 
was connected with the Wadden Sea. � rough 
this outlet, marine infl uence was noticeable in the 
surroundings of Medemblik (Vos et al., 2011). 

As a result of ingressions in the northern 
and southern Flevo lakes around 400 BC, the 
Zuiderzee came into existence (Vos et al., 2011). 
In this period the Oer-IJ stopped draining the 
southern Flevo lake and the Utrechtse Vecht river 
started to silt up. Since then the peat area around 

(GK25) the extent of the peat and clay layers near 
the surface could be determined and the pa� erns 
of large tidal-channel systems could be copied. � e 
periods during which tidal channels were active 
in the coastal region of Niedersachsen have been 
derived from the coastline reconstructions and 
maps of Behre (1999, 2001, 2004, 2012). � ese maps 
supply important data for the expansion of channel 
systems and the timing of salt-marsh losses.

For the dating of peat, ages have been used 
as indicated by Streif (2004) in fi ve coastal 
geological cross-sections between the Eems and 
Weser Estuaries. For the reconstruction of peat 
bogs on higher Pleistocene grounds, the Campsche 
Karte von Ostfriesland (Camp’s map of Ostfriesland) 
from 1806 was very valuable (Willem Camp, 
1761–1855; republished by Henninger et al., 2005). 
On this map, the high moorlands and low fens 
which were still widespread at the beginning 
of the 19th century are indicated. Based on this 
and other historical information, the Landesamt 
für Bergbau, Energie und Geologie compiled a 
map of the original distribution of moors in the 
Niedersächsisches Bodeninformationsystem 
(NIBIS). � is information is used for map 
reconstructions from 500 BC to 1500 AD. 

Much of the reconstructed original peat 
cover has disappeared since the 20th century. 
� e remainder, depicted on the map of 2000 
AD, has been derived from the geological map 
of Niedersachsen. � e older the reconstruction 
maps (1500 and 800 AD), the larger the extent of 
the peat bogs, compared with the Campsche Karte 
and moor reconstructions of the NIBIS.

It is assumed that already between the 9th

and 19th centuries parts of the peat disappeared 
due to human activities (land reclamation and 
peat extraction). In the maps of 500 BC, 100 AD 
and 800 AD, the extent of the peat and the river 
courses in the higher Pleistocene area have been 
kept the same, an arbitrary choice.

� e DGM map images have been used 
particularly to reconstruct the watercourses 
in the higher Pleistocene sand areas. � e 
DGM elevation data were available only in a 
raw form through the internet, therefore the 
morphological surface structures in the coastal 
areas (salt-marsh ridges and tidal-levee systems) 
could not be mapped in Germany with the same 
accuracy as in the Dutch part.

In the oldest maps (500 BC – 800 AD), the 
Ostfriesische Wadden Islands have been located 
between the reconstructed main tidal-channel 
systems, somewhat more to the north than 
the current coastline of the Wadden Islands as 
the islands have moved landward (Flemming 
& Davis, 1994). For the position of the islands 
on the map of 1500 AD the reconstructions by 
Backhaus (1943) and Barckhausen (1969) and the 
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Around 500 BC, the main channel in the Eems 
Estuary was located near the current dike 
between Emden and Greetsiel. In the Iron Age 
and Roman Period (0–450 AD) this channel 
migrated towards the area between Bierum 
and the Punt van de Reide. � ere, this led to a 
landward (transgressive) shi�  of the mud-fl at/
salt-marsh border and clay deposition on the 
adjacent peat area (� eunissen et al., 2005). 
� ese deposits are referred to as the Eems 
Clay (De Smet, 1960, 1962). In contrast, on the 
German side of the Eems silting-up occurred 
as a consequence of the diversion of the main 
channel and the marshes expanded seaward, and 
tidal channels, such as the Sielmönkener Bucht, 
gradually silted up (see map reconstructions in 
Vos & Bungenstock, 2013 and Vos & Knol, 2013).

Northwest of Norden a Pleistocene high, the 
continuation of the Oldenburger-Ostfriesland 
Plateau, was oriented in the direction of the 
island of Juist. � is Pleistocene headland, the 
High of Norden, is comparable to the Damwoude 
High. Around 500 BC a salt-marsh area called 
Bant was present at this high. � is salt-marsh 
area gradually disappeared due to continuing 
erosion and the enlargement of the tidal-fl at area 
(Lang, 1951; Haarnagel, 1979). � e tidal-fl at/salt-
marsh coastline between Esens and Wangerooge 
was located in the current Wadden Sea (Heinze, 
2000; Niederhöfer, 2013), and the inland coastal 
peatbog had reached its northernmost position. 
Only small peat-draining rivers like the Benser, 
Harle and Crildumer debouched into the Wadden 
Sea. At that time no large ingression had yet 
developed in this region.

� e Ur-Jade (the forerunner of the current 
Jadebusen) and the Maadebucht together formed 
a tributary of the Weser Estuary with its mouth 
between Butjadingen and Cuxhaven (Behre, 
2012). � e Ur-Jade and Ur-Maade were drainage 
rivers of the hinterlying peat area.

In the course of the Iron Age, in both the 
German and Dutch parts of the Wadden Sea, 
occupation intensity increased. � is is evidenced 
by the increase in the number of mounds in 
these areas. Also the border zone of the peat 
bogs adjacent to the coastal area was more and 
more intensively occupied, amongst others, 
between Leeuwarden and Sneek (Lubbers & 
Osinga, 2007) and along the seaward margin 
of the former peat bog northwest of Bensersiel 
(Heinze, 2000). � us humans played an 
increasingly important role in shaping the rural 
landscape from Roman Times onwards (Behre, 
2012). In the salt marshes and the adjacent peat 
zone, ditches and trenches were dug on a large 
scale. In all archaeological excavation sites from 
that period artifi cial drainage structures have 
been encountered. � e ditches were connected 

the Zuiderzee and the Utrechtse and Overijsselse 
Vecht rivers discharged into the Wadden Sea. 
� rough the enlarged outlet the sea penetrated 
more and more, resulting in further erosion and 
fl ooding of the peat area. Observations at the 
location Schagen de Nes, northeast of Schagen 
(Vos, 2012), show that already in the Middle Iron 
Age clay was deposited on the peat along the 
draining channels. � e drowning of the peat in 
this region continued into the Middle Ages (450–
1500 AD). It is likely that humans played a role 
in this drowning because in the northern part 
of Noord-Holland many traces of Roman and 
Mediaeval peat reclamations occur.

Around 500 BC the salt-marsh area in the 
tidal basins of the Boorne, Hunze and Fivel 
rivers had expanded strongly as the result of 
a continued silting-up. With the silting of the 
Boorne tidal basin the drainage systems of the 
Marne and Middelzee became the outlet for the 
hinterlying peat area and they increased in size 
and became ingression systems. � e expansion 
of the Middelzee in western Oostergo began 
around 1200–1000 BC. In the fi rst stage this was 
a natural ingression that continued until Roman 
Times, when marine infl uence of the expanding 
channels of the Middelzee became increasingly 
noticeable in the region around Sneek (Vos, 
2007; Vos & De Vries, 2009, 2011).

In the eastern part of Oostergo, the area be-
tween the Boorne and the Hunze basins, large-
scale marine fl ooding took place in the peat area 
present at that time (Griede, 1978). � is ingres-
sion channel is named a� er the local Paesens riv-
er, which continued until Engwierum. On both 
banks of this palaeochannel clay was deposited 
on the peat. � e development of the Paesens sys-
tem did not have an anthropogenic cause because 
humans did not yet inhabit this part of the coastal 
area on a large scale. � e ingression of the Paesens 
system into the peat area of De Kolken is related 
to the opening of the coastline east of Ameland. In 
the fi rst half of the Holocene the coastal area there 
protruded into the sea for a long time. � is head-
land in the coastline was related to the Pleistocene 
High of Damwoude in the subsurface, a continua-
tion of the Drents Plateau. It is assumed that due 
to the straightening and retreat of the coastline 
near Ameland the coastal barrier to the east was 
eroded. � e hinterlying peat area was not protect-
ed anymore, and subsequently a self-reinforcing 
peat drowning process started, resulting in the 
Paesens ingression system.

� e silting-up of the Hunze and Fivel 
basins continued gradually a� er 500 BC. � e 
enlargement of the salt marshes in these areas 
has been archaeologically dated on the basis 
of the ages of dwelling mounds (terpen), which 
become younger seaward (Vos & Knol, 2005).
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3.3.5.2  100 BC–400 AD (Fig. 3.3.9)
During the Late Iron Age and Roman Times, at 
increasingly more locations in the Northwestern 
Dutch and German Wadden Sea, marine 
sedimentation in the marginal peat lands 
took place. Clay deposits from that time on 
the marginal peat bed have been found in the 
northern part of Noord-Holland (Vos, 2012), in 
the region around Sneek (Lubbers & Osinga, 
2007) and east of Leeuwarden near Wartena in 
the central and eastern parts of Groningen (Wold 
area and vicinity of Appingedam; De Smet, 
1960, 1962), and in the coastal area between 
Norden and Esens (Streif, 2004). � is is striking 
because in the tidal basins of the rivers Boorne 
(Westergo) Hunze, Fivel (Vos, 1999; Vos & Van 
Kesteren, 2000) and east of the Eems Estuary 
between Emden and Greetsiel (Behre, 1999) the 
development of the salt marshes was largely 
regressive. Subsidence in the border zones of 
the peat areas – caused by human reclamations 
– is likely to have played a role all around the 
northwestern Wadden Sea. However, more 
factors may have played a role in the drowning 
of the border zones of peat areas. � e continuous 
sea-level rise will certainly have contributed to 
the inundation during major fl oods. � e average 
sea level rose by about 5–10 cm per century 
(Kiden et al., 2002, 2008). In addition, specifi c 
regional factors may have played a role, such as 
an increase in the tidal-inlet system, by which 
the maximum storm surge levels in the tidal 
hinterland could rise. 

In the northeastern part of Groningen, the 
southwestward migration of the Eems Channel 
certainly had an impact on the drowning of the 
peat in the hinterland during the Late Iron Age 
and the Roman Period.

In this period, in Wangerland, west of the 
Weser Estuary, the sea intruded into the peat 
area and the Crildumerbucht ingression system 
developed (Behre, 1999, 2004, 2012). Datings 
of the top of the peat – below the covering 
clay layer – indicate, however, that landward 
of the ingression system peat development 
continued until the Roman Period (Streif, 
2004). It is not clear whether the ingression of 
the Crildumerbucht system had a natural cause 
(erosion of the protecting coastal barrier), an 
anthropogenic origin or a combination of both. 
� e more southerly Maadebucht system was 
further enlarged in the Iron Age (‘Duinkerke 
I deposits’, cf. Behre, 1999). At that time the 
Jadebusen remained free from major fl ooding 
and stayed a (high) peat-moor area until the Late 
Middle Ages (1000–1500 AD).

to natural drainage systems, so that drainage of 
the area was improved artifi cially.

As a result of the digging of the ditches, 
tidal water could be transported easier and 
faster from the Wadden Sea to the hinterland 
through the dug ditches and canals. � e drainage 
pa� ern of natural channels and creeks was 
artifi cially changed so that channel systems 
could cannibalise others, and the groundwater 
level in the drained area was lowered, allowing 
oxygen to penetrate the soil so that peat material 
decomposed (also below the clay cover) and 
disappeared, particularly at the seaward margin 
of the peat lands. Grey, organic and humus-poor 
clays were formed because the plant material of 
the marsh surface was oxidised completely.

Particularly along the seaward margin of the 
peat the eff ects of anthropogenic interventions 
were extensive because artifi cial drainage 
there resulted in strong subsidence. Large-scale 
human-made parcellation pa� erns from that 
time occur, amongst others, in Schagerbrug (west 
of Schagen), Hempens (south of Leeuwarden; 
Waldus, 1999) and near Kolken (Nicolay, 
2010). � e palaeolandscape research at the 
archaeological site of Arkum (south of Bolsward) 
showed that the grey clay cover was deposited 
from the (tidal) ditches that had been dug there, 
since major tidal creeks were lacking in the 
area. � ose ditches drained the area well and the 
groundwater level in the marsh was lowered. 
From about 100 AD onwards no organic ma� er 
was retained in the salt-marsh clay anymore and 
a grey, humus-poor clay was deposited. Also east 
of Arkum (near Sneek) the seaward margin of 
the peat area was silted over a� er the Late Iron 
Age and a clay layer was deposited. � ere too, it 
is plausible that the digging of ditches played an 
important role in the silting-over. It is likely that 
the Middelzee tidal channel north of Sneek was a 
ditch or canal initially. Its straight course and the 
fact that this channel cuts through a Pleistocene 
ridge in the subsoil support this view. � e incision 
of the channel to a depth of about 10 m –NAP is 
explained by the fact that this ‘anthropogenic 
channel’ has taken over part of the discharge of 
the Marne (Vos & De Vries, 2011). � is expansion 
of the tidal storage area of the Middelzee resulted 
in strong tides and thus to an enlargement and 
deepening of the human-made ditch.

Small-scale dike structures were already 
made in the Late Iron Age and Roman Period. 
Remnants of these dike structures have been 
found during excavations in the dwelling 
mounds of Wijnaldum, Dongjum, Peins-Oost and 
Anjum (Bazelmans et al., 1999; Nicolay, 2010). 
� ey were primarily intended to protect the 
farmlands around the dwelling mounds (terps).
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Because of the strong current, the Lauwerszee 
channel started meandering in this area. � ese 
meanders are much larger than those in the 
Dokkumer Grootdiep. � e new course of the 
Hunze – through the Lauwerszee ingression 
system – caused the old mouth of the Hunze tidal 
basin to be silted up defi nitively to salt-marsh 
level.

In the Early Middle Ages (450–1000 AD), 
probably before 800 AD, also in the Northwestern 
German coastal area a new ingression system, 
the Harlebucht, developed in the peat bog in 
which the Harle river discharged (Behre, 1999). 
� e loss of a protective coastal defence due to 
the migration of the islands of Spiekeroog and 
Wangerooge, and the emergence of a large tidal 
inlet are considered to be the main causes (Streif, 
1989b). � is transgressive coastal development 
is very similar to that of the Paesens ingression 
system. In the formation of the Harlebucht 
system – just like in the Lauwerszee area – the 
anthropogenic lowering of the peat surface 
also played a role in the drowning process 
(Figs. 3.3.6, 3.3.13). South of the Harlebucht, the 
Crildumerbucht and Maadebucht ingression 
systems also increased in size due to fl ooding of 
the hinterlying coastal peat area. Anthropogenic 
subsidence eff ects in the Late Middle Ages 
are mentioned in the German literature and 
are particularly associated with salt-mining 
activities or ‘selnering’ (Bantelmann, 1967; 
Behre, 2004).

East of the Eems Estuary no major marine 
ingressions occurred in the Early Mediaeval 
Period. � e protective coastal barrier consisting 
of salt-marsh deposits and the relatively minor 
human interventions are explanatory of this. 
� e same reasons apply also to the Dollard and 
Jade areas, where no major marine ingressions 
occurred in this period.

Parts of the Dutch and German Wadden 
Sea area silted up during the Early Middle Ages. 
� is was the result of sediment supply, which 
enabled the salt-marsh shorelines to expand 
(e.g. the Paesens system, the old Hunze tidal-
basin system, Fivel Bay, the Sielmönkener Bucht 
and the salt-marsh shorelines near Butjadingen 
and near Land Wursten). In the northern part 
of Noord-Holland large-scale erosion occurred 
in the Early Middle Ages, as is evidenced by the 
formation of mud-fl at deposits in the former 
peat area. � e protective coast was breached to 
a great extent and the remaining parts of the 
coastal barrier moved landward (Schoorl, 1999). 
A big ingression in the Zijpe occurred in the 
Early Middle Ages. 

3.3.5.3  400–1000 AD (Fig. 3.3.10)
During the Migration Period (400–500 AD) the 
occupation intensity in the salt-marsh area of the 
northwestern Wadden Sea reduced sharply and 
so did the reclamation activities. In Friesland, at 
a few locations near Sneek and Wartena, a very 
thin peat layer developed in the clay cover, the 
Layer of Tinga (Vos, 2001a). � e Layer of Tinga 
is associated with decreasing anthropogenic 
activity during the Migration Period. As a result, 
the human-made drainage deteriorated and 
peat growth recovered locally (Vos & De Langen, 
2008). 

� e occupancy of salt marshes at the 
seaward margin of the peat area in the Northern 
Netherlands and Northwestern Germany 
increased strongly again during the Early Middle 
Ages when the large-scale peat reclamations 
started, leading to full cultivation of the coastal 
peat bog and the adjacent peat-moor area on   
the Pleistocene soils. � ey caused a signifi cant 
subsidence in the surface of the seaward margin 
of the peat area. Because of subsidence the 
seaward margin of the peat area was fl ooded 
during storms and as a result the clay cover 
expanded strongly in all coastal regions of 
the northern Wadden Sea. Concomitantly, the 
tidal currents to the hinterland strengthened, 
which in turn led to an enlargement of the 
tidal channels. Consequently, the Middelzee 
increased further and the drainage of the Marne 
river was reactivated.

� e Lauwerszee reached its maximum 
extent in the Early Middle Ages. It is likely that 
this ingression system had grown already in 
the Roman Period (Vos & De Langen, 2010). In 
contrast, the Paesens ingression system silted up 
even more. � e drainage function of the Paesens 
system was taken over by the human-dug 
Dokkumer Grootdiep, which discharged into the 
Lauwerszee system. � e subsidence resulting 
from peat reclamation enabled the tidal system 
of the Lauwerszee to enlarge. Near Stroobos, 
in the seaward margin of the system, the fi rst 
marine infl uence has been dated to around 700 
AD (Vos & Groenendijk, 2005). Between 700 and 
1000 AD the system expanded further and large 
parts of the coastal peat area in this region were 
covered with a grey clay layer. � e Lauwerszee 
also took over the drainage of the Hunze river by 
means of a new channel between Zoutkamp and 
Ezinge, and the noticeable bend in the Hunze 
river, known as Reitdiep, originated. Previously 
the Hunze fl owed to the Wadden Sea through the 
northern part of Hunsingo. Humans probably 
contributed to the coming into existence of the 
Reitdiep by digging a connecting canal between 
the Lauwerszee system and the Hunze river, a 
canal comparable with the Dokkumer Grootdiep. 
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low-water (MLW) level, the discharge during low 
water through a system of sluices did not work 
anymore and the low-lying polders could only be 
kept dry by artifi cial drainage techniques such 
as mills.

In diked (peat) areas where strong 
subsidence had taken place, permanent damage 
could occur in the form of permanent loss of land 
when it was hit by a fl ood disaster. Examples 
are the peat lands in the western and central 
parts of the Jadebusen (Wartenberg & Freund, 
2012; Wartenberg et al., 2013) and Dollard (Vos 
& Knol, 2013). � ese areas have in common that 
in the subsurface Pleistocene valley systems are 
present and in these valleys a very thick package 
of peat had developed. � is peat package in the 
Jadebucht and Dollard made these areas highly 
vulnerable to oxidation of the top layer and soil 
subsidence when they were artifi cially drained. 
Before the dikings and reclamations in the Late 
Middle Ages, the peat surface there was a few 
metres above sea level and was protected against 
coastal erosion by a salt-marsh zone, a natural 
barrier. A� er the embankments, the peat surface 
dropped signifi cantly, even to below mean high-
water (MHW) level. If a dike broke, water fl owed 
into the peat area during every tide and created 
large and deep channels that could not be closed 
by humans anymore (Figs. 3.3.7, 3.3.14). In contrast, 
in the embanked salt marshes – with a clay-
sandy subsoil and located laterally of the peat 
areas – the permanent loss of land a� er a dike 
breakthrough was very limited. � e surface level 
of these marsh areas was still above the MHW 
level at that time because the subsidence, caused 
by artifi cial drainage, was relatively small. A� er 
the breakthrough, the dikes around these areas 
could easily be repaired because they fell dry 
again a� er the storm fl ood inundation. 

� e disastrous Marcellus fl ood in 1362 was 
responsible for the great drowning of the peat 
lands of the Jadebusen (Behre, 1999), and the 
entire low-lying peat area was permanently lost. 
Also, open water connections arose between the 
Jade and Weser rivers through the Heete and the 
Lockfl eth, which some 150 years later, in the 16th

century, was diked again. � ese openings did 
not become large tidal channels because they 
occurred in the watershed area between the 
Jadebusen and the Weser Estuary. � e relatively 
low current velocities here resulted into a rapid 
silting-up of these openings.

In the profi le reconstruction of Fig. 3.3.14
the drowning of the Dollard between 1000 and 
2000 AD is shown. � e Dollard was lost only in 
the 15th century (Kno� nerus, 2013) when quarrels 
about maintenance led to a deterioration of the 
dikes and the 1412 Cecilia fl ood caused drowning 

3.3.5.4  1000–1500 AD (Fig. 3.3.11)
� e Zuiderzee enlarged during the Middle 
Ages (Ente, 1986; Ente et al., 1986; Lenselink & 
Koopstra, 1994), erosion during major storms 
playing a major role. For example, during the 
great storm of 1170 AD a large piece of land, 
seaward of the current dike at Stavoren, was 
lost (Schoorl, 1999) and the Marsdiep came 
into existence (Schoorl, 1973). As the inland sea 
increased in size, wave a� ack on the shorelines 
became stronger because of the increasing fetch. 
� e Marsdiep tidal inlet became increasingly 
important during the Middle Ages (Sha & De 
Boer, 1991). However, only in the 15th century 
was the watershed between North Sea and 
Wadden Sea (on the line Texel–Schagen) broken 
and a large channel off ered a direct connection 
with the Zuiderzee (Schoorl, 1999).

� e eff ects of anthropogenic interventions 
in the coastal landscape became dramatic in the 
Late Middle Ages, when the major part of the 
Northern Dutch and Northwestern German salt-
marsh area was embanked. In the course of the 
11th century the construction of dikes had become 
necessary in areas with strong subsidence. In 
the previous periods the water fl owed back to 
the sea in a natural way a� er a fl ood. However, 
a� er the artifi cial subsidence of the land, water 
remained present and could only be discharged 
to the sea during low water through a system 
of dikes and sluices. � e Wolddijk around the 
strongly subsided peat land near Bedum is an 
example. � e dike had already been constructed 
there for the reclamation of the seaward salt-
marsh area. In the following centuries, the 
entire coastal area of   Northern Groningen was 
diked (Knol, 2010, 2013a). In this way almost the 
entire marsh area of the northwestern Wadden 
Sea area of the Netherlands and Germany was 
diked between 1200 and 1300. 

As a result of this diking, water could no 
longer be stored in the salt marshes during 
storms, leading to the impoundment of water 
against the dikes and an increase in maximum 
storm water levels in the Wadden Sea. � e 
increase of storm-surge level and the lowering of 
the soil surface behind the dikes due to drainage 
created ideal conditions for major catastrophes. 
When dikes broke, water plunged into the low-
lying polders with disastrous consequences for 
humans and animals.

Inundations were not only the result of 
extreme high sea-water levels. In areas where 
the ground level had dropped sharply, the water 
in these polders could not discharge easily 
anymore to the sea. Particularly during periods 
of heavy rainfall during winter, this resulted in 
stagnant ponds in the lowest areas. Where the 
surface level of the area dropped below the mean 
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the tidal channel of the Lauwers discharged 
east of Schiermonnikoog. In the course of the 
14th century the channel broke through the 
mud fl at between Schiermonnikoog and the 
mainland of Northeast Friesland. A large new 
inlet evolved, comprising the Westgat and the 
Zoutkamperlaag. � us wave a� ack from the sea 
on the northeastern coast of Friesland increased 
strongly. � e dike northeast of Wierum had to 
be rebuilt more inland as the result of strong 
coastal erosion and the graveyard, located on the 
seaside of the old dike, disappeared.

3.3.5.5  1500–2000 AD (Fig. 3.3.12)
A� er 1500 AD the land loss was more than 
compensated for by the accretion of new land. 
� e northern part of Noord-Holland silted up 
strongly and the silted-up salt marshes were 
diked in stages. � e same holds true for the 
Middelzee, the Fivel system, the Leybucht and 
the Harlebucht.

A� er the great fl oods in the Jadebusen and 
Dollard rapid sedimentation took place in the 
newly formed inland seas. � e landward areas 
of these inner seas quickly silted up to salt-
marsh levels and were diked in stages. Over 
last 60 years deepening and dredging of the 
tidal channels have changed the hydrodynamic 
conditions in the Eems Estuary. � e Eems–
Dollard mud fl ats and salt marshes have been 
silting up over the last few centuries, but since 
the 1980s – the large Eems fairway deepening 
– erosion and deposition alternate and no clear 
net sedimentation occurs anymore (Commissie 
voor de milieueff ectrapportage, 2014). � is 
intervention in the tidal system has led, amongst 
other things, to an increase in estuarine turbidity 
levels, which strongly aff ect the ecosystem of the 
estuary (Bos et al., 2012; De Jonge et al., 2014).

From the 19th century onwards the intertidal 
coastal zone along the embanked mainland has 
also been reclaimed using wooden structures 
along the dike in which silt was trapped. When 
such reclamation areas had silted up to the level 
of the salt marsh they were diked.

In the 20th century the Zuiderzee and the 
Lauwerszee were cut off  from the Wadden Sea by 
large dikes. � us the Wadden Sea area has been 
reduced. In particular, the salt-marsh areas are 
only a fraction of what they once were. A� er 1500 
AD the peat area also decreased considerably. 
� e coastal peat and the peat areas on the higher 
Pleistocene grounds have largely disappeared 
due to large-scale peat-cu� ing for fuel (turf) and turf) and turf
salt, and by oxidation of peat due to exploitation. 

of large parts of the eastern part of the Dollard. An 
ingression of the west side of the Eems meander in 
front of the city of Emden turned Nesserland into 
a peninsula. � e western part of the Dollard area 
was at that time still protected by an emergency 
dike between Reide and Finsterwolde, but was 
lost in the great Cosmas and Damianus fl ood of 
1509. � is fl ood also breached the eastern levee 
of the Eems meander and Nesserland became 
an island, which, together with the Punt van 
Reide, forms the remainder of the tidal levees of 
the Eems (Knol, 2008, 2013a, 2013b). Because of 
erosion and dri� ing away of large lumps of peat 
a� er the inundations (fl oating peat islands), an 
inland sea arose with the deepest parts below 4–5 
m –NAP. � e origin of the Dollard and Jade was 
ascribed especially to the behaviour of the local 
elite who, in their feuds, mutually destroyed 
dikes and sluices (Acker Stratingh & Venema, 
1855; Ramaer, 1909; Breuer, 1965).

� e ingression of the Leybucht east of the 
Eems Estuary between Greetsiel and Norden 
is comparable to that of the Jade and Dollard. 
A low-lying peat area was also fl ooded, to be 
diked again in the course of the subsequent 
centuries as it silted up for the major part. It is 
diff erent, however, in that no deep inland sea 
developed. Probably the Leybucht developed 
in the 12th/13th centuries and the fl oods of 1362 
and 1374 further enlarged the ingression in the 
peat hinterland (Behre, 1999). Also in case of the 
Leybucht, humans undoubtedly played a major 
role in the subsidence of the soil resulting from 
peat reclamations, a low surface level and lakes 
being the result (Schwarz, 2004, 2005). Behre 
(1999, 2004) assumes a link between the origin of 
the Leybucht and the erosion of the salt-marsh 
island of Bant in the Wadden Sea, northwest of 
Norden. � is would have caused the loss of the 
natural coastal defence, making the hinterland 
vulnerable. However, the former marsh island 
was located at a certain distance north of the 
Leybucht system (Figs. 3.3.10, 3.3.11). More likely 
it was mainly the low surface of the peat that 
enabled the sea to penetrate far inland and led 
to the creation of the Leybucht and a large tidal 
channel. � e development of the large channel 
of the Leybucht promoted erosion of the island 
of Bant. � e wave a� ack on the island was 
enhanced due to a larger sea opening to the 
hinterland. In any event, the exposure of Bant 
to the sea in combination with anthropogenic 
peat extraction for salt production was harmful 
(Behre, 1999). � e last remnant of Bant was lost 
permanently to the sea a� er 1780 (Behre, 1999).
Its namesake, the island of Bant in northeast 
Frisia, was lost permanently a� er 1500. � e cause 
of the disappearance was the lateral shi�  of the 
Lauwersgeul (Vos, 1992). Until the 14th century 
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the dike near Bensersiel. � ere the occupation 
began in the Middle/Late Iron Age in fens which 
were silted over by salt-marsh clays in the Late 
Iron Age/Roman Period, indicating a (relative) 
increase in the maximum storm surge level. 
However, the subsequent development of the 
landscape in these regions was diff erent due 
to the location of the areas relative to the open 
sea. � e seaward margins of the peat areas near 
Leeuwarden–Sneek had a sheltered position 
in the hinterland of the silting-up Boorne tidal 
basin, whereas the area at the seaward side of 
the dike near Bensersiel was exposed and was 
eroded by the sea a� er the Middle Ages.

3.3.6.2  Sea-level fl uctuations and coastal 
development

� e Subatlantic sea-level rise – about 15 to 5 cm 
per century (Kiden et al., 2002, 2008) – played 
a role in the drowning of the coastal peat lands 
but was not the major driving mechanism 
determining the development of the ingression 
systems. Natural or anthropogenic subsidence of 
coastal peat bogs on a vertical scale of decimetres 
to metres was the main cause (Figs. 3.3.4–3.3.7). � is 
view is in contrast with earlier views (Ter Wee, 
1976; De Groot et al., 1987; Streif, 1989b; Behre, 
1999). � e evolution of the ingression systems 
(Duinkerke 0, 1, 2 and 3) was earlier explained 
by cyclical sea-level fl uctuations. Periods of 
(alleged) rapid sea-level rise were linked to 
transgression phases and marine sedimentation, 
and periods of declining sea-level rise (or even 
falling sea level) to regression phases and peat 
formation (Roeleveld, 1974; Griede, 1978; Van de 
Plassche, 1985; Menke, 1988; Behre, 1999, 2001, 
2003), a view now regarded as outdated (e.g. Vos 
& Van Heeringen, 1997; Beets et al., 1994; Beets & 
Van der Spek, 2000; Vos & Van Kesteren, 2000; 
Bungenstock & Schäfer, 2009). � e evolution 
of tidal systems a� er 500 BC shows that the 
coastal development within those systems was 
not cyclical and that each system has its own 
history. Prograding and retrograding (salt-
marsh) coastlines may occur at the same time 
within one and the same system, determined by 
local factors (e.g. compare the Boorne tidal basin 
and the Middelzee). Also in the Eems tidal area 
opposite developments occurred from the Iron 
Age until into the Middle Ages at the two sides 
of the estuary. Southwestward migration of the 
Eems channel between Delfzijl and Reiderland 
caused erosion at the Dutch side and coastal 
expansion at the German side.

� e Holocene sea-level curves   for the Dutch 
coastal area show a smooth arc shape (e.g. 
Jelgersma, 1966; Kiden et al., 2002, 2008) while 
the curves for the German coast – in particular 
those of the last half of the Holocene – show 

3.3.6  Discussion of the 
Subatlantic genesis of the 
Wadden Sea area
Subatlantic genesis of the 
Wadden Sea area
Subatlantic genesis of the 

3.3.6.1  Forcing factors and processes
� e driving mechanisms of the coastal evolution 
of the Northern Dutch and German landscapes 
since 500 BC have much in common (mechanisms 
visualised in Figs. 3.3.4–3.3.7), but each ingression 
system had its own specifi c development (Fig. 3).

� e ingressions in the coastal peat areas of 
Paesens and Harlebucht have the disappearance 
of a protective coastal barrier in common, and 
the sea penetrated far into the hinterlying peat 
area. However, the timing was diff erent. � e 
Paesens system evolved in the Early/Middle Iron 
Age and silted up in the course of the Middle 
Ages, whereas the Harlebucht was only formed 
in the Early Middle Ages and silted up (and was 
diked) in the Modern Age.

� e evolution and geometry of the Dollard 
and the Jadebusen are also very similar and 
related to a thick peat layer developed in former 
Pleistocene valley systems. � ese diked peat 
areas were very vulnerable to subsidence due to 
reclamations. Because of their low elevation these 
areas were permanently lost a� er major fl ood 
disasters in the Late Middle Ages, the Jadebusen 
in 1362 AD and the Dollard in 1412 and 1509 AD.

� e course of tidal channels was likely 
aff ected by humans digging ditches. � e straight 
Middelzee channel north of Sneek was formed 
in Roman Times, probably due to the digging of 
a ditch or canal between the ingression systems 
of the Marne and the Middelzee. A dug water 
connection probably also ensured that the 
Reitdiep near Zoutkamp, the connection between 
the Hunze and Lauwerszee, evolved in the Early 
Middle Ages, such that the Hunze valley silted up 
completely in the subsequent period. � ere are 
also similarities between the losses of the islands 
named Bant in the Dutch and German Wadden Sea. 
Both islands were lost in the Late Middle Ages and 
Modern Age as a result of the channel diversion 
exposing the islands to strong wave a� ack.

Similarly to the genesis of the landscape, the 
occupation histories of the Dutch and German 
coastal areas also show strong similarities. � e colo-
nisation of salt marshes – directly on the marsh soil 
(Flachsiedlungen(Flachsiedlungen( ) and/or dwelling mounds (wierden
and terpen) – took place on a large scale from the 
Early Iron Age onwards. � e creation of artifi cial 
dwelling mounds continued until the diking of the 
salt-marsh areas in the Late Middle Ages.

� e prehistoric occupations of the seaward 
margins of the peat areas of the Netherlands and 
Germany also show similarities, for instance the 
former seaward margins of the peat between 
Leeuwarden and Sneek, and those seaward of 
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archaeological index points provide information 
about the maximum or extreme palaeostorm-
surge level in a region (EHW) – humans lived 
above this level – but are not good indicators of 
the palaeo-MSL or palaeo-MHW level since there 
is no linear relation between the MSL along the 
coast and the EHW level on the salt marshes.

3.3.7  Conclusions
� e main driving factors in the long-term coastal 
evolution of the Northwestern Dutch–German 
Wadden Sea region were relative mean sea-level 
rise in the fi rst part of the Holocene and subsidence 
of the coastal peat bogs in the Late Holocene when 
the peats were intensively drained by humans.

strong fl uctuations (Behre, 1986b, 2001, 2003; 
Menke, 1988). � e recent sea-level curve (Behre, 
2003) has aroused much international criticism 
(Bungenstock & Weerts, 2010; Baeteman et al., 
2011), focusing on the unreliability of peat layers 
and archaeological materials as palaeosea-level 
indicators and the fact that sea-level index 
points were taken all over the southern North 
Sea. In the southern North Sea, the subsidence 
is not the same everywhere due to diff erences 
in glacio-isostasy so that each region has its 
own relative sea-level curve. � e post-500 BC 
index points used by Behre consist largely of 
archaeological observations from se� lements in 
salt marshes in the German coastal area. � ese 

500 BC

Fig. 3.3.8. Palaeogeographic map of the study area around 500 BC.

3.3.8 | Palaeo-
geographic map 
of the study area 

around 500 BC.
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500 BC

Fig. 3.3.8. Palaeogeographic map of the study area around 500 BC.
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paction and oxidation – was the main cause of 
this drowning. Natural causes were the develop-
ment of new tidal channels, which could develop 
in the tidal hinterland when a protective sea wall 
was eroded (such as the Paesens system; Fig. 3.3.4) 
or when a main tidal channel, which drained the 
hinterland, found a watercourse (such as the 
Boorne/Middelzee system; Fig. 3.3.5). 

From the Late Iron Age humans started to 
drain the marginal area of the coastal bogs by 
digging ditches on a large scale. � e result of 
these reclamations was that the cultivated peat 
lands subsided signifi cantly, these areas were 
drowned during storm tides and a clay layer 
was formed on top of the peat. � is resulted 
in an autocompaction process that enhanced 

In the Early Holocene the fast relative 
sea-level rise induced drowning of the 
Pleistocene valley systems, which led to 
formation of tidal basins (Fig. 3.3.2). As a 
consequence of a decreasing rate of sea-
level rise, the tidal basins were fi lled with 
sediment and silted up for a large part in 
the Middle Holocene. In the marginal zone 
of the basins towards the higher Pleistocene 
sand area, large salt marshes and coastal 
peat bogs came into existence.

From the Subatlantic Period marine 
ingressions into the coastal peat bogs 
occurred (Fig. 3.3.3). 

Natural and/or anthropogenic drain-
age of the peatlands – and subsequent com-

  100 AD

Fig. 3.3.9. Palaeogeographic map of the study area around 100 AD.

3.3.9 | Palaeogeo-
graphic map of the study 

area around 100 AD.
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  100 AD

Fig. 3.3.9. Palaeogeographic map of the study area around 100 AD.
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the drained and drowned peat bog areas had a 
vertical scale of decimetres to metres.

� e landscape reconstruction of the 
Wadden Sea area between Marsdiep and the 
Weser (Figs. 3.3.8–3.3.12) shows that each ingression 
system has its own history, that humans played 
a signifi cant role in the drowning process and 
that no natural cyclic trans- and regression 
mechanism can be held responsible for this.
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Fig. 3.3.10. Palaeogeographic map of the study area around 800 AD.
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Fig. 3.3.11. Palaeogeographic map of the study area around 1500 AD.
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2000 AD
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Fig. 3.3.12. Palaeogeographic map of the study area at 2000 AD.

3.3.12 | Palaeogeo-
graphic map of the study 

area at 2000 AD.
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Fig. 3.3.12. Palaeogeographic map of the study area at 2000 AD.
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4.1.1 Abstract
� is study presents the geogenetic approach 
to detect presently drowned archaeological 
sites in the transgressive palaeo-environment 
of the Holocene Rhine–Meuse delta. A staged 
and practical approach is advocated in which 
subsurface archaeological predictions are based 
on geological mapping and palaeo-environmental 
reconstruction of the underwater location. � e 
study area is located in the Maasvlakte harbour 
extension of the Port of Ro� erdam, formerly a part 
of the southern North Sea. Prior to construction 
works, it was suggested that dredging of the 
new harbour (Yangtze harbour) would disturb 
the subsurface stratigraphy to around 21 m 
below present mean sea level, a zone which is 
known to contain archaeological remains. � e 
staged approach makes use of geological data 
starting from a conceptual model that indicates 
the depths of layers that could be rich in Upper 
Palaeolithic / Early Mesolithic artefacts. � is 
initial model is used to determine the strategy of 
the subsequent phases of investigation, such as 
whether to proceed with dredging as part of the 
engineering work, down to 17 m water depth, to 
remove the upper (younger) sands and thereby 
improve the opportunities for underwater 
survey of fl uvio-deltaic layers of Mesolithic age. 
Following the development of the initial site 
model, a full area investigation was carried out 
using geophysics and coring, the la� er providing 
material for palaeo-environmental analysis. � is 
allowed the reconstruction of the long-drowned 
former landscape, which included inland dune 
areas and local drainage systems and provided the 
physiographic context for the geoprospection of 
Mesolithic archaeology. � is predictive modeling 
identifi ed two areas in the harbour for detailed 

investigation, again employing geophysics and 
coring at higher resolutions, allowing fi ne tuning 
of the palaeolandscape models at the localities of 
presumed highest archaeological potential. Cores 
from one of the selected areas, an inland dune 
area within the Early Holocene wetland region, 
yielded in-situ evidence of Mesolithic occupation 
of this site in what is now the southern North 
Sea. � ese fi nds and the palaeolandscape context 
created with the data from the prospection 
phases were critical in the decision to undertake 
an underwater archaeological excavation using a 
large, boat-mounted grab sampling system. � is 
paper provides an account of the geological and 
palaeo-environmental work undertaken in the 
prospective phases leading up to the discovery 
of the site, highlighting the importance of the 
staged geogenetic approach for informing 
sampling strategies and securing high-quality 
information on landscape contexts, which in turn 
informed archaeological decision-making and 
geoprospection strategies. Such an approach has 
wider generic application for palaeolandscape 
reconstruction and mapping at regional scales.

4.1.2 Introduction
� e archaeological potential of the continental 
shelf has long been been recognized (e.g. Fischer 
et al., 2011). Driven by fl uctuations of many 
tens of metres in sea-level change over the 
Pleistocene and Early Holocene, many prehistoric 
archaeological sites and palaeolandscapes 
around the coastal margins are now submerged. 
Consequently, it is not uncommon to fi nd sca� ered 
traces of Palaeo lithic and Early Mesolithic human 
activity in shallow coastal waters (e.g. Momber, 
2000, 2011; Hijma et al., 2012; Stapert et al., 2013a; 

4.1 A staged geogenetic approach to 
under water archaeological prospection in 
the Port of Rotterdam (Yangtze harbour, 
Maasvlakte, The Netherlands): 

a geological and palaeo-environmental case study for local 
mapping of Mesolithic lowland landscapes
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al., 2007; Van Heteren et al., 2014). Comparison 
and correlation of geophysical data with more 
rarely available in-situ data such as borehole 
logs, allows for the identifi cation of relevant 
layers in the geophysical data (ground truthing). 
Furthermore, by combining information on 
Holocene sea-level rise with the elevation of 
the youngest terrestrial palaeosurfaces on the 
seabed, former environmental conditions, 
location of human se� lement and movement/
migration pa� erns can all be understood (e.g. 
Veski et al., 2005; Dolukhanov et al., 2010; Stock 
et al., 2013). With such knowledge charted in 
archaeological prediction maps, site prospection 
and heritage management eff orts can be focused 
on the areas with the highest potential for fi nding 
archaeological remains, enabling systematic, 
effi  cient geoprospection, recovery and protection 
of large, archaeologically sensitive areas.

� is study presents the application of an innova-
tive, staged methodological approach for predictive 
underwater landscape mapping, developed as part 
of an archaeological investigation in the Yangtze 
harbour site (Maasvlakte, Port of Ro� erdam). � e 
Yangtze harbour was extended and deepened to 
connect the Maasvlakte 2 new seaward harbour 
extension of the Port of Ro� erdam (� e Nether-
lands; Fig. 4.1.1) to the existing Maasvlakte 1 exten-
sion that was built in the 1970s and early 1980s. 
Maasvlakte 2 is the latest enlargement of the Port 
of Ro� erdam, one of the largest and busiest har-
bours globally. Construction work started in 2007 
and the interconnecting harbour was built in sev-
eral stages; in total, it is approximately 3 km long 
and 500 m wide, an area of about 1.5 km2. In 2009 

Bicket et al., 2014). Underwater archaeological 
investigation has recently experienced renewed 
interest (Peeters et al., 2009; Peeters & Cohen, 
2014). Fitch et al. (2005) and Gaff ney et al. (2007) 
ascribe the increasing activity on the one hand to 
developments in the archaeological sciences and, 
on the other hand, to improved technologies for 
reconstructing palaeolandscapes such as those 
of the Dogger Bank area in the central North 
Sea. Compared to archaeological campaigns on 
land, underwater investigations are particularly 
challenging in terms of costs, risk of failure and 
data uncertainties (Bailey, 2004). Consequently, 
an underwater archaeological study is typically 
carried out at substantially less sampling 
resolution than an equivalent terrestrial study. 
Palaeogeographical reconstruction (i.e. the 
creation of ‘palaeolandscape models’ based on 
a combination of geological mapping, dating 
and palaeo-environmental research), is an 
essential methodology for determining areas of 
preservation and targeting geological surfaces 
with high archaeological potential (e.g. Schmölcke 
et al., 2006; Bailey & Flemming, 2008; Bailey & 
King, 2011), especially in drowning coastal areas 
that have experienced tectonically subsidence 
and / or sea-level rise, such as the southern 
North Sea (Cohen et al., 2014). Furthermore, the 
development of palaeolandscape models are 
essential to place archaeological fi nds in their 
environmental context when discovered.

Site investigations using multiple techniques 
is key to the construction of palaeolandscape 
models. Geophysical methods are commonly 
applied in off shore environments (e.g. Gaff ney et 

4.1.1 | Location of the 
Yangtze harbour within 
the Maasvlakte area 
(Port of Rotterdam, 
the Netherlands).

4.1.2 | Aerial view of 
the Yangtze harbour 
after the cut-through 
of the harbour between 
Maas vlakte 1 and 
2 in 2013. Photos of Port 
of Rotterdam.
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Importantly, in a geogenetic approach, archaeo-
logical prospection is addressed at the level 
of discrete lithological units that make up the 
subsurface stratigraphy (Vos & Bazelmans, 
2002). From initial stages, for each unit that 
might be encountered, a palaeo-environmental 
assessment is made, including the chances of 
encountering archaeology in each unit. � e 
approach in the Yangtze harbour project is 
comparable with that of Tizzard et al. (2011) 
and Bicket et al. (2014) as applied to an area of 
the North Sea fl oor 11 km off  the Great Yarmouth 
coast (Norfolk, England); comparison of the two 
areas (and others) is considered further in the 
discussion section of this paper. 

� e archaeological investigations were under-
taken to comply with Dutch laws based on the 
EU Valle� a Convention on the Protection of 
Archaeological Heritage (1992). Other initia-
tives for this region include the North Sea Pre-
history Research and Management Framework 
(NSPRMF; Peeters et al., 2009), which aims to 
organize the study and preservation of the sub-
merged archaeology of the North Sea. � e Port 
of Ro� erdam reserved a budget for the Archaeo-
logical Research Program Maasvlakte 2, as part of 
an agreement with the Cultural heritage Agency 
of the Netherlands (Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel 
Erfgoed; RCE). A permanent archaeological com-
mi� ee Maasvlakte  2 was established to co-ordi-
nate heritage protection at the various locations 
of engineering work for the harbour extension, of 
which the Yangtze harbour project was one part 
(see also Weerts et al., 2012).

� e commi� ee included representatives of: 
the port authorities (Port of Ro� erdam); RCE; 
the engineering consortium responsible for 
the construction of the Maasvlakte 2 (PUMA); 
the Bureau for Archaeological Studies of the 
Municipality of Ro� erdam (BOOR), and the 
Research Institute Deltares (Dept. of Applied 
Geology and Geophysics). Stages and procedures 
implemented throughout the investigation in 
the Yangtze harbour were discussed at depth 
and formalized by the commi� ee. 

� e investigations in the Yangtze harbour were 
executed by BOOR and Deltares in co-operation 
with TNO Geological Survey of the Netherlands, 
surveying contractor Marine Sampling Holland, 
and archaeological investigation contractor ADC 
ArcheoProjecten. In later phases of the project, 
a� er the discovery of archaeology and the 
decision to excavate had been made, further sub-
contractor parties were included. � e process 
was supervised by the RCE. � e results of this 
palaeolandscape research have been incorporated 

most of this area was deepened to 17 m –NAP (this 
is the Netherlands ordnance datum and equates 
to present mean sea level). By the end of 2011 the 
harbour was dredged to the maximum depth of 20 
m –NAP, destroying the former Late Pleistocene 
land surface and the Early Holocene deltaic depos-
its covering it, including archaeological-bearing 
strata. In order to mitigate the destruction of the 
cultural and environmental remains, geological 
and archaeological surveys were undertaken be-
tween 2009 and 2011 with the aiming of identifying 
potential archaeological heritage remains (Smit, 
2011). � e fi nal cut-through and creation of the 
harbour occurred in 2012 (Fig. 4.1.2) and the area has 
since been renamed the Yangtze canal. � e works 
are scheduled to fi nish in 2014.

From previous regional geological mapping 
it was known that a complex stack of deposits 
of Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene age was 
to be encountered at the broad depth range of 
17 to 25 m –NAP, below the bed of the proposed 
extended and deepened harbour (Hessing et 
al., 2005; Moree et al., 2012; Weerts et al., 2012). 
� erefore, from the initial planning stages of 
the harbour extension (2005), it was known that 
Palaeolithic and Mesolithic heritage might be 
present in the deposits that would be dredged 
and removed at depths of between 15 and 22 m 
below Mean Sea Level (MSL). 

� erefore, from an archaeological mitigation 
perspective, it was important to consider if sites 
would be encountered during excavation of the 
harbour fl oor, since changing the harbour location 
or depth of construction to conserve any potential 
remains was not to be an option, and neither 
would dry pit archaeological excavation be 
practical. Hence, the research question at the start 
of the project was to develop the best methodology 
to prospect for archaeology in the Pleistocene 
and Holocene terrestrial deposits that were to be 
removed. An underwater survey of the seabed 
by divers was not regarded as effi  cient, because 
the potential archaeology surfaces and layers 
occurred a few metres below the proposed harbour 
fl oor and divers could not reach these. � erefore 
it was decided that mapping and sampling of the 
shallow geology of the harbour fl oor was the best 
way to reconstruct palaeo-environments and to 
prospect for submerged archaeological remains. A 
good insight into the palaeolandscape would help 
to identify optimal locations where prehistoric 
humans may have frequented, which in turn 
would provide targets for sampling. � is approach 
starts from palaeolandscape reconstruction and 
is an extension of ‘the geogenetic approach’ (cf. 
Groenendijk & Vos, 2001), which is designed to 
enable near-shore underwater archaeological 
prospection.
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end of the Last Glacial (Staalduinen, 1979; Busschers 
et al., 2007), with inland aeolian dunes forming local 
topographic highs (Hessing et al., 2005; Hijma et al., 
2009). Previous research has shown that these ‘river 
dunes’ are particularly promising localities for 
Mesolithic and Early Neolithic se� lement within 
past wetland environments (e.g. Louwe Kooijmans, 
1980, 1985, 2005; De Ridder, 2000). In the absence of 
direct dating, the age-model for the top of the fl uvial 
sand included information on terrace stratigraphy 
(subtle height diff erences; lower is younger) and 
style of aeolian cover (sheets of coversand are older, 
isolated dunes are younger). Depth and thickness 
of fl oodplain overbank facies also provided indirect 
age information (thicker/deeper bases are more 
proximal to younger channels; Hijma et al., 2009). 
� ese sandy sediments are covered by deltaic peat 
and clay layers, associated with submergence 
of Holocene landscapes. � e age-model of these 
deposits includes information on post-glacial 
sea-level rise and they are part of a transgressive 
sequence that culminated in the Rhine–Meuse 
delta in the Middle and Late Holocene (landward 
shi� ing of the landscape zones depicted in Fig. 4.1.5). 
Trangression buried the valley landscape including 
the dunes that had persisted since the fi rst millennia 
of the Holocene. Over a large area of the harbour 
fl oor, an Early Holocene drowned landscape lies 
preserved from this time period. At the time of the 
transition of the Boreal to the Atlantic (about 7000 
BC) the study area comprised a fl uvial landscape 
(conceptual model in Fig. 4.1.6; analogue modern 
environment in Fig. 4.1.7), with swampy fl ood basins 
that received freshwater from the main channels 
of the Rhine and Meuse river system (Hijma et al., 
2009; Hijma & Cohen, 2011); the river mouth was 
to be found further off shore (Hijma et al., 2012; 
Sturt et al., 2013). In this landscape, local channel 
systems in the fl oodplain were assigned a higher 
likelihood for the presence of archaeology because 
it was assumed that humans would move through 
these waterways and se� le along the edges of these 
channels. Overlying this sequence, at a depth of 
about 17 m –NAP, marine sands occur. Associated 
marine tidal-channel structures have locally eroded 
the older sequence, and therefore these zones were 
regarded as being of low Stone Age archaeological 
potential. � e investigation thus aimed to trace the 
diff erent depositional environments at a depth of 
between 17 and 22 m –NAP and to select the most 
promising archaeological locations for excavation 
(Vos et al., 2012; Fig. 4.1.8).

� e investigation of the study area was a multi-
phase process, with three stages of mapping and 
sampling for prospection, culminating in the 
fourth phase of excavation by means of large-
grab sampling:

into the Arch-Manche project, which is part of 
the European Interreg IVa Program. 

4.1.3  Geogenetic approach in the 
Yangtze harbour project
 Geogenetic approach in the 
Yangtze harbour project
 Geogenetic approach in the 

Research over the past few decades, including 
work related to the construction of Maasvlakte 
1, had shown that fl uvial deposits of Pleistocene 
age in the area contained Stone Age archae logy. 
Palaeo lithic and Mesolithic discoveries were 
found ex-situ in sand used to construct the artifi -
cial beach of the Maasvlakte 1 area in the 1970s and 
1980s (Louwe Kooijmans, 1975, 2005; Verhart, 1988, 
2005). � e sands used to create the harbour exten-
sion and its beaches, were mainly Late Pleistocene 
and Early Holocene fl uvial deposits, excavated 
from dredged harbours and off shore locations 
immediately surrounding the Maasvlakte, from 
depths of about 20 to 40 m –NAP (e.g. Hijma et al., 
2012). � e proposed works in the Yangtze harbour 
would disturb the same geological levels, but on 
this occasion the opportunity existed to record the 
sediments of the harbour fl oor before dredging 
commenced and hence prospect for in-situ sub-
merged archaeology. 

� e area of investigation of the Yangtze 
harbour, the study area, is provided in 
Figs. 4.1.3 and 4.1.4. As the geological framework 
provided the foundations of this investigation, 
a lithological-geological layer model of the study 
area was developed and maintained through the 
various phases of the staged approach. Besides 
new data collected for this archaeological project, 
the model incorporated the site investigation 
and geotechnical engineering data collected 
for the larger Maasvlakte 2 project, as well as 
archived data from earlier construction projects. 
� e sedimentary environments represented by 
the various lithological units (lithofacies) were 
logged, mapped and described. Subsequently, 
an assessment was made of the time period 
in which each of the lithofacies was formed, 
based on regional insights of sea-level rise (e.g. 
Hijma & Cohen, 2010). With this information, 
a palaeolandscape model was constructed, 
in which the most promising archaeological 
locations could be highlighted, allowing the next 
steps of surveying strategy to be determined. 

For each lithological layer in the model, the 
archaeological potential was evaluated and the 
likelihood of fi nding artefacts assessed, on the basis 
of the palaeo-environmental conditions during and 
a� er the deposition of the sediment layer. Earlier 
studies suggested that the top of the Pleistocene 
substrate was expected at about 20 to 22 m –NAP, 
represented by a buried valley fl oor formed at the 
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Fig. 3.  Location map of the Yangtze harbour study area.

Fig. 4. Map of the top of Late Pleistocene / early Holocene sand surface (top of the KR and BXDE units) of the  Yangtze 
harbour study area.4.1.4 | Map of the top of Late Pleistocene / Early Holocene sand surface (top of the KR and BXDE units) of the Yangtze harbour study area.

4.1.3 | Location map of the Yangtze harbour study area.
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Fig. 5.  Schematic classification of the main landscape types within a funnel shaped river mouth. The position of the 
Yangtze harbour around 7000 BC in this schematic area is shown with a box (see also Fig 25).

Fig. 6.  Schematic representation of the sedimentary environments in the Yangtze harbour area around 7000 BC  (box 
in Fig. 4)

Fig. 7.  Contemporary airial view of the Cumberland Marshes in Canada, a representative picture of the landscape of the 
Yangtze harbour around 7000 BC.
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4.1.5 | Schematic classifi cation of the main landscape types within a funnel shaped river mouth. 
The position of the Yangtze harbour around 7000 BC in this schematic area is shown with a box (see also Fig. 4.1.25).

4.1.6 | Schematic representation of the sedimentary environments in the Yangtze harbour area around 7000 BC (box in Fig. 4.1.4)

Fig. 5.  Schematic classification of the main landscape types within a funnel shaped river mouth. The position of the 
Yangtze harbour around 7000 BC in this schematic area is shown with a box (see also Fig 25).

Fig. 6.  Schematic representation of the sedimentary environments in the Yangtze harbour area around 7000 BC  (box 
in Fig. 4)

Fig. 7.  Contemporary airial view of the Cumberland Marshes in Canada, a representative picture of the landscape of the 
Yangtze harbour around 7000 BC.
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Fig. 5.  Schematic classification of the main landscape types within a funnel shaped river mouth. The position of the 
Yangtze harbour around 7000 BC in this schematic area is shown with a box (see also Fig 25).

Fig. 6.  Schematic representation of the sedimentary environments in the Yangtze harbour area around 7000 BC  (box 
in Fig. 4)

Fig. 7.  Contemporary airial view of the Cumberland Marshes in Canada, a representative picture of the landscape of the 
Yangtze harbour around 7000 BC.
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4.1.7 | Contemporary airial view of the Cumberland Marshes in Canada (Van Asselen, 2010), a representative picture of the landscape of the Yangtze harbour around 7000 BC.
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phase were used to defi ne the approach of the 
next phase. � e fi rst tentative results of this 
approach were preliminary reported by Weerts 
et al. (2012). � e results of the project include a 
360-page report (in Dutch) outlining the main 
results of the prospective phases, the results 
of the archaeological excavation phase, and 
a synthesis placing the fi ndings in a regional 
context as well as digital appendices (Moree & 
Sier, 2014). An English translation of the report 
is published in 2015. From this body of primary 
data, this paper extracts the geological and 
palaeo-environmental strategies and results and 
outlines how this information was fed into the 
archaeological decision process.

4.1.3.1 Phase 1: 
 Desk study, capture of existing local data
In the fi rst phase an estimate was made of the 
most likely depth of possible archaeological 
remains. Using existing data from Cone 
Penetration Tests (CPTs) and geotechnical 
boreholes drilled for the construction of the 
harbour, a preliminary geological model of 
the study area was built. At this stage (2007), 
the surface area of the plan was still about 5 m 
+NAP. For the study area 133 CPTs were available 
(Figs. 4.1.3 and 4.1.4), of which eight were coupled to 
boreholes. Most of the CPTs penetrated down 
to the Pleistocene substrate, thus including 
the relevant layers. � e cone resistance and 
friction parameters obtained with the CPTs 
were calibrated with the lithological units 
through correlation with the borehole log) and 
subsequently grouped into a geological model. 

Phase 1:   Desk study, capture, process and 
interpret existing geological data.

   Young anthropogenic overburden 
dredged away.

  Survey design Phase 2.
Phase 2:   Implementation of the inventory 

fi eld survey (survey and coring).
   Analysis and reporting of the 

palaeolandscape data.
   Decision on selection of areas for high-

density survey Phase 3 (two areas).
Phase 3:   Detailed investigation in two 

selected areas (survey and coring). 
   Analysis and reporting of the 

palaeolandscape data.
   Decision-making for 

archaeological excavation.
   Selection of locations for excavation

by large-grab sampling (pits 1 to 3).
Phase 4:   Execution of archaeological 

excavation (using a crane from a 
pontoon).

   Archaeological assessment 
of the sampled materials.

   Archaeobotanical and 
archaeozoological assessment 
of the sampled materials.

   Completion of reporting 
palaeolandscape results. 

   Integration of palaeolandscape 
results with archaeological results.

From each project phase, detailed technical 
reports listing and discussing the results have 
been produced in Dutch. � e results of each 

4.1.8 | Geogenetic, 
staged approach applied 
in the prospection study 
of the Yangtze harbour. 

For each phase, the 
activities carried out, 
the techniques used 

products delivered 
are mentioned.
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of 2–3 knots. Shortly a� er the site investigation, 
a multi-beam survey (MBES) was performed 
to accurately determine the bathymetry of 
the full Yangtze harbour. Seventeen boreholes 
were drilled from the seabed using a Vibrocore 
system, with a sample core length of 5 m. As the 
Early Holocene clay deposits were very stiff , the 
core experienced high friction, yielding 2.2–4.5 
m recovered sample length. All the cores were 
photographed in the laboratory (Figs. 4.1.9 and 4.1.10).

In the part of the harbour which had been dredged 
down to a depth of 17 m, three large west–east 
running lines (transects) were surveyed (seismic 
lines 1 to 3, Figs. 4.1.3 and 4.1.4) with the Chirp and 
Sparker systems. � e records showed good results. 
� e palaeosurfaces of the top of the Pleistocene 
fl uvial sand (including the river dune sands) and 
the top of the organic and clayey deltaic deposits 
were clearly visible on the seismic refl ection 
images. Also the tidal-channel incisions were easily 
recognizable on these images, allowing the spatial 
distribution of these features to be reconstructed. 
In the western part of the study area, palaeodune 
topography was visible on the seismic profi les, 
though these features had not been recognized as 
such in the CPT data analysed in Phase 1 because 
the cones resistance was relatively low and 
variable; hence these sands had been erroneously 
interpreted initially as a gully facies.

Seventeen vibrocores were taken to yield 
high-quality information on the sedimentary 
characteristics of the lithological layers 
of interest between 17 and 22 m –NAP 
(Fig. 4.1.10). � e layers are classifi ed according 
to the lithostratigraphical classifi cation of the 
Netherlands (Westerhoff  et al., 2003; Törnqvist 
et al., 1994) and are described in Table 4.1.1.

With the Phase-2 results collected, the geogenetic 
paleolandscape model was revisited and im-
proved. At this stage, three palaeosurfaces were 

In the model, the palaeosurfaces representing 
the top of the Pleistocene sand and the top of the 
deltaic deposits were interpolated between data 
points (using Kriging techniques) and manually 
adjusted for inconsistencies. 

� e surfaces in the palaeolandscape model 
of Phase 1 represent the interfaces between 
diff erent geological formations. As such, the 
model serves to draw the fi rst hypotheses 
to delineate the higher sand outcrops, the 
fl uvio-deltaic environment and the complex 
of (Subatlantic) tidal-channel incisions. � is 
palaeolandscape model was used to provide the 
fi rst estimate of the depth levels associated with 
the areas of highest archaeological potential and 
to make a plan for the next step in the research, 
the fi eldwork associated with the full site 
investigation of the study area.

4.1.3.2 Phase 2: 
Full study area site investigations

At the start of this phase, it was particularly 
benefi cial that the younger marine sands and 
modern anthropogenic debris, derived from 
the construction of Maasvlakte 1, had been 
removed by dredging down to 17 m –NAP, prior 
to the archaeological surveys. � is brought the 
great advantage of allowing seismic surveys 
and relatively low-cost sampling of the interval 
between 17 and 22 m –NAP by means of vibrocore 
drillings (reaching 5 m below the dredged 
harbour fl oor). Geophysical site investigations 
were carried out using an Edgetech X-Star Chirp 
Sub Bo� om Profi ler and a Geo-resources Sparker 
system (Vos, 2013). � e Chirp was confi gured 
at a wavelength of 30 ms, with frequencies 
of 0.5–7.2 kHz. � e Sparker was confi gured 
with a signal energy of 400 J with a recording 
length of 100 ms and survey was carried out in 
single-channel as well as multi-channel modes. 
Position information was provided by a DGPS 
system. Both surveys were carried out at a speed 

Fig. 9.  Image of the Yangtze harbour cores in sediment description laboratory of Deltares / TNO in Utrecht.4.1.9 | Image of 
the Yangtze harbour 
cores in sediment 
description laboratory 
of Deltares / TNO in 
Utrecht.
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4.1.10 | Four sediment cores from the base of the Holocene in the Yangtze harbour area. For the location and stratigraphy, 
see Fig. 4.1.3 and 4.1.11 (B37A0652, B37A0653, B37A0706) and Fig.4.1.17 and 4.1.21 (B37A0676).
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–NAP in the highest parts of the river dune. � e 
west–east channel incision in the central part of 
the profi le dates from the Atlantic (NAWO layer: 
greenish colour), and the channels in the eastern 
part from the Subatlantic (SBBL layer: yellowish 
colour). � e la� er category is much sandier and 
has a larger grain size than the NAWO channel 
deposits which are laminated with fi ne sands and 
thin clay layers. Where the marine deposits have 
not been incised deeply, the SBBL unit blankets 
the material at a level of around 19 m –NAP. � e 
contact between the marine sands and the deltaic 
deposits is always erosive, as is the interface with 
the top of the river dune (borehole B37A0700; 
Fig. 4.1.11); thus, originally the river dune body was 
higher. It is estimated that the original top of the 
dune may have lain at about 15–16 m –NAP, which 
means that a� er its formation at the beginning of 
the Holocene, the top of the dune probably stood 
4 to 6 m above its surroundings.

� e top of the KR sand surface to the west of 
the BXDE sand dune body is around 23.5 m –NAP 
(CPT AZZ138) and is not eroded. Towards the east, 
the KR river sand rises to ca 19.5 m –NAP (borehole 
B370653). Overlying the fl uvial KR sand, the KRWY 
layer has been deposited (gray colour). � is layer 

identifi ed and modelled: the top of the sand 
surface (top of KR and BXDE units); the top of the 
peat and clay layers (top of the combined unit of 
KRWY, NIBA, EC and NAWO); and the seafl oor 
elevation in the harbour at the time of survey 
(spring 2011). � e palaeosurface of the top of the 
sand within the study area was the main layer 
of archaeological potential and interest. � is 
surface, generated from the 3D model, is depicted 
in Fig. 4.1.4. In the western part of the study area a 
higher river dune area (elevation higher than 20 
m –NAP; yellow-brownish colour) was recognized 
and in the middle and southeastern parts of the 
area, tidal-channel incisions were recorded. 
� e vibrocore data pointed out that the central 
palaeochannel fi ll consisted of Middle Holocene 
NAWO deposits and the southeastern channel fi lls 
comprised Late Holocene SBBL deposits.

� e sedimentary sequence of the harbour fl oor 
as mapped in 2011 is shown in a geological 
west–east cross-section. For the location of the 
drilling- and probe data used to construct the 
geological profi le, see Fig. 4.1.11. � e top of the 
sand surface (KR and BXDE sand) ranges from 
ca 7.5 m –NAP within the eroded parts to 18.5 m 

Table 4.1.1 | Description of the lithostratigraphic units encountered between 17 and 22 m –NAP.

Unit Code Lithology, Lithofacies Depositional environment Age

Kreftenheye 
Formation, undiff erentiated

KR Medium fi ne to coarse sand (150–300 µm), 
poor in humus, top laminated with clay 
or loamy layers

Floodbasin of meandering river, ‘upper 
bar’ facies shifting to a ‘lower overbank’ 
facies to the top (Hijma & Cohen, 2011)

Late Glacial / Preboreal

Kreftenheye 
Formation, lower layer of 

the Wijchen Member

KRWY-2 Laminated, grey loam, sandy clay and clayey 
sand. Layer is generally a few cm to tens of 
cm thick and found under the river dune 
sands (BXDE)

Lower overbank deposits in the 
fl uvial fl oodplain

Preboreal

Boxtel Formation, Delwijnen 
Member

BXDE Well sorted fi ne sands, median grain size 
150–210 µm. Where not eroded, a dark 
humus soil is present in the top

Aeolian sands, river dune Preboreal

Kreftenheye Formation, 
Wijchen Member

Where the KRWY layer is 
separated by dune sands, 
this layer is called the 
‘’upper’’ Wijchen layer.

KRWY Stiff  grey clay, medium to high silt content. 
At the base, very loamy and laminated with 
fi ne sand layers. Dark zones are present in the 
layer which consist of charred plant material 
and fi ne charcoal particles (Kappel & Exaltus, 
2013). To the top the layer gets increasingly 
rich in organic matter.

Lower overbank deposits in the 
fl uvial fl oodplain

Preboreal / Boreal, up to about 7000 BC

Formation of Nieuwkoop – 
Basal Peat Member

NIBA and 
NIBA-EC

Amorphous, compact, brown to dark brown 
peat. Macroscopic plant remains, fragments 
of reed, roots and small pieces of wood. 
The layer is generally clayey, clayey peat 
(NIBA) and peat clays (EC) alternate

Peat bog, frequently fl ooded and parts 
permanently underwater. Peat formation 
is the result of rising groundwater table; 
freshwater, no direct marine infl uence.

Boreal / Atlantic, about 7250–6500 BC

Echteld Formation EC Silty clay, grey brown, humus to strongly 
humus and often laminated on humusness, 
on top of the NIBA-EC layer. Wood remains 
and reed roots are present. In the top, 
also thin layers of silt occur.

Tidal fl oodbasins and interdistributary 
bays. Subaquatic deposits, freshwater 
to slightly brackish, marine contact, 
fresh-water tidal environment.

Atlantic, about 6500–6250 BC

Naaldwijk Formation, 
Wormer Member 

NAWO Clay, grey, poor in humus, strongly silty and 
layered with few to many sand layers. 
Marine shell remains are not present. 

Predominantly sub-aquatic deposits 
formed in a tidal estuary. 
Slightly brackish to brackish.

Atlantic, younger than about 6250 BC

Southern Bight Formation, 
Bligh Bank Member 

SBBL Marine deposits, very fi ne to moderately 
coarse sand 

Off -shore environment (‘’sea sands’’) and 
channels of the tidal inlet of the estuary.

Subatlantic / sub-recent age.
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Fig. 11.  Geological west – east cross-section through the Late Pleistocene / early Holocene deposits of the study area. 
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Fig. 11.  Geological west – east cross-section through the Late Pleistocene / early Holocene deposits of the study area. 
Location profile, see Fig. 3 and 4. Pictures of the cores of borehole numbers in red, see Fig. 10. 

4.1.11 | Geological 
west–east cross-
section through the 
Late Pleistocene / Early 
Holocene deposits of 
the study area. Location 
profi le, see Fig. 4.1.3 
and 4.1.4.

has thickness of 0.1–1.0 m; the height diff erence 
between of the top of the layer may amount to more 
than 2.5 m. Despite the height diff erences, this 
layer exhibits the same lithological characteristics 
throughout the study area. At the base, the KRWY 
clay layer is grey, loamy and laminated with thin 
sand layers. Towards the top, the clay layer gets 
increasingly darker and contains more and more 
organic material. Furthermore, the layer contains 
one or more dark intercalated zones, consisting one or more dark intercalated zones, consisting 
of clay with carbonized plant remains and fi ne 
charcoal (Kappel & Exaltus, 2013).

� e KRWY layer is wedged against the BXDE 
sand body between 20 m and 19 m –NAP. Directly 

beneath the dune sand body a loamy clay layer 
occurs at a depth of 22 m to 23 m –NAP. � ese 
clays are considered as belonging to the KRWY-2 
layer. Lateral to the dune sand body, clay layers 
of the KRWY and KRWY-2 units merge together 
and form one unit. � e NIBA layer (brown 
colour), which is situated on top of the KRWY 
layer and / or BXDE sand, also exhibits a wavy 
surface. � e lowest level of the base of the NIBA 
layer lies around 21 m –NAP in the study area layer lies around 21 m –NAP in the study area 
and the highest level of the NIBA base is around 
19.5 m –NAP. In terms of clay incorporation and 
thickness (a few cm to 0.5 m) the peat varies from 
place to place. � e NIBA layer is covered by EC 
clays and laminated clays of the NAWO layer 
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Table 4.1.2 | 14C dates on charcoal within the Wijchen bed (Unit KRWY).

Borehole 
number

Sample code Litho-stratigraphy Material Depth 
m –NAP

Lab. nr. 14C date
yrs BP

2-σ range 
cal yrs BP

Median 
yrs BC

B37A0653 657-M7 /197 KRWY Charcoal 19.03 Poz 36916 8390 ± 50 7570–7472 7472

B37A0653 653-M2b/160-166 KRWY – black soil Charcoal 18.98 Poz 36910 8040 ± 50 7137–6770 6956

B37A0653 653-M1b / 188-194 KRWY – black soil Charcoal 19.21/19.27 Poz 36909 8630 ± 80 7939–7535 7670

Table 4.1.3 | 14C dates on materials from the base of the Basal Peat (Unit NIBA)

Borehole 
number

Sample code Litho-stratigraphy Material Depth 
m –NAP

Lab. nr. 14C date
yrs BP

2-σ range 
cal yrs BP

Median 
yrs BC

B37A0653 653-M3 / 143 NIBA on top of KRWY Fine matrix 18.76 Poz 36913 7660 ± 50 6599–6433 6506

B37A0707 East-7 / 272,5-275 NIBA – clayey, on KRWY Macro remains 19.59/19.62 GrA 55010 7755 ± 40 6649–6483 6581

B37A0711 East-11 / 235-238 NIBA – clayey, on KRWY Macro remains 19.70/19.73 GrA 55012 7875 ± 40 7023–6610 6726

B37A0673 West-4 / 213-216 NIBA on BXDE Macro remains 19.85/19.88 GrA 54926 7880 ± 55 7029–6606 6753

B37A0675 West-6 / 226-228 NIBA on BXDE Macro remains 19.90/19.92 GrA 54928 8030 ± 60 7135–6699 6939

B37A0675 West-6 / 226-228 NIBA on BXDE Macro remains 19.90/19.92 GrA 54928 8030 ± 60 7135–6699 6939

B37A0675 West-6 / 226-228 NIBA on BXDE Macro remains 19.90/19.92 GrA 54928 8030 ± 60 7135–6699 6939

B37A0697 West-28 / 222-223 NIBA on KRWY/BXDE Macro remains 20.31/20.32 GrA 54924 8100 ± 50 7305–6832 7093

B37A0674 West-5 / 270-272 NIBA – on KRWY/BXDE Macro remains 20.35/20.37 GrA 55016 8220 ± 40 7355–7078 7237

B37A0692 West-23 / 305-310 NIBA – clayey, on BXDE Macro remains 20.76/20.81 GrA 55038 8230 ± 40 7448–7082 7248

B37A0688 West-19 / 319-321 NIBA – clayey, on KRWY Macro remains 20.87 GrA 55018 8160 ± 40 7306–7061 7147

B37A0705 East-5 / 393-395 NIBA – clayey, on KRWY Macro remains 21.09/21.11 GrA 55001 8135 ± 40 7298–7049 7124

Table 4.1.4 | 14C dates on materials from the upper part of the Basal Peat (Units NIBA and NIBA-EC)

Borehole 
number

Sample code Litho-stratigraphy Material Depth 
m –NAP

Lab. nr. 14C date
yrs BP

2-σ range 
cal yrs BP

Median 
yrs BC

B37A0653 653-M4 /135 NIBA – clayey Fine matrix 18.95 Poz 36943 7560 ± 60 6559–6251 6423

B37A0705 O-5 / 351-355 NIBA – clayey Macro remains 20.68/20.71 GrA 55002 7635 ± 40 6589–6429 6476

B37A0707 O-7 / 275 NIBA – clayey Fine matrix 19.61 GrA 55034 7715 ± 40 6633–6470 6545

B37A0711 O-11 / 224-226 NIBA – clayey Macro remains 19.59/19.62 GrA 55011 7565 ± 40 6481–6368 6433

B37A0674 W-5 / 244-246,5 NIBA – clayey Macro remains 20.09/20.12 GrA 55015 7720 ± 40 6635–6473 6548

B37A0692 W-23 / 260-262 NIBA – clayey Macro remains 20.31/20.33 GrA 55031 7760 ± 40 6651–6484 6589

Table 4.1.5 | 14C dates on plant material from the freshwater-tidal clays of the Echteld Formation (Unit EC)

Borehole 
number

Sample code Litho-stratigraphy Material Depth 
m –NAP

Lab. nr. 14C date
yrs BP

2-σ range 
cal yrs BP

Median 
yrs BC

B37A0655 655-M6 / 40 EC Root of reed 16.08 Poz 36915 7360 ± 50 6350–6088 6230

B37A0653 653-M5 / 112 EC Wood 18.45 Poz 36914 7300 ± 50 6326–6051 6155

B37A0659 659-M8 / 157 EC Root of reed 18.81 Poz 36942 7400 ± 50 6409–6102 6294

B37A0656 656-M10 / 206 EC Wood 19.83 Poz 36908 7300 ± 40 6231–6071 6154

B37A0656 656-M9 / 221 EC Wood 19.98 Poz 36917 7140 ± 50 6094–5899 6016
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cored material provide independent indications 
for such mass-movement processes (Kappel & 
Exaltus, 2013), following soil formation on the 
dune (Vos & Cohen, 2014). With the exception 
of these dates that constrain colluvial processes, 
the remaining OSL-ages from the dune sand date 
the aeolian activity that created the landform.

Inland dune formation in and along the Rhine–
Meuse palaeovalley and further upstream, is 
known to have peaked in the Younger Dryas 

unit. � e EC-NAWO clays may gradually merge 
into each other but can also have an erosive 
contact in places where NAWO channel deposits 
have incised into the underlying sediments.

To obtain direct age-estimates for each geological 
unit in the study area, a suite of radiocarbon (14C) 
and optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) 
samples were taken from the cores (Tables 4.1.2-4.1.6). 
Samples were also taken from core material 
derived from the two areas selected for more 
detailed study during Phase 3 (W and O sample 
codes). � e 14C-dating (Tables 4.1.2-4.1.5) was carried 
out by laboratories in Põznan (Poland; Poz nrs.) 
and Groningen (Netherlands; GrN nrs.) on 
organics in the KRWY, NIBA, and EC layers. � e 
OSL dating was carried out by the Netherlands 
Centre for Luminescence Dating (NCL) in Del�  
(nowadays relocated to Wageningen; Table 4.1.6). 
Protocols and technical details can be found in 
a separate report (Project NCL-7612; Wallinga 
& Versendaal, 2014). Calibration of radiocarbon 
dates was undertaken using OxCal 4.2 (Bronk 
Ramsey, 2009) and IntCal13 (Reimer et al., 2013).

By the end of Phase 2, a fi rst round of 14C 
dates had been produced by the lab and these 
were used to plan Phase 3 and Phase 4 activities.

� e various OSL dates from within the BXDE 
unit (Table 4.1.6) show a 2000-yr spread in mean 
age, that is larger than the error (± 500 to 800 
years). Dates from near the top of darkened 
humic soils on the dune sides (boreholes 
B37A0676 and B37A0687) are relatively young 
(6500 ± 500 BC; Early Atlantic, Fig. 4.1.12) and 
these presumably date colluvial processes 
reworking sediment around the aff ected dune 
fl anks, and do not date aeolian activity forming 
the dune. Micromorphological studies on the 

Table 4.1.6 | OSL dates on the river dune sands (Unit BXDE) and the fl uvial surface below it (Unit KR).

Borehole Sample code Stratigraphy of sample Depth m
 –NAP

Lab. nr. Age
in yrs B2K

Age 
in yrs BC

Bayesian cal. age 
in yrs BC

B37A0676 West 7 / 1.38 / 1.50 Top BXDE, humus soil 19.09/19.21 NCL-7612215 8500 ± 500 6500 ± 500 6900 ± 300

B37A0676 West 7 / 1.85-1.95 BXDE  humus soil 19.56/19.66 NCL-7612216 10400 ± 800 8400 ± 800 7800 ± 450

B37A0676 West 7 / 4.72/4.82 KR below KRWY-2 22.43/22.53 NCL-7612217 10900 ± 700 8900 ± 700 9850 ± 350

B37A0686 West 17 / 1.65/1.75 Top BXDE humus soil 18.77/18.87 NCL-7612218 9900 ± 500 7900 ± 500 7750 ± 400

B37A0686 West 17 / 4.35/4.45 BXDE lower part 21.47/21.57 NCL-7612219 11000 ± 600 9000 ± 600 9000 ± 350

B37A0687 West 18 / 2.31/2.40 Top BXDE humus soil 19.51/19.60 NCL-7612220 8400 ± 500 6400 ± 500 6850 ± 300

B37A0687 West 18 / 3.43/3.55 BXDE  humus soil 20.63/20.75 NCL-7612221 10700 ± 600 8700 ± 600 8900 ± 300

B37A0687 West 18 / 4.30/4.40 KR below KRWY-2 21.50/21.60 NCL-7612222 11500 ± 700 9500 ± 700 9900 ± 350

B37A0694 West 25 / 4.20/4.30 KR below KRWY-2 22.06/22.16 NCL-7612224 12600 ± 800 10600 ± 800 10050 ± 450

B37A0699 West 30 / 3.40/3.50 BXDE on top KRWY-2 21.38/21.48 NCL-7612225 11100 ± 700 9100 ± 700 9100 ± 350

B37A0699 West 30 / 4.20/4.30 KR below KRWY-2 22.18/22.28 NCL-7612226 11800 ± 700 9800 ± 700 9950 ± 400

Table 4.1.7 |  Order of dates for the Bayesian calibration of selected 14C and OSL dates from area West

Sequence(“Area West”) 

Boundary(“a few dm below the top of Unit KR”);

Phase(“Abandonment river system underneath dune”)

{ C_Date(“7612224”, -10600, 800); C_Date (“7612226”, -9800, 700);

C_Date(“7612222”, -9500, 700); C_Date (“7612217”, -8900, 700); };

Boundary(“KRWY-2”);

Phase(“Aeolian activity creating the dune (Unit BXDE) “)

{ C_Date (“7612225”, -9100, 700); C_Date (“7612219”, -9000, 600);

C_Date (“7612221”, -8700, 600); };

Phase(“Pit 2 burned bone 14C (Zeiler & Brinkhuizen, 2014:218)”)

{ R_Date (“GrA-56453”, 9215, 45); R_Date (“GrA-56454”, 9205, 45); };

Phase(“Colluvial disturbance of humifi ed top-soil on dune fl anks”) 

{ C_Date (“7612216”, -8400, 800); C_Date (“7612218”, -7900, 500);

C_Date (“7612215”, -6500, 500); C_Date (“7612220”, -6400, 500); };

C_Date (“abrupt drowning event”, -6500,44) };

Boundary(“dune top”); };

Remark: the order of the dates is specifi ed in CQL (chronological query language) for use in 
the OxCal 4.2 age-calibration software (Bronk Ramsey, 2009).
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BC and colluvial processes reworking humifi ed 
dune top-soil are dated to between 7800 and 
6800 BC (Table 4.1.6).

� e episode of dune formation separates two 
periods of fl oodplain sedimentation in the study 
area: the dune-covered lower KRWY-2 unit 
(ca. 9500 to 9000 BC; Table 4.1.6) and the dune-
foot overlying Unit KRWY (ca. 8500 to 7500 BC; 
Table 4.1.1). On relatively higher parts of the dune 
fl anks, the KRWY fl oodplain facies (stiff  clays of 
typical bluish colour, somewhat pedogenically 
modifi ed; Törnqvist et al., 1994; Hijma et al., 
2009) appear to have continued forming until 

and Preboreal (Verbraeck, 1974; Kasse, 1995; 
Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2000; Hijma et al., 
2009). � e results collected in this study confi rm 
that picture of activity (notably in selection area 
West), indicating that dune formation peaked in 
the Preboreal, around 9000 BC. In isolation, the 
OSL age ranges would suggest dune formation up 
to 8000 BC and 14C dating of burnt bone collected 
alongside Mesolithic archaeology recovered in 
Phase 4 (Zeiler & Brinkhuizen, 2014) suggests it 
ceased by 8500 BC (Vos & Cohen, 2014). When all 
OSL and 14C dates from area West are combined 
and calibrated in sequence (Table 4.1.7), main dune 
formation is bracketed between 9100 and 8900 
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Fig. 12.  Stratigraphic table of the Early Holocene, with the time stratification of the lithological units of the study area.

4.1.12 | Stratigraphic 
table of the Early 

Holocene, with the time 
stratifi cation of the 

lithological units of the 
study area.
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fringes of peat formation against the dune fl ank 
was aff ected by groundwater seepage, besides 
occasional river fl ooding (similar to areas 
upstream; Van de Plassche, 1982; Cohen, 2005). 
� is meant that peat began forming decimetres 
higher/centuries earlier along the dune fl ank 
than it may have done at positions more central in 
the river plain itself at this time. � e time frame 
7500 to 7000 BC appears to have seen steady, 
though a relatively slow rise of the groundwater 
table, which by 7250 BC was positioned at a depth 
of 21.0 to 20.5 m –NAP (Table 4.1.3). � erea� er the 
groundwater rise seems to have accelerated 
a li� le, due to continued sea-level rise and 
palaeogeographical changes which saw the coast 
line / river mouth approach the study area as 
part of this transgressive phase. Around 6500 
BC, peats encroached on the river dune fl ank to 
a height of approximately 18.75 m –NAP. In the 
period between 7250 and 6500 the rise of the 
groundwater table was about 30 cm per century 
(Fig. 4.1.13). With the rise of the groundwater table 
and the approaching sea, there was a general 
decline of fl oodplain gradient in the area (Van 
Dijk et al., 1991; Cohen, 2005; Hijma & Cohen, 
2010; Van de Plassche et al., 2010), which in turn, 
altered conditions of river fl ooding and sediment 

7000 BC (in the Late Boreal, Table 4.1.2). At that 
time, however, lower areas in the landscape 
had begun collecting we� er fl oodbasin deposits 
comprising humic clays and clayey peats (Basal 
Peat and EC intercalations; Table 4.1.3), of varying 
botanic composition and facies (Bos et al., 2012). 

4.1.3.3 Regional context: 
  rise of water levels and 

palaeo-environmental change

4.1.3.3.1 Groundwater and sea-level rise
� e main driver for the accumulation of the Ear-
ly Holocene deposits burying the valley fl oor and 
the inland dunes was the rise of the ground water 
table, for which sea-level rise in areas down-
stream of the study area was the main driving 
factor. � is is the same mechanism as described in 
more inland parts of the Rhine–Meuse delta (e.g. 
Jelgersma, 1961; Van de Plassche, 1982; Kiden et al., 
2002; Cohen, 2005; Hijma & Cohen, 2010), though 
given the downstream position of the study area, 
the onset is relatively early on. 

At the very beginning of the Holocene (ca. 
9500 BC), the sea level in the southern part of the 
North Sea was still low, about 35 to 40 m below 
present (Kiden et al., 2002; Sturt et al., 2013). 
� erefore, at this time, the central part of the 
North Sea was still dry land and mainland Britain 
was connected with the European continent. As 
post-glacial eustatic sea-level rise proceeded 
(e.g. Milne & Mitrovica, 2008; Smith et al., 
2011), the dryland of the southern North Sea was 
drowned and the palaeocoastline came closer to 
the study area (e.g. Beets & Van der Spek, 2000).

� e results from Phase 2 (further confi rmed 
and scrutinized using data from Phase 3; Tables 3 
to 5) show that the study area became part of the 
deltaic wetlands that are the landward boundary 
of groundwater level rise at the river mouth 
from about 7500 BC onwards. At 20.8 m –NAP 
Basal Peat began accumulating ca. 7250 BC, at 
19.0 m –NAP about 6650 BC. � e contact of the 
Basal Peat with freshwater tidal muds (EC) dates 
to 6500 BC, based on samples from the top of the 
Basal Peat (Table 4.1.4). � is environment persisted 
until ca 6000 BC (Table 4.1.5), a� er which the 
area became a sub-aqueous estuarine / shallow 
marine system. � e results confi rm and add 
detail to earlier palaeogeographical mapping of 
the wider Rhine–Meuse valley below Ro� erdam 
(Hijma et al., 2009; Hijma & Cohen, 2012). Being 
positioned in the southern rim of the Rhine–
Meuse river plain, the groundwater table not 
only rose in response to sea-level rise and 
associated riverine fl ooding, but also because 
it aff ected the local groundwater tables in the 
coversand landscape to the south and in the 
dune complexes of the study area itself. � e 
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Holocene sea-level and 
groundwater table rise. 
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2010 and data of the 
Yangtze harbour area 
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2002; Wiersma, 2008), provides an extra reason 
to explain the repeated reproduction of top-of-
Basal Peat ages of 6500 BC in the wider Ro� erdam 
region (Hijma & Cohen, 2010; Törnqvist & Hijma, 
2012). Just as sea level had been rising before the 
6500 BC ‘jump’, it also continued to rise a� erwards 
at a rate decelerating from 1 m per century to a few 
decimetres per century, which made that waters 
continued to deepen for millennia a� erwards. � e 
region transformed into an estuarine delta and 
eventually became an off shore area (Van Heteren et 
al., 2002; Rieu et al., 2005; Hijma et al., 2010). � ese 
transgressive developments based on sedimentary-
geological mapping and dating of organics, can 
be further detailed using palaeo-environmental 
information derived from pollen and diatoms.

4.1.3.3.2 Palaeo-environmental reconstruction
During Phase 2, a total of 77 samples of the 
KRWY, NIBA-EC, EC and NAWO units, derived 
from several borehole cores in the study area, 
were taken for pollen and diatom analysis. 
� e scanning of slides provided a global 
palaeo-environmental interpretation for the 
investigated layers (Bunnik et al., 2009; Cremer 
& Bunnik, 2010). � is preliminary interpretation 
was used to enhance the palaeolandscape 
reconstruction, which in turn informed the 
archaeological expectation model of Phase 3.

In the last stage of the investigation, 41 pollen 
and 24 diatom samples were analysed (Cremer 
et al., 2013). In addition, eight new boreholes 
from selection areas East and West (Phase 3) 
provided 80 pollen and diatom samples, which 
were scanned for their palaeo-environmental 
signifi cance. Twenty samples for each discipline 
were selected and analysed further. 

A representative borehole (B37A0705) in 
which the whole sequence of KRWY, NIBA-
EC, EC and NAWO layers were present, was 

delivery. In the most distal places, waterlogged 
by elevated groundwaters, organic deposits 
accumulated, while in equally wet areas that 
received more fi ne sediment delivery during 
fl oods, humic clays dominated. � is explains 
why the Basal Peat stratigraphic level in the area 
(our NIBA-EC complex unit) is an intercalation 
of true peats (NIBA) and humic fl uvial clays (EC). 
� erefore, sea-level rise stimulated (indirectly) 
the accumulation of organic and clastic deposits 
between 7250 and 6500 BC in the study area. If 
areas closer to the main Rhine channel of the 
time, to the north of the study area are also 
included (Hijma & Cohen, 2010, 2011; Vos & 
Cohen, 2014), peat formation can be considered 
to have started around 7500 BC.

At ca 500 BC, a marked change in deposition 
occurred in the study area. � is had been postulated 
from dates and sea-level index points obtained 30 
km upstream (Hijma & Cohen, 2010) and a� ributed 
to an event of accelerated sea-level rise (Fig. 4.1.13). 
� e collected data for the top of the Basal Peat in the 
study area (Table 4.1.3) corroborates the date of 6500 
BC on multiple occasions and confi rms the event-
like timing of submergence. � e wetland terrestrial 
landscape (NIBA-EC) with dune topography became 
a sub-aqueous depositional environment, best 
characterized as the upper reaches of an estuary 
(Hijma et al., 2009; Hijma & Cohen, 2011), changing 
from a micro-tidal to meso-tidal regime (Van der 
Molen & De Swart, 2001). � e cause of the sudden 
drowning of the study area and the creation of the 
transgressive contact is the result of a sea-level 
‘jump’ and associated change in the tidal range. � e 
timing of this event conspicuously coincides with 
dating of the abrupt drainage of the Laurentide 
proglacial Lakes Agassiz and Objibway in Canada; 
furthermore, the 8.2-ka North Atlantic cold climate 
event that followed drainage (Leverington et al., 
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occurred in relatively high percentages in 
near coastal sediments. Currently, this species 
is found mainly in wet dune valleys. Marine 
indicators such as pollen of salt-tolerant plants, 
dinofl agellates and foraminifera were absent. 
� e high values of Pinus and the still relatively 
low values of the thermophilic species indicate a 
Boreal age for the KRWY layer.

Palaeo-environment
� e KRWY layer in borehole B37A0705 lies 
relatively low and along the edge of a trench-like 
depression (palaeostream system). � e humid 

investigated using pollen and diatoms. � e 
borehole was located in selection area East and 
a description of the research on this borehole is 
presented below together with the pollen and 
diatom diagrams (Figs. 4.1.14 and 4.1.15).

4.1.3.3.2.1  KRWY unit: 4.10–3.98 m below HB (Harbour Bottom; 
21.26–21.14 m –NAP)

Diatoms:
� e diatoms in this layer were dominated by 
four ecological groups (Vos & De Wolf, 1993): 
freshwater epiphytes, freshwater plankton, 
brackish- and freshwater tychoplankton and 
freshwater epipelon / epipsammon. At the species 
level, the following freshwater species were found 
most commonly: Epithemia adnata (epiphyton), 
Aulacoseira crenulata, Aulacoseira subarctica (both 
plankton), Staurosira venter, Pseudostaurosira 
brevistriata (both tychoplankton), Cocconeis 
placentula (epiphyton) and Amphora pediculus
(epipelon). � e only marine-brackish diatom 
species which occured was a small number of 
Gyrosigma a� enuatum, which however, also 
tolerates freshwater conditions. Marine diatoms 
were not present.

Pollen 
� e pollen sample from this layer belongs to 
pollen Zone A. � is zone was characterized by 
high values of Pinus pollen. Apart from Pinus,
small percentages of pollen of thermophilic 
species such as Corylus, Quercus, Ulmus and 
Tilia were present. In addition, pollen of marsh 
vegetation (reed-sedge vegetation) and pollen 
from a number of freshwater plants occurred. 
A common type of spores in this zone was 
Ophioglossum vulgatum, a small species of 
fern which during the Early Holocene o� en 
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East). Wedlands species are excluded from the pollen sum.
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play a role alongside algae such as Pediastrum, 
Botryococcus, Zygnemataceae and Spirogyra. 
Noteworthy was the regular occurrence of 
Salvinia natans (a free fl oating water fern) and 
a single fi nd of Trapa natans (water chestnut), a 
potential food plant for Mesolithic communities. 
Both species are known from the Middle 
Holocene of the Netherlands (Zandstra, 1966; 
Out, 2010; Van Haaster & Brinkkemper, 1995).

Palaeo-environment 
� e diatoms in the NIBA-EC group include 
species that thrive in freshwater depositional 
environments. � e species composition, with 
much plankton, but also epiphyton and epipelon/
epipsammon, is indicative of a predominantly 
permanently submerged environment with 
aquatic plants forming masses of li� oral 
vegetation. � e pollen assemblage confi rms 
this and suggests the presence of eutrophic, 
relatively deep, stagnant open ponds with li� oral 
vegetation and wet brushwood at the edges. � e 
clayey nature of this unit fi ts within this type of 
aquatic environment.

4.1.3.3.2.3 EC unit: 3.50–2.80 below HB (20.66–19.96 m –NAP)

Diatoms
In this layer, for the fi rst time diatoms are found, 
originating from the marine environment. � e 
environmental groups that occurred in the lay-
er are, in addition to the marine habitats of ma-
rine tychoplankton, marine epipsammon and 
plankton, the groups of brackish-freshwater 
tycho plankton, freshwater epiphyton and fresh-
water epipelon / epipsammon. At the species lev-
el these were: Staurosira venter, Pseudostaurosira 
brevistriata, Staurosira construens (all brackish-fresh 
tycho plankton), Fragilaria sopotensis (marine 
epipsammon) and Cymatosira belgica (marine Cymatosira belgica (marine Cymatosira belgica
tychoplankton). In the upper sample of this layer, 
the number of marine species increased slightly and 
included � alassiosira decipiens (marine plankton).

Pollen
� e samples from the EC layer belong to 
pollen Zone C. In this zone, as was the case 
with the diatoms, the fi rst marine elements 
were found, including pollen of salt-marsh 
vegetation (Chenopodiacea, Armeria) and further 
foraminifera and dinofl agellates. � e zone was 
characterised by a marked increase in pollen of 
Alnus and the occurrence of Tilia, in relatively low 
percentages. Furthermore, Fraxinus, Viburnum 
opulus, Humulus lupulus, Frangula alnus and 
Myrica occurred, and in addition Hedera helix and 
pollen grains of Ilex also occurred in very low 
percentages. Also in this zone marsh vegetation 
and other fl ora indicative of open freshwater 

conditions account for the fact that the diatoms 
have been preserved relatively well there. In 
higher-level samples of the same KRWY layer of 
other cores the diatoms have o� en been corroded 
and dissolved by soil formation processes. � e 
KRWY deposits were formed in a freshwater 
environment, which was probably permanently 
submerged for long periods of time. � e co-
occurrence of the planktonic, tychoplanktonic, 
epipsammic and epiphytic habitats corroborate 
this interpretation. � e site was beyond the 
sphere of infl uence of the sea.

4.1.3.3.2.2  NIBA-EC complex: 3.98–3.50 below HB 
(21.14–20.66 m –NAP)

Diatoms
� is layer comprised mainly species of fresh water 
planktonic and freshwater epiphyton habitats. 
Brackish-freshwater tychoplankton occurred only 
in relatively small quantities. In the groups men-
tioned Aulacoseira crenulata, Aulacoseira islandica, 
Aulacoseira subarctica (all plankton) and Epithemia 
adnata (epiphyton) were most commonly found; 
marine diatoms were not present.

Pollen
� e pollen samples from the NIBA-EC group 
belong to pollen Zone B. In this zone, the 
percentage of pollen of Pinus clearly decreased and 
the percentages of thermophilic tree species such 
as Corylus, Quercus and Ulmus increased. Hedera 
helix was also found in this zone and there was 
a strong expansion of pollen types of marsh and 
open water vegetation. Apart from Cyperaceae 
and Dryopteris types, species indicating marsh 
fern-reed-sedge vegetation included were, Typha 
latifolia, Sparganium and Alisma plantago-aquatica. 
In addition, taller plants of wetland habitats were 
present, including Filipendula, Lythrum salicaria, 
Valeriana ofi cinalis, Iris pseudocorus, Euphorbia 
palustris, Calystegia sepium and Tubulifl orae. 
Pollen of Brassicae species were present and in this 
context, they probably originated from the marsh 
plants Nasturtium and / or Rorippa. Other species 
from wetland- and riparian vegetation include 
the type Polygonum persicaria – here probably 
originating from P. hydropiper, P. minus or P. mite.

In this zone a diverse fl ora of open water 
habitats were present in relatively high 
percentages. Nymphaeoide vegetation was 
represented by the pollen of Nymphaea alba and 
Nuphar luteum, o� en with large numbers of intact 
basal hair cells and trichosclereids, indicating 
minimal transport and a very local origin. 
Oenanthe aquatica type, Butomus umbellatus, 
Cicuta virosa, Berula erecta, Apium inundatum
type, Myriophyllum verticilatum and M. spicatum, 
Potamogeton and Ceratophyllum demersum
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Pollen 
� e pollen samples from the NAWO laye, like 
those of the EC layer, fall in pollen Zone C. Many 
pollen will have been supplied from the fl uvial 
hinterland, which explains why the pollen zones 
of the EC and NAWO layers are very similar.

Palaeo-environment
� e increasing dominance of marine plankton 
and tychoplankton in this layer indicates that 
the site was under increasing infl uence from 
the sea. � e eastern tidal-channel deposits of the 
NAWO layer also point to this assertion (Fig. 4.1.16). 
Freshwater diatoms were still present although 
in minor amounts. � e occurrence of brackish-
freshwater, salt tolerant plankton (mainly 
� alassiosira pseudonana) is indicative of the 
brackish nature of the depositional environment 
of the NAWO layer. However, the relatively 
large freshwater supply from the hinterland is 
evidenced by the freshwater pollen assemblage, 
which is still strongly present at this level.

4.1.3.3.2.5 SBBL unit: 1.47–0 below HB (18.63–17.16 m –NAP)

� is unit was not investigated for pollen and 
diatoms. Deposits were formed in an open 
marine environment and for the major part are 
of Subatlantic date. � e specifi c molluscan fauna 
in the younger sea sands allows for macroscopic 
identifi cation of the top stratum.

4.1.4.4 Phases 3 and 4: 
Detailed site investigation of selected areas

4.1.3.4.1  Selecting features for detailed archaeological 
prospection

Once the fi rst results of Phase-2-radiocarbon 
samples returned from the lab, and with the 
fi rst cores scanned for palynological content and 
palaeo-environmental context, two selection 
areas (named ‘East’ and ‘West’; Figs. 4.1.3 and 4.1.4) 
were selected for detailed geoarchaeological 
investigation as part of Phase 3. � e scientifi c 
rationale for focusing upon these areas combined 
general archaeological considerations from the 
Mesolithic research history of the region, with 
the detailed palaeolandscape model generated 
through the geological work undertaken in Phases 
1 and 2. In addition, practical ma� ers had to be 
weighed into the decision (areas at the eastern 
entrance of the harbour would be less suitable 
than areas in the centre and the west). In the 
paper, we focus on the palaeolandscape features 
that made the managing commi� ee decide to 
concentrate Phase 3 on areas ‘East’ and ‘West’. 

� e features of most interest in area East 
were the banks of a suspected palaeochannel, as 

plays a major role. But, the percentages of 
freshwater plants decreased sharply when the 
fi rst marine elements of deposition occurred. � e 
decrease in spores of ferns was clearly connected 
with this. � e fact is that marsh ferns (� elypteris 
palustris) probably represented the majority of 
spores of Dryopteris type, which a very halophobic 
species. � erefore the reed beds rich in marsh 
ferns decreased in size during the deposition of 
the EC layer. Also the continuing submergence of 
the landscape during this deposition period may 
have brought about the further decrease in this 
type of vegetation.

� e environmental picture provided by the 
pollen assemblage of this zone is characteristic 
of the Atlantic, which is consistent with the 14C 
dates from the top of the NIBA-EC unit.

Palaeo-environment
� e diatoms and pollen spectrum show that 
the EC layer was formed within the sphere of 
infl uence of the sea. Relatively many diatoms 
of the allochthonous coast group (marine 
plankton and tychoplankton), foraminifera and 
dinofl agellates were found in the samples from 
this layer. � ese microfossil elements were 
supplied from the sea by tidal movements, which 
also caused the depositional environment to 
become slightly saline. � e clays of the layer were 
deposited largely in a submerged environment 
of an interdistributary bay. � e water in these 
deltaic lakes was still predominantly fresh to 
brackish, given the large amount of fresh and 
brackish-fresh pollen types and diatom species 
recorded. In light of the lacustrine nature of the 
deposits, many of the pollen species may have 
been supplied from elsewhere via circulating 
water currents. � is taphonomic consideration 
also applies to the marine diatoms (allochthonous 
coastal group). � e increase in these coastal 
allochthonous diatoms in the upper sample from 
layer EC indicates a continuous increase in tidal 
infl uence and salinity within the study area.

4.1.3.3.2.4 NAWO unit: 2.80–1.47 below HB (19.96–18.63 m –NAP)

Diatoms
In this layer diatoms of mainly marine plankton 
and tychoplankton groups occurred. In addition, 
brackish-freshwater plankton were frequently 
found. Ecological groups that were observed less 
frequently comprised freshwater epiphyton and 
marine-brackishwater epipelon. At the species 
level the most commonly recorded diatoms were: 
� alassiosira proschkinae (marine plankton), 
Cymatosira belgica and Cymatosira belgica and Cymatosira belgica Delphineis minutissima (both Delphineis minutissima (both Delphineis minutissima
marine tychoplankton), � alassiosira pseudonana
(brackish-freshwater plankton) and Nitzschia 
frustulum var. frustulum var. frustulum inconspicua (freshwater epiphyton).inconspicua (freshwater epiphyton).inconspicua
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structure is clearly visible, as is the structure of 
the surrounding deposits. De CPTs 3A and 8A and 
the boreholes B37A0703 and B37A0704 show that 
the western side of the channel consists of older 
Holocene deposits (KRWY-2, BXDE, NIBA and EC 
units). � e main channel itself is fi lled in with 
fi ne layered NAWO deposits (boreholes B37A0705 
and B37A0706). � ese deposits can reach a depth 
of more than 28 m –NAP, as demonstrated by 
the CPT 4A. � e KRWY and NIBA sequence at 
the western side of the channel indicates that 
when the area was submerged and the NAWO 
tidal channel began functioning, it inherited the 
route of an older secondary channel, predating 
landscape submergence.

In Fig. 4.1.20, Chirp data for area West is shown 
together with the CPT and borehole data on 
seismic line 07. � e seismic refl ections show a 
‘camel’s back’ dune structure. � e depression in 
between the two dune ridges (borehole B37A0680) 
is infi lled with peat (NIBA) and clayey deposits (EC 
and NAWO). � e western dune ridge is larger and 
the top is eroded (borehole B37A0682). � e SBBL 
sea sand has an erosional contact with the dune 
sands (BXDE), with the original dark palaeosol 
missing. In oblique section, the double dune ridge 
structure shows up most clearly (Fig. 4.1.21). � e 
sides of the dunes are covered by clay and peat 
layers of the KRWY and NIBA units to a maximum 
depth of 19 m –NAP.

� e sediments of 21 cores drilled in area East 
and 31 cores drilled in area West were examined 
for the presence of archaeological artefacts. A 
vibrocore with a diameter of 10 cm was used 
for the archaeological sampling. � e sandy 
sediments were wet-sieved over 10 mm and 2 
mm meshes. In area West, seven out of 31 cores 
contained archaeological material in the form of 
small fl int artefacts and fi ne burnt bone material 
in the top of the dune sands (Schiltmans, 2012). 
� e presence of this archaeology provided 
the critical evidence to make the decision to 
proceed to Phase 4 (Moree & Sier, 2014). In cores 
B37A0673, B37A0675, B37A0676, B37A0696 and 
B37A0698, fi ne fragments of burnt bone and 
fl int artefacts were found. On the basis of these 
fi nds, the archaeological commi� ee decided 
that these borehole locations should undergo 
archaeological excavation using the crane-
mounted grab sampler. In the cores of area East 
no archaeological remains were found and hence 
no further excavation was undertaken. 

4.1.3.4.3 Phase 4: 
  Underwater archaeological excavation through 

large grab sampling
� e archaeological underwater sampling was 
carried out with a pontoon crane (Fig. 4.1.22a) 
at three fi nd locations on the river dune of 

Mesolithic groups may have se� led here, using 
the channel for transport through backswamp 
areas between the dry hinterland and the active 
river channel during hunting and gathering 
trips. It was suspected that the tidal channel 
(NAWO unit) followed a precursor of this fl uvial 
channel feature: a stream system traversing 
the wetland from the coversand areas in the 
south to the main rivers in the north, and/or a 
residual channel feature inherited from the end 
of the Late-Glacial and the time of inland dune 
formation (systems that could have functioned 
between 9500 and 7000 BC).

� e feature of most interest in area West 
was an inland dune complex. Previous research 
has shown that inland dunes are known to be 
rich in Mesolithic sites, and seem to have off ered 
optimal places for se� lement because of their 
relatively high elevation above the surrounding 
riverine wetlands. Based on the elevation of the 
dune surface (where not truncated by the marine 
erosion surface) and the collected Basal Peat dates 
and knowledge of sea-level rise (see above), it 
was clear that the dune in the Yangtze harbour 
would be a potential Mesolithic se� lement 
location from an estimated 9000 BC to about 6500 
BC. � e initially slow groundwater rise and the 
resulting burial of the dune foot beneath peat 
and clay between 7250 and 6500 BC would, on the 
one hand, have been benefi cial for preservation 
of archaeology, but, on the other hand, would 
reduced the available dry land area on the dune, 
promoting concentration of archaeological sites. 
� e potential reduction in se� lement area is 
similar to the concept outlined by Amkreutz 
(2013) for such wetland-surrounded dunes with 
Late Mesolithic and Neolithic site concentrations 
further upstream in the delta.

4.1.3.4.2 Phase 3: 
High-resolution geophysics and dense coring

In areas East and West, high-resolution seismic 
surveys with a Chirp system were carried out, 
and CPT measurements were made. � e seismic 
lines in the selection areas were laid out with 
an in-between distance of approximately 50 m, 
both in longitudinal and transverse directions 
(Figs. 4.1.16 and 4.1.19). Based on the initial results from 
this geophysical investigation supplementary 
borehole locations were chosen. Boreholes were 
again drilled with a vibrocore system, yielding 
recovered samples of 2.3–5.0 m in length. For area 
East 21 holes were drilled whilst investigations of 
area West comprised 31 holes.

In Fig. 4.1.17, the Chirp dataset for area East is 
shown together with the CPT and borehole data 
on seismic line 38. � is information underpins 
the geological interpretation in Fig. 4.1.18. � e 
incision of the investigated palaeochannel 
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4.1.17 | Results of the seismic survey of line 38 of selection area East, including CPT and bore hole data.

4.1.16 | Map of the top sand surface of the Late Pleistocene / Early Holocene deposits of selection area East (top of the KR and BXDE units) 
with the location of the boreholes and seismic lines.with the location of the boreholes and seismic lines.
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Fig. 16. Map of the top sand surface of the Late Pleistocene / early Holocene deposits of selection area East (top of the 
KR and BXDE units) with the location of the boreholes and seismic lines.

Fig. 17.  Results of the seismic survey of line 38 of selection area East, including CPT and bore hole data.
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4.1.20 | Results of the seismic survey of line 07 of selection area West, including CPT and bore hole data. 
Borehole numbers in red are sampled for dating and palaeo-ecological analysis.

4.1.19 | Map of the top sand surface of the Late Pleistocene / Early Holocene deposits of selection area West (top of the KR and BXDE units) 
with the location of the boreholes and seismic lines.with the location of the boreholes and seismic lines.
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Fig. 19.  Map of the top sand surface of the Late Pleistocene / early Holocene deposits of selection area West (top of the 
KR and BXDE units) with the location of the boreholes and seismic lines.
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deltaic swamps had encroached onto the fl anks 
of inland dunes above the valley fl oor (e.g. Louwe 
Kooijmans, 2005; Amkreutz, 2013). In the uplands 
surrounding the Rhine–Meuse delta, sites with 
sca� ered remains of Mesolithic fl int are more 
regularly found (e.g. Niekus, 2006; Peeters, 
2007); but here organic remains are not as well-
preserved as in wetland environments such as the 
Yangtze harbour. � e preservation of bone (some 
of it predating the transgression of the site by 
2000 years) may have been favoured by the damp 
conditions at and around the foot of the river 
dunes. Preservation may also have been enhanced 
by the abrupt drowning of the site around 6500 
BC and the covering of the dune surfaces with 
protective peat-beds and sub-aquatic sediment in 
the centuries following that event.

4.1.4  Landscape reconstructions 
zooming in to site Yangtze 
harbour West
zooming in to site Yangtze 
harbour West
zooming in to site Yangtze 

With the help of the geological and 
palaeo-environmental data, gathered together 
during Phases 1 to 4, the Early Holocene land-
scape evolution of the study area has been re-
constructed in relatively high detail. Around 
9000 BC the study area was situated in a pre-
dominantly dry fl oodplain of the rivers Rhine 
and Meuse (Vos et al., 2011). � e lower parts of 
the system (below 22 m –NAP) were occasional-
ly fl ooded during periods of extremely high wa-
ter, evidenced by the formation of a thin layer of 
silty clay (KRWY-2 layer). Vegetation in the river 
plain was scarce at this time and pollen evidence 
is dominated by pine (which was washed in by 
river fl oods though it initially blew in from ar-
eas known to be pine-dominated in the south, 
e.g. Hoek, 1997). � e fl oodplain remained dry 
for long periods of the year and local sand dri� s 
occurred, causing inland dunes to form. By 8400 
BC, the dune fi eld in area West is estimated to 
have reached a height of 15 m –NAP (6 metres 
above the surrounding plain). � e absence of a 
noticeable palaeosol B-horizon in cores in the 
centre of the dune complex indicates that at least 
1 m of dune top has been eroded as part of the 
marine truncation process. � erefore, the esti-
mated height of the top of the dune is a projec-
tion based upon that of be� er-preserved dune 
morphologies from further inland in the delta 
plain. � e highest occurrences of a clay cover 
on the dune fl ank indicate (thickness 10–20 cm; 
KRWY at highest encountered positions) occa-
sional high water levels in the delta plain, due to 
river fl oods. � e time-span of this (clay) unit is 
long, more than 1000 years (i.e. sedimentation 
rates less than 1 mm per year). � e pedogenic de-
velopment indicates that the fl oodplain was dry 

selection area West. Sample Pit 1 was excavated 
around the borehole locations of B37A0675 and 
B37A0676. Pit 2 was excavated around borehole 
B37A0673 and Pit 3 around borehole B37A0678. 
Pit 1 was 6x16 m in size and oriented parallel 
to the fl ank of a river dune, while sample Pit 2 
(9 x 12 m) was perpendicular to the river dune. 
� e third sample location (four pits of 2  x  3 m) 
was excavated through the top of an eroded river 
dune (Schiltmans, 2012; Moree & Sier, 2014). 

Multi-beam surveys were conducted at all 
three locations both before and a� er excavations, 
allowing for accurate positioning of the acquired 
samples. For locations 1 and 2, the overburden 
of sediment (younger sea sand) was removed to 
reach the depth level of archaeological potential 
as defi ned in the geological model. A buff er zone 
of 0.75 m was maintained to allow for modelling 
uncertainty in the interpolated top surface of the 
river dune. Underwater archaeological sampling 
was carried out by the grab sampler taking a 
predetermined volume of sediment (2 by 3 m and 
0.2 m thick), with the exact location registered 
using an ultra-short baseline (USBL) system 
(Vos, 2013). Precise positioning was required to 
relate archaeological fi nds to specifi c geological 
layers and local stratigraphy. Knowing the 
precise position of in-situ fi nds signifi cantly 
increases the scientifi c value of the objects and 
enhances future investigative campaigns.

At the surface, on the pontoon, the samples 
were transferred into a container with each 
recovered sample assessed by an archaeologist 
(Fig. 4.1.22b). If a sample contained river dune 
sediments, it was preserved. From each sample, 
a small portion was taken for further specialized 
research, while the remainder of the sediment 
was collected in big bags and subsequently sieved 
at a nearby site on the waterfront (Fig. 4.1.22c). 
Sieving was carried out using high-capacity 
sieves with mesh widths of 10 mm and 2 mm. 

In total, 46067 fi nds were reported (Fig. 4.1.22d), 
comprising mainly charcoal, fl int and fragments 
of animal bone (Moree & Sier, 2014). Both burnt 
and unburnt bone fragments were found. � e 
bones and sampled plant remains such as fruits 
and tubers provide a good insight into the food 
regime of the Mesolithic people who lived on the 
dune (Kubiak-Martens et al., 2013, 2014; Zeiler, 
2012; Zeiler & Brinkhuizen, 2014) and the lithic 
tools they used (Niekus et al., 2014). 

� e Yangtze harbour is the fi rst site from 
which in-situ Mesolithic archaeology has been 
uncovered on the lower Rhine–Meuse valley fl oor. 
Previously, in-situ Early and Middle Mesolithic 
archaeology in the Ro� erdam region had been 
mainly uncovered from the very top of dunes 
(Zijl et al., 2011; Peeters et al., 2014), and from Late 
Mesolithic and Early Neolithic contexts where 
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Fig. 22.  The underwater ‘’excavation’’ recorded in pictures of the archaeological survey in 2012.  Fig. 22a: Computer 
controlled sampling with a crane; Fig. 22b: Sampling en control of the digged up sediment; Fig. 22c: Transport of the big 
bags samples to sieving location; Fig. 22d: Sieving and archaeological selection of the sieved material.

22a

22b

22c

22d

22d

4.1.22 | The underwater ‘excavation’ recorded in pictures of the archaeological survey in 2012 | Fig. 4.1.22a: Computer controlled sampling with a crane; Fig. 
4.1.22b: Sampling en control of the digged up sediment; Fig. 4.1.22c: Transport of the big bags samples to sieving location; Fig. 4.1.22d: Sieving and archaeological 
selection of the sieved material. Photos from Moree & Sier, 2014.
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� e drowning history of area West is visualized in a 
map and profi le reconstruction (Figs. 4.1.23 and 4.1.24). 
� e fi gures show both the run up to the drowning 
of the area around 6500 BC and the a� ermath. 
At the critical moment, the drowning was rapid 
(sea-level jumping within in a few months or a 
year, possibly in two events of about a metre each; 
Hijma & Cohen, 2010; Törnqvist & Hijma, 2012). 

� e 6500 BC event transformed the 
fl oodplain wetland (zone 1 in Fig. 4.1.5) into 
shallow-water river-mouth wetlands (zone 
2 in Fig. 4.1.5) comprising an ‘upper-estuarine’ 
or ‘fl uvial deltaic’ freshwater fl ood basin 
environment, which was partly subtidal and 
partly intertidal. With time, the environment 
became brackish, deepened further and became 
subtidal everywhere, before it eventually 
became fully saline. In this environment the 
top of the dune was drowned and truncated by 
marine erosion. � e (later eroded) dune top at 
15 m –NAP would have been drowned by 6300 
BC, based on sea-level data collected 20–30 km 
inland (Hijma & Cohen, 2010). 

Coincidentally and conveniently, the 6500 
BC transgressive event matches the boundary 
between the Middle and Late Mesolithic in 
archaeological time division, as used on inland 
sites (Louwe Kooijmans, 2005). In the coastal 
Netherlands, the transgressive event(s) of 6500–
6300 BC may have been instrumental in causing 
a change in Mesolithic site pa� erns.

From 6500 BC, the dune site Yangtze harbour 
West rapidly became inhabitable. Successors of 
Middle Mesolithic people who had previously 
visited the area for its specifi c resources and 
hunting habitats, would have found that these 
environments had shi� ed further inland 
(e.g. Ro� erdam and Alblasserwaard; Van der 
Woude, 1981, 1984; Bos et al., 2010), where 
indeed Late Mesolithic occupation is present 
and was exploited (Louwe Kooijmans, 2005; 
Brouwer-Burg, 2013; Amkreutz, 2013). From a 
palaeogeographical perspective, we recommend 
detailed archaeological inter-comparison of 
these deltaic Late Mesolithic sites and the 
submerged Middle Mesolithic equivalents. In 
such comparisons and evaluations, it should 
be considered that the inland shi� ing of 
environments not only considers fl uvial and 
estuarine wetlands, but also (embryonic) coastal 
barrier and spit systems at the estuary mouth (at 
the boundary of zones 3 and 4 in Fig. 4.1.5). � ese 
environments may have been part of Mesolithic 
land use strategies too, but unfortunately these 
Mesolithic remains and associated structures 
have not been preserved because of coastal 
erosion.

land, and suitable for occupation for most of the 
year. � e fi ndings of Phases 3 and 4 of this study 
confi rmed the presence of such a landscape dur-
ing the Early Mesolithic and early Middle Mes-
olithic and the results supported the decision to 
undertake detailed investigations of area East, 
despite the fact that no archaeological site was 
discovered.

� e landscape situation changed a� er 
7250 BC, when a large part of the area became 
wetland. It is assumed that Mesolithic 
communities did not stop visiting the study 
area but simply adapted their strategies to the 
wetland environment (as Mesolithic presence 
in the wider Western Netherlands suggests; 
e.g. Louwe Kooijmans, 2005; Amkreutz, 2013; 
Peeters et al., 2014); therefore, the potential area 
where archaeological sites could be discovered 
(e.g. places where fi re was used) is likely to have 
shrunk and fi nds would be concentrated into the 
remaining dryland zone. 

As evidenced by the dates obtained from 
the Basal Peat covering the dune foot (Table 4.1.3), 
the water table rose at a rate of 0.2 to 0.3 m per 
century (7250 to 6500 BC). � e geology shows 
that in the immediate vicinity of the dune, peat 
formation and distal clay sedimentation together 
could generally keep pace with the provision 
of accommodation space by the groundwater 
rise; however, in the surrounding local lakes 
too li� le sediment was received for organic 
ma� er to accumulate. � erefore, the landscape 
was a diverse mosaic of environments made 
up of shallow ponds and lakes with reed-sedge 
marsh around their rims, whilst the higher river 
dunes maintained terrestrial woodland cover. 
� e tree vegetation on top of the dune shows the 
colonisation of broad-leaved tree species around 
7000 BC, marking the Boreal / Atlantic transition. 
� e proportion of Pinus reduced signifi cantly 
whilst thermophilic tree species such as Alnus, 
Corylus, Quercus and Ulmus increased greatly in 
number. Around the dune, reed-sedge marsh, 
riparian and open water vegetation gained 
importance from this time. Around 6500 BC, 
with wetland sedimentation up to 18.75 m –NAP, 
the habitable area on the dune was at its smallest.

� e hydrological and palaeo-environmental 
changes in the fl oodplain meant that, while dry 
habitable areas reduced in scale, conditions for 
hunting and gathering may have diversifi ed and 
improved with the new environment of the Late 
Boreal and Early Atlantic providing an improved 
pallet of food resources (Kubiak-Martens et al., 
2014). � erefore, within the remaining high-
and-dry locations of the wetland, the odds of 
encountering Mesolithic archaeology may have 
increased relative to earlier periods (Amkreutz, 
2013; Peeters et al., 2014). 
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4.1.23 | Map reconstruction of the drowning of the landscape of selection area West for the time steps: 8400, 7500, 7000 and 6400 BC
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4.1.24 | Profi le reconstruction of the drowning of the landscape of selection area West for the time steps: 6700, 6500, 6350 and 5800 BC. 
Location profi le, see Fig. 4.1.23. Legend, sediment layers, see Fig. 4.1.11; and water types, see Fig. 4.1.23. 
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Fig. 24.  Profile reconstruction of the drowning of the landscape of selection area West for the time 
steps: 6700, 6450, 6300 and 5800 BC. Legend profile see Fig. 11.
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sediments (e.g. Tizzard et al., 2011; Hijma et al., 
2012; Bicket et al., 2014). All of these remains are 
discovered more or less by chance and by accident, 
due to seabed mineral extraction and beam 
trawling. To fi nd more buried underwater sites, 
preferably before they are destroyed, it is advised 
that a staged geogenetic approach is adopted 
around selected areas prior to major disturbance. 

Also in cases where former Palaeolithic 
and Mesolithic landscape surfaces are 
naturally eroding, prospection of the seafl oor 
for prehistoric sites using a staged geogenetic 
approach is suggested. Part of the approach 
should include the adaption of deployed 
geophysical techniques to select the most 
effi  cient sampling and excavation strategies. 
Side-scan sonar surveys, for example, would 
be useful to chart the seafl oor bathymetry of 
sites with very limited sediment cover. � e 
use of divers for sampling and for underwater 
excavations may also be feasible in such cases. 
� e submerged archaeological site of Boulder 
Cliff  in the Solent in southern Britain, which is 
monitored by the Maritime Archaeology Trust 
(MAT), stands as an example of this approach 
(Momber, 2000, 2011). 

Other successful, but less sophisticated 
methods used to recover fl int and faunal remains 
from the seabed are trawling and clamshell 
grabbing. However, using these seabed sampling 
techniques means that the archaeological 
heritage of the deeper underwater subsurface 
remains ‘unseen’. From an archaeological 
standpoint, it might be wise to map the geology of 
heavily trawled or mineral-extracted areas of the 
seabed, to help assign a context for archaeological 
discoveries in future trawled areas.

In less dynamic underwater areas away 
from river mouths, such as in the micro-tidal 
Mediterranean and Baltic Seas, archaeology 
o� en lies on the seafl oor or covered by a thin 
layer of sediment. Geological investigations 
play a less prominent role in palaeolandscape 
investigations of these sites, and the bathymetry 
might be� er be interpreted as a palaeolandscape 
using geomorphological, rather than geological 
techniques (Cohen & Lobo, 2013). � e 
palaeobathymetry, related to Holocene sea-level 
change (drowning history), seabed morphology 
and erosion, are the main issues of interest in 
the palaeo-environmental research of these 
sites (e.g. Schmölcke et al., 2006; Scicchitano et 
al., 2008; Dolukhanov et al. 2010; Fischer, 2011; 
Benjamin et al., 2011; Bailey & King, 2011; Passaro 
et al., 2013; Cohen et al., 2014). 

In the Yangtze harbour study, the activ-
ities leading up to the eventual discovery of 
the archaeology were those that identifi ed and 
mapped river dunes in the submerged environ-

4.1.5 Discussion
� e staged, geogenetic approach, which employs 
detailed geophysical and geological surveying 
and sampling strategies, provided high-reso-
lution insights into the location of local features 
in the palaeolandscape. Such an approach is 
needed to systematically screen a study area and 
to target locations that have the highest chanc-
es of having been prehistoric habitation sites. 
� e staged strategy allowed for fl exible project 
planning within this large engineering opera-
tion, particularly since initial geological inter-
pretations had to be revised when new data was 
collected. � e approach made adjustments to the 
outset concept of the project possible (e.g. revi-
sion of methodologies, specialist disciplines to 
be consulted, and variations in allocated budgets 
of time and money). Because the geoarchaeolog-
ical investigations were incorporated into the 
overall scheme, the impact of change upon the 
harbour engineering works itself was negligible 
and, in turn, the cost for the archaeological re-
search was reduced.

� e geotechnical data collected as part of 
the engineering work was benefi cial for the 
geoarchaeological investigation. � e reverse is 
also true; the improved local geological insight 
for the Maasvlakte 2 area can be of value in the 
design of the next infrastructural works and 
operation activities. Of course, it can also benefi t 
future archaeological prospection projects 
related to works in the other harbour basins and 
their associated canal systems.

� e staged geogenetic approach can be 
applied in comparable underwater areas 
elsewhere in the world where large engineering 
projects are taking place and the deeper 
subsurface of the seafl oor will be disturbed. It 
is especially applicable in marine areas where 
transgressive sediment layers cover former 
landsurfaces – which is the case in the coastal 
zones of many of the world’s present-day deltas. 
Of course, the eff ectiveness of the methodology 
cannot be assessed based on this single case study, 
but at least future underwater archaeological 
investigations can follow our approach, and 
where necessary, modify it for local conditions..

Whilst this study was a local mapping 
and archaeological prospection activity, the 
geogenetic approach generates high-quality 
information that feeds back into the regional 
paleogeographical knowledge framework. � is 
means that the results are not just useful for 
discovering and managing archaeology locally, 
but can be used in geological and archaeological 
desk studies deployed in the wider region.

In the North Sea area, submerged prehistoric 
archaeology is present, which is buried under 
a variable thickness of young, shallow marine 
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be targeted to see whether Middle Mesolithic 
fi nd concentrations along dune foot areas are a 
westerly phenomenon only, or occur inland too 
(Peeters et al., 2014). 

However, there were other suitable habitats 
for se� lement than river dunes alone in the 
drowning fl uvial delta, for instance, along the 
river banks of palaeochannels. � ese features 
were widespread however, and proving a human 
presence in those environments may be more 
appropriately dubbed ‘fi nding a needle in a 
haystack’ (Weerts et al., 2012). Such watercourses 
existed in the wetland environment that existed 
in the Middle Mesolithic Period, and in the 
valley fl oodplain environments of the Early 
Mesolithic. Also off -site archaeology related 
to hunting, gathering and ritual activities are 
wide spread, and they can be found in many 
diff erent habitats of the drowned fl oodplain. In 
such environments, fi nding positive indications 
in a vibrocore stands a much lower chance of 
success than on the dune fl anks. � e samples 
are simply too small and their numbers too low. 
To harvest data on off -site archaeology from 
Early Holocene delta deposits, taking ‘bulk 
samples’ is an alternative to coring and should 
be considered for future projects reaching Phase 
3. � is can be done using a pontoon crane similar 

ment. � e presence of these dunes and their 
previously known a� ractiveness for prehistor-
ic humans, at least for dune sites that were fre-
quented in Late Mesolithic and Neolithic times 
a� er 6500 BC (e.g. Louwe Kooijmans, 2005; 
Amkreutz, 2013), provided the starting point for 
this project. � e results of the Yangtze harbour 
excavation seem to indicate that, at least in the 
area west of Ro� erdam, dune sites that drowned 
before 6500 BC contain rich archaeology, re-
stricted to Early and Middle Mesolithic times. It 
suggests that the high densities of archaeologi-
cal material on those sites is intimately related 
to the landscape changes that such sites undergo 
due to the approaching sea and submergence of 
the valley plain (Fig. 4.1.25). 

� e sediments at the interface of the dune 
foot and the surrounding ‘basal peat’ wetland 
at depths of 18.5–20 m –NAP were the focus 
of excavation in area West and these were 
particularly rich in archaeology. � e character of 
the unit and its known location made it possible 
to identify the site in the extensive drilling 
program of Phase 3, and explains the success in 
collecting archaeological information by sieving 
the large-grab samples in Phase 4. Furthermore, 
as part of future prospection strategies the feet 
of river dunes at more inland positions, could 

4.1.25 | Synthesis of 
the lithostratigraphy, 
sedimentary 
environments, and 
dry / ‘optimal’ land 
surface in time, related 
to ground- and sea-level 
rise. Stratigraphy, see 
also Figs. 4.1.10, 4.1.11, 
4.1.12 and 4.1.21; sea- 
and groundwater-level 
curves, see Fig. 4.1.13; 
salinity reconstruction, 
Figs. 4.1.14 and 
4.1.15; available dry 
land / ‘landscape 
optimum’ 
reconstruction, 
see Fig. 4.123.
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but they found that the best place to assess the 
sediment was at the wharf where the oversize 
fraction (> 63 mm) could be routinely sieved and 
examined. � is proved successful in identifying 
the ‘larger’ archaeological material such as hand 
axes, fl akes and faunal remains. � ese remains 
would never have been found in the analysis 
of samples from boreholes (the ‘needle in a 
haystack’ approach). 

Some might argue that bulk sampling by dredging 
or taking grab samples is a ‘coarse’ way to un-
dertake underwater archaeological prospection 
and / or excavation compared with approaches 
to archaeological surveys on land. However, for 
areas such as the North Sea, in most cases there 
is no alternative considering the depth and cost 
of investigations. � erefore, it is important that 
before any signifi cant quantity of sampling and 
disturbance of the seafl oor is carried out, the sub-
surface geology of the area is investigated with 
geophysical and coring (including grab sampling) 
techniques and that the palaeo-environment and 
age of the sediments are determinated. In this 
‘geologically controlled approach’ the landscape 
context of the bulk samples is known and the 
technique can be referred to as ‘controlled dredg-
ing’ or ‘controlled grab sampling’. Controlled bulk 
sampling can be timetabled into construction 
works that engineers are undertaking anyway to 
deepen harbours or water-related infrastructure. 
So, in many cases, this approach is a win–win 
situation benefi � ing both the construction engi-
neers and the archaeological investigators. How-
ever, in practice these opportunities are o� en not 
taken into account because of the lack of commu-
nication, understanding or tradition of working 
together between the engineering managers, ar-
chaeologists and geologists. It is hoped that the 
approach outlined in this paper will go some way 
to addressing these problems and provide a tem-
plate for future collaborative investigations in the 
fi eld of underwater archaeology.

4.1.6  Summary and 
conclusions: Lithofacies, 
 Summary and 
conclusions: Lithofacies, 
 Summary and 

palaeolandscapes and 
prospection

From fi ndings in the Western Netherlands 
(Louwe Kooijmans, 2005), and also from 
investigations of off shore dredged sands 
used to further extend and reclaim land of 
the Maasvlakte, the presence of Mesolithic 
archaeology in the region was previously known 
(Louwe Kooijmans, 1975; Verhart, 1988, 2005; Van 
Ginkel, 2014). � is existing knowledge was the 
impetus to dedicate archaeological prospection 
eff orts to surfaces from the Mesolithic Period 

to the one that was deployed for the excavation 
of the dune in Phase 4, or perhaps by making use 
of the dredging vessels that would removethe 
sediment during construction anyway.

Sand nourishments to beaches and dredged 
stockpiles of gravel and sand from the seabed 
can be seen as large ‘bulk samples’. Palaeolithic 
and Mesolithic material and palaeontological 
remains (e.g. mammoth bones) haven been 
found on the sand supplied to the beaches 
of the Maasvlakte (Louwe Kooijmans, 1975; 
Verhart, 1988). Also in the Northern Netherlands 
Palaeolithic artefacts are found in nourishment 
deposits on the beaches of the Wadden Sea 
islands. � ese supplied sands originated from 
the Pleistocene seabed about 10 to 15 km off shore 
(Stapert et al., 2013a, 2013b). 

� e problem with the nourished beach 
sample fi nds is that the palaeo-environmental 
context where the material is coming from is not 
precisely known. � is diff ers for the large grab 
samples of the archaeological excavation during 
Phase 4 of the Yangtze harbour investigations 
(Moree & Sier, 2014), where the geological work 
of Phases 1 to 3, provided a secure context for 
each grab sample.

In the last few years, Wessex Archaeology 
carried out a survey in the North Sea, about 11 
km off  Great Yarmouth on the coast of Norfolk. 
� e work was undertaken in conjunction with 
Hanson Aggregate Marine Ltd in consultation 
with English Heritage. Assessment of targeted 
loads of dredged mineral sediment at wharves 
is undertaken in order to mitigate the eff ects 
of aggregate dredging on cultural heritage 
and is undertaken as part of extraction license 
agreements (Dr. Louise Tizzard, Wessex 
Archaeology, pers. com.). Geophysical, coring 
and dating techniques were used to understand 
the Pleistocene depositional environments and 
provide contextual information for Palaeolithic 
materials recovered from this area. Lithic 
artefacts, including hand axes, fl akes, cores and 
faunal remains were discovered in 2007 / 2008 
in stockpiles of gravel from that area (Tizzard 
et al., 2011). To trace these stockpile fi nds back 
to a geological source unit, a geophysical survey 
was carried out, seabed sampling methods were 
applied, and targeted coring executed to obtain 
complete samples of the sedimentary sequence 
from the vicinity of the site. � e sediment cores 
were used to carry out palaeo-environmental 
assessments and analysis, using amongst other 
methods, 14C and OSL dating (Bicket et al., 2014). 
During a survey in 2011, large bulk samples 
were taken by recovering around 1000 tons 
from a known Pleistocene fl uvial sediment unit 
(based on geological interpretation). Firstly, 
archaeologists assessed the cargo on the vessel, 
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would be optimal in later stages of prospection. 
� e main point of this paper is emphasizing the 
need to establish the geological context prior to 
major disturbance of the seabed, which is what 
the geogenetic approach does. Deciding whether 
to focus on a known (true site) discovery, or to 
undertake more random screening for off -site 
archaeology is a secondary ma� er.
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in the Yangtze harbour area in the Port of 
Ro� erdam, which was carried out using a 
geogenetic approach. As a result, this paper has 
helped elucidate: 1) Early and Middle Holocene 
landscape development; 2) potential Mesolithic 
use of the reconstructed landscapes, and 3) 
understanding what localities in the landscape 
have the highest potential to fi nd archaeological 
evidence for human presence. 

For the Yangtze harbour area, the insights are:
• Up to 7250 BC the whole fl oodplain and 
inland dune complex was suitable for (seasonal) 
se� lement (i.e. make use of fi re to cook food, 
make tools). Locations along local drainage lines 
are regarded to have been frequented most, but 
in the rest of the fl oodplain suitable locations 
will have existed too. It is hard to diff erentiate 
and chances of actually fi nding archaeology are 
to be considered low. 
• Between 7250 and 6500 BC, the area suitable 
for se� lement was reduced to higher parts of 
the inland dunes. � e surrounding wetlands 
(swamps, marshes, lakes) were part of a rich 
habitat, but not good locations for se� lement. 
� e geological context is easy to diff erentiate 
and the chances of fi nding archaeology on the 
top of the dune are great. Chances are equally 
high at the dune foot and around the fringe of 
swampland surrounding the dunes. � e state of 
preservation and the opportunities to also collect 
contextual palaeo-environmental information 
are high. Finds at the dune foot may have been 
colluvially displaced by a few metres. 
• A� er 6500 BC, the study area was submerged. 
No Mesolithic archaeological sites are expected 
to be found, since there was further sea-level 
rise of many metres during later millennia.

� e contrast between the archaeology of the 
period before and a� er 7250 BC is the result 
of the connection between drowning of the 
landscape due to groundwater rise (in advance 
of sea-level rise) and habitat changes associated 
with the hydrological change (besides climatic 
developments and vegetation succession). 
In combination, this creates a Mesolithic 
‘prospection optimum’ centred around inland 
dunes that have wetland deposits blanketing their 
lower slopes (capping their feet). For the study 
area, this relationship is visualized in Fig. 4.1.25, 
together with trend lines for groundwater and 
sea-level rise, and the decline of available land. 
Understanding how this optimum aff ected 
Middle Mesolithic human activity, and hence 
archaeological preservation in the subsurface, 
is a starting point for evaluating the benefi ts 
and pitfalls of the deployed survey method. One 
can discuss whether coring or grab sampling 
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� e archaeological site ‘Vergulde Hand West’ 
(VHW) in the municipality of Vlaardingen is 
located in the Rhine–Meuse Delta, north of the 
Nieuwe Maas (Fig. 4.2.1). Existing archaeological 
data from the surrounding area of this town (e.g. 
Van Trierum, 1992; Abbink, 1993b; Carmiggelt 
& Guiran, 1997; De Ridder, 2000; Moree et al., 
2002) indicated that archaeological heritage 
from the Middle Bronze Age to Mediaeval Period 
to a depth of about 2 m below the surface level 
might be present in the VHW area. Because of 
construction works for the planned new Business 
Park, this potential archaeological heritage of 
the VHW would be disturbed and therefore had 
to be examined (De Ridder et al., 2005). In 2004, 
test trenches showed that indeed prehistoric and 
Mediaeval archaeological material was present in 
the subsurface of the VHW (De Ridder & Eijskoot, 
2005). Because of the threat of building activities 
in the area, the heritage had to be rescued by 
an archaeological excavation. � e landscape 
evolution and its impact on the habitation history 
was one of the archaeological research questions. 

4.2.1 Introduction

4.2.1.1 The excavation
In 2005, an area of ~25 ha was excavated by the 
Vlaardings Archaeologisch Archaeological Offi  ce 
of the municipality of Kantoor Vlaardingen 
(VLAK; De Ridder & Eijskoot, 2005; De Ridder et 
al., 2005). � e site was divided into the sectors 
East, West, Middle and Canoe (Fig. 4.2.2). Sector 
East was relevant in particular for the Early and 
Middle Iron Ages and the preceding period. In 

the sector Middle especially deposits from the 
Bronze Age, Middle Iron Age and Late Iron Age 
were important. In the sector West interesting 
archaeological material was found mainly in 
deposits from the Roman Period and the Middle 
Ages. In the sector Canoe the focus was on the old 
peat landscape. An impression of the excavation 
and the main archaeological features found at the 
VHW location in 2005 are shown in Figs. 4.2.3a–h. 

4.2.1.2 Geological setting
Regional palaeolandscape information (Fig. 4.2.4) 
indicates that in the area of the municipality of 
Vlaardingen at the northern side of the Rhine–
Meuse Delta, alternated in the Holocene from 
estuarine, fl uvial, to peat-bog environments. Be-
cause of the changing depositional environments, 
the Holocene deltaic sequence in the subsurface 
of the VHW consists of clastic fl uvial and marine 
deposits and organic peat layers. A lithostrati-
graphic overview of the sedimentary units which 
occur in the subsurface of this area and the period 
in which they were formed are summarized in the 
time scheme of Fig. 4.2.5. 

� e geological profi le of the VHW area 
(Fig. 4.2.6) – based on 29 boreholes from the DINO 
database of the Geological Survey of TNO Nether-
lands – shows that Pleistocene fl uvial deposits, 
including the Layer of Wijchen, lie below ~18 m 
–NAP (layers 1 and 2). � e Pleistocene deposits 
are covered by Basal Peat and Early Holocene in-
undation clays at a depth of 15–18 m –NAP (layers 
3 and 4). Sandy estuarine tidal deposits, assigned 
to the Wormer Member (layer 5 in Fig. 4.2.6), overlie 
these old Holocene deposits. � e top of the Worm-
er Sands lies at a depth of 8 to 10 m –NAP. For the 

4.2 Palaeo-environmental investigations  
at the archaeological site Vergulde Hand West 

in Vlaardingen (Port of Rotterdam)
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Fig. 1. Location of the study area of Vergulde Hand West (VHW) in the Vlaardingen Township (province of 
Zuid-Holland; The Netherlands). 

Study area RD-/NAP coordinates of the central part of the study area: 
80 450, 435.00 -2,00 (x-, y- and z-values)

4.2.1 | Location of the study area of Vergulde Hand West (VHW) in the Vlaardingen Township (province of  Zuid-Holland; The Netherlands). 
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Fig. 2. Map of the VHW study area with the locations of the sectors West, Middle East and Canoe. 
Fig. 2a. Topographical map with positions of the geological profiles (Fig. 8a–e) and main archaeological sites. 
Fig. 2b. Lidar elevation map (AHN) of the VHW. Drawing: Eli van Toledo and Roel Savert.
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Vz09  Numbers of the find area locations
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1.     Vz01-G03         : p.36

2.     Vz03-Ho04       : p.41

3.     Vz03-Ho01       : p.41

4.     Vz07-G01         : p.46-48

5.     Vz09-G02         : p.56-57

6.     Vz09-G01         : p.55-56

7.     Vz09-G09         : p.61-63

8.     Vz09-Ho02       : p.65

9.     Vz10-G01         : p.66

10.  Vz10-Canoe      : p.403-410

p: reference to the pages in Eijskoot et al., 2011

10

4.2.2 | Map of the VHW study area with the locations of the sectors West, Middle East and Canoe.  Fig. 4.2.2a. Topographical map 
with positions of the geological profi les (Fig. 4.2.8a–e) and main archaeological sites.  Fig. 4.2.2b. Lidar elevation map (AHN) of the VHW. 
Drawing: Eli van Toledo and Roel Savert.
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4.2.3 | Impressions of the  VHW 
excavation in 2005.  Fig. 4.2.3a. Excavation 
of fi nd location area Vz09 in sector East 
(see also Fig. 4.2.2a).  Fig. 4.2.3b. Floor 
and house wall of branches from the 
Middle Iron Age (Vz09-G01. sector East). 
 Fig. 4.2.3c. Foundation posts of a granary 
from the Middle Iron Age in sector East 
(fi nd location area Vz09 in sector East). 
 Fig. 4.2.3d. Foundation posts of a wooden 
structure dated around 992 AD (Vz02-
Ho01 in sector West).  The posts are stuck 
in the preserved mediaeval peat layer 
(Hv-1, see Fig. 4.2.7).  Fig. 4.2.3e. Path of 
branches from the Middle / Late Iron 
Age (Vz09-P01. sector East).  Fig. 4.2.3f. Remains of wooden structure from the Middle Bronze Age at the base of the Spuipolder layer (Vz10-Ho01 in sector Canoe).  Fig. 4.2.3g. 
Ditch from the 2nd century AD which was dug in the Binnenpolder layer of sector East  (fi nd location area Vz08, sector East).  Fig 4.2.3h. The 11 m long canoe made of oak (fi nd 
location area Vz10, sector Canoe). 
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Fig. 4a: 5500 BC Fig. 4b: 2750 BC

Fig. 4c: 500 BC  Fig. 4d: 100 AD

Fig. 4e: 800 AD Fig. 4f: 1500 AD
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Vlaardingen and Hoek van Holland has been 
mapped as Duinkerke 3b deposits.

� e Basal Peat in the surroundings of the VHW 
has been dated to around 8500 cal. BP (Hijma, 
2009; layer 3, at a depth of ~18 m –NAP; UtC-
14224 and GrA-42323; nos. 93 and 147 in profi le 
C-C1 in Addendum 1). � e basis of the clay–peat 
complex in the region has been dated to between 
~6500 and 7000 cal. BP (Hijma, 2009; base layer 
6 at a depth of about 8–10m –NAP; GrN-2825 
and GrN-13474; nos. 91 and 102 in profi le C-C1 in 
Addendum 1). Based on these datings, the sandy 
tidal deposits (layer 5) would have been formed 
in the Mid Atlantic (Fig. 4.2.5). In the excavation 
pits of the VHW the peat–clay profi le has been 
explored up to 1 to 2.5 m below ground level (2.5 
to 4 m –NAP). � e peat and clay layers that were 
exposed in the excavation pits, date from the 
Mid Bronze Age and the Late Middle Ages. 

4.2.1.3 Palaeo-environmental research 
� e geological/palaeolandscape research that 
was carried out within the framework of the ar-
chaeological study, had a strongly chronological 
approach. For each sector of the VHW a chrono-
stratigraphic model was composed from the Mid-
dle Bronze Age onwards (Figs. 4.2.5, 4.2.6 and 4.2.7). � e 
lithological and archaeological layer units were 
dated by more than 200 14C analyses (Eijskoot et al., 
2011, Annexes 4.1–4.3). By using wiggle-match tech-

sedimentary facies of the older Holocene deposits 
in the area, see also the descriptions of the Blijdorp 
pit (Cohen & Hijma, 2008).

A sequence of clays and peat on top of 
the Wormer Member (layer 6) belongs to the 
estuarine and fl uvial delta deposits of the Rhine 
and Meuse. In Fig. 4.2.6 the individual peat and clay 
layers have not been stratigraphically subdivided 
because the sedimentary sequence at the scale 
of the profi le is too complex. � is is due, among 
others, to the presence of post-sedimentary 
deformations in the subsoil, such as intrusion clays
(in Dutch: oplichtingskleien of klapkleien; in German 
Klappkleis; Behre, 2005) and local subsidence of 
clay soils in the peat by autocompaction. � e 
geological profi le in Fig. 4.2.6 shows that the peat 
layers at the VHW location are thicker than those 
in the surrounding areas. To the northwest more 
clays were deposited by the marine tidal systems 
there (Van Staalduinen, 1979). � ese deposits are 
distinghuished as ‘Duinkerke O’ deposits on the 
geological map of Ro� erdam, map 37W.

South of the VHW – the area south of the 
Nieuwe Maas – sandy channel deposits (layer 
7) represent a young gully system formed since 
the Late Middle Ages. Older bogs and clays 
which were originally present in this area 
were eroded by this large tidal-channel system 
(Van Staalduinen, 1979; Kok, 1998). On the 
geological maps of Ro� erdam West and East this 
system north of the Nieuwe Waterweg between 

Fig. 4. Regional landscape reconstruction of the Rijn-Maas delta during the Holocene: an excision from the 
palaeogeographical maps of the Netherlands for the Maasmond area, after Vos et al., 2011. 

Holocene landscape Pleistocene landscape 

Coastal Dunes

Inner water: mainly freshwater areas; river channels and lakes

Outer water: mainly brackish and marine areas; North Sea, tidal channels and lagoons

Permanently submerged water areas

Symbols

Outline of the recent Netherlands

Province boundary 

Creeks and waterways

Cities

High dunes

Low dunes and beach ridges

Beach-plaine and dune valleys

Land dunes
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Peat
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4.2.4 | Regional 
landscape reconstruction 
of the Rijn-Maas delta 
during the Holocene: 
an excision from the 
 palaeogeographical 
maps of the Netherlands 
for the Maasmond area, 
after Vos et al., 2011.  
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plant li� er; Vos & Eijskoot, 2009, Chapter 3) and 
micromorphology in sediment slices (Eijskoot 
et al., 2011, Chapter 5 and Annex 5). From the 
archaeological culture layers also mites, beetles 
and Chironomidae (‘midges’) were examined 
(Eijskoot et al., 2011, Chapter 5 and Annex 5). 

In Tables 1a and 1b the studied proxy samples are given 
for each stratigraphical layer and the genesis of 
the individual layers – based on the proxies – is 
summarized for the sector East (whole sequence) 
and sector West (upper part of the sequence).

niques and dendrochronological studies of oak and 
ash piles, datings of archaeological pole structures 
could be obtained with a 2-σ reliability of less than σ reliability of less than σ
10 years (Eijskoot et al., 2011, Annexes 4.4–4.15.). 

Due to the high precision of the datings, the 
drowning of Mid / Late Iron Age se� lements 
could be determined fairly accurately.

For reconstructing the landscape evolution 
of each sedimentation phase, extensive 
multidisciplinary, palaeo-ecological research 
has been conducted at both the natural and the 
archaeological culture layers. � is concerned 
the analysis of pollen, diatoms (silica algae), 
molluscs, botanical macro remains (larger 
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Fig. 5. Geological and archaeological chronostratigraphical scheme of the Holocene with the regional lithostratigraphy 
in the area of the VHW (main layers 1 up to 7; see also Fig. 6 and 7).
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Figs4.2.6 and 4.2.7).
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those at Vlaardingen Westwijk and Hekelingen 
in Spijkenisse (Louwe Kooijmans, 1985). 

� e peat areas, such as those in the VHW, 
were visited by people during this time as 
demonstrated by stone tools and some po� ery 
found in the track of the Willemsspoortunnel 
in Ro� erdam (Carmiggelt & Guiran, 1997). 
Archaeological remains from the Bronze 
Age are scarce in the Meuse area. On levees 
in Barendrecht-Zuidpolder and Bernisse-
Simonshaven some (as yet not further 
investigated) sites containing material from 
the Early and Middle Bronze Age, were already 
inhabited during the Neolithic (Moree et al., 
2002). Also the peat areas were visited by people 
as testifi ed by skeletal remains of a man from 
the Middle Bronze Age near the Krabbeplas 
in Vlaardingen (Van den Broeke, 1993). In 
the Vergulde Hand West too, archaeological 
traces from the Middle Bronze Age have been 
identifi ed, i.e. a wooden structure consisting of 
at least three poles and two levels with horizontal 
trunks and branches (Van den Broeke, 1993). In 
the Early Iron Age also the bogs along the Meuse 
were inhabited for the fi rst time. Although the 
region was not inhabited densely in this period, 
se� lements with houses have been found at 
slightly elevated peat bogs (‘peat cushions’) in 
Ro� erdam, Spijkenisse and Vlaardingen (Van 
Trierum, 1992; Wind, 1973). � e research in the 
VHW has yielded a new se� lement from this 
period (fi nd locations Vz03-Ho01 and Vz10-G01; 
Eijskoot et al., 2011, pp. 41 and 46–48). � e 
dugout canoe shows that the creeks and gullies 
in the moorland were traffi  c routes. In the 4th 

and 3rd centuries BC, particularly the higher 
peat areas on either side of the Maasmond were 
used relatively intensively. In this context the 
Vlaardingen Aalkeet-Buitenpolder was called 
the ‘’prehistoric Randstad’’ by Van den Broeke ‘’prehistoric Randstad’’ by Van den Broeke ‘’prehistoric Randstad’’
(1993). � e VHW is in the immediate vicinity 
of this polder and in the 4th and 3rd centuries 
BC it too had a very high population density. 
� e fi rst buildings were erected around 390 
BC. Between about 315 and 213 BC. at least fi ve 
farmhouses were built in this area. In the course 
of the 3rd century BC the peat area became 
we� er and shi� s in residential concentration 
occurred; however, the Maasmond area as a 
whole remained inhabited. To the north of 
the Rhine–Meuse, the habitation shi� ed from 
Vlaardingen to the direction of Schiedam, 
while also in the Old Dunes the residential 
concentration increased (Van Heeringen, 2005). 
Furthermore, the levees along the creeks in the 
salt marshes of Vlaardingen were brought into 
use. A notable example of this is the discovery 
of a dam construction from 175 BC, which shows 
that already at that time water contol was 

4.2.2  Occupation history 
and palaeolandscape of 
 Occupation history 
and palaeolandscape of 
 Occupation history 

Maasmond region
and palaeolandscape of 
Maasmond region
and palaeolandscape of 

� roughout the Holocene humans have been 
present in the Rhine–Meuse Delta area. � e 
drowning and building of the delta in this region 
began in the Mesolithic around 7500–7000 
BC at a depth of 22–20 m –NAP (Hijma, 2009; 
Hijma & Cohen, 2011; Cohen et al., 2012). At that 
time, especially the higher lying river dunes 
were inhabited, e.g. indicated by Mesolithic 
fi nds in the subsoil of the Yangtze harbour 
(port connection between Maasvlakte 1 and 
Maasvlakte 2; Vos et al., 2012, Moree & Sier, 2014). 
Palaeolithic and Mesolithic artefacts were also 
found in the material dredged to raise the area 
of Maasvlakte 1. � is sediment originates from 
deepened harbours and waterways and from the 
nearby off shore area at a depth of about 20 to 40 
m –NAP. � e artefacts were mainly remnants 
of bone hunting and fi shing equipment (Louwe 
Kooijmans, 1975; Verhart, 1988, 2005). 

When around 6500 BC the Maasvlakte area 
had come under marine infl uence and the higher 
parts of the dune sites disappeared by coastal ero-
sion (Rieu et al., 2005), the occupation of high-
er lying dune locations shi� ed to the east, e.g. 
Mesolithic and Neolithic se� lements on river dunes 
like those of Hardinxveld-Polderweg (ca. 5400 BC) 
and Molenaarsgraaf (Hazendonk, from about 4000 
BC onwards). Also the wetlands were penetrated by 
humans and encampments were built. � e Meso-
lithic location of Bergschenhoek demonstrates that 
these wetlands were used by humans around 4300 
BC (Louwe Kooijmans, 1981,1985).

In the immediate surroundings of the VHW 
no Palaeolithic or Mesolithic archaeological 
remains have been found in fl uvial and river 
dune sands so far. It is not inconceivable that at 
greater depths, about 15–20 m –NAP, Stone Age 
relics are present (top layer 1; Fig. 4.2.6). 

� is is not the case, however, for the Late 
Mesolithic, because around 6000–5000 BC the 
VHW location was a largely subaqueous tidal 
environment (formation layer 5; Fig. 4.2.6).

From the Neolithic (c. 5000 BC) onwards, the 
VHW area was part of the higher silted-up clay–
peat area north of the main courses of the Rhine–
Meuse rivers (deposition of layer 6; Fig. 4.2.6). � e 
oldest known sites in the Meuse region are river 
dune se� lements such as the Piet Heinplaats 
in Vlaardingen and the one of Schipluiden-
Noordhoorn (3900–3500 BC; De Ridder, 2000). 
In the subsequent period (ca. 2900–1800 BC) also 
the adjacent levees along the tidal creeks were 
used. Remains of the younger se� lements of the 
Vlaardingen Culture are from this landscape. 
� e most famous se� lements of this culture are 
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4.2.6 | Location map 
and lithostratigraphic 

cross-section of the 
Holocene deposits 

of the VHW and 
surrounding area; for the 

chronostratigraphical 
classifi cation of the 

layers, see Fig. 4.2.5. 
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chronostratigraphical classification of the layers, see Fig. 5. 
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practised (De Ridder, 2000). Two small buildings 
in the VHW, presumably granaries, probably 
date from this century (fi nd locations Vz01-G03 
and Vz09-Ho02; in Eijskoot et al., 2011, pp. 36 
and 65). To the south of the Meuse, residential 
concentrations seem to have existed in the peat 
area on the western part of Voorne and on the 
clay sediments along the prehistorical course 

of the Bernisse (Van Trierum, 1992). In Roman 
times the Maasmond was part of the Roman 
Empire. At that time the Rhine–Meuse channel 
was an important waterway. In the 1st century AD 
the region became intensively inhabited again. 
� e peak of the occupation phase was in the 
2nd century AD. Archaeological sites from that 
period in salt-marsh- and peat areas to the north 
of the river Meuse are located in the city center 
and the Aalkeet-Binnenpolder and Aalkeet-
Buitenpolder of Vlaardingen, in Maasland, 
Schiedam and Schipluiden (De Ridder, 2000; 
Hallewas, 1986; Flamman & Goossens, 2006). 
To the south of the then main channel of the 
Rhine–Meuse, se� lements in the salt marshes 
in the head of Voorne, the Bernisse area and 
near Portugaal have been discovered. Between near Portugaal have been discovered. Between 
Hellevoetsluis-Vierpolders and the Brielse Meer 
and between Nieuwenhoorn and Vierpolders 
residential concentrations occurred in the peat 
areas. � e se� lement of Nieuwenhoorn was 
located on an elevated oligotrophic peat dome 
(Van Trierum, 1992).

During the 3rd century AD habitation 
decreased strongly and up to 1250 AD li� le is 
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names of the clastic layer units (Binnenpolder-, 
Vergulde Hand-, Spuipolder deposits) have been 
derived from the topographical names from the 
surrounding area. 

Within the investigated estuarine delta deposits 
of the VHW, two clastic layers have been 
distinguished: 
•  Vergulde Hand deposits (VHA): Grey clays, 

usually strongly rooted by reed and slightly 
humic. � e layer lies above the Spuipolder 
deposits and is separated from that layer by 
a layer of reed peat.

•  Spuipolder deposits (SPA): Grey clays similar 
to the Vergulde Hand deposits. � ese clays 
too are o� en rooted by reed.

� e marine clastic layers under the Spuipolder 
layer (clay layer about 4 m below ground level) 
are called the pre-Spuipolder deposits. � ese 
deposits have been opened up only in sector East.

� e fl uvial clastic delta deposits consist of:
•  Gy� ja-clay deposits (GK): Green-brown to GK): Green-brown to GK

grey-brown gy� ja and strongly humic clays. 
� ese deposits contain much organic ma� er 
including detritus (fi ne and coarse), leaf 
li� er and also wood. � ey are lake bo� om 
sediments which occur only in sector Middle 
and the northwestern part of sector East.

•  Binnenpolder deposits (BPA(BPA( ): Grey to grey-
brown clays, o� en humic to strongly humic, 
with wood and remains of roots of wood. 
Locally also reed fragments and roots of reed 
may occur in the clay. To the Binnenpolder 
deposits also belong the clays above the peat 
from the Middle- and the beginning of the Late 
Iron Age, which have been deposited in pools 
or depressions. Due to their very weight these 
clays have subsided into in the underlying peat 
layers (diff erential se� ing). Also the creek 
deposits, which were exposed in the profi les of 
the excavation pits of the sectors East, Middle 
and Canoe are counted among this layer unit.

� e intrusion clays (KP) make a separate clastic 
layer unit because they have been deposited in 
cracks and fi ssures within the peat by buoyancy 
of the peat and therefore they are younger than 
the above- and underlying peat (Figs. 4.2.10a–g). 
� e intrusion clays are associated with the fi rst 
fl oods that marked the start of the deposition 
of the Binnenpolder layer. For that reason, the 
intrusion clays – in the peat – can be considered 
as a part of the Binnenpolder layer.
Also the cover layer (DLA; Fig. 4.2.7) is a special 
unit because the characteristics of the unit are 
mainly determined by pedological processes and 
these processes alternate the original sediment 
structure. � erefore, the pedogenesis obscures 
the original geological features of the sediments 

known about the nature and distribution of the 
se� lements and their positions in the landscape. 
� is is mainly due to a lack of well-preserved 
remains of se� lements from this period. In 
particular, insuffi  cient light has been shed on 
the Early Mediaeval traces of habitation, partly 
because the sites have been oxidized (peat 
area) or eroded (marine area). � ere are six 
locations known from this period; the center 
of Vlaardingen was inhabited in the 7th and 8th 

centuries. Here, a se� lement was located on the 
levee of a brook – the Vlaarding – and around 
1000 AD it developed into an important trading 
town and centre of power in the region (De 
Ridder, 2000). Also on the clayey bank deposits 
of the brook the Ro� e, in Ro� erdam, remains of 
se� lements from the 10th and 11th centuries have 
been discovered (Carmiggelt & Guiran, 1997).

4.2.3  Lithostratigraphy of 
the subsurface deposits 
 Lithostratigraphy of 
the subsurface deposits 
 Lithostratigraphy of 

of the VHW
the subsurface deposits 
of the VHW
the subsurface deposits 

� e subsurface of the VHW down  to a depth 
of 2.5 m –NAP, which was exposed during the 
archaeological excavations, consisted of clay 
and peat layers. In the stratigraphic overview 
profi le (Fig. 4.2.6) all of these layers have been 
combined into a single layer unit 6. For each 
of the four sector areas within the area of the 
VHW, these layers are presented in more detail 
in Figs. 4.2.7 and 4.2.8. � e pictures of Figs. 4.2.9a–f give Figs. 4.2.9a–f give Figs. 4.2.9a–f
an impression of the litho-facies of the diff erent 
stratigraphic layers. 

� e estuarine deposits of the Rhine–Meuse 
Delta which were formed in a brackish to 
marine environment are counted among the 
Walcheren Member (part of the Formation of 
Naaldwijk). � e fl uvial delta deposits (river- 
and freshwater tidal deposits) are rated among 
the Formation of Echteld (Westerhoff  et al., 
2003). � e distinction between the estuarine 
and fl uvial deposits has been made on the basis 
of the presence of remains of trees in the river 
delta deposits. Here this concerns trunks, roots 
of wood and dispersed wood such as leaf ma� er 
(mainly ‘alder swamp forest elements’). Another 
diff erence is that the fl uvial delta deposits 
generally are richer in humus, and therefore 
more brownish in color. � e estuarine clays 
consisted mainly of marsh deposits that were 
rooted by reed. All peat layers were counted 
among the Holland Peat, which is part of the 
Formation of Nieuwkoop. Subsequently, at 
layer-level, subunits were distinguished within 
these clastic and organic main units. � ese 
layers occur locally and for that reason have 
a stratigraphic signifi cance only within the 
VHW site and immediate surroundings. � e 
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Fig.7 . Stratigraphical scheme of the VHW location, in which the local lithological layers of the sectors East, West, 
Middle and Canoe are classified in time. 

C   Culture layerC   Culture layerC   Culture layer

H   HiatusH   HiatusH   Hiatus

HV  Holland Peat, reed-sedge peatHV  Holland Peat, reed-sedge peatHV  Holland Peat, reed-sedge peat

HV  Holland Peat, reed-wood  peatHV  Holland Peat, reed-wood  peatHV  Holland Peat, reed-wood  peat

HV  Holland Peat, meso- to oligotrophic  peatHV  Holland Peat, meso- to oligotrophic  peatHV  Holland Peat, meso- to oligotrophic  peat

4.2.7 | Stratigraphical scheme of the VHW location, in which the local lithological layers of the sectors East, West,  Middle and Canoe are | Stratigraphical scheme of the VHW location, in which the local lithological layers of the sectors East, West,  Middle and Canoe are 
classifi ed in time. 
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in the cover layer. � e DLA layer lies above the 
groundwater level and for that reason the clays 
have been oxidized and highly fragmented 
(crumbly because of many crimp- and swell 
cracks). Due to the oxidation the iron in the soil 
layer has a reddish brown color (rusty spots) and 
all (initially present) remains of plants have been 
decomposed. Original peaty layers – and also the 
organic archaeological material – within the 
oxidation zone of the DLA layer have vanished 
completely. At the very most these organic levels 
in the covering layer are recognizable by the 
dark gray (humic) discoloration which resemble 
‘vegetation horizons’. Because of the diff erential 
subsidence and accretion of the layers, they are 
not lying on the same level everywhere. � e 
relatively highly situated BPA and VHA layers 
may occur locally within the oxidation zone of 
the soil. In that case, these older clastic deposits 
cannot be distinguished – lithologically and 
stratigraphically – since the separating peat layer 
is missing. At those locations the older VHA clays 
are part of the DLA layer. Stratigraphically the 
DLA layer is counted as a part of the BPA layer, 
because in terms of volume most of the sediment 
consists of fl uvial/freshwater tidal deposits 
which belong to the Formation of Echteld.

In the stratigraphic table the clastic layers and 
intrusion layers are indicated by code Kl and Kp, 
respectively. In each sector, from top to bo� om the 
layers have been assigned a serial number (Kl-1, 
2 etc.) and each sublayer a second serial number. 
� us, for example, a sublayer within the VHW 
layer in sector East, has been assigned a code Kl-
3.2 (Fig. 4.2.7). � e various peat and cultural layers in 
the stratigraphic sequence are indicated by a code: 
Hv for peat layers and C for cultural layers. � ese 
layers too have been assigned serial numbers 
from top to bo� om; for example, a peat layer in 
between the VHW and SPA layers in sector West 
has the code Hv-4.1 (Fig. 4.2.7). It is emphasized 
that within the sectors the layer codes are not 
always synonymous. � is is due to the fact that 
the assignments concerned a fi eld coding where 
the peat layers were counted from top to bo� om. 
In the sector Canoe, however, a peat layer was 
lacking. � erefore in this sector the numbering of 
the peat layer sequence diff ers from those in the 
sectors West, Middle and East, see Fig. 4.2.7.

� e peat in the subsoil of the VHW 
consisted generally of reed peat, reed peat 
with wood or brook peat consisting mainly of 
alder. Oligotrophic peat with a.o. heather twigs 
(Ericaceae) and peat moss (Sphagnum) has been 
found in sector East only (Hv-3.1 / 3.2).

In Fig. 4.2.7 the lithostratigraphic layer units of the 
VHW have been placed in time on the basis of 14C 

datings of the top and bo� om of the peat layers 
and the archaeological datings of the cultural 
layers. � e most important dates of the layers are 
shown in the pit profi les of the four sectors (see 
Figs. 4.2.8a–e and references in Tables 4.2.1a–4.2.1d). � e 
Pre-Spuipolder layer in sector East was formed 
about 3750 BC, the SPA layer between about 1400 
and 1300 BC, the VHA layer between about 850 and 
700 BC and the BPA was formed a� er about 225 BC. 
In the Roman Period and Early Middle Ages (400–
1000 AD) peat formation occurred in the VHW 
area. Remnants of this peat have been preserved 
only in the sectors West and Middle because there 
parts of the peat are lying below the groundwater 
level. In the sectors East and Canoe the peat has 
vanished completely because there the peat had 
been raised to above the groundwater level and 
was therefore fully decomposed by oxidation. 
Remnants of this peat can only be recognized by 
the dark layer levels in the BPA layer.

4.2.4  Post-sedimentary layer 
deformations
 Post-sedimentary layer 
deformations
 Post-sedimentary layer 

During the geological investigation of the profi le 
walls of the excavation pits in the four sectors 
it appeared that layers had been deformed 
a� er their deposition. � ree post-sedimentary 
deformation processes can be distinguished:
1.  Formation of intrusion clays: fi ssuration in 

the peat because parts of the peat became 
buoyant/fl oating and therefore loose from 
the subsoil during periods of high water.

2.  Autocompaction: subsidence of peat layers in 
the subsurface as a result of (diff erential) grav-
itational forces of the covering clay layer.

3.  Peat oxidation: oxidation of the organic 
material of peaty deposits.

� ese three deformation processes changed 
the location and stratigraphic position of the 
layers, including the archaeological layers and 
features, in the shallow subsurface of the VHW. 
� e causes of the deformation processes will be 
briefl y discussed below.

4.2.4.1 Intrusion clays
In the natural depositional sequences, in general 
younger sediments are found on top of the 
underlying older sediments. However, there 
are exceptions to this rule when the layers are 
displaced and turned around by large-scale 
tectonic movements. Also intrusion clays are 
an exception to the rule that younger deposits 
are found on top of older deposits because these 
clays are not formed on top but within a peat 
layer. An intrusion clay layer can be formed 
when a peat layer becomes submerged. � en 
the top of the peat layer can tear loose from the 
peat subsurface and become buoyant. � e top of 
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2σ date-rangePBedoc-negninorG

GrA-34180 2145 ± 35 354-54 BC

GrA-32295 2215 ± 35 379-201 BC

GrA-32293 2240 ± 35 390-203 BC

GrA-40687 2250 ± 50 396-201 BC

GrA-40399 2255 ± 25 391-208 BC

GrA-40394 2255 ± 30 392-207 BC

GrA-33488 2500 ± 40 794-416 BC

GrA-40397 2540 ± 30 800-545 BC

GrA-40398 2630 ± 30 829-792 BC

GrA-40400 2915 ± 25 1203-1020 BC

GrA-32291 3080 ± 35 1420-1267 BC

GrA-40403 3410 ± 30 1860-1628 BC

Fig. 8e. Geological profile 3 

 PBedoc-negninorG

GrA-35090 1150 ± 40 778-976 AD

GrA-35089 1380 ± 40 592-764 AD

GrA-32306 1820 ± 35 88-318 AD

GrA-33008 1705 ± 25 256-402 AD

GrA-34468 1950 ± 60 90 BC - 217 AD

GrA-32264 2095 ± 35 199-40 BC

GrA-32290 2035 ± 35 161 BC - 52 AD

GrA-33082 2180 ± 35 370-121 BC

GrA-32285 3080 ± 35 1420-1267 BC

Fig. 8d.  Geological profile 4 

14C-dates of profile 8d 14C-dates of profile 8e

Fig. 8.  Lithostratigraphic cross-sections of the pit profiles of the sectors West, Middle and East. 
Fig. 8a. Geological profile 1A in sector East. 
Fig. 8b. Geological profiles 2A and 2B in sector East. 
Fig. 8c. Geological profile 1B in sector East. 
Fig. 8d. Geological profile 4 in sector West. 
Fig. 8e. Geological profile 3 in sector Middle. 
For the location of the profiles, see Fig. 2 and for the explanation of the stratigraphic codes in the profiles, see Fig. 7.
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location of the profi les, see Fig. 4.2.2 and for the explanation of the stratigraphic codes in the profi les, see Fig. 4.2.7.
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Fig. 8.  Lithostratigraphic cross-sections of the pit profiles of the sectors West, Middle and East. 
Fig. 8a. Geological profile 1A in sector East. 
Fig. 8b. Geological profiles 2A and 2B in sector East. 
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Fig. 8d. Geological profile 4 in sector West. 
Fig. 8e. Geological profile 3 in sector Middle. 
For the location of the profiles, see Fig. 2 and for the explanation of the stratigraphic codes in the profiles, see Fig. 7.
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2σ date-rangePBedoc-negninorG
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GrA-32661 3075 ± 30 1415-1268 BC

GrA-32270 3080 ± 35 1420-1267 BC

GrA-33011 4955 ± 35 3793-3655 BC

GrA-34130 4970 ± 45 3934-3652 BC

Fig. 8c. Geological profile 1B 
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9a 9b

9c 9d

9e 9f

Fig. 9. Pictures of the lithostratigraphical units exposed in the pit profiles of the VHW. See Fig. 7 for the explanation of the 
stratigraphic codes of the sediment layers.

Fig 9a. BPA, VHA and SPA layers embedded in peat, find location area Vz07 in sector East.

Fig 9b. Peat layer (Hv-3) situated between the BPA and VHA layers, on top of the peat layer the Middle Iron Age soil 
disturbance is visible in the dark irregular layer (culture layer C3), find location area Vz07 in sector East. 

Fig. 9c. Peat layer (Hv-3) situated between the BPA and VHA layers, in the peat layer – from the base to the top - the 
subunits Hv-3.6 (reed peat in a black matrix), Hv-3.5 (reed-sedge peat with alder wood), Hv-3.3 / C3 (dark brown 
mesotrophic peat, the top is disturbed by man) are exposed, find location area Vz08 in sector East. 

Fig. 9d. BPA, VHA and SPA layers and intercalated peat layers (Hv-3 and 4), find location area Vz01 in sector West, in this 
sector the grey clay layer of the SPA units relatively thick. 

Fig. 9e. Gyttja-clay deposits (GK) below the peat layer Hv-3, in find location area Vz06 in sector East.

Fig. 9f. Peat lump of the Hv-3 unit from a pit profile in find location area Vz09 in sector East, layers from left to right: 
VHA, HV-3.5/6 and Hv-3.1 (Sphagnum peat).
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4.2.9 | Pictures of the lithostratigraphical units exposed in the pit profi les of the VHW. See Fig. 7 for the explanation of the stratigraphic codes of the sediment layers.

Fig 4.2.9a. BPA, VHA and SPA layers embedded in peat, fi nd location area Vz07 in sector East.
Fig 4.2.9b. Peat layer (Hv-3) situated between the BPA and VHA layers, on top of the peat layer the Middle Iron Age soil disturbance is visible in the dark irregular layer (culture layer C3), 

fi nd location area Vz07 in sector East. 
Fig. 4.2.9c. Peat layer (Hv-3) situated between the BPA and VHA layers, in the peat layer – from the base to the top - the subunits Hv-3.6 (reed peat in a black matrix), Hv-3.5 (reed-sedge 

peat with alder wood), Hv-3.3 / C3 (dark brown mesotrophic peat, the top is disturbed by man) are exposed, fi nd location area Vz08 in sector East. 
Fig. 4.2.9d. BPA, VHA and SPA layers and intercalated peat layers (Hv-3 and 4), fi nd location area Vz01 in sector West, in this sector the grey clay layer of the SPA units relatively thick. 
Fig. 4.2.9e. Gyttja-clay deposits (GK) below the peat layer Hv-3, in fi nd location area Vz06 in sector East.
Fig. 4.2.9f. Peat lump of the Hv-3 unit from a pit profi le in fi nd location area Vz09 in sector East, layers from left to right:  VHA, HV-3.5/6 and Hv-3.1 (Sphagnum peat).
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(Vz01-G01) was occupied around 250 BC and 
must have been abandoned once and for all a 
decade later (Eijskoot et al., 2011). 

It is very likely that man continued to live 
on the bog during the fl oating of the peat and the 
formation of the intrusion clay since a wood path 
of branches was built on top of a clay-fi lled fi ssure 
in the peat (Eijskoot et al., 2011, pp. 55–57). How 
long the occupation of the fl oating peat islands 
continued is unclear; it may have been a couple 
of years, but also a few decades. Because, due 
to the repeatedly going up and down, the peat 
continued to tear further, the living conditions 
became increasingly unfavorable. Also within 
the se� lements and in the farm houses cracks 
fi lled with intrusion clay have been observed. An 
example is a se� lement (Vz03-Ho04) which was 
pulled out of its joints by fi ssuring peat (Eijskoot 
et al., 2011, p. 41). Archaeological remains were 
deposited through the cracks and fi ssures in the 
intrusion layer under the peat surface. � ese 
remains concern se� lement waste ma� er, a 
large amount of building wood and even a sheaf 
of fl ax, complete with seeds, capsules and stems. 
� is sheaf of fl ax indicates that in the period 
immediately before the cracking of the peat 
arable farming was still practised in the area 
of the VHW. Another example of where cracks 
in the peat infl uenced the original deposition 
of archaeological remains is the location of the 
canoe. � is canoe is found along a tidal creek 
in the peat marsh. By upli�  and intrusion of 
the peat the canoe was carried from the creek 
side into the peat fi ssure (Eijskoot et al., 2011, 
pp. 403–410). For that reason the canoe, with an 
age of the Early Iron Age, is younger than the 
below- and above-lying peat which was dated to 
the Bronze Age.

During the water-level changes the 
fl oating chunks of peat blocks went back and 
forth horizontally. In some places it has been 
observed that the peat chunks were pushed up 
against each other during high-water periods 
(Fig. 4.2.10f) but also that they were dispersed Fig. 4.2.10f) but also that they were dispersed Fig. 4.2.10f
and the resulting hole was fi lled with BPA clay 
(Fig. 4.2.10g). Around 200 BC the peat blocks lost 
their buoyancy permanently, probably because 
the oxygen content in the package had been 
reduced strongly. 

In the situation of the VHW the greater 
specifi c gravity of the fl ood water will have 
played only a limited role in the buoyancy of 
the peat. � e fact is, the intrusion clays and the 
overlying clays of the BPA layer were formed 
in a predominantly freshwater environment, 
causing the specifi c gravity of peat water to be 
close to that of the fl ood water. Probably man 
played an important role in the aeration of the 
peat resulting from the drainage in the Middle / 

the peat can become buoyant when the specifi c 
gravity of the peat is lower than the specifi c 
gravity of the overlying water. � ere are two 
reasons to explain why the top of the peat has a 
lower specifi c gravity than the fl ood water:
1.  � e fl ood water is salty and therefore 

heavier than the fresh groundwater in the 
peat (Behre, 2005).

2.  � e top of the peat is drained and contains a 
lot of air which is encapsulated and does not 
escape immediately a� er fl ooding. � e oxy-
gen containing peat is similar to polystyrene 
(foam) which has a great buoyancy.

Occasional high water levels, i.e., higher than 
the surface of the peat, may cause the relatively 
light top of the peat to become buoyant. Due to 
the upward force, horizontal and vertical cracks 
are formed in the peat. � ose parts of the peat 
that were torn loose will become buoyant peat 
islands at high tide. When the water levels are 
lowered the peat islands will subside and get 
stuck to the subsoil again. During the interim 
period between high and low tide, intrusion 
clay is deposited under the peat island. When 
the fl ooding occurs frequently, the peat will go 
up and down and below the peat island a layer 
of intrusion clay of a few centimeters up to over 
a dm thick can be formed (Figs. 4.2.10a–g). � e 
intrusion clay layers are characterized by sharp 
lower and upper limits and a lack of rooting. � e 
clay is heavy and o� en layered on (fl at) remnants 
of plants and on humous content. A� er the peat 
has lost its buoyancy and is no longer li� ed up 
during fl oods, also the vertical peat cracks get 
fi lled with clay. � is clay deposit is not layered.

� e formation of intrusion clay was not confi ned 
to the VHW area; in the surrounding Maasland 
area such intrusion clays dating from the period of 
the Iron Age are observed (Aalkeet-Buitenpolder; 
Abbink, 1993a, 1993b). Also in other peat areas in 
the Dutch coastal zone, such as near Gaarkeuken 
in Groningen (Vos et al., 2011b; Groenendijk & Vos, 
2013), intrusion clays are observed frequently. � e 
intrusion clays at Gaarkeuken are younger than 
those in Vlaardingen, which is connected with the 
Early Mediaeval drowning of the peat around the 
Lauwers. An area where parts of surface peat still 
become buoyant and sedimentation of clay under 
the peat surface occurs, is located near Sehestedt 
in the Jadebusen, Germany (Fig. 4.2.11; Behre, 2005).

In the area of VHW the intrusion clays in 
the peat were formed between 250 and 200 BC. 
Due to the archaeological fi nds that occurred in 
the top of the peat in sector East, the process of 
intrusion clay formation could be dated fairly 
accurately. On the basis of wiggle match datings 
it could be established that the latest farmhouse 
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process of autocompaction continued until the 
subsoil had se� led suffi  ciently. � e diff erential 
subsidence stopped therewith and in the next 
period the depression was fi lled up gradually. 
� e autocompaction process has caused the top 
of the peat layer and the cultural layer (C3) to 
have a strongly undulating course. Se� lements, 
which had been built on the peat, were tilted by 
this diff erential subsidence. � is phenomenon 
is conspicuously present in the fl oor plan of two 
farmhouses (Vz07-G01 and Vz09-G02; Eijskoot 
et al., 2011, pp. 46–48 and 56–57). � e diff erential 
subsidence of the peat caused certain parts of the 
peat layer (including the overlying culture layer 
C3) to subside deeper. � ose deeper lying parts 
have been preserved because they subsided to 
positions below the (current) groundwater level 
as a result of which the organic ma� er remained 
protected from oxidation (Fig. 4.2.12a).

A special form of diff erential subsidence 
took place during the excavation campaign of 
2005. In the sector Middle a very large dump pile 
had been built which remained there for several 
weeks in one particular place. A� er the removal 
of this dump pile it appeared to have been so 
heavy that the covering clay layer (Binnenpolder 
deposits) had not been able to support the weight. 
As a result, the dump pile and the covering layer 
had subsided 1 to 2 m into the underlying peat 
layer complex. In Fig. 4.2.12e the consequences of 
this subsidence process have been depicted.

4.2.4.3 Peat oxidation
Peat decomposes or ‘oxidizes’ when it is 
exposed to the air. � is can also happen with 
peat layers in the soil which are lying above the 
local groundwater level and where oxygen can 
penetrate through the cavities present in the 
soil. � us, for a good preservation of peat (and 
other organic residues) a high water table is 
required. � e rate of oxidation depends on the 
duration and the extent to which oxygen can 
penetrate into the soil. Due to anthropogenic 
draining, the oxidation of the peat surface 
already took place during the Middle and Late 
Iron Age, Early and Middle Roman Period and 
in the Late Middle Ages. � e oxidation (palaeo-
soil formation) in the peat can be recognized by 
the dark brown to black colour, and the granular 
structure and amorphous characteristics of the 
peat. � e remains of plants in the soil layers have 
been conserved less well.

Much more drastically than in prehistoric 
times was the oxidation that has taken place over 
the past few hundred years in the soil. Due to 
large-scale reclamations and lowering of the wa-
ter levels in ditches and the associated lowering 
of groundwater levels, the top of the peat surface 
– under the covering clay layer – has completely 

Late Iron Age. � e occupants may have drained 
the peat area by digging trenches and connecting 
them to the natural drainage pa� ern on the south 
side of the VHW site. However, due to the strong 
compaction of the peat and later oxidation of 
parts of the peat, the expected shallow ditch-
trench structures in the peat surface could not 
be demonstrated archaeologically. � e fact that 
in the Iron Age farmhouses were built, indicates 
that during this occupation period the peat 
was drained and thus the peat soil must have 
contained oxygen at the time before the fl oods.

4.2.4.2 Autocompaction
A� er the peat surface had been fl ooded in 
the Late Iron Age and the BPA clay layer had 
been formed, a diff erent deformation process 
occurred: that of autocompaction (Allen, 1999; 
Long et al., 2006). When clay is deposited on 
a so�  peat subsoil, the subsoil will subside as 
a result of the weights of the deposited clay 
and the overlying water column during the 
fl ooding. Most of the clay was deposited in 
the local depressions and along the edges of 
the natural creeks. Due to the low position, 
more clay could be deposited in depressions 
and along the creeks as a result of which the 
subsidence was enhanced there (Figs. 4.2.12a–d). 
Some depressions, particularly in sector East, 
were so deep that water remained in them. 
� ese ponds or small lakes still contained water 
at times when the higher lying surroundings 
fell dry. In one of these pools, a considerable 
amount of hand-made po� ery was thrown in 
the 1st century AD (Van Heeringen, 2010). � e 

4.2.10 | Pictures of the intrusion clays in peat profi les of the VHW. 
Fig. 4.2.10a. Horizontal view of a crack in the peat, fi lled in with 

intrusion clay, in fi nd location area Vz07 in sector East.
Fig. 4.2.10b. Horizontal view of a crack in the peat fi lled in with 

intrusion clay, in fi nd location area Vz07 in sector East.
Fig. 4.2.10c. Vertical view of grey intrusion clays (Kp), through 

the HV-3, VHA and Hv-4 layers in fi nd location area Vz07 in 
sector East.

Fig. 4.2.10d. Vertical view of grey intrusion clays (Kp), split up in 
several layers, through the HV-3, VHA and Hv-4 layers in fi nd 
location area Vz07 in sector East (see also profi le of Fig 8a).

Fig. 4.2.10e. Vertical view of grey intrusion clays (Kp), with the 
direct contact with the above lying BPA layer, and breached out 
in the HV-3, VHA and Hv-4 layers, in fi nd location area Vz04 in 
sector Middle (see also profi le of Fig 8a).

Fig. 4.2.10f. Peat blocks which are pushed against each other as a 
result of the fl oating of the peat in the period between 250 and 
200 BC, in fi nd location area Vz09 in sector East.

Fig. 4.2.10f. Peat block which was drifted away during the fl oating 
of the peat between 250 and 200 BC and later fi lled in with 
intrusion clay (Kp) and Binnenpolder clay (BPA layer), in fi nd 
location area Vz01 in sector West.
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� e oxidation of the peat has – together with 
the subsidence of peat by drainage – led to a 
considerable drop in the level of the surface of 
the VHW area. Originally – before the Mediaeval 
reclamations – the ground level lay more than 
1m above NAP. In the time of the excavation 
campaign the surface of the area lay around 2 
m –NAP. � is means that the subsidence of the 
VHW site since the Middle Ages amounts to at 
least 3 m, and possibly 4 to 5 m.

4.2.5  Landscape and occupation 
reconstruction of the 
 Landscape and occupation 
reconstruction of the 
 Landscape and occupation 

Vergulde Hand West
� e landscape history of the VHW has been 
visualized in a series of local palaeogeographical 
maps (1600 BC – 1050 AD; Fig. 4.2.13) and in a profi le 
reconstruction (550 BC – 2000 AD; Fig. 4.2.14). 
In Fig 4.2.15, a summary has been made – in a 
schematic overview – of the observed activities 
by man in the four sector areas of the VHW. � is 
overview is based on all the archaeological fi nds 
and anthropogenic indications discovered in the 
samples of the studied proxies (see Tables 1a and 1b). 

disappeared from the area of the VHW. In many 
places of the VHW the oxidation/reduction 
boundary in the soil has penetrated down to the 
level of the Iron Age. Relatively young peat layers 
– such as the Early Mediaeval peat layer – have 
been preserved only locally (Fig. 4.2.12a), in those 
places where, due to diff erential subsidence, 
they have subsided to deeper levels in the soil. 
Also older peat layers (Iron Age) have vanished 
if they were situated relatively high, and rose 
above the groundwater level. As a result, also 
many archaeological remains have decayed and/
or passed down fragmentarily. A good example 
of the eff ects of oxidation concerns the fl oor plan 
of the farmhouse in the sector East (Vz09-G02; 
Eijskoot et al., 2011, pp. 56–57). As compared to 
the fl oor plans of farmhouses nearby (Vz09-G01 
and Vz09-G09; Eijskoot et al., 2011, pp. 55–56 and 
61–63), this fl oor plan has been passed down very 
fragmentarily. � is is closely connected to the 
relatively high depth position of the fl oor plan in 
relation to the groundwater. As a result almost 
the entire timber frame has been decayed or af-
fected by oxidation.Fig. 11. Reconstruction of the development of an intrusion clay layer under floating peat in the eastern part 

of the Jade tidal basin area; after Behre (2005). See also Fig. 14d and 14e.
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4.2.11 | Reconstruction 
of the development of 
an intrusion clay layer 

under fl oating peat in the 
eastern part  of the Jade 

tidal basin area; after 
Behre (2005). See also 

Figs. 4.2.14d and 4.2.14e.
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was frequently fl ooded by the sea during storm 
surges and was located in the sphere of infl uence 
of the estuary. � ese marsh-clay deposits are 
rated among the ‘Vergulde Hand depositions’ 
and the sediments in the shallow lake are rated 
among the gy� ja clays. � e granary (in Dutch: 
‘spieker’) from around 650 BC in the sector Canoe 
indicates human activities in the VHW during 
the deposition of the Vergulde Hand layer 
(Eijskoot et al., 2011, p. 487). In the lake, sediments 
rich in organic ma� er were formed, consisting 
of brown-gray clays and humic green-brown-
gray gy� jas (Fig. 4.2.9e). Initially the depositional 
environment of the lake was still brackish, 
but at a later stage freshwater conditions were 
predominant in the shallow lake. � e formation 
of these packages started in the Late Bronze 
Age. However, an accurate dating of gytjja from 
this early stage is not available and therefore 
the coming into existence of the lake cannot be 
determined with more precision.

Between about 700 and 500 BC, another 
period of reed peat formation came. Around 700 
BC (sectors West, Middle and East, layer Hv-
3.6) there was still a limited amount of marine 
infl uence in the region (occasionally fl ooded 
during storm surges), but in the subsequent 
period the area became almost entirely fresh. 
Also the shallow lake turned to peat at that time. 
In the next phase (ca. 650 and 500 BC) alder 
trees grew locally in the peat (wood fragments 
in the reed peat) and there was no longer any 
marine infl uence (sectors West, Middle, East, 
layer Hv-3.5). Locally, where the peat grew 
high, environmental conditions arose in the 
peat that were poorer in nutrition. In the phase 
during which the reed peat formation took place 
(750–500 BC) man was present in the area. � is 
is evident not only from the palaeo-ecological 
research, but also from the archaeological 
investigations. � e archaeological traces include: 
a dugout wooden canoe of oak, a se� lement and 
the remains of two off  site buildings. Only in 
the se� lement a macroscopically recognizable 
cultural layer formed during this phase. 
Between about 500 and 350 BC In the sector 
East the peat grew so high that it came to lie 
beyond the sphere of infl uence of the river and/
or fl ooding by the sea. � ere mesotrophic (sector 
East, layer Hv-3.3) and oligotrophic peat (sector 
East, layers Hv-3.2 and Hv-3.1) developed. In the 
other parts of the VHW such peat development 
seems not to have come about. Here nutrient-
rich environmental conditions were dominant. 
� roughout this phase, people were active in 
the area and between 400 and 350 BC the fi rst 
buildings were erected in the sector East.

� e subsurface of the VHW – down to 5 m below 
the ground level – consists mainly of peat. In the 
peaty subsurface a number of clay layers have 
been formed. � e deepest layer of clay which 
was exposed during the excavations, concerned 
the pre-Spuipolder layer in the sector East. � is 
layer occurred at a depth of about 4.0–4.5 m below 
ground level (6.0–6.5 m –NAP) and was formed 
around 3650 BC. � e environmental conditions 
in which this happened can be characterized as a 
brackish salt-marsh environment in an estuary. 
� e macro botanical remains from the clay layer 
do not rule out the possibility that people were 
present in the area at that time. Between about 
3650 and 1400 BC predominantly reed peat 
grew in the area. � is peat is eutrophic and in 
certain sections also clayey. � is indicates that 
the peat was regularly fl ooded with nutrient-
rich water. � e peat was formed particularly in 
a fresh to slightly brackish water environment. 
� e older peat (before around 1400 BC) has been 
insuffi  ciently studied palaeo-ecologically for 
distinguishing specifi c phases or peat formation 
or for being able to pronounce on variations in 
salinity during the formation of the peat. During 
the last phase of the development of the peat, 
from about 1800 BC onwards, man was present in 
the area and the vegetation was disturbed locally. 
Between about 1400 and 1300 BC the area was 
fl ooded repeatedly during high water. As a result, 
throughout the VHW a clay layer was deposited, 
the ‘Spuipolder layer’. It is a salt-marsh clay, 
which was formed in a predominantly brackish 
water environment. Only in the sector Canoe 
there is palaeo-ecological evidence indicative of 
man having been active in the area of the VHW.

Between about 1300 and 850 BC, the area changed 
into a reed peat bog, rich in fern, in the supra- 
tidal zone of a freshwater tidal area which was 
occasionally fl ooded by the sea during periods of 
high water levels and storm surges. Furthermore, 
bank vegetation, grasslands, isolated bog-like 
vegetation and alnetum peat occurred. In the 
course of the development of the peat the marine 
infl uence increased. Man was present in the area 
of the VHW at that time and has le�  his mark. 
Poles with cu� ing marks which have been found 
in the sector Canoe are the strongest evidence 
of this, but also the palaeo-botanical and 
micromorphological data show anthropogenic 
eff ects on the landscape. � is data indicates 
that human presence became more prominent 
in the Late Bronze Age. Between about 850 and 
700 BC clay was deposited all over the area of the 
VHW. In the middle part (sector Middle and the 
northwestern part of sector East), there was a 
shallow lake and along its edges marsh clay was 
deposited. � is implies that at that time the area 
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4.2.12 | Pictures of diff erential subsidence of the BPA clay layer caused by autocompaction of the peat which was induced by gravitational forces during the clay deposition of 
the BPA layer
. 
Fig. 4.2.12a. Loading structure of the BPA clay. The Medieval peat (Hv-1), only found below the loading structure, is not aff ected by oxidation because the peat layer had come down 

below the groundwater level, in fi nd location area Vz02 in sector West.
Fig. 4.2.12b. Loading structure of the BPA clay on top of the Hv-3 peat layer. The BPA clays are the lateral deposits of a creek, in fi nd location area Vz07 in sector East
Fig. 4.2.12c. Loading structure of the BPA clay on top of the Hv-3 peat layer. The BPA clays are the lateral deposits of a creek, in fi nd location area Vz09 in sector East.
Fig. 4.2.12d. Depression caused by loading of the BPA clay in the Hv-3 peat layer, in fi nd location area Vz09 in sector East.
Fig. 4.2.12e. Subrecent loading of the BPA layer in the Hv-3 peat layer, after the removal of the central ground depot of the excavation in 2005, the maximum subsidence of the surface 

level was more than 1,5 m, in fi nd location area Vz01 in sector West.
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13a: 1600 BC 13b: 1300 BC

13c: 800 BC 13d: 250 BC

13e: 100 AD 13f: 1050 AD
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4.2.13 | Landscape 
reconstruction of 
the VHW location 
(1600 BC – 1050 AD). (1600 BC – 1050 AD). 
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4.2.14 | Profi le 
reconstruction of the 

landscape in sector 
East between 550 BC – 

2000 AD. Location of the 
profi le, see Fig. 4.2.2. 

Fig. 14a  550 BC
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Fig. 14b  350 BC
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Fig. 14c  250 BC
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Fig. 14d  225 BC
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Fig. 14e  175 BC
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Fig. 14f  50 BC
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human presence decreased rapidly, and for the 
remainder of the fl ood stage in the 2nd century 
BC only micromorphological research still 
points to the possibility that people were active 
in the area.

� e deposition of the clay layer on the 
relatively so�  peat subsoil led to a process of 
autocompaction and diff erential subsidence 
(Figs. 4.2.12a–e). At those places where a strong 
subsidence occurred the organic archaeological 
remains have been preserved best because they 
are lying below the (current) groundwater level. 
� erefore, these residues have not been exposed 
to the air and the organic archaeological material 
has not decayed.

� e freshwater tidal depositions of the 
Binnenpolder clay continued until about the 
birth of Christ. Archaeological traces show 
that in the 1st century BC man was active again 
in all of the area. A second phase of activities 
with archaeological remains would follow in 
the 1st century AD. During this phase there 
was a se� lement in the sector West and in the 
sectors Middle and East off  site activities took 
place which have le�  behind archaeological 
traces. � e third and fi nal phase of activities 
with archaeological traces was in the 2nd and 3rd

centuries AD. By then the sectors East and West 
had been parcelled with two large ditch systems 
(Fig. 4.2.3h). During these phases of activity in the 
VHW, largely the same vegetation types and 
environmental conditions occurred as those 
in the 2nd century BC. � e area remained part 
of the supra-tidal zone of the freshwater area. 
Also, occasionally the area was fl ooded, causing 
brackish water to be brought in. Given the nature 
of the archaeological traces, in the Roman Ages, 
the frequency and intensity of fl oods decreased. 
� e sedimentation of clay – during high-water 
periods – in a tidal freshwater environment 
continued until approximately 400 AD. Possibly, 
also the creek in the centre and south of the 
VHW was still active. However, geological dating 
evidence for this is lacking. � e increasingly wet 
conditions seem to have been unfavourable for 
the human presence in the area. From the period 
a� er about 250 AD, no anthropogenic traces have 
been found which indicates that human activity 
in the area of the VHW decreased.

Between 300 and 900 AD, another period of 
peat formation occurred within the area of the 
VHW. However, a lot of the original peat has 
disappeared by oxidation. Only in sector West 
the peat has remained well preserved due to 
subsidence of the peat by autocompaction. � e 
lowering of the peat caused it to subside below 
the oxidation–reduction level in the soil, so that 

Between about 350 and 200 BC, humans lived and 
worked on the relatively high and dry lying peat. 
Remains of se� lements from this period have 
been found in the sectors East, Middle and West. 
Field weeds, cultivated plants and a possible 
ploughshare, which were found in the cultural 
layer, indicate that agriculture was practised 
on the peat. In addition, livestock was bred. 
Cultural layers from this period have been found 
in the sectors East, Middle and West. In the areas 
which were inhabited, the peat must have been 
drained. At the residences and in the immediate 
vicinity of these locations the peat formation 
stopped. Due to tillage, treading and drainage a 
cultural layer came into existence there. In the 
vicinity of the dugout canoe the cultural layer 
of the Middle Iron Age was missing because the 
top layer of the peat (with the cultural layer) had 
gone by erosion from the adjacent creek.

Between about 250 and 200 BC, periods of high 
water levels occurred repeatedly in the area of 
the VHW. � e high water levels of predominantly 
fresh to slightly brackish water indicate 
periodically large river discharges at that time. 
Initially the top of the peat did not drown but 
became buoyant. � e buoyant peat blocks (‘peat 
islands’) tore loose from the underlying peat/clay islands’) tore loose from the underlying peat/clay islands’
subsoil and in these cracks and fi ssures clay was 
deposited, the intrusion clay. In the early stages 
these buoyant peat islands were still suitable for 
habitation. However, since, due to repeatedly 
going up and down, the peat tore more and more, 
the habitational conditions became less and less 
favourable. Also within the se� lements and in the 
farmhouses cracks fi lled with intrusion clay have 
been observed. How long the occupation of the 
buoyant peat islands continued is unclear; it may 
have been a couple of years but also 2 to 5 decades.

Around 200 BC the peat blocks lost their buoyan-
cy. As a result the peat was fl ooded during high 
water periods and a clay layer was deposited on 
the peat (the so-called ‘Binnenpolder deposits’). 
� e fl ooding began along the edges of the creek in 
the southern and middle parts of the VHW. A� er 
200 BC the entire area was gradually fl ooded. 
� e depositional environment of the clay was 
still predominantly fresh. Occasionally the area 
of the VHW could become brackish temporarily 
during major storms; the allochthonous coastal 
marine diatoms which occur in the clay are 
indicative of this. Over the whole year, the 
freshwater conditions dominated; the alders 
which could grow in the BLA layer show this. 
Archaeological traces show that in the beginning 
of the fl ood stage people were still bustling in the 
area. Also clay was trodden into the top of the 
peat on a large scale. However, the intensity of 
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was not submerged during extreme high-water 
levels because the upper part of the peat became 
buoyant and was pulled loose from the peat in the 
deeper part of the subsurface. � e alder vegetation 
remains in the peat and clay layer on top indicate 
that at that period of drowning the water was 
predominantly fresh; however, the diatoms 
examined in the intrusion clays and cover layer 
indicate that there was some tidal infl uence in the 
area (infl ux of coastal allochthonous diatoms). 
� e combination of alder vegetation and marine 
diatoms in the clays indicates that between 250 
and 1 BC, the VHW location had become part of a 
freshwater tidal area. 

� e increase in the freshwater discharge 
from the hinterland is explained by the formation 
of new tributaries of the Rhine towards the 
Maasmond area. � is interpretation implicates 
that the channel migration of the river Rhine – 
from the Oude Rijn area towards the Maasmond 
area – took place earlier than suggested by 
Berendsen & Stouthamer (2001), who dated 
these Rhine avulsions to the Roman Period. A� er 
the Maasmond area had become the main outlet 
of the Rhine–Meuse river system (again), the 
Oude Rijn gradually lost its discharge function 
and diminished in size a� er the Roman Period 
(Van Dinter, 2013). 

Another interesting feature observed at 
the VHW location, is the expansion of the Early 
Mediaeval peat, of which the existence was 
proven in the peat depressions of sector West 
(Fig. 4.2.12a), whereas the main channel of the 
Rhine–Meuse system was located immediately 
south of the VHW area (Nieuwe Maas channel). 
� e expansion of the peat – immediately along the 
main channel, indicates that the discharge of this 
channel had been reduced. � is is remarkable 
because in that period the Oude Rijn decreased 
more and more and the discharge through 
the IJssel only began to play an important role 
a� er 800 AD (Makaske et al., 2008). From this 
observation at the VHW site it is concluded that 
other southern channels took over the discharge 
of the Maasmonding. In the map reconstruction 
of 800 AD it has been assumed that those were the 
channels of the later Hollandsch Diep, Bernisse 
and Binnenbedijkte Maas / Oud-Beijerlandsche 
Kreek. � ese watercourses found a shorter 
route to the sea, because a� er 350 BC the peat 
areas of Zeeland and the islands of Zuid-Holland 
were fl ooded and new openings to the sea were 
created in this area (Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997; 
Vos et al., 2002).

4.2.7 Acknowledgement
Sieb de Vries, Roel Savert and Eli van Toledo are 
thanked for making the map drawings and fi gures.

it was not oxidized. � e preserved peat mainly 
concerned a brook peat with much alder wood. 
� is indicates that the peat was formed beyond 
the direct marine infl uence. Possibly, this 
peat bog was still visited by humans during its 
formation; however, the indications thereof are 
not in the least univocal.

In the 10th century, the brook peat was brought 
into cultivation and a cultural layer developed 
which was almost fully formed due to human 
infl uence. On the cultural layer remains of timber 
have been found dated to around 991 AD. � is 
cultural layer too, like layer Hv-1, has only been 
preserved in sector West. However, in sector East 
remains of buildings actually have been found. 
� ese have been dated to around 1072 AD. 

In the 12th century, the area of the VHW was 
diked-in and cultivated on a large scale. Due to the 
strong drainage, compaction and oxidation of the 
peat, the area subsided below sea level (deeper 
than 2 m –NAP) in the following centuries. � e 
peat – including the organic archaeological 
remains – which lay in the soil above oxidation 
level / groundwater level has ever been decaying 
since the 13th century, such that nowadays li� le is 
le�  of the post-Roman peat. Also the pre-Roman 
peat, which locally lay relatively high (and above 
groundwater level), has disappeared completely. 
� e old pre- and post-Roman peat has only been 
preserved at those places where it lay below the 
oxidation level / groundwater level.

In the cover layer (DLA) humus horizons 
occurred. Due to the lack of plant remains these 
layers could not be dated. � e genesis of these 
humus layers in the DLA layer remains unclear. 
It cannot be ruled out that the remains belonged 
to former peat layers which fully decayed later on.

4.2.6  Regional signifi cance of 
the VHW in the landscape 
 Regional signifi cance of 
the VHW in the landscape 
 Regional signifi cance of 

reconstruction
� e area of the VHW belongs to the best-studied 
geo-archaeological sites in of the Maasmond. On 
the base of new data in the VHW study area, the 
regional palaeogeographic maps from 2008 and 
2011 (Vos & Zeiler, 2008; Vos et al., 2011a) have 
been adjusted signifi cantly as compared to those 
from 2002 (Vos et al., 2002). � e changes concern 
the peat distribution and the courses of the main 
drainage channels in the delta. 

An important regional signal is that a� er 250 
BC a large infl ux of fresh river water was supplied 
by the rivers Rhine and Meuse. � e increase in 
the river discharge is testifi ed by extremely high 
fl ood-water levels in the VHW area. � e increase 
in the water level during fl oods did not directly 
lead to the drowning of the peat area at the VHW 
location. Initially, the upper part of the VHW peat 
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Fig. 15. Summary of the archaeological indicators found in the peat and clay layers of the different sectors 
of the VHW location. See Fig. 7, for the explanation of the stratigraphic codes. 
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indicators found in the 
peat and clay layers of 
the diff erent sectors  of 

the VHW location. 
See Fig. 4.2.7, for the 

explanation of the 
stratigraphic codes.
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Appendix: Table 1  

Overview of the palaeo-environmental conditions and age during the formation the diff erentiated 
layer units of sector East (Tab. 1a) and West (Tab. 1b). � e environmental reconstruction is based on 
proxy data: pollen and macro remains (BIAX nrs.), diatoms (Dia nrs), molluscs (Mo nrs), mites (Mt 
nrs), midges (Ch nrs), beetles (K nrs), micromorphological analyses (Mi nrs), and 14C-dates (GrA nrs). 
For the information of the individual samples is referred to the page numbers in Eijskoot et al., 2011.  
For the stratigraphical meaning of the layer codes, see Fig. 7 of this publication.

Table 4.2.1a | Layer sequence of sector East

Layer
code

Samples 
of the 
proxies

Page  in
Eijskoot
et al. (2011)

Archaeological
Indicators in the
proxies

Anthropogenic
vegetation and fauna

Palaeo-environment Age 

Kl-6 Dia vnr088
GrA-33011

77
170

-- Spear-leaved orache, Triangle orache (Atriplex Spear-leaved orache, Triangle orache (Atriplex Spear-leaved orache, Triangle orache (
prostrata /  Atriplex hastata), possibly 
anthropogenic variant

Salt-marsh environment, brackish to marine 
vegetation; possibly human infl uence.

3650 BC

Hv-5 Dia vnr076      
BIAXnr3438
GrA-32661

76 
 228
170

-- Dung fungi, wormwood (ArtemisiaDung fungi, wormwood (ArtemisiaDung fungi, wormwood ( ), plantain 
(Plantago) and  members of the goosefoot 
family (Chenopodioideae); top, 
Hemerophiles (fi elds or courtyards)

Phragmites peat with an Alnetum forest  on 
some distance of the site; fresh to fresh-
brackish conditions. Human presence in the 
area.

3650–1400 BC

Hv-4.2 BIAXnr3440
GrA-32270
BIAXnr3165
Dia vnr073  
Mi vnr7.0104

228
170
228
76
199

-- Saltbush / Orache (AtriplexSaltbush / Orache (AtriplexSaltbush / Orache ( ) and burned canes Phragmites peat, with ferns. Alder woods and 
oligotrophic peat bogs in the surrounding 
area; predominately freshwater conditions. 
Human presence in the area.

1400–1000 BC

Hv-4.1 Dia vnr151 
BIAXnr3160
Dia vnr062 
GrA-33651

77
228
76
178

-- Hordeum, common knotgrass (Polygonum 
aviculare) and rattle (Rhinanthus)

Phragmites peat and grasslands. 
Predominately freshwater conditions, in the 
upper part more brackish. Human presence 
in the area.

1000–850 BC

Kl-3.2/  
Kl-3.1

BIAXnr3169
Dia vnr064 
Dia vnr065 
Mi vnr6.0087

228
76
76
200

-- -- Salt-marsh vegetation, brackish to marine. 
No indications of human presence.

850–700 BC

Hv-3.6 BIAXnr3162
Dia vnr066  
Mi vnr6.0087

228
76
200

-- -- Transition from a brackish marsh to a 
predominately freshwater Phragmites peat. 
No indications of human presence.

700–650 BC

Hv-3.5 BIAXnr3183
BIAXnr3163
Dia vnr128 
Dia vnr 065
BIAXnr3173
GrA-32267
GrA-32286
GrA-33653
Mi vnr9.5387
Mi vnr8.0052
Mi vnr9.1561

229
228
77
76
235
178
178
178
202
203
201

Thin layers of charcoal Wormwood (ArtemisiaWormwood (ArtemisiaWormwood ( ) and English plantain 
/ narrow leaf plantain  (Plantago lanceolata) 
Blackberry seeds

Phragmites peat and some alder trees. 
Freshwater conditions. Human presence in 
the area.

650–500 BC

C-4 BIAXnr3159
GrA-32265
Dia vnr055 
BIAXnr3158
GrA-32266
Mi vnr6.0087

235
178
76
235
178
200

Cluttering, 
charred matter, sods 
and ground-raising 
matter
Charcoal

Dung fungi, Hordeum / Triticum, wormwood 
(Artemisia(Artemisia( ), dotted hornwort (Anthoceros 
punctatus) and  English plantain / narrowleaf 
plantain (Plantago lanceolata),  Saltbush / 
Orache (AtriplexOrache (AtriplexOrache ( ) and blackberry seeds

Culture layer (oxidized soil) in the Phragmites 
peat. Freshwater conditions. Human presence 
in the area.

600–500 BC 

Hv-3.3 Biaxnr3182
Dia vnr121 
GrA-33553
Ch vnr7.0607
BIAXnr3172
BIAXnr3185
Mi vnr9.1561
Mi vnr9.1673
Mi vnr9.5387
Mi vnr9.5414

229
76
178
239
235
235
201
206
202
205

Burned reed,
lumps of charred 
wood, in thin layers

Dung fungi, wormwood (ArtemisiaDung fungi, wormwood (ArtemisiaDung fungi, wormwood ( ), dotted 
hornwort (Anthoceros punctatushornwort (Anthoceros punctatushornwort ( ) and  English 
plantain / narrowleaf plantain (Plantago 
lanceolata), 
Rattle 

Mesotrophic to oligotrophic peat, nutrient-
poor water conditions. Human infl uence in 
the area.

500–400 BC
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Table 4.2.1a | Layer sequence of sector East

Layer
code

Samples 
of the 
proxies

Page  in
Eijskoot
et al. (2011)

Archaeological
Indicators in the
proxies

Anthropogenic
vegetation and fauna

Palaeo-environment Age 

Hv-3.2 BIAXnr3171
GrA-33492
BIAXnr3180
GrA-33554
Mi vnr9.5414
Mi vnr9.1673

235
178
229
178
205
206

Charred remain of 
local vegetation, 
possibly used as 
ground-raising 
matter.

Dung fungi and  English plantain / narrowleaf 
plantain  (Plantago lanceolata)

Crops

Oligotrophic peat, with a heather vegetation. 
In the surrounding alder trees are present. 
Human presence in the area.

400–275 BC

Hv-3.1 GrA-32281
BIAXnr3166
BIAXnr3177
BIAXnr3332
GrA-23379
GrA-33652
GrA-32276
GrA-32300

178
235
234
235
178
178
178
178

-- Cereal crops, wormwood (ArtemisiaCereal crops, wormwood (ArtemisiaCereal crops, wormwood ( ),
 common knotgrass (Polygonum aviculare), 

Carolina / smooth hornwort (Phaeoceros 
carolinianus), dotted hornwort (Anthoceros ), dotted hornwort (Anthoceros ), dotted hornwort (
punctatus), 

Many-seeded goosefoot
(Chenopodium polyspermum) and common 

nettle / stinging nettle (Urtica dioica)

Oligotrophic peat, with a heather vegetation, 
relatively dry conditions. Human presence 
in the area.

400–275 BC

C-3 GrA-32269
BIAXnr3181
BIAXnr3184
BIAXnr3330
GrA-32284
GrA-32859
Mi vnr9.5387
Mi vnr 8.005
Mi vnr 8.0052
Mi vnr9.5414
Mi vnr9.1673
Mi vnr9.1561

178
229
229
226
178
178
202
203
203
205
206
201

Charcoal, 
slag, 
fragments of charred 

plants and burned 
bones

Hemerophiles
Courtyard plants and fi eld weeds
Crops, wormwood (ArtemisiaCrops, wormwood (ArtemisiaCrops, wormwood ( ),  hornwort 

(Anthocerotophyta) and lady’s thumb / 
spotted lady’s thumb (Persicaria maculosa / 
Polygonum persicaria)

Blackberry seeds

Culture layer on top of oligotrophic peat, 
relatively well drained (dry conditions)

400–200 BC

Kl-2.6 Dia vnr096 
Mi vnr 9.5387
Mi vnr 8.0051

77
202
203

Traces of entry
Thin layers of charred 

matter and slag-like 
remains

-- Flooded peat landscape, remnants of human 
presence, fresh to slightly brackish

200–150 BC

Kl-2.5 Dia vnr086 
GrA-32296
Ch vnr7.0601
Mi vnr 8.0051

77
178
238
203

Charred particles -- River fl oodplain environment with grassland 
and alder wood vegetation. Fresh and 
periodically slightly brackish to brackish. 

150–100 BC

Kl-2.4 Dia vnr082 
Dia vnr081 
vnr8.0050Mi 

vnr8.0051

77
77
203
203

-- -- River fl oodplain environment with grassland 
and alder wood vegetation. Fresh and 
periodically slightly brackish to brackish. 

150–100 BC

Kl-2.15 Dia vnr100 
BIAXnr3170
GrA-32271
Mi vnr8.0051
Mi vnr8.0052

77
234
178
203
203

-- -- River fl oodplain environment with an Alnetum 
vegetation. Fresh and periodically slightly 
brackish to brackish. 

100 BC–250 AD

C-2 Dia vnr095 
Ch 

vnr8.0042Ch 
vnr8.0045

77
239
239

-- -- Human exploration of the higher fl oodplain 
which is fl ooded during exceptionally high 
water levels in the river delta. Fresh and 
periodically slightly brackish to brackish.

100 BC–250 AD

Kl-1.10 Dia vnr080 
Dia vnr104
Mi vnr8.0050

76
77
203

-- -- Floodplain in the river delta, predominantly 
slightly brackish to brackish.

250–1070 AD
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Table 4.2.1b | Upper part of the layer sequence of sector West

Layer
code

Samples 
of the 
proxies

Page  in
Eijskoot,
et al. 2011

Archaeological
Indicators in the
proxies

Anthropogenic
vegetation and fauna

Palaeo-environment Age 

Hv-3.1 BIAXnr3150
Marco AMS

234 -- Barley and wheat types of crops, wormwood 
(Artemisia(Artemisia( ) and dung fungi

Phragmites peat, eutrophic water conditions. 
Freshwater, occasionally slightly brackish. No 
indications of oligotrophic peat.

400–200 BC

C-3 BIAXnr3155
Mt vnr1.884

234
216

-- English plantain / narrowleaf plantain (Plantago 
lanceolata), Hornwort (Anthocerotophyta), Hornwort (Anthocerotophyta), Hornwort ( )
and dung fungi

Culture layer on top of Phragmites peat. 
Freshwater, occasionally slightly brackish.

400–200 BC

Kl-2.3 Dia vnr017 Dia 
vnr 018 

GrA-33082
Mi vnr2.0031

86
86
178
207

-- Saltbush / Orache (AtriplexSaltbush / Orache (AtriplexSaltbush / Orache ( ), pale persicaria / 
nodding smartweed (Persicaria lapathifolia), 
silverweed (Potentilla anserina), Many-seeded 
goosefoot

(Chenopodium polyspermum) and curly dock 
(Rumex crispus)

River fl oodplain environment with grassland and 
alder wood vegetation. Fresh and periodically 
slightly brackish to brackish. Locally human 
infl uence.

200–100 BC

Hv-2 en 
C-2

GrA-32290
BIAXnr3152
Dia vnr019 
GrA-32264
Mi vnr1.0623
BIAXnr3153
Dia vnr014 
GrA-34468
K vnr1.810
Mi vnr2.0031

178
232
86
178
208
232
86
179
246
207

Burned ash  
layers  and 
traces of entry

Common nettle / stinging nettle (Urtica dioica) 
and cursed buttercup / celery-leaved buttercup 
(Ranunculus sceleratus)

River fl oodplain environment locally with alder 
vegetation and Phragmites peat. Fresh and 
periodically slightly brackish to brackish. 
Human presence in the area.

100 BC–125 AD

C-2 BIAXnr2754
GrA-29199
BIAXnr2753
BIAXnr2752
Dia vnr001 
GrA-29201
Ch vnr1.581
Mt vnr1.523 Mt 

vnr1.517
Mt vnr1.519

234
234
234
234
86
178
231
215
218  
214

Partly charred 
grain

Wheat (Triticum spp.), black-bindweed / wild 
buckwheat (Fallopia convolvulus), lady’s thumb 
/ spotted lady’s thumb  (Persicaria maculosa / 
Polygonum persicaria)

Culture layer in a river fl oodplain environment. 
The areas were fl ooded during exceptionally 
high water levels in the delta.

60 BC–250 AD

Kl-2.2 Dia vnr013 Dia 
vnr148 

BIAXnr3157
Mi vnr2.0031
Mi vnr1.0623

86
87
231
207
208

Fragments of 
charred plant 
tissue

Types of cereals and hornwort (AnthocerotophytaTypes of cereals and hornwort (AnthocerotophytaTypes of cereals and hornwort ( ) River fl oodplain environment with grassland and 
alder wood vegetation. Fresh and periodically 
slightly brackish to brackish. Possibly human 
infl uence.

250–400 AD

Kl-2.1 Dia vnr015 
Mi vnr1.0623

86
208

Fragments of 
charred plant 
tissue

-- River fl oodplain environment with grassland and 
alder wood vegetation. Fresh and periodically 
slightly brackish to brackish. Possibly human 
infl uence.

250–400 AD

Hv-1 BIAXnr3156
Dia vnr146 
GrA-29200
GrA-33008
BIAXnr2756
Dia vnr009 
GrA-29443
GrA-32306
Mi vnr2.0034
Mi vnr1.0623

231
87
179
179
234
86
179
179
209
208

Possibly pollen 
grain of  hemp 
(Cannabis 
sativa)

Fragments of 
charred plant 
tissue

Anthropogenic weeds Alnetum peat alternated with Phragmites
peat Possibly human infl uence. Freshwater 
conditions

400–900 AD

C-1 GrA-35089
Dia vnr027 
Mo vnr2.0023
BIAXnr3154
GrA-35090
Ch vnr1.813
Mi vnr2.0034

179
86
104
231
179
232
209

Mix of plant 
material and 
coarse sand

Common knotgrass (Polygonum aviculare),  
Saltbush / Orache (AtriplexSaltbush / Orache (AtriplexSaltbush / Orache ( )

sow thistle (Sonchus).
European black nightshade
(Solanum nigrum) and buttercup (Ranunculus) 

Various hemerophiles

Culture layer on top of Alnetum peat. Possibly 
agriculture. Freshwater conditions and to the 
top slightly brackish.

900–1050 AD

Kl-1.3 Dia vnr025
Mo vnr2.0022 
Mo vnr2.0020
Mi vnr1.0623

86
104
104
208

-- -- Floodplain environment in a river delta. Fresh to 
brackish conditions. No human indicators

1050–1300 AD
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4.3.1 Introduction
In 2010 a Bronze Age site was discovered in 
the Geestmerambacht area, at the location 
De Druppels, north of Alkmaar (Fig. 4.3.1; and 
photo Appendix A). During an archaeological 
inspection of newly dug ditches and canals, 
a Bronze Age layer was found in a ditch-side 
profi le. � is culture layer consisted of a black 
humus sandy layer which was formed on top 
of levee deposits of poorly sorted sand, peat 
detritus and shells. 

� e geoarchaeological fi eld research in 2011 
was carried out at and around the Bronze Age site 
(Vos et al., 2013) in order to specify the nature of the 
site and to analyse the depositional environment 
before and during the presence of the Bronze Age 
people. � e research project was initiated and 
fi nanced by the Province of Noord-Holland.

� e regional palaeolandscape se� ing of the site 
is known from the existing palaeogeographical 
maps of Northern Noord-Holland (Vos, 
2013; Fig. 4.3.2). � e Bronze Age site is located in 
the Subboreal tidal landscape of the Westfriese 
tidal-inlet system (Beets et al., 1996). � is system 
originated from the central Noord-Holland tidal 
basin which expanded signifi cantly between 
6000 and 3000 BC (Van der Spek, 1994; Beets 
& Van der Spek, 2000; Fig. 4.3.2a). During the 
Subboreal, the Westfriese tidal-inlet system, 
along with the more southerly Oer-IJ, drained 
the peat area in Noord-Holland and also the local 
rivers Ems and Vecht and the Flevo Lakes. Until 
2000 BC the Westfriese tidal-inlet system was 
an active system (Fig. 4.3.2b). Subsequently, the 
marine activity decreased and the area silted up 

gradually. As a result, the habitation conditions 
of the area improved. Around 1500 BC the 
inlet system was closed from the open sea by a 
beach ridge (Roep et al., 1979; Beets et al., 1996; 
Figs. 4.3.2c and 4.3.3). � e silted up tidal landscape of 
the inlet system is shown on the geological map 
of Fig. 4.3.4. � e Bronze Age site is located at the 
south-western side of this system.

A� er 1500 BC, the natural drainage to the 
sea was hampered, and during the Late Bronze 
Age and the Iron Age large-scale peat formation 
occurred on the deposits of the inlet system 
(Fig. 4.3.2d). � is landscape change deteriorated 
the conditions for human habitation. 

In the Middle Iron Age (c. 400 BC), in 
Northern Noord-Holland a new opening to the 
Wadden Sea developed – west of the former 
island of Wieringen – in the period when also 
the connection of the southern and northern 
Flevo Lakes was created in the IJsselmeer region. 
New tidal creeks evolved in the peat area near 
Schagen (Vos, 2012) and along the creeks salt-
marsh clays were deposited on top of the peat.

In Roman times this drainage system 
enlarged further to the south and started to drain 
the peat area (Fig. 4.3.2e; Diederik, 2002). Humans 
also may have improved the drainage of the peat 
by digging ditches and canals. � e course of the 
drainage pa� ern in the Westfrriese peat area is 
refl ected by Iron Age and Roman archaeological 
sites found in the area north of Alkmaar. A 
major watercourse at that time was the Rekere, 
a branch of the Zijpe tidal inlet (Du Burck, 1957), 
located several hundred meters west of the site 
De Druppels (Fig. 4.3.2e). From the Early Middle 
Ages onwards, the sea penetrated further into 

4.3 Landscape reconstruction 
of the Bronze Age site De Druppels   

found on a salt-marsh ridge of the Westfriese tidal-inlet system, 
a case study north of Alkmaar (Noord-Holland)
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4.3.1 | Location map of the study areas in the recreation area of  Geestmerambacht (northeast of Alkmaar; province  of Noord-Holland).
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information about the lateral distribution of the 
ridge. Drilling research is the only method to 
detect this structure.

4.3.2.1 Drilling survey 
In the fi rst half of July 2011 a hand drill survey 
was conducted, using an Edelman drill for the 
fi rm 0.7 m topsoil, and a gouge with a diameter 
of 3 cm. Around the site 27 holes were put with a 
maximum drilling depth of 4 m below surface level 
(Figs. 4.3.5 and 4.3.6). � e cores have been described 
using the Archaeological Sediment Description 
Method (ASB), developed for archaeological 
fi eld research and based on the Standard Drill 
Description Method SBB 5.2 (Bosch, 2005). 

� e Holocene units in the drillings have 
been classifi ed in accordance with the new 
lithostratigraphic subdivision of the Netherlands 
(Westerhoff  et al., 2003). � e detailed subdivision 
is based on the origin of the sediment (Rekere- 
and Westfriese Zeegat systems), the lithofacies 
(Vos, 2013) and the anthropogenic background.

4.3.2.2 Ditch-side survey
� e Bronze Age site extends over the entire 40 
m long ditch profi le (Fig. 4.3.5; see also photos in 
Appendix A). In order to make the ditch site 
research possible in 2011, the water surface in the 
ditches in the area of De Druppels was put at the 
lowest possible level and a dike was built between 

the peat area from the northern Zijpe tidal inlet 
(Fig. 4.3.2f). � e Rekere turned into a large tidal Fig. 4.3.2f). � e Rekere turned into a large tidal Fig. 4.3.2f
area and marine infl uence even aff ected the area 
south of Alkmaar. � e sub-area De Druppels 
was fl ooded, leading to the formation of a salt-
marsh clay cover, the so-called Rekere Clay. A� er 
the construction of the Westfriese Omringdijk 
(Westfriese surrounding dike) in the late 12th and 
13th centuries (Van Geel et al., 1983) deposition of 
marine clays in the area south of the surrounding 
dike stopped (Figs. 4.3.2g and 4.3.2h). Since then clay 
sedimentation only occurred a� er dike breaches 
and during winter, due to poor drainage.

4.3.2 Method of investigation
� e geoarchaeological fi eldwork in 2011 at the 
Bronze Age site involved a drilling program 
for mapping the subsoil around the site, and a 
renewed ditch-side survey at the fi nd location 
was carried out (Vos et al., 2013.). � e ditch-
side survey aimed at specifying the depositional 
environment before, during and a� er the 
presence of the Bronze Age people. 

AHN (LIDAR) elevation maps and the existing 
soil maps (Du Burck, 1957) did not show the 
ridge structure due to deposition of the Rekere 
Clay and extensive land consolidation in the 
1960s. � erefore, these sources did not supply 

Fig. 4.3.2. Palaeogeographic maps of the central part of the province of Noord-Holland between 3850 BC and present 
(a�er Vos et al. 2011). 

Holocene landscape Pleistocene landscape 

Coastal Dunes

Inner water: mainly freshwater areas; river channels and lakes

Outer water: mainly brackish and marine areas; North Sea, tidal channels and lagoons

Permanently submerged water areas

Symbols

Outline of the recent Netherlands

High dunes

Low dunes and beach ridges

Beach-plaine and dune valleys

Land dunes

Sand-dri� areas

Flooded areas

Fluvial flood plain and marine salt-marsh areas

Pleistocene deposits at the surface

Peat areas

Anthropogenic areas

Intertidal areas: sand- and mudflats

Salt-marsh levees and ridges: 
relatively high parts in the salt-marsh areas

Peat

Embanked / reclaimed areas

Former lakes (dry land)

Urban areas

Creeks and waterways

Cities

Bronze Age site Geesmerambacht

4.3.2 | Palaeo-
geographic maps of 
the central part of the 
province of Noord-
Holland between 3850 
BC and present (after 
Vos et al., 2011). 
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4.3.3 | Location map of the exposures in pits and trenches in which bivalve shells and peat deposits were dated (after Beets et al., 1996). The shells are derived from the top 
of the intertidal deposits (last phase of marine sedimentation in the mouth of the Westfriese tidal-inlet system) and the base of peat layers on top of beach sands and barrier 
deposits (beginning of the regional peat bog formation).
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Fig. 4.3.3. Location map of the exposures in pits and trenches in which bivalve shells and peat deposits 
were dated (a�er Beets et al., 1996). The shells are derived from the top of the intertidal deposits (last 
phase of marine sedimentation in the mouth of the Westfriese tidal-inlet system) and the base of peat 
layers on top of beach sands and barrier deposits (beginning of the regional peat bog formation).
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Fig. 4.3.3. Location map of the exposures in pits and trenches in which bivalve shells and peat deposits 
were dated (a�er Beets et al., 1996). The shells are derived from the top of the intertidal deposits (last 
phase of marine sedimentation in the mouth of the Westfriese tidal-inlet system) and the base of peat 
layers on top of beach sands and barrier deposits (beginning of the regional peat bog formation).
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Fig. 4.3.3. Location map of the exposures in pits and trenches in which bivalve shells and peat deposits 
were dated (a�er Beets et al., 1996). The shells are derived from the top of the intertidal deposits (last 
phase of marine sedimentation in the mouth of the Westfriese tidal-inlet system) and the base of peat 
layers on top of beach sands and barrier deposits (beginning of the regional peat bog formation).
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2 3230±100 Peat 1746 1264 1512
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4 3510±75 Bivalve  shells 2031 1644 1836
5 3870±60 Peat 2487 2145 2346
6 3810±35 Bivalve  shells 2450 2138 2251
7 4230±30 Peat 2908 2700 2870
8 4460±80 Bivalve  shells 3356 2922 3157
9 4330±55 Peat 3264 2874 2966
10 3560±40 Bivalve  shells 2023 1772 1908
11 3615±90 Bivalve  shells 2274 1700 1983
12 3715±55 Bivalve  shells 2286 1952 2109
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the ditch and the profi le. A dragline cleared the 
ditch side and this ground material was used for a 
dike. To keep the water out of the created trench 
a pump was used (Appendix A3). � e top of the 
profi le, the ground level, lay at about 0.85 m –NAP 
and the depth ranged from 0.75 m in the NE to 
1.75 m in the SW, related to the structure of the 
salt-marsh ridge which declines to the NE. Some 
deeper pits were dug to over 2 m depth.

� e south side of the profi le (Appendices 
A3–A16) was mapped using a DGPS system. � e 
numbers in the profi le (0–40 m in Fig. 4.3.7) refer 
to specifi c profi le characteristics and locations 
mentioned in the text. At 37 m, a small north side 
profi le shows a dugout pit (Appendices A17 and 
A18) fi lled with peaty material dating from the 
Roman Period (Fig. 4.3.7).

During the fi eld survey, sample boxes were 
entered into the profi le wall for 14C dating (Tab. 4.3.1). 
Two sand cores were taken from the salt-marsh 
ridge for OSL age determination (Tab. 4.3.2). 

� e landscape reconstruction of the 
site (syntheses) is based on the lithofacies 
reconstruction of sedimentary units described 
in the drillings and ditch-side profi le. � e 
absolute and archaeological dates supply the 
time framework of this reconstruction. 

4.3.3 Results

4.3.3.1 Lithostratigraphy
In the study area the following layer units have 
been distinguished in the drillings and ditch-
side profi le. � e main sediment units from top to 
bo� om are:
•  Anthropogenic: Subrecent ditch fi lls with 

Rekere Clay
•  Formation of Naaldwijk, member of 

Walcheren: Rekere Deposits
•  Formation of Nieuwkoop: Holland Peat and/

or oxidation layer
•  Anthropogenic: archaeological Bronze Age 

cultural layer
•  Formation of Naaldwijk, Member of 

Walcheren: Westfriese tidal-inlet deposits

� e Westfriese tidal-inlet deposits have been 
further subdivided on the basis of lithofacies 
such as sandy or clayey sediments on salt-marsh 
ridges, crumbly clay, and clay–sand layered tidal 
deposits (Fig. 4.3.8). � e lithological characteristics 
of the individual layers in the drilling survey are 
summarized below.

 Characteristics of the natural deposits
Rekere Deposits: Firm brownish-grey clay, strongly 
silty (about 25 % clay), slightly humus with iron 
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rootlets are lacking. � e crumbling of the clay 
(maturated clay by soil formation) indicates that 
these clays were deposited in a relatively well-
drained salt-marsh environment.

Westfriese tidal-inlet deposits, sand / clay layered 
facies: � is facies forms the transition zone 
between the tidal sand facies and the covering 
clay facies at 1.5 to 3 m below ground level. � e 
unit consists of clays with a few to many thin 
layers of sand and at other places of sands with 
a few to many thin layers of clay. It is calcareous 
and generally grey, and locally slightly rooted. 
Scrobicularia plana shells in life position indicate 
formation in an (inter)tidal environment.
Westfriese tidal-inlet deposits, sandy facies: At 
more than approximately 3 m depth, very 
fi ne, calcareous grey sand occurs. In the fi eld, 
this layer was described as ‘loopzand’ because 
during drilling the sand ran from the gouge. 
Sedimentary structures thus could not be 
observed. Probably, the major part of the sand 
consists of intertidal sand-fl at deposits and/or 
subtidal-channel deposits.

 Characteristics of the anthropogenic deposits
Subrecent ditch fi lls consist of stifcky Rekere Clay, 
deposited during land consolidation. At the base 
of the subrecent ditch fi lls o� en a black ‘gliede’-
like (‘shoe-polish’) layer occurs, the former ditch 
base deposit.

Bronze Age cultural layer: � is archaeological unit 
consists of dark grey to black salt-marsh ridge 
sands, generally strongly mo� led, defi cient in 
lime, and with archaeological material such as 
bone and po� ery.

4.3.3.2 Drilling survey
� e substrate of the drilling research was the 
sandy facies of the Westfriese tidal-inlet deposits 
(for the main part tidal-channel deposits). � e 
top of the sand facies lies at about

3.5 m –NAP (Fig. 4.3.6). On top of it, laminated 
sands and clays of the inlet system occur at 3.5 to 
2.75 m –NAP (mainly tidal-fl at deposits). Around 
the ditch-site profi le sand/clay-laminated 
deposits blanket the sand facies, covered again 
by a clay facies with some crinkly sand layers 
and/or a crumbly clay facies at a depth of about 
1.4 to 3.0 m –NAP (salt-marsh deposits).

� e salt-marsh ridge facies forms a lens in 
and on the clay facies, between 1.2 and 3.0 m –
NAP. � e black Bronze Age cultural layer lies 
on top of the salt-marsh ridge deposits. Where 
no separating clay facies occurs between the 
Bronze Age cultural layer and the oxidation 
layer, these two dark organic layers are hardly 
distinguishable in drill cores. � e oxidation level 

mo� les. � e clay is generally decalcifi ed and the 
layers are 30 to 50 cm thick. � e top of the layer 
was disturbed by ploughing and is usually 25 to 
30 cm thick. In the soil mapping (Du Burck, 1957) 
the clays have also been described as ‘pikklei’, 
sticky clay formed in a brackish environment 
which was fl ooded periodically or occasionally. 
� ese clays were formed in the supra-tidal zone 
or within the reclaimed area which was still 
fl ooded regularly.

Holland Peat / oxidation level: Between the sticky 
Rekere Clay and the relatively sandy Westfriese 
tidal-inlet deposits an organically rich layer 
occurs at various places between about 50 and 
80 cm below ground level. � e organic layer 
consists of dark brown to black oxidized peat or 
of black clay with organic inclusions (very dark 
mo� led clay). � e dark peat layer belongs to the 
Holland Peat, and the clay with black inclusions, 
the oxidation level, is the completely oxidized 
remainder of the former Holland Peat layer.

Westfriese tidal-inlet deposits, salt-marsh levee 
facies: � is sediment consists of poorly sorted, 
medium fi ne, calcareous sand with coarser 
grains and occasionally very fi ne gravel, and a 
median particle size between 165 and 200 µm. 
� e sands can be very rich in shells, largely 
Cerastoderma edule fragments. Also peat detritus 
occurs in this layer unit. � e salt-marsh edge 
facies with a lenticular structure occurs at 0.6–
1.3 m below ground level. � e coarse material 
and sand grains indicate sedimentation in a 
high-energy environment.

Westfriese tidal-inlet deposits, clayey facies, with 
traces of sand layers: � ese clays, in the upper 
part of the Westfriese tidal-inlet deposits, 
generally contain a few, thin and crinkly sand 
layers. � e clays are grey to bluish grey (reduced 
groundwater zone), strongly silty (20–25 % clay) 
and usually calcareous. In the oxidized zone of 
the soil the clay is light-brownish-grey, mo� led 
with rust-coloured iron spots and brownish-
black iron-manganese spots. In the reduction 
zone the clay shows slightly root traces, which 
in the oxidized zone have disappeared due to 
oxidation. � e crinkly sand laminations in the 
clay are indicative of a salt-marsh environment 
(Roep & Van Regteren Altena, 1988).

Westfriese tidal-inlet deposits, crumbly clay facies:
Locally, in particular below the salt-marsh ridge 
deposits, crumbly clays occur. � ey are strongly 
silty (approx. 25 % clay) and in the reduction 
zone of the soil they are blue-grey. � e clays are 
calcareous and show thin black rootlets. In the 
oxidized soil zone, these clays are light grey and 
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489772.159

Fig. 4.3.4. Geological surface map of the central part of the province of Noord-Holland (a�er Vos & De Vries, in Brugman et al., 2011).
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4.3.4 | Geological 
surface map of the 
central part of  the 
province of  Noord-
Holland (after  Vos & 
De Vries, in Brugman 
et al., 2011).
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Fig. 4.3.4. Geological surface map of the central part of the province of Noord-Holland (a�er Vos & De Vries, in Brugman et al., 2011).
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Coastal dune landscape

 D-3 Higher dunes (> 10 m + NAP). Younger Dunes are at least 5 m thick

 D-2 Middle-high dunes (5 – 10 m + NAP). Younger Dunes and Older Dune sands, top of the Older Dunes lies between about 2,5 – 5 m + NAP

 D-1  Lower dunes (< 5 m + NAP). Older Dunes at the surface or covered with a thin layer of younger aeolian deposits. 
  Peat and/or palaeosols are generally present in the Older Dune subsurface

 D-0 Aeolian cover layer, on top of tidal or beach-plain deposits

 D-vs Aeolian cover layer, on a peat layer, on top of tidal or beach-plain deposits

Beach-plain landscape

 SW Aeolian beach ridge deposits, on aquatic beach sands, on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member

 SW-k Aeolian beach ridge deposits, covered with a clay layer of the Walcheren Member, on aquatic beach sands, 
   on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member

 SV-kv Beach-plain sands, covered with a peat and clay layer, on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member

 SV-k/v Beach-plain sands , covered with a peat and / or clay layer,  on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member
  

Tidal landscape

 G-3a Tidal deposits of the Walcheren Member, more than 5 m thick

 G-3b Tidal-creek deposits of the Walcheren Member, about 2,5 to 5 m thick

 G-2v Tidal deposits of the Walcheren Member, between 1 and 5 m thick, on Holland Peat, on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member

 G-2k Tidal deposits of the Walcheren Member, between 1 and 5 m thick, on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member

 G-1 Cover layer of the Walcheren Member, between 0.4 and 1 m thick, on Holland Peat, on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member

Young marine coastal landscape 

 G-zp  Younger tidal, beach and aeolian sands (deposit a�er 1500 AD), on tidal deposits of the Walcheren Member 

 SZ Recent beach sands

Older marine tidal landscape at the surface

 WO  Tidal deposits of the Wormer Member (former Holland Peat layer is excavated or oxidized)

Peat landscape

 V Peat deposits at the surface or covered with a clay layer < 0.4 m thick

Reclaimed dry lake landscape

 DR-k Former lake area, with tidal deposits of the Wormer Member at the surface

 DR-v Former lake area, with remains of Holland Peat on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member at and near the surface

 DR-ga Former lake area, with channel deposits of the Walcheren Member (> 5 m thick) at the surface

 DR-gb Former lake area, with channel deposits of the Walcheren Member (< 5 m thick) at the surface, on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member

 DR-sv Former lake area, with remains of Holland Peat on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member at and near the surface

Miscellaneous 

 W  Water

 
  

Coastal dune landscape

 D-3 Higher dunes (> 10 m + NAP). Younger Dunes are at least 5 m thick

 D-2 Middle-high dunes (5 – 10 m + NAP). Younger Dunes and Older Dune sands, top of the Older Dunes lies between about 2,5 – 5 m + NAP

 D-1  Lower dunes (< 5 m + NAP). Older Dunes at the surface or covered with a thin layer of younger aeolian deposits. 
  Peat and/or palaeosols are generally present in the Older Dune subsurface

 D-0 Aeolian cover layer, on top of tidal or beach-plain deposits

 D-vs Aeolian cover layer, on a peat layer, on top of tidal or beach-plain deposits

Beach-plain landscape

 SW Aeolian beach ridge deposits, on aquatic beach sands, on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member

 SW-k Aeolian beach ridge deposits, covered with a clay layer of the Walcheren Member, on aquatic beach sands, 
   on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member

 SV-kv Beach-plain sands, covered with a peat and clay layer, on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member

 SV-k/v Beach-plain sands , covered with a peat and / or clay layer,  on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member
  

Tidal landscape

 G-3a Tidal deposits of the Walcheren Member, more than 5 m thick

 G-3b Tidal-creek deposits of the Walcheren Member, about 2,5 to 5 m thick

 G-2v Tidal deposits of the Walcheren Member, between 1 and 5 m thick, on Holland Peat, on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member

 G-2k Tidal deposits of the Walcheren Member, between 1 and 5 m thick, on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member

 G-1 Cover layer of the Walcheren Member, between 0.4 and 1 m thick, on Holland Peat, on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member

Young marine coastal landscape 

 G-zp  Younger tidal, beach and aeolian sands (deposit a�er 1500 AD), on tidal deposits of the Walcheren Member 

 SZ Recent beach sands

Older marine tidal landscape at the surface

 WO  Tidal deposits of the Wormer Member (former Holland Peat layer is excavated or oxidized)

Peat landscape

 V Peat deposits at the surface or covered with a clay layer < 0.4 m thick

Reclaimed dry lake landscape

 DR-k Former lake area, with tidal deposits of the Wormer Member at the surface

 DR-v Former lake area, with remains of Holland Peat on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member at and near the surface

 DR-ga Former lake area, with channel deposits of the Walcheren Member (> 5 m thick) at the surface

 DR-gb Former lake area, with channel deposits of the Walcheren Member (< 5 m thick) at the surface, on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member

 DR-sv Former lake area, with remains of Holland Peat on tidal deposits of the Wormer Member at and near the surface

Miscellaneous 

 W  Water

 
  

Urban areas

 Tidal levees and ridges

Position schematic profile Fig. 10

Location Bronze Age site
De Druppels – Geestmerambacht
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and/or Holland Peat layer occur between 1.15 and 
1.5 m –NAP, and are covered by a clay layer of the 
Rekere Deposits which usually is 0.5 m thick. 

Ditch fi lls of the land consolidation carried 
out in the 1950s were struck regularly in the 
cores. � e fi ll of Rekere Clay made it diffi  cult to 
distinguish the ditch fi lls from the Rekere Clay 
itself. � e thickness of the clay fi ll and the presence 
of a gliede-like layer at its basis was an important 
criterion for recognizing the Rekere Clay in situ 
and the Rekere ditch fi ll clay. Where the clay cover 
is thicker than 0.75 m it is considered a ditch fi ll.

� e drilling data show that the sandy salt-marsh 
ridge structure was about 25 m wide and had a 
hook-shape (Fig. 4.3.5). In the northern part the 
ridge runs NW–SE until beyond the ditch profi le 
and in the south it runs N–S. Outside the mapping 
area the salt-marsh ridge continues to the NW 
and S. At the NE/E side of the salt-marsh ridge 
archaeological traces occur at three locations 
(drillings B19B1369, B19B1360, and ditch-side 
recording at 22–24 m). It thus is assumed that 
a Bronze Age ditch fi ll occurs along the eastern 
edge of the salt-marsh ridge, indicated by a grid 
in Fig. 4.3.5.

4.3.3.3 Ditch-side survey
In the ditch-side profi le the sublayers 
distinguished within the above described 
lithofacies units were assigned a code (S1-34; 
see Fig. 4.3.7). It concerns the following facies from 
the top to the bo� om (spoor units in Dutch; Vos 
et al., 2013):
•  Subrecent disruptions: Plough layer (S1) and 

subrecent ditch fi lls (S5, S26.1, S26.2)
•  Rekere Deposits: Rekere Clay, brownish grey 

and stiff  (S2)
•  Oxidation level / remains of Holland Peat: Clay, 

brownish grey with black organic spots. 
Between 28 and 40 m the layer is still slightly 
peaty (S3, S3.1, S3.2 and S3).

•  Roman dugout pits: Ditch fi ll with greyish 
brown to blackish brown sand and clay 
(S7.1, S7.2, S7.3, S8), and pit and trench 
fi lls consisting of loose, anthropogenically 
reworked peat (S9.1, S9.3, S25) and gy� ja-
like clay (S9.2).

•  Bronze Age cultural layer: Dark humous soil, 
strongly mo� led sand and archaeological 
remains, particularly bone (S4, S12) and pit 
fi lls of brownish grey to black mo� led sand 
(S16, S17, S19, S31, S32).
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Fig. 4.3.5. Location map of the area of investigation in the sector De Druppels, with the positions of the 
drillings, the geological profile (Fig. 6) and the exposed ditch side profile (Fig. 7).

4.3.5 | Location map of 
the area of investigation 
in the sector De Druppels, 
with the positions of the 
drillings, the geological 
profi le (Fig. 4.3.6) and 
the exposed ditch-side 
profi le (Fig. 4.3.7).
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 Bronze Age and Roman culture layers
� e dark Bronze Age layer (S4, S16, S17, S19) was 
formed on top of the sandy salt-marsh ridge. 
Between 23 m and 29.5 m, the cultural layer is 
embedded in clay layers of the Westfriese inlet 
deposits that wedge against the salt-marsh 
ridge (Fig. 4.3.7). Between 27.7 m and 29.5 m a thin 
clay layer occurs below the cultural layer (S22) 
and between 23 m and 29.5 m it is covered by a 
clay layer (S15 and S18). � is cover clay implies 
that the Westfriese tidal-inlet system was still 
active, and that, at the time of the formation 
of the Bronze Age culture layer, the tidal inlet 
at Egmond–Bergen had not yet been closed 
defi nitively (see Figs. 4.3.2b and 3.3.2c). � e thin clay 
layers on top of the salt-marsh ridge – and below 
and above the cultural layer – indicate that the 
depositional environment had turned from a 
high-energetic (during the ridge formation) to a 
low-energetic environment.

Between 18 m and 24 m the sand body of the 
salt-marsh ridge is not covered by clay, and the 
cultural layer lies directly below the Rekere Clay. 
� erefore, it was diffi  cult to make the distinction 
between the oxidation level (S3) and the Bronze 
Age layer (S4) at this part of the profi le, because 
the material is reworked and similar in colour. 

A special phenomenon in the profi les at 
both sides of the trench are the Roman dugout 
pits at 37m (S9) and 39 m (S25). � e fi ll of the 
pits consisted for the major part of loose peaty 
material which had been thrown in by humans 
(Appendices A17 to A20). Based on archaeological 
material found in these pits, they are dated to the 
1st and 3rd centuries AD, respectively. 

4.3.4 Archaeological material
� e dark Bronze Age cultural layer (S4) contains 
small pieces of po� ery, bone and fl int. Because the 
pieces of po� ery were heavily weathered and edge 
fragments were missing, no precise archaeological 
age could be assigned during the fi eld survey. But, 
in the laboratory, a piece of sheep bone from the 
culture layer could be dated and it appeared that 
that the layer was formed in the Middle Bronze Age 
(Table 4.3.1). At the base of the Bronze Age layer some 
ditch and/or pit structures were found. � e largest 
one, S31 at 31 m in the profi le, is 1.3 m wide and 0.4 
m deep. � e dugout pit traces below the Bronze 
Age layer, between 23 and 26 m of the profi le (S16, 
S17 and S19), are smaller (Appendices A7 and A8). 
Because only a small section could be examined in 
the profi le, it was diffi  cult to determine whether 
these concern ditch or individual pit structures. 
� e lack of an excavation surface was also the 
reason that it was not possible to determine 
whether Bronze Age po� ery and traces of the site 
belong to a local se� lement or not.

•  Westfriese tidal-inlet deposits – above the salt-
marsh ridge: Clay, grey, crumbly (S22) and 
marsh clay with tortuous sand layers (S15, 
S18, S32).

•  Salt-marsh ridge deposits: Sand, moderately 
fi ne, pale yellowish grey, with a large 
grainsize range, from 200 μm at the basis to 
~150 μm at the top. At 26–31 m NE–SW of the 
profi le intercalations of shell layers (S12, S13) 
occur. � e salt-marsh ridge deposits consist 
of shell layers (predominantly single-valved 
Cerastoderma edule; S20), shell-bearing sand 
(S14, S23, S35), moderately fi ne sand with 
abundant shells and relatively coarse sand 
up to 1500 μm, greyish brown, layered dark 
brown peat detritus (fragmented peat) with 
shell deposits, and thin clay layers (S34). 

•  Relocated clay lump in the salt-marsh ridge 
deposits at 18–19 m from the profi le (S6). � is 
clay lump was deposited on the underlying 
marsh deposits of S33. It consists of bluish 
grey clay, is fragmented and contains sand 
inclusions and humus soil discolourations. 
� e explanation for the clay lump being 
displaced is that in the winter ground ice with 
frozen solid salt-marsh clay fl oated away, and 
came down on the salt-marsh ridge. A� er the 
ice melted away, the clay lump was le�  behind.

•  Westfriese tidal-inlet deposits below the 
salt-marsh ridge: Reduced, bluish grey and 
oxidized crumbly clay, pale grey salt-marsh 
deposits (S33) and below, clay, sandy, strongly 
bioturbated, grey, with Scrobicularia plana
shells in life position, which are indicative 
of intertidal-fl at deposits (S10).

 Salt-marsh ridge structure
� e layers in the sandy structure (S12, S13, S14, 
S21, S23, S34, S35; Appendix A5 to A16) slope 
down against the underlying bluish-grey salt-
marsh clay deposits (S33; Fig. 4.3.7 and Appendix 
A10). � e slope direction is north-northeastern 
and the contact between the sandy ridge and 
salt-marsh clay is erosive. � e coarsest material 
of the ridge (shells, coarse sand to very fi ne 
gravel, peat detritus and peat lumps) is located 
between 20 and 30 m at the base of the sand 
body. Laterally, the sand body becomes fi ner and 
also the shell content and decayed peat material 
reduce strongly (S23). � e peaty material in the 
basal part consists of loose decayed Holland Peat, 
laminated with thin (1 mm) clay- and sand layers 
(Appendices A13 to A15). Also hard rounded 
lumps of peat occur at the base of the salt-marsh 
deposits (peat ‘pebbles’; Appendix A16), compact 
peat, probably Basal Peat, which has been moved 
by the tides. � e coarse material of the salt-marsh 
ridge is indicative of a high-energy depositional 
environment.
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Fig. 4.3.7. Drawing of the geoarchaeological profile of the ditch-side exposure, location of the profile, see Fig. 4.
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location V29 at 28–29 m (Fig. 4.3.7) were taken for 
14C dating, as no macroscopically datable plant 
material was present. A piece of a sheep bone 
in the dark soil layer has been dated as well 
(Table 4.3.1). � e 14C-samples of the organic soil 
matrix have been determined by the Poznan 
Radiocarbon Laboratory in Poland and the sheep 
bone by the 14C laboratory in Kiel (Dreves, 2013).

� ree of the four 14C datings give an age 
of the Middle Bronze Age. Sample B29-11 is 
clearly older, between 2000 and 1900 BC, more 
than 200 years older than the other two matrix 
soil samples and the sheep bone. Likely, older 
organic material has been incorporated in the 
matrix soil sample B29-11. Relative to dating 
samples of selected macro-botanical ma� er, 
matrix dating samples are always ‘second best’ 
material because in a matrix sample impurities 
from older or younger organic material cannot 
be controlled for. � e dating of the sheep bone 
sample from the culture layer is an important 
provides an important verifi cation of the matrix 
dates. Based on the two matrix samples (B29-21 
and B29-28) and the dating of the sheep bone the 
formation of the cultural layer has been put at 
about 1700–1650 BC.

� e sands of the salt-marsh ridge below the 
Bronze Age cultural layer (S13) have been dated 
on two OSL samples as Bronze Age (V31 and 
V32, 20 and 29 m in the profi le; Fig. 4.3.7; Tab. 4.3.2). 
� e OSL samples have been dated by the Dutch 
Centre for Luminescence dating (NCL) in Del�  
(Wallinga & Versendaal, 2013). As the dated salt-
marsh sands lay directly below the 14C-dated 
Bronze Age cultural layer, these underlying 
sands are not older than the cultural layer. 

OSL sample V32 (3.9 ka ± 200 years BP) 
predates the cultural layer. Based on the 
stratigraphic position of the sample directly 

In the profi le section the Bronze Age layer 
between 18 m and 24 m has not been covered 
with clayey Westfriese inlet deposits. � us, 
younger Roman archaeological remains from 
overlying sediments may have been mixed with 
the top of the Bronze Age layer. In the ditch fi ll 
west of the Bronze Age layer at 12 m to 17 m (S7.1; 
V21), indeed Roman material from the 1st century 
AD was found. Here, a small piece of natural 
stone and a Roman edge piece of an earthenware 
pot decorated with knurled edges from the 1st

century AD were found.
Roman fi nd material has also been 

discovered in the ditch and pit fi lls of S9 and S25. 
In the organic pit fi ll of S25 at 39 m in the 

southern profi le (Appendix A20) three matching 
shards represent an almost complete bo� om from 
a pot of the 1st century AD. � e po� ery is rather 
weathered, but the outside was originally polished. 
In the organic pit fi ll of S9 in the northern profi le 
at 37 m (Appendices A17 to A19), a fragment of a 
slightly younger beaker was found which probably 
dates from the 2nd or 3nd or 3nd rd century AD.rd century AD.rd

A large-scale excavation, about 150 m south 
of the ditch-side location (Fig. 4.3.1) was carried 
out by the Archaeological Services Centre 
(Archaeologisch Diensten Centrum; ADC). Here, 
also a sand ridge with some coarse material 
such as shells and peat detritus was found and 
interpreted to be a salt-marsh ridge. However, at 
this location no Bronze Age materials or traces 
were found, but the site contained many Roman 
traces including se� lement remains of that 
period (Zandboer, 2012).

4.3.5 Absolute dates
From the dark organic matrix of the Bronze Age 
cultural layer three matrix samples from sample 

Table 4.3.1 |  14C-dating of the black cultural layer (S4). Sample number for bin 29 and the depth in cm from the top of the bin (e.g. B29-11). 
The piece of sheep bone was sampled in July 2010 in the ditch profi le.

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m –NAP 

Stratigraphy Dated 
material

14C-years BP Probability 95% 
(2-σ)

Estimated
date

B29-11 Poz-47277 111457 523012 1.67-1.68 Cultural layer S4 Black matrix 3615±35 Rejected Rejected

B29-21 Poz-47275 111457 523012 1.60-1.61 Cultural layer S4 Black matrix 3330±35 1665-1535 BC 1650 BC

B29-28 Poz-47276 111457 523012 1.50 -151 Cultural layer S4 Black matrix 3490±30 1878-1770 BC 1775 BC

Sheep bone in CL KIA-45558 ± 111450 ± 523014 ± 1.60 Cultural layer S4 Sheep bone 3407±27 1770-1626 BC 1700 BC

Table 4.3.2 | V31 and V32 OSL-dating of the salt-marsh ridge layer S13. For stratigraphic position of the samples, see Appendix A. 

Sample nr. Lab. code x-coord. y-coord. Depth 
m –NAP 

Stratigraphy OSL date (years 
BP)

Date range 
(years BP)

Estimated
(years BC)

V31 NCL-6212042 111449 523006 1.32 Sand layer (S13) 3200 ± 200 3000-3400 --

V32 NCL-6212043 111456 523012 1.78 Sand layer (S13) 3900 ± 200 4100-3700 1850 BC
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of the salt-marsh deposits (S33) indicates 
that the area was relatively sheltered at that 
time. � e (slightly) crumbly clay indicates 
early drainage and soil formation at that time.
Around 1850 BC (Fig. 4.3.9b) the sandy salt-marsh 
ridge was formed on top of the salt-marsh 
clays. Probably a shi�  of the main tidal channel 
towards the study area was the main cause of 
the ridge formation, and brought the salt-marsh 
margin in an exposed position (see schematic 
regional profi le reconstruction in Fig. 4.3.10). � is 
explains the erosive basal contact of the salt-
marsh ridge sediments found at 25 m from the 
ditch profi le (Fig. 4.3.7). � e erosion surface dips to 
the north-northeast, indicating that the coarse 
material was supplied from there. It is suggested 
that – during extreme storm tides – in a nearby 
channel bend the strong ebb tidal currents 
follow in the direction of the salt marsh, straight 
across their intertidal banks. At the margin 
of the marsh the fl ooding water currents met 
strong resistance from the shallow subsurface. 
As a consequence the stream velocities of these 
currents were reduced and the water lost its 
coarse sediment load of sands, shells and peat 
detritus. � ese materials were deposited there 
and created the ridge structure. � e coarse sands 
of the ridge consist of redeposited Pleistocene 
sand, most likely from the Formation of 
Kre� enheye at greater depths (Busschers, 2008). 
� e shells are mainly single-valved Cerastoderma 
edule specimen originating from eroded nearby 
tidal deposits. Peat pebbles derive from deeper 
lying peat, probably Basal Peat, while the loose 
peat detritus represents Holland Peat which 
was eroded by the tidal channel. A special 
phenomenon is the lump of clay at the base of the 
salt-marsh ridge at 18–19 m from the profi le (S6; 
Appendix A6) which most likely was transported 
by fl oating ice to which the clay had been frozen. 
In the salt-marsh ridge the amount of coarse 
material (coarse grains, shell- and detritus 
material) decreases from bo� om to top. � e 
upper part of the salt-marsh ridge consists 
mainly of moderately fi ne sand (S12 and S13). � e 
fi ning-upward sequence of the salt-marsh ridge 
suggests that the erosive force of the tidal channel 
decreased in the course of time. � e disappearance 
of detritus material in the upper part indicates 
that the channel did not erode peat anymore 
in the last stage of salt-marsh ridge formation.
Northeast of the salt-marsh ridge, between 27.5 
m and 29.5 m, a thin layer of clay wedges out 
in between the sandy ridge sediments and the 
cultural layer (Fig. 4.3.7; Fig. 4.3.9c). � is means that 
before the formation of the cultural layer (about 
1800–1700 BC) the depositional environment had 
become quieter. � is can be a� ributed to lateral 
migration of the main tidal channel further away 

below the cultural layer and the age of this layer 
the best estimate for the salt-marsh ridge is 
about 1850 BC. 

OSL sample V31 from the salt-marsh ridge, 
however, is too young (3.2 ka ± 200 years BP) for 
stratigraphical reasons (it must be older than the 
culture layer). Possibly, light penetrated into the 
soil of the salt marsh at a later stage, for example 
due to treading on the salt marsh.

In the excavation site of   the ADC the top of the 
tidal-fl at sands at a depth of about 2.5 m –NAP 
has been dated by means of an OSL-dating 
(Zandboer, 2012, p. 36.). � is dating produced an 
age of 4530 ± 490 BP (Lab. No. X5048), the period 
of about 2500 BC. Also sands counted to the salt-
marsh ridge have been dated. � ose were dated 
to 3940 ± 310 BP (Lab. No. X5047) and 4350 ± 400 
BP (Lab. No. X5049). � e former dating is well in 
line with the OSL dating V32 (Tab. 4.3.2), the la� er 
dating fi ts less well, although this one, just like 
all the other OSL dates, has a large reliability 
interval.

Based on these absolute dating data, the Lower-
Westfriese tidal-inlet deposits (Ltd), the salt-
marsh deposits (Smd), the salt-marsh ridge 
deposits (Smr), the Bronze Age culture layer 
(Ba) and the Upper-Westfriese tidal-inlet 
deposits (Utd) are placed in time in the chrono-
stratigraphic scheme ofstratigraphic scheme of Fig. 4.3.8. � is timeframe 
was used in the landscape synthesis and landscape 
reconstruction profi les (Figs. 4.3.9 and 4.3.10).

4.3.6  Landscape synthesis of the 
Bronze Age site

In the former tidal channels of the Westfriese 
inlet system between Alkmaar and Schagen the 
deposits can be more than 20 m thick and this 
sequence consists for the greater part of fi ne 
sands alternated with clay layers (Westerhoff  
et al., 1987). At the Bronze Age site De Druppels 
only the upper part of this tidal sequence (4 to 
5 m) was observed in the drillings and the ditch-
side profi le (Figs. 4.3.4 and 4.3.7). � is upper part 
consist mainly of sediments which were formed 
in a tidal-fl at or salt-marsh environment and the 
lower part of the sediments formed in a tidal-
channel environment. 

� e landscape development of the Bronze Age 
site is visualized in fi ve reconstructions of the 
ditch side (Fig. 4.3.9) of which the stratigraphy 
has been derived from the geological profi le 
(Fig. 4.3.7). About 2000 BC (Fig. 4.3.9a) the landscape 
around   De Druppels consisted of a salt-marsh 
environment with the main tidal channel 
east of this area. � e strongly clayey nature 
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(S15 and S18) was deposited on top of the edge of 
the ridge and this took place between about 1650 
and 1500 BC. � is implies that the Westfriese inlet 
was not yet closed and that the lower salt marsh 
was fl ooded during spring tide and storms at 
that period. � e highest parts of the ridge show 
no clay, indicating that these were not fl ooded 
anymore and that the strongest marine activity 
in the system was over. � erefore, it remained 
an a� ractive se� lement place at that time.
Because of the closure of the inlet system around 
1500 BC by a beach ridge, the natural drainage of 
the silted-up tidal hinterland declined and peat 
started to develop. It is not clear when exactly 
peat formation in the area of De Druppels started. 
Peat dates for this region are lacking. Possibly, 
the formation of Holland Peat in the area of   De 
Druppels began already about 1500–1400 BC, 
directly a� er the closure of the inlet system. � e 
peat growth continued until the Roman Period 
(Fig. 4.3.9d) when the area was inhabited and 
cultivated by humans. Most of this peat, however, 
has disappeared. Due to large-scale reclamations 
and drainage since the Late Middle Ages, the 

from the site, but more likely the silting up of the 
whole tidal-inlet system was the cause of the 
reduction in the strength of the tidal current in 
the system because already around 1500 BC the 
inlet system was closed from the sea by a beach 
ridge (Roep et al., 1979; Beets et al., 1996).

A� er its formation, the sandy lens-shaped ridge 
structure in the landscape was standing out 
some 3 dm above the lower salt marsh behind. 
Archaeological remains and traces indicate 
that the ridge was a favourable habitation area 
around 1700–1650 BC (early Middle Bronze Age). 
At that time, the black cultural layer was formed 
(Fig. 4.3.9c). Because of the vertical and limited 
archaeological observations in the profi le, it is not 
clear whether the black cultural layer represents 
seasonal habitation or permanent se� lement. 
Neither could it be determined whether humans 
were present for a short period (several years) 
or longer (decades). � e geological observations 
show that the northeastern edge of the salt-
marsh ridge was fl ooded occasionally a� er the 
formation of the cultural layer. A thin clay layer 
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a� er that time. However, since all peat has 
vanished in the area, this cannot be proved.

In the course of the Middle Ages the site 
was silted over by the clays of the Rekere system. 
� e subsidence of the peat by peat reclamations 
played arguably – as in many other parts of 
the coastal peat lands of the Netherlands – an 
important role in the drowning process. � e clay 
sedimentation continued until the embankment 
of the area by the Westfriese Omringdijk in 
the 13th century. A� er the embankment marine 
fl oodings only occasionally occurred when the 
dikes breached during extreme storm events. 

� e most recent changes took place a� er the 
large-scale land consolidation in the 1960s when 
old ditches were fi lled with locally available 
Rekere Clay and new ditches were dug (Fig. 4.3.9e). 
Also the design and the redesign of the recreation 
park Geestmerambacht clearly le�  their marks 
in the current landscape.

pre-Roman peat surface was strongly oxidized 
or dug away. Remains of the original peat have 
only been preserved in deeper man-made pits 
and also below old farmhouses, churches and 
the Westfriese Omringdijk (sea dike) where the 
peat was protected by an isolating sediment 
cover (Hallewas, 1981; Van Geel et al., 1983). 
Also at the ditch side the peat has disappeared 
almost completely and only a remnant has been 
preserved in the form of a black mo� led organic 
layer (oxidation layer). Locally a thin remaining 
layer of peat of up to one dm thick still occurs. � e 
peat has been preserved best in the Roman pits, 
which have been fi lled with originally present 
peat (S9 and S25). � us, this peat in the Roman 
dugout pits is not in situ. In the pits, po� ery 
from the 1st (S25) through 3rd (S9) centuries AD 
has been found. Roman pits have been observed 
in the surrounding area of De Druppels. During 
the excavation of the ADC in 2010, south of 
Wagenweg (Fig. 4.3.1), 164 pits, fi lled largely with 
organic material / residual peat, were found and 
archaeologically dated to the 1st–3rd centuries 
AD (Zandboer, 2012). Also Silke Lange made 
observations during the redevelopment of 
the recreation area in 2010 (unpublished) and 
found dugout pits and trenches similar to those 
observed south of the Wagenweg and at the De 
Druppels location. 

Traces of se� lements – in the form of fl oor 
plans of houses – have not been found in the 
ADC excavations at the Wagenweg. � is can be 
explained by the fact that the peat, including the 
wooden se� lement structures, had vanished as a 
result of oxidation. 

In the Roman Period the now disappeared 
peat was probably about 1.5 to 2 m thick (Fig. 4.3.9d). 
� is is based on the following rough calculation. 
� e peat remnant (oxidation layer; S3.1) is 
currently present between 1.25 to 1.4 m –NAP. At 
that time, the mean sea level was at about 0.75 m 
–NAP and with a tidal range of about 1.5 m the 
MHW level along the coast was about 0 m NAP. 
Assuming a storm setup of 0.5 m above the MHW 
level, the former EHW level was minimally about 
0.5 m +NAP. Because the peat surface was not 
fl ooded during the Roman Period, the surface 
was above the EHW level and the peat had to be 
at least 1.5 to 2 m thick.

In the regional landscape reconstruction 
(Figs. 4.3.2a–h) it is assumed that the peat 
was drained by local peat drainage rivers, 
predecessors of the later Rekere system. � e 
inhabitants improved the drainage in the Roman 
Period by digging ditches and trenches as shown 
in the Wagenweg excavation. 

A� er the Roman Period, humans le�  the 
peat area and probably peat growth continued 
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Fig. 4.3.10. Schematic profile of the formation of the salt-marsh ridge between 2000 and 1500 BC.4.3.10 | Schematic profi le of the formation of the salt-marsh ridge between 2000 and 1500 BC.
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4.3.11 | Pictures of the ditch-side survey in the sector De Druppels of the recreation area Geestmerambacht in 2010.

Fig.  4.3.11a. The Bronze Age site along the ditch as it was discovered on July 8, 2010 (photo by Frans Diederik). The salt-marsh ridge deposits which at the base contain layers of peat detritus and 
at the top consist predominantly of sandy, shell-bearing deposits are clearly visible (compare Figs.  4.3.11m and  4.3.11n). On top of the salt-marsh ridge deposits the dark bronze age culture 
layer can be seen (compare Fig.  4.3.11i).

Fig.  4.3.11b. Start of the investigation of the ditch-side research in July 20 4.3.11: Planning of the ditch-side profi le before the construction of the trench along the ditch (Fig.  4.3.11c).
Fig.  4.3.11c. Surveying of the profi le section in the trench between 22 and 30 m, with the downward sloping black culture layer (S4) below the Upper-Westfriese tidal-inlet deposits in the 

foreground (S18).
Fig.  4.3.11d. Determination of the position of the ditch-side profi le using DGPS. In the background the pump which kept the profi le trench dry.
Fig.  4.3.11e. Profi le section between 16 and 23 m where it can be clearly observed that black anthropogenic layers (S3 , S4 and S12) are diffi  cult to be distinguished because they are very similar 

to each other. A palimpsest of Bronze Age archaeology to the Early Middle Ages on the salt-marsh ridge deposits (S13) is well possible in this part of the profi le section.
Fig.  4.3.11f. A dispersed lump of clay at the base of the salt-marsh ridge deposits (S6) on the older crumbly, bluish grey salt-marsh clay of the Westfriese tidal-inlet deposits (S33). The lump of 

clay has probably been moved – during extreme high water – by fl oating ice in which the lump of clay had been incorporated.
Fig.  4.3.11g. Profi le section between 24 and 26 m, with on the left side track19 buried in the sandy salt-marsh ridge deposits (S13). Also in this picture the strongly shell-bearing salt-marsh ridge 

deposits can be recognized at the base of the profi le (S14 and S23).
Fig.  4.3.11h. Cavity of S19. The exposure was too small to determine whether this concerns a local pit or to a trench.
Fig.  4.3.11i. Profi le section between 28 and 30 m, with the black Bronze Age culture layer (S4) on a thin layer of marsh clay of the uppermost clay deposits of the Westfriese tidal-inlet system (S22) 

on sandy salt-marsh ridge deposits (S13 / S14). The Bronze Age layer is covered with clay of the Westfriese tidal-inlet system (S18) and the organic layer of the oxidation level (S3.1 t / m S3.3).
Fig.  4.3.11j. Deepening of the ditch profi le at 24–25 m. At the surface it can be observed that the salt-marsh deposits cut off  the crumbly, bluish grey salt marsh clay. The sandy, shell bearing 

layers and the peat detritus layers (S34 and S14) of the salt marsh slope in north-eastern direction.
Fig.  4.3.11k. Further deepening of the profi le part at 26 m (see Fig.  4.3.11j). Visible is the basis of the sandy salt-marsh ridge deposits (S34/23 / S14) and the blue-gray clay marsh (S33).
Fig.  4.3.11l. Detail of the pit of Fig.  4.3.11k with the contact between the blue-gray marsh deposits (S33) and the shell layered levee settlements (S34).
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Fig. 11.4.3. Pictures of the ditch-side survey in the sector De Druppels of the recreation area Geestmerambacht in 
2010 (Fig. 11.4.3a) en 2011.4.3 (Fig 11.4.3b-u).

Fig. 11.4.3a. The Bronze Age site along the ditch as it was discovered on July 8, 2010 (photo by Frans Diederik). The 
salt-marsh ridge deposits which at the base contain layers of peat detritus and at the top consist predominantly of 
sandy, shell-bearing deposits are clearly visible (compare Figs. 11.4.3m and 11.4.3n). On top of the salt-marsh ridge 
deposits the dark bronze age culture layer can be seen (compare Fig. 11.4.3i).

Fig. 11.4.3b. Start of the investigation of the ditch-side research in July 2011.4.3: Planning of the ditch-side profile 
before the construction of the trench along the ditch (Fig. 11.4.3c).

Fig. 11.4.3c. Surveying of the profile section in the trench between 22 and 30 m, with the downward sloping black 
culture layer (S4) below the upper Westfriese tidal inlet deposits in the foreground (S18).

Fig. 11.4.3d. Determination of the position of the ditch-side profile using DGPS. In the background the pump which 
kept the profile trench dry.

Fig. 11.4.3e. Profile section between 16 and 23 m where it can be clearly observed that black anthropogenic layers 
(S3 , S4 and S12) are di�cult to be distinguished because they are very similar to each other. A palimpsest of Bronze 
Age archaeology to the Early Middle Ages on the salt-marsh ridge deposits (S13) is well possible in this part of the 
profile section.

Fig. 11.4.3f. A dispersed lump of clay at the base of the salt-marsh ridge deposits (S6) on the older crumbly, bluish 
grey salt-marsh clay of the Westfriese tidal inlet deposits (S33). The lump of clay has probably been moved – during 
extreme high water – by floating ice in which the lump of clay had been incorporated.

Fig. 11.4.3g. Profile section between 24 and 26 m, with on the le� side track19 buried in the sandy salt-marsh ridge 
deposits (S13). Also in this picture the strongly shell-bearing salt-marsh ridge deposits can be recognized at the base 
of the profile (S14 and S23).

Fig. 11.4.3h. Cavity of S19. The exposure was too small to determine whether this concerns a local pit or to a trench.

11q Fig. 11.4.3i. Profile section between 28 and 30 m, with the black Bronze Age culture layer (S4) on a thin layer of 
marsh clay of the uppermost clay deposits of the Westfriese tidal inlet system (S22) on sandy salt-marsh ridge 
deposits (S13 / S14). The Bronze Age layer is covered with clay of the Westfriese tidal inlet system (S18) and the 
organic layer of the oxidation level (S3.1 t / m S3.3).

Fig. 11.4.3j. Deepening of the ditch profile at 24–25 m. At the surface it can be observed that the salt-marsh depo-
sits cut o� the crumbly, bluish grey salt marsh clay. The sandy, shell bearing layers and the peat detritus layers (S34 
and S14) of the salt marsh slope in north-eastern direction.

Fig. 11.4.3k. Further deepening of the profile part at 26 m (see Fig. 11.4.3j). Visible is the basis of the sandy 
salt-marsh ridge deposits (S34/23 / S14) and the blue-gray clay marsh (S33).

Fig. 11.4.3l. Detail of the pit of Fig. 11.4.3k with the contact between the blue-gray marsh deposits (S33) and the 
shell layered levee settlements (S34).

Fig. 11.4.3m. Deepening of a part of the profile section between 25 and 27 m. In this section the salt-marsh ridge 
deposits are at their thickest. At the base there are layers of clay deposits with shells (S34), the layers of peat 
detritus (S23), the strongly shell-bearing sands (S14) and the poorly sorted, moderately fine sands in the top (S13).

Fig. 11.4.3n. Detail of the shell-bearing (S14) and detritus-bearing (S23) layers of the salt-marsh ridge at 26 m of 
the deepened part in ditch profile.

Fig. 11.4.3o. Peat detritus from S23. It can be observed that the crumb of detritus is layered finely with displaced 
(eroded) peat particles and thin laminations of sand.

Fig. 11.4.3p. Detail picture of a rounded ‘’pebble’’ of eroded peat (possibly Basal Peat) in the sediments of S23 at the 
height of profile section 34 m.

Fig. 11.4.3q. Survey picture of the ditch side of the profile with the Roman pit filling (S9) of the profile at 37 m. In the 
foreground near the measuring tape also the local pit of S25 can be observed (see also Fig. 4.3.30). 

Fig. 11.4.3r. Under the watchful eye of Menno van der Heiden, Frans Diederik digs up a Roman pit filling (S9) at the 
ditch side of the profile (at 37 m). In the organic pit fill Roman pottery from the 1st century AD (V28) has been 
found.

Fig. 11.4.3s. Detailed view of the organic fill layers of track 9. At the base a loose organic peat fill (S9.3), on top of it 
a gyttja-like layer (S9.2) and above it another loose peaty fill (S9.1). At the top the organic fill passes laterally into 
the oxidation level.

Fig. 11.4.3t. Detailed view of the loose peaty pit fill of the Roman pit of S25.

11r

11t11s
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4.3.11 | Pictures of the ditch-side survey in the sector De Druppels of the recreation area Geestmerambacht in 2010.

Fig.  4.3.11m. Deepening of a part of the profi le section between 25 and 27 m. In this section the salt-marsh ridge deposits are at their thickest. At the base there are layers of clay 
deposits with shells (S34), the layers of peat detritus (S23), the strongly shell-bearing sands (S14) and the poorly sorted, moderately fi ne sands in the top (S13).

Fig.  4.3.11n. Detail of the shell-bearing (S14) and detritus-bearing (S23) layers of the salt-marsh ridge at 26 m of the deepened part in ditch profi le.
Fig.  4.3.11o. Peat detritus from S23. It can be observed that the crumb of detritus is layered fi nely with displaced (eroded) peat particles and thin laminations of sand.
Fig.  4.3.11p. Detail picture of a rounded ‘pebble’ of eroded peat (possibly Basal Peat) in the sediments of S23 at the height of profi le section 34 m.
Fig.  4.3.11q. Survey picture of the ditch side of the profi le with the Roman pit fi lling (S9) of the profi le at 37 m. In the foreground near the measuring tape also the local pit of S25 can 

be observed (see also Fig. 4.3.30). 
Fig.  4.3.11r. Under the watchful eye of Menno van der Heiden, Frans Diederik digs up a Roman pit fi lling (S9) at the ditch side of the profi le (at 37 m). In the organic pit fi ll Roman 

pottery from the 1st century AD (V28) has been found.
Fig.  4.3.11s. Detailed view of the organic fi ll layers of track 9. At the base a loose organic peat fi ll (S9.3), on top of it a gyttja-like layer (S9.2) and above it another loose peaty fi ll 

(S9.1). At the top the organic fi ll passes laterally into the oxidation level.
Fig.  4.3.11t. Detailed view of the loose peaty pit fi ll of the Roman pit of S25.
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In this summarizing chapter a synthesis is 
given of the Holocene landscape evolution of 
the Netherlands as discussed in this thesis and 
visualized in Figs. 2.4 – 2.14. � e major conclusions 
about the coastal palaeo-landscape development 
and the infl uence of sea level, climate and human 
activities are summarized.

5.1  Early Holocene landscape 
before the marine 
 Early Holocene landscape 
before the marine 
 Early Holocene landscape 

inundations (map 9000 BC)
In the early Holocene the coastline lay further 
west than today and a large part of the bo� om of 
the North Sea was land. Great Britain could be 
reached walking from the European continent. � e 
sea-level rise was 1 m to 2 m per century (Hijma & 
Cohen, 2010; Fig. 1.16). � e Holocene relative sea-
level rise varied due to diff erences in tectonic and 
glacio-isostatic subsidence per region (Kiden et al., 
2008). Around 9000 BC, the relative sea level in the 
southern North Sea, near the Strait of Dover, was 
26 m below the present level, while in the northern 
North Sea (near the Dogger Bank) it was about 55 
m lower than today. Around 7500 BC the southern 
and northern North Sea became connected, and 
thus Great Britain became an island.

� e rivers Rhine and Meuse changed from braided 
rivers into a meandering river system in the late 
Weichselian, because river discharge became 
more regular towards the warmer Holocene (e.g. 
Hoek, 1997). Around 9000  BC the fl oodplains of 
Rhine and Meuse were predominantly dry. Only 
the lower parts of the system, with meandering 
rivers, were occasionally fl ooded during 
extremely high water. Vegetation in the river 
plain was scarce and dominated by pine. � e 

fl oodplain remained dry for large parts of the year 
and local sand dri� s led to the formation of river 
dunes, aeolian dunes in (nearly) dry river beds 
where the groundwater level was suffi  ciently 
high to moisten and stabilize the aeolian deposits.

Deltaic deposition in the Maasvlakte area 
started at a depth of 22 m –NAP around 7250  BC 
(Chapter 4.1). Organic-rich sediments in the fl ood-
plain were the indirect result of the rising sea level. 
� e groundwater table rose and the fl oodplain was 
inundated more frequently by river fl oods. Due 
to the continuing sea-level rise around 6500 BC, 
this part of the river delta was fl ooded by the sea. 
Also the lower valley systems (below 20 m –NAP) 
in Noord-Holland and the Northern Netherlands 
were inundated since then (Chapter 3.2).

5.2  Drowning of the coastal 
plain due to rapid sea-level 
 Drowning of the coastal 
plain due to rapid sea-level 
 Drowning of the coastal 

rise (map 5500 BC)
plain due to rapid sea-level 
rise (map 5500 BC)
plain due to rapid sea-level 

Around 5500  BC the (relative) sea-level rise was 
still rather fast (~0.80 m per century), and the 
coastal zone below 8 m –NAP was drowned. � us 
the inundated lower parts of the Pleistocene valley 
systems became tidal basins. At the landward 
margin of these marine systems, seepage water 
from the higher Pleistocene sand area caused a 
rise of the groundwater table. � e wet conditions 
in this marginal zone induced the formation of 
peat. Due to the continuing rise of sea level, the 
marine area and peat bogs shi� ed more and more 
landward, and tidal sediments were deposited 
on top of the previously formed Basal Peat layer. 
In the river mouths of the Rhine-Meuse and the 
Eems, estuarine deltas were formed and in the 
Pleistocene valley systems with a small river 
input, the tidal basins of Boorne, Hunze and Fivel 

5 Synthesis: 
long-term landscape evolution of the Netherlands and conclusions
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where the delta prograded. � is expansion was 
possible by the sediment input from the Rhine 
and Meuse and – moreover – by the large-scale 
peat bog formation in the fl ood basins. Peat fi lled 
the estuarine basin for the larger part, so that 
sand supplied by rivers could contribute to delta 
expansion in the coastal part of the delta.

� e meandering river channels shi� ed 
continuously and new watercourses developed 
through the delta marsh land (avulsions). � is 
continued until the Middle Ages when this process 
was stopped by Human embankments. A main 
shi�  of the river course of the Rhine occurred at 
about 4000 BC. Before, the major Rhine channel 
fl ew to the Maasmond area, and a� er a major 
avulsion the river course changed to the present 
Kromme Rijn and Oude Rijn (Berendsen & 
Stouthamer, 2001; Cohen et al., 2012).

Local peat formation occurred in the higher 
parts of the Netherlands due to the combined 
rise of the groundwater table (related to the sea-
level rise) and the deterioration of local drainage 
systems. Small valleys fi lled with peat further 
deteriorated the drainage process. It was a self-
enhancing process, the more peat was formed, 
the more the drainage deteriorated, leading to 
further peat growth. � e peat acted as a sponge 
absorbing the rainwater. Since the central high 
parts of the peat moors were fed only by rain, 
these peat moors were oligotrophic. Among 
others in the Peel, parts of Overijssel (De Rooi, 
2008) and SE Drenthe and Groningen (Zagwijn, 
1986) the peat moors expanded gradually because 
of the continuously deteriorating drainage 
conditions. � e lower lying coastal peat bogs were 
still fl ooded regularly by nutritious water; there 
mainly reed/sedge peat was formed. In the fl uvial 
area and along the brooks in the Pleistocene area 
Alnetum peat developed. In the fl uvial domain 
these peats are o� en very clayey and in the brook 
valleys the peat alternates with sandy layers.

In the Western Netherlands the coastline had 
reached its easternmost location by 3850 BC and 
the transgressive Holocene coastal development 
ended. Coastal barriers and coastal dunes 
formed at that time were preserved. � e oldest 
preserved Holocene coastal dunes and beach 
ridge sediments – with archaeological remains – 
are found in the beach plain near Ypenburg and 
Harnasch Polder, east of Den Haag (Cleveringa, 
2000; Koot et al., 2008; Louwe Kooijmans & 
Jongste, 2006). In the Northern Netherlands, the 
Wadden coastline was still located north of the 
present one, and dune barriers of the Wadden 
Islands (with the exception of Texel) have only 
been preserved since the Iron and Roman Age. 

(Northern Netherlands), the Overijsselse Vecht 
tidal basin (Noord-Holland) and the Zeeland tidal 
basin developed (Figs. 1.2 and 3.3.2).

� e palaeo-coastline probably was located some 
10 km west of the present coastline between Den 
Haag and Zandvoort between 6000 and 5000 BC. 
Seismic surveys (Rieu et al., 2003) show that in 
the subsurface of this part of the North Sea area 
large tidal (inlet) channel fi lls occur at a depth of 
25-30 m –NAP. Between the inlets beach-barrier 
ridges were formed. � is barrier was probably 
overstepped – due to the rapid sea-level rise – 
and therefore eroded and not preserved. A� er 
5000 BC the coastal barrier was located close to 
the present coastline.

� e Schelde River channel –west of the Brabantse 
Wal – discharged into the Rhine–Meuse Estuary 
in the NW until about 4500 BC. � en the river 
found a shorter way to the sea, when in the area 
of � olen a channel connection between the 
Zeeland tidal basin and the Schelde River valley 
evolved (Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997).

In the Rhine–Meuse area rapid delta aggra-
dation took place. Clastics, sand and clay, were 
deposited near and in the meandering river 
channels. � e channel belt deposits and crevasses 
consist mainly of sand, and clays largely fi lled the 
adjacent fl oodplain (Berendsen & Stouthamer, 
2001; Cohen et al., 2012). Further away from the 
channels clayey peat bogs developed. Because 
peats were formed in large parts of the delta, 
they were responsible for the larger part of the 
delta aggradation. 

In the tidal basins, peat was only formed 
at the landward seepage zone adjacent to the 
higher Pleistocene grounds. � e extent and 
volume of the coastal peat bogs were not yet very 
large as compared to the situation in the Early 
Subatlantic (a� er 2500 BP).

5.3  Turn in the transgressive 
coastal development due 
 Turn in the transgressive 
coastal development due 
 Turn in the transgressive 

to a decreasing rate of sea-
coastal development due 
to a decreasing rate of sea-
coastal development due 

level rise (map 3850 BC)
to a decreasing rate of sea-
level rise (map 3850 BC)
to a decreasing rate of sea-

Around 3850 BC, the sea-level rise had declined 
to about 0.3 m to 0.4 m per century. � e mean 
sea level was at about 4.5 m to 5 m –NAP, and as 
a consequence the tidal basins in Zeeland and 
the IJsselmeer area had expanded landward. 
Also the tidal basins of the Boorne, Hunze and 
Fivel rivers in the Northern Netherlands were 
enlarged due to the continued sea-level rise.
An opposite development took place, how ever, in 
the estuarine delta system of Rhine and Meuse, 
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� e reasons that the coastline in the Northern 
Netherlands remained open and that the basins 
were not completely fi lled with sediment, are:
• Glacio-tectonic subsidence of the Northern 
Netherlands was stronger than in the Middle and 
Southwestern Netherlands; thus, more sediment 
was needed to compensate for the relative sea-
level rise. In addition, the sea bo� om along the 
coast deepens more rapidly to the north than 
to the west, hampering sediment transport 
towards the coast in the north.
• Although north-westerly storms are the most 
heavy ones, westerly and south-westerly winds are 
more frequent so that wave-driven sand transport 
from the North Sea to the western coastline was 
larger than to the northern coastline.
• In the Southwestern Netherlands sediment 
was supplied by the rivers Rijn and to a lesser 
extent by the Maas.

In the Pleistocene area of the high Netherlands 
peat formation also expanded. � ese peat bogs 
grew together with the bogs in the coastal area 
and huge peat lands evolved. Where the drainage 
water stagnated in the lower parts of the peat 
land, shallow lakes evolved in Flevoland and in 
the Utrechtse Vecht area (Lenselink & Koopstra 
1994; Bos, 2010). During the subsequent period 
(2750 – 400 BC) these lakes in Flevoland increased 
in size due to peat erosion by wave action. � e 
lakes expanded especially in Flevoland because 
in that area there was hardly any clastic sediment 
supply from the rivers and tidal systems. 

In the Rhine-Meuse delta changes were 
minor. Occasionally the river courses shi� ed, but 
the Rhine (in the northern part of the delta) and 
the Meuse (in the southern part) remained more 
or less in place. � e main course of the Rhine was 
the Oude Rijn, and most of the river sediment was 
transported via this channel. As a result, at the 
mouth, near Katwijk, a delta evolved which grew 
until the Late Iron Age / Roman Period when the 
Maasmond became the major outlet of the Rhine 
again (Van Heteren & Van der Spek, 2008).

5.5   Large-scale regression; 
fi rst anthropogenic-
 Large-scale regression; 
fi rst anthropogenic-
 Large-scale regression; 

infl uenced clay 
fi rst anthropogenic-
infl uenced clay 
fi rst anthropogenic-

sedimentation in the 
infl uenced clay 
sedimentation in the 
infl uenced clay 

fl uvial landscape 
(map 1500 BC)
fl uvial landscape 
(map 1500 BC)
fl uvial landscape 

By 1500 BC sea-level rise had decreased to circa 
0.15–0.2 m per century and the mean sea level 
along the coast of the Western Netherlands was 
at about 2 m –NAP. 

� e beach ridges and dunes of Zeeland and 
Holland had expanded further seaward, and an 
elongate coastal barrier coast had developed (Van 

� e Zuiderzee connection between the tidal 
area of the Wadden Sea and the tidal basin of 
the Oer-Vecht in Noord-Holland / Flevoland did 
not exist yet (Lenselink & Koopstra, 1994). � ese 
tidal systems were separated by a Pleistocene 
ridge between Wieringen (Noord-Holland) and 
Gaasterland (SW Friesland).

5.4  � e western Dutch coast is 
closed, the northern Dutch 
coast remains open 
(map 2750 BC)
coast remains open 
(map 2750 BC)
coast remains open 

Around 2750  BC the sea-level rise had decreased 
further, to 0.2 m – 0.3 m per century, and the mean 
sea level was ~ 3.5 m –NAP. � e main cause of the 
decline of sea-level rise was that the eustatic rise 
of sea level due to melting polar ice sheets had 
stopped almost completely so that the tectonic and 
glaciotectonic (isostatic) subsidence of the Nether-
lands had become the main factor in the relative 
sea-level rise. � us the balance between the depo-
sition in tidal basins and the drowning by sea-level 
rise turned into the favour of sedimentation, and 
the tidal basins in the Western Netherlands gradu-
ally silted up (Beets & Van der Spek, 2000). � is led 
to enlargement of the salt marsh areas and to a re-
duction of the tidal volume of the basins. Because 
the tidal volume (prism) is directly related to the 
cross-sectional area of the channels, the decline 
in tidal volume caused a strong reduction of these 
tidal channel systems, and the coastal barriers ex-
panded seaward. In the hinterland the silting-up 
of tidal channels and creeks led to a considera-
ble decline of the natural drainage of coastal peat 
lands in the Western Netherlands. Due to the poor 
drainage, peat growth expanded and peat covered 
the salt marsh areas. Large coastal peat bogs arose 
and grew to several metres above the adjacent tidal 
area. � e central parts of these peat lands were not 
inundated by nutrient-rich water anymore, mak-
ing rain the only source of water, leading to oligo-
trophic peat.

Around 2750 BC the coastline of the Western 
Netherland was almost closed and behind the 
beach ridges a huge peat land had evolved. Inlets 
were present where rivers drained the hinter-
land, from north to south the Westfriese tidal inlet 
system, the Oer-IJ, Oude Rijn and Maasmond. In 
Zeeland the coastline was not closed yet, but also 
there peat bogs in the hinterland expanded (Vos 
& Van Heeringen, 1997). 

While the coastal plain of Holland was silted 
up and overgrown by peat, the transgressive 
coastal development in the Northern Netherlands 
had continued. � e coastline of the Northern 
Netherlands remained open and the tidal basins 
of the Boorne, Hunze and Fivel rivers reached 
their maximum extent around 2750 BC.
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the Holland and Zeeland coastal area had not 
changed very much in comparison with the 
situation at 1500 BC. � e inlets in the coastal 
barrier of the Schelde, Meuse, Oude Rijn and 
Oer-IJ still existed. � e Oer-IJ tidal system had 
been connected to the Oude Rijn via the southern 
Flevo Lake and the Utrechtse Vecht since about 
800 BC. � is connection made the Oer-IJ the 
northernmost distributary of the Rijn (Chapter 3.2). 

In the Northern Netherlands the salt-marsh 
areas of the Boorne and Hunze tidal basins grew. 
From the Early Iron Age onwards these areas 
had been inhabited. Dwelling mounds (‘terpen, 
wierden’) protected people against fl oodings. 

Peat expansion came to an end in most of the 
coastal area of the Northern Netherlands. � e 
peat lands in western Oostergo were inundated 
and covered by a salt marsh clay layer between 
about 1000 and 500 BC. In eastern Oostergo, 
the inundation occurred later, a� er 500 BC. 
Both drownings must have had a natural cause 
as humans did not interfere in the landscape 
on a large scale at that time. Migration of tidal 
inlets and erosion of protecting barriers and 
marshes are considered the main causes of the 
inundations of the peat hinterland (Chapter 3.3). 

In the map of 500  BC the northern and 
southern Flevo lakes were still not connected. 
Because of the later enlargement by erosion, 
the very margins of the lakes at that time are 
uncertain. � e northern Flevo lake, into which 
the Overijsselse Vecht drained, discharged into 
the Waddenzee and the southern Flevo lake was 
connected with the sea through the Oer-IJ tidal 
system (Chapter 3.2).

In the Maasmond area the tidal activity of 
the Gantel system in the region Den Haag / Del�  
increased (Bulten et al., 2013), but drowning of the 
peatlands in this area largely occurred in and a� er 
the Middle Iron Age. In the area near Vlaardingen 
the peat was drowned a� er 250  BC (Chapter 4.2). 
Large parts of the peat land were upli� ed because 
of fl oatation during inundations. Inundations 
a� er 250 BC are regarded the result of increased 
Rhine discharge. South of the Maasmond, the 
Schelde Inlet remained almost unchanged. � e 
Schelde was a relatively small river in a large 
peat area (Chapter 3.1). One noticeable detail that 
changed between 1500 and 500 BC was the river 
meander cut off  in � olen. South of Poortvliet, 
an oxbow lake formed which was fi lled up with 
gy� ja (Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997).

On the higher Pleistocene grounds, the 
peatlands reached their maximum extent around 
500 BC. Both in the high Netherlands and in the 
coastal area large peat domes of oligotrophic peat 
were formed. In the coastal zone these raised 
peat domes reached an elevation of up to 4 to 5 m 
above mean sea level. 

der Valk, 1992, 1996). � e coastal peat bog behind 
the barriers had enlarged further, especially in 
Zeeland, and also the peat bogs in the Pleistocene 
areas increased in size.

Openings in the coastline were the river 
mouths of the Oer-IJ, Oude Rijn, Meuse and 
Schelde. � e Westfriese tidal-inlet system 
in Noord-Holland was closed at that time by 
a beach ridge (Roep et al., 1979). � us tidal 
infl uence disappeared and peat growth in this 
area expanded. 

In Friesland and Groningen the coastal 
development also became regressive, and as 
a result of the fi lling of the tidal basins the salt 
marshes prograded seaward and coastal peat 
lands expanded. � e coastline of the Northern 
Netherlands, however, remained open and the 
tidal basins of the Boorne, Hunze and Fivel 
persisted (Chapter 3.3). � e supply of sand from 
the coastal zone was apparently insuffi  cient to 
compensate the eff ects of the rising sea level and 
to fi ll the basins completely. 

In Flevoland large lakes evolved around 
1500 BC and expanded due to peat erosion caused 
by wave action. � is erosion continued during 
the subsequent millennium.

In the fl ood basins of the Rhine and Meuse delta 
large peat areas were present. In the easternmost 
part of the Rijn area, peat expansion was stopped 
by a clay cover deposited along the active 
river channels. � e expansion of fl uvial clay 
deposition by the Rhine River continued until 
the Late Mediaval embankments, and expanded 
to the west due to a large increase in clay supply 
by the river Rhine. Due to human deforestation 
in the German hinterland, the aff ected top soils 
were washed away during intensive rainfall. � e 
erosion products were deposited in the fl ood 
basin, and the expansion of the clay cover layer 
along the Rhine is the fi rst major infl uence of 
humans on the landscape, and is manifest in the 
palaeogeographic maps (Erkens, 2009).

5.6  Final stage of the 
regressive coastal 
 Final stage of the 
regressive coastal 
 Final stage of the 

development; more than 
regressive coastal 
development; more than 
regressive coastal 

half of the Netherlands 
development; more than 
half of the Netherlands 
development; more than 

covered with peat 
(map 500 BC)
covered with peat 
(map 500 BC)
covered with peat 

Around 500 BC the sea-level rise had decreased 
to about 0.10–0.05 m per century. � e mean sea 
level along the central part of the Dutch coast was 
about 1.25 m –NAP. Due to a sediment surplus in 
the coastal zone of the Western Netherlands, the 
beach ridges and dune area had shi� ed further 
seaward and the silted-up Westfriese tidal-inlet 
was overgrown by peat (Chapter 4.3). In addition 
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(Van Heteren & Van der Spek, 2008). Also the 
closure of the Oer-IJ played a signifi cant role. � e 
landscape change in the Oer-IJ region started 
already around 400  BC when marine infl uence 
decreased. � is regressive process is a� ributed 
to a decrease of the discharge from the hinterland 
so that the Oer-IJ lost its drainage function and 
the tidal inlet silted up (Chapter 3.2). � e loss of 
discharge was the result of the evolution of the 
Zuiderzee. � e peat bridge (barrier) between the 
southern and northern Flevo lakes was eroded 
and an opening to the Wadden Sea formed. 
From that time onwards, drainage of the peat 
hinterland of the Utrechtse Vecht and the Eem 
was northward. Around 200–150 BC, the tidal 
inlet of the Oer-IJ had been silted up completely, 
and the Oer-IJ system was separated from the sea 
by a beach ridge so that tidal activity in the area 
behind ceased. Only during extreme storms the 
lower parts of the beach ridge were breached, 
and wash-over deposits were formed behind the 
barrier. � is lasted until the Early Roman Age.

In the Northern Netherlands the old tidal 
basins of the Boorne, Hunze and Fivel silted up 
further, and large salt marshes developed. In 
these areas mud mounds (wierden, terpen) were 
constructed. During the Late Iron Age / Roman 
Age humans started to drain and dig off  the 
margins of the peat areas and to se� le there. � e 
consequences were the same as in the cultivated 
peat areas of Zeeland: the surface of the peat 
margins subsided and was fl ooded during 
extreme tides. As a result salt-marsh clays were 
deposited upon the drowned peatlands in the 
marginal zone (Chapter 3.3).

In the river area, the expansion of clay 
over the peat in the fl ood basin – related to 
the deforestation in the German hinterland – 
continued. � e clay layer increased in thickness 
and expanded westward.

As in the river area, also in South Limburg 
an increase of human infl uence is observed. Due 
to large-scale deforestation of fertile soils, loess 
was washed away from slopes and plateaus to 
the creek valleys and to the valley of the Meuse.

5.8  Transgressive coastal 
development due to human 
 Transgressive coastal 
development due to human 
 Transgressive coastal 

activities (map 800 AD)
development due to human 
activities (map 800 AD)
development due to human 

During the past 2000 years the relative sea-level 
rise has been relatively small, on average about 
5 cm per century. � e landscape changes in the 
coastal area were, to a large extent, infl uenced or 
caused by humans. 

Around 800 AD, a large tidal area was formed 
in the Southwestern Netherlands. It would never 
have developed if humans had not interfered 
in the coastal peat landscape. Large-scale 

5.7  � e southwestern Dutch 
coast is opened and the 
Zuiderzee develops 
coast is opened and the 
Zuiderzee develops 
coast is opened and the 

(map 100 AD)
Zuiderzee develops 
(map 100 AD)
Zuiderzee develops 

At about 100  AD sea-level rise had decreased 
to about 0.05 m per century and the mean sea 
level along the coastline of Holland was at about 
0.75 m –NAP.

In the Late Iron Age and Roman Period, the 
coastline of the Southwestern Netherlands was 
eroded, openings in the barrier system were 
formed and behind these openings small tidal 
areas (“slu� ers’’) developed. � e cause of these 
ingressions likely was the disappearance of the 
Pleistocene headland before the Belgian coast 
near Knokke which had been an important source 
of sand. � e Belgium–Zeeland coastline became 
straight and no or much less sand was transported 
by longshore currents to the north (Chapter 3.1). 

Around 100 AD, in the early stage of the 
ingressions, the sea did not yet penetrate far into 
the peat area behind the barrier. � e surface of 
the peat was about one metre or more above the 
maximum storm surge level. During the Middle 
Roman Period the openings in the barrier 
became larger and tidal channels penetrated 
further inland. � is was the result of human 
activities in the peat area. In order to make the 
peat inhabitable people had dug ditches and 
channels since the Late Iron Age. � e artifi cial 
drainage systems discharged through the new 
natural openings in the coastal barrier. � rough 
these, the sea penetrated into the hearts of the 
peat lands of Schouwen–Duiveland, Walcheren, 
Zuid-Beveland and Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. More-
over, the peat surface subsided due to artifi cial 
drainage and peat digging (Chapter 3.1). 

� e changes in the coastal landscape around 
the beginning of the Christian era were not 
limited to Zeeland. Also the coastal landscape 
in the Maasmond, the Oude Rijn river area and 
the Oer-IJ region changed. In the Maasmond 
area the estuarine clay deposition increased 
due to increasing inundations a� er 250 BC. � is 
was, to a large extent, the result of the shi�  of 
the Rhine towards the Maasmond (Chapter 4.2). 
As a consequence the importance of the Oude 
Rijn as the natural drainage system of the fl uvial 
hinterland decreased. � e hinterland sediment 
source fell away, and the Oude Rijn delta system 
became smaller, also because the erosive 
degradation by wave action and longshore 
currents had increased. 

To the north of the Oude Rijn delta, along the 
concave bight of the Holland coastline between 
Bloemendaal and Egmond, the coastal barrier 
still expanded slightly seaward. � e sediment 
was largely derived from the eroding Oude Rijn 
delta and transported by longshore currents 
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the peat. � e peat margin of the Middelzee area 
between Leeuwarden, Sneek and Workum was 
fl ooded due to anthropogenic peat subsidence. 
� is had started already in the Late Iron Age, 
stagnated during the Dark Ages, and became 
signifi cant in the Early Middle Ages. A similar 
process in the peatlands between Friesland 
and Groningen led to the development of the 
Lauwerszee ingression system. � is system 
was connected, through the Reitdiep, with 
the old Hunze system which had been almost 
completely silted up at that time. Most likely 
humans played a crucial role in this connection 
by digging a connecting canal between both 
systems (Chapter 3.3).

In the fl uvial Rhine–Meuse area, the 
covering clay layer on the peat had expanded 
further west, to the line Utrecht–Gorinchem, 
in about 800 AD. At that time, the Gelderse 
IJssel came into existence a� er breaching of 
a Pleistocene sand barrier, probably between 
Zutphen and Deventer. Since then, the IJssel has 
been a permanent river connection of the Rhine 
to the Wadden Sea (Cohen et al., 2012). 

5.9  Coastal and river areas 
are diked in, large lakes 
develop in the coastal peat 
are diked in, large lakes 
develop in the coastal peat 
are diked in, large lakes 

areas due to reclamation 
develop in the coastal peat 
areas due to reclamation 
develop in the coastal peat 

activities (map 1500 AD)
Since the Late Middle Ages humans became the 
dominant factor in shaping the Dutch landscape. 
Salt marshes and fl oodplains of coastal and river 
areas were diked, and almost the whole peat 
landscape was reclaimed. 

� e embankments had huge environmental 
consequences for both the diked landscapes 
and for the fl uvial and marine areas. � e dikes 
prevented the land from being fl ooded during 
high tide, so that the storage area of fl oods was 
drastically reduced. During fl oods the waters 
could not spread out anymore over the marshes 
and fl ood basins, but boosted against the dikes 
leading to a strong increase of maximum water 
levels (Fig. 3.1.3). � is created disastrous conditions, 
because upon breaching of a dike, fl oodwater 
entered with great violence the embanked and 
artifi cially lowered areas. Examples of such 
catastrophes are the Sint-Elisabeth Flood of 1421 
in the Groote of Zuidhollandsche Waard and the 
Sint-Felix Flood of 1530 in the Verdronken Land 
van Zuid-Beveland (Fig. 3.1.6). In the northern 
Netherlands, the drowning of the former peat 
polders in the Dollard region in 1509 was a huge 
disaster (Chapter 3.3). � ese fl ood calamities had in 
common that they had a large extent, and that 
land was lost permanently or for many centuries. 
In the coastal area these permanent losses were 

drowning started about 270 AD when the Roman 
cultivation of the peatlands in Zeeland caused 
a considerable subsidence, as a result of which 
the area was fl ooded regularly. � is led to the 
deposition of clay, and the weight of the clay layer 
caused further lowering of the infi rm peat soil. 
� is resulted again in more frequent inundations 
and more clay deposition (autocompaction). 
Subsidence of the peat surface, together with the 
fact that through the drainage canals and ditches 
the sea could penetrate directly into the centre 
of the peatland, had catastrophic consequences. 
Canals and ditches changed into tidal channels 
and creeks which further eroded the peat. In 
contrast to sand, upon erosion, peat is lost largely 
from the sediment balance of a tidal system, 
because it largely consists of water and organic 
ma� er. Due to subsidence and erosion, the tidal 
volume in the area increased signifi cantly. � e 
process of subsidence, increase in tidal volume, 
increase of tidal channels, and peat erosion was 
self-enhancing. About 350  AD the Roman peat 
reclamation areas had already been inundated 
completely and further habitation and peat 
reclamation had become impossible. At about 
800 AD, a� er several centuries of inundation, the 
elevation of the land by sedimentation gradually 
surpassed the eff ect of subsidence and sea-level 
rise. Large parts of the tidal areas of Schouwen, 
Walcheren, Zuid-Beveland and Western Zeeuws-
Vlaanderen silted up to salt-marsh level and 
became suitable for habitation again (Chapter 3.1).

Because of the drowning of the South-
western Netherlands, openings were created. 
Part of the drainage of the Rhine–Meuse passed 
through these new waterway connections. At 
that time, the Oude Rijn had become a minor 
branch of the Rhine, which hardly transported 
any sediment anymore. As a result, the river 
delta near Katwijk declined further.

� e Oer-IJ region remained protected 
against the sea by beach ridges and dunes in 
the former mouth of this estuary. � e drainage 
of this region went through the IJ channel and 
the Zuiderzee to the Wadden Sea (Chapter 3.2). � e 
Zuiderzee had become a large inland sea because 
of ongoing peat erosion. 

Retreat of the coastal barrier occurred 
between Bergen and Texel, and openings as the 
Zijpe ingression system were formed. Because 
of these inlets, Texel was separated from the 
mainland of Holland. � e tidal area between 
Texel and NW Friesland expanded further. � is 
was related to the evolution and subsequent 
enlargement of the Zuiderzee. 

Also in the Northern Netherlands new 
ingressions in the peat hinterland occurred. 
Similarly as in the case of the large inundation 
of Zeeland, humans were involved by cultivating 
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5.11  Man-made country 
(2000 AD)
 Man-made country 
(2000 AD)
 Man-made country 

In 2000, except the Wadden Sea area, there 
is hardly any location in the country that is 
not Man-made. Also in the Wadden Sea tidal 
sedimentation is infl uenced by Man, e.g. 
by dredging, subsidence due to gas and salt 
extraction, and sand nourishments along the 
coasts of the islands. 

Striking changes in the 20th century 
landscape have been the explosive growth of 
urban areas, the population of the Netherlands 
having increased from nearly fi ve million 
people around 1900 to nearly seventeen million 
today. Former extensive peat areas on the 
higher Pleistocene areas almost completely 
disappeared. � e remainders are for the major 
part managed as nature reserves. 

Storm fl ood catastrophes were followed 
by large closures of sea branches and land 
reclamation works. � is happened in the 
Zuiderzee area (closure by the Afsluitdijk in 
1932 and reclamation of new land) a� er the fl ood 
disaster in 1916, and in Zeeland a� er the fl ood 
disaster of 1953 (the Delta works). During the 
last decades, new land has been created in the 
North Sea, in the area of the Port of Ro� erdam 
(Maasvlakte), to facilitate the harbour activities.

5.12 Conclusions 
In a broad sense, the subsurface of the 
Netherlands might be called a delta because 
during the Quaternary the Dutch lowlands have 
been built up by the sediments of the rivers 
Rhine, Meuse and older Eastern German rivers. 
In the Holocene, however, the delta plain was 
restricted to the Rhine–Meuse valley system 
which was formed at the end of the Weichselian. 
Because of the sea-level rise this valley system 
was inundated by the sea and became an estuary. 
� e fl uvial and marine sediments, which fi lled 
the estuary (Fig. 1.4), are described as fl uvial- and 
estuarine-delta deposits. � e term tidal basin is 
used for the drowned valleys – which became 
tidal systems in the fi rst part of the Holocene. 
� ere, only small brooks and small fl uvial 
streams drained to the sea (Chapter 1.3.1). 

To describe the deposits of the tidal systems 
a new integrated terminology is used (Chapter 1.3.4). 
Coastal sediments are grouped according to the 
depositional system to which they belong (e.g. 
Boorne tidal-basin deposits), the sedimentary 
environment (lithofacies) in which they were 
formed (e.g. salt-marsh deposits) and/or the 
lithostratigraphic unit of which they form part 
(e.g. Wormer Member). It is a fl exible approach 
to describe the Holocene coastal deposits of the 
Netherlands. � e terminology is fl exible because 

the result of the strong subsidence of the peat 
polders. A� er dike breaching, tides fl ew in and 
out of the drowned polders, creating large tidal 
channels which could not be repaired in those 
days (Fig. 3.1.7).

Further inland there also were land losses. 
In the large peatlands of Holland and Friesland 
lakes developed as the result of large-scale 
digging-off  of the peat for heating. Where lakes 
occurred, they were enlarged by erosion of the 
margins by wave action. Most of these lakes 
were reclaimed in the 16th and 17th centuries, 
using windmills (Fig. 3.3.12).

Around 1500 AD, the Zuiderzee had almost 
reached its maximum extent. Near Kampen 
where the IJssel River fl ew into the Zuiderzee, a 
delta developed creating new land (Ente, 1971).

� e increase in population led to more 
intensive agricultural activities and to the 
cu� ing of natural woods. � e destruction of 
vegetation in sand areas led to aeolian sand 
dri� s. � e Younger Dune formation in the 
coastal area can, for a large extent, be a� ributed 
to human interference in the dune landscape 
(Chapter 3.3). Also the large sand dri� s on the 
higher Pleistocene sand areas, in particular 
from the 15th century onwards, were caused by 
intensive agriculture and overgrazing.

5.10 Man-made nature (1850 AD)
In 1850  AD the Netherlands had got more or 
less its present shape, and humans had become 
the major ‘geological factor’ in shaping the 
landscape. Between 1500 and 1850 AD large-scale 
land reclamation took place all along the coast, at 
the islands of Zeeland and Zuid-Holland, in the 
north of Noord-Holland, in Friesland (Het Bildt) 
and in Groningen (around the Dollard). When 
a tidal area along the dikes had silted up to the 
supratidal level, these grounds were embanked 
for agricultural purposes. Most lakes in the peat 
land were made dry. In the 19th century also 
steam engines were used, e.g. in the case of the 
Haarlemmermeer (1849–1852).

Man did not yet control all processes. 
Where large sand dri� s occurred in the coastal 
dunes and Pleistocene areas, it was diffi  cult or 
impossible to stop the aeolian sand transport, 
and villages and agricultural fi elds were 
destroyed. Frequent breaches of the sea and 
river dikes occurred. Witnesses of these dike 
breaks in the landscape today are the small lakes 
in erosion pits (so-called ‘wielen’). 

Coastal erosion was diffi  cult to counteract. 
E.g. between Castricum and Texel, complete 
villages such as Egmond aan Zee, Pe� en and 
Callantsoog disappeared into the sea. 
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Each ingression system has its own depositional 
history (Fig. 3.3.3) because diff erent forcing factors 
were involved (Chapter 3.3). Not only the human 
interference in the coastal landscape but also 
changes in the water discharge from the fl uvial 
and peat hinterland played a signifi cant role. � e 
drowning of the peat landscape along the Rhine-
Meuse Estuary near the town of Vlaardingen in 
the Late Iron Age can be a� ributed to changes in 
the watercourse (avulsion) of a main distributary 
of the River Rhine around 250  (Chapter 4.2). At the 
same time, the Oer-IJ Estuary was isolated from 
the sea by the development of a beach ridge. � is 
closure could happen because the Oer-IJ Estuary 
lost its drainage function for the fl uvial and peat 
hinterland. Around 400 BC a new water course 
was formed in the Zuiderzee region. Water of 
the Utrechtse Vecht and peat brooks discharged 
from that time onwards via the Flevo lakes to the 
Wadden Sea (Chapter 3.2). 

� e closure of the Oer-IJ mouth by a beach 
barrier in the Late Iron Age implicates that there 
was no direct water connection between the 
harbour of the Roman Castellum Flevum to the 
North Sea. Roman ships could navigate via the 
Utrechtse Vecht to the Roman border, the Limes, 
and through the Zuiderzee connection to the 
Wadden Sea (Chapter 3.2).

Human interference in the coastal landscape led 
to the evolution of the Westerschelde or Honte 
connection as main distributary of the Schelde 
River, at the expense of the Oosterschelde 
connection (Chapter 3.1). � is defi nitive break-
through of the Honte took place a� er the large 
storm fl ood catastrophes of 1530 and 1532  AD 
(Fig. 3.1.6) when large parts of the polders between 
the Oosterschelde and Westerschelde area were 
permanently lost (Verdronken Land van Zuid-
Beveland; Drowned Land of Zuid-Beveland). 
� is drowning led to the formation of a large 
opening (cross-sectional area) between the 
Westerschelde and Oosterschelde, and caused 
a shi�  of the watershed to the inundated areas. 
As a result, the maximum current velocities in 
the Oosterschelde near Woensdrecht decreased 
signifi cantly, which led to a fast infi lling of the 
Oosterschelde channel. Already in 1572 Spanish 
troops could cross the channel at that place 
(Chapter 3.1).

Climate and sea-level change were the main 
driving forces of the large-scale environmental 
changes during the glacial and interglacial 
periods in the Pleistocene. However, during the 
Holocene the magnitude of climate fl uctuations 
has been limited (Chapter 1.6; Fig. 1.21). � e infl uence 
of climate variations on the morphological 
changes of coastal depositional systems is 

the diff erent terms can be used together (e.g. 
salt-marsh sediments of the Wormer Member 
within the Boorne deposits).

� e clastic coastal deposits in the Netherlands 
were formed during two ‘major’ transgressions: 
a ‘sea-level driven transgression’ in the fi rst 
half of the Holocene and ‘accommodation space 
driven transgressions’ (or ingressions) in the 
last part of the Holocene.

In the Early and Middle Holocene, the rapid 
sea-level rise was responsible for drowning of 
the coastal area in the Western and Northern 
Netherlands. During this period the marine 
deposits of the Wormer Member were formed. 
In the Western Netherlands the tidal basins were 
closed from the open sea by beach ridges between 
about 3500 and 2500  BC (Chapter 3.2) and the 
formation of the Wormer deposits ended in this 
area. � e coastline of the Northern Netherlands 
stayed open. � e formation of the Wormer 
deposits – at the landward side (Fig. 1.6) – continued 
in the tidal basins of the Boorne, Hunze and Fivel 
to about 2000 to 1500 BC (Chapter 3.3). 

During the sea-level high stand in the Late 
Holocene (Fig. 1.20), the marine ingressions were 
primarily the result of the creation of new 
fl oodwater storage areas (accommodation space) 
in the coastal peat lands which were formed at 
that time (Chapters 3.1 and 3.2). � ese areas were 
lowered by compaction and oxidation of the 
peat as a result of natural and/or anthropogenic 
drainage. Due to the enlargement of the fl ood 
storage areas, the tidal systems became larger 
and the tidal volumes (Fig. 1.24) of these systems 
increased. � is process induced the formation 
of larger tidal channels and the deposition 
of a clay layer on top of the peat. Erosion and 
autocompaction of the peat led to a further 
increase of the tidal volume and this caused a 
self-enhancing drowning process (Chapter 3.1). 

Natural causes were morphological 
changes in the tidal system such as the erosion 
of a protecting coastal barrier and salt-marsh 
ridges along the peatlands (Fig. 3.3.4) or avulsion 
of a river system creating a new opening to the 
sea (Fig. 3.3.5). From the Late Iron Age onwards, 
human interference in the coastal landscape 
played a major role in the creation of new 
accommodation space. Intensive artifi cial 
drainage of the marginal zones of the coastal 
peat bogs caused substantial lowering and led to 
a drowning of these areas (Fig. 3.3.6). Examples of 
anthropogenic ingressions are the drowning of 
Zeeland during the Roman and Early Mediaeval 
period (Chapter 3.1) and the development of 
the Dollard area (Chapter 3.3; Fig. 3.3.7). � ese 
ingressions can be considered ‘anthropogenic 
transgressions’. 
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diffi  cult to detect because many natural and/or 
anthropogenic driving factors are involved in 
the architecture of these systems. 

� e Holocene climate changes were too 
small to generate eustatic sea-level fl uctuations 
causing transgressive and regressive cycles. � e 
many storm-fl ood catastrophes in the 15th to 17th

centuries (Fig. 3.1.6) are more related to dangerous 
situations created by Man (lowering of the 
polders and increase of the extreme HW level; 
Fig. 3.1.3) and the poor maintenance of dikes due 
to political and socio-economic problems, rather 
than to the climate change of the Li� le Ice Age.

� e role of climate in the increasing wetness 
and peat bog expansion around 800 BP in 
Westfriesland, which led to the abandonment 
of the Late Bronze Age se� lement in the area, 
is arguable. � e increasing wetness is be� er 
explained by the deterioration of the natural 
drainage of the area because of the closure of the 
Westfriese inlet system. At the same time, the 
reverse process is observed in the peat margin 
of the Oer-IJ system near Assendel�  (site Q). At 
that location oligotrophic peat growth stopped 
due to cultivation and occupation of this part of 
the peat land by prehistoric se� lers (Chapter 3.2).

� e observations in the PWN dune area 
and Middensluiseiland show that humans 
disturbed the dune vegetation on a large scale. 
� erefore, they played a major role in the aeolian 
sand transport and dune formation. Because 
of the human interference, a role of climate in 
the intensity of the aeolian sand transport can 
hardly be detected (Chapter 3.2).

In the Holocene causal relationships between 
observed palaeo-environmental changes and 
alleged climate variations have to be regarded 
with great caution. � e magnitudes of the 
climate fl uctuations are too small for a great 
impact on the sedimentary systems. Autonomic 
and self-enhancing processes within these 
systems overruled the climate eff ects. Natural 
and anthropogenic morphological changes 
in tidal systems during the Late Holocene led 
to regional changes in MHW and EHW levels 
(Figs. 1.27 to 1.30) which are of a larger order than 
the relative seal-level rise at that time (Fig. 1.20). 
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Het proefschri�  Origin of the Dutch coastal land-
scape beschrij�  de paleogeografi sche ontwik-
keling van het Nederlandse kustlandschap in 
het Holoceen. De landschapsontwikkeling is in 
beeld gebracht door middel van een serie paleo-
geografi sche kaarten. De sturende mechanismen 
die verantwoordelijk zijn voor de veranderingen 
die in het kustgebied hebben plaatsgevonden, 
worden bediscussieerd. De paleolandschaps-
kaarten in het boek zijn samengesteld op drie 
schaalniveaus: nationaal, regionaal en lokaal. De 
hoofdstukindeling van het proefschri�  volgt ook 
deze indeling.

De directe aanleiding om het proefschri�  te 
schrijven was de behoe� e die er bestond, na het 
verschijnen van het publieksboek de Atlas van 
Nederland in het Holoceen (2011), om de totstand-
koming van de kaartreconstructies – data en in-
terpretaties – toe te lichten. Naast de landelijke 
kaartreconstructies is in het proefschri�  een 
selectie uit regionale en lokale paleolandschaps-
studies opgenomen die de afgelopen 35 jaar zijn 
uitgevoerd. 

Het reconstrueren van kustlandschappen is 
fascinerend werk. Het is een ‘4D puzzel’ waarbij 
je je eigen puzzelstukjes genereert. Ik ben al mijn 
werkgevers van de afgelopen jaren dankbaar dat 
ze mij in hoge mate de vrijheid hebben gegeven 
om mijn eigen weg hierin te kunnen gaan. Het 
paleogeografi sche werk zou niet mogelijk zijn 
geweest zonder de interesse en steun van op-
drachtgevers, collega’s en vrienden.

In alle beschreven studies in het proefschri�  
speelt de geoarcheologie een belangrijke rol. 
Geologische en paleomilieu gegevens a� omstig 
uit archeologische opgravingen – ‘sleutelsites’ in 

de landschapsreconstructie – leveren namelijk 
essentiële informatie voor de kaartreconstruc-
ties die gepresenteerd worden. 

In de inleiding van het proefschri�  (hoofdstuk 1) 
worden de achtergronden van de landschapsre-
constructies beschreven, de gebruikte geologische 
/ paleolandschap terminologie en stratigrafi sche 
classifi caties gepresenteerd, de rol van de archeo-
logie in de landschapsreconstructies behandeld 
en de drijvende mechanismen in de kustontwik-
keling besproken. De vakterminologie is zoveel 
mogelijk in overeenstemming met die welke 
gebruikelijk is in Nederland. Het delta-concept 
van de geografi sche faculteit van de Universiteit 
Utrecht is gebruikt voor het fl uviatiele mondings-
gebied van Rijn en Maas. Voor de Pleistocene dal-
systemen, die verdronken zijn in het Holoceen en 
waar geen grote rivieren in uitmondden, wordt de 
term ‘getijdenbekken’ gehanteerd.

De lithostratigrafi sche beschrijving van de 
Holocene afze� ingen op het niveau van formaties 
en laagpakke� en volgt de standaard stratigra-
fi sche beschrijving zoals die bij de Geologische 
Dienst Nederland van TNO gebruikt wordt. Op la-
ger stratigrafi sche niveau worden de sedimentla-
gen genoemd naar het afze� ingssysteem waartoe 
ze behoren. Deze terminologie is geïntegreerd in 
de standaard lithostratigrafi e van TNO.

Hoofdstuk 2 behandelt de samenstelling van de 11 pa-
leogeografi sche kaarten van Nederland. De recon-
structies, databronnen en paleolandschapsinter-
pretaties en -beslissingen worden bediscussieerd.

Hoofdstuk 3 bepreekt drie regionale paleogeogra-
fi sche studies. De rol van de mens op de land-
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voormalige Rijn-Maas estuarium. Op de onder-
zoekslocatie zijn archeologische resten gevon-
den die dateren van de bronstijd tot en met de 
middeleeuwen. Een bijzonder fenomeen op deze 
locatie is het voorkomen van ‘klapkleien’ in de 
veenondergrond. Deze klapkleien zijn gevormd 
toen de – met zuurstof verzadigde – veenbodem 
tussen 250 en 200 v. Chr. ging drijven tijdens 
extreem hoge waterstanden in de Maasmond. 
Grote drijvende veeneilanden – inclusief ijzer-
tijd-nederze� ingen die erop stonden – kwamen 
los van de ondergrond en in de tussenliggende 
ruimte en veenscheuren werd klei afgezet. Ook 
kwamen archeologische resten in deze scheuren 
terecht waaronder een boomstamkano uit de 
bronstijd.

De landschapsgeschiedenis van een midden-
bronstijdsite in het gebied van Geestmerambacht, 
ten noordoosten van Alkmaar, is onderwerp van 
hoofdstuk 4.3. Dit gebied maakte deel uit van het 
voormalige Westfriese zeegatsysteem. De brons-
tijdsite was gelegen op een schelprijke, zandige 
oeverwal. De vorming van deze rug tijdens de 
laatste fase van het zeegatsysteem is gevisuali-
seerd in een profi elreconstructie.

In de synthese, hoofdstuk 5, is de landschapsont-
wikkeling van Nederland samengevat. Voor de 
tijdperioden tussen de opeenvolgende nationale 
paleogeografi sche kaarten worden de verant-
woordelijke sturende mechanismen in de land-
schapsontwikkeling geanalyseerd. Het hoofd-
stuk eindigt met de belangrijkste conclusies uit 
deze paleolandschapsstudie. 

Ontstaan van Nederland in kaartbeelden 
De Holocene landschapsgeschiedenis van Neder-
land wordt door de paleogeografi sche kaar-
ten inzichtelijk gemaakt. De kustvorming van 
Neder land (hoofdstuk 5) wordt kort samengevat. De 
hierbij gebruikte tijdsindeling wordt weergege-
ven in de stratigrafi sche tabel (Fig. 1.1). 

De zeespiegelstijging – na de laatste ijstijd, 
het Weichselien – was er de oorzaak van dat het 
laaggelegen westen en noorden van het land 
verdronk. De relatieve zeespiegelcurve (Fig. 1.20) 
gee�  inzicht in het verloop van de snelheid van 
deze zeespiegelstijging. Aan het begin van het 
Holoceen was die relatief snel, ~100 tot 200 cm 
per eeuw, en vanaf 4000 v. Chr. neemt de stijging 
duidelijk af. Gedurende de laatste 3000 jaar be-
droeg de zeespiegelstijging gemiddeld ‘slechts’ 
~5 tot 10 cm per eeuw. De snelle stijging in het 
Vroeg Holoceen leidde ertoe dat laag Nederland 
overstroomde (transgressieve ontwikkeling) en 

schapsvorming komt hier nadrukkelijk naar 
voren. De veenontginningen (vanaf de late ijzer-
tijd) en grootschalige bedijkingen (vanaf de late 
middeleeuwen) hebben de landschapsontwik-
keling in het kustgebied de laatste 2000 jaar in 
belangrijke mate bepaald.

In hoofdstuk 3.1 wordt de overstromingsge-
schiedenis van Zuidwest-Nederland beschreven 
en de interactie tussen natuurlijke en antropo-
gene processen bediscussieerd. De grote over-
stromingen na 270 n. Chr. zouden nooit hebben 
plaatsgevonden als de mens in de Romeinse tijd 
het kustveengebied niet op grote schaal had ont-
gonnen door middel van het graven van sloten en 
ontwateringskanalen. Ook wordt in dit hoofdstuk 
ingegaan op de oorzaken van de overstromings-
rampen en het ontstaan van de waterlopen de 
Striene (gebied van � olen) en Westerschelde. 

Het Oer-IJ – het getijdensysteem dat in de 
prehistorie actief was tussen Castricum, Velsen 
en Amsterdam – staat centraal in hoofdstuk 3.2. De 
landschapsgeschiedenis is beschreven op twee 
schaalniveaus: regionaal en supraregionaal. De 
geologische dateringen en archeologische sleu-
telsite-informatie waarop de (tijd-)reconstructie 
van het Oer-IJ gebaseerd is, worden gegeven in 
aparte appendices.

In hoofdstuk 3.3 worden de vijf landschapsre-
constructies van het Waddenzee kustgebied be-
sproken tussen Marsdiep (Texel) en Weser (Ne-
dersaksen). Deze reconstructies van de periode 
tussen 500 v. Chr. en heden zijn voor een groot 
deel gebaseerd op de uitgebreide geoarcheologi-
sche dataset uit deze regio’s. De achterliggende 
natuurlijke en antropogene oorzaken van de 
zee-inbraaksystemen in de periode van de re-
constructies worden bediscussieerd.

Drie lokale paleogeografi sche reconstructies 
worden behandeld in hoofdstuk 4. De Yangtzeha-
ven-studie is een voorbeeld van een onderzoek 
waarin geologische en paleolandschappelijke 
kennis is gebruikt als hulpmiddel bij het opspo-
ren van steentijd-archeologie op grotere diepte. 
De Yangtzehaven is de nieuwe waterverbinding 
tussen Maasvlakte 1 en 2 (Port of Ro� erdam) die 
tussen 2009 en 2013 is aangelegd. Op basis van 
een getrapte ‘geogenetische aanpak’ is een mid-
denmesolithische site op een diepte van 18–20 m 
–NAP ontdekt, gelegen op rivierduinafze� ingen 
die zijn gevormd in de paleoriviervlakte van Rijn 
en Maas. 

Hoofdstuk 4.2 gaat over de landschapsarcheolo-
gische studie die in het gebied van de Vergulde 
Hand West (VHW) in Vlaardingen is uitgevoerd. 
Dit gebied ligt aan de noordelijke rand van het 
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m –NAP. De afnemende zeespiegelstijging had in 
West Nederland tot gevolg dat de getijdenbek-
kens zich gingen opvullen. Voor de kust ont-
stond een gesloten strandwallensysteem dat zich 
in de daaropvolgende perioden zeewaarts uit-
breidde. Door het dichtslibben van de getijden-
bekkens verslechterde de natuurlijke drainage 
in het achterland van het kustgebied. Dit gebied 
verna� e daardoor sterk wat tot gevolg had dat er 
zich daar op grote schaal veen ging vormen. 

In tegenstelling tot West-Nederland breid-
den in Noord-Nederland de getijdenbekkens 
zich nog landwaarts uit. Deze transgressieve 
trend werd veroorzaakt door een relatief ster-
kere tektonische bodemdaling in deze regio. Ook 
werd er in Noord Nederland relatief minder zee-
zand door golfwerking naar de kust verplaatst. 
Dit laatste punt hing samen met de windkracht 
en windrichting. De zuidwestelijke winden wa-
ren door het jaar genomen sterker dan de noord-
westelijke winden waardoor het golfgedreven 
zandtransport naar de kust in West Nederland 
sterker was. Het steilere kustprofi el voor de 
Noord-Nederlandse kust speelde daarbij ook een 
rol. De zandvoorraad op de vooroever was daar-
door kleiner met als gevolg dat er een geringer 
zandvolume beschikbaar was. De diepere zeebo-
dem (>20 m) speelde geen rol omdat die buiten 
de invloed van de golfwerking lag. Deze facto-
ren hebben er toe geleid dat de Waddenzeekust 
het gehele Holoceen open is gebleven en dat de 
kustlijn zich niet in zeewaartse richting hee�  
verplaatst zoals voor de West-Nederlandse kust 
wel is gebeurd.

In 1500 v. Chr. (Fig. 2.8) had de kustuitbouw 
zich in West-Nederland doorgezet. De zeespiegel 
was op het niveau van ~2m –NAP komen te liggen. 
De zeegatsystemen in de West-Nederlandse kust 
lagen daar waar rivieren in zee uitmondden. In 
het achtergelegen kustgebied vormde zich veen. 
In het hoger gelegen Pleistocene achterland nam 
de natuurlijke afwatering eveneens af, waardoor 
ook daar het veen zich sterk ging uitbreiden. Door 
deze veenuitbreidingen kwam bijna de hel�  van 
Nederland onder het veen te liggen.

Ook in Noord-Nederland was de kustont-
wikkeling regressief geworden en breidde het 
kustveen zich daar uit aan de landzijde van de 
bekkensystemen. De Waddenzeekust en de cen-
trale delen van de bekkens bleven open.

In Flevoland ontstonden in het veengebied 
grote binnenmeren, die door golfafslag in de 
loop van de tijd steeds groter werden.

Opvallend is dat het rivierkleidek – over 
het veen – in oostelijk Nederland steeds groter 
werd. Deze kleisedimentatie wordt toegeschre-
ven aan menselijk ingrijpen in de natuur. Door 
ontbossingen en akkerbouw hield de vegetatie 
de bodem bij hevige regenval minder goed vast, 

dat de kustlijn zich in die periode landinwaarts 
verplaatste. Door de afnemende zeespiegelstij-
ging in het Midden Holoceen konden grote delen 
van het kustgebied hoog opslibben en verlanden 
(regressieve ontwikkeling). Als gevolg daarvan 
bouwde de kustlijn zich in West-Nederland in 
zeewaartse richting uit.

Aan het begin van het Holoceen stond de zee-
spiegel ~35 meter lager dan nu en lag de Noord-
zee nog voor een groot deel droog (Fig. 1.24). Enge-
land maakte toen deel uit van het vasteland van 
Noordwest-Europa. Door de snelle zeespiegelstij-
ging verdronk de Noordzee en rond 7000 v. Chr. 
bereikte de zee de huidige Nederlandse kustlijn. 
In de daaropvolgende periode overstroomden 
de laaggelegen dalsystemen. De top-Pleistoceen 
kaart, waarin de bovenkant van de Pleistocene 
afze� ingen ten opzichte van NAP is weergege-
ven (Fig. 2.2), is gebruikt om de Vroeg Holocene 
dalsystemen te reconstrueren. Door de Holocene 
geulinsnijdingen (rode gebied) weg te laten, kan 
de top van het Pleistocene oppervlak aan het be-
gin van het Holoceen gereconstrueerd worden 
(Fig. 2.3.). De geometrie van dit oppervlak en de 
zeespiegelstijging waren de twee sturende facto-
ren die de architectuur van de kustsystemen in 
de eerste hel�  van het Holoceen bepaalden.

De kaart van 9000 v. Chr. (Fig. 2.4) gee�  het 
landschap weer vóór de zee-overstromingen; het 
is de ‘onderlegger’ voor de latere kaarten die de 
afdekking laten zien van jongere mariene-, fl u-
viatiele- en veenafze� ingen.

Rond 5500 v. Chr. (Fig. 2.5) was de zeespiegel 
gestegen tot ~8 m –NAP. De Pleistocene dalsys-
temen waren veranderd in estuaria (Rijn-Maas) 
en getijdenbekkens (Zeeland, Noord-Holland en 
Noord-Nederland). Door de toestroom van kwel-
water uit het hogere Pleistocene achterland ver-
na� e de randzone langs de getijdengebieden en 
daar ontwikkelde zich veen. De kustlijn lag nog 
~10 km zeewaarts van de huidige kustlijn.

In 3850 v. Chr. (Fig. 2.6) schoof onder invloed 
van de doorgaande zeespiegelstijging het ge-
hele kustsysteem – kustlijn, getijdenbekkens en 
veenrandzone – verder in landwaartse richting 
op. De zeespiegel lag in die tijd op ~4.5 m –NAP. 
Opvallend is dat in deze periode de delta van de 
Rijn-Maas zich in zeewaartse richting ging uit-
bouwen. De delta-uitbouw hing deels samen met 
de aanvoer van riviersediment uit het achter-
land maar ook met de vorming van veen (en klei-
ig veen) tussen de rivierstroomgordels in de ri-
viervlakte. De delta-opvulling van Rijn en Maas 
bestaat daarom voor een groot deel uit organisch 
materiaal dat daar ter plaatse gevormd is.

Rond 2750 v. Chr. (Fig. 2.7) is de stijging van de 
zeespiegel sterk afgenomen tot ~25 cm per eeuw. 
De zeespiegel stond toen op een niveau van ~3.5 
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Vanaf die tijd werden de kweldergebieden en ri-
viervlakte grootschalig bedijkt en ontstond het 
Nederlandse polderlandschap. Het hele veenge-
bied, zowel in het kustgebied als in hoog Neder-
land werd ontgonnen. Het grote veenvolume, 
dat in de voorgaande millennia was gevormd, 
verdween door veenafslag (veenmeren), afgra-
vingen (veenwinning), inklinking (ontwatering) 
en oxidatie (vertering van het veen aan de lucht).

De kaart van 1500 n. Chr. (Fig. 2.12) laat zien 
dat hele kust- en riviervlakte door de mens was 
bedijkt. Grote veenmeren waren ontstaan in 
Holland en Friesland. De Zuiderzee was door 
oever afslag steeds groter geworden.

In 1850 n. Chr. (Fig. 2.13) was door inpolderin-
gen in Zeeland, de Kop van Noord-Holland en 
Noord-Nederland het getijdenareaal verder afge-
nomen. Steeds grotere delen van het Pleistocene 
zandoppervlak in hoog Nederland kwamen weer 
aan het oppervlak te liggen door veen oxidatie en 
grootschalig afgravingen van het veen.

Op de kaart van 2000 n. Chr. (Fig. 2.14) is 
duidelijk de verstedelijking te zien die in de 
twintigste eeuw hee�  plaatsgevonden. Andere 
grootschalige veranderingen zijn de afsluiting 
van de Zuiderzee (ontstaan IJsselmeer) en die 
van de zeearmen in Zuidwest-Nederland. Het 
gebied waar veen aan maaiveld lag, is verder af-
genomen en dit proces gaat vandaag de dag nog 
steeds door.

Conclusies
In hoofdstuk 5 van het proefschri�  worden een aan-
tal conclusies getrokken over de landschapsvor-
ming die uit de regionale en lokale studies naar 
voren zijn gekomen (hoofdstukken 3 en 4). Het 
beschikbaar komen van ‘accommodatieruimte’ 
voor de zee in het Nederlandse kustgebied is de 
belangrijkste sturende factor voor het ontstaan 
van estuaria, getijdenbekkens en inbraaksyste-
men. In het Vroeg- en Midden Holoceen was de 
snelle relatieve zeespiegelstijging verantwoor-
delijk voor het creëren van accommodatieruim-
ten in de laag gelegen Pleistocene dalsystemen. 
In de laatste hel�  van het Holoceen, toen een 
groot deel van het kustlandschap bestond uit 
veen, speelde de mens een grote rol in het creë-
ren van accommodatieruimte. Door het ontgin-
nen, ontwateren en afgraven van veen daalde 
het oppervlak van het kustlandschap sterk. Deze 
antropogene ingrepen leidden tot catastrofale 
situaties. Behalve tot bodemdaling door ontgin-
ningen, leidden de grootschalige bedijkingen 
van de late middeleeuwen ook tot een aanzienlij-
ke stijging van het maximale stormvloedniveau. 
Door de bedijkingen was het kwelderareaal sterk 
afgenomen en daarmee het stormwaterbergen-
de volume van deze gebieden. Hierdoor werd 

waardoor de rivieren een grotere sedimentlast 
kregen. Dit sediment werd benedenstrooms af-
gezet langs de rivierlopen. Het rivierkleidek in 
Oost-sNederland is daarmee het eerste antro-
pogene verschijnsel dat op de paleogeografi sche 
kaarten zichtbaar is. 

Rond 500 v. Chr. (Fig. 2.9) stond het zeeniveau op 
~1.25 m –NAP en was de snelheid van de zeespie-
gelstijging afgenomen tot ~10 cm per eeuw. In 
West-Nederland ze� e de regressieve kustontwik-
keling nog door. Het Westfriese zeegatsysteem 
was door een strandwal afgesloten van de zee en 
het getijdensysteem was overdekt met veen. 

De Flevomeren namen in omvang steeds 
verder toe. Door de afsluiting van het Westfriese 
zeegatsysteem hadden de Overijsselse Vecht en 
het noordelijke Flevomeer een afwateringsope-
ning gecreëerd naar de Waddenzee. Het zuidelij-
ke Flevomeer en het riviertje de Utrechtse Vecht 
waterden nog af via het Oer-IJ systeem.

In Oostergo (Friesland) werd het kustveen 
overdekt met een kleilaag. Deze transgressieve 
ontwikkeling wordt verklaard door natuurlij-
ke kusterosie, waardoor de kustwal (eiland en 
kwelders) – die het veengebied beschermde – 
werd afgebroken.

Rond 100 n. Chr. (Fig. 2.10) was het zeeniveau 
op ~1 m –NAP komen te liggen en vanaf die tijd 
(tot aan het begin van de 20e eeuw) bedroeg de 
zeespiegelstijging gemiddeld ~5 cm per eeuw. 
Een grote verandering die zich in de Romeinse 
tijd in het kustbeeld had voorgedaan, was de zee-
verbinding van de Waddenzee met de noordelijk 
en zuidelijke Flevomeren waardoor de Zuider-
zee was ontstaan. Door deze noordelijke opening 
had het Oer-IJ zijn afwateringsfunctie verloren 
en werd het getijdensysteem van de zee afgeslo-
ten door een gesloten strandwal. 

In Zuidwest-Nederland daarentegen ont-
stonden er openingen in de strandwal waarach-
ter slu� erafze� ingen werden gevormd (kwel-
ders). De mens gebruikte deze natuurlijke ope-
ningen in de late ijzertijd en Romeinse tijd om 
via sloten en kanalen het achterliggende veen 
te ontwateren. Deze veenontginningen hadden 
na ~270 n. Chr. grootschalige gevolgen. Door de 
kunstmatige ontwatering zakte het veenopper-
vlak en via het gegraven verkavelingspatroon 
kon de zee tot in het hart van de veengebieden 
binnendringen. 

Door de antropogene ingrepen was in 800 
n. Chr. (Fig. 2.11) heel Zuidwest-Nederland over-
stroomd en veranderd in één groot getijden-
gebied. Op vergelijkbare manier waren in het 
noorden van het land de antropogene ingressies 
van de Middelzee en Lauwerszee ontstaan. Een 
grote – door de mens veroorzaakte – omslag in 
het kustlandschap vond na 1100 n. Chr. plaats. 
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het zeewater tijdens storm opgestuwd tegen de 
dijken hetgeen leidde tot grote stormvloedram-
pen in het door de mens verlaagde poldergebied. 
Grootschalig permanent landverlies trad op in 
die gebieden waar het landoppervlak was gezakt 
tot onder het gemiddeld hoogwater niveau ten 
tijde van de overstroming. De verdrinking van 
de Grote en Hoeksche Waard na de Sint-Elisa-
bethsvloed in Zuid Holland (1421) en de Dollard 
in Noordoost-Groningen na de Tweede Cosmas- 
en Damianusvloed (1509) zijn daar onder andere 
voorbeelden van. Het permanente landverlies 
van het Verdronken Land van Zuid-Beveland in 
de zestiende eeuw leidde ertoe dat de Ooster-
schelde zijn rol als hoofdafwateringstak van de 
rivier de Schelde verloor aan de Westerschelde. 
Door de overstroming was de waterscheiding 
tussen het inkomende getijdenwater van de Oos-
ter- en Westerschelde verlegd van de lijn Saef-
tinge–Bath naar de lijn Brabantse Wal–Bath en 
dat leidde ertoe dat op die lijn de hoofdgeul van 
de Oosterschelde door de sterk afgenomen stro-
ming in enkele tientallen jaren kon dichtzanden. 

In de prehistorie (jaren v. Chr.) werden de 
grote landschapsveranderingen nog bepaald 
door natuurlijke processen. De afsluiting van het 
Oer-IJ getijdensysteem door een gesloten strand-
wal vond plaats rond 200 v. Chr. Deze afsluiting 
in de late ijzertijd wordt verklaard door de nieu-
we waterverbinding die het achterland van het 
Oer-IJ kreeg met de Waddenzee. Rond 400 v. Chr. 
– de tijd dat de verlanding van het Oer-IJ begon 
– kregen de Utrechtse Vecht en de veenafwate-
ringsriviertjes via de Flevomeren contact met de 
Waddenzee en verloor het Oer-IJ zijn natuurlijke 
afwateringsfunctie. Nadat de Waddenzeecon-
nectie was ontstaan, begon door veenafslag de 
Zuiderzee zich te vormen en werd aan de west-
kust het Oer-IJ van de zee afgesloten door een ge-
sloten strandwal. Door deze wal had de Romeinse 
haven bij het Castellum Flevum (bij Velsen) in de 
Vroeg Romeinse tijd geen rechtstreekse water-
verbinding meer met de Noordzee. Een indirecte 
verbinding was er wel. Deze liep via het Zuider-
zeegebied naar de Waddenzee. Ook was er via de 
Utrechtse Vecht een goede vaarweg met de toen-
malige grens van het Romeinse rijk, de Limes, ter 
hoogte van de huidige Oude Rijn.

Temperatuurschommelingen in de warme 
klimaatperiode van de afgelopen 8000 jaar waren 
beperkt. De magnitudes van de klimaatfl uctua-
ties, zoals klimaatgestuurde zeespiegelverande-
ringen, waren te gering om grote veranderingen 
in de architectuur van de kustsystemen te veroor-
zaken. De grote landschapsveranderingen wer-
den veroorzaakt door autonome en zichzelf ver-
sterkende sedimentaire processen in de systemen 
– zoals verlegging / afsluiting van een zeegat – en 
gedurende de laatste 2000 jaar ook door de mens.
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